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FOREWORD 

The world is changing. Now, more than ever, Innovation is critical for our economic 

development. It allows businesses to create new products and services, which can lead to 

increased productivity and improved living standards. However, innovation does not happen 

by itself. It requires a strategic approach that takes into account the needs of businesses, the 

capabilities of the workforce, and the tools which can help us propel forward. 

The Economic and Business Faculty of Institut Teknologi dan Bisnis Asia Malang created the 

international conference with the specific aim to share ideas and create discussion about how 

digital technologies can be used to create value in the current national and global economies. 

We want to invite everyone to participate in the discussion, together with ECOSIA 2022: Digital 

Business by Strategic Innovation for Economic Development.  

We hope that through this conference we can push new ideas and start ideas to create new 

innovations. More than that, We want to promote institutions, businesses, and the 

community to create actions and initiatives that are based on research and data. 

I personally want to thank the committee, co-hosts, researchers, and all participants for being 

a part of this conference. I hope that this event will bring new insights, create a better 

understanding of how to leverage new technologies, and create innovative actions that can 

contribute to the development of our economies. 

 

 

Best Regards,  

 

 

Risa Santoso, B.A., M.Ed.  

Rector  
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PREFACE 

Good morning. Assalamualaikum wr.wb. 

Peace be upon us all 

Alhamdulillah, we pray to God Almighty for an abundance of blessings, we can meet in a virtual 

Conference organized by the Faculty of Economics and Business, Institut Teknologi dan Bisnis 

Asia Malang with ECOSIA INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE - Digital Business by Strategic 

Innovation for Economic Development. 

In this forum we will discuss in; Financial Accounting, Sharia Accounting, Accounting 

Information Systems, Financial Management, Digital Marketing, Human Resource 

Management, Digital Business, Tourism and Hospitality, and Economic and Business. The 

Conference presenting: Dr. Kamaruddin Bin Othman (UTM, Kedaah Malaysia), Nico Irawan, 

Ph. D (University of Technology Krungthep, Thailand), Dr. Arjhel V. Domingo (College of 

Management and Business Technology, Philippine) as Keynote Speakers. 

Welcome all conference participants and authors to today's forum, together we will give a 

positive contribution and impact to the community through this research forum. I hope that 

this scientific sharing can be sustainable. I would also like to express my gratitude to the parties 

involved in the ECOSIA 2022 conference, the Rector of Institut Teknologi dan Bisnis Asia 

Malang, the Co-Hosts, the committee, and the entire organizing committee. Insyaallah, the 

event can be held smoothly and successfully. 

 

Murtianingsih, SE, MM 

Dean Faculty of Economics and Business 

ASIA Malang Institute of Technology and Business  
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ABSTRACT 

Any company can experience financial distress, especially if the country is experiencing an 
economic crisis, so management must monitor the company's financial situation. Financial 
distress is defined as a sustained decline in a company's financial performance over a specific 
time period. Financial distress will lead to bankruptcy if the source is not addressed 
immediately. The purpose of this research is to determine the impact of various financial ratios 
on financial distress in property and real estate companies. Purposive sampling was used to 
select the research sample. As a data analysis technique, multiple regression analysis is used 
in this study. The findings revealed that the liquidity, profitability, and activity ratios all have 
an effect on financial distress, but the leverage ratio has no effect. Simultaneously, all financial 
ratios have an effect on financial distress. 

KEYWORDS: Financial Distress, Property, Real Estate Companies, Indonesia Stock Exchange 
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Introduction 
Every company is founded with the hope of generating large profits so that it can develop in 
the long run and avoid financial difficulties or even bankruptcy. However, not all businesses 
can withstand the ever-changing economic conditions. Because of this, not all expectations 
are met. Many companies that have been in operation for a long time are forced to liquidate 
or disband because they are experiencing financial distress or financial difficulties that will 
lead to bankruptcy. Currently, competition among companies is increasing, which results in 
higher costs to be borne and incurred by the company. When a company is unable to compete, 
it will face financial difficulties because the profit earned by the company is insufficient to 
cover the costs that must be borne by the company. If the company's operating profit 
continues to suffer losses, the company will face financial difficulties, and if no improvements 
are made, the company may face bankruptcy. 

Financial distress is a decline in the financial condition of a company prior to liquidation or 
bankruptcy (Platt & Platt, 2002). Financial distress occurs as a result of the company's inability 
to maintain stability and manage its financial performance, resulting in operational losses. 
Financial distress can occur due to a variety of factors, including cash flow issues caused by 
profits earned by the company from operational activities that are insufficient to meet all of 
the company's obligations. Another factor contributing to the company's financial distress is 
the amount of debt it carries. The company's low income forces it to borrow in order to cover 
the company's operating costs shortage, but the company's income is not proportional to the 
debt it carries. Over time, operational losses will push the company to the brink of bankruptcy. 

In theory, Figure 1 depicts the process of a company's financial distress as it progresses from 
healthy to unhealthy. The process of financial distress begins with a decrease in income of 
more than 20%, which is referred to as “early impairments” in the figure below. Even though 
its income has decreased, the company is still able to pay its debts at this point. When the 
company's operating cash flow is negative, it enters this stage. It indicates that the company 
will be unable to meet its future obligations. During the failure process, the company struggles 
to return the given capital at a consistently lower rate of return than the rate of return on 
similar investments. Then it goes into the default cycle. If the company continues to fail to pay 
its obligations or interest, it will file for bankruptcy. Following the default process, the 
company will enter the insolvency stage, where the company's performance is already 
negative due to a lack of liquidity, causing the entity to be unable to meet its debts. Bankruptcy 
is the final stage of financial distress and occurs when the total liability payable exceeds the 
asset's fair value. 
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Figure 1. Integral Process of Financial Distress 

 
Source: (Outecheva, 2007) 

Financial distress data can be used as an early warning sign of impending bankruptcy, allowing 
management to take immediate action to prevent problems before they arise. The continuous 
decline in the company's financial performance over a certain period of time will endanger the 
business's sustainability, resulting in the delisting of its shares from the stock exchange. 
According to Rule Number I-I concerning the Elimination of the Listing (Delisting) and Relisting 
Shares regulated in the Decree of the Board of Directors of PT. Jakarta Stock Exchange 
Number: Kep-308/BEJ/07-2004, the IDX may write off the securities of a listed company if it 
experiences conditions, or events, which significantly negatively affect the business continuity 
of the listed company, either financially or legally, or on the sustainability of its status. The 
listed company cannot show adequate indications of recovery. Between 2017 and 2020, 24 
companies were delisted from the IDX, with real estate and property companies accounting 
for 20.83 percent of them (Cekdollarmu, 2021). This phenomenon makes it very interesting to 
investigate why many property and real estate companies are delisting between 2017 and 
2020. Based on these conditions, potential investors can conduct an analysis to determine 
financial distress in a company from the start. Potential investors can use this analysis to help 
them make investment decisions in a company. 

Financial ratios are a tool for measuring financial distress that can be calculated using data 
from a company's financial statements. The financial ratio analysis of the company can show 
the company's financial status during a specific period that reflects the company's 
performance. Financial ratio analysis is future-oriented, which means that it can be used to 
assess financial performance and future business results (Munawir, 2016). Financial ratios can 
be used to forecast the occurrence of financial distress and bankruptcy. Liquidity ratios, 
profitability ratios, solvency ratios (leverage), and activity ratios are examples of financial 
ratios. 

A company's liquidity is a critical factor that must be considered when making decisions, 
because liquidity is related to the company's ability to meet its financial obligations. Liquidity 
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ratio is a ratio used to assess a company's ability to meet obligations that must be met 
immediately (Kodrat & Herdinata, 2009). Liquidity is also used to assess a company's financial 
performance in meeting short-term obligations such as salaries, operating costs, short-term 
debt, raw materials, and other items that must be paid immediately (Mustahgfiroh & 
Lisiantara, 2021). If the company only relies on debt for funding, it will incur even more 
liabilities in the future and be vulnerable to financial difficulties. The greater the company's 
liquidity, the better and safer it will be. The current ratio can be used to assess a company's 
liquidity. The current ratio is a ratio used to assess a company's ability to meet all of its short-
term obligations. 

Another financial ratio to consider is the leverage ratio. Leverage ratio is a ratio that measures 
how much of a company's assets are financed by debt. Companies that have more debt than 
capital are said to have a high level of leverage. Furthermore, leverage can demonstrate the 
company's ability to meet its financial obligations if the company is later liquidated. The 
greater the leverage, the greater the risk of investment (Mustahgfiroh & Lisiantara, 2021). The 
greater the total assets owned by the company, the more likely it is that the company will be 
able to pay off its obligations in the future, avoiding financial problems. The debt-to-equity 
ratio is used in this study to assess the company's leverage by comparing the amount of debt 
to the amount of equity. 

The profitability ratio is the next ratio that can predict the occurrence of financial distress. 
Profitability ratio is a ratio used to assess a company's ability to seek profit or profit over a 
specific time period (Kasmir, 2018). This ratio compares a company's ability to earn a profit to 
its sales, own capital, and assets. The greater a company's profitability, the greater its ability 
to generate high profits and reduce the possibility of bankruptcy. This ratio also measures the 
effectiveness of a company's management. This is demonstrated by the profit generated from 
sales and investment income. Return on Assets (ROA) is a popular measure of profitability 
ratios. Return on assets (ROA) is a measure of a company's ability to generate profits with the 
total number of assets available to it. 

The activity ratio is the final financial ratio to consider. Activity ratio is a ratio used to measure 
the extent to which a company uses its resources to support company activities, with the goal 
of optimizing the use of these resources so that the company can achieve the best possible 
results (Fahmi, 2020). The higher the turnover rate of the company's resources, the better the 
company uses its resources. If the company cannot maximize asset turnover, it will be difficult 
to achieve maximum results and may cause the company to go bankrupt. Total Assets Turn 
Over is a ratio used to determine how effective asset utilization is in generating sales. The 
higher the asset turnover rate, the better the company utilizes its assets. 

Signal theory can explain the relationship between financial ratios and a company's financial 
distress. The signal theory proposes how a company should send signals to users of financial 
statements. Profit is a signal that managers send to the market; if managers are confident in 
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the company's prospects, they want to communicate with investors, who are expected to pick 
up on the signal and rate the company higher. The financial statements show the company's 
performance and financial condition. Financial statements that show positive long-term 
profits indicate that the company is performing well and has healthy financial conditions. This 
relates to the dividend distribution to shareholders. It can also be seen from the cash flow 
value of the company. Long-term high cash flow indicates that the company can pay its 
creditors. Users of financial statements may interpret this positively. In contrast, a negative 
profit on the financial statements indicates that the company is in financial distress. 

Based on the problem's background and the previously discussed literature review, the 
framework theory in this research is as follows: 

Figure 2. Framework Theory 

 
Source: Researcher, 2022 

The following hypotheses will be tested in this study: 

H1: Liquidity ratio has an effect on financial distress. 

H2: Leverage ratio has an effect on financial distress. 

H3: Profitability ratio has an effect on financial distress. 

H4: Activity ratio has an effect on financial distress. 

Method 
This study is classified as quantitative research. Quantitative research is a type of research in 
which the specifications are systematic, well-planned, and clearly structured from the start to 
the creation of the research design. Quantitative research methods can be defined as research 
methods based on the philosophy of positivism that are used to examine specific populations 
or samples, sampling techniques are generally carried out randomly, data collection employs 
research instruments, and data analysis is quantitative or statistical in nature with the goal of 
testing hypotheses that have been established (Sugiyono, 2010). A causal associative approach 
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is used in this study. Causal associative research seeks to identify the relationship between 
two or more variables (Sugiyono, 2010). This research will allow us to develop a theory that 
can be used to explain, predict, and control a symptom. A causal relationship occurs when one 
variable (independent) influences the other variable (dependent). 

Purposive sampling was used in this study to collect samples. Purposive sampling is a data-
source sampling technique that takes certain factors into account. The following are the 
sampling criteria used in this study: (1) Property and real estate companies that have listed on 
the Indonesian Stock Exchange for the 2019-2020 fiscal year. (2) Companies that use the 
Indonesian rupiah currency in their annual financial statements. (3) Companies that submit 
financial reports for the 2019-2020 fiscal year accompanied by independent auditor reports. 
A sample of 49 companies is obtained from the population of property and real estate 
companies and the three sample selection criteria listed above, for a total of 98 data points. 

The secondary data used in this study came from the company's financial statements, which 
were published on the Indonesia Stock Exchange website as well as the issuer's company. 
Secondary data is any data source that does not directly provide data to data collectors, such 
as other people or documents (Sugiyono, 2010). Multiple regression analysis with EViews 
software was used to analyze the data in this study. Classical assumption tests, such as the 
multicollinearity test, normality test, autocorrelation test, and heteroscedasticity test, were 
also performed during the multiple regression analysis process. The hypothesis test consists 
of the F and t tests, followed by analysis and interpretation, which results in conclusions and 
recommendations. 

Result 
The results of the normality test can be seen in Figure 3. 

Figure 3. Normality Test Results 

 

Source: EViews Output, 2022 

Based on the output of the normality test using the Jarque-Bera method, Figure 2 shows that 
the p-value of 0.000000 is smaller than 0.05, so that the residuals are not normally distributed. 
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Because the residuals are not normally distributed, the outlier data is excluded from the test 
so that the number of observations becomes 85. The results of the normality test after the 
outlier data is removed can be seen in Figure 4. 

Figure 4. Normality Test Results Without Outliers 

 

Source: EViews Output, 2022 

Based on Figure 4 above, it can be seen that the p-value of 0.285822 is greater than 0.05 so 
that the residuals are declared normally distributed. 

The results of the multicollinearity test can be seen in Table 1. 

Table 1. Multicollinearity Test Results 
Variance Malan Faolas 
0210 07/20122 Time 13 21 
Sample 185 
Included Obutrvatals 85 

Vanatlo 
Coefnoer4  
Vananot 

Ununeend  
NF 

Cralett0  
I1F 

C 0 097989 5 104492 NA 
CR 0 001365 1932546 1075239 
DER 0 047312 2 270776 1 165129 
ROA 0000729 1 158902 1 142882 
TATO 1649326 3546094 1 090223 

Source: EViews Output, 2022 

Based on the output of the multicollinearity test in Table 1, it can be seen that all independent 
variables have a Centered VIF value of less than 10, so it is concluded that there is no 
multicollinearity problem among the independent variables in the regression model. 

The results of the heteroscedasticity test can be seen in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Heteroscedasticity Test Results 
Hotorosiredasboty Test ARCH 
F-sUbsts 1 528102 P100 F(182) 0 2199 

Obs*R.squared 1536735 Frog Crw-
Squar•111 0 2151 

Test Egrabon 
Ooptod•nt Vanabla RESC.2 
Method Lout Squares 
0214 07/2002 Time 13 30 
Sample (actusle0) 285 
1010.1011:10bSereaalS 84 Aar adjustments 
 
Variat48 Coetbaent SW Error  ISlaSsrac Pro0 
C  
RESC•2(.1) 

1 341093  
0.135364 

0 290390 
0109504  

4618256 
1236164 

0 0000  
0 2199 

R.3403fed 0.018294 Iltanclop•Monl 
vas 1 551448 

Adjusted R.squato0 0.006322 SO 
oltpoodenlyar 2 163468 

SE <Impression 2 156618 flats info catoon 4 398481 
Sum 39U410010510 381 3822 Schwan allonon 4 456358 

Log bkehtiocx5 .182 7362 HannamOuinn 
alter 4 421747 

F.sLibsbc 1.528102 Durbin...Vat:cc 
stat  2005985 

12700(F.sLs0s00 0219927    
Source: EViews Output, 2022 

Based on the output of the heteroscedasticity test using the ARCH method in Table 2, it can 
be seen that the p-value of 0.2151 is greater than 0.05, so it can be concluded that there is no 
problem in the regression model. 

The results of the autocorrelation test can be seen in Table 3. 

Table 3. Autocorrelation Test Results 
R.SCuart0 0 606544 Yuan atounciontrar 2348860 
/4510•0 R•souane0 0 586872 So aocuntiont vac 1 987375 
SE 46,Eirsocu 1277387 /Jtatiu wto cntonon 3 384533 
Sum square° mod 130 6374 Sauna anon:u 3 528218 
Log noinood •138.8426 Hannan-Gunncuter 342323 
F•slabsbc 30.83166 Durt4n-Wation slat 1 364611 
PTot(F•stabs54) 0000000   

Source: EViews Output, 2022 

Based on the output of the autocorrelation test using the Durbin-Watson method in Table 3, 
it can be seen that the Durbin-Watson value of 1.364611 is still between-2 and +2. A Durbin-
Watson value between -2 and +2 means that there is no autocorrelation problem (Santoso, 
2015). 
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After all classical assumption tests have been passed, the hypothesis is tested using multiple 
regression analysis. The results of multiple regression analysis can be seen in Table 4. 

Table 4. Multiple Regression Analysis Results 
OtpendenlVanaalt FO Yaw* LeastSwami 
Oale 074843 Tome 1255 Sample 85 
Include(looser/Sons 85 
Vanable Ceacion1 Sla Error 181abstc Moe 
C 0 537757 0313032 1 717896 0 0897 
CR 0278288 0 036951 7 531249 0 0000 
DER -0058605 0213513 -0269435 0 7883 
ROA 0 127843 0 027001 4334694 0 0000 
TATO 6 991961 1910321 3660093 0 0005 

Racpmred 0 606544  Mean 
dependent nr 2 348860 

Ad.P..14011R4C/Ltiled 0586832  90. dormiont ft 1983335 
SE of regrusson 1233383  Mute info canon 3 384533 
Sum squared Mild 130 6374  Senna album 3528216 

Log imelfamel -138.8426  Kinnameluwm 
OW 3442323 

F.3L15SIC 30.83165  DurtinNfatten 
slat 134611 

pm5(F.sl1636e) 0000000    
Source: EViews Output, 2022 

Based on Table 4, the multiple linear regression equation that can be formulated is as follows: 
FD = 0.537757 + 0.278288 CR – 0.058606 DER + 0.127843 ROA + 6.991961 TATO (1) 
Where: 

FD = Financial Distress 
CR = Current Ratio 
DER = Debt to Equity Ratio 
ROA = Return on Asset Ratio 
TATO = Total Asset Turnover Ratio 

Based on Table 4, the value of adjusted R square is 0.586872. This means that 58.6872% of the 
variation in the financial distress variable can be explained by the variables of the liquidity 
ratio, leverage ratio, profitability ratio, and activity ratio, while the remaining 41.3128% is 
explained by other variables that are not included in the regression model. Based on Table 4, 
it can be seen that the F-statistic value of 30.83165 is greater than the F-critical of 2.4859 and 
the p-value is 0.000000 is smaller than 0.05, so it can be concluded that the variables of 
liquidity ratio, leverage ratio, profitability ratio, and activity ratio simultaneously have a 
significant effect on financial distress. 
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Discussion 

Based on Table 4, it can be seen that the Current Ratio variable has a t-statistic value of 
7.531249 and a p-value of 0.0000. Because the t-statistic value of 7.531249 is greater than the 
t-critical of 1.9901 and the p-value of 0.0000 is smaller than 0.05, it can be concluded that the 
liquidity variable has a significant effect on financial distress. A high liquidity ratio indicates 
that a company can meet short-term obligations with its current assets. This demonstrates 
that the company's financial condition is still strong enough to pay off maturing short-term 
obligations. As a result, a high level of liquidity reduces the possibility of financial distress in 
the company. The results of this study support the research findings (Ginting, 2017), (Muhtar 
& Aswan, 2017), (Chrissentia & Syarief, 2018), (Shidiq & Khairunnisa, 2019), (Izzah et al., 2021), 
(Swara, 2021), (Rinofah et al., 2022). However, the results of this study contradict the research 
findings (Kusuma & Sumani, 2017), (Simanjuntak et al., 2017), (Asfali, 2019), (Ayuningtiyas & 
Suryono, 2019), (Christella & Osesoga, 2019), (Natalia & Sha, 2021), (Oktaviani & Sembiring, 
2021), (Silvia & Yulistina, 2022) which did not find any significant effect between the liquidity 
ratio and financial distress. 

Based on Table 4, it can be seen that the Debt to Equity Ratio variable has a t-statistic value of 
-0.269435 and a p-value of 0.7883. Because the value of t-statistic |-0.269435| smaller than 
t-critical 1.9901 and p-value 0.7883 greater than 0.05, it can be concluded that the leverage 
ratio has no significant effect on financial distress. Companies in financial distress typically 
have debt that is nearly equal to or greater than their total assets, and some even have debt 
that is greater than their total assets. An increase in DER has no effect on the likelihood of a 
company experiencing financial distress. A high DER value does not always mean the company 
will experience financial distress in the future. If the DER value is high but not followed by a 
high operating expense value, the company can avoid financial distress. Furthermore, if the 
company can properly manage and control debt, there is no risk of financial distress. The 
results of this study support the research findings (Ayuningtiyas & Suryono, 2019), (Shidiq & 
Khairunnisa, 2019), (Swara, 2021), (Rinofah et al., 2022), (Silvia & Yulistina, 2022). However, 
the results of this study contradict the research findings (Ginting, 2017), (Kusuma & Sumani, 
2017), (Muhtar & Aswan, 2017), (Simanjuntak et al., 2017), (Audina & HS, 2018), (Chrissentia 
& Syarief, 2018), (Christella & Osesoga, 2019), (Asfali, 2019), (Christine et al., 2019), (Abdillah, 
2020), (Izzah et al., 2021), (Natalia & Sha, 2021), (Oktaviani & Sembiring, 2021) which found a 
significant effect of the leverage ratio on financial distress. 

Based on Table 4, it can be seen that the Return on Asset Ratio variable has a t-statistic value 
of 4.734694 and a p-value of 0.0000. Because the t-statistic value of 4.734694 is greater than 
the t-critical of 1.9901 and the p-value of 0.0000 is smaller than 0.05, it can be concluded that 
the profitability ratio has a significant effect on financial distress. This means that a company's 
high and low profits will have an impact on its financial distress. The high profitability ratio of 
the company indicates that the return on investment from the company's assets is very good. 
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The profit generated by the company is sufficient to fund the company's operations and allows 
investors to recoup their investment. This also demonstrates that the company's financial 
situation is stable and far from dire. The company's increasing profits will demonstrate that its 
financial performance is improving, putting it further away from financial distress. The results 
of this study support the research findings (Muhtar & Aswan, 2017), (Ayuningtiyas & Suryono, 
2019), (Christella & Osesoga, 2019), (Christine et al., 2019), (Abdillah, 2020), (Swara, 2021), 
(Izzah et al., 2021), (Natalia & Sha, 2021), (Oktaviani & Sembiring, 2021), (Rinofah et al., 2022), 
(Silvia & Yulistina, 2022). However, the results of this study contradict the research findings 
(Kusuma & Sumani, 2017), (Simanjuntak et al., 2017), (Asfali, 2019) which did not find a 
significant effect between the profitability ratios on financial distress. 

Based on Table 4, it can be seen that the Total Asset Turnover Ratio variable has a t-statistic 
value of 3.660097 and a p-value of 0.0005. Because the t-statistic value of 3.660097 is greater 
than the t-critical of 1.9901 and the p-value of 0.0005 is smaller than 0.05, it can be concluded 
that the activity ratio has a significant effect on financial distress. This demonstrates that 
utilizing assets owned by the company in the company's operational activities can reduce the 
possibility of the company being in financial distress. In other words, if the company's sales 
are declining as a result of inefficient asset use for operational activities, the company will be 
vulnerable to financial distress. The results of this study support the research findings 
(Simanjuntak et al., 2017), (Swara, 2021), (Rinofah et al., 2022). However, the results of this 
study contradict the research findings (Asfali, 2019), (Shidiq & Khairunnisa, 2019), (Izzah et al., 
2021) which did not find any significant effect between the activity ratio on financial distress. 

Conclusion 
Based on the findings and discussion above, the following are the study's conclusions: 

1. The liquidity ratio has a significant effect on financial distress based on the results of 
partial hypothesis testing. 

2. The leverage ratio has no significant effect on financial distress based on the results of 
partial hypothesis testing. 

3. The profitability ratio has a significant effect on financial distress based on the results of 
partial hypothesis testing. 

4. The activity ratio has a significant effect on financial distress based on the results of partial 
hypothesis testing. 
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ABSTRACT 

The development of the halal market potential makes many companies want to enter and win 
the competition. Limited research on brand equity in halal products makes it challenging to 
determine strategies to achieve it. Halal brand equity is essential to gain a competitive 
advantage and significant margin opportunity. SEM path analysis tests hypotheses related to 
variables that affect Halal Brand Equity. This study involved 243 respondents. The test results 
show that Halal Brand Image affects Halal Brand Satisfaction and Halal Brand Trust. However, 
Halal Brand Satisfaction does not affect Halal Brand Equity. It also fails to mediate the effect 
of Halal Brand Image on Halal Brand Equity. The novelty of this research is that Halal Brand 
Loyalty successfully mediates the effect of Halal Brand Trust on Halal Brand Equity. So that to 
achieve Halal Brand Equity, companies should focus on Halal Brand Image, Halal Brand Trust, 
and Halal Brand Loyalty. 

KEYWORDS:  Halal Brand Equity, Halal Brand Image, Halal Brand Loyalty, Halal Brand 
Satisfaction, Halal Brand Trust, Halal Food. 
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Introduction 
The Muslim population will reach 26.4% of the world population in 2030 (Pew Research 
Center, 2011). More than a quarter of the world population is Muslim. Hackett, et al. (2017) 
stated that it would become the largest in 2070. In addition, consuming halal products is a 
lifestyle that develops over time for Muslims and nonmuslim. It is because halal products are 
manufactured according to Islamic standards or laws (Gabriella & Kurniawati, 2021). Recently, 
many companies put much attention on Islamic branding due to the rapid increase in the 
Muslim population and the massive potential of the halal consumer market (Khan et al., 2021). 
The global halal food market showed significant growth. In 2009, it contributed 632 billion USD 
in sales, equal to 16% of the global food industry (Power and Abdullah, 2009). It is predicted 
to exceed 2 trillion USD in 2024 (Dubai Islamic Economy Development Centre, 2021). Many 
international companies have paid attention to this profitable opportunity, such as Nestle, 
Unilever, KFC, McDonald's, and Colgate-Palmolive (Izberk-Bilgin & Nakata, 2016). They have 
introduced halal products under Islamic sharia principles. 

Indonesia had the largest Muslim population in the world in 2021, and it was projected to be 
the second largest Muslim population in 2030 after Pakistan, with 238,883,000 Muslims (Pew 
Research Center, 2011). Indonesia ranked fourth place in the Global Islamic Economy Indicator 
Score (DinarStandard, 2020). In terms of halal food, Indonesia ranked 4th after Malaysia, 
Singapore, and the Uni Arab Emirates. It rose to the eighth position due to the significant 
increase in halal food export to the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation member states. 

Many companies and researchers have started focusing on the halal product. Brand equity is 
a capital of a company to increase its value. Achieving brand equity results in better 
competitive advantages and more significant margin opportunities (Khan et al., 2021). 
Especially in facing a competitive environment that Muslims dominate. Thus it is vital to 
identify the factors affecting brand equity in halal food products, such as brand image, brand 
trust, brand satisfaction, and brand loyalty. The previous research by Khan, et al. (2021) found 
no considerable effect of Halal Brand Trust on Halal Brand Equity. On the other hand, Nguyen 
Viet and Nguyen Anh (2021) found a positive effect of Brand trust on Brand Equity. This study's 
novelty is to analyze further the effect of Halal Brand Trust on Halal Brand Equity using Halal 
Brand Loyalty as a mediator. 

According to Social Exchange Theory (SET), human relationships are based on an economic 
relationship where each party compares the sacrifice and benefit they get (Xia et al., 2021). 
Halal customers consider the brand they bought. Conversely, halal food companies need to 
identify factors that affect brand equity. Thus, this study uses SET as a fundamental theory to 
understand factors affecting halal brand equity. 

Brand Equity is a set of an asset such as brand awareness, brand loyalty, and perceived quality 
that can add or subtract the value of a brand (Aaker, 1991; Khan et al., 2021). Regarding halal 
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context, Yulianto et al. (2021) stated that it is a single criterion used by the customer by 
eliminating their brand list that may not comply with halal commitment.  

Brand Image is what customer's perception of a particular brand (Keller and Kotler, 2016). A 
customer has a better perception of satisfaction with a product with a positive brand image 
(Tu et al., 2012). Diputra, (2021) agrees with (Khan et al., 2021) that brand image has a positive 
effect on brand satisfaction. 

Brand satisfaction is defined as the degree of happiness of customers because a particular 
brand can fulfill their needs and expectation (Ali et al., 2018). Satisfaction is a strong predictor 
of brand equity in the banking industry (Iglesias et al., 2019). Khan et al. (2021)  agree with 
Basheer et al. (2017) that brand satisfaction has a positive effect on brand equity. Khan et al. 
(2021) also found that brand image has an effect on brand loyalty through brand satisfaction. 

Brand trust is defined as the belief of a customer that a particular brand has the ability, 
goodness, and trustworthiness (Ali et al., 2018). In the context of halal, it means the 
customer's trust in a particular brand that can carry halal commitment. Khan et al. (2021) 
agree with (Abdullah, 2015) that brand image has a positive effect on brand trust. 

Brand loyalty is defined as customer loyalty to a particular brand because of its value, even 
though many competitors offer the same features at a lower price (Ali et al., 2018). If a brand 
wants to obtain loyalty, first, it has to obtain the trust of the customer (Abdullah, 2015). Brand 
loyalty has a positive effect on brand equity (Hossien Emari, 2012). There is also a positive 
effect of brand trust on brand equity. Kim et al. (2021) found that brand trust has a positive 
effect on brand loyalty. In addition, brand loyalty is one of the dimensions of brand equity 
(Aaker, 1991). Those theories mentioned above are proven in traditional business. Thus in 
terms of halal context, this study proposes : 

H1. Halal Brand Image has a positive effect on Halal Brand Satisfaction; 

H2. Halal Brand Satisfaction has a positive effect on Halal Brand Equity; 

H3. Halal Brand Image has an effect on Halal Brand Equity through Halal Brand Satisfaction; 

H4. Halal Brand Image has a positive effect on Halal Brand Trust; 

H5. Halal Brand Trust has an effect on Halal Brand Equity through Halal Brand Loyalty. 
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Figure 1 Conceptual Framework 

 

Method 
The research design used in this study is causal research which examines a variable's causal 
relationship with another variable (Sekaran, U., & Bougie, 2016). This study used primary data, 
which used an online questionnaire on a 5-point Likert scale. This scale measures respondent 
perception and consists of 1-strongly disagree to 5-strongly agree. Design sampling used in 
this study is nonprobability sampling, where the respondent does not have an opportunity to 
be chosen as a sample subject. Purposive technique sampling is used in this study. Thus this 
study targeted the respondent who had the information needed by the researcher (Sekaran, 
U., & Bougie, 2016). The criteria set in this study are the customer of halal food brands, namely 
those who have repurchased the brand. According to (Hair et al., 2018), the sample size 
required is a minimum of 5 to 10 times the number of indicators. This study used 16 indicators, 
so the sample size that can be used is a minimum of 80 samples. This study involved 243 
respondents. A confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) is used to test the validity using a 0.40 cutoff 
based on Hair et al., (2018). A Cronbach's Alpha is used to measure the reliability by using a 
0.60 cutoff based on Ghozali (2007) in Kusumawati and  Rahayu (2020). A goodness of fit test 
should be done to examine the fitness of the research model, according to Hair et al., (2018). 
By using AMOS, SEM path analysis is used to examine the hypothesis. Sobel Test helps this 
study to test the mediation (MacKinnon et al., 1995). 

Result 
This study involved 243 respondents. Most of respondent are male (56.6%), age ranging from 
25-29 years old (39.1%). Majority of respondent are from Bachelor degree (47.3%). Most of 
the respondent are government workers with income per month of 5.000.000 – 10.000.000 
IDR. Muslim contributes the largest respondent in this study (97.1%). Most of respondent has 
been using halal food brands for more than 5 years (93.4%). The detail of respondent’s profile 
can be seen in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Respondent’s Profile (n = 243) 

Category Frequency Per cent (%) 
Gender 

Male 135 56,6 
Female 108 44,4 

Age 
18-24 years  60 24,7 
25-29 years  95 39,1 
30-34 years  34 14,0 
35-40 years  37 15,2 
> 40 years  17 7 

Education 
Junior High School 3 1,2 
Senior High School 37 15,2 

Diploma 74 30,5 
Bachelor 115 47,3 
Master 14 5,8 

Occupation 
Student 35 14,4 

Government worker 128 52,7 
Private worker 46 18,9 
Entrepreneur 16 6,6 

Others 18 7,4 
Income per month 

< 2.000.000,- IDR  52 21,4 
 2.000.000 – Rp. 5.000.000 IDR 43 17,7 

 5.000.000 – Rp. 10.000.000 IDR 78 32,1 
> 10.000.000 IDR 70 28,8 

Religion 
Islam 236 97,1 

Catholic  2 0,8 
Protestant 4 1,6 

Confucianism 1 0,4 
How long been using halal food brands … 

< 1 year  1 0,4 
1-2 year 8 3,3 
3-5 year 7 2,9 
> 5 year 227 93,4 

The validity test uses factor loading. Hair et al., (2018) recommended factor loading value cut-
off for 200 samples is 0.40. The test resulted in factor loading of all indicators above ≥ 0.40; 
thus, all indicators are considered valid. The reliability test used in this study compares 
Cronbach’s Alpha to the recommended cut-off value based on Ghozali (2007) in Kusumawati 
and Rahayu (2020) in the value of 0.60. All variables have Cronbach’s Alpha ≥ 0.60 and thus 
are considered reliable. The further details of the validity and reliability test can be seen in 
Table 2. 

Table 2 Validity and Reliability Test Result 
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Variable Indicator Factor 
Loading 

Cronbach’s 
Alpha 

Source 

Halal Brand 
Image 

The halal food brand that I used … 
is the best benchmark than others that 
have the halal commitment 

0.803 0.833 Khan et 
al. (2021) 

has a good reputation among other halal 
food brands 

0.836 

answers all my halal concerns 0.839 
can be trusted about its halal promises 0.790 

Halal Brand 
Satisfaction 
 

I’m happy to take decision to choose my 
halal food brand due to its halal 
commitment 

0.847 0.833 Khan et 
al. (2021) 

I believe that my halal food brand is right 
to be purchased due to its halal assurance 

0.891 

Overall, I feel satisfied with my halal food 
brand because of my halal consideration 

0.859 

Halal Brand 
Trust 

Regarding the halal food brand that I used … 
I trust it 0.838 0.852 Khan et 

al. (2021) I rely on it 0.789 
It is an honest brand 0.881 
It is safe to be used 0.817 

Halal Brand 
Loyalty 

I’m loyal only to halal food brand I 
purchased 

0.915 0.798 Hossien 
Emari 
(2012) The halal food brand I used will be my 

first choice 
0.915 

Halal brand 
equity 

It makes sense to use this halal food 
brand than any other else due to its halal 
commitment even they are the same 

0.788 0.838 Khan et 
al. (2021) 

Even if other halal food brands have the 
same halal features as this brand, I would 
prefer to buy this brand 

0.914 

If there is another halal food brand that 
has the same good performance, I would 
prefer to buy this brand 

0.900 

A Goodness Fit Test should be done before proceeding into hypothesis testing. A model is considered 

fit if it has at least one good fit (Hair et al., 2018). The test resulted in 4 Good Fits. Thus, this model is 

considered fit. 
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Table 3 Goodness of Fit Test Result 

Types of 
Measurement Measurement Value Acceptance Limit Conclusion 

Absolute fit 
indices 

RMSEA 0,106 ≤ 0,08 Poor Fit 
ECVI 1,821 Closer to saturated value 

than independence 
Good Fit 

RMR 0,039 ≤ 0,05 Good Fit 
Incremental fit 

indices IFI 0,893 
≥ 0,90 or closer to 1 Marginal FIt 

NFI 0,859 ≥ 0,90 or closer to 1 Marginal Fit 
TLI 0,869 ≥ 0,90 or closer to 1 Marginal Fit 
CFI 0,892 ≥ 0,90 or closer to 1 Marginal Fit 
RFI 0,829 ≥ 0,90 or closer to 1 Marginal Fit 

Parsimonious fit 
indices 

CMIN/DF 3,704 Lower limit 1, upper limit 5 Good Fit 
AIC 440,741 Closer to saturated value 

than independence 
Good Fit 

Table 4 Direct Hypothesis Test Result 
Hypotheses Estimate p-value Conclusion 

H1. Halal Brand Image X Halal Brand Satisfaction 0,850 0,000 Supported 
H2. Halal Brand Satisfaction X Halal Brand Equity 0,071 0,244 Not supported 
H4. Halal Brand Image X Halal Brand Trust 0,781 0,000 Supported 

Table 5 Mediation Hypothesis Test Result 
Hypotheses Test Statistic p-value Conclusion 

H3. Halal Brand Image X Halal Brand 
Satisfaction  Halal Brand Equity 

0,603 0,545 Not supported 

H5. Halal Brand Trust X Halal Brand Loyalty 
X Halal Brand Equity 

4,769 0,000 Supported 

Figure 2 Output of Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) 
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Discussion 

The SEM resulted in H1 p-value of 0,000 ≤ 0,05 and an estimate value of 0.850; thus, Halal 
Brand Image has a positive effect on Halal Brand Satisfaction. It supports the findings of Khan 
et al. (2021) and Dam and Dam (2021). This shows that a brand with a better image will result 
in better customer satisfaction. H2 resulted in a p-value of 0.244 > 0.05; thus, there is no 
considerable effect of Halal Brand Satisfaction on Halal Brand Equity. It contradicts the finding 
of Khan et al. (2021) but supports the finding of Šerić and Gil-Saura (2019). H4 resulted in a p-
value of 0,000 ≤ 0,05 and estimate value of 0.781; thus, Halal Brand Image has a positive effect 
on Halal Brand Trust. It supports the finding of (Khan et al., 2021) and Hadinata (2020). Trust 
is the degree of customers toward a particular brand. It also convinces customers to purchase 
halal food brands. Based on the Sobel test result, H3 has a p-value of 0.545 > 0,05; thus, Halal 
Brand Satisfaction fails to mediate the effect of Halal Brand Image on Halal Brand Equity. This 
contradicts the finding of Khan et al. (2021). The last hypothesis resulted in a p-value of 0,000 
≤ 0,05; thus, Halal Brand Loyalty successfully mediates the effect of Halal Brand Trust on Halal 
Brand Equity. The last hypothesis is the novelty of this study. 

Conclusion 
This study involved 243 respondents of halal food brand customers. It proposed five 
hypotheses. The finding showed that halal brand image has a positive effect on Halal Brand 
Satisfaction. Halal Brand Satisfaction is also proved positively affect Halal Brand Trust. The 
study found no considerable effect of Halal Brand Satisfaction on Halal brand Equity. Halal 
Brand Satisfaction also fails to mediate the effect of Halal Brand Image on Halal Brand Equity. 
The novelty of this study is that Halal Brand Loyalty successfully mediates the effect of Halal 
Brand Trust on Halal Brand Equity. Based on this study, the right marketing strategy for 
achieving Halal Brand Equity is to focus on Halal Brand Image, Halal Brand Trust, and Halal 
Brand Loyalty instead of Halal Brand Satisfaction. This study only examines halal food brands 
in general. Thus, future research may compare certain halal food brands. This halal concept 
can also be used in other industries such as halal tourism, halal cosmetics, halal drinks, halal 
banking, etc.). Heterogeneity is essential to understanding consumer behavior. Most of the 
respondents of this study are Muslim. Many previous research findings also showed that 
nonmuslims accept halal food brands due to their better quality (Arifin et al., 2021), better 
cleanliness (Madinah et al., 2020), better health and hygiene (Mathew et al., 2014), and better 
animal welfare treatment (Haque et al., 2015). Thus, conducting a study with larger 
nonmuslim respondents would be more interesting. In addition, a respondent with low halal 
literacy tends to ignore the written information about the product. Thus, future research may 
add Halal Brand Literacy. This variable affects customers’ thinking style when purchasing a 
halal product. This study is cross-sectional, thus longitudinal research may be used to 
understand better the dynamic changes in consumer behavior regarding halal product 
consumption over time. 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study is to analyse the implications of digital innovation of economic 
growth, labour force and inflation based on a literature study and analyse the relationship 
between economic growth, labour force and inflation in Indonesia. This study used secondary 
data obtained from the World Bank in the form of annual data with a quantitative descriptive 
approach using the Vector Error Correction Model (VECM). The results showed that there was 
no causal relationship between the labour force and economic growth nor was there a causal 
relationship between inflation and economic growth, but there was a one-way relationship 
between labour force and inflation, namely inflation affects the labour force. In the short term, 
there was no single variable that had a significant influence on economic growth. The labour 
force on economic growth in 2000-2021 in the short term had a positive and insignificant 
impact, while inflation on economic growth in 2000-2021 in the short term had a negative and 
insignificant impact, but in the long term inflation had a positive and significant impact. 
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Introduction 
Currently, digital innovation has grown and developed in various fields of people's lives, such 
as the economy, education, health, banking, transportation, and many other fields. Digital 
innovation in the economic field or known as the digital economy has an impact on economic 
activity covering various aspects. This study tries to analyse the implications of digital 
innovation, especially related to macroeconomic variables, such as economic growth, labour 
force and inflation. High economic growth is one of the development priorities because it is 
one of the successes of development. The indicator used to determine the economic condition 
of a country in a certain period is indicated by data on the rate of economic growth or the rate 
of Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Indonesia's economic growth data from 2000 to 2021 
showed that Indonesia's economic growth had fluctuated where the highest economic growth 
in 2007 was 6.35 percent and the lowest economic growth occurred in 2020, which was -2.07 
percent or a decline in economic growth of 2.07 percent in 2020 as the impact of the Covid-
19 pandemic that occurred in Indonesia. 

Several factors that influence economic growth are population and labor. Economic growth is 
relatively increasing every year and this will also affect the growth of the workforce. The 
growth of the workforce in Indonesia also continues to increase every year. In 2021 the 
number of the workforce in Indonesia reached 139.164.551 people. Good economic growth 
also needs to be supported by controlled inflation. Lubis (2014) stated that inflation should be 
controlled so that inflation can have a positive impact on economic growth. When inflation 
increases it will cause a decrease in the level of investment because an increase in inflation 
will encourage an increase in interest rates, the increase in interest rates will in turn push 
investment, causing investment to decline. A decrease in investment means a decrease in 
production capacity which has an impact on reducing public consumption. The decline in 
public consumption also means a decrease in aggregate demand (consumption demand), 
when aggregate demand decreases, this causes the rate of economic growth to decline. So 
inflation has a negative effect on economic growth. Inflation reduces economic inefficiency 
because it distorts prices and price signals, when inflation is high it will be difficult to 
distinguish changes in relative prices and changes in overall prices. Data showed that the 
highest inflation in Indonesia during the period 2000-2021 occurred in 2006 at 13.11 percent. 
High inflation was caused by the increase in fuel oil (BBM) and the increase in real interest 
rates. 

Indonesia's economic growth and inflation conditions fluctuated from 2000 to 2021, while the 
number of Indonesia's labour force continued to increase during the 2000-2021 period. In 
2002, when economic growth increased from the previous year, which was 4.5 percent, 
inflation in Indonesia also increased from the previous year, which was 11.9 percent, while in 
2009, when economic growth declined, the inflation rate also declined. In 2012, it happened 
again when economic growth decreased from the previous year which was 6.03 percent, 
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inflation in Indonesia also fell by 4.28 percent. Likewise in 2020, when economic growth 
decreased by -2.07 percent, inflation also decreased by 1.56 percent. This caused a 
phenomenon when Indonesia's economic growth increased, inflation also increased or when 
Indonesia's economic growth decreased, inflation also decreased. This was not in accordance 
with the theory, if economic growth increases, inflation will decrease and if economic growth 
increases, it means that the production process will also increase and will absorb a lot of labour 
to produce production output, which in the end will also have an impact on increasing the 
number of the workforce. 

Based on the description above, in analysing the implications and relationships between 
variables, it is necessary to analyse the implications of digital innovation based on a literature 
study and analyse whether there is a long-term relationship and a reciprocal relationship 
(causality) between economic growth, labour force and inflation in Indonesia. 

Related Literature 

Digital Innovation and Economic Growth 

Economic growth is the process of changing the economic conditions of a country on an 
ongoing basis towards a better state over a certain period. There are three basic components 
needed in the economic growth of a nation: 1) The continuous increase in the supply of goods, 
2) advanced technology as the main factor that determines the degree of growth in providing 
a variety of goods to the population, 3) the widespread and efficient use of technology 
requires adjustments in the institutional and ideological fields, so that the innovations 
produced by science and technology can be utilized appropriately (Hasyim, 2017). 

The implications of digital innovation and the digital economy cannot be easily measured, 
causing mismeasurements in the calculation of GDP. The GDP measurement is carefully 
designed to reflect the level of market economic activity (value added) in the economy 
including from free digital services (Ahmad & Schreyer, 2016). 

Development (2013) classifies approaches to measuring the economic impact of the digital 
economy into: 1) The direct impact approach by measuring the digital economy as a part of 
GDP growth, 2) The dynamic impact approach, measuring the digital impact on all industries 
that affect productivity and GDP growth, 3) Indirect approach, measuring the effect of digital 
on economic phenomena, such as consumer surplus or how digital contributes to social 
welfare. 

Direct digital economy impacts are part of GDP such as consumption, investment, government 
spending, and net exports. The dynamic impact of the digital economy on economic growth 
as companies actively seek solutions using digital that help in cutting costs and increasing 
revenue. Nakamura et al. (2017) developed an experimental method to be able to value digital 
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content from a production perspective that combines marketing and advertising content and 
the impact of free digital content on US GDP which has been accelerating, especially since 
2005. 

In Indonesia, the development of digital technology has the potential to increase productivity 
and economic growth in the future. Das et. al  (Das et al., 2016) reports that the use of digital 
technology can increase productivity which is estimated to have an additional impact of up to 
USD 120 billion on the Indonesian economy by 2025. The use of technology in finance is 
expected to increase productivity. The increase in productivity comes from reduced 
operational costs and digital technology also provides new product innovation and increased 
sales. Increasing productivity through digital technology will penetrate the financial, 
manufacturing, retail and transportation sectors. Digital technology also has the potential to 
add employment to 3.7 million workers and increase Indonesia's GDP to 35 billion US dollars 
by 2025. 

Digital Innovation and Inflation 

According to Nopirin (2016) inflation is the process of increasing general prices of goods 
continuously. This does not mean that the prices of various goods increase by the same 
percentage, there is an increase but not simultaneously during a certain period. 

Low inflation in developed countries, indicated by global factors such as import prices, global 
output gaps, and integration of trade and production, but does not completely lead to low 
inflation, there are other factors that are new transmissions suspected of causing low inflation, 
namely economic digitalization. Digitalization affects inflation through three main 
transmission channels: 1) directly, through its effect on the prices of goods and services 
related to ICT (information and communication technology), 2) by changing market structures 
and the level of competition in certain sectors, 3) by influencing productivity and various 
labour requirements. 

The first channel is through the price index. Two studies conducted by Durand (2016) and 
Schreyer (2017) state that price measurement is a new challenge for many statistical recording 
bureaus due to the development of new goods, the addition of new services, as well as 
products that are tailored to customer desires/tastes (customization) and goods that have 
similarities but with a different quality. In addition, as products undergo customization, price 
changes become more difficult to measure and the increase in the number of free digital 
products such as mobile applications and online travel bookings, is not well recorded in 
nominal GDP. 

The second channel that can affect inflation is the effect of market structure and competition. 
The market structure changes and consumer preferences shift, the next stage of changing the 
structure will lead to changes in the rate and behaviour of inflation. 
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Digitization can also affect to the inflation by lowering a company's operating costs due to the 
advantages of efficiency, automation and new business models. Digital technology increases 
productivity by saving labour which will ultimately be affected by inflation and depends largely 
on which effect dominates. 

Digital Innovation and Workforce 

The labour is the working age population (aged 15-64 years) or the number of residents in a 
country who can produce goods and services if there is a demand for their labour and if they 
want to participate in these activities, while the labour force is the productive age population 
aged 15 -64 years old who already have a job, but are temporarily out of work or who are 
actively looking for work. The working population by business field is the economic sector that 
absorbs the most labour. Along with the development of technology in Indonesia, the use of 
the digital economy has opened up new business spaces, especially in the digital world. In the 
service sector, there are several providers of transportation service applications that are 
growing rapidly. This will affect to employment opportunities and changes in employment 
relationships. The digital economy has the potential to increase the number of jobs which in 
turn will increase the number of the workforce. 

Research conducted by Demografi (2017) aims to measure the impact of Go-Jek on the 
Indonesian economy and is a survey involving more than 7500 respondents. The survey 
questions are aimed at answering service quality, increasing income before and after joining 
Go-Jek and various other variables. This study concludes that with Go-Jek motorbikes reduce 
unemployment pressure by expanding job opportunities. However, this research is a survey in 
nature so it is limited to respondents' opinions on the impact of Go-Jek's services on several 
economic variables and it is not yet known whether Go-Jek's impact applies as a whole to 
macro variables related to labour. 

In the case of Indonesia, Go-Jek is a pioneer in the use of online technology in transportation 
services that connects not only people in need and motorcycle taxi drivers, but also between 
the community and MSMEs. Until February 2018, Go-Jek was able to absorb approximately 
1.16 million active drivers with 69.5 percent of them being Go-Jek motorbike drivers. 

Model Vector Error Correction Model (VECM Model) 

VECM is an econometric analysis model that can be used to determine the short-term 
behavior of a variable against the long-term, due to a permanent shock (Ajija et al., 2011). The 
assumption that must be met in the VECM analysis is that all independent variables must be 
stationary. This is indicated by all the residues being white noise, which has zero mean, 
constant variance, and there is no correlation between the dependent variables. Stationary 
test can be done by testing the presence or absence of unit root in the variable with 
Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) test. This data stationarity test is important because the 
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presence of a unit root will result in a spurious regression. The approach taken to overcome 
the spurious regression equation is to differentiate the endogenous and exogenous variables. 
Thus, a stationary variable with degree I(n) will be obtained. 

Stationary data through differentiation only is considered insufficient, the existence of 
cointegration or long-term and short-term relationships in the model must also be considered. 
Detection of the presence of this cointegration can be done by the Johansen or Engel-Granger 
method. If the variables are not cointegrated and stationary on the same order, then standard 
VAR can be applied which results will be identical to OLS. However, if the test proves that there 
is a cointegration vector, then ECM can be applied for single equations or VECM for system 
equations. 

Method 
The type of data used in this study is secondary data in the form of time series data, namely 
annual data on economic growth, labour force and inflation in Indonesia for the period 2000-
2021. The data source is obtained from the official website of the world bank. The method 
used in this research is Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) analysis to model the three 
variables. The stages in the VECM analysis are as follows: 

1. Unit Root Test (stationarity check) 
VECM modelling is based on time series data which is not stationary but cointegrated. To 
check the stationarity of the data can be used unit root test using Augmented Dickey Fuller 
(ADF) test statistic (Rosadi, 2012). 
ADF t-statistics > all critical values (1%, 5% and 10%) can mean the data is not stationary, 
but if ADF t-statistics < all absolute critical values or p-values are less than the significance 
value, then it can be the stationary data. 

2. Optimal Lag 
The lag check is used to determine the optimal lag length that will be used in the next 
analysis and will determine the parameter estimation for the VECM model (Widarjono, 
2017). 

3. Cointegration Test 
The next test is the cointegration test. Cointegration test is interpreted as a long-term 
equilibrium relationship between variables (Faisal & Ichsan, 2020). If: 
Trace test > critical value when, or p value < significance value then there is a cointegration 
equation. 

4. Causality Analysis 
Causality analysis aims to see the long-run causality and short-run causality. Analysis of the 
long-term causality relationship between variables in the VECM modelling can be seen in 
the coefficients of the error correction term (ECT), which is based on the sign and the results 
of the t test on the Ordinary Least Square (OLS) method. Meanwhile, for short-term 
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causality analysis for each variable, Granger causality test can be used. The Granger 
causality test is based on the Wald test statistic with a chi square distribution or the F test 
as an alternative (Lütkepohl, 2011). 

5. Model Estimation and Structural Analysis (impulse response and variance decomposition) 
The estimation of the VECM model is similar to the estimation and structural of the VAR 
model. In the VAR model, the analysis uses impulse response analysis and variance 
decomposition (Lütkepohl, 2011). Impulse response analysis aims to see the effect of each 
variable (endogenous) if given a shock or impulse (shock), while variance decomposition 
analysis aims to predict the contribution of each variable (percentage variance of each 
variable) caused by changes in certain variables in a system. 

Result 
1. Unit Root Test (Augmented Dickey Fuller) 

The first step in this procedure was to perform a unit root test. The results obtained were 
as shown in Table 1 below. 

Table 1. Unit Root Test (Augmented Dickey Fuller) 

Variabel Nilai Kritis (α) Level First Difference 
ADF-statistic p-value ADF-statistic p-value 

GDP 5% -2.337168 0.1704 -6.224767 0.0001 
-3.012363  -3.020686  

FL 5% 1.338148 0.9979 -3.985582 0.0073 
-3.012363  -3.029970  

INF 5% -2.401384 0.1532 -6.761106 0.0000 
-3.012363  -3.020686  

Source: Results Eviews 12, 2022 

Description: GDP: Economic Growth 
FL   : Labour Force 
INF : Inflation 
Based on Table 1 above, economic growth, labour force and inflation were data containing 
unit roots at the level or not stationary at the level because the p-value of each variable 
was greater than (5%). The results of the first differentiation showed that the data was 
stationary, it could be seen that each variable was smaller than (5%) meant that the data 
did not contain unit roots or is stationary. 

2. Optimal Lag 
In determining the optimal lag, values from Likelihood Ratio (LR), Final Prediction Error 
(FPE), Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), Schwarz Information Criterion (SC), and Hannan-
Quin Criterion (HQ) were used. Here are the results of the optimal lag test: 

Table 2. Optima Lag Test Results 
Lag LogL LR FPE AIC SC HQ 
0 -398.4269 NA 4.51e+14 42.25547 42.40459 42.28070 
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1 -342.7588 87.89702* 3.38e+12* 37.34303* 37.93952* 37.44398* 
2 -341.1240 2.064979 8.03e+12 38.11832 39.16217 38.29498 
3 -331.5860 9.036060 9.67e+12 38.06168 39.55290 38.31406 

Source: Results Eviews 12, 2022  

The purpose of the optimal lag test was to eliminate the autocorrelation problem in the 
VAR system, so that the autocorrelation problem did not reappear. In Table 2 it could be 
seen that the LR, FPE, AIC, SC and HQ criteria that met the optimal lag length were at lag 1. 

3. Cointegration Test 
The cointegration test method in this study used the Johansen cointegration test by looking 
at the trace statistics. This test was to determine whether there is a long-term effect for 
the variables studied. If there was a cointegration, then the VECM step could be continued. 

Table 3. Cointegration Test Results 
Hypothesized 
No. of CE(s) 

Eigenvalue Trace  
Statistic 

0.05 
Critical Value 

Prob. 

None* 0.706397 53.31403 42.91525 0.0034 
At most 1* 0.579282 28.80350 25.87211 0.0210 
At most 2 0.436948 11.48766 12.51798 0.0739 

Source: Results Eviews 12, 2022 
Based on Table 3, the Trace Statistics value for None and At most 1 was greater than the 
Critical Value with a significance level of five percent with a probability value less than five 
percent significance, meant that there was a cointegration equation. Thus, between the 
variables of economic growth, labour force and inflation had a long-term equilibrium 
relationship and movement in the long run. This also meant that research could be 
continued using the VECM model. 

4. Causality Analysis 
Causality analysis in this study used the Granger Causality Test with a significance level of 
five percent. The presence or absence of causality could be seen from the magnitude of the 
probability. If the probability was less than 0.05 then there was causality between variables. 

Table 4. Granger Causality Test Results 
Null Hypothesis: Obs F-Statistic Prob. 
FL does not Granger Cause GDP 
GDP does not Granger Cause FL 
INF does not Granger Cause GDP 
GDP does not Granger Cause INF 
INF does not Granger Cause FL 
FL does not Granger Cause INF 

21 
 

21 
 

21 

1.90046 
0.52686 
1.16114 
0.22448 
0.85864 
21.9756 

0.1849 
0.4773 
0.2955 
0.6413 
0.3664 
0.0002 

Source: Results Eviews 12, 2022 

The variable of economic growth does not significantly affect the labour force, and vice 
versa, the variable of the labour force also does not significantly affect the variable of 
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economic growth. This can be seen from the probability value of each being greater than 
0.05, so that there was no causality between the two variables of economic growth and the 
labour force. The variable of economic growth was not statistically significant in influencing 
inflation and vice versa, the variable of inflation did not significantly affect the variable of 
economic growth as evidenced by the probability value of each of which was greater than 
0.05 so that there was no causality between the variables of economic growth and inflation. 

The labour force variable did not statistically affect the inflation variable, but the inflation 
variable significantly affected the labour force variable, this can be seen from the 
probability value which was smaller than 0.05, meant that there was a one-way causality 
between the labour force variable and inflation. Thus, inflation affected the labour force, if 
more of the workforce was unemployed, the production process will be hampered and 
result in reduced purchasing power, resulting in scarce production goods and inflation. 
With the digital economy, it is hoped that more people will use technology to improve their 
economy so that workers are no longer unemployed and the production process can run, 
which in turn can control inflation. 

5. Model Estimation and Structural Analysis VECM Estimation Results 
The results of the VECM estimation are short-term and long-term relationships between 
economic growth, labour force and inflation. 

Table 5. Short-term VECM Estimation Results 
Variable Coefficient t-Statistics t-Table 

CointEq1 
D(GDP(-1)) 
D(FL(-1)) 
D(INF(-1)) 

-0.175328 
-0.388666 
0.659072 
-0.162282 

[-0.96562] 
[-1.78072] 
[2.04912] 
[-0.76601] 

2.07961 

Source: Results Eviews 12, 2022 

In Table 5, the short-term VECM estimation results showed that the labour force (FL) and 
inflation (INF) variables at lag 1 had no significant effect on the economic growth variable 
(GDP) because the t-statistic value was smaller than the t-table. 

Table 6. Long-Term VECM Estimation Results 
Variable Coefficient t-Statistics t-Table 

FL(-1) 
INF(-1) 

-4.20E-09 
-0.473742 

[-0.46899] 
[-4.58674] 2.07961 

Source: Results Eviews 12, 2022 
Based on Table 6, in the long run only inflation variable (INF) affected economic growth 
with a t-statistic value greater than t-table. The inflation variable had a positive and 
significant effect on the economic growth variable, meant that if there was an increase in 
inflation, then economic growth will also increase in the long term. 

6. Structural Analysis Impulse Response Function (IRF) 
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IRF analysis can see the long-term dynamic response of each variable if there is a certain 
shock and also serves to see how long the influence lasts until the effect disappears and 
converges again. 
Figure 1. IRF between Economic Growth, Labor Force and Inflation 

 

Source: Results Eviews 12, 2022 

Figure 1 shows the IRF between economic growth, labour force and inflation. First, the 
response of economic growth to the labour force (response of GDP to FL) shows that the 
response of the labour force initially increased until the third period, then a shock occurred in 
the workforce so that the response began to decline and shrink to below the horizontal line 
which indicates the labour force has a negative impact. Economically, it can be concluded that 
the realization of the labour force in Indonesia has changed, tends to decline and has a 
negative impact. 

The second response of economic growth to inflation (response of GDP to INF) shows that in 
the second to third period inflation is below the horizontal line which indicates that this 
variable has a negative impact, then in the fourth period inflation begins to fluctuate and is 
above the horizontal line with tendency to increase, in the seventeenth period inflation has 
begun to stabilize. Economically, it can be concluded that inflation in Indonesia has 
experienced positive and negative changes from year to year. 
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The third is the response of the labour force to economic growth (response of FL to GDP). The 
results of the IRF analysis show that changes / shocks that occur in economic growth are 
always responded positively. From the first period to the twentieth period, economic growth 
continued to increase. Economically, it can be concluded that the realization of economic 
growth in Indonesia has changed from year to year. 

Fourth is the response of the labour force to inflation (response of FL to INF). The results of 
the IRF analysis show that changes/shocks that occur in inflation have a negative response and 
tend to continue to decline from the first to the twentieth period. Economically, it can be 
concluded that the realization of inflation in Indonesia always experiences negative changes 
from year to year. 

Fifth is the response of inflation to economic growth (response of INF to GDP). The results of 
the IRF analysis show that the changes / shocks that occurred in economic growth responded 
positively and were above the horizontal line, from the first period to the third period 
economic growth decreased then economic growth increased again in the fourth period and 
moved steadily until the second period. twenty. Economically, it can be concluded that the 
realization of economic growth in Indonesia is stable and has a positive response to inflation 
from year to year. 

The sixth is the inflation response to the labour force (response of INF to FL). The results of 
the IRF analysis show that changes / shocks that occur in the workforce have a negative 
response and are below the horizontal line and tend to continue to increase. In the fifth to 
eighth period, the labour force continues to increase and in the ninth to twentieth period it 
moves steadily, but remains below the horizontal. Economically, it can be concluded that the 
realization of the labour force in Indonesia has a negative response to inflation and continues 
to increase from year to year. 

Variance Decomposition 
Analysis of variance decomposition is an analytical tool that provides information about the 
proportion of the movement of the influence of shock on one variable to other variables at 
this time and in the future period and measures the contribution or composition of the 
influence of each independent variable on the dependent variable. 
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Table 7. Result of Variance Decomposition of GDP 
Variance 

Period 
S.E. GDP FL INF 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

0.911344 
1.001976 
1.175265 
1.282196 
1.397819 
1.506584 
1.618360 
1.731452 
1.846791 
1.963673 
2.081662 
2.200141 
2.318586 
2.436528 
2.553578 
2.669429 
2.783838 
2.896627 
3.007666 
3.116868 

100.0000 
99.83272 
96.77538 
93.88601 
89.21221 
83.91200 
78.15450 
72.37388 
66.79249 
61.56854 
56.77466 
52.43409 
48.53668 
45.05431 
41.95024 
39.18512 
36.72044 
34.52031 
32.55226 
30.78750 

0.000000 
0.156792 
1.277261 
3.311888 
6.789523 
11.06214 
15.83719 
20.75445 
25.57915 
30.15509 
34.39783 
38.27278 
41.77751 
44.92870 
47.75290 
50.28077 
52.54350 
54.57096 
56.39060 
58.02716 

0.000000 
0.010493 
1.947362 
2.802098 
3.998265 
5.025851 
6.008310 
6.871672 
7.628361 
8.276368 
8.827507 
9.293128 
9.685816 
10.01699 
10.29686 
10.53411 
10.73605 
10.90874 
11.05714 
11.18534 

Source: Results Eviews 12, 2022 

Based on Table 7, to see the effect of the variables of economic growth, labour force and 
inflation, it can be seen that in the first period, the variable of economic growth is influenced 
by the variables themselves, but with increasing period, other variables begin to affect 
although the magnitude is not as big as the effect of the economic growth rate itself. As the 
period increases, the ability of the labour force to influence economic growth increases, while 
the ability of inflation to influence economic growth decreases. Among the two variables that 
contribute to economic growth, namely the labour force and inflation, the labour force 
variable is more capable in explaining economic growth than inflation. This is evident from the 
percentage of variance decomposition of economic growth to the labour force which 
continued to increase until the 20th period, reaching 58.03 percent, while economic growth 
to inflation, its contribution only reached 11.19 percent. 

Discussion 

Labor Force on Economic Growth in Indonesia 
The results of the Granger causality test showed that there was no causal relationship 
between the labour force and economic growth and the results of the IRF test indicated that 
the labour force has changed and had a negative impact. This is because the increase in the 
number of the workforce if it is not followed by an increase in job opportunities or the number 
of the workforce cannot be distributed as a whole to a large enough job field and the small 
absorption of labour results in a low growth rate of job creation to accommodate workers who 
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are ready to work, which in turn causes the number of unemployed to increase, if 
unemployment increased it will have an impact on economic growth in Indonesia which will 
decline. With the digital economy, such as the existence of application service providers for 
transportation services, the presence of e-commerce which is an opportunity for micro, small 
and medium enterprises (MSMEs), it is hoped that more workers will be created and job 
opportunities will be wider and increase job opportunities and reduce unemployment, so that 
economic growth will increase. 

Inflation on Economic Growth in Indonesia 
Based on the results of the Granger causality test, there was no causal relationship between 
inflation and economic growth. The results of the IRF test showed that inflation in Indonesia 
underwent changes that had negative and positive impacts and moved steadily until the end 
of the period. This is in accordance with the research conducted by Quartey (2010) which uses 
the Johansen method to investigate whether there is an impact of maximizing income from 
inflation on economic growth in Ghana, the result was that there was a negative impact of 
inflation on economic growth. Research conducted by Umaru and Zubairu (2012) reveals that 
inflation had a positive impact on economic growth, through productivity and output levels. 

Labor Force on Inflation in Indonesia 
Granger Causality test results showed that there was a one-way relationship between the 
labour force and inflation with inflation affecting the labour force. The results of the IRF test 
showed that inflation in Indonesia was responded negatively from year to year. If the labour 
force was more unemployed, the production process will be hampered and result in reduced 
people's purchasing power, resulting in scarce production goods and reduced employment. 
However, inflation also plays a role in creating jobs. Low inflation can help determine the 
availability of jobs created by stable economic growth (Mansi et al., 2020). 

Conclusion 
Based on the results and discussion in this study, it can be concluded that by using the Granger 
causality test, the results showed that the labour force and economic growth variables did not 
have a causal relationship, inflation and economic growth variables did not have a causal 
relationship, while the labour force and inflation variables did not have a causal relationship 
but has a one-way relationship, namely inflation affected the labour force. The test resulted 
using the VECM model showed that in the short term, none of the variables had a significant 
effect on economic growth, the labour force on economic growth in 2000-2021 in the short 
term had a positive and insignificant impact, the inflation variable on economic growth in 2000 
-2021 in the short term would have a negative and insignificant impact. In the long term, the 
effect of inflation on economic growth in Indonesia in 2000-2021 would have a positive and 
significant impact. The results of the IRF analysis showed that the labour force in Indonesia 
experienced changes, which initially increased in the first two years, due to a shock, then 
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tended to decrease and had a negative impact until the end of the period. Inflation in 
Indonesia experienced a change and had a negative impact in the first two years and tended 
to rise and had a positive impact until it stabilized at the end of the period. The results of the 
variance decomposition test showed that the labour force provided the largest contribution 
in explaining economic growth and inflation provided the smallest contribution in explaining 
economic growth. 

To expand employment field and employment opportunities, the government's contribution 
is needed to support and empower the community optimally through informal education that 
supports community independence and also to maintain inflation stability in the long term by 
encouraging the increasing role of MSMEs through optimizing digitalization and the role of 
regional and central governments and monetary authorities. in synergizing to keep inflation 
stable with various programs that can encourage an increase in people's purchasing power 
which will ultimately lead to an increase in economic growth. 
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Introduction 
The occurrence of financial crises and global crises that often hit in the 21st century now, is 
indicated by some economic experts because of the poor implementation of corporate 
governance, both in the public sector and the government sector, including.  Meanwhile, some 
parties who demand the importance of increasing competitiveness in facing the global market 
accompanied by accountability, transparency and bureaucratic reform in all sectors, have 
given their own color to the development of accounting in Indonesia. On the other hand, the 
development of modern accounting leads to the use of technological advances and the 
creation of a good and reliable accounting information system. 

Throughout the history of accounting in the world, the development of accounting science has 
been greatly influenced by many factors, including cultural, economic, social, political, legal, 
anthropological, sociological, etc. factors. The development of accounting in Country 'X' will 
be very different from accounting in Country 'Y.' And cultural factors greatly influence the 
character of the individual who designs, uses and has an interest in the accounting system. 
Many in the literature found arguments that accounting is strongly influenced by culture 
(Violet 1983) and the lack of consensus in accounting practices between countries because its 
purpose is cultural not a technical problem (Hofstede 1986). Arguments like this have led to 
an unwritten agreement that cultural factors are very influential in choosing accounting 
techniques in a particular country. 

The discussion of national culture and organizational culture is very broad, so in this study I 
limit it to organizational culture which leads to the preparation of financial reports and the 
implementation of GCG. Culture is used as a moderating factor.  This study reconstructs the 
results of research conducted by Zaitul (2005) by including additional GCG factors in it, which 
gives its own color both in terms of ontology studies and in terms of dimensionalization. A 
variety of additional literature is used from various previous qualitative studies, specifically 
referring to the two main studies of Hofstede's (1980), Gray (1988), Harrison and McKinnon 
(1986), and (Doupnik 1995) 

Culture Concept 
Culture is a value and attitude that is used and believed by a society or country. Cultural 
variables are depicted in the institutions of the State concerned (in the legal system etc.). 
Hofstede (1980; 1983) examines cultural dimensions in 39 countries. He defines culture as 
"The collective programming of the mind which distinguishes the members of one human 
group from another' (Hofstede 1983) and divides the cultural dimension into four. The four 
cultural dimensions identify basic values that try to explain the similarities and differences of 
cultures in general around the world. The four dimensions of the culture are explained as 
follows; Individualism (as opposed to collectivism). Individualism reflects on the extent to 
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which individuals expect personal freedom. This is countered by collectivism (group) which is 
defined as accepting responsibility from the family, community group (tribe etc.). 

Koentjaraningrat (1972), that the socio-cultural values of Indonesian society consist of; Pay 
less attention to quality, Lack of discipline, Reluctant to take responsibility, Not 
straightforward, Like shortcuts and “latah”.  Meanwhile, according to Frans Magnis Suseno, 
(1983) revealed that Indonesia's prominent cultural values are Absolute Power, Feudal, 
Paternalistic, Hierarchical, Harmony, Status Orientation, Egoistic. And according to Mochtar 
Lubis (2001), that Indonesian people are characterized by; Hypocrite aka hypocritical, 
Reluctant to take responsibility, Feudal, Superstitious, Artistic, Weak Karsa, Envy, and Ngrasani 
(grumbling, but not openly). 

Comprehensive management control system 
Comprehensive management control system are forms, records, procedures, and tools used 
to process data on the undertakings of an economic entity with the aim of generating feedback 
in the form of reports required by management to supervise its business, and for other 
interested parties such as shareholders, creditors, and government agencies to assess the 
results of operations. (Haward F, Slettler 1971).  A comprehensive management control 
system comes from a system that means a collection of elements that are interrelated to 
achieve a certain goal, and accounting which means a service activity that provides 
quantitative information, especially financially related, about economic unity with the 
intention of being useful for making economic decisions. 

 A comprehensive management control system is very necessary for accounting users, namely 
external parties (external) company organizations and internal parties (internal) company 
organizations. The needs of external users can be met by the publication of profit/ loss 
statements. Meanwhile, internal users can meet their accounting information needs to 
achieve the maximum possible economic value (profit) of the company. The purpose of 
holding a good accounting system is  

1. To support the day-to-day operations.  
2. Support management decision making (to support decision making by internal decision 

makers).   
3. To fulfill obligations relating to stewardship. 

Supporting factors for the implementation of a good comprehensive management control 
system are strongly influenced by the initial design of the system, human resources supporting 
the system / operator, system network, and internal control.  In practice, internal control is 
decisive, because it concerns; Environmental Control, Risk Assessment, Utilization of 
Information and Communication, Control Activities, and Monitoring. All of them concern the 
readiness of the culture and its human character. The better the company's organizational 
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culture, the tighter the internal control, so that the risks that bring adverse effects are more 
controlled.  

Gray (1988) identified four accounting cultures that could be used to define accounting sub-
cultures: Professionalism, Uniformity, Conservatism, and Secrecy. Accounting itself one of its 
principles adheres to conservatism, which is a part of basic human nature that tends to avoid 
risks. 

Good Corporate Governance (Gcg). 
Corporate Governance is a way to ensure that management acts in the best interests of 
stakeholders. The implementation of Good Corporate Governance demands strong protection 
of the rights of shareholders, especially minority shareholders. The principles or guidelines for 
the implementation of Corporate Governance indicate the existence of such protections. 
Good Corporate Governance is definitively a system that regulates and controls the company 
to create value added for all stakeholders. There are two things that are emphasized in this 
concept, first, the importance of the right of shareholders to obtain information correctly 
(accurately) and on time and, secondly, the obligation of the company to make disclosures 
accurately, timely, and transparently to all information on the company's performance, 
ownership, and stakeholders. 

In the context of growing awareness of the importance of Corporate Governance, the 
Organization for Economic Corporation and Development (OCED) has developed a set of 
principles of Good Corporate Governance and can be applied flexibly according to the 
circumstances, culture and traditions of each country. These principles are expected to be a 
reference point for regulators (governments) in building a framework for the implementation 
of Corporate Governance. For business actors and the capital market, these principles can be 
a guide in collaborating best practices for increasing the value (valuation) and sustainability of 
the company. 

The principles of the OCED concern five main areas: the rights of shareholders and their 
protection; the role of employees and other interested parties (stakeholders); accurate and 
timely disclosure and transparency with respect to the structure and operations of the 
corporation; the responsibility of the board (Board of Commissioners and Directors) to the 
company, shareholders, and other interested parties. Or in summary, these principles can be 
summarized as: equitable treatment (fairness), transparency, accountability and 
responsibility. 
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Method 
This research was conducted by survey method. The research instrument used is a 
questionnaire. This research questionnaire is entirely adopted from previous research that has 
been used to conduct surveys of companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange in the last 
3 years. Previous studies reported that all questionnaires used had good validity and reliability. 
In this study, efforts were made to anticipate the weaknesses inherent in the survey research. 
There are two weaknesses of concern, namely the possibility of biased respondents and the 
low level of questionnaire development.  

To overcome these two weaknesses, the questionnaire is sent via the Company's active email 
by providing a link that leads to an online questionnaire page (google.form) that has been 
provided 

Measurement of Variable 

 Source Indicator Type 
Culture Concept 
 

Jean-Francois Henri 
(2006) 

● Morale empowerment  
● Commitment of 

employees. 
● Vertical interaction,  
● Hierarchical 

communication 

Ordinal 

Comprehensive 
management control 
system 
 

Sujoko Efferin, 
Trevor Hopper 
(2007)  

● Monitoring 
● Attention Focusing 
● Strategic Decision Making 
● Legitimization 

Ordinal 

Good corporate 
governance (GCG). 
 

Bhagat, S. and 
Black, B. (2002) 
 
(Klein, 2002 
 
 

● Independent directors 
● Independence of 

committees 
● Board size 
● Split chairman/ceo roles 
● Board meetings 
● Competence of audit 

committee members 
● Audit committee 

meetings 

Ordinal 

 

Culture Concept 

Good 
Corporate 

Governance 
(GCG) 

Comprehensive 
Management Control 

system 
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Result 

On the basis of inferential statistical data analysis conducted using WarpPLS, hypotheses can 
be tested and the results of statistical tests are presented as follows. A summary of the 
estimated coefficients of the WarpPLS output is as presented in table. 

Tabel  1 Estimating Coefficient Equation 
Equation Koefficien Signifikansi Conclusion 

Model utama 
Cmcs    cgc 0,453 <0,001 Diterima 
Cc*cpms   ppma -0,004 0,48 Ditolak 

Source: Output WarpPLS (2022) 

 

The test results show that: 
1. H1 which states that the comprehensive management control system has a positive effect 

on good corporate governance, is proven to be accepted. This is in accordance with the 
structural equation model, where the estimated value of the coefficient of the 
Comprehensive Management Control System variable produced is 0.453 with a significance 
level of <0.001, which means that it is below the acceptance level of significance of 0.05. 
This finding is in line with the theory which states that a comprehensive management 
control system cannot be separated from the users of the system and its users. The 
existence of a comprehensive management control system is inseparable from the human 
factor. No matter how well the system is designed and applied to facilitate organizational 
performance, if it is not supported by human readiness, the system will never run properly. 
In this world, there is no single system in organizational governance that is suitable and in 
accordance with one another, including a comprehensive management control system, so 
that is where the competitive advantage and uniqueness of the system itself is created. In 
the end, it all depends on the human itself, in this case, humans are very closely related to 
the culture they have. This finding is also consistent with several previous studies that 
support the Power distance theory. Defined as the power distance between Boss B and 
Subordinate S in the organizational hierarchy is the difference between the extent to which 
B can determine the behavior of S and vice versa (Hofstede 1983). In a society with a large 
power distance, there is recognition of levels in society and does not require equal levels. 
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Meanwhile, in people with small power distances, they do not recognize differences and 
require equal levels in society. 

2.  H2 which states that Culture moderates the relationship between the comprehensive 
management control system and good corporate governance, is not proven to be accepted. 
This is in accordance with the structural equation model, where the estimated value of the 
cultural variable coefficient is -0.004 with a significance level of 0.48, which means that it 
is above the acceptance level of significance of 0.05. Based on the results of data 
processing, this hypothesis is not proven to be supported empirically. The support for this 
hypothesis is not proven because the level of significance (p) is not in line with expectations. 
However, partial results using Residual Test (Ghozali 2018) to test whether culture 
moderates the relationship between Comprehensive Management Control System and 
Good corporate governance show different results. The negative and significant results 
indicate that culture does moderate the relationship between the comprehensive 
management control system and good corporate governance. 

Discussion 

Tabel 2 Hasil Uji Residual  
Coefficientsa 
M Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 
t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 14.776 1.223  11.158 .000 

CC -.558 .025 .247 -4.271 .000 
a. Dependent Variable: Abscgc_TS 

Sumber: Output  SPSS (2022) 

This finding is in line with the theory of organizational culture, According to Rousseau (1990), 
it is not the definitions of culture that vary so widely among organizational researchers, but 
its operationalization 

Conclusion 
The findings in this field illustrate that if the business unit tends to have a results-oriented, 
work, professional culture, open system, strict and pragmatic control, then the use of 
attributes (control tools) and feedback system mechanisms does not depend on the corporate 
culture, but rather depends on the company culture. determined by other factors, because 
the corporate culture itself is considered a control mechanism. This can happen because of 
the tendency of respondents' answers in this study to show that there are significant 
differences in corporate culture in business groups. However, overall respondents consider 
that the corporate culture where they work tends to be dimensioned in (1) results which are 
characterized by maximum effort in achieving goals and the courage to face challenges. 
various risks, (2) jobs characterized by important decisions made more often by individuals 
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(centered on superiors), (3) professionals characterized by an emphasis on planning for the 
future and emphasizing competence in work, (4) openness which is characterized with 
openness in communication to outsiders, (5) tight control which is characterized by timeliness 
and efficiency and (6) pragmatic which is characterized by an emphasis on results rather than 
procedures. 
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ABSTRACT 

Companies are required to continue to follow the trend that is currently busy in the cosmetic 
market with the quality standards of the products it produces.Several important factors that 
can influence purchasing decisions include product quality, brand image and brand trust.The 
purpose of this study was to determine whether product quality, brand image and brand trust 
on purchasing decisions for Dior cosmetics in the city of Malang. This research uses 
quantitative research. The population of this research is the consumer of Dior cosmetics as 
many as 196 respondents using purposive sampling technique. The results of this study indicate 
that product quality, brand image and brand trust have a positive and significant effect on 
purchasing decisions for Dior cosmetics in the city of Malang. 

KEYWORDS:  Product Quality, Brand Image, Brand Trust And Buying Decision. 
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Introduction 
At the beginning of the emergence of the brand Christian Dior is a fashion brand that produces 
clothes by carrying designs with a new style concept that is quite successful in making the 
name Dior a fashion brand. Along with the development of the era of globalization, Dior 
spread its wings by making beauty products or cosmetics. Cosmetics Dior believes that a 
positive image, can increase women's confidence to work, with the right care and cosmetics, 
they can get a better appearance, career and life. The entire range of cosmetics is made from 
quality ingredients and proven to be safe. Cosmetics are formulated by pharmaceutical and 
beauty experts who present products with the latest innovations. 

Companies are required to continue to follow trends that are currently busy in the cosmetics 
market with the quality standards of the products they produce, this happens because the 
quality of a product determines whether or not the product can penetrate the market, judging 
from the phenomenon of problems that then arise if the product produced is the same as 
other companies, thus causing competition from several existing companies. Meanwhile, how 
to face fierce competition, companies need to compete to market the products produced by 
continuing to try to develop creativity and create new innovations between companies 
competing with each other to glorify the quality of their products so that the products 
produced have good quality and are superior to other companies. 

Beauty products or cosmetics are included in self-care products that can increase the 
confidence of the wearer, especially women. With the development of the times, cosmetics 
have become a very important necessity for a woman. Many women are made not to feel 
comfortable with the body and feel less satisfied with the beauty they have, they begin to try 
to find a solution by doing treatments to look more beautiful and attractive. 

The demand for cosmetics abroad in Indonesia is driven by the increasing trend of women's 
needs in caring for themselves. Modern women in this day and age make cosmetics a primary 
need. Not only to beautify yourself, the use of cosmetics is also able to create a new self-image 
and life force. Supported by the sophistication of technology in today's era, it is easier for 
women to search for cosmetics according to their needs. Dior also carries out production using 
the latest technology. Dior cosmetic products are produced in accordance with the tropical 
climate in Asia, especially Southeast Asia, namely Indonesia.  From the beauty trend itself 
adheres to the latest trends that exist in Japan and Korea. 

Maslichah,(2013). Purchasing decision is a person's attitude to buy or use a product in the 
form of goods or services that have been believed to satisfy himself and the willingness to bear 
the risks that may be caused, according to Kotler & Amstrong (2014) purchasing decisions are 
thoughts where individuals evaluate various choices and decide on choices on a product from 
so many choices. with a purchase decision, consumers can choose the preferred product and 
can make their choice according to their needs. 
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Several factors can influence consumers in purchasing a product, usually consumers always 
consider quality, and brand image that is already known by the whole society. Purchasing 
decisions have a very important role because they can provide benefits for a company in 
improving the products being marketed. Consumers before making a purchase decision need 
to take into account and consider alternatives to a product, in this cosmetics business can 
determine the success or not of a business on the purchase decision in buying a product. The 
more consumers who buy Dior cosmetics, the greater the success of Dior cosmetics in the eyes 
of consumers 

Purchasing decisions are a concept in purchasing behavior where consumers decide to act or 
do something and in this case make a purchase or take advantage of certain products or 
services (Balawera, 2013). Consumer decision-making is essentially a problem-solving process. 
Researchers use this purchase decision variable because the study of purchasing decisions is 
still worth researching considering the increasing number of products in circulation resulting 
in the need for various considerations for the public in making purchase decisions. Most 
consumers, both individual consumers and buyers of organizations go through almost the 
same mental processes in deciding what products and brands to buy (Yulindo 2013). Consumer 
purchase decisions can be made if the product is in accordance with what consumers want 
and need. 

Method 
Research methods are something that is carried out planned and systematically to get answers 
or problem solving to certain phenomena. This research uses a quantitative approach with 
survey research methods. The quantitative approach is an approach that is widely required to 
use numbers, starting from data collection, interpretation of the data, and the appearance of 
the results (Arikunto: 2002). 

This study is designed to determine the influence of product quality and brand image on the 
decisions of dior cosmetics buyers in malang city through brand trust using a survey method, 
where researchers will distribute questionnaires to respondents as a basic data collection tool 
to obtain specific information. The results of the responses from respondents will be 
anticipated with a 5-point likert scale, from strongly disagreeing to strongly agreeing. 

Result 
In the discussion section, we will discuss the results of the analysis that has been carried out. 
It can be known that some independent variables affect dependent variables both directly and 
indirectly through intervening variables with test results using SPSS path analysis. The 
explanation of each of the influences of this study is as follows: 
 
1. Effect of Product Quality Variables (X1) on Brand trust (Z) 
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In this study, it was known that in the product quality variable (X1) the value of the product 
quality calculation was 4,035 > 1,972. or a p-value of t is less than α (0.05 < 0.000). So it can 
be concluded that the product quality variable (X1) has a positive and significant effect on 
brand trust (Z). 
When viewed from the coefficient of the product quality path to brand confidence is 0.298.  
This means that every increase in the product quality variable by one unit, the brand trust 
of the company will increase by 0.298 times if other variables are assumed to be fixed. 
This research supports research from Tamara Citra (2016) with the title "Analysis of the 
Effect of Product Quality and Brand Image on The Decision to Purchase Continuous Form 
Prints through Brand Trust (Study on So Jaya Group Printing, Semarang". The results 
showed that the dimensions of product quality have a positive and significant effect on 
brand trust. 

2. Influence of Brand Image Variables (X2) on Brand trust (Z) 
In this study, it was found that in the brand image variable (X2) the value of the brand image 
calculation was (2.947 > ttabel 1.972) or the p-value t value was smaller than α (0.05 < 
0.004). So it can be concluded that the brand image variable (X2) has a positive and 
significant effect on brand trust (Z). 
When viewed from the coefficient of brand image path to brand trust is 0.217. This means 
that every increase in the brand image variable by one unit, the brand trust of the company 
will increase by 0.217 times if other variables are assumed to be fixed. 
This research supports research from Tamara Citra (2016) with the title "Analysis of the 
Effect of Product Quality and Brand Image on The Decision to Purchase Continuous Form 
Prints through Brand Trust (Study on So Jaya Group Printing, Semarang". The results 
showed that the dimensions of the brand image have a positive and significant effect on 
brand trust. 

3. Effect of Brand Trust Variable (Z) On Purchasing Decision (Y) 
In this study, it was found that in the brand trust variable (Z) the value of the brand trust 
calculation is (6.180> ttabel 1.972) or the p-value t value is less than α (0.05 < 0.000). So it 
can be concluded that the brand trust variable (Z) has a positive and significant effect on 
purchasing decisions (Y). 
When viewed from the coefficient of the brand's confidence in purchasing decisions, it is 
0.402. This means that every increase in the brand trust variable by one unit, the purchase 
decision of dior cosmetics in the city will increase by 0.402 times if other variables are 
assumed to be fixed. 
This research supports research from Tamara Citra (2016) with the title "Analysis of the 
Effect of Product Quality and Brand Image on The Decision to Purchase Continuous Form 
Prints through Brand Trust (Study on So Jaya Group Printing, Semarang". The results 
showed that the dimension of brand trust has a positive and significant effect on purchasing 
decisions. 
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4. Effect of Product Quality Variables (X1) on Purchasing Decisions (Y) 
In this study, it is known that in the product quality variable (X1) the value of the product 
quality calculation is (3.778> ttabel 1.972) or the p-value t value is less than the α (0.05 < 
0.000). So it can be concluded that the product quality variable (X1) has a positive and 
significant effect on purchasing decisions (Y). 
When viewed from the coefficient of the product quality path to the purchase decision is 
0.262. This means that every increase in the promotion variable by one unit, the decision 
to purchase cosmetics in malang city will increase by 0.262 times if other variables are 
assumed to be fixed. 
This research supports research from Tamara Citra (2016) with the title "Analysis of the 
Effect of Product Quality and Brand Image on The Decision to Purchase Continuous Form 
Prints through Brand Trust (Study on So Jaya Group Printing, Semarang". The results 
showed that the dimensions of product quality have a positive and significant effect on 
purchasing decisions. 

5. Influence of Brand Image Variables (X2) on Purchasing Decisions (Y) 
In this study, it was found that in the brand image variable (X2) the value of the brand image 
calculation was (0.779 < ttabel 1.972) or the p-value value t was smaller than α (0.05 < 
0.437). So it can be concluded that the brand image variable (X2) does not have a positive 
and significant effect on the purchase decision variable (Y). 
The coefficient of brand image path to purchasing decisions is 0.053. This means that every 
increase in the brand image variable by one unit, the purchase decision of dior cosmetics 
in the city will increase by 0.053 times if other variables are assumed to be fixed. 
This research supports research from Tamara Citra (2016) with the title "Analysis of the 
Effect of Product Quality and Brand Image on The Decision to Purchase Continuous Form 
Prints through Brand Trust (Study on So Jaya Group Printing, Semarang". The results 
showed that the dimensions of the brand image have a positive and significant effect on 
purchasing decisions. 

6. The Effect of Product Quality (X1) On Purchasing Decisions (Y) Through Brand Trust (Z) 
From the results of the sobel test where Z = 3.39> 1.96 with a significance level of 5%, and 
from the results of calculating the coefficient of direct influence of product quality on 
purchasing decisions is smaller than the coefficient of indirect influence of product quality 
on purchasing decisions through brand trust (0.262 < 0.382) it can be concluded that the 
brand trust variable (Z) becomes a mediating variable for the influence of product quality 
variables (X1) on purchasing decisions (Y). 
From the results of this study, it is known that good product quality has been built by dior 
cosmetics in malang city is able to enlarge the influence of product quality on consumers' 
purchasing decisions. 
This research supports research from Tamara Citra (2016) with the title "Analysis of the 
Effect of Product Quality and Brand Image on The Decision to Purchase Continuous Form 
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Prints through Brand Trust (Study on So Jaya Group Printing, Semarang". The results 
showed that the dimensions of product quality have a significant effect on purchasing 
decisions through brand trust. 

7. The Influence of Brand Image (X2) On Purchasing Decisions (Y) Through Brand Trust (Z) 
From the results of the calculation of the sobel test above, a z value of 2.6600 was obtained, 
because the Z value obtained was 2.66 > 1.96 with a significance level of 5%, and from the 
results of the coefficient of the path of direct influence of the brand image on purchasing 
decisions was smaller than the coefficient of indirect influence of brand image on 
purchasing decisions through brand trust (0.053 < 0.140) it can be concluded that the brand 
trust variable (Z) is a mediation variable for the influence of the influence of the brand 
image on purchasing decisions through brand trust (0.053 < 0.140) it can be concluded that 
the brand trust variable (Z) is a mediation variable for the influence of brand image  brand 
image variable (X2) to purchasing decision (Y). 

Discussion 
From the results of this study, it is known that a good brand image has been built by dior 
cosmetics in the city of Malang is able to enlarge the influence of brand image on consumers' 
purchasing decisions. In addition to seeing an attractive brand image, it turns out that 
respondents pay attention to the brand trust that is built, the better the brand image that is 
built or formed, the more the purchase decision will increase. 

This research supports research from Tamara Citra (2016) with the title "Analysis of the Effect 
of Product Quality and Brand Image on The Decision to Purchase Continuous Form Prints 
through Brand Trust (Study on So Jaya Group Printing, Semarang". The results showed that 
the dimension of brand image has a significant effect on purchasing decisions through brand 
trust. 

Conclusion 
Based on the results of research and analysis that has been carried out regarding the influence 
of product quality and brand image on purchasing decisions through the trust of dior 
cosmetics brands in malang city, the following conclusions can be drawn:  
1. Product Quality Has a Positive and Significant Effect on the Trust of the Dior Cosmetics Brand 

in Malang City. 
2. Brand Image Has A Positive And Significant Effect On The Trust Of Dior Cosmetics Brand In 

Malang City. 
3. Brand Trust Has a Positive and Significant Effect On The Decision To Buy Dior Cosmetics In 

Malang City. 
4. Product Quality Has a Positive and Significant Effect on the Decision to Buy Dior Cosmetics 

in Malang City. 
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5. Brand Image Does Not Have A Positive And Significant Effect On The Decision To Buy Dior 
Cosmetics In Malang City. 

6. Brand Trust Is Able to Mediate the Influence of Product Quality on the Purchasing Decision 
of Dior Cosmetics in Malang City. 

7. Brand Trust Is Able To Mediate The Influence Of Brand Image On Dior Cosmetics Purchasing 
Decision In Malang City. 
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ABSTRACT 

The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic has been felt by micro,  small, and medium enterprises 
in food and beverage products in  Jambi City. The pandemic caused a decline in income and  
community welfare as well as regional economic growth. To  avoid the negative effects of an 
even greater pandemic, by using  digital technology, in the current digital 4.0, is developing 
very  rapidly. Seeing the prolonged COVID-19 phenomenon,  researchers are interested in 
examining whether the importance  of using social media affects the performance of food and  
beverage small and medium enterprises in Jambi City with digital  creativity as an intervening. 
The results of the Path Analysis  found that the importance of using social media did not have 
a  significant effect on digital creativity, then digital creativity had a  significant effect on the 
performance of MSMEs and interests,  the use of Social Media did not significantly affect the  
performance of MSMEs. Analysis of the indirect effect found a z  value of -1.343, and smaller 
than 1.96, it means that digital  creativity does not mediate the influence between the interests 
of  using social media on the performance of MSMEs for Food and  beverage products in Jambi 
City in the era of the COVID-19  pandemic. 

KEYWORDS:  Sosial Media, Digital Creativity, Business Performance, COVID-19. 
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Introduction 
The Corona Virus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic which was endemic at the end  of 2019 
has changed the social life of the community and the national development plan that  was set 
by the government before the pandemic took place. The pandemic, which is still ongoing and 
it is not clear when it will end, is a challenge for the government that must be  resolved 
properly and quickly, so as not to disrupt the government's program in an effort to  stabilize 
the national economy after being hit by the 1997 monetary crisis and the 2008  financial crisis.  

The negative effects of the COVID-19 pandemic are not only felt by large-scale  business 
players but also by MSMEs in Indonesia. Utami (2021) stated that expressing the  company 
aspect, this pandemic has disrupted the performance of companies, especially those  engaged 
in the trade, transportation, and tourism sectors. The social distancing policy which  was later 
changed to physical distancing and working from or at home had an impact on the  decline in 
company performance which was then followed by termination of employment.  There are 
even some companies that went bankrupt and finally chose to close their business.  
Meanwhile, the impact of the Covid 19 pandemic on the MSMEs sector in the aspect of  
people's consumption and purchasing power, this pandemic caused a lot of workers to  
decrease or even lose their income, thus affecting the level of consumption and purchasing  
power of the community, especially those in the informal worker category and daily workers.  

The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic that was felt directly or indirectly by MSMEs  actors 
was a decrease in sales, capital difficulties, raw material difficulties due to the PSBB,  and even 
many business actors did not produce and even close. In addition, the issue of  business 
development of MSMEs actors is constrained due to the main sectors supporting  MSMEs such 
as tourism, trade and others which are also affected by the COVID-19  pandemic. (Bahtiar & 
Saragih, 2020) Pointing out the MSME aspect, the existence of this  pandemic has caused a 
decline in performance from the demand side (consumption and  purchasing power of the 
people) which ultimately has an impact on the supply side, namely  termination of 
employment and the threat of default in credit payments. SMEs said there were  around 
37,000 MSMEs who reported that they were very seriously affected by this pandemic,  which 
was characterized by around 56 percent reported a decline in sales, 22 percent reported  
problems in the financing aspect, 15 percent reported problems with distribution of goods, 
and  4 percent reported difficulties to get raw materials. The problems above are also 
increasingly  widespread if they are associated with the existence of policies.  

Saturwa et al, (2021) stated that the most dominant type of business product and most  widely 
by MSME actors is retail trading such as selling basic necessities, pulses, clothing, and  so forth 
with a percentage of 35.9 percent. The second type of business that is most in demand  by 
MSME actors is providing food and beverages with a percentage of 20.9 percent. The third  is 
service products by 16.5 percent. The fourth is food production by 16.0 percent. The fifth is  
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the processing industry with 4.9 percent. The sixth, there are handicraft products or works of  
art by 3.9 percent. And the seventh is agricultural, plantation and livestock production with a  
percentage of 1.9 percent. MSMEs that are able to survive in the midst of this COVID-19  
climate include MSMEs that are already connected to the digital ecosystem by utilizing the  
existing marketplace in Indonesia. And MSMEs that are able to survive in the era of the  covid-
19 pandemic are MSMEs that are able to adapt their business with innovative products,  for 
example, those that previously sold bags and clothes products then changed their products  
to selling cloth masks. Other industries that are able to survive during the COVID-19  pandemic 
are industries related to meeting basic needs including electricity, clean water,  agriculture, 
animal husbandry, plantations, fishery, automotive and banking.  

Utami (2021) argued that the government's efforts to help MSMEs in the midst of the  Covid-
19 pandemic are through two government institutions, namely the ministry of  cooperatives 
and small and medium enterprises and the ministry of industry. The ministry of cooperatives 
has provided at least three stimulus for MSMEs during this pandemic to  maintain the 
continuity of MSME activities, there are leniency in loan payments, six months  MSME tax 
relief, and cash transfers for micro-scale businesses. While the ministry of  industry plans to 
provide loans with low interest rates (lower than the interest rate for micro enterprises) to 
small and medium-sized enterprises, the ministry also connects MSME players  with online 
technology shops to help market and sell MSME products such as tokopedia,  shopee, and 
blibli. They collaborate with local industries that provide raw materials for the  production of 
MSMEs, and collaborate with the ministry of foreign affairs and industry to  continue the trade 
negotiation process and exporting products that is produced by Indonesian  MSMEs.  

To re-enhance the role of MSMEs for the national economy, the government needs to  
encourage the growth and development of MSMEs by optimizing the use of social media and  
developing digital creativity for business actors. Nasrullah (2016) pointed that social media is  
a digital media where social reality occurs and the space-time of its users interaction. The  
values that exist in society and the community also appear in the same or different forms on  
social media is currently the most effective and efficient medium as a means of  
communication and business activities during the COVID-19 pandemic and is the right  
strategy to encourage MSMEs become a productive sector that is able to encourage an  
increase in people's income and regional economic growth.  

Mokhtar et al (2016) argued that the ability to use social media and digital technology  by 
MSME actors has many benefits, one of which is to facilitate instant exchange of  information 
between interested stakeholders as well as stimulate efficiency and help solve  problems in 
MSME development. The use of social media is considered to have a positive  impact on a 
business, in particular it can reduce considerable marketing costs and improve  good 
relationships with customers. (Dedi Purwana, 2017) explained that the use of digital  
technology-based marketing concepts (digital marketing) provides great hope for MSME  
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actors to be able to develop into economic powerhouses, Micro, Small and Medium  
Enterprises (MSMEs) play an important role in encouraging an increase in Indonesia's  
economic growth rate, especially in creating employment and household empowerment that  
supports household income in the midst of an economic deceleration.  

Therefore, the researchers were interested to investigate the interests of social media  users 
and their influence on the performance of MSMEs for Food and Beverage products in  Jambi 
City which are affected by the COVID-19 pandemic with the Intervening variable  digital 
creativity)" with the problem formulation as follows:  

1. Is there any direct impact of the importance of using social media on the digital creativity  
of food and beverage product MSME actors in Jambi City during the covid-19 pandemic?  

2. Is there any direct effect of the digital creativity of food and beverage MSME actors on  the 
performance of MSMEs in food and beverage products in Jambi City during the  covid-19 
pandemic?  

3. Is there any direct impact of the importance of using social media for MSME actors on  the 
performance of MSMEs in food and beverage products in Jambi City during the  covid-19 
pandemic?  

4. Is there any direct effect of the importance of using social media for MSME actors on the  
performance of MSMEs in food and beverage products in Jambi City during the covid-19  
pandemic through digital creativity variables for MSME actors? 

Method 
This research was designed in the form of a case study with the initial procedure  starting from 
preparation in the form of a literature study and initial observations followed by  the stages 
of data collection, tabulation, processing, data analysis and report preparation. The  sampling 
technique was non-probability sampling with the Accidental sampling method with  a research 
sample of 64 MSME actors in food and beverage products in Telanaipura District,  Jambi City 
and all of them directly became the research sample.  

The instrument in this study has four variables. There are the importance of using  social 
media, digital creativity and MSME performance, which are described as follows: First,  the 
importance of using social media according to Wayne Buente and Alice Robbin in Fitra  et.all 
(2021), the indicator is to obtain online information ( X1.1), for fun and spending time  (X1.2), 
for online communication (X1.3), and for online transactions (X1.4); Second, digital  creativity 
according to Mokhtar (2015) with indicators of being able to develop new  applications (Z1.1), 
able to run business development applications (Z1.2), able to implement  to improve the 
distribution of goods and services (Z1.3), able to run to build interaction with  consumers 
(Z1.4), able to use it to strengthen the company's image (Z1.5), able to use it for  expansion in 
the market (Z1.6 ) and able to use it for communication and business promotion  media (Z1.7); 
Third, the performance of SMEs according to Lorraine (2014) the indicators are  reducing 
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original selling costs (Y1.1), new market opportunities (Y1.2), increasing  competitive 
advantage (Y1.3), increasing profits (Y1.4), and increasing market growth (Y1.5).  

The data analysis in this study used descriptive analysis to determine the  characteristics of 
MSME actors, then quantitative analysis is used to determine the effect of  the independent 
variable and the dependent variable. To analyze the direct and indirect  effects, path analysis 
with the equation structure of the path diagram is used, the independent  variable is the 
interests of Social Media users (X), the Intervening digital creativity variable  (Z) and the 
dependent variable is the performance of MSMEs (Y). To see the direct effect,  namely with 
the equation: Z=a+bX+ε1 (equation of the first sub-structural path),  Y=a+bX+bZ+ε2 (equation 
of the second sub-structural path), then to see the indirect effect of  X on Z through Y simply 
is as follows: X  Z  Y: (ρzx), (ρyz) where the direct effect is  obtained from the beta value, while 
the indirect effect is obtained by Sobel analysis (sobel  test).  

Result 
The characteristics of the actors from 64 MSMEs in food and beverage products in this  study 
can be mentioned as follows. First, there were 20% of dry food businesses such as  cramps, 
chips, fried noodles, and crackers. Second, there were 28% of snacks such as various  types 
like cakes, fried foods, pempek, toast, and so forth. Third, there were 25% of beverage  
businesses such as ice, sum-sum porridge ice, coconut ice, cane ice, bottled drinks and so  
forth. Fourth, there were 27 % of heavy food businesses such as meatballs, satay, homemade  
food, fish ball, and so forth (see appendix 1). There are types of social media applications such 
as WhatsApp, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and You tube) that are used by SMEs for  Food 
and Beverage products in Business Management. There are 12 people using 4 types of  Social 
Media applications, 12 people using 3 type of social media application, 22 people use 2  types 
of Social Media application and 18 people use 1 type of social media application in  business 
management (see figure 2). 

The test results of the direct effect path analysis of the interests of using social media  (X) on 
digital creativity (Z) of food and drink products during the COVD-19 pandemic as  shown in 
(Appendix Table 1, Table 2 and Figure 3). It can be obtained the level of influence  of the 
interests of Social Media users on digital creativity X  Z is -0.342 and it was not  significant 
because t-sig 0.121 > 0.05. The influence of business actors' digital creativity on  the 
performance of MSMEs Z  Y was 0.187 and was significant with a t-sig value of 0.029  <0.05 
while the influence of the interests of Social Media users on the performance of  MSMEs X  Y 
was 0.215 also not significant because the t-sig value is 0.215 > 0 ,05. Z value is used to test 
the indirect effect of the independent variable on the dependent variable through  the 
intervening variable. The results of the sobbel test analysis showed that the z value was - 
1.343, and was smaller than 1.96 at the 0.05 level of significance. These results proved that  
digital creativity was not able to mediate the relationship between the importance of using  
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social media on the performance of MSMEs in food and beverage products in Jambi City in  
COVD-19 pandemic.  

The results of the study stated the importance of using social media did not have a  significant 
direct effect on the digital activities of SMEs in food and beverage products in  Jambi City. On 
the contrary, the function and role of social media has been used rapidly by  the business 
competitors (Pradiani, 2018) MSMEs are able to develop social media to  produce new 
innovations will be able to compete in national and international markets, and  not be 
oppressed in the current era of increasingly fierce competition. The benefits of social  media 
for MSME actors in the era of the COVID-19 pandemic which is still endemic are very  
important, because at this time we are in the age of social media, which has filled almost all  
areas of human life. The benefits of Social Media are not only limited to access to 
communication and information, but have penetrated the economic, social, entertainment, 
and security sectors so that all these activities will be more efficient and gain many benefits.  

The results of the study are known to have a significant effect on the digital creativity of 
business actors on the performance of MSMEs in food and beverage products in Jambi City, 
illustrating where at this time the ability of MSME actors to develop digital creativity is  good 
and has been able to encourage wider interaction and communication relationships  between 
MSMEs and the market and consumer. Kotler & Keller, (2008) stated that if information on 
various products is already available on social media, it will make it easier for consumers to 
order, through the use of digital creativity, it means that business actors follow the flow of 
digitalization developments. By switching to digital media, communication and transactions 
can be carried out at any time and consumers will be able to access MSME products. The 
development of innovation also aims to achieve community engagement, so that people 
engagement in the business will lead to greater profit creation.  

Discussion 
The results of the study found that the direct influence of digital creativity on the performance 
of MSMEs was positive 0.187 while the indirect influence value was negative (0.343), so that 
the model stated that the mediation was inconsistent because it was opposite and there was 
no mediating effect between the interests of using social media on the performance of MSMEs 
for food and beverage and drinks through digital creativity. These results are not in line with 
(Becker et al., 2015) where the conclusion of his research suggests that the use of social media 
and the development of digital creativity will be able to affect business success up to 78%.  

The importance of using social media can also be a productive medium for MSMEs information 
so that digital creativity that develops will be able to encourage MSME performance 
(Febriyantoro & Arisandi, 2018) pointed that the use of digital technology has advantages, 
namely 1). Actors can set business targets to be achieved according to  demographic 
conditions, domicile, lifestyle, and consumer habits; 2. Quick results are known  so that 
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marketers can take corrective action if something is not right; 3. It is much cheaper  cost than 
conventional marketing; 4. It has wider coverage because it is not geographically  limited; 5. 
The product can be accessed at any time not limited by time; 6. The results of  online purchases 
can be measured well; 7. The campaign can be personalized; 8. The MSMEs  actors can engage 
or reach consumers because communication occurs directly and in two  directions.  

Conclusion 
From the results of the study, the conclusions of the study were formulated as follows:  

1. The importance of using social media did not have a direct significant effect on digital 
creativity in MSMEs in Food and Beverage Products during the COVID-19 pandemic in Jambi 
City.  

2. Digital creativity of MSME actors has a direct significant effect on the performance of MSME 
Food and Beverage Products in the Era of the COVID-19 pandemic in Jambi City.  

3. The importance of using Social Media did not have a direct significant effect on the 
performance of MSMEs in Food and Beverage Products in the Era of the COVID-19 
pandemic in Jambi City.  

4. Digital creativity did not mediate the indirect influence of the importance of using social 
media on the digital creativity of SMEs for food and beverage products during the COVID-
19 pandemic era in Jambi City.  
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ABSTRACT 

This study aims to determine the effect of work motivation on organizational commitment, the 
influence of human resource information systems on organizational commitment, the effect of 
job satisfaction on organizational commitment, the effect of work motivation on performance, 
the effect of job satisfaction on performance, the effect of organizational commitment on 
performance, the influence of motivation work with employee performance mediated by 
organizational commitment, and the influence between job satisfaction and employee 
performance mediated by organizational commitment. This study's population are employees 
working at the Business Wisdom Institute (BWI). The number of samples is 100 respondents. 
The results showed that there was a significant (positive) effect on work motivation on 
organizational commitment, there was no significant (positive) effect on IS-HR on 
organizational commitment, there was a significant (positive) effect on job satisfaction on 
employee organizational commitment, and there was no significant effect. On Work 
Motivation on Employee Performance, there is no significant effect on SI-HR on Employee 
Performance; there is a significant (positive) effect on Job Satisfaction on Employee 
Performance, there is no significant effect on Organizational Commitment on Employee 
Performance, there is no significant effect on Work Motivation with Employee Performance 
mediated by Organizational Commitment, there is no significant effect between SI-HR and 
Employee performance mediated by Organizational Commitment, there is no significant effect 
between Job Satisfaction and Employee Performance mediated by K Organizational 
commitment. 

KEYWORDS:  Job Motivation, Human Resources Information System, Job Satisfaction, 
Employee Performance, Organizational Commitment. 
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Introduction 
Maximum performance is the main goal of a company that wants to increase profits through 
the performance of its employees in various ways and programs that are considered aligned 
with company goals. As a source of life in the company, employees must be cared for properly. 
One way to pay attention and continue to retain the best employees is to know what things 
can affect them, one of which is regarding employee performance. This is so that the company 
can achieve maximum profit targets. 

Method 
The research approach is the design, guideline or reference for research that will be carried 
out by researchers. This study uses a quantitative approach with survey research methods. 
Quantitative approach is an approach that is required to use numbers, starting from data 
collection, interpretation of the data, and the appearance of the results. 

Result 
The results showed that there was a significant (positive) effect on work motivation on 
organizational commitment, there was no significant (positive) effect on IS-HR on 
organizational commitment, there was a significant (positive) effect on job satisfaction on 
employee organizational commitment, and there was no significant effect. on Work 
Motivation on Employee Performance, there is no significant effect on SI-HR on Employee 
Performance, there is a significant (positive) effect on Job Satisfaction on Employee 
Performance, there is no significant effect on Organizational Commitment on Employee 
Performance, there is no significant effect on Work Motivation with Employee Performance 
mediated by Organizational Commitment, there is no significant effect between SI-HR and 
Employee Performance mediated by Organizational Commitment, there is no significant effect 
between Job Satisfaction and Employee Performance mediated by Organizational 
commitment. 

Discussion 

The factors used by the Business Wisdom Institute (BWI) to keep up with the changing times 
in order to be able to survive in the midst of increasingly fierce competition, namely the 
digitalization era, and how to retain employees who have a (decent) competitive advantage 
so far have gone well. Only a few factors are not consistent with previous research. This 
difference in results does not prove that previous research is better, but good research is 
research that is taken from the actual situation (reality), and research that is able to provide 
new developments. Several factors are weaknesses in this study, such as in Hypothesis 2 (SI-
HR has no significant positive effect on employee organizational commitment), Hypothesis 4 
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(Work motivation does not have a significant positive effect on employee performance), 
Hypothesis 5 (SI-HR has no positive effect on employee performance). significant effect on 
employee performance), Hypothesis 7 (Organizational commitment has no significant positive 
effect on employee performance), Hypothesis 8 (Work motivation has no significant positive 
effect on employee performance mediated by organizational commitment), Hypothesis 9 (SI-
HR has no significant positive effect on employee performance). employees mediated by 
organizational commitment), and Hypothesis 10 (Job satisfaction has no significant positive 
effect on employee performance mediated by organizational commitment) will be a challenge 
for the Business Wisdom Institute (BWI) to pay more attention to and improve what are the 
weaknesses of the company.  

Conclusion 
1. There is a significant (positive) effect on work motivation on organizational commitment at 

the Business Wisdom Institute (BWI). The effect given is 2.443. While the most dominant 
indicators for forming Work Motivation are "Company supervision is not strict but I obey 
the applicable regulations", "I am proud to work in this company", and "I get financial 
guarantees in the form of bonuses and incentives as an incentive to work". 

2. There is no significant (positive) effect on IS-HR on Employee Organizational Commitment 
at the Business Wisdom Institute (BWI). The effect given is -0.364. Meanwhile, the most 
dominant IS-HR forming indicator is “The Human Resources Information System application 
program is always ready to be used”. 

3. There is a significant (positive) effect on job satisfaction on employee organizational 
commitment at the Business Wisdom Institute (BWI). The effect given is 3,069. While the 
most dominant forming indicator of Job Satisfaction is "I feel in accordance with my current 
job".  

4. There is no significant effect on Work Motivation on Employee Performance at the Business 
Wisdom Institute (BWI). The effect given is 0.646. Meanwhile, the most dominant forming 
indicators of Work Motivation have been explained in point 1. 

5. There is no significant effect on IS-HR on Employee Performance at the Business Wisdom 
Institute (BWI). The effect given is -1.755. Meanwhile, the most dominant IS-HR forming 
indicators have been explained in point 2. 

6. There is a significant (positive) effect on job satisfaction on employee performance at the 
Business Wisdom Institute (BWI). The effect given is 7.704. While the most dominant 
forming indicators of Job Satisfaction have been explained in point 3. 

7. There is no significant effect on Organizational Commitment on Employee Performance at 
the Business Wisdom Institute (BWI). The effect given is 0.215. Meanwhile, the most 
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dominant indicator of Organizational Commitment is “I don't want to move to another 
place of work”. 

8. There is no significant effect between Work Motivation and Employee Performance 
mediated by Organizational Commitment at the Business Wisdom Institute (BWI). The 
direct effect given is 0.260 and the indirect effect is 0.0014 and the total effect is 0.2614. 
While the most dominant forming indicators of Work Motivation have been explained in 
point 1, while the most dominant forming of Employee Performance is "I always work every 
day".  

9. There is no significant effect between IS-HR and Employee Performance mediated by 
Organizational Commitment at the Business Wisdom Institute (BWI). The direct effect given 
is -0.042 and the indirect effect is -0.0043 and the total effect is 0.0085. While the most 
dominant IS-HR forming indicators have been explained in point 2, while the most 
dominant Employee Performance has been explained in point 8. 

10. There is no significant effect between Job Satisfaction and Employee Performance 
mediated by Organizational Commitment at the Business Wisdom Institute (BWI). The 
direct effect given is 0.660 and the indirect effect is 0.0237. While the most dominant 
forming indicators of Job Satisfaction have been explained in point 3, while the most 
dominant Employee Performance has been explained in point 8. 
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ABSTRACT 

This research is motivated by the author's curiosity about student achievement at SMA Plus 
Kopi Colol which is a "role model" for other schools in East Lamba Leda District, where this 
school is located. Researchers suspect learning achievement at SMA Plus Kopi Colol is 
influenced by learning motivation, learning style and a good learning environment. This study 
aims to determine the effect of learning motivation on learning achievement, the effect of 
learning style on learning achievement and the influence of the learning environment on 
learning achievement. This research is quantitative descriptive. The population of this research 
is class XI SMA Plus Kopi Colol totaling 171 students. The samples taken were 48 students. The 
sampling technique is purposive sampling. Collecting data by using a questionnaire. The 
analytical technique used is multiple linear regression analysis and this study uses the SPSS for 
Windows 21.0 statistical analysis tool. The results showed that learning motivation had a 
positive and significant effect on learning achievement as indicated by the regression 
coefficient value of 0.884. Learning style has a positive and significant effect on learning 
achievement which is indicated by the regression coefficient value of 0.482. The environment 
has a positive and significant effect on learning achievement which is indicated by the 
regression coefficient value of 0.350. Learning motivation, learning style and environment 
simultaneously have a positive and significant effect on learning achievement in class XI 
students of SMA Plus Kopi Colol. 

KEYWORDS:  Learning Motivation, Learning Style, Learning Environment, Student 
Achievement 
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Introduction 
Education is very influential in human life. In the Preamble to the 1945 Constitution, one of 
the goals of education is to educate the life of the nation and state. The factors that affect 
student achievement are so many that they are classified into these factors. According to 
(Mulyasa, 2013) there are several things that affect learning achievement can be grouped into 
four, namely: “(a) the material or material being studied; (b) environment; (c) instrumental 
factors; and (d) the condition of the students. These factors, either separately or together, 
make a certain contribution to the learning achievement of students.  

Student learning achievement is the main target to be achieved by educational institutions. As 
an educational institution, SMA Plus Kopi Colol has a main target in terms of learning 
achievement for all students. This can be seen from the various achievements that are often 
achieved by students at SMA Plus Kopi Colol. Although it was founded in 2010 this high school 
is an outstanding school in East Manggarai district. Achievements can not be separated from 
student achievement and the hard work of educators. Every time there is a quiz competition 
at the sub-district and district level, SMA Plus Kopi Colol students get first, second and third 
place for all subjects.fact, this school is used as a “role model” for other schools in the East 
Lamba Leda sub-district, where this school is located.  

Embedded in the facts above is the reason the researcher wants to conduct research at SMA 
Plus Kopi Colol. The author suspects that student achievement in this school is influenced by 
high student motivation, learning styles and an environment that is conducive to learning. The 
author's assumption is supported by the following facts that the author found at the SMA Plus 
Kopi Colol school.  

Regarding learning motivation, SMA Plus Kopi Colol students have shown high motivation in 
learning. This can be seen clearly from a great desire to learn. Students love the extra lessons 
in the afternoon that the school recommends. On such occasions they try to ask the teacher 
for material that has not been understood. In addition, the students also like practicum 
activities and other training outside school hours such as the practice of processing coffee 
from land processing, nurseries, rejuvenation until the coffee is ready to be marketed. Other 
training also includes sports, music, arts and dance activities. There is also the fact that 
students have high hopes and aspirations to succeed. This can be seen from the willingness to 
continue studies at various universities through scholarships and achievements. To achieve 
these expectations, students try their best to take additional lessons and even take the 
initiative to ask the teacher about the difficulties experienced in learning.  

Regarding learning styles, Sternberg quoted (Santrock, 2012) states that "learning and 
thinking stylesare not abilities, but the preferred way to use or utilize one's abilities." 
Researchers found the fact that there were many students of SMA Plus Kopi Colol who 
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preferred learning activities by way of practice and demonstration. For students, such learning 
activities can absorb material comfortably so that they remember the lesson easily.  

Regarding the learning environment, Niranjan Banik, et al said that the influence of the 
environment is closely related to the reciprocal relationship between students and students, 
students and teachers in an educational environment. These transactional relationships play 
an important role in the world of education (Niranjan Banik, Adam Koesoemadinata, Charles 
Wagner, Charles Inyang, 2013). Researchers found the fact that students studying at SMA Plus 
Kopi Colol had a good and conducive learning environment. The social environment in which 
this school stands provides comfort in learning in the form of good motivation from parents 
and teachers, a quiet and clean school environment, adequate stationery, and the availability 
of learning facilities. Although educational facilities and infrastructure are not as complete as 
in schools in urban areas, educators and the community around these schools always provide 
support and maintain conduciveness to student learning activities. In addition, researchers 
also found the fact that most of the people in this area make a living as coffee farmers with 
low incomes.  

Nevertheless, parents always support their children to study, because in general in remote 
areas, after school hours, children are obliged to help their parents with their work. Different 
facts in this area. Parents support their children to learn, both during the learning process and 
outside of learning hours. Likewise, educators who have a great desire to help and motivate 
students in learning. There are many teachers who teach free to students. The school also 
works with parents to provide support for students who want to enter level XI and XII so that 
they can choose dormitories that are close to the school environment. The goal is for students 
to concentrate more on studying and take additional lessons in the afternoon.  

Research conducted by Muhammad Miftah Farid (Farid, 2014) entitled 'The Influence of 
Learning Motivation, Learning Style, and Learning Environment on Economic Learning 
Outcomes at SMA Negeri I Wringinanom Gresik. The results of the study show that these three 
things have a positive and significant impact on learning outcomes. However, the results are 
different from the research conducted by Hamsar (Hamsar, 2017) with the title: "The influence 
of learning styles on the learning outcomes of class IX students in the Natural Sciences subject 
at Madrasah Tsanawiyah Alauddin Pao-Pao".the facts described above, the writer is interested 
in studying more deeply about, "The Influence of Learning Motivation, Learning Style and 
Environment on Student Achievement in Class XI SMA Plus Kopi Colol, East Lamba Leda 
District, East Manggarai Regency, East Nusa Tenggara.” 

Learning Motivation 
Mc. Donald and Oemar Hamalik stated that motivation is a change in energy in a person which 
is characterized by the emergence of "feelings" and is preceded by a response to the existence 
of goals (Donald & Hamalik, 2013). According to Winkel in Darsono motivation is the overall 
psychic driving force in students that causes learning activities and gives direction to activities 
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learning, in order to achieve learning objectives (Darsono, 2000). Motivation is defined as a 
process that describes the intensity, direction, and persistence of an individual to achieve his 
goals. Robbins, (2008). 

According to Sardiman (2009) states that motivation functions as a driving force for every 
activity that is carried out. Determine the direction of action towards the goal to be achieved. 
Thus, motivation can provide direction and activities that must be carried out in accordance 
with the formulation of its objectives. According to Uno (2008) the achievement motive is the 
motive to succeed in doing a task or job, the motive to obtain perfection. In this case, it is the 
drive to achieve the ideal self. Motivation when associated with learning, in this case is 
achievement, it will describe the drive for different achievements in a person. A person's 
achievement motivation can be studied physically, when someone has an achievement drive, 
there will be a tendency for differences in attitudes towards a positive direction to achieve 
certain goals. 

Rahmat (2010) states that to achieve success, achievement motivation is very necessary. In 
other words, achievement motivation is having the desire to be the best. Without the desire 
to be the best, it will cause someone to do something carelessly or carelessly. Work from work, 
business from business, and learning from learning. For this reason, it is necessary to have 
achievement motivation, which is to always try to work with the best possible results, not 
carelessly, not random, or just being there. Because that's the only thing that makes everyone 
able to survive in the midst of increasingly fierce competition. 

According to Uno (Uno, 2007) the nature of learning motivation is internal and external 
encouragement to students who are learning to make changes in behavior, generally with 
several indicators or supporting elements, namely as follows : 

1. The existence of desire and desire to succeed. 
2. There is a drive and a need for learning. 
3. There are hopes and aspirations for the future. 
4. There is an appreciation in learning.  
5. There are interesting activities in learning. 
6. The existence of a conducive learning environment, thus enabling a student to learn well. 

Previous research conducted by Frandy Pratama, Firman, and Neviyarni (2019) showed that 
there was an influence of learning motivation on learning outcomes. Meanwhile, Irvan 
Zulpadri and Elvina Safitri (2019) said that learning motivation has a significant influence on 
learning achievement. At the same time, Desi Patulak (2019) also found similar results that 
learning achievement motivation has a positive and significant influence on learning 
achievement of . 
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Learning Style 
Learning styles according to De Porter and Henarcki (2000) there are two main categories of 
how we learn, namely first, how we absorb information easily (modalities) and second, how 
we organize and process that information (brain dominance). A person's learning style is a 
combination of how he absorbs, and then organizes and processes information. In addition, 
the learning style is also the way a person obtains information in the most comfortable way 
and provides the opportunity for the person to remember the information as new knowledge 
(Rose & Nicholl, 2006). Learning style is a convenient way of obtaining and remembering 
information.  

Meanwhile, according to Nasution that learning style or learning style is the way students 
react and use the stimuli they receive in the learning process (Nasution, 2013). That learning 
style is a reaction caused as a result of the stimuli given during learning. Based on the 
understanding of learning styles above, it can be concluded that learning styles are the way 
students receive, capture and process information in the learning process. 

Nasution (2013) explains three aspects of learning style indicators: 

1. Knowing the characteristics of visual learning styles, with instruments including people who 
like to talk quickly, always pay attention to lessons in detail, including people who like to 
pay attention to appearance before making a presentation, easier to remember which is 
seen rather than listening to explanations, prefers to read books by themselves rather than 
being read, prefers demonstrations to lectures when the teacher explains the subject 
matter and prefers to answer questions briefly. 

2. Knowing the characteristics of auditory learning style, with instruments including talking to 
myself when I'm doing assignments. Disturbed by noise when studying, likes to read aloud 
and listen while studying, can explain to friends who don't understand it, and includes 
people who can imitate anyone's voice. 

3. Knowing the characteristics of the kinesthetic learning style, with instruments including 
preferring to speak slowly, preferring to pull a friend's hand when they need help, likes 
talking to friends at a close distance, including people who like to do things with a lot of 
motion, prefer to learn with way of practice; including people who do not like to wait by 
sitting still for a long time, like to get lost if they have never been to the area, and writing 
is difficult for people to understand (bad). 

The research findings of Joenita Darmawati (2013) show that it concludes that there is a 
significant effect of motivation on student achievement and the significant effect of learning 
style on learning achievement. Setiana (2020) found that there is an influence of learning style 
with achievement students significantly and relationship pattern unidirectional. Ibnu R. 
Khoeron (2014) also found the same thing, namely learning style had a significant effect on 
learning achievement. Meanwhile, Hamsar (2017) found the opposite, namely that there was 
no significant effect of learning style on student learning outcomes.  
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Learning Environment 
Dalyono (2007) suggests that "The learning environment is a place where learning activities 
take place that get external influences on the sustainability of these activities. The 
environment which is a source of learning has an influence in the learning process. The 
environment in a narrow sense is the natural surroundings outside the individual or human 
being. The environment includes all materials and stimuli inside and outside the individual, 
both physiological, psychological, and socio-cultural. Meanwhile, according to Muhammad 
Saroni (2006) the learning environment is everything related to the place where the learning 
process is carried out. This environment includes two main things, namely the physical 
environment and the social environment, the two aspects of the environment in the learning 
process must support each other, so that students feel at home in school and want to follow 
the learning process consciously and not because of pressure or coercion ". 
Slameto (2010) The indicators of the learning environment are as follows: 

1. The state of the school where the study is located.  
2. Teacher teaching methods. 
3. Condition of school buildings and school facilities.   
4. The relationship between students and teachers.  
5. Implementation of school rules. 
6. association. 
7. Parent participation. 

The findings of Nisa Fadlilah (2018) and Zeni Nur Atiya, Drs. Sujiran, M.Pd, Dian Nurul Safitri, 
M.Pd (2020) there is an influence of the Learning Environment on Student Achievement.  

Learning Achievement 
Suwarkono et al said that "Learning achievement is the learning achievement achieved by 
students after studying (Suwarkono et al, 2008: 68)." In this case the learning outcomes in 
question are the results of daily tests obtained by students, this is reinforced by Abdul Kadir 
who stated that, "Learning achievement is one measure of the success rate of students after 
undergoing the learning process (Kadir, 2005: 223)." This success is usually measured within a 
certain period of time, for example several meetings, a quarter or semester even after 
graduating at the final level. Learning achievement can provide progress for a student after 
getting subject matter that has been taught at school, as stated by Rahim (2010: 80) which 
states that, "Learning achievement is a positive effort he does so that his knowledge changes 
towards progress after receiving subject matter."  
From the description above, it can be concluded that learning achievement is the mastery of 
knowledge and skills developed in the field of study obtained through the student's business 
process in the active interaction of the subject with his environment which can be seen from 
student learning outcomes. 
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Nasution, S (1987) suggests that learning achievement is said to be perfect when it meets 
three aspects, namely cognitive, affective and psychomotor. These three aspects are 
indicators for evaluating student achievement. These three aspects are described this. 

1. Cognitive Aspect. Things that are considered from the cognitive aspect include knowledge, 
understanding, application and analytical skills. This can be seen clearly from the ability to 
explain and define verbally the material that is absorbed by students. can then put forward 
concrete examples, conclude the material, have critical reasoning on the material received, 
and be able to classify and generalize the material being studied. 

2. Affective Aspect. As an indicator of learning achievement, affective aspects include 
attitudes shown by students during the learning process. In its application, children who 
excel will bring up the attitude of receiving material well, responding, respecting others, 
able to work in teams and able to show strong character in daily activities.  

3. Psychomotor aspects which include physical skills that are raised by students during the 
learning process. Students are said to have achieved good performance and are able to 
coordinate the movements of the hands, eyes, feet and other body parts well. 

COCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND HYPOTHESES 

This conceptual framework is a conceptual model of how theory relates to various factors that 
have been identified as important issues. Theoretically it is necessary to explain the 
relationship between the independent variable and the dependent variable. Based on the 
literature review and previous research, a conceptual framework of the research can be drawn 
up as can be seen in Figure 1. Here, learning motivation, learning style and learning 
environment are independent variables, while learning achievement is the dependent 
variable. 

Figure 1 Research conceptual framework 
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The hypotheses in this study can be described as follows: 
H1 : Learning motivation has a positive and significant effect on learning achievement in class 

XI students of SMA Plus Kopi Colol. 
H2 : Learning style has a positive and significant effect on learning achievement in class XI  

SMA Plus Kopi Colol. 
H3 : The learning environment has a positive and significant effect on learning achievement 

in class XI students of SMA Plus Kopi Colol. 
H4 : Learning motivation, learning style and environment simultaneously affect the learning 

achievement of Class XI students of SMA Plus Kopi Colol on learning achievement of 
students of class XI SMA Plus Kopi Colol. 

Method 
Types of Research, Population, Sampling Techniques, Research Samples and Data Analysis 
Techniques 
This research is a causal associative study using a quantitative approach. This study analyzes 
the effect of learning motivation, learning style and environment on student achievement in 
Class XI SMA Plus Kopi Colol, East Manggarai. The data used is quantitative primary data 
through an instrument in the form of a questionnaire taken directly from the field. The 
research population was 171 students of class XI SMA Plus Kopi Colol. The samples taken were 
48 students. The sampling technique is purposive sampling. The analysis technique used is 
Windows 21.0 analysis. 

Fulfillment of Assumptions and Multiple Linear Regression Analysis 
Before conducting multiple linear analysis, there are several assumptions that must be met if 
the research data is quantitative primary data, including: The research instrument must be 
valid, the respondent's answers must be reliable, the data are normally distributed, there is 
no multicollinearity, and there is no heteroscedasticity occurs. Thus, the data will be BLUE 
(Best Linear Unbiased Estimator) so that it meets the OLS (Ordinary Least Square) rule. 
Furthermore, multiple linear regression analysis was carried out consisting of 4 parts, namely 
the determination test or R-square, simultaneous test (F test), the formation of a regression 
model and the T test to determine the significance of the coefficients of each independent 
variable.  

Result 
Research Instrument Validity Test 

Based on statistical calculations, it is known that the significance value of learning motivation 
is0.840, learning style is 0.4857, learning environment is 0.670 and the calculated r values of 
this independent variable are greater than 0.2845. (r table in this study) at a significance level 
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of 0.05. That is, the instrument used to measure each variable, namely a questionnaire or 
questionnaire, is valid or valid.  

Respondent's Answer Reliability Test 

Based on the calculation, Cronbach's Alpha of all learning motivation variables was 0.784, 
greater than 0.2845; learning style variable is 0.767 which is greater than 0.2845; learning 
environment variable of 0.690 is greater than 0.2845; learning achievement variable 0.888 is 
greater than 0.2845. That is, the answers or opinions of respondents to the research 
instrument in the form of statements related to the indicators of each variable measured by a 
reliable or consistent or reliable Likert scale.  

Figure 2. Normality Test 

 
Source: Data processed 2022 

Based on Figure 2 above, it can be seen that the residual points tend to spread between 
diagonal lines, thus the residuals are declared to be normally distributed so that the 
assumption of normality is met. 

Table 1 Multicollinearity Test 
Model Collinearity Statistics 

Tolerance VIF 

1 

(Constant)   
Learning Motivation .320 3,124 
Learning Style .929 1,077 
.324 Environment 3,085 

Source : Processed data, 2022 

Table 1 shows that the results of the multicollinearity test shows that the VIF value of all 
independent variables in this study is less than 10, and the Tolerance value of all independent 
variables is greater than 0.1, which means that there are no symptoms of multicollinearity. 
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Figure 3. Graph Method Scatterplot 

 

Source: Processed data, 2022. 

The results of the heteroscedasticity test show that the points spread randomly, do not form 
a certain clear pattern, and are well spread over or below the number 0 (zero) on the Y axis, 
this means that there is no deviation from the classical assumption of heteroscedasticity in 
the regression model made. 

Table 2. Test results with multiple linear regression 

Model 
Unstandardized 

Coefficients Standardized Coefficients 
Beta t Sig. 

B Std. Error 
(Constant) .079 2.715  .029 .977 
Learning 
Motivation .884 .177 .820 5,000 .000 

Learning Style .482 .111 .419 4.346 .000 
Learning Environment .350 .169 .336 2,062 .045 

Source : Processed Data , 2022 

From the table above, a research model can be drawn up as follows: 
Y = 0.079 + 0.884 X1 + 0.482 X2 + 0.350 X3+ e 1 

Based on the regression model value above, it can be explained that based on the line model 
formed, it is known that the regression constant is positive at 0.079. This means that if the 
variables of learning motivation, learning style, and learning environment remain or do not 
change or decrease, learning achievement class XI SMA Plus Kopi Colol is equal to (0.079) units. 

The learning motivation regression coefficient is positive at 0.884. This means that the higher 
the learning motivation of class XI students of SMA Plus Kopi Colol, the higher the learning 
achievement of class XI students of SMA Plus Kopi Colol. As for every increase of 1 unit of 
learning motivation can increase learning achievement XI grade students of SMA Plus Kopi 
Colol amounted to 0.884 units. 
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The learning style regression coefficient is positive at 0.482. This means that the higher the 
understanding of learning styles in each class XI student of SMA Plus Kopi Colol, the better the 
learning achievement of class XI students of SMA Plus Kopi Colol. As for every increase of 1 
unit of learning style can increase the learning achievement of class XI students of SMA Plus 
Kopi Colol by 0.482 units. 

The learning environment regression coefficient is positive at 0.350. This means that the 
higher or better the level of conducive learning environment owned by class XI students of 
SMA Plus Kopi Colol, the higher the learning achievement of class XI students of SMA Plus Kopi 
Colol. As for every increase in 1 unit of the learning environment, the learning achievement of 
class XI students of SMA Plus Kopi Colol is 0.350 units. 

Table 3. Partial Test Results (t-test) 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients t Sig. 
B Std. Error Beta 

(Constant) .079 2.715  .029 .977 
Learning Motivation .884 .177 .820 5,000 .000 
Learning Style .482 .111 .419 4.346 .000 
Learning Environment .350 .169 .336 2,062 .045 

Source : Processed Data , 2022 

Based on table 3 above, it can be concluded that the t value of the variable is obtained learning 
motivation is 5,000 and the T-table is 2,01537, thus the t-count value is greater than the t-
table (5,000>2,01537). While the significance value (Sig.t) is 0.000. Value of Sig. t is smaller 
than the value of alpha (α) in this study which is equal to 5% (0.05) which means that H0 
rejected and H1 accepted. It can be concluded that the variable of learning motivation has a 
significant partial effect on student achievement in class XI SMA Plus Kopi Colol. 

Obtained the value of t arithmetic from the variable learning style is 4.346 and t-table is 
2.01537, thus the t-count value is greater than t-table (4.346 > 2.01537). While the significance 
value (Sig.t) is 0.000. Value of Sig. t is smaller than the value of alpha (α) in this study which is 
equal to 5% (0.05) which means that H0 rejected and H2 accepted. It can be concluded that the 
learning style variable has a significant partial effect on student achievement in class XI SMA 
Plus Kopi Colol. 

Obtained the value of t arithmetic from the variable the learning environment is 2.062 and the 
t-table is 2.01537, thus the t-count value is greater than the t-table (2.062 > 2.01537). While 
the significance value (Sig.t) is 0.045. Value of Sig. t is smaller than the value of alpha (α) in this 
study which is equal to 5% (0.05) which means that H0 rejected and H3 accepted. It can be 
concluded that the learning environment variable has a significant partial effect on student 
achievement in class XI SMA Plus Kopi Colol. 
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Table 4. Simultaneous test results 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 
Regression 130,210 3 43,403 24,035 000b 
Residual 79,457 44 1,806   
Total 209,667 47    

Source : Processed data, 2022 

As in table 4 above, the f-count value is 24.035 and the f-table value is 2.82, thus the f-value 
count is greater than the f-table value (24.035>2.82) while the sig./probability value is 0.000 
and the alpha value is 0.05(5%). The test results show the value of sig./probability (0.000) is 
smaller than the alpha value of 0.05 (5%) thus H0 rejected and H3 accepted. This shows that 
there is a simultaneous significant influence (together) between learning motivation, learning 
style and learning environment on the learning achievement of class XI students of SMA Plus 
Kopi Colol. 

Table 5. Determination coefficient test results 
Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 
1 .788a .621 .595 1.34382 

Source: Data processed, 2022 

The predictive power of the regression model (R2) formed in this test is 0.494 which indicates 
that the magnitude of the influence between the variables of learning motivation, learning 
style and learning environment on student achievement in class XI SMA Plus Kopi Colol. which 
is 0.621 (62.1%) and the remaining 0.379 (37.9%) is influenced by other factors or variables 
that are not included in this research model. 

Discussion 
Based on the above analysis, it is known that the three independent variables (learning 
motivation, learning style and learning environment) have a positive and significant effect on 
student achievement in class XI SMA Plus Kopi Colol. Thus, SMA Plus Kopi Colol as an 
educational institution needs to pay close attention to the learning motivation, learning style 
and learning environment of students. Because one of the main tasks of educational 
institutions is the achievement of the ultimate goal of the learning process, namely students 
who excel.  

Conclusion 
Based on the results of data analysis, it can be concluded that learning motivation, learning 
style and environment have a positive and significant effect on student achievement in class 
XI SMA Plus Kopi Colol. In order to improve learning achievement, SMA Plus Kopi Colol is 
advised to pay attention to student motivation in learning, understand student learning 
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styles in order to find the right method in the learning process, and still create a good 
learning environment for students.  
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ABSTRACT 

The background of this research is to determine the satisfaction of customers who have used 
the zoid net network by knowing in terms of network quality, price and service from the zoid 
net network. The purpose of this study was to determine and analyze: the effect of internet 
network quality on zoid net customers in razorguling village, lumbang sub-district, pasuruan 
district. The effect of price on zoid net customers in razorguling village, lumbang sub-district, 
pasuruan district, the effect of service on zoid net customers in razorguling village, lumbang 
sub-district, pasuruan district. This type of research is quantitative research using SPSS 
software. The population in this study are zoid net customers who have subscribed for more 
than 6 months located in razorguling village, lumbang district, pasuruan district, the number 
of voucher customers is 50 customers, monthly customers are 20 customers, the number of 
samples is 70 customers. The data collection method in this study used a questionnaire that 
was distributed manually. The results of this study indicate: Network quality has a positive and 
significant effect on zoid net customers in Razukur village, Lumbang district, Pasuruan district, 
price has a positive and significant effect on zoid net customers in razorguling village, Lumbang 
sub-district, Pasuruan district, and service to zoid net customers in the village. razorguling, 
Lumbang sub-district, Pasuruan district. . Network quality, price, and service simultaneously 
affect zoid net customers in razorguling village, lumbang sub-district, pasuruan district 

KEYWORDS:  Internet Network Quality, Price, Service, Customer Satisfaction. 
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Introduction 
Wireless is also a wireless network that uses air as its transmission medium to transmit waves. 
The development of wireless has actually started a long time ago and has been scientifically 
proven by scientists with the discovery of radio and then continued with the discovery of 
radar. Then with the growing need for information for humans, the use of wireless is 
increasing and not only for the use of radio and radar. Currently wireless technology is growing 
rapidly, it can be seen by the naked eye with the increasing use of cellular phones, besides 
that wireless technology is also developing which is used for internet access.  

Also for internet server owners, RT RW net itself has various kinds of obstacles for installation 
in several locations such as in rural areas or villages with lots of trees. So that internet service 
business actors find it difficult to spread their network, in this modern era there are many 
supporting tools that can help internet network business actors to expand their network more 
easily. Such as using point-to-point and point-to-multi-point antennas by installing a 
transmitter over the air with various certain distances according to the power of the tool it 
uses, such as that used by zoid.net.  

Zoid net uses two methods, namely by using antennas for long-distance network deployment 
starting from 1 kilometer and the second using lan cables or fiber optic cables for distances 
close to the zoid net server location. In these two ways, the zoid net can spread its network 
from locations that have not been covered by the internet to remote areas such as highlands 
located in mountains with many tall trees. Wifi internet service is very much needed by the 
community and has become a basic need to find information and communicate. There are 
several wifi such as Wifi.id which is a wireless-based public internet network service or hotspot 
provided by PT. Indonesian Telecommunications. PT. Telekomunikasi Indonesia is one of the 
providers of public wireless internet services with technology based on IEEE 802.11b/g/n using 
work standardization at a frequency of 2.4 GHz with a speed of up to 72 Mbps and an access 
point with a frequency of 5 GHz with a speed of up to 300 Mbps from the access point to the 
Internet gateway based on best performance based on IEEE 802.11n technology. One of the 
service innovations provided by Telkom is the Wifi.id corner which is a public facility that 
provides high-speed internet access up to 100 Mbps.  

There are several providers that provide ISPs for RT RW net internet service providers, such as 
PT. Lintas Nusantara Network, HSP net, indocyber that already has an ISP license or internet 
network. One of the RT RW net internet network service providers is zoid net, the zoid net 
was built in 2019 which is located in Cukurguling Village, Lumbang District, Pasuruan Regency. 
It has customers from the office segment to village communities. There are two kinds of 
hotspots on zoid.net, vouchers and monthly. For those who use vouchers, most of them are 
easy children who are in hangouts or coffee shops, and for monthly ones, most of them are 
from home or used alone. Most of the voucher users have internet networks distributed in 
coffee shops, or places to hang out. For monthly users, it is used for customers who are at 
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home or in the office, used for work, connected to smart tv, cctv, or used 24 hours in place. 
Locations installed by internet networks such as hotspots or vouchers are intentionally 
installed in crowded places, so that hotspot users can gather and use internet network 
services more optimally Customer satisfaction is very important to build a more advanced 
business in order to  increase profits for the company. Therefore, customer satisfaction to 
date  it has become an integral part of the vision, mission, objectives, position statements, 
and  various other things in a company that are discussed in full in the book  Customer 
Satisfaction, Concept, Measurement, and Strategy.  

Zoid net customer satisfaction is still lacking with less stable internet connection  during the 
rainy season and during strong winds. Most of the zoid net customers are workers,  so that 
the quality of the network is very influential on customer satisfaction. Satisfaction  customers 
are also the responsibility of the company, so that the company can be more advanced 
and  make the company more developed. All customers expect good service from the service 
or product they buy, both in terms of promotion, price, quality and service as well as service 
before and after buying the product/service. Customers have the right to correct information 
and product/service conformity with advertisements, then suitability with prices and services. 
For example, there is a guarantee and how long the warranty is, or the availability of a service 
center, as well as a guarantee if there is a discrepancy with the product/service that has been 
purchased or used.  

In marketing, price is the most important unit. In addition, price is one of the determinants of 
the company's success in running its business. A successful company is judged by how much 
profit the company gets from the price it determines in selling its products or services. Price 
is the amount of money that consumers have to pay to sellers to get the goods or services 
they want to buy. Price is the embodiment of the value of an item or service in units of money. 
Price is the value given to what is exchanged. Price can also mean purchasing power to achieve 
satisfaction and benefits. The higher the benefits that a person feels from certain goods or 
services, the higher the exchange value of the goods or services. the following services.  

The service from the zoid net itself for the dry season is arguably good and in the rainy season 
there are many complaints from customers such as the disconnection of the internet 
connection due to the factor of the equipment used having an effect when it rains or when 
the wind is strong and causes the signal to decrease, the signal traffic changes from the server 
to the customer's location. . At this time the zoid net to overcome this problem is still trying 
to find a solution so that during the rainy season there is no signal whose quality decreases, 
such as making additional grid antennas. The quality of the network also affects the company's 
financial management, so the company makes agreement rules with customers and also 
makes attractive promos such as examples of free installation fees or discounts for installing 
internet networks with certain packages. The problem faced in every company is how to 
satisfy the customer in accordance with the expectations and desires of the customer after 
making a comparison of the performance or results he feels compared to his expectations. 
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The level of customer satisfaction with an item or service will reflect the level of success of the 
company in marketing its products. Service is the main key to achieve success in various 
aspects of business or business activities engaged in services. Service will be very decisive in 
every activity in the community if there is competition in it. It could be that the products sold 
are the same or the services offered are also the same but why the response from the 
community can be different, all of that is due to the service to different customers. 

Based on the description above, it can be seen that many factors affect customer satisfaction 
such as the quality of the internet network, price and service. Network quality must be 
maintained in order to obtain stable quality so that customers or internet network users can 
use it optimally. From the results of observations made, it was found that the quality of the 
zoid internet network there were several server points that experienced less stable internet 
network signal transmission. The problem faced by every company is how to satisfy customers 
in accordance with customer expectations and desires after making a comparison between 
the perceived performance or results compared to their expectations. The level of customer 
satisfaction with an item or service will reflect the level of success of the company in marketing 
its products. Customer satisfaction is highly dependent on the performance and expectations 
of customers (Baskara, 2015). Several communities, offices, restaurants and cafes in 
Razorguling Village, Lumbang District, Pasuruan Regency, mostly subscribe to the RT RW Net 
wifi network. This is because products such as Indihome, Biznet and others have not been able 
to enter the location. Based on the description of the background above, the researchers are 
interested in conducting research "The Effect of Internet Network Quality, Price and Service 
on Zoid Net Customer Satisfaction in Razor Guling Village, Lumbang District, Pasuruan 
Regency".  

Internet Network Quality  
According to Waode, (2014) Network quality is a point that connects one  point to point with 
available connections so that they can communicate between  others to convey information. 
The internet has various kinds of networks that  adapted to the technology used. Because 
basically every internet user  have different internet speeds. Network quality indicator is 
speed  internet, widest coverage to remote cities, and strongest coverage.  

Quality is the overall characteristics and characteristics of a product or service that depend on 
its ability to satisfy stated or implied needs.16 According to Waode as quoted by Aprillia Bunga 
Cindy, network quality is a point that connects one point to another with available connections 
so that it can communicate others to convey information. The internet has various kinds of 
networks that are adapted to the technology used. Because basically every internet user has 
a different internet speed.  

There are eight dimensions of quality developed by Garvin (1988) as cited by Tri Pujiastutik 
(2006) and can be used as a framework for strategic planning and analysis, especially for 
products. These dimensions are:  
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1. Performance of the main operating characteristics of the core product  
2. Additional features or features, namely secondary or complementary characteristics  
3. Reliability, which is less likely to be damaged or fail to be used  
4. Conformance to specifications, namely the extent to which the design and operating 

characteristics meet the standards that have been previously set. 
5. Durability, related to how long the product can continue to be used.  
6. Serviceability, including speed, competence, convenience, easy to repair, satisfactory 

handling of complaints.  
7. Aesthetics, namely the attractiveness of the product to the five senses.  
8. Perceived quality, namely the image and reputation of the product as well as the 

company's responsibility to it.  

The sources of quality that are commonly encountered include the following:  
1. Programs, policies, and attitudes that involve commitment from top management. 
2. Information systems that emphasize accuracy, both on time and in detail.  
3. Product design emphasizing reliability and extensive product agreement prior to release 

to the market.  
4. Production and labor policies emphasizing well-maintained equipment, well-trained 

workers, and rapid detection of irregularities.  
5. Vendor management that emphasizes quality as the main goal.  

Price 
Price is the amount of money charged for a product (goods or service), or  the amount of value 
that consumers have to pay to benefit from the product  (Kotler and Armstrong (2001) 
therefore, prices are generally determined by the seller  or service owner. But in the art of 
buying and selling, buyers or consumers can bargain for prices.  In marketing, price is the most 
important unit. This is because of the price  is the exchange rate of a product or service 
expressed in monetary terms. Besides, the price is one of the determinants of the company's 
success in carrying out  the company's success is judged by how much profit it earns  company 
from the amount of the price it determines in selling its products or services  With the price 
understanding explained, the following are some of the functions, purposes and types:  - types 
of prices in general, According to Kotler and Armstrong (2001) 

Price Function  
1. Reference to the selling value of an item or service.  
2. Simplify the buying and selling process.  
3. Determinants of profit for the seller or producer.  
4. Consumer reference in assessing the quality of goods or services.  
5. Determine consumer purchasing power in decision making.  

Purpose of Pricing  
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1. Determine market share. Price determines which market share will be targeted by the 
seller or producer of an item or service. 

2. Increase Profits. The higher the pricing, the higher the profit earned by the seller or 
producer. However, consumers and producers cannot arbitrarily increase the price of 
goods, there must be components that are considered, such as consumer purchasing power 
and others.  

3. Maintaining Consumer Loyalty. To maintain consumer loyalty, sellers or producers must 
determine prices according to their market share.  

4. Maintaining Competitiveness. Buyers or producers set prices also to maintain competition 
between competitors.  

Types of Prices  
1. Subjective Price. The price is determined based on someone's opinion or opinion on the 

market price of goods or services to be marketed.  
2. Objective Price. The price that has been agreed upon by the seller and the buyer in a 

transaction.  
3. Cost of goods sold. The original price of a product before determining the profit. In other 

words, a value issued by the manufacturer in making the product. Selling price. The cost 
of goods that have been added by profit by the seller or producer.  

Services 
Services can basically be defined as the activities of a person, group or organization either 
directly or indirectly to meet needs. Moenir (2005) says that service is a process of meeting 
needs through the activities of others directly. Standard in service is a measure that has been 
determined as a standardization of good service. In this service standard there is also a service 
quality standard. Quality is a dynamic condition related to products, services, people, 
processes and environments that meet or exceed the expectations of those who want them.  

Service according to Kasmir (2017) is an act or act of a person or an organization to provide 
satisfaction to customers, fellow employees, and also leaders. Service and providing support 
to customers according to Armistead and Clark (1999) is the ability of employees in carrying 
out their duties, namely providing service and support with full commitment and problem-
solving skills at the time of service delivery. Rusydi (2017) argues that service quality is the 
company's ability to provide the best service quality compared to its competitors.  

Kotler (2003) states that service is an action or performance that  can be given to others. 
Services or better known as services can be classified as:  into two namely:  

1. High contact service is a classification of a service where the contact between 
consumers  and service providers is very high, consumers are always involved in a service 
process  the.  
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2. Low contact service classification in which the contact between a consumer and a 
customer is  service provider is too high. Physical contact with consumers only at the front 
desk which is included in the classification of low contact service. Suppose  there is a 
financial institution.  

Customer Satisfaction  
According to Djaslim Salidin (2003), the notion of customer satisfaction is  a person's feeling 
of pleasure or disappointment that comes from a comparison between  impression of the 
performance (outcome) of a product with its expectations. According to Philip  Kotler and 
Kevin Lane Keller (2007), consumer satisfaction is a feeling of pleasure or  someone's 
disappointment that arises after comparing the performance (results) of different 
products  considered with the expected performance. According to Tjiptono (2012) 
satisfaction  consumer is a state shown by consumers when they  realize that their needs and 
wants are in accordance with what is expected and  well fulfilled. So in short the notion of 
customer satisfaction is  something that consumers are looking for or need to satisfy a desired 
need  needed as a product or service. Have the best product or service and  Quality is the 
target customer. Because the better the quality of this product or service  it will play an 
important role in attracting potential consumers  Most customers will believe the company 
needs (loyalty). Therefore,  customer satisfaction to date has become an inseparable part 
of  vision, mission, goals, position statements, and various other things in a company  which is 
discussed in full in the book Customer Satisfaction, Concepts, Measurement,  and Strategy.  

Benefits of Customer Satisfaction  
In doing business, customer satisfaction is very important because it will provide many 
benefits for the company. The following are the benefits:  

Increasing Likes and Loyalty to Products  
Satisfaction is the main basis for liking the products or services provided. If the customer likes 
the service or product, then the customer has a high probability of returning to buy the 
product or service. Even if they are loyal, they can recommend your product or service to 
others without you telling them to.  

Become a Point of Differentiation  
Along with the times, various companies appear with various products or services, this makes 
the market situation more competitive. Every company competes with each other to get the 
target market. One of the main differences between companies in business competition is 
customer satisfaction. Companies that are able to make customers the key to running their 
business will be able to survive in a competitive business situation. Companies must also 
position themselves as customers. Think about why the company would recommend a product 
or service to others. Good service generally can create high customer satisfaction. Satisfaction 
is used as a point of differentiation for new consumers. Look at your new consumer behavior. 
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Did your new customer find out about your product or service from someone else's 
recommendation or did he come himself. You can clearly see where your customers are 
coming from. New customers who buy your product or your services because of someone 
else's recommendation generally have better brand knowledge and brand awareness than 
customers who come in person.  

Increase Revenue and Good Image  
Customers who are satisfied with the product or service of a company will continue to use the 
product or service. A completely satisfied customer will spend more money on your product 
or service than a dissatisfied customer. Satisfied customers will buy your product or service 
more often than dissatisfied customers. In addition to increasing revenue, satisfied customers 
will make the image of your product or service better and known to the public. They will not 
share their experience with your product or service with others without you telling them. 
Conversely, if they are not satisfied it will worsen the image of the product or service you offer. 

Method 
Research Approach This  
Type of quantitative research can be interpreted as a research method based on the 
philosophy of positivism, used to examine a particular population or sample, sampling 
techniques are generally carried out randomly, data collection using research instruments, 
data analysis is quantitative/statistical with the aim of of testing hypotheses. Has been 
established (sugiyono argues 2010).  

The purpose of this study is to determine whether there is an influence between internet 
network quality, price and service to customers. In this quantitative descriptive study, the 
author uses more than one variable to measure the effect of zoid net customer satisfaction in 
the village of razorguling, lumbang district, pasuruan district. The data collection technique 
used is a questionnaire/questionnaire in the form of a statement given to the respondent to 
be filled in according to the actual situation.  

Research Place and Time The  
Research was conducted at ZOID.NET Cukurguling Village, Lumbang District, Pasuruan 
Regency. The time used to conduct this research is carried out for a period of approximately 
3 (three) months, 1 month of observation, 1 month of data collection and 1 month of data 
processing which includes presentation in the form of a description and the guidance process 
takes place. The time of the study was carried out from April to June 2022.  

Sampling Method 
Population of this study was all zoid.net customers residing in the village of razorguling, 
totaling 50 voucher customers and 20 monthly customers. This voucher and monthly 
customer has subscribed for 6 months, the only difference is that there are those who use 
vouchers at different times from daily to weekly to monthly. This amount is the total of all 
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customers in the village of razorguling, voucher users and personal or monthly users. Thus, 
the total population at the time of distributing the questionnaire was 70 customers. The deep 
sampling technique is a saturated sampling technique. Saturated sampling is a sampling 
technique if all members of the population are used as samples (sugiyono, 2014). Thus the 
sample in this study amounted to 70 respondents.  

Data Collection Methods  
When viewed from the data source, the data collection in this study used primary sources. 
The primary source is the source of data directly obtained from the first source, namely zoid 
net customers in the village of razorguling, lumbang district, pasuruan district through a 
questionnaire (questionnaire). The data from the questionnaire distribution which is the 
respondents' answers to the questionnaires submitted are then tested for the validity and 
reliability of the instrument and analyzed using multiple linear regression analysis  

Data Analysis Techniques Data  
analysis is the process of organizing and sorting data into patterns, categories, and basic 
units of description so that they can be found. themes and a working hypothesis can be 
formulated. The analysis data used in this study is quantitative data analysis. Data analysis is 
presented in the form of numbers which are then explained and interpreted in a description. 
In this study, data analysis is an activity after data from all respondents or other data sources 
are collected. Data analysis to answer the hypothesis proposed in this study using multiple 
linear regression analysis. Linear regression analysis is used to predict how the influence of 
the independent variable on the dependent variable.  

Result 
Table 1 Test the Validity of the Network Quality Variable  

Pearson  Correlation  Sig  Information 
X10.753  1.1  0.000  Valid 
X10.811  1.2  0.000  Valid 
X.30.711  Valid  0.000  X 
X1.40.811  0.878  0.000  Valid 
X51.5  Based  0.000  Valid 

Based on the table above that each question on the network quality variable shows significant  
results with an error rate of 5% or r count greater than r table so that each statement 
submitted is valid to measure the network quality variable. 
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Table 2 Price Variable Validity Test  
Pearson  Correlation  Sig  Information 
X21.1  0, 680  0.000  Valid 
X2.2  0.661  0.000  Valid 
X2.3  0. 668  0.000  Valid 
X2.4  0. 652  0.000  Valid 
X2.5  0. 730  0.000  Valid 

Based on the table above, each question on the price variable shows significant results with 
an error rate of 5% or r count is greater than r table so that every statement submitted is 
valid to measure the price variable. 

Table 3 Service Quality Variable Validity Test 
Pearson  Correlation  Sig  Information 
X21.1  0, 586  0.000  Valid 
X2.2  0.659  0.000  Valid 
X2.3  0. 734  0.000  Valid 
X2.4  0.664  0.000  Valid 
X20.5  0. 743  0.000  Valid 

Based on the table above that each question on the service variable shows significant results 
with an error rate of 5% or r count more greater than r table so that every statement 
submitted is valid to measure the service variable. d) Test the Validity of the Customer 
Satisfaction Variable (Y)   

Table 4 Test the Validity of the Customer Satisfaction Variable 
Pearson  Correlation  Sig  Information 
X20.653  0.542  0.836  Valid 
X.22.1  0.836  Valid  X 
X2.3  0. 610  0.836  Valid 
X22.5  690  0.836  Valid 

Table above that each question on the customer satisfaction variable shows significant 
results with an error rate of 5% or r count is greater than r table so that each statement 
submitted is valid to measure customer satisfaction variables.  

Table 5 Reliability Test 
Variable  Cronbach Alpha  Information 
Network Quality (X1)  0,915  Reliable 
(X2)  0, 757  Reliable 
(X3)  0, 828  Reliable 
Customer Satisfaction (Y)  0, 825  Reliable 

Based on the results of reliability testing in table 5.5 shows that all the research instrument of 
each variable is reliable because all variables have an Alpha value greater than 0.70.  
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Table 6 Test of Multicollinearity  
Variable  Tolerance  VIF  Conclusion 
Internet Network Quality  0.465  2.148  Non Multicollinearity 
Price  0.606  1.649  Non Multicollinearity 
Service  0.607  1.647  Non Multicollinearity 

The table above shows the tolerance value of the variables of internet network quality, price, 
and service of 0.465 respectively. 0.606, and 0.607 are more than 0.10 with the VIF values of 
the three variables being 2.148, 1.649 and 1.647 less than 10 , so it can be concluded that the 
regression model formed does not detect multicollinearity, so that the non-multicollinearity 
assumption is fulfilled.  
Figure 1 Scatterplot  

 

That each observation point is spread out and does not form a pattern, it can be concluded 
that there is no heteroscedasticity in  

Hypothesis Testing  

Hypothesis Testing is divided into two, namely simultaneous testing and partial testing, with 
the following results:  

1. Simultaneous Significance Test (F Statistics) 
Test) Hypothesis testing (F-test) aims to determine the joint effect of independent variables 
to the dependent variable. The results of hypothesis testing simultaneously obtained the 
calculated F value of 39.467 > F table of 2.75297 with a significance value of 0.000 <0.05 
from the F test, which means that the quality of the internet network, price and service 
together have a significant influence on customer satisfaction.  

2. Individual Parameter Significance Test (t Test Statistics)  

The t test aims to determine the magnitude of the effect of each independent variable 
individually (partial) on the dependent variable. The test results are:  

Table 7 Statistical Test t 
Variable  t count  Sig.  Conclusion 
Internet Network Quality  2,468  0.016  Significant 
Price  4.206  0.000  Significant 
Service  3,047  0.003  Significant 
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The table above shows that the significance value of the partial test (t) on each variable of 
internet network quality, price and service is 0.016, 0.000 and 0.003 less than the significance 
value of 0.05. This means that the quality of the internet network has a significant influence 
on zoid net customer satisfaction. Likewise, the price and service variables also have a 
significant influence on zoid net customer satisfaction. Based on the model formed and the 
results of testing the hypotheses described above, it can be stated that the quality of the 
internet network, prices and services have a significant and positive effect on zoid net 
customer satisfaction. So that if the quality of the internet network, prices and services on the 
zoid net are getting better, then customer satisfaction will also be better.  

Discussion 
Based on the results of the statistical test above, several statements can be drawn that 
answer the formulation of the problem in this study.  

1. Network Quality (X1) Has a Significantly Positive Effect on Customer Satisfaction (Y) in 
Zoid net  
The quality of the internet network has a positive and significant effect on customer 
satisfaction, so the first hypothesis which states that the quality of the internet network 
has a significant and positive effect on customer satisfaction has been proven and 
accepted.  

This means that the better the network quality, the better Zoid Net customer satisfaction 
will be. These results support research conducted by Fadhil Hilmy (2018) which states that 
network quality has a positive effect on customer satisfaction.  

The research conducted in this study is in accordance with the theory which states that 
customer satisfaction is influenced by network quality. Customer satisfaction is defined as 
the fulfillment of customer expectations for the services obtained. Customer satisfaction 
is  between the perceived quality of goods or services with the desires, needs, and 
expectations of customers. If customer satisfaction has been achieved, then repeat 
purchases and loyalty will arise (Kosnan, 2020; Kotler & Keller, 2012).  

2. Price (X2) significant positive effect on customer satisfaction (Y) 
The Zoid net. positive and significant impact on customer satisfaction, so the second 
hypothesis which states that price has a significant and positive effect on customer 
satisfaction has been proven and accepted.  

In the second variable, this is in accordance with the theory which states that if the price 
is in accordance with the quality given to customers, it will affect high customer 
satisfaction. The effect of price on customer satisfaction has a direct influence on 
customer satisfaction.  
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The research conducted in this study is in accordance with the theory which states that 
customer satisfaction is also influenced by price. These results support research conducted 
by Agus Hermani Daryanto Seno (2018) which states that price has a positive effect on 
customer satisfaction.  

3. Service (X3) has a significant positive effect on customer satisfaction (Y) 
The Zoid net. Positive and significant impact on customer satisfaction, so the third 
hypothesis which states that it is suspected that service has a significant and positive effect 
on customer satisfaction has been proven and accepted.  

That is, good or bad service quality zoid net will affect customer satisfaction. This confirms 
that the question items answered by the respondents get good results to support zoid net 
customer satisfaction in the village of razorguling, lumbang district, pasuruan district.  

These results support previous research conducted by Ramadhan, Ligiya Fitria (2016) which 
states that service quality has a positive and significant effect on customer satisfaction.  

Conclusion 
After conducting research on 70 customers who already use the internet network and perform 
data analysis, there is some information obtained.conclusions drawn from this study are as 
follows:  

1. The quality of the internet network has a positive and significant effect on zoid net 
customer satisfaction in the village of razorguling, lumbang district, pasuruan district. 

2. Price has a positive and significant effect on zoid net customer satisfaction in the village of 
Razorguling, Lumbang District, Pasuruan Regency.  

3. Service has a positive and significant effect on zoid net customer satisfaction in the village 
of Razorguling, Lumbang District, Pasuruan Regency. 

author realizes that the research that has been carried out still has many limitations, namely 
as follows:  

1. Initially 125 respondents were planned, but only 70 respondents could take data, because 
at the time of data collection there were several subscribers and distributors who were 
withdrawn.  

2. Some respondents in providing answers to the questionnaires that were distributed were 
still not serious and serious because filling out the questionnaire was done on the sidelines 
of doing activities.  

Based on the conclusions of the research, the researcher conveys several suggestions that are 
expected to be useful for various parties who have an interest in the results of the study. The 
suggestions that can be given in this study are as follows:  
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1. It is recommended for further researchers to add other variables that affect customer 
satisfaction.  

2. It is recommended for further researchers, to review the right time to distribute research 
instruments so that respondents can determine answers seriously.  
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ABSTRACT 

One of the smartphone shops that is trying hard to strengthen customer loyalty after the Covid-
19 pandemic is the Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya. The purpose of this study was 
to determine the mediating function of customer satisfaction on the effect of price, store 
atmosphere, and experiential marketing on customer loyalty at the Samsung Brandshop of BIS 
WTC Surabaya. Quantitative data obtained through a 5-point Likert scale questionnaire 
distributed to 100 respondents through accidental sampling technique were processed and 
analyzed using SEM-PLS analysis with SmartPLS software. The results of the study prove that 
there is a mediating function of customer satisfaction on the influence of price, store 
atmosphere, and experiential marketing on customer loyalty at the Samsung Brandshop of BIS 
WTC Surabaya. The role of customer satisfaction as a mediator is formed from the existence 
of a significant negative price effect on customer satisfaction, a negative although not 
significant price effect on customer satisfaction on customer loyalty, a significant positive 
influence on store atmosphere and experiential marketing on customer satisfaction and 
customer loyalty, where Customer satisfaction itself also has a significant positive relationship 
with customer loyalty. It is recommended for further research to review the similar indicators 
between store atmosphere and experiential marketing, especially related to service, also 
examine the possibility of an experiential marketing mediating function on the influence of 
store atmosphere on customer loyalty. 

KEYWORDS:  Price, Store Atmosphere, Experiential Marketing, Customer Satisfaction, 
Customer loyalty 
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Introduction 
The negative impact of the Covid-19 pandemic has reached the world smartphone market. 
According to the Rezkisari (2020) report, in the first quarter of 2020, smartphone sales were 
less than 300 million units. This is the worst condition since 2014. The smartphone brand that 
continues to lead the market is "Samsung" where this brand managed to reach one-fifth of 
global smartphone shipments. “Samsung” business profits increased from a year earlier 
despite weaker sales ahead of the first quarter of 2020. 

Unfortunately, the impact of Covid-19 is still ongoing, making revenue in the next quarter also 
tend to fall because the Covid-19 pandemic has significantly affected demand. This condition 
is in accordance with Hadyan's report (2020) which explains that global smartphone sales in 
the second quarter of 2020 experienced a major decline, which was down 20.4% when 
compared to the same period in the previous year. 

Considering the significant decline in sales, in the post-pandemic era of Covid-19 or the current 
new normal era, it is important for Smartphone distributors to have the strength and strategy 
to survive and then increase sales volume again, namely by creating a customer-oriented 
strategy or so-called as customer-oriented marketing. 

Customer Oriented Marketing is marketing that focuses on what consumers want and need 
(Sugianto & Sugiharto, 2013). Customers will have an emotional bond if they have high 
satisfaction with the product or service they buy which in turn has a tendency to be loyal 
(Kotler & Keller, 2016). If the customer is loyal, according to the explanation of Kotler & Keller 
(2016), they will do: (1) Repeat Purchase, namely the purchase of repeated products without 
considering similar products offered by competing companies, (2) Retention, which is resistant 
to the influence of others, and (3) Referrals, which is willing to refer products to other people. 

Thus, loyal customers, automatically, will provide opportunities for distributors to get new 
customers. In addition, according to Kotler and Keller (2016), retaining existing customers is 
more profitable than finding new customers which costs a lot of money. So, customer loyalty 
is very important for the development of a business in the future. 

Customer loyalty will be high if the company pays attention to several factors that influence it 
the most. The results of research Mahmud et al. (2013), Subaebasni et al. (2019), and Wantara 
& Tambrin (2019) show that customer loyalty is influenced by price. Price can be defined as 
the amount of value issued by consumers to gain an advantage from the ownership or use of 
an item or service (Kotler & Keller, 2016). The indicators that reflect prices in accordance with 
the explanation of Kotler & Armstrong (2016), are: (1) affordability of prices by the purchasing 
power of customers, (2) conformity of prices with product quality, (3) price competitiveness, 
and (4) conformity the price with the benefits that the customer gets. So competitive prices 
that are in accordance with customer expectations and balanced with product quality and 
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benefits are important factors that cannot be ignored by distributors because they are able to 
bind customers to be loyal to the products sold. 

Meanwhile Oztas et al. (2016), Furoida & Maftukhah (2018), and Suryana (2019) prove that 
customer loyalty is influenced by store atmosphere. Store atmosphere according to Berman 
& Evans in Furoida & Maftukhah (2018) is an atmosphere that reflects the physical 
characteristics of a store that is used to build an impression and attract customers. There are 
7 indicators according to Berman & Evans in Suryana (2019), including: Cleanliness 
(cleanliness), music (music playing), Scent (aroma), temperature (temperature), lighting 
(lighting), color (color of the building, furniture and equipment), and displays or layouts. So, 
the cleanliness of the store, the type or genre as well as the frequency of the music played in 
the store, the smell of the store both inside and outside, the temperature in the store, lighting, 
wall color, floor, ceiling, color of furniture and equipment, displays in the store are factors that 
reflect how the atmosphere of the store and become a part that is able to bind customers to 
frequent visits. 

While Chao (2015), Widowati & Tsabita (2017) and Ekoputra et al. (2015) revealed that 
customer loyalty is strongly influenced by experiential marketing. Tjiptono (2012) defines 
experiential marketing as a marketing strategy that is packaged in the form of activities that 
are able to provide an experience that makes an impression on the hearts of customers. As for 
Ekoputra et al. (2015) proves that experiential marketing includes sense, feel, think, act, and 
relate. 

Meanwhile, Chao (2015), Subaebasni et al. (2019), Widowati & Tsabita (2017), and Wantara & 
Tambrin (2019) also find that customer loyalty is influenced by customer satisfaction. Kotler & 
Keller (2016) explain that customer satisfaction is a person's feelings of pleasure or 
disappointment as a result of efforts to compare the performance of a product with one's 
expectations. This customer satisfaction according to Widowati & Tsabita (2019) is reflected 
by: (1) the suitability of the service with customer expectations, (2) the quality of restaurant 
service is better than other restaurants, (3) the customer is satisfied (no complaints) with the 
service at the restaurant, and (4) customers are happy with restaurant service. 

So, there are 4 important factors that influence customer loyalty that must be considered by 
store management, namely: price, store atmosphere, experiential marketing, and customer 
satisfaction. While several studies also show that customer satisfaction itself is also influenced 
by price (Cao et al., 2017; Mahmud & Jusoff, 2013; Subaebasni et al., 2019; Wantara & 
Tambrin, 2019), store atmosphere (Furoida & Maftukhah, 2018; Jalil et al., 2016; Suryana & 
Haryadi, 2019), and experiential marketing (Chao, 2015; Ekoputra & Dodikridho Nurrochmat, 
2015; Setiawan et al., 2018; Widowati & Tsabita, 2017). Some of them even prove that 
customer satisfaction is indeed an intervening construct that mediates the effect of price on 
customer loyalty (Dimyati & Subagio, 2016; Wantara & Tambrin, 2019), mediates the effect of 
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store atmosphere on customer loyalty (Furoida & Maftukhah, 2018; Oztas et al. ., 2016), as 
well as mediating the effect of experiential marketing on customer loyalty (Ekoputra & 
Dodikridho Nurrochmat, 2015; Setiawan et al., 2018). 

On the other hand, there are many empirical gaps in the relationship between these 
constructs. Among them are the results of research on the relationship between price and 
customer satisfaction. The results of research Mahmud et al. (2013) show that price does not 
have a major influence on customer satisfaction. That is, the lower the price, the higher the 
customer satisfaction, but the increase in customer satisfaction along with the decrease in 
price is not too large. This is because the object of research is the customer of the commercial 
aviation service industry where the customer does not have many choices of types of flights, 
even though the price increase remains the customer's choice because of the need for fast 
mobility, so that the decrease in customer satisfaction is not too large if the price of flight 
services is increased. 

While the research results of Cao et al. (2017) revealed that price has a big influence on 
customer satisfaction. That is, the higher the price, the lower the customer satisfaction, while 
the decrease in customer satisfaction along with the increase in price is quite large. This is 
because the object of research is BizRate.com customers. Bizrate.com is a customer review 
site which is a useful tool to build trust from customers. This site allows each customer to 
review other customers who have made transactions on the site. If the price of BizRate.com 
services increases, the customer satisfaction of those service users will decrease drastically, 
because there are many choices of other sites such as shopping.com, pricescan.com 
mysimon.com, and bottomdollar.com. 

Empirical gap also occurs in the results of research by Subaebasni et al. (2019) and Wantara & 
Tambrin (2019) which state that price has a significant effect on customer satisfaction. The 
object of this research is the customer of PT. Strait Liner Express in Jakarta and Batik Madura 
customers. PT. Strait Liner Express is a service company engaged in International Freight 
Forwarding. The high price actually gives satisfaction to customers, because the average 
customer here is a company that uses imported raw materials. This is because there is a special 
trust, where high prices indicate service quality and provide more guarantees for the safety 
and on time distribution of goods. Likewise with Madura Batik customers, coincidentally, the 
respondents studied were Madurese batik lovers from the upper middle class class, the higher 
the price actually made the customers more satisfied because this is also linear with the quality 
of the fabric and batik motifs so that it looks more classy. 

As for the relationship between store atmosphere and customer satisfaction, experiential 
marketing with customer satisfaction, and the relationship between other constructs, there 
are many empirical gaps as summarized in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Research GAP 
Relationship 

between 
Constructs 

Object of research Researcher Research 
result 

The Effect of Price 
on Customer 
Satisfaction 

Commercial aviation service 
industry customers 

Mahmud et al. (2013) Not 
significant 

BizRate.com customers Cao et al. (2017) Significant 
PT Strait Liner Express 
customers in Jakarta 

Subaebasni et al. (2019) 

Madura Batik Customers Wantara & Tambrin 
(2019) 

The Effect of 
Store 
Atmosphere on 
Customer 
Satisfaction 

Customers of a restaurant in 
Malaysia 

Jalil et al. (2016) Not 
significant 

Platinum Martabak Cafe 
customers 
Ruby Pekalongan 

Furoida & Maftukhah 
(2018) 

Significant 

Le Delice Café and Bakery 
customers 

Suryana (2019) 

The Effect of 
Experiential 
Marketing on 
Customer 
Satisfaction 

Fitness Club customers in 
Taiwan 

Chao (2015) Significant 

Customers of The House of 
Raminten Yogyakarta 

Widowati & Tsabita 
(2017) 

150 Eatery Bogor restaurant 
customers 

Ekoputra et al. (2015) 

CGV Cinemas Hartono Mall 
Yogyakarta 

Setiawan et al. (2018) 

The Effect of Price 
on Customer 
Loyalty 

Commercial aviation service 
industry customers 

Mahmud et al. (2013) Not 
significant 

PT Strait Liner Express 
customers in Jakarta 

Subaebasni et al. (2019) Significant 

Madura Batik Customers Wantara & Tambrin 
(2019) 

The Effect of 
Store 
Atmosphere on 
Customer Loyalty 

Fitness Center Customers in 
Turkey 

Oztas et al. (2016) Significant 

Martabak Platinum Ruby 
Pekalongan Customers 
Cafe 

Furoida & Maftukhah 
(2018) 

Le Delice Café and Bakery 
Pelanggan customers 

Suryana (2019) Not 
significant 

Effect of 
Experiential 
Marketing on 
Customer Loyalty  

Fitness Club customers in 
Taiwan 

Chao (2015) Significant 

Customers of The House of 
Raminten Yogyakarta 

Widowati & Tsabita 
(2017) 

Not 
significant 

150 Eatery Bogor restaurant 
customers 

Ekoputra et al. (2015) 

The Effect of 
Customer 
Satisfaction on 
Customer Loyalty 

Fitness Club customers in 
Taiwan 

Chao (2015) Not 
significant 

PT Strait Liner Express 
customers in Jakarta 

Subaebasni et al. (2019) 

PT Strait Liner Express Widowati & Tsabita 
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customers in Jakarta (2017) 
Batik Madura Customers Wantara & Tambrin 

(2019) 
Significant 

The Effect of Price 
on Customer 
Loyalty through 
Satisfaction 
Customer 

Express Post Customers in East 
Java 

Dimyanti & Subagio 
(2016) 

Customer 
Satisfaction 
is proven as 
a Mediator 

Batik Madura Customers Wantara & Tambrin 
(2019) 

PT Strait Liner Express 
customers in Jakarta 

Subaebasni et al. (2019) Customer 
Satisfaction 
is not a 
Mediator 

Bali Ratih website customer 
from Jakarta 

Anjani et al. (2018) 

The Effect of 
Store 
Atmosphere on 
Customer Loyalty 
through 
Customer 
Satisfaction 

Fitness Center Customers in 
Turkey 

Oztas et al. (2016) Customer 
Satisfaction 
is proven as 
a mediator 

Martabak Platinum Ruby 
Pekalongan Customers 
Cafe 

Furoida & Maftukhah 
(2018) 

Le Delice Café and Bakery 
Customers 

Suryana (2019) Customer 
Satisfaction 
is not a 
Mediator 

The Effect of 
Experiential 
Marketing on 
Customer Loyalty 
through 
Customer 
Satisfaction 

Fitness Club customers in 
Taiwan 

Chao (2015) Customer 
Satisfaction 
is not a 
Mediator 

Customers of The House of 
Raminten Yogyakarta 

Widowati & Tsabita 
(2017) 

150 Eatery Bogor restaurant 
customers 

Ekoputra et al. (2015) Customer 
Satisfaction 
is proven as 
a mediator 

CGV Cinemas Hartono Mall 
Yogyakarta 

Setiawan et al. (2018) 

The existence of this empirical gap creates a gap between the influence of price, store 
atmosphere, and experiential marketing on customer satisfaction and loyalty, as well as the 
gap between the position of customer satisfaction as an intervening construct that mediates 
the effect of price, store atmosphere, and experiential marketing on customer loyalty, so 
research needs to be done. further related to the mediation function of customer satisfaction 
on the influence of price, store atmosphere and experiential marketing on customer loyalty in 
a distribution business selling Smartphones. 

One of the smartphone shops in this new-normal era that is trying hard to reaffirm customer 
loyalty is the Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya which is located at WTC 2nd floor 
Galeria R.813-814 Jalan Pemuda Kaving 27-31 Surabaya. This shop sells several HP brands, the 
main ones being the Samsung brand, some others are: Vivo, Oppo, Realme, Huawei, and 
Xiaomi as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Bar Graph of HP Sales Development at the Samsung BIS WTC Surabaya Brandshop 

 
Source: Primary Data Processed (2021) 

Based on the results of the pre-survey interview, the price offered by HP at the Samsung 
Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya is actually a competitive price, in accordance with the quality 
and benefits of the product. The condition of the shop is also clean and tidy. As for the 
experiential marketing side, the customer experience is the lack of friendly attitude of the 
store clerk. Meanwhile, from the act experience, it is also not very obtained because the store 
does not yet have a strong and differentiated image, it is almost the same as other HP shops. 
As for relate experience, it is acknowledged that it is enough to get information, especially 
related to promotions, by several customers who follow @samsung_biswtc's IG. However, 
customers admit that the quality of service is still not better than in competitor stores. So, in 
terms of customer satisfaction is still not optimal. In fact, according to several research results, 
customer satisfaction is able to mediate price, store atmosphere, and experiential marketing 
on customer loyalty. Based on this background, it is important to conduct research on 
"Mediation Functions of Customer Satisfaction on the Effect of Price, Store Atmosphere, and 
Experiential Marketing on Customer Loyalty at the Samsung BIS WTC Surabaya Brandshop". 

Formula 
The formulation of the problem in this study include: 

1. Does Price have a significant influence on Customer Satisfaction at the Samsung Brandshop 
of BIS WTC Surabaya? 

2. Does Store Atmosphere have a significant influence on Customer Satisfaction at the 
Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya? 

3. Does Experiential Marketing have a significant influence on Customer Satisfaction at the 
Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya? 
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4. Does Price have a significant influence on Customer Loyalty at the Samsung Brandshop of 
BIS WTC Surabaya? 

5. Does Store Atmosphere have a significant influence on Customer Loyalty at the Samsung 
Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya? 

6. Does Experiential Marketing have a significant influence on Customer Loyalty at the 
Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya? 

7. Does Customer Satisfaction have a significant influence on Customer Loyalty at the 
Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya? 

8. Is customer satisfaction an intervening construct that is able to mediate the effect of price 
on customer loyalty at the Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya? 

9. Is customer satisfaction an intervening construct that is able to mediate the influence of 
store atmosphere on customer loyalty at the Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya? 

10. Is customer satisfaction an intervening construct that is able to mediate the effect of 
experiential marketing on customer loyalty at the Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC 
Surabaya? 

Research purposes 
The objectives to be achieved in this research include: 

1. To determine the effect of price on customer satisfaction at the Samsung Brandshop of BIS 
WTC Surabaya. 

2. To determine the effect of Store Atmosphere on Customer Satisfaction at the Samsung 
Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya. 

3. To find out Experiential Marketing on Customer Satisfaction at the Samsung Brandshop of 
BIS WTC Surabaya. 

4. To find out the effect of Price on Customer Loyalty at the Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC 
Surabaya. 

5. To determine the effect of Store Atmosphere on Customer Loyalty at the Samsung 
Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya. 

6. To determine the effect of Experiential Marketing on Customer Loyalty at the Samsung 
Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya. 

7. To determine the effect of Customer Satisfaction on Customer Loyalty at the Samsung 
Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya. 

8. To prove that customer satisfaction is an intervening construct that is able to mediate the 
effect of price on customer loyalty at the Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya. 

9. To prove that customer satisfaction is an intervening construct that is able to mediate the 
influence of store atmosphere on customer loyalty at the Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC 
Surabaya. 

10. To prove that customer satisfaction is an intervening construct that is able to mediate the 
effect of experiential marketing on customer loyalty at the Samsung Brandshop of BIS 
WTC Surabaya.  
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REVIEW LIBRARY 

The Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) which explains that a person's intention towards 
behavior is shaped by two main factors, namely attitude toward the behavior and subjective 
norms has been expanded into Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975), 
in which the TPB is added one more factor in the form of perceived behavioral control (Ajzen, 
1991). So that the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) can be said to be a development of The 
Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) (Jogiyanto, 2013). These two theories are the basis of the 
theory of consumer behavior. 

Dharmesta & Handoko (2012) define consumer behavior as any activity carried out by 
individuals involved in the use of goods and services. Meanwhile, (Kotler & Keller, 2016) 
explains that consumer behavior is a learning about how a person or group or an organization 
chooses, purchases, and uses goods and services to get satisfaction or fulfill desires. So, 
consumer behavior is closely related to customer loyalty. 

Customer loyalty is an evaluation that exists based on strength and stability to promote 
repeated favorable responses to a product. Liu-Thomlkins, et al. (2010). Meanwhile, Siagian 
(2014) describes that good relations between loyal customers and the company can be 
maintained properly. Meanwhile, Kotler & Keller (2016) assert that there is a cost-efficient 
way to attract new customers if the company maintains current customer satisfaction. Kotler 
& Keller (2016) also prove that 20% of customers will be able to create 80% of profits for a 
company. In contrast to customer loyalty, Kotler and Keller (2016) define customer 
satisfaction as a feeling of pleasure or disappointment in each individual after comparing 
product performance. 

Kotler and Keller (2016) define price as an element of the marketing mix. Meanwhile, Tjiptono 
(2015) has his own definition regarding price, which is a monetary exchange so that the 
exchanger has the right of ownership or use of goods or services. Meanwhile, store 
atmosphere, as introduced by Kotler & Keller (2016), is an effort to design the environment of 
a store to create a specific emotional effect on buyers which has an impact on the creation of 
buying opportunities. Meanwhile Chandra (2012) explains that Experiential marketing is a 
marketing strategy in the form of activities that provide an imprinted experience in the hearts 
of consumers. 

Based on empirical and theoretical studies, the research hypotheses, among others: 

H1: It is suspected that price has a significant effect on customer satisfaction in Samsung 
Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya. 

H2: It is suspected that store atmosphere has a significant influence on satisfaction customers 
at the Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya. 

H3: It is suspected that experiential marketing has a significant effect on satisfaction 
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customers at the Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya. 
H4: It is suspected that price has a significant effect on customer loyalty in Samsung Brandshop 

of BIS WTC Surabaya. 
H5: It is suspected that store atmosphere has a significant influence on loyalty customers at 

the Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya. 
H6: It is suspected that experiential marketing has a significant influence on loyalty customers 

at the Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya. 
H7: It is suspected that customer satisfaction has a significant influence on custome loyalty at 

the Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya. 
H8: It is assumed that customer satisfaction is an intervening construct that is capable of 

mediate the effect of price on customer loyalty in Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC 
Surabaya. 

H9: It is assumed that customer satisfaction is an intervening construct that is capable of 
mediate the influence of store atmosphere on customer loyalty in Samsung Brandshop of 
BIS WTC Surabaya. 

H10: It is assumed that customer satisfaction is an intervening construct that is capable of 
mediate the effect of experiential marketing on customer loyalty in Samsung Brandshop 
of BIS WTC Surabaya. 

Method 
This research is a field research study on customers of the Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC 
Surabaya which was carried out using a quantitative approach. A total of 100 customers of the 
Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya have been selected as research respondents by 
accidental-purposive sampling. The data collected through a 5-point Likert scale questionnaire 
were analyzed using Partial Least Square analysis with the help of SmartPLS 3.3.3 software. 
The operational definition of the construct is presented in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Definition of Operational Construction 
Construct Definition Indicator Item Scale 
Price (X1) Price is the 

amount of 
money that is 
exchanged to 
obtain 
ownership 
rights or use of 
products 
purchased at 
the Samsung 
Brandshop of 
BIS WTC 
Surabaya 
 

Price Affordability The price of the product 
offered is affordable by the 
purchasing power of the 
customer (X11) 

Likert 

Price Match with 
Product Quality 

The price of the product 
offered is in accordance with 
the quality of the product 
(X12) 

Responsiveness The prices of the products 
offered by the store are 
competitive 

Guarantee there is a guarantee for the 
product according to the order 
(X14) 

 Officers have empathy in 
serving customers 

Kotler & Keller (2016) 
Store 
Atmosph
ere (X2) 

Store 
Atmosphere is 
an 
environmental 
condition to 
create a specific 
emotional effect 
on shoppers 
which increases 
purchasing 
opportunities at 
the Samsung 
Brandshop of 
BIS WTC 
Surabaya 

Cleanliness Store 
condition is clean 
(X21) 

Cleanliness Store condition is 
clean (X21) 

Likert 

Music Music 
playing in the 
Store makes 
customers 
comfortable (X22) 

Music Music playing in the 
Store makes customers 
comfortable (X22) 

Aroma Aroma 
Store convenient 
customer (X23) 

Aroma Aroma Store 
convenient customer (X23) 

Temperature 
Room 
temperature in 
the Store makes 
customers 
comfortable (X24) 

Temperature Room 
temperature in the Store 
makes customers comfortable 
(X24) 

Lighting Lighting 
in Store is good 
(X25) 

Lighting Lighting in Store is 
good (X25) 

Color The colors 
of buildings, 
furniture, and 
equipment in the 
Shop are 
attractive (X26) 

Color The colors of buildings, 
furniture, and equipment in 
the Shop are attractive (X26) 

 

Service Services 
in the Store make 
customers happy 
(X27) 

Service Services in the Store 
make customers happy (X27) 

 

Suryana (2019) 
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Experienti
al 
Marketin
g (X3) 

Experiential 
marketing is a 
marketing 
strategy that is 
wrapped in the 
form of 
activities so as 
to provide an 
experience that 
can make an 
impression on 
the hearts of 
customers of 
the Samsung 
Brandshop of 
BIS WTC 
Surabaya. 
 

Sense experience  Products that appeal to 
consumers' tastes (X31) 

 

Feel experience  Restaurant staff are friendly to 
customers (X32) 

Think experience  Restaurants always make 
product innovations (types of 
products are always updated) 
(X33) 

Act experience  Restaurant image can increase 
customer prestige (X34) 

 

Relate experience  Use of mass media for 
promotional tools (X35) 

 

Ekoputra et al. (2015) 

Customer 
Satisfacti
on (Y1) 

Customer 
satisfaction is 
the hope of the 
Boncafe 
Restaurant 
Surabaya 
customer after 
receiving service 
that exceeds the 
expectations of 
the Samsung 
Brandshop of 
BIS WTC 
Surabaya 
customer 

Consumer 
expectations of 
the product 

Fulfillment of consumer 
expectations for the product 

Likert 

Repurchase 
interest 

  

Willingness to 
recommend 

Customers have an interest in 
making repeat purchases 

 

Tjiptono (2015) 

Customer 
Loyalty 
(Y2) 

Customer 
loyalty is the 
habit of repeat 
buying behavior 
for Samsung 
Brandshop of 
BIS WTC 
Surabaya 
customers 

repeat purchase Customers make repeat 
purchases more than 2x 

Likert 

references to 
others 

Customers have referred to 
other people 

immune to other 
products 

Customers are immune to 
similar products of other 
brands (manufactured by 
other restaurants) 

Kotler & Keller (2016) 
Source: SmartPLS 3.3.3 Output Data Processed (2021) 

Result 
It is known that the coefficient of the price path to customer loyalty is -0.041; while the store 
atmosphere path coefficient to customer loyalty is 0.325; and the coefficient of the 
experiential marketing path to the customer loyalty construct is 0.225, and the customer 
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satisfaction path coefficient to the customer loyalty construct is 0.384. So the second 
structural equation formed is: �態 = −0,041�怠 + 0,325�態 + 0,225�戴 + 0,384�怠       1 

where Y2 is customer loyalty, X1 is price, X2 is store atmosphere, X3 is experiential marketing, 
Y1 is customer satisfaction and is error term. 

Based on the structural equation formed and the t-statistics value, it is known that the price 
path coefficient is negative but not significant. So that the fourth research hypothesis (H4) 
which states that "Price has a significant effect on customer loyalty at the Samsung Brandshop 
of BIS WTC Surabaya" is rejected. The store atmosphere construct path coefficient has a 
significant positive value. So that the fifth research hypothesis (H5) which states that "store 
atmosphere has a significant effect on customer loyalty at the Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC 
Surabaya" is accepted. The coefficient of the experiential marketing construct path is also 
positive and not significant. So that the sixth research hypothesis (H6) which states that 
"experiential marketing has a significant effect on customer loyalty at the Samsung Brandshop 
of BIS WTC Surabaya" is rejected. 

The path coefficient of the customer satisfaction construct has a significant positive value. So 
that the seventh hypothesis of the study (H7) which states that "Customer satisfaction has a 
significant effect on customer loyalty at the Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya" is 
accepted. While the error term in both structural models is the level of inaccuracy in 
measuring the true path coefficient value due to the fallibility of the measurement instrument 
(eg, an inappropriate Likert scale), data entry errors or respondent errors. 

Discussion 
The results of this study indicate that the price has a negative and significant effect on 
customer satisfaction. The higher the price offered by the Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC 
Surabaya, the lower the customer satisfaction. This finding is in line with the research results 
of Cao et al. (2017) on BizRate.com customers, as well as research by Subaebasni et al. (2019) 
to PT. Strait Liner Express in Jakarta, and Wantara & Tambrin's (2019) research on Madurese 
batik customers which have proven that price has a significant effect on customer satisfaction. 
So, if the price is increased just a little, then customer satisfaction will decrease drastically. On 
the other hand, if the price is lowered a little, it will have an impact on a significant increase 
in customer satisfaction. 

However, the results of this study contradict the research of Mahmud et al. (2013) on 
customers of the commercial aviation service industry which actually shows that the price has 
no significant effect, where an increase in price does not significantly reduce customer 
satisfaction. This is because the object of research is the customer of the commercial aviation 
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service industry where the customer does not have many choices of types of flights, even 
though the price increase remains the customer's choice because of the need for fast mobility, 
so that the decrease in customer satisfaction is not too large if the price of flight services is 
increased. While the object of this research is the Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya 
customer with a product in the form of a smartphone which is also widely sold in other stores. 
So, automatically the price competition between stores is very tight in this era, especially since 
many marketing and selling processes use e-commerce. 

The results of this study indicate that the store atmosphere has a positive and significant effect 
on customer satisfaction. The higher the store atmosphere of the Samsung Brandshop of BIS 
WTC Surabaya, the higher the customer satisfaction. This finding is in line with the results of 
research by Furoida & Maftukhah (2018) on customers of Martabak Platinum Ruby Cafe 
Pekalongan and Suryana's research (2019) on customers of Le Delice Café and Bakery which 
proves that store atmosphere has a significant influence on customer satisfaction. However, 
the results of this study contradict the findings of Jalil et al. (2016) on the customers of a 
restaurant in Malaysia which actually revealed that the influence of store atmosphere on 
customer satisfaction. 

Store Atmosphere that must be considered by the management of the Samsung Brandshop of 
BIS WTC Surabaya, among others: store cleanliness, music playing in the store, store aroma, 
temperature, store lighting, even store colors and services provided to customers. However, 
from these factors, the most urgent factor to be immediately improved is the service provided 
by the clerks or shop assistants to customers who are judged by customers to be still not 
optimal or almost the same as the services provided in other stores, so that nothing is such as 
shop clerks who are very patient and friendly to customers and are very attentive to customer 
needs. If this store atmosphere is conditioned in accordance with most of the customer's 
expectations, the customers will be more happy and satisfied to be at the Samsung Brandshop 
of BIS WTC Surabaya. 

The results of this study indicate that experiential marketing has a positive and significant 
effect on customer satisfaction. The higher the experiential marketing experienced by the 
Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya customers, the higher the customer satisfaction. 
This finding is in line with the results of Chao's (2015) research on Fitness Club customers in 
Taiwan, Widowati & Tsabita (2017) research on customers of The House of Raminten 
Yogyakarta, research by Ekoputra et al. (2015) on 150 Eatery Bogor restaurant customers, and 
research by Setiawan et al. (2018) on CGV Cinemas Hartono Mall Yogyakarta which proves 
that there is a significant influence of experiential marketing on customer satisfaction. 

Experiential marketing experienced by customers that are important to be considered by the 
management of the Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya include: the products on display 
if they can arouse the customer's appetite to visit the store, the products sold, the friendly 
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nature of the officers, the initiative of the clerk or shop assistant to offer other products, 
product marketing innovation so that it is different from other stores, store image, and media 
used as a means of promotion. However, the most crucial factor to be improved is the friendly 
attitude of the clerk or shop assistant which is still considered lacking by customers. 

The results of this study indicate that price has a negative but not significant effect on 
customer loyalty. The higher the price offered by the Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC 
Surabaya, the lower the customer loyalty, but the decrease in customer loyalty along with the 
increase in price is not too large. This finding is in line with the research results of Mahmud et 
al. (2013) on customers of the commercial aviation service industry which also proves that the 
effect of price on customer loyalty is not significant. This shows that there are other factors 
that are more binding on customer loyalty, so that customers do not really consider price 
fluctuations. 

However, the results of this study contradicted the results of research by Subaebasni et al. 
(2019) on PT Strait Liner Express customers in Jakarta and Wantara & Tambrin (2019) research 
on Madura batik customers which revealed that price actually had a positive and significant 
effect on customer loyalty. This happens because the high price offered by PT Strait Liner 
Express in Jakarta provides that the high price indicates the quality of the service and provides 
more guarantees for the safety and timeliness of the distribution of goods, because the 
average customer here is a company that uses imported raw materials. Likewise with Madura 
Batik customers who are Madurese batik lovers from the upper middle class, so that the higher 
the price, the more loyal customers are because it is related to the quality of the fabric and 
batik motifs that look more classy. Meanwhile, smartphones sold by the Samsung Brandshop 
of BIS WTC Surabaya are also widely sold in other smartphone shops, so the price has a 
negative effect even though it is not significant. 

The results of this study indicate that the store atmosphere has a positive and significant effect 
on customer loyalty. The more comfortable the store atmosphere, the higher the customer 
loyalty. This finding is in line with the research results of Oztas et al. (2016) on Fitness Center 
customers in Turkey and research by Furoida & Maftukhah (2018) on Ruby Pekalongan 
platinum martabak customers which also proves that there is a significant influence of store 
atmosphere on customer loyalty. However, the results of this study contradict Suryana's 
(2019) findings on customers of Le Delice Café and Bakery which actually shows that store 
atmosphere has no significant effect on customer loyalty. 

The atmosphere of the store in offline purchases in the new-normal era is indeed a major 
consideration for store customers to visit because it is closely related to health. In particular, 
shops in malls in the city of Surabaya that have entered the black zone area with the highest 
number of people exposed to Covid-19 in East Java Province. Of course people will be very 
vigilant and protective of themselves if they enter the mall area. 
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The results showed that experiential marketing had a positive but not significant effect on 
customer loyalty. The higher the experiential marketing experienced by the customer, the 
higher the customer loyalty, but the increase in customer loyalty along with the increase in 
experiential marketing is not too large. This finding is in line with the results of research by 
Widowati & Tsabita (2017) on customers of The House of Raminten and Ekoputra et al. (2015) 
on 150 Eatery Bogor restaurant customers who also revealed the insignificant effect of 
experiential marketing on customer loyalty. However, this study contradicts the results of 
Chao's (2015) study of fitness club customers in Taiwan which actually shows a significant 
effect of experiential marketing on customer loyalty. 

The results of this study indicate that customer satisfaction has a positive and significant effect 
on customer loyalty. The higher the customer satisfaction, the higher the customer loyalty. 
This finding is in line with the results of Wantara & Tambrin's (2019) research on Madura batik 
customers which also proves the great influence of customer satisfaction on customer loyalty. 

The results of this study contradict the findings of Chao (2015) on Fitness Club customers in 
Taiwan, Subaebasni et al. (2019) to customers of PT Strait Liner Express in Jakarta, and 
Widowati & Tsabita (2017) to customers of The House of Raminten Yogyakarta which actually 
shows that the effect of customer satisfaction on customer loyalty is not significant. The 
insignificant effect of customer satisfaction on customer loyalty also shows that not all 
satisfied customers will be loyal. 

Conclusion 
Based on the results of research and discussions that have been carried out, it can be 
concluded that: 
1. Price has a negative and significant effect on customer satisfaction, although not 

significantly on customer loyalty Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya. 
2. Store atmosphere has a positive and significant effect on customer satisfaction and loyalty 

Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya. 
3. Experiential Marketing has a positive and significant effect on customer satisfaction 

although it is not significant on customer loyalty at Samsung Brandshop of BIS WTC 
Surabaya. 

4. Customer satisfaction has a positive and significant effect on customer loyalty for Samsung 
Brandshop of BIS WTC Surabaya. 

5. Customer satisfaction is able to mediate the effect of price, store atmosphere, and 
experiential marketing on customer loyalty. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study aims to determine the effect of job satisfaction, work motivation and work ethic on 
employee performance in PMI Malang City. The research location is the Indonesian Red Cross 
Malang City which is located on Jl. Buring No. 10, Malang City for the blood transfusion unit 
(UTD) and on Jl. Buring No.19 Malang City for the PMI Malang City headquarters unit. This 
study used quantitative methods with a population of all PMI Malang City employees with a 
total of 120 people. The data collection method uses probability sampling with proportional 
random sampling, based on the Slovin formula,  the sample in this study was 55 respondents. 
Data analysis using Multiple Regression Analysis using the SPSS version 24 program. From the 
research conducted in June 2022, the results of the study were obtained which showed that: 
(1) There is no direct influence of job satisfaction on the performance of PMI Malang City 
employees; (2) There is no direct influence of work motivation on the performance of PMI 
Malang City employees; (3) There is a direct influence of work ethic on the performance of PMI 
Malang City employees; and (4) job satisfaction, work motivation and work ethic have a 
simultaneous influence on the performance of PMI Malang City employees 

KEYWORDS:  Job Satisfaction, Job Motivation, Work Ethic and Employee Performance 
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Introduction 
The Indonesian Red Cross (PMI)  is a non-governmental organization  established by the 
government with the aim of assisting the government in the service of redheads. All have been 
contained in the Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 1 of 2018 concerning 
Kepalangmerahan. PMI's Human Resources (HR) is an important factor in PMI's humanitarian 
services. Employees needed at PMI are required to be fast and precise in providing 
humanitarian services to the community directly as a perpetrator of pmi services themselves. 
The faster and more accurate the service-an.that is given to the community, the better the  
overall quality of service and automatically customer satisfaction as an organizational goal can 
be achieved. 

PMI Malang City in this case is fully aware that the good quality of human resources is the 
main capital of an organization in the process of development internally and externally, 
therefore improving the quality and capacity of human resources is a mandatory thing that 
must be improved. Its implementation is based on achievements in the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the work. How well, the work done and as far as ma-na, the result of a job 
that is in accordance with the objectives of the organization.  Employee performance can be 
measured by looking at the suitability between program planning and implementation, 
cooperation in workgroups, understanding and ability of employees at work and evaluation in 
achieving employee achievements. PMI employees are required to always work productively 
with high enthusiasm so that in providing services to the community , they do not seem slow, 
lazy and only to abort obligations.  

Based on pre-survey observations  that have been carried out by the author, in reality there is 
a phenomenon about the performance of pega-wai in PMI Malang City which is still relatively 
not optimal. According to Mangkunegara (2017) employee performance can be measured by 
4 things as follows: (1) Kuali-tas.kerja; (2) Quantity.work; . (3) Performance of duties and (4) 
Responsibilities. Work quality is a benchmark of the level of efficiency and effectiveness of 
employees in carrying out their work. This is related to the actual conditions in PMI Malang 
City, it seems that some employees are still carrying out work perfunctorily. Indicators of task 
implementation for employees in PMI Malang City also seem to be very lacking. It can be seen 
that not all employees can be relied on in carrying out tu-gas in each of their parts as well as 
the  ability of employees to innovate in work. During working hours at PMI Malang City, there 
was a gap between each section and seemed to work alone according to their respective parts, 
there were even some senior employees who did not know new employees from other parts  
due to the weak adaptation of employees in socializing in their work environment. 

Employees who have not been able to provide their best performance can be caused by: (1) . 
The low sense of satisfaction of an employee at work can also be caused by the non-
implementation of a reward and punishment system  that makes employees feel that they are 
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not being paid attention to by the organization; (2) Low work motivation of  employees, this 
can be seen from the fact that there are still many employees who often leave the office or 
their work for  personal activities during working hours; and (3) . Low work ethic of employees 
at PMI Malang City. These three factors are estimated to be the factors that cause employees 
to not give their best performance to what is their duties and responsibilities. One of the 
problems that often occurs in employees is dissatisfaction with the work done, resulting in low 
employee performance. Job satisfaction can be related to the performance of the employee 
himself. This means that in order to maximize employee performance, a company / 
organization must be able to meet or even increase the level of job satisfaction of its 
employees (Putra, 2020: 50). 

The second factor that has a spirit in employee performance is motivation, motivation is one 
of  the  factors that influence the performance of employees in the MALANG PMI environment. 
Creating human resources for PMI Malang City employees who have a good morale to always 
improve their competence and capacity is not an easy matter. Surely a person's motivation 
will go down when what is obtained.does not match what is done or expected. According to 
Zlate and Cucui (2015) work motivation is the top priority for a leader in an organization in 
developing organizational strategy.  According to Putra (2020:50) in an organization, employee 
motivation is needed to achieve organizational goals. With high employee work motivation, it 
is hoped that all individuals from un-sur employees are willing to work together and 
enthusiastically so as to create an effective work environment for even better performance. If 
the motivation of employees da-lam work is high, it is hoped that  the kiner-ja of an 
organization can be maximized. Inversely, if employee motivation is low, it can be ascertained 
that employee performance will also not be optimal.  

Another factor that affects employee performance is work ethic. Nurjaya (2021) proves that 
work ethic has a significant influence on employee performance and the two things are very 
closely related. The work ethic of every individual employee is needed in advancing an 
organization. because otherwise the organization will find it difficult to compete with other 
competitors and will eventually be hampered in achieving organizational goals. Employees 
with a high work ethic will certainly show their attitude and disposition and confidence in 
trying to complete a worker. The work ethic of PMI Malang City employees is seen from the 
hard work of employees in completing  their  work hours and outside of working hours / 
overtime. It can be seen that there are still some employees who do not take advantage of 
working hours maximally and tend to explore the working hours that have been established 
by doing activities that are not related to their workers. Some employees also have low 
perseverance, judging from the work that never ends because it is influenced by factors such 
as low discipline, godliness, responsibility and not showing a  professional attitude at work. 

Based on the facts that are part of the author's observations at PMI Malang City about the 
existence of  several employees who still have performance, satisfaction, motivation and work 
ethic which are still not optimal. As well as the differences of opinion from several researchers 
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as much as possible, so it is necessary to carry out re-research with different research objects. 
This research will discuss the "The Spirit of Satisfaction, Motivation and Work Ethic towards 
the Performance of Malang City PMI Employees" in order to examine whether there is a partial 
or simul-tan influence with the object of Malang City PMI employees.  

Problem Formulation 
The formulation of the problems in this study is as follows: (1) Does job satisfaction affect the 
performance of pmi pega-wai Malang City? (2) Does work motivation affect the performance 
of PMI Malang City employees? (3) Does work ethic affect the performance of PMI Malang city 
employees? (4) Does satisfaction, motivation and work ethic have a simultaneous effect on 
the performance of PMI Malang City employees? 

Research objectives 
The purpose of the study in this study is to test and obtain empirical evidence regarding: (1) 
The effect  of work satisfaction on pega-wai performance at PMI Malang City. (2) The effect of 
work motivation on the performance of employees at PMI Malang City. (3) The influence of 
work ethic on the performance of employees at PMI Malang City. (4) The simultaneous effect 
of satisfaction, motivation and work ethic on performance. employees of PMI Malang City. 

Literature Review 
In the face of global competition in the world of work, employee performance is a mandatory 
thing that must be improved in compiling organizational strategies. In understanding the 
employee's work itself, here are some explanations from how many reliable sources are 
related to employee performance. This research uses the theoretical basis of the opinion of 
Mangkunegara (2017: 67) performance is defined as the result of work in terms  of quality and 
quantity that has been produced by employees in carrying out duties in accordance with the 
authority and responsibility given by the organi-sasi. So the conclusion that can be drawn in 
defining kiner-ja is the result of the work of an employee seen from the point of view of quality 
and quantity.which is carried out within a certain time in accordance with the duties and 
responsibilities that have been received. Managing performance can mean managing all of an 
organization's resources that are focused on employee performance. The management of 
performance itself includes setting goals, selecting and placing employees, assessing 
performance, determining compensation, employee education and training as well as capacity 
building and management. Through the management system, an organization will design all 
HR functions, ranging from the recruitment system, employee selection, training and 
development of employee capacity, job description design, providing employee competencies 
and assessments, with the aim of improving  employee work so that the goals of orga-nization 
can be met.  

According to.Setiawan.dan Kartika (2014:1477) in measuring employee performance can use 
the following indicators: (1) Accuracy of internal employees.  Escaping the burden of his duties 
in which there is management manages the time and accuracy of the pega-wai in completing 
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his tasks. (2) The suitability of working hours is the ability of the pega-wai in carrying out 
company / organization regulations in terms of timely entry and return to the ker-ja and the 
number of attendance. (3) The level of employee attendance can be seen from the number of 
absenteeism of employees in the specified period of time. (4) Cooperation between 
employees shall demonstrate the ability of a pega-wai to be able to cooperate with other 
employees in completing their duties. Job satisfaction can be seen from the differences in each 
individual employee, according to the employee's own perception of his duties and 
responsibilities.  That is, the level of job satisfaction in each employee is not sa-ma. If an 
employee in an organization has achieved  work satisfaction, then the employee will feel 
comfortable so that his interest in the organization will increase. Job satisfaction is an 
employee's attitude towards their work by comparing the amount that employees should 
receive with the number of awards received by employees from the organization (Robbin, 
2015). 

The perception of individual employees towards the burden of duties and the results obtained, 
in addition to many other factors around the work environment that influence the attitude of 
individual pega-wai towards their field of work. According to Sunarta (2019) job satisfaction is 
not only about positive behaviors such as productive, discipline, initiative, discipline, obedient, 
innovative and helpful. But also the control of negative behaviors of pega-wai, such as 
corruption, theft, damage and other negative things with the aim of happiness,  psychological 
misfortune and quality of life of employees. Employees whose level of work satisfaction is high 
will prefer their work to be less likely to get job satisfaction. Job satisfaction is very much 
intrigued by several factors.that affect it. This is because of these supporting factors, 
employees are able to feel the satisfaction of work or not. If an organization can present a safe 
work environment, it can affect the feelings of the pega-wai in carrying out their duties. Good 
leadership communication techniques with employees also play a very important role in 
creating the satisfaction of  an employee's work, this is related to the ability  of communication 
in hearing, understanding and acknowledging opinions and appreciations of employee 
achievements in an organization. 

According to Yuwono quoted by Spector.in Badriyah (2015: 241) where the technique of 
identifying job satisfaction can use the following indicators: (1) Wages, (2) Promotion, (3) 
Supervision, (4) Benefits, (5) Contingents rewards, (6) Operating procedures, (7) Co-workers, 
(8) Nature of work , (9) Communication. From several explanations regarding job satisfaction 
indicators, it can be concluded that if the employee job satisfaction indicators consist of the 
content of work (oto-nomi.work and clarity of work), .management (support, work 
environment, workplace environment, relationships.subordinate superiors and between 
employees), job promotion (opportunities and systems  promotion), training and 
compensatory (salary and reward). In this case, an organization is able to give a clear picture 
of job satisfaction to its employees. Work motivation is a benchmark that can be used to see 
how long an employee can last in carrying out his work. Work moti-vasi is strengthened by the 
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attitude of the employee in the face of the work situation in order to achieve the goals of the 
organization. In carrying out his tu-gas and responsibilities, an employee is required to carry 
out the work earnestly and passionately. It is designed so that the work can be completed 
quickly, .precisely and with maximum results. Abraham Maslow  according to Mangkunegara 
(2017:94) divides basic human needs into five levels, including: (1) Physiological care, (2) 
Needs of safe ra-sa, (3) Needs of belonging, (4) Needs.self-esteem, (5) Needs.actualizing.self. 
The indicators of work motivation according to Mangkunegara (2017) include: (1) Hard work, 
(2) Future orientation, (3) Efforts to advance, (4) Selected colleagues, (5) High level of ideals, 
(6) Task / goal orientation, (7) Perseverance, (8) Utilization of time 

A person's work ethic is closely related to the character and personality of the employee in 
question. Work ethic is shaped by the influences, habits, cultures and values that a person 
believes in. In accordance with the opinion of Lie and Wijaya (2017) that work ethic is an 
understanding and belief in something in a menda-sar way so that it can affect life and make 
a principle of life. So that it can be concluded that in the work ethic itself contains passion and 
enthusiasm in carrying out tasks optimally or even the employee will try to achieve a work 
quality that is close to perfect. That is, there is a spirit from employees to perfect the results 
of their work and avoid the potential risk of  damage so that the details of their work are 
prioritized  to minimize or even eliminate errors or damage. The work ethic also draws the 
attitudes of employees from the evaluative aspects possessed by individual employees from  
the assessment.activities of ker-ja. Setiawan (2018) describes the in-dicator of work ethic as 
follows: (1) Full of responsibility, (2) High morale, (3) Disciplined, (4) Diligent and serious, (5) 
Maintaining mar-tabat and honor. 

Research Model 
The framework of the research concept can be described as follows:  

Figure 1. Research Concept Framework 

 

 

 

 

 

Research Hypothesis 

Hypotheses based on the results of the theory.and.concept framework that have been 
previously outlined, then several hypotheses can be compiled  as follows: 
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H3 

Etos Kerja 
H4 
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H1: Job satisfaction has a positive and significant effect on employee performance at PMI 
Malang City. 

H2:  Work motivation has a positive and significant effect on employee performance at PMI 
Malang City. 

H3: Work ethic has a positive and significant effect on employee performance at PMI Malang 
City. 

H4:  Satisfaction, motivation and work ethic simultaneously have a significant impact on  the 
work of employees at PMI Malang City. 

Method 
This research falls into the category of causal associative research, which is to ask about the 
relationship between two or more variables using a quantitative approach. This study will later 
explain the .relationship .affects and.influenced from the variables-varia-bell that will be 
studied, namely job satisfaction (X1), work motivation (X2) and work ethic (X3) to the 
dependent variable.performance.employee (Y).  This research uses a quantitative approach 
because the data to be used in analyzing the inter-variables  are  expressed by numbers. 

This research was carried out at PMI Malang City, Jl. Buring No. 10 and 19 Malang City with 
the implementation time in May 2022. With the population of these researchers  , they are 
employees of PMI Malang City with a total of 120 people. This study  used a method of 
retrieving probability sampling data with propor-tional random sampling.  Probabili-
ty.sampling is a tek-nik sampling by providing opportunities for all members of the population 
to become sam-pel. Meanwhile, proportional random sampling is random sampling of a 
population regardless of its strata, Sugiyono (2017). So that the number of respondents who 
will be used in this research is 55 people, with a sample distribution of 14 employees from the 
Headquarters unit and 41 employees from UTD. The data collection method used in this study 
was to use a questionnaire or questionnaire. Sugiyono (2017: 142) questionnaire itself is a 
method of collecting data that is done by giving a set of questions or written statements to 
respondents to answer. In this study, researchers used a closed questionnaire type, so 
respondents only had to give a sign or tick (√) on one of the answers that were considered 
appropriate.  

Likert scale  as a measure of attitudes, opinions and perceptions of a person or group of people 
related to social phenomena. According to Sugiyono (2014:58)  the likert scale  used is a 
minimum score of 1 to a maximum score of 4, so that a definite answer is obtained from the 
response-den. The answer will appear to tend to agree or disagree, so it is hoped that the 
results will be more relevant to the actual situation.  
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Result 
PMI Malang City consists of 2 units located on Jl. Buring No. 10 Malang City for the Blood 
Trans-fusion Unit (UTD) with a total of 89 employees and 31 employees from the Ya-ng 
Headquarters Unit  located on Jl. Buring No. 19 Malang City. For administrative hours starting 
from 07.00 – 14.00 WIB for Monday to Thursday, 07.00 – 11.00 WIB specifically for Friday and  
07.00 – 12.30 WIB for Saturday. Se-dangkan for the blood service department and picket 
officers are valid for 3 shifts  within 24 hours, with a division of shift 1 at 07.00 – 14.00 WIB, 
shift 2 at  14.00 – 20.00 WIB and for shift 3 from 20.00 – 07.00 WIB. For employees who are 
scheduled in shift 3 have more operating hours than shif 1 or shift 2, so there is a policy from 
the management of PMI Malang City for officers who are scheduled in shift 3 have the right to 
get additional extra fooding. 

Based on the results of the distribution of questionnaires that have been distributed to all 
pmi employees in Malang City, in this study  there were 55 respondents and have provided 
some information about the situation of the respondents as ob-jek of this study, including: 
gender classification, age, length of work and the respondent's  last education. Primary data 
is dio-leh.through distributing questionnaires in the form of Google Forms with the link: 
https://bit.ly/AngketPMI to all PMI Malang City Employees 

Table 1 Gender Characteristics 
Gender Number Percentage 

Male 32 58,18% 
Female 23 41,82% 

Respondents with the most male sex filled out this study questionnaire with a percentage of 
58.18% of the total respondents totaling 55 people and 41.82% of respondents from PMI 
Malang City employees with female sex. The number of respondents is relatively almost the 
same between men and women, claiming male employees are needed in services, ambulance 
pickets  and disasters to  ma-lam shifts, considering that there is a policy from the 
management of pmi Ma-lang City for employees who are gassed shifts malang only for pe -
gadgets with male gender. Meanwhile, female employees are dominated by the 
administrative and financial departments and  the  blood la-boratorium section in the Transfu-
si Darah Unit (UTD) which requires a high level of accuracy. 

Table 2 Age Characteristics 
Age Number Percentage 

20 – 30 Years 14 25,46% 
31 – 40 Years 31 56,36% 
41 – 50 Years 7 12,73% 

> 50 Years 3 5,45% 
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Judging from the table above, based on the age of response-den with an age range of 31 to 40 
years dominates the pene-litian with a percentage of 56.36% of the total number of 
responses-den of 55 people, while the second place with a percentage of 25.46% aged 20 to 
30 years, followed by 12.73% for the age range of 41 to 50 years and only 5.45% with an age 
range over 50 years. The data above shows an illustration that the average age of employees 
at PMI Malang City is in an adult and productive age. Employees with an age spanning between 
31 to 40 years are considered competent and able to be responsible for the work that is their 
duty and authority. 

Table 3 Characteristics of Length of Work Length of Work Percentage Amount  
Length of Work Percentage Amount 

1 – 5 Years 15 27,27% 
6 – 10 Years 17 30,91% 

11 – 15 Years 13 23,64% 
16 – 20 Years 7 12,73% 

> 20 Years 3 5,45% 

From the data of table 3 above, it shows that the span of length of work at PMI Malang City 
from 55 respondents varies greatly. Seen from the table above, 27.27% of respondents with a 
length of work of 1 to 5 years, 30.91% with a length of work of 6-10 years, 23.64% in the range 
of 11-15 years, 12.73% stretched from 16–20 years and 5.45% in the working period span of 
more than 20 years at PMI Malang City. The period of work is very influential in developing 
enthusiasm and maximizing the potential that exists in the employee concerned to be able to 
carry out their duties and responsibilities better. The lower percentage of employees working 
in PMI Malang City will certainly cause assumptions about the low loyalty of employees in the 
work environment of PMI Malang City itself.  

Table 4 Characteristics of Final Education 
Last Education Percentage Amount Last Education 

SMA 12 21,82% 
Diploma 25 45,45% 

Undergraduate 17 30,91% 
Magister 1 1,82% 

The table above shows that respondents with a Diploma education level are the most 
respondents reaching 45.45% among other  educators out of a total number of 55 
respondents. It is predicted that  the distribution of job position holders in PMI Malang City is 
highest in the Blood Transfusion Unit (UTD) rather than the PMI Headquarters Unit with 41 
and 14 employees, so that the educational qualifications needed at UTD PMI Malang City are 
education equivalent to Diplomas in the field  of Kepera-watan, Blood Trans-fusion 
Engineering Education (PTTD) and Blood Bank Technology (TBD). 

The phenomenon that occurs from data on the age, length of work and the last education of 
employees in the work environment of  PMI Malang City makes researchers assume that 
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employees have been recorded as  devices for PMI Malang City after graduating from high 
school / equivalent. However, in 2018, PMI Malang City obtained certification on How to Make 
Good Drugs (CPOB) from the Food and Drug Supervisory Agency (BPOM) in terms of blood 
processing. The consequences that must be fulfilled by pmi Malang City on employees are to 
jibkan pmi malang city employees who are involved in blood processing and laboratories to 
have the last education of diploma 3 mini-mall which is linear with their duties and 
responsibilities.   

Descriptive Analysis of Variables 
The description of the research variables was carried out in order to determine the description 
of respondents' perceptions related to the statements submitted in the questionnaire about 
satisfaction, motivation, work ethic and employee performance at PMI Malang City. 
Descriptive analysis is the average value of respondents' answers categorized by class 
intervals. Da-lam this study used a class interval of 0.75, so it can be categorized as follows : 

Table 5 Categories of Average Respondents' Answers 
Category Interval Category Interval 

3,25 – 4,00 Excellent/ Very High 
2,50 – 3,25 Good/High 
1,75 – 2,50 Not good/Low 
1,00 – 1,75 Very bad/Very Low 

Table 6 Descriptive Analysis of Indicators of Job Satisfaction Variables 
Category Average Value  Indicator Category Average 

Job content 2,63 Baik/Tinggi 
Management  2,87 Baik/Tinggi 

Working environment 2,88 Baik/Tinggi 
Job promotion 2,77 Baik/Tinggi 
Compensation 2,92 Baik/Tinggi 

Job training 2,90 Baik/Tinggi 

Table 6 shows the results of a descriptive analysis of respondents on employee job satisfaction 
variables, there are 6 indicators, including: job content, management, work environment, job 
promotion, compensation and job training. According to the perception of the average pmi 
employee in Malang City, it is stated that each of the indicators has a good / high category. 
From the data obtained by researchers in this study, there was a high percentage of 50.9% of 
the response-den which stated the dissatisfaction of Ma-lang City PMI employees towards  the 
current ker-ja promotion system  (X1.12) and 47.27% stated that they were dissatisfied with 
income based on employee work performance in the work environment of PMI Malang City 
(X1.2). While 2 indi-kator falls into the category of not good/low,  the terse-but indicator  is a 
statement of not being able to complete the amount of work as stipulated by the company 
(X1.2) and very ja-rang taking permission (X1.12).  Phenomenon related to 2 indicators of bad 
/ low category in the Malang City PMI environment, the researcher concluded that if not all 
employees in the Malang City PMI work environment have guidelines / job discription in 
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working. This makes it difficult for employees to define the work target itself, thus affecting 
the results of the X1.2. 

Tabel 7 Descriptive analysis of work motivation 
Category Average Indicator 

Physical needs 2,55 Good/High 
The need for a sense of security 2,89 Good/High 

Social needs 2,94 Good/High 
The need for rewards 2,73 Good/High 
Need to achieve goal 2,69 Baik/Tinggi 

Responses from respondents about work motivation variables showed that the work 
motivation of PMI Malang City employees was in a good/high category. It can be concluded 
that PMI Malang City employees have good work motivation with a percentage of 60% to 84%, 
which is indicated by the highest percentage of 84% of respondents who feel satisfied after 
carrying out the duties that are their responsibility and authority (X2.7). In addition, PMI 
Malang City employees also have a good work hu-bungan with colleagues (X2.4) and feel safe 
and comfortable in the work environment of PMI Malang City.  

This can be seen from the daily life of PMI Malang City employees who are able to cooperate 
between several parts in achieving organizational goals. In addition, there were also a number 
of respondents' answers that  stated that they disagreed and strongly disagreed, such as in 
the statement that the salary given had been able to meet the needs of life (X2.1) by 40% and 
32.73% who said that the boss gave praise that Ji-ka could complete the task te-pat time 
(X2.6). From terse-but data  , researchers conclude  that the salary of PMI Malang City 
employees is still not enough to meet the needs of  employees in big cities such as Malang City 
and considering that the number of employees in UTD is 89 people with a division of 4 sections, 
logically 1 section head is in charge of 22 to 23 employees. With such a comparison, the 
process  of monitoring and evaluating employees is difficult, so that  the leadership does not 
give praise to the employees one by one. 

Table 8 Descriptive Analysis of Work Ethic Variable Indicators 
Category Average Indicator 

Full of Responsibility 3,21 Good/High 
High morale 3,13 Good/High 
Disciplined 3,10 Good/High 

Diligent and serious 3,18 Good/High 
Maintain dignity and honor 3,13 Good/High 

In this study, the variables of work ethic were determined by five indicators, including: full of 
responsibility (X3.1), high morale (X3.4), plinth-sided (X3.5), diligent and serious (X3.7) and 
maintaining dignity and honor (X3.8). Table 5.12 shows that the average value of the indicators 
constituting the work ethic variable was 75.76% who agreed and 19.80% said they strongly 
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agreed while 4.24% said they did not agree and 0% who expressed  disagreement. This proves 
that the work ethic of the response-den is in good shape. 

Table 9 Descriptive Analysis of Employee Performance Variable Indicators 
Category Average Indicator 

Accuracy of task completion 3,12 Good/High 
Fit of working hours 3,06 Good/High 

Attendance rate 3,00 Good/High 
Cooperation between employees 3,13 Good/High 

From the data from the des-cryptive analysis of  respondents' perceptions of the performance 
of PMI Malang City employees according to the table data above, there are 4 indicators that 
reflect the performance of Malang City PMI employees, including: the accuracy of completing 
tasks, the suitability of working hours, the level of attendance and cooperation between 
employees. The average device of PMI Malang City agrees that the quality of work is good / 
high or the employees of PMI Malang City are able to complete work appropriately, in 
accordance with working hours and high attendance rates as well as  good cooperation 
between employees. The per-centase value was obtained as follows: 8% of respondents 
expressed strong agreement, 70% of respondents agreed, 19% of respondents expressed 
disapproval and 3% expressed strong disapproval.  

Partial Hypothesis Test (t Test) 

Table 10 Partial Test Results (t) 

Variabel t hitung Sig. Kesimpulan 
Kepuasan kerja 1.429 0.159 Tidak terdapat pengaruh 
Motivasi kerja 0.653 0.517 Tidak terdapat pengaruh 
Etos kerja 5.620 0.000 Terdapat pengaruh 

First Hypothesis Testing (H1) is rejected which means there is no effect of X1 on Y. 
Second Hypothesis Testing (H2) is rejected which means there is no effect of X2 on Y. 
Third Hypothesis Testing (H3) is accepted which means there is an influence of X3 on Y. 

Simultaneous Hypothesis Test (F Test) 

Table 11 Simultaneous Test Results (F) 

ANOVAa 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Regression 122,927 2 61,463 17.280 ,000b 

Residual 98,971 51 2,749   
Total 221,897 54    

Table 11 above shows the significance value for the simultaneous influence of X1, X2 and X3 
on Y is 0.000 < 0.05 and the calculated F value is 17.280 > F of table 2.7826 so it can be 
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concluded that H4 is acceptable which means there is a simultaneous influence of X1, X2 and 
X3 on Y. 

Coefficient of Determination Delta Test (R2) 

Table 12 Coefficient of Determination (R2) Test Results 

Model Summary 
Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 
1 ,710a ,504 ,475 2,66241 

Based on  the above output, the R Square value  is 0.504. This means that  the  simultaneous 
influence of variables X1, X2 and X3 on variable Y is 50.4%. 

Discussion 
Based on the results of statistical tests in this study, there are several  statements that answer 
the problem, including: 

The results of the data analysis test stated that the job satisfaction variable (X1) did not have 
a significant effect on the performance of (Y) employees in the Malang City PMI environment. 
An interesting fact was obtained by researchers with the object of employee research in the 
work environment of PMI Malang City, where income did not have a significant effect on 
performance. This is based on the fact that PMI is a social humanitarian organization that 
indirectly makes employees in the work environment of PMI Malang City prioritize services 
with high loya-litas in serving consumers / service users.  Begi-tu also with a promotion system, 
considering that the career path of  PMI Malang City employees only has 2 levels of structural 
positions, namely: section head (9 seats) and unit head (2 seats) with a comparison of 120 PMI 
Malang City employees as a whole. 

The results of the hypothesis analysis test explained that work motivation (X2) had no 
significant effect on the performance of (Y) pmi employees in Malang City. The fact that 
researchers have questioned in supporting this research ha-sil is that the management of PMI 
Malang City has not been optimal in rapping the  reward and punishment system in coaching 
employees in the work environment of PMI Malang City. 

The results of the hypothesis analysis test determined that work ethic (X3) had a significant 
effect on the performance of (Y) PMI malang employees. This is obtained from a significance 
value that is smaller than α (0.05) which is 0.000. This means that there is an influence 
between the work ethic of employees on  the kiner-ja of PMI Malang City employees in which 
there are tang-responsibilities and carrying out work with full honesty. This supports previous 
research by Suriansyah (2015), Ikhsan Abd. Wahid (2019) and Wenty Fibrianti and Lela 
Nurlaela W. (2020) who stated that work ethic has a positive and significant effect on 
employee performance.  
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The results of this study show that the variables of job satisfaction (X1), work motivation (X2) 
and work ethic (X3) simultaneously have a significant influence on job satisfaction (Y) of PMI 
employees in Malang City. The performance of the pega-wai can be influenced by three basic 
things, namely:  work satisfaction, work motivation and work ethic. An employee who has a 
high work ethic will certainly describe a high morale, as well as high motivation and job 
satisfaction will tend to make employee performance even better.  

Conclusion 
Based on the results of the study, several conclusions can  be obtained  as follows: (1) Prove 
that job satisfaction (X1) does not have a significant effect on the performance of (Y) PMI 
Malang City employees. (2) Prove that work motivation (X2) does not have a significant impact 
on the performance of (Y) PMI Malang City employees. (3) Prove that work ethic (X3) has a 
significant effect on the work (Y) of PMI Malang City employees. (4) Prove that job satisfaction 
(X1), work motivation (X2) and work ethic (X3) have a significant effect on the performance of 
PMI Malang City employees. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study intends to analyze the effect of service quality and institutional image on customer 
satisfaction, as well as the indirect effect on word of mouth through customer satisfaction at 
the learning institution of Dipa Learning Center Malang City. This research used the sampling 
technique of purposive sampling. The instrument for taking questionnaires was 74 
respondents, namely parents of students from the learning institution of Dipa Learning Center 
who were actively studying for at least 6 months until March 2022. The research data were 
processed quantitatively descriptively by path analysis techniques applying the Smart PLS 3.3.9 
application software. The results are supported by primary data using questionnaires. The 
results indicate that: (1) Service quality has a significant effect on customer satisfaction; (2) 
Institutional image has a significant effect on customer satisfaction; (3) Service quality has an 
effect but is insignificant on word of mouth; (4) Institutional image has an effect but 
insignificant on word of mouth; (5) Customer satisfaction has a significant effect on word of 
mouth; (6) Service quality and institutional image have a significant effect on customer 
satisfaction; (7) Service quality and institutional image have an effect but insignificant on word 
of mouth through customer satisfaction, and it is not proven that customer satisfaction is an 
intervening variable. 

KEYWORDS:  Service Quality, Institutional Image, Customer Satisfaction, Word Of Mouth, 
Intervening Variables 
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Introduction 
The progress and growth of a country, especially Indonesia, depends on the educational 
advancement of its citizens. It can be concluded that the more advanced the citizens' 
education, the more developed their country will be. The Indonesian government's policy 
towards education is always changing to adapt to national and global needs. 

And in the last 2 years, many adjustments in terms of education have been made due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Early in 2022, the government released the most recent instructions for 
the use of limited online learning during the COVID-19 epidemic. These guidelines were 
specified in a joint decree of four ministries; where face-to-face learning was limited and partly 
not done directly and the duration learning is shorter than conditions before the pandemic. 
This affects the ability of students in receiving material at school is decreasing. 

Tutoring institutions as a form of solution for students to get additional enrichment material 
carried out outside school hours, which aim to be able to understand lessons at school more 
optimally, in addition to adding other skills outside of what is taught in formal schools. In 
Malang city there are 82 LKP (Course and Training Institutions) that have an NPSN (National 
School Identification Number) registered with the Malang city education and culture agency 
(Dapodik Malang City, 2022). And one of them is Dipa Learning Center. Dipa Learning Center 
is a tutoring institution that has been established in 2015, established in Malang city and 
focuses on learning for children aged 3 to 15 years, namely pre-kindergarten, kindergarten, 
elementary, and junior high schools. In the Dipa Learning Center, there are several tutorials 
taught, namely abacus, mathematics, English, reading, writing, arithmetic, art, and swimming. 
The concept being carried is in one location for all tutoring, where the tag line used is "One 
Stop Learning Course for Kids".  

It can be explained, for the learning institution of Dipa Learning Center which caters to children 
aged 3 to 15 years, it has two target markets/customers that must be considered, namely 
students with an age range of 3 to 15 years as end users and the parents of students as 
decision-makers. In this research, data collection will be carried out on the parents of students 
as decision-makers, which on average belong to generation Y (born 1980-1996) and a few 
generations X (1965-1980). Citing the BBC (in Kompas.com) Alexis Abramson, an expert on 
generational grouping, says the disparity in years of birth characterizes different generations. 
Generation Y is characterized by digital knowledge so that they cannot live without technology 
and are more concerned with experience. 

The data of Central Bureau of Statistics for 2022 shows that the number of kindergartens to 
junior high school students in Malang city is 151,414 students. The following is the figures per 
education level. 
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Figure 1 Data on the Number of Kindergarten - Junior High School Students in Malang City for 2022 

 

From this figure can be seen that there is potential that opens up opportunities for learning 
institutions, whether officially licensed or not, on a professional scale or on a home scale, to 
develop in the education business. And this shows the existence of fierce competition 
between these learning institutions. 

To win the competition, it is necessary to have a prominent advantage for the Dipa Learning 
Center to win the market, in this case by improving and maintaining the service quality and 
the institutional image. The foundation to revenue development and customer enjoyment is 
total quality (Kotler, 1997). This is also following the statement of John F, Welch Jr., former 
CEO of GE, "Quality is our first-rate warranty of purchaser allegiance, our most powerful 
protection in opposition to overseas competition, and the simplest route to sustained boom 
and earnings" (Business Week, 1982 in Kotler and Keller). Customer satisfaction, company 
revenue, and service quality are all strongly associated; the greater the quality level, the 
higher the customer satisfaction, which also supports high prices with low expenses (Buzzle 
& Gale, 1987 in Kotler and Keller). 

According to Hidayati (2018), service users in the early stages decide to use services because 
of their perceived quality, which in turn will arrive at the evaluation stage which leads to a 
sense of satisfaction or dissatisfaction. Service users who are dissatisfied because the quality 
does not match the initial perception will feel disappointed. This incident leads to the 
possibility of choosing another service in the future. However, if the satisfaction obtained by 
service users is following initial perceptions, it will form a good service image and loyalty to 
the services provided, and in the end actively inform others such as friends, friends, and 
family. 

Based on field observations, management does not always know exactly what customers 
want, both students as direct connoisseurs of services and parents as decision-makers. For 
example, the management of the Institute thinks that learning with full and solid material will 
be better for customers, in this case, students and also parents of students, because learning 
targets can be achieved maximally and quickly. However, some students want learning that is 
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interspersed with games so that it is not boring, as well as there are parents who do not want 
students to get more learning pressure but expect maximum results. 

In addition, the service quality determination by management is not yet specific or 
standardized, and this creates a misunderstanding between communication and action in the 
field. An example is the handling of customer complaints, in this case, parents as decision-
makers must be fast, but it is not specified how many minutes, hours or days. This can also 
lead to dissatisfaction that arises in the customer. Including the difference between the offers 
on brochures that are advertised either directly or through online media with customer 
perceptions of physical reality 

Lupiyoadi (in Dharmawan and Hidayat, 2018) states that one way to ensure customer 
satisfaction in the service business is through improving the service quality. Service quality has 
a strong effect on customer satisfaction, where service quality can motivate consumers to 
make repeat transactions or be loyal to the company. In accordance with Kotler and Keller 
(2006), a person's sense of satisfaction or dissatisfaction results from contrasting their 
expectations of a good or outcome with the actual outcome. Customers will be disappointed 
if performance falls short of expectations. Customers will be satisfied if performance meets 
expectations. If performance meets or exceeds expectations, the client will be extremely 
delighted or satisfied. 

Kotler (in Ratnasari, 2016) states that "Images are how the public perceives the company or 
its product. Image is the collection of beliefs, ideas, and impressions a person has about an 
object. People's attitudes and actions toward an object are highly conditioned by the object's 
image.”. The public's perception of a corporation or its products is known as its image. An 
image is a collection of assumptions, notions, and perceptions that an individual has about 
something. People's attitudes and actions towards an object are largely determined by the 
image of the object. Consumers buy an item not because they just need the item, but because 
there is something else that they expect. Something else is following the image formed in him. 
Therefore, organizations need to provide information to the public to form a good image. 
Levitt (in Ratnasari, 2016) states that: "The marketing imagination is the starting point of 
success in marketing". 

Facts in the field, the institution management is active in promoting the institution both 
directly with the media brochures that are distributed as well as through online media as the 
current trend is social media such as Instagram, TikTok, Youtube, and the Website. In which 
the content is displayed in the form of the latest information, activities carried out as well as 
testimonials or demos from students. In this case, the management of the Institute focuses 
only on promotion, not on the formation of the institutional image itself. 

In the research of Dharmawan and Hidayat (2018), it is stated that if a product or service is 
not known by consumers, they are most likely not to buy it. WOM is among the most effective 
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informational media. Word of Mouth (WOM) is how a goods or services is spread. Word of 
mouth is not the same as informal communication, where the speaker tends to appear as a 
more persuasive friend. The effect of word of mouth of a person is very strong because their 
word of mouth information is reliable, and besides that, it can reduce risk when making 
purchasing decisions. 

The phenomenon of this problem is a strong and interesting reason to be used as a research 
using scientific approaches. Several previous studies have been conducted regarding this 
phenomenon. The most strongly related works are elaborated to obtain a research gap and 
then serve as a guideline/support for conducting research. 

Erni Setyowati and Wiyadi's (2016) prior study on the impact of service quality on customer 
satisfaction demonstrates a favorable and substantial relationship between the two variables. 
Customer satisfaction increases with improved service quality. Aprih Santoso, Sri Yuni 
Widowati, and Zakky Fahma Auliya (2021) all make similar claims; Abdiannur (2019). 

Subsequent research related to the institutional image on customer satisfaction that has been 
carried out by Connie Chairunnisa (2018) shows that there is a positive effect on the image 
variable of institution/brand/ institute/company on customer satisfaction. Dian Lestari 
Ekawati (2019); Putu Yuke Prabandari Erawan, I G N Jaya Agung Widagda K (2020) state the 
same thing, namely the higher image of an institution/brand/ institute/company, the higher 
level of customer satisfaction. 

In addition, research by Sugeng Lubar Prastowo (2019), shows that the service quality and the 
image of institution/brand/institute/company have a positive and significant effect either 
partially or simultaneously on word of mouth. Several studies have shown the same results, 
namely research by Heri Prabowo, Widji Astuti, and Harianto Respati (2020). 

Research by Egy Dharmawan and Imam Hidayat (2018) suggests that there is a positive effect 
(indirectly) from the service quality variable on word of mouth through the mediation of 
customer satisfaction and there is a positive effect from the image variable of the 
institution/brand/institute/company (indirectly) directly) to word of mouth through the 
mediation of customer satisfaction. In addition, this research also states that customer 
satisfaction has a positive and significant effect on word of mouth. This is also found in the 
research of Ina Ratnasari (2016); Garnis Anggi Saktiani (2015); Komang Melastri, I.G.A.K. 
Giantari (2019). 

However, the results of this research are not the same as the research by Mustikaningrum 
Hidayati (2018) regarding customer satisfaction having a positive but not significant effect on 
word of mouth, that it was found that customer satisfaction do not mediate the effect of 
service quality on word of mouth. 
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In addition, some studies are different from those mentioned in the previous paragraphs, 
namely research by Justine Roy Balinado, Yogi Tri Prasetyo, Michael Naayat Young, Satria Fadil 
Persada, Bobby Ardiansyah Miraja, Anak Agung Ngurah Perwira Redi (2021). The research 
concludes that three of the five indicators of service quality, namely tangibles, responsiveness, 
and assurance, do not affect customer satisfaction. 

There is also a research by Connie Sondakh (2014) regarding the brand image variable that has 
no significant effect on the satisfaction variable. Based on the results of the research exposure, 
there are gaps in the problem/research (research gap). 

Based on several existing theories and facts, it is necessary to conduct an in-depth study of 
the effect that can create the formation of word of mouth through customer satisfaction 
media, in this case, students at the Learning Institution of Dipa Learning Center in Malang, to 
increase the growth of the number of students in the future. On this basis, the researcher is 
interested in conducting research through a thesis entitled: "The Effect of Service Quality and 
Institutional Image on Word of Mouth with Customer Satisfaction as an Intervening Variable 
at the Learning Institution of Dipa Learning Center in Malang City." 

The problem formulation of the research is as follows:  

1. “Is there any effect of service quality on customer satisfaction”? 
2. “Is there any effect of institutional image on customer satisfaction”? 
3. “Is there any effect of service quality on word of mouth”? 
4. “Is there any effect of institutional image on word of mouth”? 
5. “Is there any effect of customer satisfaction on word of mouth”? 
6. “Does the service quality indirectly affect the word of mouth through customer 

satisfaction”? 
7. “Does the institutional image indirectly affect the word of mouth through customer 

satisfaction”? 

Empirical Studies 

Service Quality 
According to Kotler and Keller (2006), service quality is everything owned by a product or 
service that can meet needs and can provide satisfaction to customers. Kotler, et.al (2006), 
define service as a strategy made by the company because a company's product is not only in 
the form of goods but can also be in the form of service. Based on these definitions, service 
quality is the various efforts made by the company to fulfill the needs and expectations of 
customers. 

Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry (in Kotler et al., 2006) develop a service quality 
measurement tool called SERVQUAL (Service Quality) which can be used to understand the 
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expectations of consumers' perceptions of service quality and divide service quality into five 
dimensions (and this is will also be an indicator of service quality) as follows: 

1. Reliability 
The company's ability to meet customer needs in terms of service quickly, precisely, and 
on time so that it will satisfy customers and very impressive. 

2. Responsiveness   
Initiatives that arise from employees in the service industry to provide fast and responsive 
service to customers. 

3. Assurance   
Employees' attitudes or traits that can create trust in customers, including being polite, 
knowledgeable, competent, and trustworthy, will help ensure that customers feel safe and 
comfortable with the services provided by the company. 

4. Empathy 
The company pays attention to its customers by understanding their needs and providing 
convenience in communicating with the company. 

5. Tangibles 
Physical evidence can take various forms, including the presence of competent employees, 
the availability of complete facilities, and the use of modern and sophisticated 
communication tools. 

Institutional Image 
According to Sopiah & Syihabudhin (in Prastowo, 2019), an image is a reflection or image in a 
person's mind that arises because of emotions and reactions to the environment. 

Brand image is defined by Keller (in Setyowati and Wiyadi 2016), as assumptions or opinions 
about the brand in the minds of customers that must be maintained so that customers are 
loyal to the brand. Brand image is consumer beliefs about a brand of goods or services. 
Schiffman and Kanuk (in Setyowati and Wiyadi, 2016) argue that several factors form a brand 
image, namely: 

1. The service quality provided by the service provider company is of utmost importance. 
2. Trustworthy, the product is reliable and related to the assumptions of consumers who 

have consumed it. 
3. Usability refers the usefulness of the goods or service that may be experienced by the 

customer. 
4. Service is related to the things that must be done by the company in providing services to 

customers. 
5. Risk, in connection with various matters that concern customers, service providers are 

always trying to find new and better ways to serve them. 
6. Price is the relationship between the cost of the product and the amount of money that 

will be spent by consumers. 
7. The image of the brand itself relates to the brand of the product itself. 
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According to Kotler and Armstrong (in Sondakh, 2014), measurement of a brand's image may 
be carried out using the following factors: 

1. Strength   
Strength is the umbrella term for the multiple tangible benefits that the relevant brand 
possesses over competing ones. It is possible to think of this brand as having an advantage 
over other brands because of its benefits, which are connected to its physical attributes. 
The physical appearance of the product, the functionality of all product features, the 
product's pricing, and the visual appeal of the features that support the in-question 
product are all included in this strong group, without limitation. 

2. Uniqueness   
The capacity to set one brand apart from others is known as uniqueness. This unique 
impression arises from product attributes, which create differences between one product 
and another. This unique group includes service, price difference, and differentiation. 

3. Favorable  
Favorable is a brand's capacity to be quickly and easily recalled by consumers, which is 
crucial. The product brand's pronounceability ease, ability to stick in customers' thoughts, 
and consistency with the company's desired brand image all fall under the favorable 
category. 

Customer satisfaction 
According to Kotler (in Setyowati and Wiyadi, 2016) customer satisfuction is a state that 
someone experiences when what they experience matches their objectives. According to 
Tjiptono (in Setyowati and Wiyadi, 2016), there are several benefits of customer satisfaction, 
namely:  

1. Establish a good relationship between the company and customers. 
2. Can create customer loyalty. 
3. Can be an effective advertising medium through word of mouth. 

Lovelock and Wirtz (in Prastowo, 2019) define satisfaction as an emotional state after 
purchase, and post-purchase reactions can result in anger, dissatisfaction, irritation, 
neutrality, excitement, or pleasure. 

Elliot and Shin (in Ratnasari, 2016) define consumer satisfaction as a student's subjective 
evaluation of various outcomes and experiences related to education. Student satisfaction is 
formed continuously from everyday life in the university environment.  

According to Ratnasari (2019), for a customer-centric company, customer satisfaction is both 
a goal and a means of marketing. Dissatisfaction will lead to disappointment and anger and 
can encourage protests from consumers. Meanwhile, satisfaction will increase the company's 
profitability and create loyalty. The creation of customer quality will benefit the company by 
satisfying the wants and needs of buyers, resulting in increased loyalty and word of mouth 
recommendations. To the general public, will offer this service and hope to provide the best 
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benefits for the company. High satisfaction or feeling very happy from customers is associated 
with a strong emotional relationship with the brand or service provider company. 

According to Lupiyoadi (in Sondakh, 2014), five main factors need to be considered concerning 
customer satisfaction, namely: 

1. Product quality 
If the results of their evaluations reveal that the products they utilize are of great quality, 
customers will be satisfied. 

2. Service quality 
Good service or meeting expectations will satisfy customers. 

3. Emotional 
If someone utilizes a branded product and tends to have great satisfaction, customers will 
feel confident and proud that others will be surprised. The satisfaction obtained with a 
product is not based on its quality, but on the social value, it has for customers. 

4. Price 
Customers will receive more value from products with the same quality but at a cheaper 
cost. 

5. Cost 
Customers are typically delighted with a good or service when they do not need to pay 
extra or lose time in order to obtain it. 

Kotler (in Ekawati, 2019) defines satisfaction as the intensity of a person's emotions following 
a performance or outcome comparison with goal. Indicators of customer satisfaction include: 

1. Conformity of expectations. 
Expectations are the ideal desires and demands of consumers for services provided by 
service providers 

2. Interested to visit again. 
Interest in becoming a loyal customer for the services received 

3. Willingness to recommend. 
Willingness to spread the good news and provide recommendations by word of mouth to 
surrounding friends to use these services and benefit the institution 

Word of Mouth  
Hawkins et al. (in Prastowo, 2019) suggest that word of mouth (WOM) is an activity of 
disseminating information from one person to another in the oral conversation, such as face-
to-face, over the phone, or digitally. 

Kotler et al (2006) state that word of mouth (WOM) can be a very effective way for small 
businesses to connect with their customers. WOM has become a major force in business-to-
consumer marketing and business-to-business marketing. In the end, positive word of mouth 
will be the most effective promotional tool for the company. 
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According to Ratnasari (2016), word of mouth is informal communication about products or 
services, in contrast to formal communication, because in informal communication the 
speaker tends to act as a more persuasive friend. A person's effect on word of mouth is very 
strong because the information from oral sources is relatively reliable and reliable, and it can 
reduce risk in purchasing decisions. 

According to Rosiana (in Ratnasari, 2016), the dimensions of word of mouth consist: 

1. Positive stories are the desire of consumers to share positive things about the products 
they consume with others. 

2. Recommendations are the desire of consumers to provide recommendations to others 
who require details about high-quality goods. 

Invitations are the willingness of consumers to invite others to use the products they have 
consumed. 

Method 
Independent variable (X) is a variable whose value determines another variable. An 
independent variable is one that influences or modifies how the dependent variable emerges. 
Independent variables that will be used are service quality and institutional image. Ideally, an 
intervening variable (Z) can change the direct link between the independent and dependent 
variables into an indirect one. Customer satisfaction is the independent variable in this study. 
A dependent variable (Y) is one that is impacted by or develops as a result of an independent 
variable. Word of mouth is the dependent variable in this study. 

Figure 2 Research Concept Framework Sampling Method 

 

The population were the parents of Dipa Learning Center students until the latest data in 
March 2022, which was 291. In determining the number of samples, if you look at the amount 
of recapitulation data, it is too much to be used as respondents. Therefore, the sample in a 
population can use the Slovin formulation to determine the minimum sample. This research 
used a 90% confidence level, with an error rate of 10%. In this regard, the researcher can 
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determine the minimum sample limit that can meet the 10% margin of error requirement. The 
trick is to enter the margin of error into the Slovin formulation. 

n = 態苔怠怠袋態苔怠掴待.怠鉄   

n = 74                1 

In this research, purposive sampling was used, namely by giving boundaries to respondents 
who meet the criteria, namely parents of students studying at Dipa Learning Center as of 
March 2022.  

Result 
Data Processing Results 

This research used the path method or path analysis using Smart PLS 3.3.9. The first step is to 
make a specification of the path research model as shown in Figure 3 

Figure 3 Research Model Specification 

 

The inner and outer models are described in the model specification. The inner model 
demonstrates the relationships between the various constructs. The link between the 
indicators and the corresponding construct was assessed using the outer model. It is crucial to 
separate the locations of the constructs and the connections among them when building a 
path model like the one in Figure 3 It is decided if the constructions are exogenous or 
endogenous. Exogenous constructs (X1, X2 in Figure 3) behave as independent variables and 
do not have any arrows pointing at them, whereas endogenous constructs are characterized 
by other constructs (Z and Y in Figure 3). The endogenous construct can function as an 
independent variable when put between two constructs, despite frequently being regarded 
the dependent variable in a relationship (Z in Figure 3). 
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Outer Model (Measurement Model) 

In this research, the indicator model is reflective. When assessing the outer reflective model, 
researchers must ensure the reliability and validity of the model are valid. The dependability 
of the construct's internal consistency is first tested using composite reliability and Cronbach's 
Alpha. Table 4.1 supports the conclusion that the construct of the outer model is trustworthy 
because Cronbach's Alpha is more than zero and composite reliability is greater than 0.6 (Hair 
et al., 2014). 

Table 1 Reliability Test Results 

 

Testing the construct's validity is the next stage. Convergent and discriminant validity of a 
construct are key factors in determining validity. The degree to which a measure is positively 
linked with different measures of the same construct is known as convergent validity. A 
construct is declared convergently valid if the outer loading above 0.7 is tolerated up to 0.5 
and AVE > 0.5 (Hair, et.al, 2014). And table 4.1 shows that this constructed model is valid 
because the AVE value is > 0.5. Determination of an AVE value of at least 0.50 or higher 
indicates that, on average, the construct explains more than half of the indicator variance. 
According to Hair et al. (2014), AVE is the same as a construct's commonality and is calculated 
as the average value of the squared loading of a group of indicators. Additionally, Figure 4.2 
demonstrates that each indicator's outer loading value exceeds 0.5. (Hair, et.al, 2014). It 
follows that the construct of this model is convergently viable if the outer loading over 0.7 is 
accepted up to 0.5 and AVE > 0.5. 

Table 2 Convergent Validity Test Results 

 

The cross-loading factor and Fornell-discriminant Larcker's validity test come next. The degree 
to which a construct deviates fully from other constructs according to empirical standards is 
known as discriminant validity. As a result, proving discriminant validity suggests that a 
construct is distinctive and covers phenomena that may not be covered by other constructs in 
the model. Table 4.2 shows that the discriminant validity test with Fornell-Larcker is valid, 
where the value of AVE2 > correlation of exogenous to endogenous variables, what is seen is 
the value of the path coefficients (Path Coefficients) from X to Y, because the research method 
uses Path analysis. A construct and its related indicators share more variance than any other 
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construct, according to the Fornell-Larcker method's rationale. The discriminant validity test 
with cross-loading is the next step. If the cross-loading indicator's value on a given variable is 
higher than that of other variables, the indicator is said to have discriminant validity. The cross-
loading value for each indication is as follows: 

Table 3 Discriminant Validity Test Results 

 

Table 3 shows that the discriminant validity test with cross loading is valid. From the results of 
the Outer model test (Measurement Model) that has been used on both reliability and validity 
tests, it can be stated that this research model is reliable and valid. 

Inner Model (Structural Model) 

Therefore, the assessment criterion or the inner model test (structural model) is performed to 
ascertain the model's viability after the reliability and validity have been established. This is 
done by determining the size and importance of the path coefficient as well as the coefficient 
of determination (R2 value). 

The effect size f2, predictive relevance (Q2), and Goodness of Fit provide additional insight into 
the quality of path model estimates. 
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Figure 4 PLS Algorithm 

 

  

R Square (R2) indicates how many percent of endogenous constructs are explained by 
exogenous constructs, based on the criteria (Chin, 1998 in Hair, et.al) namely 0.67 (strong), 
0.33 (moderate), 0.19 (weak). In Figure 5.3 the results of the structural model show that 
customer satisfaction (Z) has the strongest effect on word of mouth (Y) of 0.517, followed by 
Institutional image (X2) which has a weak effect of 0.267, and service quality (X1) has a very 
weak effect of 0.101. In addition, the three constructs explained 74.1% of the variance of the 
endogenous word of mouth construct Y (R2 = 0.741), as indicated by the value in the circle. X1 
(service quality) and X2 (institutional image) also together explain 84.9% of the variance of Z 
(customer satisfaction). 

Followed by the effect size (f2) showing how strong the effect of exogenous constructs on 
endogenous constructs, based on the criteria (Hair, et.al, 2014) is 0.02 (weak effect); 0.15 (fair 
effect); 0.35 (strong effect). 

Table 4 Effect Size (f2) 

 

Table 4.4 shows how strong the effect of exogenous constructs on endogenous constructs. X1 
(service quality) has a very weak effect (0.005) on Y (word of mouth) or it can be said to have 
no effect, but X1 (service quality) has quite an effect (0.169) on Z (customer satisfaction). X2 
(institutional image) has a weak effect (0.033) on Y (word of mouth), but it has quite an effect 
(0.288) on Z (customer satisfaction). Meanwhile, Z (customer satisfaction) has a fair effect 
(0.156) on Y (word of mouth). 

To test the feasibility of the model based on the Stone-Geisser Q Square test, the calculations 
are as follows: 

Q2 = 1 − (1 − �怠態) (1 − �態態) ... (1 −  �津態)      2 
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From the R square data table in table 4.5, the Q2 value is 0.961 (> 0), so the conclusion is that 
this model has predictive relevance. 

For the feasibility test based on Goodness of Fit (GoF), based on the formula, =  

GoF = √�����態      3 

Table 5 Goodness of Fit 

 

The GoF value of the customer satisfaction variable (Z) is 0.79 > 0.38, and the word of mouth 
variable (Y) 0.78 > 0.38; then this model is said to be good or feasible. 

Discussion 
Hypothesis Testing (Bootstrapping)  
For the hypothesis testing, it can be seen from the p-value data and t statistics (> 1.96; with = 
0.05), shown in table 4.6, there are 2 significant direct effects, namely X1 (service quality) on 
Z (customer satisfaction), X2 (institutional image) to Z (customer satisfaction) and Z (customer 
satisfaction) to Y (word of mouth). Meanwhile, for X1 (service quality) on Y (word of mouth) 
and X2 (institutional image) on Y (word of mouth), the direct effect is not significant. Based on 
the description of the hypothesis then the proving is: 

Hypothesis 1, It is expected that service quality (X1) affects customer satisfaction (Z) 
Based on table 4.6 shows that there is a direct and significant effect between service quality 
(X1) on customer satisfaction (Z), it can be seen in the T statistic 2.935 > 1.96 (α = 0.05) and p-
value of 0.003 indicated in green. These results are following the theory of Kotler and Keller 
(2006), service quality is everything that is owned by a product or service that can meet needs 
and can provide satisfaction to customers. This has similarities with the research by Erni 
Setyowati and Wiyadi (2016) showing that there is a positive and significant effect on the 
service quality variable on customer satisfaction. The higher the service quality, the higher the 
customer satisfaction. The same thing was also stated by Aprih Santoso, Sri Yuni Widowati, 
Zakky Fahma Auliya (2021); Abdiannur (2019).  

Hypothesis 2, It is expected that the institutional image (X2) affects customer satisfaction 
(Z).   
Based on table 4.6 shows that there is a direct and significant effect between the image of the 
institution (X2) on customer satisfaction (Z), it can be seen in the T statistic 4.031 > 1.96 (α = 
0.05) and p-value 0.00006 indicated in green. 

This result is following Lupiyoadi's theory (in Sondakh, 2014) which is one of the five main 
factors that need to be considered concerning customer satisfaction, namely emotional, 
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where customers will feel proud and have confidence that other people will be amazed if 
someone uses branded products and tends to have high satisfaction. The satisfaction obtained 
with a product is not based on its quality, but on the social value, it has for customers. 

This has similarities with the research by Connie Chairunnisa (2018) which shows that there is 
a positive effect on the image variable of institution/brand/institute/company on customer 
satisfaction. Dian Lestari Ekawati (2019); Erni Setyowati and Wiyadi (2016) find the same thing, 
namely the higher the image of an institution/brand/institute/company, the higher the level 
of customer satisfaction. 

Hypothesis 3, it is expected that service quality (X1) affects word of mouth (Y).  
Based on table 4.6 shows that there is a direct and insignificant effect between service quality 
(X1) on word of mouth (Y), it can be seen in the T statistic 0.362 < 1.96 (α = 0.05) and the p-
value 0.718 which is indicated by red. 

These results have similarities with the research by Mustikaningrum Hidayati (2018) regarding 
customer satisfaction having a positive but not significant effect on word of mouth, besides 
that it was found that customer satisfaction did not mediate the effect of service quality on 
word of mouth. However, the results differ from the research by Sugeng Lubar Prastowo 
(2019), which shows that service quality has a positive and significant effect either partially or 
simultaneously on word of mouth. This difference can occur due to different target 
respondents, namely students (end users), the number of respondents (100 respondents), and 
also the research location (University in Jakarta). 

Hypothesis 4, It is expected that the institutional image (X2) affects word of mouth (Y).  
Based on table 4.6 shows that there is a direct and insignificant effect between the 
institutional image (X2) on word of mouth (Y), it can be seen in the T statistic of 0.953 < 1.96 
(α = 0.05) and the p-value of 0.341 which is indicated by red. 

The difference in results with previous research, namely by Heri Prabowo, Widji Astuti, and 
Harianto Respati (2020) shows that the image of the Institute has a positive and significant 
effect, both partially and simultaneously on word of mouth. This can be due to differences in 
the object of research (Airy hotel customers), the number of respondents (191), and the year 
of research (2019). 

Hypothesis 5, it is expected that customer satisfaction (Z) affects word of mouth (Y).  
Table 4.6 shows that there is a direct and significant effect between customer satisfaction (Z) 
on word of mouth (Y), it can be seen in the T statistic of 2.233 > 1.96 (α = 0.05) and the p-value 
of 0.026 which is indicated by the color green. 

This is following the theory by Tjiptono (in Setyowati and Wiyadi, 2016) that there are several 
benefits of customer satisfaction, namely the establishment of a good relationship between 
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the company and the customer; can create customer loyalty; can be an effective advertising 
medium through word of mouth.  

These results have similarities with previous research, namely by Ina Ratnasari (2016), it is 
stated that customer satisfaction has a positive and significant effect on word of mouth. This 
was also found in the research of Garnis Anggi Saktiani (2015). 

Hypothesis 6, it is expected that service quality (X1) has an indirect effect on word of mouth 
(Y) through customer satisfaction (Z) 
Based on table 4.7 shows that there is an indirect and insignificant effect between service 
quality (X1) on word of mouth (Y) through customer satisfaction (Z), it can be seen in the T 
statistic 1.898 < 1.96 (α = 0.05) and p-value 0.058 which is indicated in red. Because it is not 
significant, it can be concluded that customer satisfaction (Z) cannot mediate service quality 
(X1) to word of mouth (Y), so it is not proven that customer satisfaction (Z) is an intervening 
variable. 

This finding is the same as previous research by Mustikaningrum Hidayati (2018) regarding 
customer satisfaction. Customer satisfaction does not mediate the effect of service quality on 
word of mouth. However, it is different from other previous studies, namely Egy Dharmawan 
and Imam Hidayat (2018) suggesting that there is a positive (indirect) effect of service quality 
variables on word of mouth through the mediation of customer satisfaction. This difference 
can occur because the object of research is different, namely the customers of the AHASS 
motorcycle repair shop in Sidoarjo, totaling 98 people. 

Hypothesis 7, It is expected that the institutional image (X2) has an indirect effect on word of 
mouth (Y) through customer satisfaction (Z)  

Based on table 4.7 shows that there is an indirect and insignificant effect between the 
institutional image (X2) on word of mouth (Y) through customer satisfaction (Z), it can be seen 
in the T statistic 1.728 < 1.96 (a = 0.05) and p-value 0.085 indicated in red. Because it is not 
significant, it can be concluded that customer satisfaction (Z) cannot mediate the institutional 
image (X2) on word of mouth (Y), so it is not proven that customer satisfaction (Z) is an 
intervening variable. 

There are differences in the findings with previous researchers, namely Komang Melastri, 
I.G.A.K. Giantari (2019) suggests that there is a positive (indirect) effect of the institutional 
image variable on word of mouth through the mediation of customer satisfaction. Which can 
happen because of differences in the objects of previous research, namely adult EF Learning 
Institute students (end users) and taking a sample of 155 respondents. 
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Table 6 Direct Effect Hypothesis Testing Between Variables 

  

Table 7 Indirect Effects Hypothesis Testing Between Variables 

 

Figure 5 Bootstrapping 

 

 

Conclusion 
Based on the results of the discussion, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

1. There is a direct and significant effect between service quality (X1) on customer 
satisfaction (Z), so the higher the service quality, the higher the customer satisfaction. 

2. There is a direct and significant effect between the institutional image (X2) on customer 
satisfaction (Z), so the higher the institutional image, the higher the customer satisfaction. 

3. There is a direct and insignificant effect between service quality (X1) on word of mouth (Y), 
so the level of service quality does not have a significant effect on word of mouth (Y). 

4. There is a direct and insignificant effect between the institutional image (X2) on word of 
mouth (Y), so the high and low institutional image does not have a significant effect on 
word of mouth (Y). 
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5. There is a direct and significant effect between customer satisfaction (Z) on word of mouth 
(Y), therefore the higher the customer satisfaction obtained, the higher the word of mouth 
(Y) by customers. 

6. There is an indirect and insignificant effect between service quality (X1) on word of mouth 
(Y) through customer satisfaction (Z). Because it is not significant, it can be concluded that 
customer satisfaction (Z) cannot mediate service quality (X1) on word of mouth (Y), so it is 
not proven that customer satisfaction (Z) is an intervening variable. 

7. There is an indirect and insignificant effect between the institutional image (X2) on word 
of mouth (Y) through customer satisfaction (Z). Because it is not significant, it can be 
concluded that customer satisfaction (Z) cannot mediate the institutional image (X2) on 
word of mouth (Y), so it is not proven that customer satisfaction (Z) is an intervening 
variable. 

Limitations 
There are some limitations to this research. This research only focuses on using 5 
dimensions/indicators of service quality (SERVQUAL), namely tangibles, reliability, 
responsiveness, assurance, and empathy. There are still several other service quality factors 
that can be considered for use in further research. In addition, try other dependent variables 
that can have a significant effect on word of mouth, apart from the service quality and the 
institutional image. 

Suggestions 
Institution Management of Dipa Learning Center  

From the conclusions obtained, it is clear that the service quality and the institutional image 
have an effect and significant on customer satisfaction. And customer satisfaction also has a 
strong effect on word of mouth. So the advice that can be given to the management is to focus 
on strengthening the results or goals on customer satisfaction, namely by: 

1. Improving service quality, focusing on 5 dimensions of SERVQUAL, namely reliability, 
responsiveness, empathy, assurance, and tangibles. One thing that needs to be considered 
again is that the cost of the course must be commensurate with what is received by the 
customer or following customer expectations to be improved because based on the results 
of the research, it was found that the outer loading value is lower compared to others. 

2. Improving the institutional image, by increasing the number of activities that trigger brand 
awareness, either through online or other media. 

3. Conducting regular reviews from student parents regarding the benefits of researching at 
the institution and also asking for feedback or input for upgrading to a better institution, 
can be done once a month when reporting results to parents. 

 
 
Further research 
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There are limitations in this research both in terms of the number of samples and also the 
respondents' selection, so for further research, it is hoped that at the time of sampling more 
data can be obtained from respondents who have more than 1 year of experience because 
the average program offered by the Dipa Learning Center is for each the level is 4-6 months, 
and also add a suggestion or comment column on the questionnaire. And adding other 
dependent variables that can support word of mouth, as well as adding service quality 
indicators other than those that already exist to expand the findings of the research. 
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ABSTRACT 

Bali is the province hardest strike by the Covid-19 pandemic. The drying up of tourist arrivals 
strike accommodation and transportation businesses. Until now, the government has not 
heard any special actions to restore that’s Indonesian tourism icon. Therefore, in a 
decentralized system, understanding the economic characteristics of a region is important to 
increase economic productivity to make it more optimal. In this regard, this analysis aims to 
provide an overview of the economic characteristics in the province of Bali before the pandemic 
and during the pandemic and identify potential sectors that need to be developed. This study 
uses the Location Quotient, Shift-Share, Klassen Typology, and Overlay analysis methods from 
2010 to 2021. From the results of the research, Bali Province before the pandemic had five 
leading sectors, but during the pandemic, Bali Province did not move only one base sector can 
become a mainstay, further innovation strategies are needed to stimulate Bali's economy to 
rise to the way it was before the pandemic. It takes the right policies from the Central and 
Regional Governments to make innovations and strategies so that the Bali economy returns to 
what it was before the pandemic. 

KEYWORDS:  Pandemic Economy, Base Sector, Bali Province Economy, Leading Sector, 
Economic Structure, Regional Economy, Economic Development 
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Introduction 
After President Joko Widodo's official announcement about the entry of the corona virus, the 
government immediately responded with various policies, the bottom line: social restrictions. 
This is where the term work from home (WFH) has become popular. Along with that, 
community social activities slowed down. The level of demand for goods and services sluggish. 
Household consumption, which is the main support for the national economy, grew by minus 
5.5 percent in the second quarter of 2020, if calculated on an annual basis (BPS, 2020). And 
then, to minus 2.6 percent over the past year, pressure on the level of demand made the 
production sector look like it was boneless, factories began to reduce production, the service 
sector lost customers, data from the Central Statistics Agency (BPS) noted, from 52 business 
sectors, the air transportation sector was the hardest hit with a minus 53 percent growth 
during 2020 (BPS, 2020). 
 
Bali today. The island targeted by tourists has become the province hardest hit by the corona 
pandemic. The economy is shrinking, growing by minus 9.4 percent, the deepest among other 
provinces in Indonesia (Lokadata, 2021). 

Figure 1. 5 Provinces Hardest Hit 

 

Bali became the hardest hit province, drying up tourist arrivals hit accommodation and 
transportation businesses. Until now, the government has not heard of any special steps to 
restore the Indonesian tourism icon, even though the Minister of Tourism and Creative 
Economy Sandiaga Uno has his office on the Island of the Gods (Lokadata, 2021). The 10 
sectors hardest hit in Bali due to the pandemic. In 2020, BPS recorded a growth of minus 41.4 
percent. The deepest decline in performance occurred in the air transport sector, as was the 
case at the national level. The business shrank, growing minus 49.8 percent (BPS, 2020). 
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Figure 2. 10 Bali's Most Beaten Business Sector 

 

The crisis due to the pandemic this time is different from the 1998 economic crisis. 22 years 
ago, the crisis hit the business world (production side) due to the fall in the rupiah exchange 
rate. Meanwhile, during a pandemic, direct attacks suppress people's purchasing power, so 
that the level of demand weakens (Lokadata, 2021). In the second quarter of 2020, when the 
national economic growth shrank by 5.32 percent for the first time, household consumption 
contracted even deeper, which was 5.52 percent (BPS, 2020). In the next three months, July-
September, the pressure on consumption deepened. During that period, there was a rate of 
decline in prices, aka deflation. The law of the market applies: the level of demand is low, 
prices are falling. In line with data from the Central Statistics Agency (BPS), the results of a 
Bank Indonesia survey also show a similar signal: the consumer confidence index has reached 
its lowest point, at least in the last five years (BPS, 2020). 

Almost all business fields in Indonesia are contracted. Business fields that are still able to 
grow positively are agriculture, communication information, health services, and water 
supply. Of course, a province whose economy relies on business fields that are still 
growing positively can withstand the depths of economic contraction. As an archipelagic 
country separated by the sea, of course, the economic characteristics of each province 
are different. Therefore, each province must develop an economic recovery strategy 
based on the economic characteristics of the region. This study aims to analyze the 
characteristics of the basic business field and economic growth conditions in each 
province in Indonesia during the Covid-19 pandemic (Mohammad Ammar Alwandi and 
Siti Muchlisoh, 2020). Each province in Indonesia has characteristics between different 
regions with their respective resources and potentials. One of the provinces in Indonesia 
that has abundant resources is Bali Province. Bali is one of the islands in Indonesia that 
has its own charm with its natural beauty and all the cultural tourism it has (Suartana, 
2018). According to Arismayanti (2017), this attraction causes the tourism sector to 
become a mainstay sector to achieve optimal economic growth. Arsana, Susilawati, & 
Jayanegara (2013) explained that the island of Bali is not only famous for its tourism 
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sector, but also for its agricultural sector, for example the Subak System which has 
become a world cultural heritage. Economic development is closely related to the 
economic base theory. This theory states that the main determinants of a region's 
economic growth are directly related to the demand for goods and services from outside 
the region or the magnitude of the increase in exports from the region (Muta'ali, 2015). 
This theory is used to identify development sectors that are included in the basic or non-
base sectors in a region. Glasson (1997) in Muta'ali (2015) explains that the more basic 
sectors in a region, the more income flows to the region, thereby increasing demand for 
goods and services and causing an increase in the volume of the non-basic sector. 
According to Richardson (Tarigan, 2005) "an area or region must be able to make sectors 
interrelated and support each other by synergizing economic sectors. So that the growth 
of one sector can encourage the growth of other sectors. The sector referred to here is 
the basic and non-basic sectors. The theory of economic basis reveals that the rate of 
economic growth of a region is determined by the magnitude of the increase in exports 
from that region. Economic activities are grouped into basic activities and non-basic 
activities. Basic activities are all activities, both product producers and service providers, 
that bring in money from outside the region. Employment and income in the basic sector 
are functions of exogenous demand (not dependent on internal strength/local demand. 
While non-based activities are to meet local consumption needs, therefore demand for 
this sector is strongly influenced by the level of increase in local people's income". 
According to Rustiadi, et al (2011) " 

The ability to spur the growth of a region or country is highly dependent on the superiority 
or competitiveness of the economic sectors in the region. Existing sectors include, 
potential sectors are sectors that have the potential to become the base sector in a 
region, further Rustiadi et al explained, the economic sector of a region can be divided 
into two groups, namely the basic sector where the advantages and disadvantages that 
occur in the process the fulfillment of these needs causes an inter-regional export and 
import mechanism, meaning that this basic sector will produce goods and services, both 
for the regional domestic market and for markets outside the region/region and the non-
base sector is a sector with economic activity that only serves markets in the region. itself, 
and the regional export capacity has not yet developed." From the discussion above, it is 
interesting to re-analyze the basic sector in Bali which can become a reserve sector to 
prepare if this pandemic condition occurs again, Bali is ready with the reserve sector to 
determine policies as a step for economic recovery in Bali. 

Problem Formulation 
Based on the background and problems above, research questions will arise: 

1. How is the influence of the basic sector on economic growth in Bali Province before and 
during the pandemic? 
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2. How is the influence of the non-basic sector on economic growth in Bali Province before 
and during the pandemic? 

3. How is the influence of the basic sector and non-base sector on economic growth in the 
Province of Bali before and during the pandemic? 

4. What is the economic policy of the Bali provincial government appropriate to support the 
basic and non-basic sectors for economic growth? 

Research Purposes 
The aims of this research are as follows: 

1. To analyze the influence of the basic sector on economic growth in the Province of Bali 
before and during the pandemic. 

2. To analyze the influence of the non-base sector on economic growth in the Province of 
Bali before and during the pandemic. 

3. To analyze the influence of the basic sector and non-base sector on economic growth in 
Bali before and during the pandemic. 

Method 
Research Design 
The data used in this study are total GRDP data based on constant prices 2010-2019 (before 
the pandemic) and 2020-2021 (during the pandemic) quarterly or quarterly in all sectors in 
Bali Province in 2010-2021. The type of research that will be used is in the form of quantitative 
and qualitative descriptive analysis. The analytical tools used to answer the existing research 
objectives use three analytical tools, namely: 

Location Quotient (LQ) Analysis 
The LQ method is used to identify the internal potential of an area, namely which sectors are 
the basic sector and the non-base sector by presenting a relative comparison between the 
capabilities of one sector between the investigated areas and the capabilities of the same 
sector in a wider area (Kartikaningdyah, 2013). The calculation of the LQ value is as follows. 
Information : 
- LQij = Location Quotient index/coefficient of sector i in province j, 
- Xij = GRDP of sector i in province j, 
- Xi = GRDP sector i in the province (reference), 
- RVj = Total GRDP in the province j, RV = Total National GRDP. 

The measurement criteria for the resulting LQ value are as follows: 
a. If LQ > 1 means that the level of specialization of sector I in Bali Province is greater than 

the same sector in Bali Province. And it can also be concluded that this sector is a basic 
sector and has the potential to be developed as an economic driver in the Province of Bali. 

b. If LQ < 1, it means that the specialization level of sector I in Bali Province is smaller than 
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the same sector in Bali Province. And it can also be concluded that this sector is a non-
basic sector and has no potential to be developed as an economic driver in the Province 
of Bali. 

c. If LQ = 1, it means that the level of specialization of sector I in Bali Province is the same as 
the same sector in Bali Province. 

Shift-Share (SS) Analysis 
Shift-share analysis is a method used to see the development of a region's economic sector 
against other economic developments and the development of the economic sector when 
compared to other sectors relatively. The shift-share calculation method assumes that the 
economic growth or added value of a region (Dij) is influenced by three main components, 
namely regional share (Nij), sectoral growth (proportional shift), and regional competitiveness 
growth (differential shift). The calculation of shift share analysis is as follows. 

Dij = Nij + Mij + Cij 
Nij = Eij x rn 
Mij = Eij (rin – rn) 
Cij = Eij (rij – rin) 

Information : 

Dij = change in PDRB of i sector/sub-sector in the observed area (province) 
Nij = change in PDRB of i sector/sub-sector in the observed area (province) caused by the 

influence of economic growth in the reference area (national) 
Mij = change in i sector/sub-sector PDRB in the observed area (province) caused by the 

influence of i sector growth in the reference area (national) 
Cij = change in PDRB of i sector/sub-sector in the observed area (province) caused by the 

comparative advantage of i sector in the observed area (province) 

Klassen Typology 
The principle of Klassen typology analysis is carried out to distinguish two types of grouping, 
namely the classification of the potential for regional economic development and the 
classification of economic sectors. The formulation of the Klassen typology of regional 
development potential is as follows (Muta'ali, 2015). Klassen typology is one of the regional 
economic analysis tools that can be used to determine the classification of economic sectors 
in the Bali Province. Klassen Typology Analysis is used with the aim of identifying the position 
of the economic sector of the Province of Bali by considering the national economic sector as 
a reference. This analysis is dynamic because it really depends on the development of 
development activities in the area concerned (Sjafrizal, 2008). 
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Tabel 1 Klassen Typology 

Sectoral Contribution Sectoral Growth 
gi>=g gi<g 

si>=s Advanced sector and fast 
growth sector 

Advanced sector but 
squeezed 

si<s Potential sector or could be 
grow as fast sector Relative missed sector 

Source: Syafrizal (1997) in Muta’ali(2015) 

Information : 
gi = sector growth in the analysis area 
g = growth in the reference area sector 
si = contribution from the sector in the analysis area 
s = contribution of the reference is sector 

Result 
Theoretical Basis 

Theory of Regional Development and Development 

The main objective of economic development efforts in addition to creating the highest 
growth, must also eliminate or reduce the level of poverty, income inequality and 
unemployment. Job opportunities for residents or the community will provide income to meet 
their daily needs (Todaro, 2000). The term development can be interpreted differently by one 
person to another, from one region to another, even from one country to another. 
Traditionally, development has meant a continuous increase in the Gross Domestic Product 
(GNP) or Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of a country. For regions, the traditional meaning of 
development is focused on increasing the Gross Regional Domestic Product (GRDP) of a 
province, district or city. This traditional definition of development is often associated with a 
strategy to change the structure of a country into an industrialized country. The contribution 
of the agricultural sector began to be replaced by the contribution of the industry. The modern 
development paradigm views a pattern that is different from traditional economic 
development. Some modern economists have begun to put forward the dethronement of GNP 
(decreased economic growth), alleviating the poverty line, reducing the increasingly unequal 
distribution of income, and decreasing the existing unemployment rate. Development must 
be seen as a multidimensional process (Mudrajat, 2003).  

Regional economic development is a process that includes the formation of new institutions, 
development of alternative industries, improvement of the capacity of the existing workforce 
to produce good goods and services, identification of new markets, transfer of knowledge and 
development of new markets (Arsyad, 1999). Kuncoro (2000) further explained that regional 
development should pay more attention to the advantages and special characteristics of a 
region. Development must also be able to increase per income capita of the population and 
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will increase the attractiveness of the region to attract new investors to invest in the region, 
which in turn will encourage higher economic activity. 

Regional Economic Development  
Economic growth is an important element in the regional development process which is still 
the main target in development plans in addition to social development. Economic growth is 
a process in which there is an increase in real gross national product or real national income. 
So the economy is said to be growing or developing if there is real output growth. Another 
definition of economic growth is that economic growth occurs when there is an increase in 
output per capita. Economic growth describes an increase in the standard of living measured 
by real output per person. An economy is said to be experiencing growth or development if 
the level of economic activity increases or is higher than the previous year. In other words, 
development will only occur if the number of physical goods and services produced by the 
economy increases in the following years. An indicator of the success of a region's economic 
development can be shown by economic growth. Economic growth is the growth of people's 
income as a reflection of the increase in all value added created in an area. 

Todaro (2008:16), defines economic development as a multidimensional process, which 
involves major changes, either to changes in economic structure, social changes, reducing or 
eliminating poverty, reducing inequality, and unemployment in the context of economic 
growth. Regional economic growth theory analyzes a region as an open economic system that 
is related to other regions through the flow of production factors and commodity exchange. 
Development in one region will affect the growth of other regions in the form of sector 
demand for other regions which will encouraging the development of that region or an 
economic development of another region will reduce the level of economic activity in a region 
and its interrelationships. Economic growth can be assessed as the impact of government 
policies, especially in the economic sector. Economic growth is a growth rate formed from 
various kinds of economic sectors which indirectly describes the rate of growth that occurs 
and as an important indicator for regions to evaluate the success of development (Sirojuzilam, 
2008: 18). 

Leading Sector Development as a Regional Development Strategy 
According to Arsyad (1999: 108) the main problem in regional development lies in the 
emphasis on development policies based on the peculiarities of the region concerned 
(endogenous development) by using the potential of human resources. This orientation leads 
to taking initiatives originating from the area in the development process to create new job 
opportunities and stimulate economic growth. Prior to the implementation of regional 
autonomy, regional economic inequality in Indonesia was because the central government 
controlled and controlled most of the regional revenues which were designated as state 
revenues, including revenues from natural resources from the mining, plantation, forestry, 
and fisheries/marine sectors. As a result, areas rich in natural resources cannot enjoy the 
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benefits properly. 

According to classical economic thinking, economic development in areas rich in natural 
resources will be more advanced and the people more prosperous than in areas with poor 
natural resources. To a certain extent, this assumption can still be justified, in the sense that 
natural resources must be seen as initial capital for development which must be further 
developed. And for this, other factors are needed, of which the most important are technology 
and human resources (Tambunan, 2001:198). Differences in the level of development based 
on the potential of a region, have an impact on sectoral differences in the formation of Gross 
Regional Domestic Product (GRDP). Hypothetically it can be formulated that the greater the 
potential role of the economic sector that has added value on the formation or growth of 
GRDP in an area, the higher the GRDP growth rate of the area. Based on the experience of 
developed countries, rapid growth in the history of a nation's development usually begins with 
the development of several primary sectors. This rapid growth created a snowball effect on 
other sectors, particularly the secondary sector. 

Discussion 
Location Quotient (LQ) Analysis 
Location Quotient (LQ) analysis is used to determine the economic sectors in GRDP which 
can be classified into basic and non-basic sectors. Location Quotient (LQ) is a comparison 
of the magnitude of the role of the sector in Bali Province against the role at the National 
level, by dividing the calculation before the pandemic and during the pandemic. Table 3.1 
presents the results of data processing from the calculation of Location Quotient (LQ) 
before the pandemic and during the pandemic. 
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Table 2. (Results of Calculation of Location Quotient of Bali Province, 2010-2019 and 2020-2021) 

Business Fields (17 Categories/Sectors) 
Before Pandemic During Pandemic 
2010-2019 LQ 
Average 

2020-2021 Average 
LQ 

A. Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries 1.1 1.1 
B. Mining and Quarry 0.1 0.1 
C. Processing Industry 0.3 0.3 
D. Electricity and Gas Procurement 0.2 0.2 
E. Water Supply, Waste Management, Waste and 
Recycling 2.7 2.5 

F. Construction 1.0 1.1 
G. Wholesale and Retail Trade; Car and 
Motorcycle Repair 

 
0.6 

 
0.7 

H. Transportation and Warehousing 1.9 1.4 
I. Provision of Accommodation and Drinks 6.4 5.4 
J. Information and Communication 1.4 1.3 
K. Financial Services and Insurance 1.1 1.0 
L. Real Estate 1.6 1.6 
M N. Company Services 0.7 0.6 
O. Government Administration, Defense and 
Mandatory Social Security 

 
1.6 

 
1.8 

P. Education Services 1.6 1.8 
Q. Health Services and Social Activities 2.0 2.0 
R, S, T, U. Other services 1.0 0.9 

 
From the calculation of Location Quotient Table 3.1 in Bali Province from 2010 – 2019 (before 
the pandemic) on a quarterly basis before the pandemic, namely; (1). Provision of 
Accommodation and Food and Drink, Water Supply, (2). Waste Management, Waste and 
Recycling, (3). Health Services and Social Activities, (4). Transportation and Warehousing, (5). 
Education Services, (6). Government Administration, Defense and Mandatory Social Security, 
(7). Real Estate, (8). Information and Communication, (9). Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries, 
(10). Financial Services and Insurance. 

While the base sector during the pandemic from 2020-2021 in the Province of Bali, namely; 
(1). Provision of Accommodation and Food and Drink, (2). Water Supply, Waste Management, 
Waste and Recycling, (3). Health Services and Social Activities, (4). Education Services, (5). 
Government Administration, Defense and Mandatory Social Security, (6). Real Estate, (7). 
Transportation and Warehousing, (8). Information and Communication, (9). Agriculture, 
Forestry, and Fisheries, (10). Construction.  

From the calculation of Location Quotient table 3.1, there are nine basic sectors in Bali 
Province that have remained the base sectors both before the pandemic and during the 
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pandemic, namely; (1). Provision of Accommodation and Food and Drink, (2) Water Supply, 
Waste Management, Waste and Recycling, (3) Health Services and Social Activities, (4) 
Transportation and Warehousing, (5) Educational Services, (6) Government Administration, 
Defense and Mandatory Social Security, (7) Real Estate, (8) Information and Communication, 
(9) Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries. The basic sectors that did not survive the pandemic 
were; Financial Services and Insurance LQ index during the pandemic 0.99.The leading base 
sectors in Bali before and during the first pandemic were; Provision of Accommodation and 
Food and Drink, before the pandemic the LQ index was 6.39, while during the pandemic the 
LQ index was 5.43 the calculation used quarterly data for 2010-2019, both Water Supply, 
Waste Management, Waste and Recycling before the pandemic LQ index 2.68 while during 
the pandemic the LQ index was 2.45, the three sectors of Health Services and Social Activities 
before the pandemic the LQ index was 1.99 and during the pandemic the LQ index was 2.45. 

Shift-Share(SS) Analysis 
Shift-share analysis is a method used to see the development of a region's economic sector 
against other economic developments and the development of the economic sector when 
compared to other sectors relatively. Shift Share analysis in this study uses the income 
variable, namely GRDP to describe the economic growth of Bali Province before the pandemic 
(2010-2019) and during the pandemic (2010-2020). 

Table 3 (Results of Shift-Share Calculation of Bali Province, 2010-2019/Before the Pandemic) 

Business Fields (17 Categories/Sectors) Before Pandemic (2010-2019) 
NIJ MIJ CIJ DIJ 

A. Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries 9,185.80 3,826.42 -1,329.76 11,682.46 
B. Mining and Quarry 647.24 79.38 150.75 877.38 
C. Processing Industry 3,746.16 1,891.72 487.90 6,125.78 
D. Electricity and Gas Procurement 109.65 58.77 43.57 212.00 

E. Water Supply, Waste Management, 
Waste and Recycling 

136.59 73.72 -30.29 180.02 

F. Construction 4,749.67 3,648.17 1,625.62 10,023.45 

G. Wholesale and Retail Trade; Car and 
Motorcycle Repair 

4,653.73 2,600.76 2,612.51 9,867.00 

H. Transportation and Warehousing 3,958.91 3,513.72 -1,211.41 6,261.23 
I. Provision of Accommodation and Drinks 10,230.53 6,795.01 3,077.28 20,102.82 
J. Information and Communication 3,356.13 4,371.17 -1,880.22 5,847.08 
K. Financial Services and Insurance 2,102.20 1,783.32 -47.32 3,838.20 
L. Real Estate 2,597.45 1,555.32 193.09 4,345.86 
M N. Company Services 605.52 659.09 -405.03 859.57 

O. Government Administration, Defense 
and Mandatory Social Security 

2,971.73 1,211.92 1,626.19 5,809.84 

P. Education Services 2,557.73 1,773.96 1,413.06 5,744.75 
Q. Health Services and Social Activities 1,061.71 975.94 361.00 2,398.65 
R, S, T, U. Other services 841.83 865.89 -257.72 1,450.00 
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DIJ : Describing the shift in value 

CIJ :If negative has no competitive advantage, if positive has a competitive  advantage  

MIJ :Proportional growth if the positive value of the sector's growth is relatively fast, if 
negative it is relatively slow 

Table 4 (Results of Shift-Share Calculation of Bali Province, 2010-2020/During the Pandemic) 
 

Business Fields (17 Categories/Sectors) During Pandemic (2010-2020) 
NIJ MIJ CIJ DIJ 

A. Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries -21,238.67 2,220.87 -2,582.20 -21,600.00 
B. Mining and Quarry -1,362.23 606.71 137.76 -617.76 
C. Processing Industry -9,661.66 822.17 110.01 -8,729.48 
D. Electricity and Gas Procurement -282.26 12.98 -7.87 -277.15 
E. Water Supply, Waste Management, Waste 
and Recycling -335.65 -23.44 -70.85 -429.94 

F. Construction -15,930.53 -2,621.89 3,250.59 -15,301.82 
G. Wholesale and Retail Trade; Car and 
Motorcycle Repair -14,256.64 642.54 3,533.53 -10,080.57 

H. Transportation and Warehousing -8,103.22 -467.16 -3,526.54 -12,096.92 
I. Provision of Accommodation and Drinks -23,850.26 1,235.69 -3,897.15 -26,511.72 
J. Information and Communication -12,374.50 -12,377.30 -5,462.34 -30,214.14 
K. Financial Services and Insurance -6,456.13 -2,339.84 -1,001.86 -9,797.84 
L. Real Estate -7,504.04 -675.16 99.56 -8,079.64 
M N. Company Services -1,736.08 -744.71 -586.48 -3,067.27 
O. Government Administration, Defense and 
Mandatory Social Security -8,901.44 1,232.80 2,692.15 -4,976.48 

P. Education Services -8,948.36 -1,719.55 2,317.95 -8,349.96 
Q. Health Services and Social Activities -4,041.72 -2,408.51 127.17 -6,323.05 
R, S, T, U. Other services -2,557.14 -1,021.80 -540.16 -4,119.10 

DIJ  : Describing the shift in value 
CIJ  : If negative has no competitive advantage, if positive has a competitive advantage 
MIJ : Proportional growth if the positive value of the sector's growth is relatively fast, if 

negative it is relatively slow 

From the shift-share analysis before the pandemic (2010-2019) Table 3.2 in the Bali Province 
sectors that are competitive and have a good growth rate, namely; (1) Provision of 
Accommodation and Food and Drink, (2) Wholesale and Retail Trade; Car and Motorcycle 
Repair, (3) Government Administration, Defense and Mandatory Social Security, (4) 
Construction, (5) Educational Services, (6) Manufacturing Industry, (7) Health Services and 
Social Activities, (8) Real Estate, (9) Mining and Quarrying, (10) Procurement of Electricity and 
Gas. 

While it is competitive and has a good growth rate during the pandemic (2010-2020) table 3.3 
of these sectors are; (1) Wholesale and Retail Trade; Repair of Cars and Motorcycles, (2) 
Government Administration, Defense and Mandatory Social Security, (3) Mining and 
Quarrying, (4) Manufacturing Industry. 
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Table 5 (PDRB Contribution by Business Sector in Bali Province, 2019 and 2020) 

Business Fields (17 Categories/Sectors) Before the Pandemic During the Pandemic 
2019 Contribution (%) Contribution 2020 (%) 

A. Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries 13.2% 14.4% 
B. Mining and Quarry 0.9% 0.9% 
C. Processing Industry 6.4% 6.5% 
D. Electricity and Gas Procurement 0.2% 0.2% 

E. Water Supply, Waste Management, 
Waste and Recycling 

 
0.2% 

 
0.2% 

F. Construction 10.0% 10.8% 

G. Wholesale and Retail Trade; Car and 
Motorcycle Repair 

 
9.4% 

 
9.7% 

H. Transportation and Warehousing 7.3% 5.5% 
I. Provision of Accommodation and Drinks 20.2% 16.2% 
J. Information and Communication 7.2% 8.4% 
K. Financial Services and Insurance 4.2% 4.4% 
L. Real Estate 4.6% 5.1% 
M N. Company Services 1.1% 1.2% 

O. Government Administration, 
Defense and Mandatory Social 
Security 

 
5.5% 

 
6.0% 

P. Education Services 5.5% 6.1% 
Q. Health Services and Social Activities 2.4% 2.7% 
R, S, T, U. Other services 1.7% 1.7% 

From the calculation of the GRDP contribution of the business sector, the five business sectors 
with the highest contribution both before the pandemic and during the pandemic, namely; (1) 
Provision of Accommodation and Food and Drink, (2) Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries, (3) 
Construction, (4) Wholesale and Retail Trade; Car and Motorcycle Repair, (5) Information and 
Communication. If founded with processed data shift-share sectors most likely to contribute 
to the economy of the Province of Bali are the wholesale and retail trade sector; Car and 
Motorcycle Repair. 

Klassen Typology 
The principle of Klassen Typology analysis is carried out to distinguish two types of grouping, 
namely the classification of the potential for regional economic development and the 
classification of economic sectors. Table 3.5 presents the results of processing Klassen 
Typology before the pandemic (years 2010-2019), while table 3.6 presents the results of 
processing Klassen Typology during the pandemic (years 2020-2021). 

Table 6 (Results of Classification of Bali Province Typology, 2010-2019/Before the Pandemic) 

Business Sector 
National Bali 

Information Quadrant Average 
growth 

Average 
contribution 

Average 
growth 

Average 
contribution 
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A. Agriculture, Forestry, and 
Fisheries 3.9 % 13.50% 96.9 % 14.82% 

Advance 
and Grow 
Fast 

1 

B. Mining and Quarry 1.3 % 9.21% 97.7% 1.15% 

Potential 
or still 
growing 
rapidly 

3 

C. Processing Industry 4.65% 22.22% 95.11% 6.60% 

Potential 
or still 
growing 
rapidly 

3 

D. Electricity and Gas 
Procurement 4.93% 1.09% 94.03% 0.22% 

Potential 
or still 
growing 
rapidly 

3 

E. Water Supply, Waste 
Management, Waste 
and Recycling 

4.93% 0.08% 96.28% 0.23% 

Potential 
or still 
growing 
rapidly 

3 

F. Construction 6.54% 9.99% 92.89% 9.52% 

Potential 
or still 
growing 
rapidly 

3 

G. Wholesale and Retail 
Trade; Car and Motorcycle 
Repair 

5.08% 13.92% 93.35% 8.91% 

Potential 
or still 
growing 
rapidly 

3 

H. Transportation and 
Warehousing 7.32% 4.01% 94.21% 7.40% 

Advance 
and Grow 
Fast 

1 

I. Provision of 
Accommodation and 
Drinks 

5.83% 3.08% 93.49% 19.68%  1 

J. Information and 
Communication 9.73% 4.71% 92.68% 6.67% 

Advance 
and Grow 
Fast 

1 

K. Financial Services and 
Insurance 7.12% 3.93% 93.55% 4.12% 

Advance 
and Grow 
Fast 

1 

L. Real Estate 5.38% 3.03% 94.66% 4.73% 
Advance 
and Grow 
Fast 

1 

M N. Company Services 8.53% 1.69% 94.26% 1.10% 
Advance 
and Grow 
Fast 

3 

O. Government 
Administration, Defense 
and Mandatory Social 
Security 

3.94% 3.62% 94.53% 5.90% 
Potential or 
still growing 
rapidly 

1 

P. Education Services 6.09% 3.15% 92.57% 5.19%  1 

Q. Health Services and 
Social Activities 7.53% 1.10% 92.06% 2.19% 

Advance 
and Grow 
Fast 

1 

R, S, T, U. Other services 8.18% 1.67% 93.39% 1.58% 
Advance 
and Grow 
Fast 

3 

From the calculation of the class typology before the pandemic (2010-2019) table 3.5 there 
are nine sectors with advanced status and growing rapidly, namely; (1) Agriculture, Forestry, 
and Fisheries, (2) Transportation and Warehousing, (3) Provision of Accommodation and Food 
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and Drink, (4) Information and Communication, (5) Financial and Insurance Services, (6) Real 
Estate, (7) Government Administration, Defense and Mandatory Social Security, (8) Education 
Services, (9) Health Services and Social Activities. 

Table 7. (Class Typology of the Bali Province GRDP Sector, 2010-2019/Before the Pandemic) 

Quadrant I (Gi >= G and Si > S) Quadrant II (Gi >= G and Si < S) 
A. Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries 
H. Transportation and Warehousing 
I. Provision of Accommodation and Drinks 
J. Information and Communication 
K. Financial Services and Insurance 
L. Real Estate 
O. Government Administration, Defense and 
Mandatory Social Security 
P. Education Services 

  Q. Health Services and Social Activities 

 

Quadrant III (Gi =< G and Si > S) Quadrant VI (Gi =< G and Si < S) 
  B. Mining and Quarry 

C. Processing Industry 
D. Electricity and Gas Procurement 
E. Water Supply, Waste Management, Waste and 
Recycling 
F. Construction 
G. Wholesale and Retail Trade; Car and Motorcycle 
Repair 
M N. Company Services 

   R, S, T, U. Other services 
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Table 8 (Results of the Calculation of the Klassen Typology of Bali Province, 2020-2021/During the 

Pandemic) 

Business Sector 
 

National Bali 
Information Quadrant Average 

growth 
Average 
contribution 

Average 
growth 

Average 
contribution 

A. Agriculture, 
Forestry, and Fisheries 

1.72% 13.28% 100.61% 14.57% Advance and Grow Fast 1 

B. Mining and Quarry 0.46% 7.67% 104.09% 0.93% Potential or still 
growing rapidly 

3 

C. Processing Industry -0.39% 21.49% 105.68% 6.53% Advance and Grow Fast 1 
D. Electricity and Gas 
Procurement 

0.80% 1.06% 117.39% 0.19% Potential or still 
growing rapidly 

3 

E. Water 
Supply, Waste 
Management, 
Waste and 
Recycling 

5.08% 0.09% 103.41% 0.23%  1 

F. Construction -0.74% 10.40% 101.81% 10.92% Advance and Grow Fast 1 
G. Wholesale and 
Retail Trade; Car 
and Motorcycle 
Repair 

-0.19% 13.58% 105.55% 9.71% Advance and Grow 
Fast 

3 

H. Transportation and 
Warehousing 

-6.91% 3.99% 139.71% 5.15% Potential or still growing 
rapidly 

1 

I. Provision 
of 
Accommodat
ion and 
Drinks 

-3.79% 2.99% 128.19% 15.66% Advance and Grow Fast 1 

J. Information and 
Communication 

9.06% 6.11% 95.44% 8.60%  1 

K. Financial Services 
and Insurance 

3.25% 4.34% 104.48% 4.39% Advance and Grow Fast 3 

L. Real Estate 2.36% 3.09% 99.80% 5.16% Advance and Grow 
Fast 3 

M N. Company 
Services 

-2.58% 1.91% 104.23% 1.17% Potential or still can 3 

O. Government 
Administration, 
Defense and 
Mandatory Social 
Security 

-0.43% 3.46% 101.14% 6.11% growing rapidly 1 

P. Education Services 1.54% 3.29% 100.73% 6.11% Potential or still growing 
rapidly 

1 

Q. Health Services and 
Social Activities 

10.72% 1.33% 96.24% 2.84% Potential or still growing 
rapidly 

1 

R, S, T, U. Other servis -1.34% 1.91% 105.16% 1.74%  3 

While the calculation of the Klassen typology at the time of spread (2020-2021) table 3.6 there are ten 
sectors with advanced status and growing rapidly, namely; (1) Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries, (2) 
Processing Industry, (3) Water Supply, Waste Management, Waste and Recycling, (4) Construction, (5) 
Transportation and Warehousing, (6) Provision of Accommodation and Food and Drink , (7) 
Information and Communication, (8) Government Administration, Defense and Mandatory Social 
Security, (9) Education Services, (10) Health Services and Social Activities. 
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Table 9 (Class Typology of the Bali Province PDRB Sector, 2020-2021/During a Pandemic) 
Quadrant I (Gi >= G and Si > S) Quadrant II (Gi >= G and Si < S) 

A. Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries 
C. Processing Industry 
E. Water Supply, Waste Management, Waste and 
Recycling 
F. Construction 
H. Transportation and Warehousing 
I. Provision of Accommodation and Drinks 
J. Information and Communication 
O. Government Administration, Defense and 
Mandatory Social Security 
P. Education Services 

  Q. Health Services and Social Activities 

 

Quadrant III (Gi =< G and Si > S) Quadrant VI (Gi =< G and Si < S) 
B. Mining and Quarry 
D. Electricity and Gas Procurement 
G. Wholesale and Retail Trade; Car and Motorcycle 
Repair 
K. Financial Services and Insurance 
L. Real Estate 
M N. Services Company  
R, S, T, U. Other services 

 

Leading Sector of Bali Province 

To see the leading sectors before the pandemic and during the pandemic by referring to the 
three analytical tools that have been carried out, namely the results of the calculation of LQ, 
Shift Share and Klassen Typology, it is necessary to overlay the three analyzes. The coefficients 
of the three components must be equated, namely by labeling positive (+) and negative (-), 
positive LQ means that the value is more than 1 and negative is less than 1, while the Shift-
Share is positive meaning that it is proportional and the differential shift is both positive and 
negative if one of the two is negative, and for Klassen typology is positive if the sector is in 
quadrant 1 and negative if it is not quadrant 1. 
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Table 10 (LQ Data Overlay, Shift Share and Klassen Typology, Before and During the Pandemic) 
 

Business Sector 
Before Pandemic During Pandemic 

LQ Shift-
Share 

Klassen 
Typology LQ Shift-

Share 
Klassens 
Typology 

A. Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries + - + + - + 
B. Mining and Quarry - + - - + - 
C. Processing Industry - + - - + + 
D. Electricity and Gas Procurement - + - - - - 
E. Water Supply, Waste 
Management, Waste and 
Recycling 

+ - - + - + 

F. Construction - + - + - + 
G. Wholesale and Retail Trade; Car 
and Motorcycle Repair - + - - + - 
H. Transportation and Warehousing + - + + - + 
I. Provision of Accommodation and 
Drinks + + + + - + 

J. Information and Communication + - + + - + 
K. Financial Services and Insurance + - + - - - 
L. Real Estate + + + + - - 
M N. Company Services - - - - - - 
O. Government Administration, 
Defense and Mandatory Social 
Security 

+ + + + + + 

P. Education Services + + + + - + 
Q. Health Services and Social Activities + + + + - + 
R, S, T, U. Other services - - - - - - 

From the data overlay of LQ, Shift-Share, and Klassen Typology before the pandemic and 
during the pandemic in Bali Province (table 3.9) it was found that the basic sector, the sector 
that developed and grew rapidly and the special sector grew faster than the national level. 
Prior to the pandemic, Bali Province had five leading base sectors, namely; (1) Provision of 
Accommodation and Food and Drink, (2) Real Estate, (3) Government Administration, Defense 
and Mandatory Social Security, (4) Educational Services, (5) Health Services and Social 
Activities. 
Meanwhile, during the pandemic, Bali Province only had one leading base sector, namely; 
Government Administration, Defense and Mandatory Social Security. 

Conclusion 
From the above calculations and analysis of the economy in the Province of Bali with the sector 
forming the Gross Regional Domestic Product (GRDP) there are several conclusions : 

The results of the Location Quotient (LQ) analysis in Bali Province before the pandemic 
contained ten basic sectors, namely; (1). Provision of Accommodation and Food and Drink, 
Water Supply, (2). Waste Management, Waste and Recycling, (3). Health Services and Social 
Activities, (4). Transportation and Warehousing, (5). Education Services, (6). Government 
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Administration, Defense and Mandatory Social Security, (7). Real Estate, (8). Information and 
Communication, (9). Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries, (10). Financial Services and 
Insurance. During the pandemic there are also ten basic sectors, namely; (1). Provision of 
Accommodation and Food and Drink, (2). Water Supply, Waste Management, Waste and 
Recycling, (3). Health Services and Social Activities, (4). Education Services, (5). Government 
Administration, Defense and Mandatory Social Security, (6). Real Estate, (7). Transportation 
and Warehousing, (8). Information and Communication, (9). Agriculture, Forestry, and 
Fisheries, (10). Construction. Meanwhile, there are three basic sectors with the highest 
Location Quotient (LQ) index before the pandemic and during the pandemic, namely; (1) 
Provision of Accommodation and Food and Drink, (2) Water Supply, Waste Management, 
Waste and Recycling, (3) Health Services and Social Activities. 

The results of the Shift-Share analysis in Bali Province before the pandemic contained ten 
competitive sectors with good growth rates, namely; (1) Provision of Accommodation and 
Food and Drink, (2) Wholesale and Retail Trade; Car and Motorcycle Repair, (3) Government 
Administration, Defense and Mandatory Social Security, (4) Construction, (5) Educational 
Services, (6) Manufacturing Industry, (7) Health Services and Social Activities, (8) Real Estate, 
(9) Mining and Quarrying , (10) Electricity and Gas Procurement.  During the pandemic there 
were four competitive sectors with good growth rates, namely; (1) Wholesale and Retail 
Trade; Repair of Cars and Motorcycles, (2) Government Administration, Defense and 
Mandatory Social Security, (3) Mining and Quarrying, (4) Manufacturing Industry. While the 
competitive sector at a rate of good growth in the pre-pandemic period and during the 
pandemic there were four sectors, namely; (1) Wholesale and Retail Trade; Car and 
Motorcycle Repair, (2) Government Administration, Defense and Mandatory Social Security, 
(3) Mining and Quarrying, (4) Processing Industry. 

The results of the Klassen Typology analysis in the Province of Bali before the sector pandemic 
with the status of Quadrant I (advanced and fast growing) contained nine sectors, namely; (1) 
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries, (2) Transportation and Warehousing, (3) Provision of 
Accommodation and Food and Drink, (4) Information and Communication, (5) Financial and 
Insurance Services, (6) Real Estate, (7) Government Administration, Defense and Mandatory 
Social Security, (8) Education Services, (9) Health Services and Social Activities.During a sector 
pandemic with Quadrant I status (advanced and growing fast) there were ten sectors, namely; 
(1) Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries, (2) Processing Industry, (3) Water Supply, Waste 
Management, Waste and Recycling, (4) Construction, (5) Transportation and Warehousing, (6) 
Provision of Accommodation and Food and Drink , (7) Information and Communication, (8) 
Government Administration, Defense and Mandatory Social Security, (9) Education Services, 
(10) Health Services and Social Activities. Meanwhile, from the analysis of Klessen's typology, 
there are seven sectors that are progressing and growing fast, namely; (1) Agriculture, 
Forestry, and Fisheries, (2) Transportation and Warehousing, (3) Provision of Accommodation 
and Food and Drink, (4) Information and Communication, (5) Government Administration, 
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Defense and Mandatory Social Security, (6) Educational Services , (7) Health Services and 
Social Activities.From the processed data using Location Quotient (LQ), Shift-Share, and 
Klessen Typology analysis overlays and overlaying the period before the pandemic and during 
the pandemic in Bali Province, there was only one sector, namely; Government 
Administration, Defense and Mandatory Social Security. Meanwhile, from the results of the 
overlay analysis of Location Quotient (LQ), Shift-Share, and Klessen Typology before the 
pandemic, there are five basic sectors, namely; (1) Provision of Accommodation and Food 
and Drink, (2) Real Estate, (3) Government Administration, Defense and Mandatory Social 
Security, (4) Educational Services, (5) Health Services and Social Activities. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study aims to measure and analyze the influence of the development of several macro 
social-economic fundamental indicators, governance indicators, and shadow economic levels 
toward the level of Foreign Direct Direct Investment/FDI among G20 countries. By using 
regression panel data analysis, this study also examines the most optimal relationship model 
to explain the connection cross variables in each G20 country with using three panel data 
models, namely the Common Effect Model (CEM), Fixed Effect Model (FEM), and Random 
Effect Model (Rem) in the 2002-2015 period. The results show that the FEM is the most suitable 
for explaining the influence of the development of several macro-economic fundamental 
indicators, governance indicators, and shadow economy levels to the foreign direct investment 
level among G20 countries. The results of the FEM provide conclusions that for the socio-
economic variable macro, there is a significant positive effect between the percentage of gross 
capital formation (ratio of gross domestic product) to the level of FDI net. Related to the 
governance indicator, the Regulatory Quality Index also has a significant positive influence on 
the level of FDI net. Meanwhile, the level of Shadow Economy in general does not have a 
significant effect to the net FDI level among G20 countries. However, if further analyzed in the 
FEM model per country, it is known that there is a significant negative effect between the level 
of Shadow Economy on the FDI net level in the country of one of the G20 countries, such as 
Saudi Arabia. 

KEYWORDS:  Shadow Economy, Foreign Direct Investment, Governance, Panel, G20. 
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Introduction 
Technology revolution and financial markets inclusion have encouraged investment products 
to develop rapidly, both long-term and short-term investments. In the 1980s, there was an 
increase in investment flows almost in every country in the world. Capital inflow and outflow 
in that decade grew almost 30% in average, or three times the rate of world exports at the 
same periode. Even, in the 1990s there was a very sharp surge growth in capital flow 
(Kosteletou and Liargovas, 2000) . 

The movement of capital inflows to a country will be one source of funding for economic 
activities. In addition, capital inflows can also be an option to overcome the balance of 
payments deficit. Foreign investors' preferences for a country are one of the factors that 
determine investors' decisions to invest so that capital inflows become a macroeconomic 
variable that has high fluctuations. The existence of shocks in capital inflows due to an 
economic transmission mechanism will affect the internal balance of a country (Syarifuddin, 
2019). 

One of the capital inflows that have long investment period is foreign direct investment (FDI). 
According to the Harrod-Domar growth theory, the main requirement for a country's 
economic growth is to encourage savings and investment with a certain proportion of total 
output. However, developing countries have low level of savings and investment thus FDI is 
believed to be one of the driving engines for economic growth. Besides its function as a tool 
to increase investment resources and capital formation, it also can be an engine for technology 
development with many benefits arising from positive spillover effects (Osinubi and 
Amaghionyeodiwe, 2009). 

Illicit Money, which is part of the shadow economy, is a threat to the global economy that has 
the potential to reduce the entry of FDI so that it becomes one of the concerns in the SDGs 
(16.4). Money laundering as a form of illicit money is defined as the process of converting cash, 
or other property resulting from criminal activity, so that it appears as if it came from a 
legitimate source (McDonell, 1998) .  

Figure 1. Spatial Map of Net Inflows FDI Among Countries around the World, 2019 
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Empirical evidence suggests that higher FDI leads to lower shadow economy, but higher 
shadow economy leads to higher FDI. This is because the shadow economy has a positive 
effect on the economy in real terms as the theory of Kuznets's curve (Inverted U-Curve). Under 
certain conditions, the shadow economy will be an additional resource in reinvesting in an 
economy (Nikopour, 2008). However, the success of the policy to handle the current economy 
remains one of the keys to the entry of FDI in every country, especially in the G20 countries. 
A separate study on several G20 countries, shows that there is an opposite relationship 
between FDI and the shadow economy. The higher the size of the shadow economy, the lower 
the net FDI level. Based on 2015 data, G20 countries that have a low size of the shadow 
economy tend to be categorized as high-income countries. 

Figure 2. Comparison on Net Inflows FDI of GDP against Size of Shadow Economy  

around G20 Countries, 2015 

 

 
 

Group of Twenty (G20) Presidency In 2021, the Government of Indonesia will focus on 
encouraging joint efforts to recover the world economy with the big theme "Recover 
Together, Recover Stronger". Thus, it is deemed necessary to provide input on policy 
recommendations, especially in maintaining economic stability and financial integrity both at 
the national level and in the G20 region, including reducing the impact that can be caused by 
the current economy. 

Rezky (2020) studies stated that the size of the shadow economy in Indonesia is still relatively 
high. This is due to several factors, such as a high tax burden, strict regulations, high 
unemployment rates in the formal economy sector, public perception of government 
performance, and the high level of corruption in Indonesia. In an effort to strengthen policies 
to increase the level of net FDI in Indonesia in particular and the G20 countries in general, 
through handling the shadow economy and improving governance in various fields, it is 
important to study more deeply through an econometric applicative approach regarding 
"Analysis of the Effect of the Governance Indicators Development and the Shadow Economy 
Levels on the Foreign Direct Investment Level in G20 Countries, (Data Period 2002-2015)”.  
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There are 2 (two) issues as the focus of this research: 
1. What is the effect of the development of several macro-socio-economic fundamental 

indicators, governance indicators, and the level of the shadow economy on the level of 
Net FDI among G20 countries in general? 

2. Are there differences in the influence of the development of several macro-socio-
economic fundamental indicators, governance indicators, and the level of the shadow 
economy on the level of Net FDI between each of the G20 countries? 

THEORETICAL STUDY 
FDI theory 
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) is a form of capital inflow that has a long investment period. 
Based on the results of a study by UNCTAD (1999), FDI is important for every country in 
supporting the economy, especially in terms of: 

1. Source of development finance; 
2. Increasing competitive exports; 
3. Empowerment of workers and improvement of expertise/skills; 
4. Protection of environmental and social responsibility; and 
5. Strengthening technological capabilities (transfer, diffusion, generate) 

Therefore, the government in each country seeks to create a conducive investment climate to 
attract FDI, including in terms of developing its policy framework. 
Traditionally, FDI is only divided into horizontal FDI and vertical FDI, which only looks at the 
interaction between home countries and host countries without looking at FDI in third-
countries. In horizontal FDI (market-seeking), the determination of foreign investment is 
motivated by the search for market access to the destination country to avoid trade barriers, 
such as transportation costs and import protection in the host country arising from 
protectionist policies (Markusen, 1984; and Fugazza and Trentini, 2004). 2014). 

In addition, vertical FDI (efficiency-seeking) is driven by differences in international factor 
prices, where multinational companies will invest in host countries that have lower production 
costs or input factors than their home countries (Helpman, 1984; and Fugazza and Trentini, 
2014). In vertical FDI, it is estimated that there will be competition between the destination 
country and neighboring countries regarding the withdrawal of FDI, thus causing a negative 
impact on the destination country. However, the size or potential of a neighboring country's 
market is not expected to have a direct influence because investors channel funds to a country 
only to produce final goods, not as a market. 

On the other hand, the development of the international trade system has led to an expansion 
of the form of the FDI model, where there is a change in the bilateral framework to a 
multilateral framework, which looks at the FDI relationship between the origin and destination 
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countries by including the effects of third party countries as a consideration for investment in 
the destination country, namely export -destination. FDI platforms and complex vertical FDI. 
Echolm et al. (2007) and Yeaple and Keller (2003) define an export-platform FDI (neighboring 
market-seeking) in which multinational companies will invest in the destination country to 
produce final goods that will be sold to third parties, especially when the destination country 
and third market are included in the zone. free trade, so it has low trade barriers. 

In addition, Baltagi et al. (2007) recognized the complex integration of trade between home 
and host countries and introduced the complex vertical model of FDI . In this model, direct 
investment goes to the host country with the motivation to establish production chains in 
various countries to exploit comparative advantages, where the host country exports semi-
finished goods to third markets for processing before being sent to the final destination. In 
complex vertical FDI, it is expected that there will be a positive spatial interaction between the 
host country and third-party countries regarding FDI inflows and it is hoped that there will be 
a positive spatial relationship of potential neighboring markets to FDI in the destination 
country. 

Camara (2002) examined the determinants of FDI flows into ASEAN and Latin America using a 
panel data model. The result is that exchange rates and market size have a significant impact 
on FDI entering ASEAN and Latin American countries. Hoang and Bui (2015) analyzed the 
determinants of FDI inflows to six ASEAN countries during 1991–2009 using the traditional 
panel model. The result is that market size, trade openness, infrastructure quality, human 
capital, and labor productivity are the main determinants of FDI locations in ASEAN. Tajul and 
Hussin (2010) examined the impact of institutional quality on FDI flows into ASEAN using the 
panel data method. The results show that institutional quality is a crucial part of developing a 
policy strategy to encourage further entry of new FDI into ASEAN. In addition, they also found 
a positive impact from market size, human capital, economic openness to FDI entering ASEAN. 

Hoang (2019) looks at the determinants of FDI in ASEAN using a panel data model. The results 
found that market size, economic openness, quality of infrastructure, human capital, and labor 
productivity are the main factors that have a positive impact on FDI flows. In addition, it was 
also found that exchange rate policies, real interest rates, political risk, and quality of 
institutions had an impact on FDI flows. However, cheap labor wages do not help in 
encouraging FDI, as investors tend to be more interested in labor productivity. 

In addition, there is a panel data model called the gravity model, which can explain bilateral 
flows between origin and destination countries, which focuses more on FDI flows that are 
influenced by the economic size of the origin and destination countries, and the distance 
between them. However, this model does not consider the spatial interaction between 
neighboring countries and the host country. Ismail et al. (2009) identified the determinants of 
FDI in ASEAN countries using the semi-gravity model by looking at the existence of AFTA. By 
using 18 investor countries and 9 ASEAN countries (except Cambodia) as host countries, the 
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results show market size, the closer the distance, the more similar the language and 
boundaries, the expansion of the market relative to distance will increase foreign investors. In 
addition, low inflation rates, rising exchange rates, good government financial management, 
telecommunications and infrastructure, as well as trade and transparency policies can also 
increase FDI into ASEAN. 

Blattner (2005) analyzed the determinants of bilateral FDI flows for 10 countries in East and 
Southeast Asia, including the five ASEAN members by differentiating 10 industries, using a 
gravity model. He looked at the determinants for stock FDI lag and found that GDP, distance, 
wages, and foreign exchange were among them. Eichengreen and Tong (2007) conducted a 
study to see whether the FDI received by China would harm other destination countries by 
using the gravity model, in which it tries to capture the effect of third country FDI in China. 
The sample used is 29 OECD countries of origin and 63 OECD and non-OECD destination 
countries, six of which are ASEAN members. Hattari et al. (2013) examined the determinants 
of bilateral FDI flows in six ASEAN countries, China, and India using a gravity model. The results 
show that distance is a determining factor, with the largest bilateral FDI flows occurring 
between Singapore, Malaysia, and Thailand, with FDI flows from intra-ASEAN increasing since 
the 1997 financial crisis. Using the gravity model for 30 OECD and nine ASEAN countries with 
Including the free trade dummy, Thangavelu and Narjoko (2014) examine the determinants of 
bilateral FDI flows.  

The labor force variable measures the pool of potential that has the best prerequisite for 
working in the shadow economy. On the other hand, individual with work have less free time 
at their disposal. So, time acts as restrictions on being active in the shadow economy. 
Unemployment has incentive not to report their extra hours because otherwise they will lose 
their financial support. If the wages of illicit work and financial aid together generate more 
income than regular work and overtime, taking into account detection and penalty fees and 
the assumption of risk neutrality, full time off limits working as an unemployed person result 
in higher utility ceteris paribus. Likewise situation, the danger that one stays in the shadow 
economy and turns around job offers down are increasing (Schneider and Enste, 2002). 

Shadow Economy 
Various different terms are used from the shadow economy, including underground, non-
observed, hidden, informal economy and so on. Some definitions include activities carried out 
by individuals for their own benefit or on a reciprocal basis, most of which will generally not 
be taxed (OECD, 2017). Shadow economy refers to economic transactions that are considered 
illegal, either because the goods or services being traded are unlawful, or because the 
transactions fail to comply government reporting requirements. Shadow economy is also 
defined as income from the production of goods and services, both from financial and barter 
transactions that are intentionally not reported to the tax authorities (Dermawan, 2010). 
The shadow economy according to Feige (1990) and based on the following authors — Tanzi, 
Smith, Feige, Thomas, Schneider and Bagachwa — is divided into four groups, namely: 
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1. Illegal economy, namely the activity of producing goods and services that violate the law 
such as narcotics, prostitution, smuggling, theft and so on. 

2. Undeclared economy, namely activities carried out with the aim of avoiding the fiscal rules 
that have been set including in tax laws, tax and contribution evasion, and fraud for profit. 
The cumulative measure of undeclared income is the amount of income that should have 
been reported to the tax authorities but was not made. 

3. Unregistered (unrecorded) economy, ie activities that are not registered by official statistics 
even though they should be. This results in a discrepancy between the total actual income 
and the income registered in the government system. 

4. Informal economy, namely activities that reduce company costs and violate administrative 
rules governing property rights, work agreements, credit agreements, and social security 
systems. 

There are several approaches taken to determine the value of the shadow economy, namely: 

1. The direct approach, carried out at the micro level, aims to determine the size of the 
shadow economy at a certain point in time. An example of a direct approach is through a 
survey of shadow economy actors or through an audit conducted by the tax authorities. 

2. The indirect approach is carried out by utilizing macroeconomic indicators as a proxy for 
the development of the shadow economy from time to time. The macroeconomic 
indicators used are as follows: 
a. The monetary approach is carried out by looking at the elasticity of demand for currency 

against the tax burden (one of the driving factors for the emergence of the shadow 
economy ). This is done with the assumption that shadow economy actors tend to use 
cash more in their transactions so that they are more difficult to track than transactions 
involving banks or financial institutions. 

b. The discrepancy approach in official statistics is carried out by calculating income and 
expenditure statistics on the national balance sheet. If there is a difference between the 
two, there is a possibility of shadow economy activities in that country. 

c. The employment statistics approach is carried out by observing a decrease in the 
employment participation rate in the official sector, assuming that the overall labor 
participation rate remains constant. 

The modeled approach treats the shadow economy as an unobservable (latent) variable 
associated with a set of (observable) indicators that reflect changes in the size of the shadow 
economy. MIMIC is a model for estimating the value of “unobservable parameters” which 
scholars call “latent variables”. This method examines the relationship between variables that 
affect a latent variable and sees the effect of these variables on the variables that are 
influenced by it. In this study, the underground economy is treated as a latent variable and 
assumed to be influenced (caused) by parameters such as tax burden, unemployment, 
regulatory intensity, morality and enforcement (structural model). 
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Shadow Economy and Its Effect on FDI 
Several researchers have conducted an analysis of FDI and the shadow economy with a global, 
regional, and national scope. One empirical evidence states that higher FDI causes a lower 
shadow economy, but a higher shadow economy causes higher FDI. This is because the 
shadow economy has a positive effect on the economy in real terms as the theory of Kuznets's 
curve (Inverted U-Curve) . Under certain conditions, the shadow economy will be an additional 
resource in reinvesting in an economy (Nikopour, 2008) . 

Another study conducted by Nugraha (2013) , entitled The Impact of Corruption and Money 
Laundering on foreign Direct Investment in ASEAN. The dependent variable uses FDI Inflow. 
This research method uses panel data regression analysis with independent variables 
consisting of: dummy presence of FIU (Financial Intelligence Unit), CPI (Corruption Perception 
Index), GDP (market size), Inflation, Exchange Rate, Interest Rate, Labor Force, Degree of 
Openness. The research data uses a data pool for the period 2000-2009. This research 
concludes that the existence of FIU is positively related to FDI Inflow and CPI has no significant 
effect on FDI Inflow. 

Goel et al. (2020) conducted a study entitled " International Movements of Money and Men: 
Impact on The Informal Economy". The analytical method used is panel data regression 
analysis with the informal economy or shadow economy as the dependent variable and FDI 
inflows, inward development aid, and immigration on the informal sector. as an independent 
variable. The study also used several control variables, namely: GDP, population, economic 
freedom, government size, democracy, inflation, Index of globalization, Index of economic 
globalization, Index of social globalization, Index of political globalization, Tax burden). The 
conclusion of this study is that FDI and immigration increase the informal sector, with the 
effect of immigration being relatively stronger. FDI inflows reduced the informal sector, but 
the statistical significance was low. Among the control variables, the size of the government 
has an effect on increasing the informal economy, while inflation sometimes reduces the 
informal sector. 

Governance and Its Effect on FDI 
Huynh et al. (2019) conducted research entitled “One-way Effect or Multiple -way Causality: 
Foreign Direct Investment, Institutional Quality and Shadow Economy?”. The research 
variables used are FDI, shadow economy, and institutional quality, while the control variables 
consist of: Ratio of Grosss capital formation in GDP, The labor force participation rate, School 
enrollment-tertiary, Average wage monthly per worker, Ratio of import & export in GDP, GDP 
growth rate, Fuel exports on total exports, Democratic Index, Economic Freedom Index, 
Average years of schooling, Gross national income per capita, The component Burden of 
government regulations, Unemployment rate, Population aged over 65 years, Urban 
population . This research uses dynamic panel analysis and simultaneous-equation modeling. 
The conclusion obtained is that institutional quality has an effect on attracting incoming FDI 
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and FDI in turn improves institutional quality. Institutional quality is not only a cause but also 
a consequence of the shadow economy, and FDI inflows help reduce the shadow economy 
through institutional improvement channels and the lower shadow economy – which 
improves institutional quality – will encourage FDI inflows. 

Method 
Model Specification 
This study analyzes the relationship between the development of several macroeconomic 
fundamental indicators, indicators of Governance, and the level of the Shadow Economy on 
the level of Net Direct Investment (FDI) among the G20 countries. By using panel data 
regression analysis, this study also examines the most optimal relationship model to explain 
the relationship between variables in each G20 country using three panel data models, 
namely: common effect model (CEM), fixed effect model (FEM), and random effect model 
(REM) in the period 2002-2015. 

Based on the economic theory of FDI, it is assumed that the econometric empirical model used 
is as follows: �����  =  ��  +  �� ����������  +  �� ���������  −  �� ��������  + ��  �����  +  �� �����  + �� ��������  +  �� �������  +  �� ����  + �� �����  − ��� ��������  +  ���    1 

Information: 
FDI  :  % Foreign direct investment, net inflows of GDP from country i ( = 1,…, ) year t ( = 

1,…, ) 
EC_GROWTH  :  Percentage of Economic Growth from country i ( = 1,…, ) in year t ( = 1,…, ) 
CAP_FORM  :  Gross capital formation, % of GDP from country i ( = 1,…, ) year t ( = 1,…, ) 
UNEMPL  :  Unemployment, % of total labor force from country i ( = 1,…, ) year t ( = 1,…, ) 
ROL  :  Rule of Law Index from country i ( = 1,…, ) year t ( = 1,…, ) 
COC  :  Control of Corruption Index from country i ( = 1,…, ) year t ( = 1,…, ) 
GOV_EFF  :  Government Effectiveness Index of country i ( =1,…, ) t-th year ( = 1, …, ) 
PS_AOV  :  Political Stability and Absence of Violence/Terrorism Index from country i ( = 1,…, 

) year t ( = 1,…, ) 
RQ  :  Regulatory Quality Index from country i ( = 1,…, ) year t ( = 1,…, ) 
VAC  :  Voice and Accountability Index from country i ( = 1,…, ) year t ( = 1,…, ) 
SIZE_SE  :  Size of Shadow Economy, % of GDP from country i ( = 1,…, ) year t ( = 1,…, ) 

Research Hypothesis: 
Based on the theoretical study described previously, the hypotheses in this study consist of: 

1. Socio-Economic Fundamental Variables affect the Net FDI Rate in G20 countries: 
a. The percentage of Economic Growth is positively related to the Net FDI Rate in the 

G20 countries. 
b. The percentage of Gross capital formation to GDP is positively related to the Net FDI 

Rate in G20 countries. 
c. The Unemployment Rate is negatively related to the Net FDI Rate in the G20 
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countries. 
2. Governance variables affect the level of Net FDI in G20 countries: 

a. Rule of Law Index is positively related to the Net FDI Rate in G20 countries. 
b. Control of Corruption Index is positively related to the Net FDI Level in the G20 

countries. 
c. Government Effectiveness Index is positively related to the Net FDI Rate in the G20 

countries. 
d. The Political Stability and Absence of Violence/Terrorism Index is positively related to 

the Net FDI Rate in G20 countries. 
e. The Regulatory Quality Index is positively related to the Net FDI Level in the G20 

countries. 
f. The Voice and Accountability Index is positively related to the Net FDI Rate in the G20 

countries. 
3. The Shadow Economy measure is negatively related to the Net FDI Rate in the G20 

countries. 

Data and Variable Definition 
This study examines the determinants of FDI in 19 countries from the 20 countries that are 
members of the G20 Group (Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, Germany, 
India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, South Korea, Mexico, Russia, Saudi Arabia). Arabia, South Africa, 
Turkey, United Kingdom, United States) with the type of data used is secondary data in the 
form of an annual time series (annually time-series) and the time range is from 2002 to 2015. 
Governance indicators used in the analysis refers to the dataset designed by Kaufmann et al. 
(2008). These indicators build on information gathered through cross-country surveys and 
expert opinion polls. Kaufmann et al. (2008) used a construct component model, covering 
about 212 countries for each indicator. There are six different indicators, each representing a 
different dimension of governance, namely: (i) Voice and Accountability, (ii) Political Stability 
and Lack of Violence, (iii) Government Effectiveness, (iv) Regulatory Quality, (v) Rule of Law, 
and (vi) Control of Corruption. The analytical method used in this study is the panel data 
regression method. The variables and data sources used in the detailed estimation can be seen 
as follows: 
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Table 1. List of Research Variables and Data Sources 
Variable Name el Information Unit Data source 

FDI % Foreign direct investment, net 
inflows of GDP 

Percent International Monetary 
Fund 

EC_GROWTH Economic Growth Percentage Percent World Bank national 
accounts data 

CAP_FORM Gross capital formation, % of 
GDP 

Percent World Bank national 
accounts data 

UNEMPL Unemployment, % of total labor 
force 

Percent International Labor 
Organization 

ROLLER Rule of Law Index Index www.govindicators.org 
COC Control of Corruption Index Index www.govindicators.org 
GOV_EFF Government Effectiveness Index Index www.govindicators.org 
PS_AOV Political Stability and Absence 

of Violence/Terrorism Index 
Index www.govindicators.org 

RQ Regulatory Quality Index Index www.govindicators.org 
VAC Voice and Accountability Index Index www.govindicators.org 
SIZE_SE Size of Shadow Economy, % of 

GDP 
Percent Schneider (2007) 

Result 
Best Model Selection, Simultaneous Test (F Test), and Model Fit Test 
Based on the results of panel data regression analysis using eviews 9.0, it is known that the 
panel fixed effect model (FEM) is the most suitable for explaining the influence of the 
development of several macro-socio-economic fundamental indicators, governance 
indicators, and the level of the shadow economy on the level of foreign direct investment 
among the G20 countries. 

From the results of the processing of the FEM model, it was obtained that Adjusted R-squared 
= 0.333876, meaning that the variation of the 10 independent variables was able to explain 
the variation of the dependent variable. The Net FDI level was 33.3876%. While the rest (100% 
- 33,3876% = 66.6124%) are variations of other independent variables that affect the Net FDI 
Level model but are not included in the model . The significant value of the F test on the model 
is 0.000000 < 0.05, indicating that statistically 10 independent variables jointly affect the 
dependent variable Net FDI level and model fit to test the hypothesis. The results of processing 
the fixed effect model panel model can be summarized in the following table: 
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Table 2 . Comparison of Processing Results 
Variable el Independent Coefficient Prob. Conclusion 

C -0.375921 0.8482 not significant 
CAP_FORM? 0.139937 0.0017 significant * 

COC? 0.300441 0.6492 not significant 
EC_GROWTH? 0.000475 0.9883 not significant 

GOV_EFF? -0.448880 0.5565 not significant 
PS_AOV? 0.543572 0.2553 not significant 
ROLLER? -1.993115 0.0903 (-) significant * 

RQ? 1.577681 0.0857 (+) significant * 
SIZE_SE? 0.019494 0.7656 not significant 

UNEMPL? -0.101089 0.1375 not significant 
VAC? -0.60912 0.5232 not significant 

R-squared 0.404259   
Adjusted R-squared 0.333876   
F-statistics 5.743700   
Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000   

Discussion 
The Effect of Macro Socio-Economic Fundamental Indicators on the Net FDI Rate in G20 
Countries 
Strong socio-economic fundamentals are needed in attracting FDI to a country. Based on the 
results of the FEM panel model as shown in Table 2, it is known that of the 3 macro socio-
economic variables, only the percentage of gross capital formation (ratio to gross domestic 
product) has a positive effect on the level of Net FDI at a significance level of 10 percent. The 
slope value is 0.139937 shows that if the percentage of gross capital formation (ratio to gross 
domestic product) increases by 1 percent, the net FDI rate will also increase by 0.139937 
percent assuming cateris paribus. This is theoretically relevant that there is a significant 
positive effect between the percentage of gross capital formation (ratio to gross domestic 
product). to the Net FDI Rate. 

The Effect of Governance Indicators on the Net FDI Level in G20 Countries 
The quality of an institution is an important key that influences the decisions of economic 
actors to operate in the shadow economy. If the government is seen as good by the 
community and not wasteful and corrupt, then economic actors who are willing to participate 
in the formal sector and fulfill their obligations, especially paying taxes, will increase. 
Conversely, if the government is inefficient and corrupt, then economic actors have low trust 
and the possibility to fulfill their tax obligations is also low (Torgler & Schneider, 2007). 

Based on the results of the FEM panel model on the governance indicators side, of the 6 
indicators tested, only the Regulatory Quality Index variable has a significant positive effect 
on the level of Net FDI at a significance level of 10 percent. The slope value is 1.577681 shows 
that if the Regulatory Quality Index increases by 1 unit, the level of Net FDI will also increase 
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by 1.577681 percent assuming cateris paribus. This is theoretically relevant that there is a 
significant positive effect between the Regulatory Quality Index on the Net FDI Level. 

Effect of Shadow Economy Level on Net FDI Rate in G20 Countries 
Shadow economy activities are economic activities both legal and illegal that contribute to the 
calculation of GDP but are not detected. This activity is a threat to the global economy that 
has the potential to reduce the entry of FDI so that it becomes one of the concerns in the SDGs 
(16.4). 

Based on the results of the FEM model, it is known that the level of the shadow economy in 
general has no significant effect on the level of Net FDI among G20 countries at a significance 
level of 10 percent. The insignificant effect of the shadow economy level on the Net FDI level 
is allegedly because in some G20 countries, the shadow economy level has a positive effect on 
the economy in real terms as Kuznets's curve theory (Inverted U-Curve) explains that under 
certain conditions, the shadow economy will become an additional resource. in reinvesting in 
an economy (Nikopour, 2008). 

However, if analyzed further on the FEM model per country, it is known that there is a 
significant negative effect between the level of the shadow economy on the level of Net FDI 
in one of the G20 countries, namely: Saudi Arabia. The higher the size of the shadow 
economy, the lower the net FDI level in the country. The slope value of - 1. 015659 indicates 
that if the level of shadow economy Saudi Arabia increases by 1 unit, then the level of Net 
FDI in Saudi Arabia will decrease by 1.015659 percent assuming cateris paribus. 

Conclusion 
Based on the results and the analysis of this study, could be implied several important 
conclusions: 
1. The panel fixed effect model (FEM) is the most suitable to explain the influence of the 

development of several macro-socio-economic fundamental indicators, governance 
indicators, and the level of the Shadow Economy on the level of Foreign Direct Investment 
Net among G20 countries. 

2. The results of the FEM panel model conclude that for macro socio-economic variables, 
there is a significant positive effect between the percentage of gross capital formation 
(ratio to gross domestic product) on the level of Net FDI. 

3. Regarding governance indicators, of the 6 indicators tested, only the Regulatory Quality 
Index variable has a significant positive effect on the level of Net FDI. 

4. The level of the Shadow Economy in general has no significant effect on the level of Net FDI 
among the G20 countries. However, if analyzed further on the FEM model per country, it is 
known that there is a significant negative effect between the level of the Shadow Economy 
on the level of Net FDI in one of the G20 countries, namely: Saudi Arabia. 
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Furthermore, in an effort to strengthen policies to increase the level of Net FDI in Indonesia in 
particular and the G20 countries in general, through the handling of the shadow economy and 
improving governance in various fields, several recommendations have been formulated as 
follows: 

1. The importance of maintaining a conducive investment climate to attract FDI from other 
countries, in particular by developing a policy framework that is able to increase the 
proportion of physical investment in GDP in each G20 country. 

2. The importance of encouraging efforts to improve good governance in each G20 country, 
especially regarding the quality of its policies and legal instruments. 

3. The need for effective efforts in suppressing the development of the shadow economy in 
every country because it is a threat to the global economy that has the potential to reduce 
FDI inflows. 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to determine 1) the quality of the program has a positive and 
significant effect on partner satisfaction; 2) service quality has a positive and significant effect 
on partner satisfaction; 3) price (service fee) has a positive and significant effect on satisfaction 
with LPP TVRI partners in East Kalimantan. This type of research is a quantitative approach. 
The number of respondents in this study were 30 partners (collaborating) with the Public 
Broadcasting Institution (LPP) TVRI East Kalimantan, a purposive sample with the criteria that 
they had collaborated as partners at least 2 (two) times, and collaborated as partners in 2019 
to 2021. The results of this study indicate, among others: 1) The quality of the program has a 
positive and significant effect on partner satisfaction; 2) Service quality has a positive and 
significant effect on partner satisfaction; 3) Price (cost) has a positive and significant effect on 
the satisfaction of LPP TVRI East Kalimantan partners. 

KEYWORDS:  Program Quality, Service Quality, Price (Cost), Partner Satisfaction. 
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Introduction 
Television of the Republic of Indonesia (TVRI) is a state television that was established on 
August 24, 1962. TVRI has gone through various phases, through Law Number 32 of 2002 
concerning Broadcasting, TVRI was designated as a Public Broadcasting Institution (LPP). LPP 
is a broadcasting institution in the form of a legal entity established by the state, is 
independent, neutral, and functions to provide services for the benefit of the community. 
Based on PP No. 13 of 2005, TVRI's task is to provide healthy information, education and 
entertainment services, control and social adhesives as well as preserve the nation's culture 
for the benefit of all levels of society through television broadcasting that reaches the entire 
territory of the Unitary State of the Republic of Indonesia. 

Currently the growth of television is increasing and more and more private television stations 
are appearing so that competition for advertisements or television and non-television 
cooperation programs is getting bigger. For this reason, TVRI East Kalimantan tries to maintain 
the satisfaction of the partnership relationship that has been established so that they continue 
to exist in partnership with TVRI. 

Method 
This study uses the following research concept framework:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pricture 1. Research Concept Framework 
This study uses a quantitative approach pattern. The technique of determining the number of 
samples with purposive samples with criteria, has collaborated as partners at least 2 (two) 
times, and collaborated as partners in 2019 to 2021, from these criteria, the number of 
samples obtained is 30 partners of Public Broadcasting Institutions (LPP). TVRI East 
Kalimantan. The data collection methods used include interviews, questionnaires, literature 
studies. 
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Result 
Table 1. Results of Multiple Linear Regression Analysis 

Variable 
Regression 
coefficient 
(b) 

Std. Error 
(B) Beta Thitung Sig. Description 

Constant -1.786 0.761  -2.346 0.027 Significant 
X1 0.113 0.054 0.338 2.081 0.047 Significant 
X2 0.134 0.045 0.445 2.992 0.006 Significant 
X3 0.113 0.046 0.227 2.478 0.020 Significant 
R (Multiple R) 
R Square 
R Square (Adjusted) 
F count 
Sign. F 
α  

= 0,960 
= 0,921 
= 0,912 
= 104.667 
= 0,000 
= 0,05 

 Source: Processed Primary Data (2022) 

Based on the results of the F test in table 22. the hypothesis is carried out by the F test, namely 
simultaneous testing, the Fcount results are 104,667 with a significance value (0.000) which is 
much smaller than alpha 0.05, so Ho is rejected. This shows that there is a significant influence 
of marketing mix indicators consisting of Program Quality (X1), Service Quality (X2), and Price 
(Cost) (X3) on Customer Satisfaction who has become a partner of the East Kalimantan TVRI 
Public Broadcasting Institution (LPP). . Thus it can be concluded that the diversity of Customer 
Satisfaction who has become a partner of the Public Broadcasting Institution (LPP) TVRI East 
Kalimantan is determined by Program Quality (X1), Service Quality (X2), and Price (Cost) (X3) 
in the regression equation  

Y = - 1.786 + 0.113 X1 + 0.134 X2 + 0.113 X3            1 

Based on Table 5.22 by taking the significant level (significance) of 5% (0.05), for constants 
obtained a significance value (p) of 0.027 which is smaller than 0.05, it can be concluded that 
constants have a significant effect on the regression model. For the variables of Program 
Quality (X1), Service Quality (X2), and Price (Cost) (X3), the significance values are 0.047, 0.006 
and 0.020, which are smaller than alpha 0.05. So it can be concluded that Program Quality 
(X1), Service Quality (X2), and Price (Cost) (X3) have a partial significant effect on Customer 
Satisfaction who has become a partner of the East Kalimantan TVRI Public Broadcasting 
Institution (LPP). 

Discussion 
1. Effect of Program Quality Variable (X1) on Customer Satisfaction (Y) 

Based on the results of the hypothesis test (t test) conducted in this study, it is known that 
the program quality variable has a positive and significant effect on partner satisfaction. 
The results of this study support previous studies that discussed the influence of program 
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quality on customer (partner) satisfaction, namely Dawit Daniel and Nesredin Temam 
(2017) who examined the influence of quality and various programs and facilities on 
customer/partner satisfaction. This means that the more programs offered, the more 
satisfied customers/partners are. Gan Gan Giantika (2017) added that the higher the quality 
of the broadcasting program, the higher the partner satisfaction will be. 

2. The Influence of Service Quality Variable (X2) on Customer Satisfaction (Y) 
The results of the hypothesis test (t test) conducted in this study, showed that the service 
quality variable had a positive and significant effect on partner satisfaction. The results of 
this study support several previous studies, such as the research of Muhammad Ali Aqsa 
(2016). which states that service quality has a positive effect on customer (partner) 
satisfaction, this is also reinforced by the results of similar studies conducted by Teddy 
Chandra, Martha Ng, Stefani Chandra, et al (2018) and Amanatun Khoirina, Rusdarti, Fahrur 
Rozi (2020). From previous research, this means that the higher the service provided by an 
institution to customers/consumers/partners, the higher the level of satisfaction. However, 
research from Garry Prentice, Joseph Brady, Christopher McLaughlin (2018) states that 
service quality does not directly affect student satisfaction. Because the quality of service 
in this study does not directly affect customer/partner satisfaction, this becomes a research 
gap in this study. 

3. The Effect of Price (Cost) Variable (X3) on Customer Satisfaction (Y) 
The results of hypothesis testing conducted in this study indicate that the price (cost) 
variable has a positive and significant effect on partner satisfaction. These results support 
several previous studies, as written by Amanatun Khoirina, Rusdarti, Fahrur Rozi (2020) 
stating that there is a positive and significant effect of cost on customer satisfaction. In his 
research, the conclusion obtained is that the more affordable the cost, the higher the 
customer/partner satisfaction. Slightly different from the results of previous research by 
Nyoman Surya Wijaya, Syahnur Said, Nengah Landra (2017) which states that price (cost) 
has a positive and significant effect on customer/partner/consumer satisfaction. In this 
study it can be interpreted that an increase in costs can have an impact on increasing 
customer/partner satisfaction. Meanwhile, research conducted by Titim Nurlia (2019) 
found different results that price (cost) had no effect on customer/partner satisfaction. 

Conclusion 
1. The quality of service that is supported by question items has an effect on partner 

satisfaction, especially for TVRI partners in East Kalimantan. This means that if the quality 
of service is improved, it will also be followed by high partner satisfaction. 

2. The Service Quality Variable compared to the other two variables shows the greatest 
effective contribution to Customer Satisfaction who has become a partner of the TVRI East 
Kalimantan Public Broadcasting Institution (LPP), which means that if the quality of service 
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to partners can be improved, there will be an increase in customer satisfaction which in the 
end impact on increasing the number of partners and income. 

3. Program quality must be a special concern in addition to service quality, the results of 
testing on effective contributions also show the contribution of Program Quality to service 
satisfaction is in second place, this means that LPP TVRI East Kalimantan must always 
maintain and improve program quality, especially competition from LPP TVRI East 
Kalimantan. will be getting tougher with today's many media choices. 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of the study was to determine the effect of work motivation, work discipline, work 
environment and the effect of these three variable simultaneously on employee performance 
at the Rampis Bang Raden SMEs Malang City. The population in the study were all employees 
of the MSME Rampis Bang Raden Malang City, namely a number of 40 employees. The sample 
was determined based on the multiple linear regression analysis method. Based on saturated 
sampling all employees are used as samples. This study uses quantitative types, and Non 
Probability Sampling data analysis techniques used are questionnaire validity test instruments, 
reliability tests, classical assumptions test using residual normality test, multicollinearity test, 
heteroscedasticity test, linearity test, descriptive analysis, multiple linear regression analysis, 
coefficient of determination, and hypothesis testing using t test and f test. The results showed 
that work motivation, work discipline, work environment and the three variable simultaneously 
had a significant effect on employee performance at Rampis Bang Raden Malang City, which 
means that the greater the work motivation, the higher the work discipline and the more 
conducive the work environment, the greater the employee performance employees. 

KEYWORDS:  Work Motivation, Work Discipline, Work Environment And Employee 
Performance  
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Introduction 
One of the sectors hardest hit by the Covid-19 pandemic is Micro, Small, and Medium 
Enterprises (MSMEs), which are also driving the decline in the national economy. This is 
understandable because MSMEs have a very large contribution to the national economy. The 
simplicity that exists in the production process, resources, and production processes that are 
still on a small and local scale have proven to make MSMEs successful in continuing to operate 
and move in the midst of a pandemic or crisis. In Indonesia, MSMEs have shown positive 
developments every year. This means that this type of business is still in great demand by the 
community as their livelihood. 
The role of human resources in MSMEs is the main one because they act as the main driver of 
all activities or activities in achieving goals as well as to gain profits and to maintain the survival 
of MSMEs. MSMEs are required to always manage the human resources in them so that the 
survival and progress of MSMEs can be achieved optimally (Rosiana et al, 2016). Human 
resources who currently play an important role in the movement of MSMEs are employees. 
Currently, the ability of employees is inadequate, both in terms of their intellectual abilities 
and technical skills. Whereas employees are a very important part for MSMEs, because of the 
talent, energy and creativity needed by MSMEs to achieve their goals. Employees are also 
always required to have good performance at work in order to improve business 
competitiveness. 

Rampis Bang Raden is an MSME snack food processing banana rambak which was established 
in the city of Malang in 2018 which was founded by two people, namely Mr. Umar Harris and 
Mr. Alfan Zuhri. , Sukun sub-district, Malang City and the location of the factory is located in 
Wonosari Village, Gunung Kawi, Malang Regency. The banana rambak commodity which is 
processed in the MSME factory using the vacuum frying method and the rampis bang Raden 
is also committed to producing healthy snacks without preservatives and is committed not to 
use palm oil as its production process and to replace palm oil with VCO oil which is relatively 
healthier when consumed. 

Based on information from the MSMEs of Rampis Bangaden, Malang City, it is related to 
employee performance in the form of production targets and realization. The production 
target and realization of MSMEs in Bangaden Malang City in 2018-2021 can be seen in the 
table which also shows that the production target is always changing, because the production 
target is based on the demand received by MSMEs. 

The performance of employees in the MSMEs, Bang Raden, Malang, the production target is 
not able to be achieved optimally. This happened because the motivation for work in the 
MSMEs, Raden Kotamalang, was also still lacking in motivation from the leadership, therefore 
many employees were not enthusiastic about working. In addition, work discipline is also 
lacking, because there are still many employees who often do not come to work. Besides 
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motivation and work discipline, the work environment is also often a problem because it is 
dirty, especially in the packaging, air temperature, lighting, safety at work and also the noise 
of the engine. 

The phenomenon of employee performance in the MSME Rampis Bang Raden Malang City can 
refer to the results of the realization of production which always fluctuates in production over 
a period of 4 years. The performance of employees in MSMEs has not been maximized because 
in 4 years the production between targets and realizations is always different, where some 
achieve the target and some do not reach the target. This difference can be seen in the 
difference that occurs in each year of production. 

The phenomenon of work motivation in the MSME Rampis Bang Raden Malang, namely the 
occurrence of production differences in indications of declining or poor performance owned 
by employees. The decline in performance can be influenced by several things, one of which 
is work motivation. Indeed, MSMEs do not yet have special resources to increase motivation. 
This is what is unique why motivation is an important variable to study. 

The phenomenon of work discipline that exists in the MSMEs of Rampis Bangaden, Malang 
City, namely the MSMEs in time and schedules are often not well organized. This MSME also 
does not have a detailed time and schedule. Therefore, work discipline needs to be revealed 
how it relates to employee performance. The phenomenon of the work environment in the 
MSMEs, Bang Raden, Malang, is generally still very traditional. Traditional means having a 
simple room and simple noise control. 

The phenomenon of the work environment that exists in the MSMEs of Rampis Bangaden, 
Malang City, namely the MSMEs, the environment around the workplace gives an 
uncomfortable impression, employees feel lazy to work, for a good work environment includes 
several aspects that must be considered, for example a comfortable work space, safe 
environmental conditions , fixed room temperature, there is adequate lighting, room paint 
colors, good relations with co-workers. 

And based on the production target report, it is known that the performance of the Rampis 
Bang Raden MSME is still not optimal in this case regarding the target and the number of 
realizations of the Rampis Bang Raden number of production in 2018-2021. This can be seen 
in the realization of production that does not meet the target and even the MSME production 
target fluctuates. This fact shows that employees have not been optimally in MSMEs so that 
they have not been able to provide maximum support in achieving employee performance. 
Researchers are interested in revealing the extent to which work motivation, work discipline, 
and work environment affect employee performance so that the production target with 
realization is always not achieved. Based on the phenomenon and review of this research, the 
authors take the title "The Influence of Work Motivation, Work Discipline and Work 
Environment on Employee Performance at MSME Rampis Bang Raden Malang City" 
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PROBLEM FORMULATION 
Based on the background described previously, the discussion can be formulated as follows: 
1. Is there an effect of work motivation on employee performance at the MSME Rampis Bang 

Raden Malang City? 
2. Is there an effect of work discipline on employee performance at the MSME Rampis Bang 

Raden Malang City? 
3. Is there any effect of the work environment on employee performance at the MSME 

Rampis Bang Raden Malang City? 
4. Is there a simultaneous influence of work motivation, work discipline and work 

environment on employee performance at MSME Rampis Bang Raden Malang City? 

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
Based on the results of the formulation of the problem described above, it can explain the 
following objectives: 
1. To determine the effect of work motivation on employee performance at the MSME Rampis 

Bang Raden Malang City. 
2. To find out the effect of work discipline on employee performance at MSMEs Rampis Bang 

Raden Malang City. 
3. To find out the effect of the work environment on employee performance at MSMEs, 

Rampis Bang Raden, Malang City. 

4. To determine the effect of work motivation, work discipline, and work environment on 
employee performance at MSMEs Rampis Bang Raden Malang City. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
The previous studies that will be discussed are the results of studies that have been carried 
out which will be the reference for this research. These studies are related to the influence of 
work motivation, work discipline and work environment on employee performance at Rampis 
bang raden SMEs and the relationship between the four variables. 
1. Agus Dwi Cahya, Novia Tri Ratnasari and Yudi Prasetya Putra (2021) The results showed 

that the positive and significant influence of the work environment on employee 
performance. And work stress and work motivation have no significant effect on 
employee performance. while the work environment, work stress and work motivation 
simultaneously have a positive and significant effect on employee performance in the 
online new fruit case study in Yogyakarta. 

2. Novia Anggita Rahmawati (2021) The results of this study indicate that there is a positive 
and significant influence between the variables of communication, work environment, 
and discipline on employee performance based on the normality test of the classical 
assumption test. 

3. Priangga Eko S (2017) The results showed that simultaneously the variables of work 
discipline, leadership style and work motivation had a significant effect on employee 
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performance at the Pringgo Kusuma Kabat batik house. Meanwhile, the influence of work 
discipline, leadership style and work motivation have a significant effect on employee 
performance at the Pringgo Kusuma Kabat Batik House. 

4. Titi Ananingrum and Ari Pradhanawati (2019) The results show that the motivation 
variable has a positive influence on employee performance of 0.852. Skills have a positive 
effect on employee performance of 0.853. Compensation has a positive effect on 
employee performance of 0.615. 

5. Fiansi and Sarifuddin (2019) The results of the study state that: Work motivation has a 
significant effect on employee performance, then the work environment has a significant 
effect on employee performance, and finally work motivation and work environment 
simultaneously have a significant effect on employee performance. 

6. Sulfitriah and Eti Arini Rizka (2021) The results of the first study of HR development have 
a positive and significant effect on employee performance, the results of the second study 
of motivation have a positive and significant effect on employee performance, the results 
of the third study of work discipline have a positive and significant effect on employee 
performance, while the results of the fourth study Human Resources Development, 
Motivation and Work Discipline simultaneously or together have a positive and significant 
impact on Employee Performance at the Mina Lestari Marga Sakti Fish Group UKM.  

7. Rina Supryanita and Mela Munizar (2020) The results obtained are that motivation and 
work discipline have a positive and significant effect on the performance of employees at 
the Department of Trade, Cooperatives, and Small and Medium Enterprises, Fifty Cities 
Regency, West Sumatra Province. 

8. Andari (2016) The results show that leadership and work environment have a significant 
effect on the performance of the employees of the cooperatives and MSMEs in Banten 
province. While the results of the research leadership and work environment 
simultaneously have a significant influence on the performance of the employees of the 
Department of Cooperatives and SMEs in Banten province. 

9. Nur Qomariah (2016) The results of this study show that jointly and partially the variables 
of partnership, work environment and motivation have a significant effect on employee 
performance at MSMEs in Bangil sub-district. 

10. Huzaemah (2019) The results of this study state that work motivation, human resource 
development and work discipline have a significant effect on employee performance at 
the cooperative and MSME service in Parigi Moutong Regency. 

Method 
This research was conducted using a quantitative approach. This research was carried out at 
the Rampis Bang Raden MSME office, Malang City, which is located at Jalan Tanjung, 
Tanjungrejo Village, Sukun District, Malang City. The population in this study were all 
employees in the MSME Rampis Bang Raden Malang, which amounted to 40 people. The 
sample used is a saturated sampling technique (census). The data collection process is 
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determined by the variables in the hypothesis. Data collection comes from two components, 
including: primary data, namely data collected and processed by researchers directly from 
the subject or object of research. secondary data, namely data obtained not directly from the 
object or research subject. by using SPSS version 23 program. 

Result 
Tabel 1 Respondents Table Based on Gender 

No Information Total Percentage 
1 Male 24 People 60% 
2 Female 16 People 40% 
Total 40 People 100% 

From the table above, it can be concluded that the percentage of male workers is higher 
because most of the men have more power as production workers. Meanwhile, female 
workers are mostly in packaging. This is because it takes a very thorough workforce in 
examining banana rambak. 

Tabel 2 Respondents Based on Education 

No Information Total Percentage 
1 SMA or equivalent 34 People 85% 
2 SMP or equivalent 6 People 15% 
Total 40 People 100% 

This, it is known that 85% of respondents in the Rampis Bang Raden MSME are mostly high 
school graduates or equivalent. Because high school graduates or equivalent have a work 
ethic, experience and broad insight than junior high school graduates or equivalent and better 
innovation than him. 

Tabel 3 Respondents Based on Age 

No  Information Total Percentage 
1  25 – 30 Years 15 People 37.5% 
2  31 – 40 Years 25 People 62.5% 
 Total 40 People 100% 

The conclusion from the table above states that the 40 respondents of MSME Rampis Bang 
Raden are mostly from the age of 31-40. This is because the age of 31-40 is a productive age 
in a career, so that they are considered capable of thinking and acting as well as being 
responsible for the work that is their duty and family, because at that age the average person 
is already married and has a household. 

 Tabel 3 Respondents Based on Age 
No Information Total Percentage 
1 1 – 2 Years 26 People   65% 
2 3 – 4 Years 14 People 35% 
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Total 40 People 100% 

From the table above, it can be concluded that the working period of more respondents is 1-
2 years because this business is just starting and will only develop so that there are new 
employees. 

Tabel 4 X1 . Validity Test Table 

  
Tabel 5 X2 Validity Test Table 

  
Tabel 6 X3 . Validity Test Table 
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Tabel 7 Y Validity Test Table 

 

Based on the results of the validity test of the four variables, it can be seen that each question 
on the variable shows significant results by knowing the calculated r value of the SPSS output 
results is greater than r table. The results of observations of 10 items indicate that the 
calculated r value is greater than r table so that each statement submitted is valid in the 
measurement. 

Tabel 8 Reliability Test Table 

 

Based on the table above, the results of the reliability test of the four variables can be seen 
that the Cronbach Alpha value for the four items is > 0.60, it can be concluded that the four 
items of the questionnaire are reliable. 

Figure 1 Normality Test 
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Based on the picture above, it is known that the distribution pattern of the data points follows 
the direction of the diagonal line, therefore, it can be concluded that the data tested in this 
study were normally distributed. 
Table 9 Multicollinearity 

 

Results of the multicollinearity test can be seen that the data indicated by the value of work 
motivation tolerance (X1), work discipline (X2), and work environment (X3) are 0.270, 0.164, 
and 0.265, respectively. The VIF value of the work motivation variable (X1) is 3.698 < 10.00, 
the work discipline variable (X2) is 6.082 < 10.00, and the work environment variable (X3) is 
3.771 < 10.00. Referring to the basis of decision making in the multicollinearity test, it can be 
concluded that there is no multicollinearity symptom in the regression model. This means that 
this regression model found a correlation (strong relationship) between independent variables 
or independent variables on the dependent variable or dependent variable. 

Tabel 10 Heteroscedasticity Test 

 

Results in the table above show that the sig value of each independent variable on the 
absolute residual value is > 0.05, which means that there are no symptoms of 
heteroscedasticity in this study. 

Tabel 11 Coefficient of Determination 

 
Based on the table above, the regression coefficient value (R-square) is 0.904. It means that 
the ability of the independent variable model in explaining the variance of the dependent 
variable is 90.4 percent. There is 9.6 percent (100 percent – 90.4 percent) of the variance of 
the dependent variable which is explained by factors other than work motivation, work 
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discipline and work environment. Based on this interpretation, it appears that the R-square 
value is between 0 and 1. The R-square value is closer to 1, the stronger the effect. This figure 
means that the work motivation variable (X1), work discipline variable (X2), and work 
environment variable (X3) simultaneously or together have an influence on employee 
performance variable (Y) by 90.4 percent, while the remaining 9 ,6 percent is influenced by 
other variables outside this regression equation or variables that are not examined. 

Table 12  Multiple Linear Regression Analysis Results 

 

Y = 5.326 + 0.145 X1 + 0.216 X2 + 0.260 X3 + 2.375     1 
Based on the results of multiple linear regression analysis through SPSS version 23 calculations 
above, it can be concluded as follows: 
1. The constant of 5.326 means that if the variables of work motivation (X1), work discipline 

(X2), and work environment (X3) are 0, then the resulting employee performance value is 
5.326 assuming other variables that can affect employee performance are considered 
constant. 

2. The regression coefficient of motivation variable (X1) is 0.145 which states that each 
additional work motivation variable (X1) is 1 unit, it will increase employee performance (Y) 
by 0.145 with the assumption that other variables have a fixed value. 

3. The regression coefficient of the work discipline variable (X2) of 0.216 states that for each 
additional work discipline variable (X2) of 1 unit, there will be an increase in the 
performance (Y) of the Rampis Bang Raden employees of Malang city of 0.126 with the 
assumption that other variables have a fixed value. 

4. The regression coefficient of the work environment variable (X3) of 0.260 states that for 
each additional work environment variable (X3) of 1 unit, it will increase the performance 
(Y) of the Rampis bang raden employee in Malang by 0.260 with the assumption that 
other variables have a fixed value. 

Discussion 
Table 13 Hypothesis Test Results 

 

The first test is to determine the effect of work motivation on employee performance. The 
first hypothesis in this study states that work motivation has a significant effect on employee 
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performance. From the results of the t test in Table 5.21, it shows the results of work 
motivation (X1) t count > t table (3.570 > 2.028) and (sig < a = 0.001 < 0.05) it states that there 
is a significant influence of work motivation variable (X1) on the performance of employees 
(Y) at MSMEs, bang raden, so that the first hypothesis is accepted. 

The second test is to determine the effect of work discipline on employee performance. The 
second hypothesis in this study states that work discipline has a significant effect on employee 
performance. From the results of the t test in the table shows the results of work discipline 
(X2) t count > t table (3.460 > 2.028) and (sig < a = 0.001 < 0.05) it states that there is a 
significant effect of work discipline variable (X2) on performance employee (Y) at UMKM is 
lean, bang raden, so the second hypothesis is accepted. 

The third test is to determine the effect of the work environment on employee performance. 
The third hypothesis in this study states that the work environment has a significant effect on 
employee performance. From the results of the t test in Table 5.21, it shows the results of the 
work environment (X3) t count > t table (5,357 > 2,028) and ( sig < a = 0.000 < 0.05) it states 
that there is a significant effect of the work environment variable (X3) on the performance of 
employees (Y) at the Umkm rampis bang raden, so the third hypothesis is accepted. 

Conclusion 
After the researchers conducted a discussion on work motivation, work discipline and work 
environment affecting employee performance, the researchers in this chapter will try to draw 
a conclusion. Based on the description that the author has put forward in the previous chapter, 
it can be concluded that, among others:  

1. Work Motivation Has a Significant Influence on Employee Performance at Rampis Bang 
Raden MSMEs, Malang City.  

2. Work Discipline Has a Significant Effect on Employee Performance at the Rampis Bang 
Raden MSME, Malang City.  

3. Work Environment Has a Significant Influence on Employee Performance at MSME Rampis 
Bang Raden Malang City. 

4. Work motivation, work discipline and work environment have a significant effect 
simultaneously (simultaneously) on employee performance at the Rampis Bang Raden 
UMKM, Malang City. 

The suggestions that are expected to be used as inputs include: 

1. Respondents in this study are very limited because they only use production department 
employees so that further research can examine the characteristics of employee 
respondents in other fields in the Rampis Bangraden environment, because each 
characteristic has a different response. It is hoped that further research can use other 
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methods to get a different point of view, so that this research will provide additional 
suggestions for Rampis Bang Raden. 

2. Rampis Bang Raden is expected to continue to make improvements and improvements 
internally so that they are able to improve and maintain their quality in terms of managing 
their employees properly and optimally. 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to determine the strategies, constraints, and benefits in the 
development carried out by MSMEs in the Chips industry in Kelayan Village, Banjarmasin City 
based on Islamic banking. This type of research is qualitative with a descriptive approach. 
Primary data were obtained through interviews with informants, while secondary data 
included profiles of chips industry centers in Kelayan Village, Banjarmasin City and other 
supporting data. Based on the research that has been done, it can be concluded that the 
development strategy carried out by the Chips Industry UMKM in Kelayan Village, Banjarmasin 
City is to apply for capital financing to Bank BRI Syariah KCP Banjarmasin. The obstacles faced 
in the development of MSMEs in the chip industry are heavy collateral, application 
requirements that are rejected because they are not bona fide, and MSME actors who are not 
disciplined in paying installment interest. Microfinance provided by BRI Syariah KCP 
Banjarmasin for additional business capital can increase the income received by MSMEs in the 
chip industry and keep MSME businesses running. 
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Introduction 
Banking is an institution that has a major role in the development of a country. This role is 
realized in the Bank's function as a financial intermediary institution, namely collecting funds 
from the public in the form of deposits and channeling them to the public in the form of credit 
or other forms in order to improve people's lives. In Law No. 10 of 1998 based on its 
operational principles, banks are divided into two, namely conventional banks based on 
interest and Islamic banks based on sharia principles, where Islamic Banks consist of Islamic 
Commercial Banks and Islamic Rural Banks or currently called Islamic People's Financing Banks.  

The activities of PT Bank BRI Syariah became stronger after the signing of the deed of 
separation of the Sharia Business Unit of PT Bank Rakyat Indonesia (Persero), Tbk on 
December 19, 2008, to merge into PT Bank BRI Syariah (spin off process) which was effective 
on January 1, 2009. The signing was conducted by Mr. Sofyan Basir as President Director of PT 
Bank Rakyat Indonesia (Persero), Tbk. and Mr. Ventje Rahardjo. The development of Islamic 
Banking financial institutions, especially Bank BRI Syariah, is also expected to have a positive 
impact on economic development in Indonesia. The role and purpose of Islamic banking, 
especially those involving the community, will advance the people's economy by helping 
people's business programs or MSMEs (Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises) by presenting 
programs whose impact is directly felt by MSME actors. 

Micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) are an important part of the Indonesian 
economy. MSMEs are one of the most popular business practices among Indonesians. The 
large number of MSME activists makes this business sector one of the driving wheels of the 
country's economy. The micro, small and medium enterprise (MSME) sector has so far shown 
a very good stretch and has even been able to sustain national economic recovery and growth. 
This sector is also the driver of the economy when a crisis hits. Micro, Small and Medium 
Enterprises (MSMEs) as contributors to the national gross domestic product (GDP) have an 
important role in Indonesia's economic recovery. Based on data from the Ministry of 
Cooperatives and Small and Medium Enterprises (KemenkopUKM) in March 2021, the number 
of MSMEs in Indonesia reached 64.2 million with a contribution to Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) of 61.07% or IDR 8,573.89 trillion. MSMEs are able to absorb 97% of the total workforce, 
and can raise up to 60.42% of the total investment in Indonesia. 

The development of micro, small, and medium enterprises (MSMEs) in Banjarmasin City is 
quite rapid. Based on data from the Office of Cooperatives, Small and Medium Enterprises of 
South Kalimantan Province (2022) in 2018, there were 31,231 micro businesses in the 
Banjarmasin City area, South Kalimantan. Many of these businesses were able to survive and 
grow amid the Covid-19 pandemic. Banjarmasin City is the capital of South Kalimantan 
province, which is one of the cities in Indonesia that has MSMEs in various business sectors. 
Banjarmasin City has a unique pattern of industrial growth, where most of its industries are 
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supported by the small and micro industry sector. One of the micro-industry centers in 
Banjarmasin City is the chip industry in Kelayan Village, Banjarmasin City based on Islamic 
banking.  

In reality, the development of MSMEs such as the chip industry in Kelayan Village has its own 
obstacles, one of the main ones being weaknesses in the capital structure and limitations in 
obtaining access to capital sources. According to Rosmadi (2019), which states that the main 
problem faced by MSME actors is related to financial capacity. The capital factor is important 
but not the main thing in carrying out business activities. Capital is used to support the 
company's ability to improve the quality and quantity of production in order to have a 
competitive advantage and to improve the performance of MSMEs supported by 
determination, experience, courage, knowledge and good networking.  

Method 
The type of research used in this research is qualitative research. In this study, researchers 
used field research methods. While the type of research uses descriptive research. The data 
sources used in this research consist of primary and secondary data sources. Primary data is 
obtained through interviews with relevant informants to explore information about the 
development of Islamic banking-based MSMEs in the Chips industry center in Kelayan Village, 
Banjarmasin City. The main source of data is the chip makers in Kelayan Village. Meanwhile, 
secondary data includes the profile of the Chips industry center in Kelayan Village, Banjarmasin 
City and other supporting data related to research materials and processing processes and 
information obtained during the research. The data will be analyzed and interpreted into 
words or explanations that can be clearly understood by others, and then presented in writing 
in the form of a research report. Qualitative data analysis while in the field uses the Miles and 
Huberman model which consists of data reduction, data presentation, and conclusion 
drawing. 

Results 
Based on the 3 respondents in this study, it can be seen that all respondents are MSME actors 
in Kelayan Village, Banjarmasin City. MSME development in Kelayan Village is with MSME 
financing. Microfinance at Bank BRI Syariah KCP Banjarmasin is financing provided by BRI 
Syariah to customers or prospective customers, either individual businesses or business 
entities engaged in MSMEs to finance their business needs through working capital financing 
or investment financing with a ceiling of Rp. 5,000,000,- to Rp. 200,000,000. with various 
margins depending on the amount of financing provided.  

The agreement used for this microfinance application is a murabahah bil wakalah agreement, 
which is a sale and purchase agreement where Islamic banking represents the purchase of 
goods to the supplier by the customer, then the customer provides a purchase note to the 
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bank, after the purchase note is owned by the bank, the bank determines the margin obtained 
and the repayment period to be agreed upon by the bank and the customer. It is hoped that 
future prospects will be able to assist potential customers in applying for financing that uses 
sharia principles that are far from usury. To find out how the development strategy of the 
Chips Industry MSMEs in Kelayan Village, Banjarmasin City is based on Islamic banking, the 
researchers conducted interviews with the perpetrators of the Chips MSMEs in Kelayan 
Village, including the following: 

“So for my SOP chips business, it has been running for 2 years. Alhamdulillah, at this time I am 
greatly helped by the assistance of capital loans from Bank BRI Syariah. Of course, this financing 
is far from usury, so it's calmer. I use this capital to develop the chips and pastries business" 
(Interview with Mrs. Aminah, owner of the SOP Chips Business). 

Based on the interview above, it can be seen that Mrs. Aminah is a customer of BRI Syariah KCP 
Banjarmasin, she said that her business has been running for 2 years. After getting financing from BRI 
Syariah KCP Banjarmasin, her income increased, before getting financing the income received was IDR 
100 thousand per day, after getting financing of IDR 25 million from BRI Syariah KCP Banjarmasin her 
income increased to IDR 200 thousand per day. The bank also conducts direction related to the 
business so that it grows. With additional capital or financing from BRI Syariah Banjarmasin, it helps 
me develop my chips and cookies business. 

“The beginning of my tempeh sago chips business started by accident. At that time I was hit by 
a flood disaster, because I was confused that I had no income, I finally tried to make tempeh 
sago chips. Alhamdulillah, it has been running until now. Currently, I received capital assistance 
from BRI Bank KCP Banjarmasin amounting to 20 million rupiah, which I used for additional 
capital and buying business support equipment" (Interview with Mrs. Musriati, Owner of Tempe 
Sago Chips Business Ridho). 

Based on the interview above, it can be seen that Mrs. Musriati is a customer of BRI Syariah 
KCP Banjarmasin who has a sago tempeh chips business "Ridho". Mrs. Musriati said that the 
beginning of the sago tempeh chips business began during the flood season, which resulted in 
the submergence of her plantation. Mrs. Musriati was confused about getting household 
income so she tried to process tempeh chips and market them until the business ran until now 
and has been running for about 4 years. Mrs. Musriati received a capital loan from BRI Syariah 
KCP Banjarmasin amounting to 20 million rupiah which was used by her for additional capital 
and buying equipment to support her business. 

“I started this banana chip business by selling banana chips from 2016, which were sold in stalls, 
then there were customers who ordered at home, since then the sales have been selling more 
and more. I also market online via Instagram, Facebook and WhatsApp. Until now, my pisnag 
chips have spread to the Marabahan market and also to the island of Bali. I received a capital 
loan from BRI Syariah Bank KCP Banjarmasin amounting to 150 million rupiah which was used 
by him for additional business capital" (Interview with Mrs. Muni'ah, as the owner of the banana 
chip business.). 
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Based on the results of the interview above, it can be seen that Mrs. Muni'ah is one of the 
customers of Bank BRI Syariah KCP Banjarmasin. Mrs. Muni'ah said that the beginning of 
starting a business began with selling banana chips from 2016, which were sold in stalls, then 
there were customers who ordered at home, then there was a friend of Mrs. Muni'ah who 
marketed in Banjarbaru city up to 10 kg. Mrs. Muni'ah received a capital loan from BRI Syariah 
Bank KCP Banjarmasin of 150 million rupiah which was used by her for additional business 
capital. 

Bank Syariah BRI Banjarmasin Branch has an important role to improve micro businesses and 
build confidence in the stability of the financial system. Providing excellent service to 
customers, through a widespread network and supported by professional human resources 
by implementing government policy practices with legal entities. Providing optimal profits and 
benefits to interested parties. Efforts to improve and develop micro businesses by BRI Syariah 
Bank Banjarmasin Branch in this case are carried out by encouraging the provision of banking 
credit to micro businesses. The micro business financing facility provided by BRI Syariah 
Banjarmasin Branch is a facility with a limit of up to IDR 50,000,000. Thus, it can support micro 
business financing. 

Granting bank credit must have confidence based on in-depth analysis of the intention and 
ability and ability of the debtor customer to overcome debt or return the intended financing 
as promised. The credit provided by the bank contains risk so that in its implementation the 
bank must pay attention to the principles of credit to obtain this confidence, before providing 
credit, the bank must conduct a careful assessment of the character and ability, collateral 
capital, and business prospects of the debtor. Given that collateral is one of the elements of 
granting credit, if based on other elements it is possible to obtain confidence in the debtor's 
ability to repay debts, the collateral can only be in the form of goods, projects, or claims 
financed by the credit in question. 

Supporting factors for BRI Syariah in increasing micro businesses include locations that are 
easily accessible to the community; the system implemented at Bank Syariah BRI Banjarmasin 
Branch such as products, procedures, accounting systems, and supervision is designed in such 
a way as to be very simple, efficient and effective; every employee in the ranks of Bank Syariah 
BRI Banjarmasin Branch must receive training to maximize the ability of each employee in 
order to provide the best for the script and the company. 

Based on the results of interviews with BRI Syariah Bank Banjarmasin Branch, it was found that 
there are many obstacles faced by BRI Syariah in increasing micro-businesses, including limited 
human resources who understand sharia products and systems; the existence of guarantees 
at banks so that customers find it difficult to use micro-business financing products; difficulty 
in withdrawing funds in the event of default; on the other hand, banks also have difficulty 
channeling credit to micro-business groups. 
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Discussion 
Judging from the income of those who do micro-business at Bank Syariah BRI Banjarmasin 
Branch, their income has increased. This proves that the presence of Bank Syariah BRI 
Banjarmasin Branch is very helpful for the people of Banjarmasin city to increase micro 
businesses in developing their business. Investment financing is provided to customers for 
investment purposes, namely the need for additional capital to carry out repairs, business 
expansion, or the establishment of new businesses With the assistance of Bank Syariah BRI 
Banjarmasin Branch, people in the city of Banjarmasin get convenience in loans that can be 
used to improve the business being run. Bank Syariah BRI Banjarmasin Branch also gets a large 
profit from lending to micro businesses. The role of Bank Syariah BRI Banjarmasin Branch in 
financing micro businesses is still very small. This cannot be separated from the small amount 
of total assets of Bank Syariah BRI Banjarmasin Branch. But what Bank Syariah BRI Banjarmasin 
Branch has done in financing micro businesses so far is the first step in the role of Bank Syariah 
BRI Banjarmasin Branch in its alignment with these micro businesses. 

The role of MSME development in Kelayan Village, Banjarmasin City through Islamic banking, 
in this case Bank BRI Syariah KCP Banjarmasin, is carried out by encouraging the provision of 
banking credit to micro businesses. The micro business financing facility provided by Bank 
Syariah BRI Banjarmasin Branch is a facility with a limit of up to IDR 50,000,000. Thus, it can 
support micro business financing. The efforts that have been made by Bank Syariah BRI 
Banjarmasin Branch in increasing micro businesses have many stages. Bank Syariah BRI 
Banjarmasin Branch introduces the sharia system to the public by convincing and providing 
understanding to the public about BRI Syariah products. 

Not only fixated on the mindset that prioritizes halal-haram issues and usury interest in 
introducing Bank Syariah BRI Banjarmasin Branch to the public, but trying to highlight things 
that are more common and popular in the community. This is because most of the people of 
Banjarmasin city think about the advantages and disadvantages of saving or borrowing money 
at BRI Syariah. For rational people, the most important thing is the attractive returns and other 
benefits, such as satisfactory service, sophisticated technology, security, extensive network, 
and ease of access.  

Some of the obstacles faced in developing MSMEs in Kelayan Village, Banjarmasin City are 
limited human resources who understand sharia products and systems. This may be due to 
the lack of socialization to explain the advantages of sharia products. There is still an 
impression in some communities that BRI Syariah Bank Banjarmasin Branch is exclusive in the 
sense that BRI Syariah is only aimed at the Muslim community and involves people who are 
Muslim only. There is a view from some people who say that in general the system of activities 
and products of banks follows conventional banks. The main thing that makes the difference 
is only the elimination of the element of usury or interest which is forbidden in Islamic law.  
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In addition, the obstacle faced in the development of MSMEs in Kelayan Village, Banjarmasin 
City is collateral or guarantee. The requirement for sufficient collateral is an obstacle faced by 
banks. The collateral in question is collateral that can be used as a requirement in applying for 
capital financing, which can be in the form of land certificates or motor vehicle CPCPs. This is 
because not all business actors in the chip industry MSMEs in Kelayan Village, Banjarmasin 
City have collateral requirements that must be met when applying for microfinance-based 
financing. Thus, business actors who are unable to meet these requirements cannot obtain 
capital loans that can help the continuity of the business they are running.  

As for what BRI Syariah Bank Banjarmasin Branch sees from the ability to pay to customers 
who do micro business financing is from the business side, the ability to make payments is 
highly dependent on factors that affect sales volume, selling prices, costs and expenses. This 
all depends on the quality of products and services, the effectiveness of labor, the price and 
availability of raw materials and the quality of management. Given that the ability to pay is 
based on the income from the customer's business, the bank must be confident that based on 
the business the customer can fulfill his financial obligations. 

The development of MSMEs in Kelayan Village, Banjarmasin City carried out by Bank BRI KCP 
Banjarmasin has not fully supported micro businesses because it is limited by prudential 
factors. Therefore, Bank Syariah BRI Banjarmasin Branch requires collateral for those who 
carry out financing in order to avoid losses that can arise at any time from the customer's 
performance. On the other hand, banks also have difficulty channeling credit to micro business 
groups. Another obstacle faced in the development of chip industry MSMEs in Kelayan Village, 
Banjarmasin City based on microfinance is the submission requirements that cannot be met 
so that they are rejected by Islamic banks. This is because MSMEs that apply for financing do 
not meet the requirements or are deemed not bona fide. The research findings also show that 
there are obstacles faced by chip industry MSMEs in Kelayan Village, namely business actors 
who have received sharia-based capital financing are not disciplined in paying installment 
interest. This is because the installment burden is subject to interest and payments made 
within a predetermined period are considered burdensome in terms of costs (interest) and 
mind burden.  

Conclusion 
Based on the research that has been conducted, it can be concluded that the development 
strategy carried out by the Chips Industry MSMEs in Kelayan Village, Banjarmasin City is by 
applying for capital financing to BRI Syariah Bank KCP Banjarmasin. The obstacles faced in the 
development of chip industry MSMEs in Kelayan Village, Banjarmasin City based on 
microfinance are heavy collateral, application requirements that are rejected because they 
are not bona fide, and MSME players who are not disciplined in paying installment interest. 
Microfinance provided by BRI Syariah KCP Banjarmasin for additional business capital can 
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increase the income received by chip industry MSMEs in Kelayan Village and keep MSME 
businesses running. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study aims to determine the effect of leadership and work discipline of the employees at 
Dinas Pariwisata Kebudayaan Pemuda dan Olahraga Tuban Regency. The methode used in this 
research is quantitative. The population in this study were all employees at Dinas Pariwisata 
Kebudayaan Pemuda dan Olahraga Tuban Regency, and the sampling used was 96 
respondents with the sampling technique using Saturated Samplling. The data analysis 
technique used in this study is Multiple Linear Regression Analysis with data processing using 
IBM SPSS Version 22 Software. The results of this study indicate that leadhership and work 
discpline have a positive but not significant effect on the performance of the employees at 
Dinas Pariwisata Kebudayaan Pemuda dan Olahraga Tuban Regency. 
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Introduction 
In general, Human Resources (HR) in an organization, agency or company is one of the most 
important factors that cannot be separated. Because in an organization HR is also a 
consideration in all activities, especially those aimed at achieving organizational goals. 
Without quality human resources, an organization cannot run well. HR itself includes all 
people in an organization who participate in the operational activities of the organization, 
both those who occupy leadership and subordinate positions. Although different positions or 
positions but all parts of human resources have the same task in achieving the goals of an 
organization or agency. 

Based on the Big Indonesia Dictionary (KBBI) an organization is a place or container used by 
people togather, work together logically and systematically, plan, guide and control, using 
existing resources and be guided in HR to achieve an organizational goal. In order for an 
organization’s goals to be achieved and run well, it must pay attention to important aspects 
to manage it such as leadership, work discpline, performance and other aspects. 

Performance is the result of a person’s work in quantity and quality that has been achieved by 
employees in carrying out their duties in accordance with the responsibilities given in 
achieving a predetermined goal (Mangkunegara, 2016). Therefore, to achieve the maximum 
goals, leaders must pay attention to the performance of their employees. Because, the success 
of employee performance to achieve maximum goal requires work discipline from employees. 

According to research by Eva Amalia and Muhammad Rudiansyah (2019) employee 
performance is influenced by work discipline. Hasibuan (2017) defines work discipline as an 
understanding and willingness of a person to obey all company regulations and applicable 
social norms. Understanding itself is the behavior of someone who voluntarily obeys all 
regulations and is aware of his duties and responsibilities. And with good work discipline, the 
success of employee performance can be achieved. In this case, human resources can be an 
important factor factor to achieve organizational goals effectively and effeciently. The work 
discipline of an employee can be seen through the high and low work ethic of the employee. 
Disciplined employees can be determined from the accuracy of the emplyoees in completing 
the assigned tasks, coming to the office on time, and complying with all regulations and from 
how much responsibility for the position of the position has been given. 

According to research by Debora Tambunan (2019) employee performance is influenced by 
leadership. Wahyudi (2017) defines leadership as a person’s expertise in moving, directing as 
well as influencing the mindset, the way each member works so that they have an 
independent attitude at work, especially in making decisions in the interest of accelerating the 
achievement of predetermined goals. The position of the leader in the development of human 
resources is very important, because basically what affects the success of leadership in an 
agency is the ability of the leader to carry out his duties and obligations as a controller or 
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person who carries out basic management functions, performance needs in the workplace, 
political thinking and creative thinking skills, assertiveness or the ability to make decisions and 
solve problems quickly and precisely. Therefore, leadership has a very important role in 
achieving employee performance, that leaders have the ability to apply leadership methods 
that are in accordance with existing situations and conditions, so that employees can work 
comfortably and have high spirits. 

Dinas Pariwisata Kebudayaan Pemuda dan Olahraga is a government agency that has the duty 
and function to foster and develop the fields of tourism, culture, youth and sports in 
accordance with the regulations set by the regional government and in accordance with 
applicable laws. Thus, in order to be successful in carrying out their duties and functions in 
each field, employees must achieve high performance, by looking at the factors that affect 
performance, including leadership and work discipline. Government agencies will not run well 
if management in leadership and discipline of employees is not managed as well as possible. 
Because this can cause problems in achieving employee performance. 

Research results from Debora Tambunan (2019), Mhd. Edi Syahputra, Syaiful Bahri and Muis 
Fauzi Rambe (2020), Rahmad Basuki and Riska Puspita S (2018), Any Isvandiari and Bagus Al 
Idris (2018), state that leadership has a positive and significant effect on employee 
performance. This means that high and low employee performance is influenced by leadership 
factors. In addition, the research results from Eva Amalia, Muhammad Rudiansyah (2019) 
stated that leadership and work discipline have a significant effect on employee performance. 
That is, the higher the level of leadership and good work discipline, the better the employee’s 
performance. Therefore, researchers are interested in conducting research at the agency to 
find out whether there is an influence of leadership and work discipline on employee 
performance. 

Method 
The type of research used in this research is descriptive quantitative. That is, collecting, 
processing, simplifying, presenting, and analyzing data descriptively (sentence explanations) 
and quantitatively (numbers) using multiple linear regression models to determine the effect 
of leadership and work discipline on employee perfromance at Dinas Pariwisata Kebudayaan 
Pemuda dan Olahraga Tuban Regency. 

The population used in this study were all employees at the office Dinas Pariwisata 
Kebudayaan Pemuda dan Olahraga Tuban Regency which consisted of elements of the Head 
of the Service, Secretariat, Fields (culture, youth, and sports), and the Technical 
Implementation Unit of the Service (UPTD). By using a sampling technique that is Saturated 
Sampling. Because based on this research, the population is not more than 100 respondents. 
Thus, it is hoped that all respondents can assist in the implementation of this research. 
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There are two types of data used in this study, namely secondary data and primary data. 
Secondary data in this study were obtained from the object of research in the form of 
websites, references books, journals, and information related to this research. While the 
primary data in this study was obtained by distributing questionnaires and interviews to 
employees of the Dinas Pariwisata Kebudayaan Pemuda dan Olahraga Tuban Regency. 

Therefore, the hypothesis proposed in this study is as follow: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

H1: It is suspected that there is an influence between leadership on employee performance 
H2: It is suspected that there is an influence of discipline on employee performance 

Result 
1. Classic Assumption Test 

The classical assumption test is used as a requirement in using the regression model, so 
that the regression results obtained are the right estimates. 

a. Normality Test 
Table 1. Normality Test 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A data is said to be normally distributed if the data points spread around the regression 
line. Based on the picture above, the data normality test using P-P Plot is known that 
the data points are around the regression line. This shows that the research data is 
normally distributed. 
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b. Multicollinearity Test 

Table 2 Multicollinearity Test 
Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

Collinearity 
Statistics 

B 
Std. 
Error Beta Tolerance VIF 

1 (Constant) 14.072 3.156  4.459 .000   
X1 .252 .144 .179 1.755 .083 .956 1.046 
X2 .164 .104 .162 1.586 .116 .956 1.046 

a. Dependent Variable: Y 

Multicollinearity test is used to determine whether there is a strong relationship 
between independent variables. One of the most accurate ways to detect the presence 
or absence of these symptoms is by using the Tolerance and VIF (Variance Inflation 
Factor) methods. Based on the table above, all variables have a tolerance value above 
0.1 and a VIF value < 10. So it can be concluded that the regression model in this study 
does not occur multicollinearity. 

c. Heteroscedasticity Test 

Table 3 Heteroscedasticity Test 
Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

Collinearity 
Statistics 

B 
Std. 
Error Beta Tolerance VIF 

1 (Constant) 2.146 1.719  1.248 .215   
X1 -.027 .078 -.036 -.339 .735 .956 1.046 
X2 -.013 .056 -.025 -.235 .814 .956 1.046 

a. Dependent Variable: Abs_RES 

The heteroscedasticity test aims to test whether the regression model has variance inequality 
from the residual of one observation to another observation. The are several ways to perform a 
heteroscedasticity test. Based on the Glejser test above, it is known that the Sig.t value of each 
independent variable is greater than 0.05. This show that the data does not experience 
symptoms of heteroscedasticity. 

2. Multiple Linear Regression Test 

Table 4 Regression Test 
Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

Collinearity 
Statistics 

B 
Std. 

Error Beta Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant) 14.072 3.156  4.459 .000   

X1 .252 .144 .179 1.755 .083 .956 1.046 
X2 .164 .104 .162 1.586 .116 .956 1.046 

a. Dependent Variable: Y 
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Multiple Linear Regression Analysis aims to determine whether there is an effect of two or more 
independent variables (X) on the dependent variable (Y). Based on the table of multiple linear 
regression test result above, it can be obtained a multiple linear regression model based on the B 
value as follows: 

Y = a + b1X1 + b2X2 + e        1 
Y = 14.072 + 0.252(X1) + 0.164(X2) + e       2 

The a value of 14.072 is a constant or cindition when the dependent variabel of employee 
performance (Y) has a positive effect on the independent variabel, namely leadership (X1) and work 
discipline (X2). 

b1 (regression coefficient value X1) of 0.252 indicates that the leadership variable has a positive 
influence on employee performance which is quite strong. If leadership is optimized then employee 
performance will increase. 

 b2 (regression coefficient value X2) of 0.164 indicates that the work discipline variabel has a positive 
influence on employee performance which is quite strong. If work discipline is optimized, employee 
performance will increase. 

3.  T Test 

Table 5 T Test 

Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

Collinearity 
Statistics 

B 
Std. 

Error Beta Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant) 14.072 3.156  4.459 .000   

X1 .252 .144 .179 1.755 .083 .956 1.046 
X2 .164 .104 .162 1.586 .116 .956 1.046 

a. Dependent Variable: Y 

Decision Making Terms 

H0 is accepted and H1 is rejected if the t-count value is between -t-table to +t-table and 
Sig.t > 0.05 
H0 is rejected and H1 is accepted if the t-count value is between -t-table to +t-table and 
Sig.t > 0.05 

The t-table value for α = 0.05 and df = 93 is 1.98580. The t-count value of the leadership 
variable is 1.755 with a Sig.t of 0.083. This shows that the leadership variable has a t-count 
value that is between the range -t-table to +t-table (1.755 is in the range -1.98580 to 
+1.98580) and Sig.t > (0.083 > 0.05) this means that leadership has a positive but not 
significant effect on employee performance. The t-count value of the work discipline 
variable is 1.586 with a Sig.t of 0.116. This shows that the work discipline variable has a t-
count value, which is between the range -t-table to +t-table (1.586 is in the range -1.98580 
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to +1.98580) and Sig.t > (0.116 > 0.05) means that work discipline has a positive but not 
significant effect on employee performance. 

4. F Test 

Table 6 F test 
ANOVAa 

Model 
Sum of 
Squares df 

Mean 
Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 19.103 2 9.551 3.543 .033b 
Residual 250.730 93 2.696   
Total 269.833 95    

a. Dependent Variable: Y 
b. Predictors: (Constant), X2, X1 

Decision Making Terms 

H0 is accepted and H1 is rejected if the value of F-count < F-table and Sig. > 0.05 
H0 is rejected and H1 is accepteed if the F-count > F-table and Sig. < 0.05 

Berdasarkan on the data in the table above, it is known that the F-count value is 3.534 with 
Sig. of 0.033. While the value of the F-table for α = 0.05; df1= 2 and df2= 93 of 3.09. Because 
the value of F-count > F-table (3.543 > 3.09) and Sig. < α (0.033 < 0.05), then H0 is rejected 
and H1 is accepted. That is, the regression model formed meets the goodness of fit model 
or the regression model that is formed is feasible and can be used to predict employee 
performance at Dinas Pariwisata Kebudayaan Pemuda dan Olahraga Tuban Regency. 

5. Coefficient of Determination Test (R2) 

Table 7 Determination Test 
Model Summaryb 

Model R 
R 

Square 
Adjusted 
R Square 

Std. 
Error of 

the 
Estimate 

Change Statistics 
R 

Square 
Change 

F 
Change df1 df2 

Sig. F 
Change 

1 .845a .715 .709 1.46286 .715 116.577 2 93 .000 
a. Predictors: (Constant), X2, X1 
b. Dependent Variable: Y 

Based on the Model Summary table above, it can be seen that the R-Square value is 0.715. 
This means that 71.5% of employee performance at Dinas Pariwisata Kebudayaan Pemuda 
dan Olahraga Tuban Regency is explained by leadership and work discipline. While the rest, 
100% - 71.5% = 28.5% is explained by other variables not considered in this study. 
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Discussion 
The Effect of Leadership on Employee Performance 

Based on the results of the research above, the influence of leadership on employee 
performance obtained a t-count value of 1.755 < 1.98580 t-table, then H0 is accepted and H1 
is rejected with a Sig value of 0.083 > alpha 0.05, so it can be concluded that leadership has a 
positive but not significant influence on employee performance. 

This show that the level of leadership at Dinas Pariwisata Kebudayaan Pemuda dan Olahraga 
Tuban Regency is unsatisfactory or still low. It can be explained that in the process of 
interaction that takes place between leaders and subordinates at Dinas Pariwisata 
Kebudayaan Pemuda dan Olahraga Tuban Regency it is not optimal, for that it is a better step 
if the leader can create more effective communication with his subordinates in order to 
achieve the desired goals. In a motivation, a leader must also motivate and give 
encouragement to his subordinates, namely by giving ideas so that his subordinates have high 
enthusiasm to build ideas that will be carried out and can build achievements at work. In 
addition, the way that leaders can do to control their subordinates is that the leader must be 
able to explain to his subordinates related to the tasks given in order to achieve the desired 
goals so that this can improve employee performance. Theoretically, it is a science that 
thoroughly examines how to direct, influence and supervise others to perform tasks in 
accordance with the directive that have been planned or determined (Fahmi, 2016). 

The result of this study are supported by previous research conducted by Yesi Daniel Tri 
Baskoro, Alwi Suddin and Sutarno (2019) where leadership has a positive but not significant 
effect on employee performance. But it is different from the research conducted by Debora 
Tambunan (2019), Any Isvandiari dan Bagus Al Idris (2018), Rahmad Basuki dan Riska Puspita 
S (2018) with the result of research that leadership has a positive and significant effect on 
employee performance. 

The Effect of Work Discipline on Employee Performance 

Based on the results of the study above, the effect of work discipline on employee 
performance obtained a t-count value 1.586 < 1.98580 t-table, then H0 is accepted and H1 is 
rejected with a Sig value of 0.116 > alpha 0.05 so it can be concluded that work discipline has 
a positive influence but not significant to employee performance. 

This shows that the level of work discipline at Dinas Pariwisata Kebudayaan Pemuda dan 
Olaharaga Tuban Regency is still low. It can be explained that in an agency there are always 
rules or procedures that must be obeyed and carried out. With the regulations as employees, 
we should comply with other ways that can be done, such as asking for permission if we do 
not come to work so that work can be shared or transferred to other employees, and the work 
or task given can be completed according to the original plan designed and other ways. To 
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improve employee performance in terms of discipline, it can be done by complying with other 
regulations that have been set, such as going home according to office hours. In addition, 
when completing the work or task assigned, an employee must have a sense of responsibiliy 
for the results that have been done, because with a great sense of responsibility, the results 
that we have done can be resolved properly. Theoretically, work discipline is a tool used by 
management to communicate with employees so that they are willing to change a behavior 
as well as an effort to increase one’s awareness and willingness to comply with all company 
regulations (Rivai, 2017). 

The results of this study are supported by previous research conducted by Sri Indah Fadilah 
(2019) where work discipline has a positive but not significant effect on employee 
performance. But in contrast to the research conducted by Mhd. Edi Syahputra, Syaiful Bahri 
dan Muis Fauzi Rambe (2020) with research results that work discipline has a positive and 
significant effect on employee performance. 

Conclusion 
From the results and discussion in this study, it can be concluded that leadership as a variable 
(X1) and work discipline as a variable (X2) shows results that have a positive but not significant 
effect on employee performance. The results of this study indicate that the level of change in 
leadership and work discipline does not significantly affect changes in employee performance. 
Therefore, to improve the performance of employees at Dinas Pariwisata Kebudayaan 
Pemuda dan Olahraga Tuban Regency, the leadership must pay more attention to work 
discipline in order to increase discipline in work and complete the assigned tasks in order to 
achieve effective performance, besides that it can be done by improving several other things, 
which can significantly affect employee performance, this can be done by adding other 
variables that are not included in this study. 
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ABSTRACT 

Sukron Mansur, 2022. Master of Management Postgraduate Program at the Asia Institute of 
Technology and Business, Malang. The Effect of Television Advertising and Product Quality on 
Purchase Decisions Through Brand Equity (Case Study on Customers in Pakis Malang District; 
Supervising Lecture I: Dr. Fathorahman, S.E., M.M. ; Supervising Lecture II: Dr. Ike Kusdiyah R, 
S.E., M.M. The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of television advertising and 
product quality on purchasing decisions for Marimas products through brand equity (a case 
study on customers in Pakis Malang District). This type of research is quantitative descriptive 
with path analysis techniques. The population inthis study is Marimas product customers 
in  Subdistrict Pakis Malang. The sampling technique used purposive sampling. The number of 
respondents in this study were 100 respondents. The results of the Path analysis test found 
that television advertising had no direct or indirect effect on purchasing decisions and product 
quality had an effect on purchasing decisions both directly and indirectly for Marimas product 
customers in Pakis Subdistrict, Malang. 

KEYWORDS:  Television Advertising, Product Quality, Purchase Decision and Brand Equity. 
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Introduction 
In the era of free trade lately, manufacturers are competing in marketing their products in 
order to take the market. One of the producers' strategies is to market their products through 
advertising media. In everyday life, we often encounter advertisements in various forms and 
delivery media, from television, radio, newspapers, online media, billboards, and so on. For 
companies providing goods or services, advertising is the mainstay to introduce and market 
their products. It aims to attract consumers to buy goods or use the advertised service. This 
condition requires producers to compete to retain consumers through competition between 
brands. 

Talking about purchasing decisions, based on survey results and findings or provisional 
estimates by researchers that purchasing decisions for Marimas products in Pakisaji Malang 
have decreased. One of the reasons is about display . Competitor products (Nutrisari) found 
by researchers on average product location position is at in front (next to the cashier) while 
marimas products are in the back, even the products are still in the warehouse. From the 
results of interviews with outlets, it turns out that competitors' products do have a display , 
namely the rental fee in the form of product compensation every month. This is interesting to 
be a concern for producers to further increase promotional activities that make consumers 
more loyal to marimas products.  

Advertising is a form of corporate communication to consumers who convey information 
about their products. At this time advertising is widely used by companies to introduce their 
products because advertising can reach various circles, both the lower economic class to the 
upper class economy because advertising can reach remote areas even by using radio and 
television. By using radio and television companies can introduce and inform about their 
products and the benefits received by consumers. Companies use television advertisements 
as promotions because advertisements can be seen by consumers and stick in consumers' 
memories. According to Nielsen Advertising Information Services (2015), quoted from the 
website page, said that the growth of advertising spending in 2015 began to show a positive 
movement in the second quarter with a growth value of 6%, after previously falling 1% in the 
first quarter. Overall during the first half of 2015 total advertising spending increased by 4% .  

Advertising activities using television media are widely used by large companies because they 
can reach the wider community. Television is the most attractive and most effective media 
compared to other advertising media (Mariyanti and Rahanatha 2015). This is also done by PT 
Marimas Putera Kencana through one of its well-known brands, namely Marimas. Marimas 
product advertisements are advertised on television and packaged in an attractive form so 
that the advertisement is able to attract consumers to buy Marimas products. Activity 
Television ads  important because it creates brand awareness. 
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Advertising Television 
Advertising according to Kotler and Keller (2007:244) is any form of non-personal presentation 
and promotion of ideas, goods or services by a particular sponsor that must be paid. 
Advertising using television media combines images, sound and movement, stimulates the 
senses and has high attention and reach. According to Ronald Lane in Alawiyah (2010: 13) also 
said that television is a combination of color, sound, and movement that offers flexible 
creativity for almost all products. So, television advertising is an advertisement that uses 
television as a communication tool to deliver its message. There are 5 indicators in television 
advertising, namely the purpose of the advertisement, the content of the advertisement 
message, the message format, the source of the message and the price discount. 

Product Quality Product 
quality is something that can affect consumers of Marimas products, Pakis District, Malang 
Regency, this is because the better the quality of Marimas products they have, the greater the 
consumers in Malang to make purchasing decisions. However, researchers only took six of the 
eight dimensions according to Fandy Tjiptono (2008) to adjust to the phenomena that occur 
in the object of research, namely 1) Performance, 2) Feature, 3) Conformance to specification, 
4) Realibility, 5) Durability, 6) Esthetica) . 

Purchasing Decision Purchasing 
Decision is a final process in which a prospective customer considers several things ranging 
from problem recognition, information search, alternative evaluation, purchase decisions and 
post-purchase behavior. Indicators in purchasing decisions refer to the opinion of kotler and 
keller (2009:235), namely a) problem recognition, b) information search, c) alternative 
evaluation, d) purchase decisions, e) post-purchase behavior 

Brand Equity 
Measurement of brand equity can be done by analyzing the dimensions the basis of brand 
equity, namely brand awareness (brand awareness), brand association (brand association), 
impression quality (perceive quality), brand loyalty (brand loyalty). 

Conceptual Framework and Hypotheses 
In the conceptual framework of this study, we want to test whether the independent variables, 
namely television advertising (X1) and product quality (X2), can affect the dependent variable, 
namely purchasing decisions (Y) through the intervening variable, namely Brand Equity (Z). Or 
whether television advertising and product quality variables directly affect purchasing 
decisions. The hypothesis is a temporary answer to the research problem until it is proven 
through the collected data (Arikunto, 2002:64). Based on the considerations in the problem 
formulation, the hypothesis that the authors put forward are: 
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H1 : It is suspected that there is a significant influence of television advertising on brand 
equity directly 

H2 : It is suspected that there is a significant effect of product quality on brand equity 
directly 

H3 : It is suspected that there is a significant influence of television advertising on decisions 
Direct purchase 

H4 : It is suspected that there is a significant influence of product quality on direct 
purchasing decisions 

H5 : It is suspected that there is a significant influence of brand equity on direct purchasing 
decisions 

H6 : It is suspected that there is a significant influence of television advertising on 
purchasing decisions through indirect brand equity 

H7 : Allegedly there is significant influence of product quality on purchasing decisions 
through brand equity indirectly 

Method 
Validity 
Test Validity test was conducted to determine the level of validity of the indicators used as a 
variable measuring instrument. The validity test uses bivariate correlation which is carried 
out with the help of spss imb version 25. The way of analysis is to correlate each value in the 
question number with the total value of the question number. Furthermore, the correlation 
coefficient obtained by r still has to be tested for its significance by comparing it with table r. 
question items are said to be valid if r count > r table or p value < 0.05 (Arikunto, 2008:146). 
The following are the results of the validity of each indicator. 

Reliability Test Reliability 
test is a consistent measure of research results, an instrument is reliable if the Cronbach's 
Alpha value 0.60, while an instrument is declared unreliable if Cronbach's Alpha < 0.60 

Result 
Table 1 the results of the reliability test above, it is known that the Cronbach's Alpha value of 
each item that measures the research variables is more greater than 0.05. This shows that the 
research instrument, in this case the questionnaire, which is used to measure television 
advertising, product quality, brand equity and purchase decisions of Marimas products to 
customers in Pakis Malang sub-district is valid. 
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Table 1 Reliability Test 

Variable Indicator Correlation Value Value of r 
table 

Sig Level Sig 
(α) 

Information 

Television 
Advertising 

X1.1 0,568 0,279 0,000 0.05 Valid 
X1.2 0,724 0,279 0,000 0.05 Valid 
X1.3 0,733 0,279 0,000 0.05 Valid 
X1.4 0,517 0,279 0,000 0.05 Valid 
X1.5 0,623 0,279 0,000 0.05 Valid 
X1.6 0,542 0,279 0,000 0.05 Valid 

Product Quality X2.1 0,787 0,279 0,000 0.05 Valid 
X2.2 0,665 0,279 0,000 0.05 Valid 
X2.3 0,557 0,279 0,000 0.05 Valid 
X2.4 0,548 0,279 0,000 0.05 Valid 
X2.5 0,721 0,279 0,000 0.05 Valid 
X2.6 0,558 0,279 0,000 0.05 Valid 

Purchase Decision Y.1 0,724 0,279 0,000 0.05 Valid 
Y.2 0,645 0,279 0,000 0.05 Valid 
Y.3 0,835 0,279 0,000 0.05 Valid 
Y.4 0,667 0,279 0,000 0.05 Valid 
Y.5 0,742 0,279 0,000 0.05 Valid 

Brand Equity Z.1 0,768 0,279 0,000 0.05 Valid 
Z.2 0,737 0,279 0,000 0.05 Valid 
Z.3 0,743 0,279 0,000 0.05 Valid 
Z.4 0,673 0,279 0,000 0.05 Valid 

Source: Primary data processed by the author 2022 

Based on the Table 2 Reliability test results above, it is known that the Cronbach's Alpha 
value of each item that measures research variables is greater than 0.6. This shows that the 
research instrument, in this case the questionnaire, which is used to measure television 
advertising, product quality, brand equity and purchase decisions of Marimas products to 
customers in Pakis Malang sub-district is Reliable or Reliable or Consistent 

Table 2 Reliability Test 

Variable Cronbach's Alpha Criteria  Ket.  
Television advertisement (X1) 0.635 > 0.6 Reliable 
Product Quality (X2) 0.662 > 0.6 Reliable 
Purchase Decision (Y) 0.761 > 0.6 Reliable 
Brand Equity 0.696 > 0.6 Reliable 

Source: Primary data processed by the author 2022 
 
Substructure 1  
This test aims to determine how much influence the variable television advertising and 
product quality have on brand equity.  The following are the results of the sub-structural 1 
test: 
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Table 3 Substructure 1  

Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 1.720 2.748  .621  

Advertising 
Television .439 .183 .342 .394 .016 

Product quality 2.423 .144 .387 2,96
3 .007 

Source: Primary data processed by the author 2022 

Figure 1 Substructural path model 1 
 
 

                                                             

            

      

Source: primary data processed by the author 2022  

a. Testing the effect of television advertising on brand equity 
H0 : 1=0 (Television advertising has no effect on brand equity) 
H0: 1≠0 (Television advertising has an effect on brand equity) 
*) Comparing the t value with t table 

If t count < t table value then H0 is accepted and H1 is rejected 
If t count > t table value then H0 is rejected and H1 is accepted 

From the calculation, the t count value for television advertising coefficient is 2.423. And 
the t table can be calculated using the t test with the formula for degrees of freedom nk. 
where n is the amount of data and k is the number of dependent and independent 
variables, namely 4. Then 100-4 = 96, so t table = 1.984, with a significant 0.05. 

Because t count > t table value (2.423 > 1.984) with a significant of 0.016 < 0.05, H0 is 
rejected and H1 is accepted. So it can be concluded that television advertising coefficient 
has an effect on brand equity. 

In this case television advertising is able to increase brand equity. Where consumers will be 
more aware of a Marimas brand through a television advertisement. This is in accordance 
with respondents' answers that television advertisements with messages that are easy to 

 Ekuitas 
Merek 

Iklan televisi 

Kualitas 
Produk  
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remember and easy to understand are equipped with appropriate designs and colors by 
being played by energetic and attractive advertising stars can 

b. Test the effect of product quality on brand equity 
H0 : 1=0 (Product quality has no effect on brand equity) 
H0 : 1≠0 (product quality affects brand equity) 
*) Compares the value of t count with t table 

If t count < t table value then H0 is accepted and H1 is rejected 
If t count > t table value then H0 rejected and H1 accepted. 

From the calculation, the t value for the product quality coefficient is 2,963. And the t table 
can be calculated using the t test with the formula for degrees of freedom nk. where n is 
the amount of data and k is the number of dependent and independent variables, namely 
4. Then 100-4 = 96, so t table = 1.984, with a significant 0.05. 

Because t count > t table value (2,963 > 1,984) with a significant of 0.007 < 0.05, then H0 is 
rejected and H2 is accepted. So it can be concluded that the coefficient of product quality 
has an effect on brand equity. In this case, the better a product quality, the more brand 
awareness for Marimas product customers in Pakis Malang district. This is in accordance 
with the respondent's answer that Marimas products that have no side effects with many 
flavor variants are processed with good standards and quality and a long expiry date further 
increases awareness and brand loyalty of Marimas products to customers in Pakis Malang 
sub-district. 

Substructural test 2 
This test aims to determine how much influence the variables of television advertising, 
product quality, and brand equity have on purchasing decisions. The following are the results 
of sub-structural 2:  
 
Table 4 Substructure 2 

Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
 (Constant) 7.340 2.421  3.220 .002 

Iklan televisi -.185 .145 -.182 -
1.247 .225 

Kualitas 
produk .385 .132 .490 3.073 .004 
Ekuitas 
merek .133 .152 .176 1.270 .258 

Source: Primary data processed by the author 2022 
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Figure 2 Substructural path model 2 

            

                      

     

  

 

 

From the calculation obtained the value of t arithmetic for television advertising coefficient is 
-1.247. And the t table can be calculated using the t test with the formula for degrees of 
freedom nk. where n is the amount of data and k is the number of dependent and independent 
variables, namely 4. Then 100-4 = 96, so t table = 1.984, with a significant 0.05. 

Because t count > t table value (-1.247 < 1.984) with a significant of 0.225 > 0.05, then H0 is 
accepted and H3 is rejected. So it can be concluded that the television advertising coefficient 
has no effect on purchasing decisions. 

From the calculation, the t value for the product quality coefficient is 3.073. And the t table 
can be calculated using the t test with the formula for degrees of freedom nk. where n is the 
amount of data and k is the number of dependent and independent variables, namely 4. Then 
100-4 = 96, so t table = 1.984, with a significant 0.05. 

Because t count > t table value (3.073 > 1.984) with a significant value of 0.004 < 0.05, then 
H0 is rejected and H4 is accepted. So it can be concluded that the coefficient of product quality 
has an effect on purchasing decisions.  

From the calculation, the t-count value for the product quality coefficient is 1.270. And the t 
table can be calculated using the t test with the formula for degrees of freedom nk. where n 
is the amount of data and k is the number of dependent and independent variables, namely 
4. Then 100-4 = 96, so t table = 1.984, with a significant 0.05. Because t count > t table value 
(1.270 < 1.984) with a significant of 0.258 > 0.05, then H0 is accepted and H5 is rejected. So it 
can be concluded that the brand equity coefficient has no effect on purchasing decisions.    

Iklan 
televisi 

Keputusan 
pembelian 

Kualitas 
Produk 

0,490 

Ekuitas 
Merek 
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Path Test 
In this study, a hypothesis has been formulated which states that there is a direct and indirect 
effect between the independent variables on the dependent variable. To calculate the 
magnitude of the indirect effect and the total effect, it can be calculated in the following way: 
 
Direct and Indirect Effect Path Analysis Model 

 

                                         

                                                             

      

     

Based on the above calculation, it is known that the direct effect of X1 (television advertising) 
on purchasing decisions is lower (-0.182) than the indirect effect of brand equity (0.060). The 
total influence of television advertising on purchasing decisions is -0.122. Meanwhile, the 
effect of X2 (product quality) on purchasing decisions is higher (0.490) than the indirect effect 
through brand equity (0.068). The total effect of product quality on purchasing decisions is 
0.558.  

From the results of these calculations, it can be concluded that television advertising has no 
effect on purchasing decisions through brand equity and product quality affects purchasing 
decisions through brand equity. 

Discussion 
Sobel 
Sobel test to determine whether the relationship through mediation is significantly capable of 
being a mediator in the relationship. If the Z value > 1.98 with a significance level of 5%, it 
means that the mediating variable is able to mediate the relationship of the independent 
variable to the dependent. In this Sobel test, there are 2 regressions to be tested, the first test 
is the television advertising variable on purchasing decisions through brand equity.  

Table 5 Sobel test television advertising 

Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
e (Constant) 8.649 2.665  3.649 .002 

Promosi iklan 
televisi 

0,342 
-0,182 

Keputusan 
pembelian 

0,176 
Kualitas 
produk 

Ekuitas 
merek 0,387 

0,490 
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Iklan 
televisi -.052 .163 -.048 -.344 .738 
Ekuitas 
merek .298 .125 .377 2.341 .033 

Source: Primary data processed by the author 2022 

From table 5 shows that the regression coefficient value of television advertising on 
purchasing decisions gets a value of -0.052 with a standard error of 0.163 with a significance 
value of 0.738 so that television advertising promotions have no effect on purchasing 
decisions. Then for brand equity on purchasing decisions, it gets a coefficient value of 0.298 
with a standard error of 0.125 with a significance value of 0.033. So that brand equity has an 
effect on purchasing decisions.  

From the results of the calculation table above, it can be concluded that television advertising 
has no effect on purchasing decisions through brand equity.The second test of product quality 
variables on purchasing decisions through brand equity. The following is a table of product 
quality variable coefficients on purchasing decisions through brand equity. 

Table 6 Sobel test brand equity 

Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
e (Constant) 5.364 1.818  2.883 .006 

Kualitas 
produk .342 .127 .434 2.845 .008 
Ekuitas 
merek .092 .125 .127 .769 .430 

Source: Primary data processed by the author 2022 

From table 5 shows the regression coefficient value of product quality on purchasing decisions 
gets a coefficient value of 0.342 with a standard error of 0.127 with a significance value of 
0.008. So that the quality of the product affects the purchasing decision. Then for brand equity 
on purchasing decisions, the coefficient value is 0.092 with a standard error of 0.125 with a 
significance value of 0.430. So that brand equity has an effect on purchasing decisions. From 
the calculation results of the table above, it can be concluded that product quality influences 
purchasing decisions through brand equity. 

Conclusion 
1. Television advertisements have a positive and significant effect on the brand equity of 

marimas products to customers in the Pakis Subdistrict of Malang.  
2. Product quality has a positive and significant effect on brand equity of marimas products 

to customers in Pakis Malang sub-district.  
3. Television advertisements do not significantly influence the purchase decisions of marimas 

products to customers in the Pakis Subdistrict of Malang.   
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4. Product quality has a significant and significant effect on purchasing decisions for marimas 
products to customers in the sub-district of Pakis Malang. 

5. Brand equity has no effect on purchasing decisions for Marimas products to customers in 
the sub-district of Pakis Malang 

6. Television advertising has no effect on purchasing decisions through brand equity of 
marimas products to customers in Pakis Malang sub-district.   

7. Product quality has a positive and significant effect on purchasing decisions through the 
brand equity of Marimas products to customers in the Pakis Subdistrict of Malang. 

Based on the results of the study, data analysis and conclusions obtained in this research, the 
following suggestions can be given: 
1. For the company PT Marimas Puetera Kencana 

Based on the respondents' answers regarding the promotion of television advertising and 
product quality on purchasing decisions through brand equity, most of them chose to 
agree, but after a path analysis test, it turned out that advertising promotion activities did 
not have an impact on purchasing decisions. It turns out that this is because the frequency 
of ad serving is rare so that consumers do not know about Marimas ads. It is hoped that 
producers will increase the frequency so that consumers are more aware of the Marimas 
brand and hope that it will lead to purchasing decisions. 

2. For Further Research There 
Are only a few variables used in this study, namely two independent variables, one 
dependent variable and one intervening variable, therefore further researchers can add 
other variables related to purchasing decisions. So that it can provide a broader picture of 
what factors influence purchasing decisions. It is recommended to add or replace sampling 
techniques, such as face-to-face interviews in order to minimize habits and show actual 
conditions. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study aims to determine the effect of financial performance on firm value with good 
corporate governance as a moderating variable. The type of research used is a quantitative 
approach. The population of this study is all trading sector companies listed on the Indonesia 
Stock Exchange for the 2019-2021 period. The sampling technique used purposive sampling 
technique so that 51 financial statements were obtained from 17 samples of companies over 
a three-year period. Hypothesis testing was carried out using multiple linear regression 
analysis using SPSS version 26 software. The results of this study indicate that financial 
performance has no effect on firm value and good corporate governance cannot moderate the 
effect of financial performance and firm value. 
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Introduction 
The Covid-19 pandemic began in the city of Wuhan, Hubei Province, China and has spread 
throughout the world, including in Indonesia. This pandemic not only has an impact on public 
health, but also paralyzes the business sector. One of the business sectors affected by this 
pandemic is property and real estate companies. Property sales experienced a sharp decline 
in all segments, both lower class and upper class. According to the General Chair of Real Estate 
Indonesia (REI) Paulus Totok Lusida in the Zooming with Primus virtual discussion, the property 
sector experienced a sharp decline due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Malls fell by 85%, hotels 
fell by 90% on average, offices fell by 74%, and commercial homes fell between 50-80% 
(Mudzakir, 2020). Therefore, the property and real estate sector was chosen as the subject of 
this research because this sector experienced a decline in sales. The decline in sales will have 
an impact on the value of the company. 

The value of the company is the price that prospective buyers are willing to pay if the company 
is sold, the higher the value of the company, the higher the prosperity of shareholders 
(Akmalia et al., 2017). The value of the company is very important because the high value of 
the company will be followed by the high prosperity of shareholders (Kadek et al., 2016). With 
the increase in the value of the company, it will increase investor interest in the company. In 
this study, the indicator used to measure firm value is Price to Book Value (PBV), which is a 
comparison of the market price of a stock with book value. The reason Price to Book Value 
(PBV) is used as an indicator of firm value is because PBV is widely used in investment decision 
making. The greater the PBV value will affect the company's prospects because the value of 
the company describes the process of operating financial performance (Marridhani & 
Amanah, 2020). 

Financial performance is one of the factors that become a reference for investors in investing 
(Rahman, 2020). According to Rahman (2020) companies must continue to improve their 
financial performance so that the company's shares remain attractive to investors. The better 
the company's performance, the higher the return that investors get and the better the value 
of the company. In this study, financial performance uses three indicators, namely Return on 
Assets (ROA) and Current Ratio (CR). 

Return on Assets (ROA) is used to measure the company's ability to generate net income based 
on certain asset levels. The greater the Return on Assets (ROA), the better the company's 
performance in generating profits so that it will automatically increase investor interest in the 
company (Yusmaniarti et al., 2019). Current Ratio (CR) is used to measure the company's 
ability to meet short-term obligations (Kadek et al., 2016). The greater the ratio of current 
assets to current liabilities, the higher the company's ability to cover short-term obligations, 
the company can be said to be in good condition and the value of the company will increase 
in the eyes of investors (Marridhani & Amanah, 2020). 
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The phenomenon that occurs related to the value of the company is a sharp decline in the 
Composite Stock Price Index (IHGS) due to the increasing number of Covid-19 cases, causing 
the property sector share price to minus 21.23%. Several property issuers that also 
experienced a decline include Summarecon Agung (SMRA) which fell 19.9% with a closing price 
of Rp. 188 per share, Pakuwon Jati (PWON) which fell by 10.53% with a share price of Rp. 510 
per share and Lippo Karawaci. (LPKR) fell 11.5% with a share price of IDR 214 (Safitri, 2020). 
The decline in stock prices causes the value of the company to decrease as well. 

The phenomenon related to financial performance is the case of PT Jaya Real Property Tbk 
with stock code JRPT which recorded a decrease in net profit of 15.13%. Based on the financial 
statements in the first semester of 2020, JRPT recorded a net profit attributable to owners of 
the parent entity of Rp 402.55 billion, which was previously Rp 474.32 billion in the first 
semester of 2019. JRPT's revenue also decreased by Rp 1.02 trillion in the first semester of 
2020. Earnings were 5.5% lower compared to the same period in 2019. This resulted in a 
decrease in earnings per share from Rp 34.50 per share to Rp 29.33 per share. Liabilities to the 
company also recorded an increase due to short-term bank loans. The company's total short-
term liabilities increased by 14.62%, which was IDR 4.31 trillion from IDR 3.76 trillion in 2019 
(Mahardika, 2020). The decrease in income and stock prices as well as the increase in liabilities 
in this case indicate that the company's performance is not good. 

The results of research on financial performance on firm value with ROA indicators conducted 
by (Hosnia et al., 2016), (Putra & Lestari, 2016), and (Putra & Lestari, 2016) show that Return 
on Assets (ROA) has an influence significantly positive on firm value. Research on financial 
performance using CR indicators has been carried out by (Putra & Lestari, 2016) and (Putra & 
Lestari, 2016) showing that the Current Ratio (CR) has a significant positive effect on firm 
value. However, research conducted by (Kadek et al., 2016) shows that CR has an insignificant 
negative effect on firm value. 

The results of previous studies show inconsistent results regarding the effect of financial 
performance on firm value. This is presumably due to other factors that affect the relationship 
between financial performance and firm value, so the researcher adds another factor, namely 
Good Corporate Governance (GCG) as a moderating variable. Based on previous research, 
Romdhoni (2015) in Muslih and Utami (2018) states that Good Corporate Governance (GCG) 
is a system that regulates and controls a company to create added value for shareholders. In 
the process of maximizing firm value, corporate governance problems often arise due to the 
separation between management (agents) and shareholders (principals) (Heder & Priyadi, 
2017). This separation is based on agency theory where management tends to increase 
personal profits rather than corporate goals. One mechanism that is expected to control 
agency conflicts is to implement good corporate governance, in this study the researchers 
used Good Corporate Governance (GCG) which is expected to function as a tool to provide 
confidence to investors that they will receive a return on the funds that have been paid they 
invest (Aidah, 2016).  
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Good Corporate Governance (GCG) in this study uses an independent commissioner as an 
indicator. Independent commissioners are useful for regulating and making decisions 
regarding the running of the company so that decision making can be more objective so that 
it can affect the increase in company value (Purwantoro, 2020). Therefore, independent 
commissioners are used as indicators of GCG because the objective decisions taken are 
expected to increase the value of the company. Good GCG implementation can reduce risks 
that may be carried out by internal companies to benefit themselves (Rahman, 2020). 

The results of research conducted by (K & Wirajaya, 2017) and (Sari et al., 2018) show that 
Good Corporate Governance (GCG) can moderate the relationship between financial 
performance using ROA indicators and firm value. The results of research conducted by 
(Prayoga & Ariani, 2021) show that GCG can moderate the relationship between financial 
performance using CR indicators and firm value. 

This study aims to see whether return on assets (ROA) has an effect on firm value, whether 
the current ratio (CR) has an effect on firm value, whether good corporate governance can 
moderate the effect of return on assets (ROA) on firm value and whether good corporate 
governance can moderate the effect of current assets on firm value. So in this case in this 
study, two hypotheses were taken, namely: 

1. H1 : Return On Assets (ROA) has an effect on firm value 
2. H2 : Current Ratio (CR) has an effect on firm value 
3. H3 : Good Corporate Governance moderates the effect of return on assets (ROA) on firm 

value. 
4. H4 : Good Corporate Governance moderates the effect of the current ratio (CR) on firm 

value. 

Method 
This research is a quantitative research that uses secondary data. The population used in this 
study is property and real estate companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange from 2019 
- 2021, in the form of financial reports downloaded from www.idx.co.id. namely as many as 
59 companies. Sampling using the purposive sampling method with the condition that the 
company is registered sequentially from 2019-2021, uses the rupiah currency in the annual 
financial statements, and the company does not experience a loss in 2019-2021. Based on 
these criteria, there are 25 companies that can be used as samples. The data was processed 
using the SPSS 26 program.  

The tests to be carried out were analysis test analysis using descriptive statistical analysis test, 
classical assumption test (normality test, multicollinearity test, autocorrelation test, 
heteroscedasticity test), simple linear regression analysis, hypothesis testing (t test, f test, r 
square test) then performed Moderated Regression Analysis (MRA). 
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Result 
Descriptive statistics describe the distribution of data in the form of minimum value, maximum 
value, mean (average), and standard deviation. The result of the descriptive statistical analysis 
of this study is presented in table 1.  

Tabel 1 Descriptive Statistical Analysis 
 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
ROA 51 ,06 12,42 3,6764 3,02027 
CR 51 93,63 735,32 218,1288 116,73171 
Nilai Perusahaan 51 ,01 ,68 ,1334 ,14181 
Good Corporate Governance 51 25,00 66,67 42,0553 10,51406 
Valid N (listwise) 51     

Source: Result of data processing with SPSS 26, 2022 

Jarque Berra test results show a value of 177.2967. When compared with C2 count, df=(n-k) = 
75 – 2 = 73 and significant level (α) = 0.05, the value is 89.3912 (Chi Square). Because the value 
of C2 count > C2 table (177.2967 > 89.3912), it can be concluded that the data is not normally 
distributed. In order to obtain normally distributed data, outliers need to be removed from 
the research data. Data with extreme values (outliers) can be known using casewise 
diagnostics.  

Based on the calculation results of the Jarque Berra test after outliers, a value of 57.4187 was 
obtained. When compared with C2count, df=(n-k) = 51 – 2 = 49 and significant level (α) = 0.05, 
the value is 66.3386 (Chi Square). Because the value of C2count > C2table (57.4187 > 66.3386), 
it can be concluded that the data is normally distributed. 

The tolerance value of the independent variable in the multicollinearity test shows a value of 
more than 0.10 and the value of Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) on each independent variable 
is less than 10 so that the regression model proposed in this study is free from multicollinearity 
problems. A good regression model is one that does not occur heteroscedasticity (Ghozali, 
2013). The heteroscedasticity test is seen from the scatterplot graph and shows that the points 
spread randomly, spread above and below the number 0 (zero) on the (Y) axis and do not form 
a pattern. so it can be concluded that there are no symptoms of heteroscedasticity. The 
autocorrelation test in this study uses the Durbin Watson test which shows that the DW value 
is 1.636 which is between -2 to +2 so it can be concluded that the regression model in this 
study does not have autocorrelation problems. 

Based on the results of testing with multiple linear regression method to test the effect of the 
independent variable and the dependent variable, an equation can be drawn up as follows: 

Y = 0.187 + 0.002 + 0,000 + e              1 
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Tabel 2 Regresion 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) ,187 ,045  4,191 ,000 

ROA ,002 ,007 ,036 ,247 ,806 
CR ,000 ,000 -,226 -1,540 ,130 

a. Dependent Variable: Nilai Perusahaan 

1. The value of the firm value constant is 0.187. If there is no influence from Return On Assets 
(ROA)(X1) and Current Ratio (CR)(X2) and is zero, the firm value remains at 0.187. 

2. The value of the regression coefficient of the Return On Assets (ROA) variable is 0.002. If 
the ROA variable increases by 1%, the Firm Value variable will increase by 0.002. 

3. The regression coefficient value of the Current Ratio (CR) variable is 0.000. If the CR variable 
increases by 1%, the Firm Value variable will increase by 0.000. 

The value of Ttable will be compared with the value of Tcount as follows: 

1. The effect of Return On Assets (ROA) on Firm Value based on the data above, the Tcount 
value generated by the ROA variable is 1.445 < 2.010635 with a significance value of 0.157 
> 0.05 so it can be concluded that the ROA variable has no effect on Firm Value. 

2. The effect of Current Ratio (CR) on Company Value based on the data above, the Tcount value 
produced by the CR variable is -1.396 < 2.010635 with a significance value of 0.172 > 0.05 
so it can be concluded that the CR variable has no effect on Firm Value. 

3. The value of Ftable in this study was 3.191. So the value of Fcount < Ftable ( 1.204 < 3.191) with 
a significance value of 0.309. This shows that all of the independent variables of this study, 
namely Return On Assets (ROA) and Current Ratio (CR) have no simultaneous effect on firm 
value. 

4. The value of R square is 0.048 or 4.8%. This shows that 4.8% of the variation of the 
independent variable, namely Return On Assets (ROA) and Current Ratio (CR) can explain 
the variation of the dependent variable, namely Firm Value. While the remaining 95.2% is 
explained by other factors outside of this research, so it can be said that there are other 
variables that can affect Firm Value. 

This study also examines the effect of the variables Return On Assets (ROA) and Current Assets 
(CR) on Firm Value with Good Corporate Governance (GCG) which uses an Independent 
Commissioner as moderating which is obtained as follows: 
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Tabel 3 Roa 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) ,472 ,214  2,204 ,033 

ROA ,010 ,027 ,204 ,354 ,725 
CR -,002 ,001 -1,385 -1,823 ,075 
Z -,007 ,005 -,537 -1,405 ,167 
ROA_Z ,000 ,001 -,315 -,470 ,641 
CR_Z 3,754E-5 ,000 1,358 1,548 ,129 

a. Dependent Variable: Y 

The regression equation formed is as follows: 
Y = 0.472 + 0.010  -0.002 -0.007 + 0.000 + 3,75 + e           2 

1. The constant value of 0.472 means that if the Return On Assets (ROA) and Current Ratio 
(CR) variables are fixed or constant, the Company Value is 0.482. 

2. The regression coefficient value of the ROA*Z interaction variable is 0.000, it can be 
concluded that if the value of the ROA*Z variable increases by 1 unit and other variables 
remain constant, then the Firm Value increases by 0.000. 

3. The value of the regression coefficient of the interaction variable CR*Z is 3.754, it can be 
concluded that if the value of the CR*Z variable increases by 1 unit and other variables 
remain constant, then the Firm Value decreases by 3.754. 

The value of Ttable will be compared with the value of Tcount as follows: 

1. The tvalue of the independent commissioner variable moderates ROA to firm value (ROA*Z) 
of -0.470 with a significance level of 0.641. The value of ttable is 2.010635, then the value 
of tcount < ttable value (-0.470 < 2.010635). The significance value is greater than the degree 
of confidence (0.641 > 0.05). So it can be concluded that the independent commissioner 
variable moderating ROA has no effect on firm value. 

2. The tcount value of the independent commissioner variable moderates CR to firm value 
(CR*Z) of 1.548 with a significance level of 0.129. The value of ttable is 2.010635, so the 
value of tcount < ttable value (1.548 < 2.010635). The significance value is greater than the 
degree of confidence (0.129 > 0.05). So it can be concluded that the independent 
commissioner variable moderating CR has no effect on firm value.  

The value of Ftable in this study was 3.191. So the value of Fcount > Ftable (0.975 < 3.191) with a 
significance value of 0.444 (0.444 > 0.05). This means that ROA and CR and the moderating 
variable of the Independent Commissioner have no effect simultaneously or simultaneously 
on firm value. The value of R square (coefficient of determination) shows a value of 0.098. This 
means that the contribution of the influence of the financial performance variable using ROA 
and CR on the Firm Value after the moderating variable (independent commissioner) is 0.098 
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or 9.8%, it can be concluded that after the moderating variable (independent commissioner) 
can moderate the effect of financial performance using ROA and CR to Firm Value. 

Discussion 

1. Effect of Return On Assets (ROA) on Firm Value 
The Tcount value generated by the ROA variable is 1.445 < 2.010635 with a significance 
value of of 0.157 > 0.05 so it can be concluded that financial performance using the ROA 
indicator has no effect on firm value and the hypothesis (H1) in this study can be concluded 
to be rejected. 
The results of this study are in line with research conducted by (Utami & Welas, 2019), 
(Hakim, 2019) and (Hardika et al., 2019) which found that financial performance variables 
using Return On Assets (ROA) had no effect on firm value. . The results showed that the low 
return on assets (ROA) made investors not interested in investing their capital because if 
the ROA decreased it would be followed by a decrease in the value of the company. 
Conversely, a high ROA value will increase investor interest in the company and will 
increase the value of the company. In agency theory, it is explained that there are different 
interests between the principal and the agent. The principal will demand that the agent 
work better so as to produce good company value and the agent will provide confidence to 
investors that they will receive returns or returns on the funds they have invested. The 
results of this study are not in line with research conducted by (Mardani & Salim, 2016), 
(Ngurah et al., 2016), and (Bagus et al., 2016) which state that ROA has a positive effect on 
firm value. 

2. Effect of Current Ratio (CR) on Firm Value 
The Tcount value produced by the CR variable -1.396 < 2.010635 with a significance value 
of 0.172 > 0.05 so it can be concluded that the CR variable has no effect on firm value and 
the hypothesis (H2) in this study can be concluded to be rejected. The results of this study 
are in line with research conducted by (Sukmawardini & Ardiansari, 2018), (Utami & Welas, 
2019), and (Saputri & Giovanni, 2021) which found that CR had no effect on firm value. 
Current Ratio (CR) is a ratio that describes the company's ability to meet its short-term 
obligations. A high CR value indicates the company has sufficient assets to pay its short-
term debt so that the level of investor confidence in the company increases. However, in 
this study it is stated that CR has a negative effect on firm value.  
This happens because the higher the CR value, it can be indicated that there are funds that 
are idle or not utilized by the company's management in their operational activities so that 
a high CR actually reduces the value of the company. The negative influence between CR 
and firm value can also occur because this ratio only shows the company's ability to meet 
short-term debt, so that when investors invest their capital does not pay attention to the 
liquidity factor of the company. In agency theory, it is explained that there are different 
interests between the principal and the agent. The principal will demand that the agent 
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work better so as to produce good company value, then the Current Ratio (CR) which 
reflects the company's ability to meet short-term obligations to see if the company is able 
to pay its short-term debt. This study is not in line with that conducted by (Ngurah et al., 
2016), (Hosnia et al., 2016) which states that CR has a positive effect on firm value. 

3. Effect of Return On Assets (ROA) on Firm Value with Independent Commissioner as 
Moderating Variable 
The tcount value of the independent commissioner variable moderated ROA on firm value 
(ROA*Z) of tcount < ttable value (-0.470 < 2.010635). The significance value is greater than 
the degree of confidence (0.641 > 0.05). So it can be concluded that Good Corporate 
Governance (GCG) which uses the Independent Commissioner indicator is not able to 
moderate the influence of ROA on firm value and it can be concluded that the hypothesis 
(H4) is rejected. 
The results of this study are in line with (Padmayanti et al., 2019) and (Diana et al., 2019) 
which state that the Independent Commissioner cannot moderate the effect of financial 
performance on firm value. The results of this study indicate that the market does not use 
information about GCG in investing because investors do not pay attention to GCG 
disclosures made by the company. This means that many or not the number of independent 
commissioners has nothing to do with ROA in increasing the value of the company because 
investors are more focused on the profits generated by the company. In agency theory, it 
is explained that there is a difference of interest between the principal and the agent whose 
decision making is given to the manager. The principal will demand that the agent work 
better so as to produce good company value. However, in practice sometimes agents or 
managers take actions for their own interests that can damage the trust of the principal. 
Managers (agents) can decrease or increase company profits. As a result, the results of 
Return on Assets (ROA) are inaccurate and can affect the principal in making future 
decisions. 

4. The tcount value of the independent commissioner variable moderated CR to firm value 
The tcount value of value of the independent commissioner variable moderated CR to firm 
value(CR*Z) of 1.548 with a significance level of 0.129. The value of ttable is 2.010635, so the 
value of tcount < ttable value (1.548 < 2.010635). The significance value is greater than the 
degree of confidence (0.129 > 0.05). It can be concluded that Good Corporate Governance 
(GCG) which uses the Independent Commissioner indicator is not able to moderate the 
effect of CR on firm value and indicates that the hypothesis (H5) is rejected. 
The results of this study are in line with studies (Padmayanti et al., 2020), (Mariani et al., 
2016) and (Frabella & Maryanti, 2021) which state that good corporate governance cannot 
moderate the effect of financial performance using CR indicators on firm value. This shows 
that investors do not use information about good corporate governance in making 
investments and do not focus on whether or not there are many independent 
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commissioners in the company. However, investors focus on how the company's 
management uses debt effectively and efficiently in order to get added value for the 
company. 
In agency theory, it is explained that there is a difference of interest between the principal 
and the agent whose decision making is given to the manager. The principal will demand 
that the agent work better so as to produce good company value. However, in practice 
sometimes agents or managers take actions for their own interests that can damage the 
trust of the principal. Managers (agents) can decrease or increase the company's short-
term debt. As a result, the results of the Current Ratio (CR) are inaccurate and can affect 
the principal in making future decisions. This study is not in line with that conducted by 
Endrayani (2020) and (Prayoga & Ariani, 2021) which state that independent 
commissioners can moderate the effect of financial performance using CR indicators on 
firm value. 

Conclusion 
1. The performance of the company using the ROA indicator does not significantly affect the 

value of the company. This is evidenced by the results of the t test showing that ROA has a 
Tcount value of 1.445 < 2.010635 with a significance value of 0.157 > 0.05 so it can be 
concluded that the ROA variable has no effect on firm value. 

2. Company performance using the CR indicator has no significant effect on Company Value. 
This is evidenced by the results of the t test showing that the Current Ratio (CR) has a Tcount 
value of -1.540 < 1.689572 with a significance value of 0.130 > 0.05 so it can be concluded 
that the CR variable has no effect on firm value. 

3. Independent commissioners cannot moderate (strengthen or weaken) the performance of 
companies that use the ROA indicator on Company Value. This is evidenced by the results 
of the MRA t test showing that the tcount value of the independent commissioner variable 
moderates ROA on firm value (ROA*Z) tcount < ttable value (-0.470 < 2.010635). The 
significance value is greater than the degree of confidence (0.641 > 0.05). So it can be 
concluded that the independent commissioner variable moderating ROA has no effect on 
firm value. 

4. Independent commissioners cannot moderate (strengthen or weaken) the performance of 
companies that use the CR indicator on Company Value. This is evidenced by the results of 
the MRA partial test (T test) showing the tcount < ttable value (1.548 < 2.010635). The 
significance value is greater than the degree of confidence (0.129 > 0.05). So it can be 
concluded that the independent commissioner variable moderating CR has no effect on 
firm value. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study aims to determine the effect of intellectual capital and public ownership on earnings 
management. The population used in this study is the trading, service, and investment sector 
companies of the wholesale trade (wholesale) sector which are listed on the Indonesian stock 
exchange from 2018-2020. The sample collection technique in this study used the purposive 
sampling method, namely the technique of collecting samples based on non-random 
information with certain criteria. The results of this study indicate that the variables of 
intellectual capital and public ownership have no significant effect on earnings management. 
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Introduction 
Each company periodically in a certain period will report all financial activities in the form of 
financial statements. This is done by the company to create information that is used in 
assessing the company's performance. Financial statements are activities of recording money 
and transactions in business during the current financial year period. Financial statements 
describe the financial condition and results of operations of a company at a certain time or a 
certain period of time (Harahap 2013: 105).  In 2020, economic activity around the world 
experienced a decline due to the Covid-19 pandemic which spread throughout the world, 
including in Indonesia. The Covid-19 pandemic does not only affect health, but also has an 
impact on the business sector. One of the affected business sectors is trading sector 
companies. The trade sector was affected by the Covid-19 pandemic that occurred in China, 
some raw materials for industry in Indonesia were still supplied from China, which experienced 
production constraints due to quarantine in a number of areas to stem the Corona Virus 
(Kemendag.go.id). China is one of the countries with the most influential economy in the 
world, as a result of the Covid-19 Pandemic in China which has disrupted its economic sector, 
this has also affected the economies of other countries that are trading partners, one of them 
is Indonesia. 

The trade sector was chosen as the subject of this research because this sector experienced a 
decline in import and export performance as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic. During the 
Covid-19 pandemic, the trade sector is expected to encourage economic growth in Indonesia 
to produce good financial performance and earnings management in order to generate 
maximum profits that can improve the economy in Indonesia. The earnings management 
phenomenon carried out by PLN managed to record an increase in revenue from Rp255.29 
trillion in 2017 to Rp272.89 trillion in 2018. There are two records that have succeeded in 
beautifying PLN's financial statements. The first is the post of compensation income. 
Compensation income is receivables from compensation from the government for the 
replacement of the Cost of Provision (BPP).  

This government compensation receivable is recognized as income on an accrual basis As of 
December 31, 2018, the company's compensation receivables amounted to Rp23.17 trillion. 
The second is net other income which recorded an increase of 359.34 percent from Rp. 3.40 
trillion in 2017 to Rp. 15.66 trillion in 2018. In the financial statements, PLN explained that 
income from the government is a receivable from the government which is recognized as 
income of Rp. 7, 45 trillion. In addition, the surge in net other income was also contributed by 
the adjustment in the purchase price of fuel and lubricants. It was noted that the adjustment 
in the purchase price of fuel and lubricants rose 487.30 percent from Rp. 688.33 billion in 2017 
to Rp. 4.04 trillion in 2018. Chief Economist of The Indonesia Economic Intelligence Sunarsip 
assessed that the recording of net profit from companies that recorded receivables as 
company revenues did not have problem as long as there has been a transaction on the 
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receivable. Therefore, the company is entitled to recognize it as revenue. Yose Rizal Damuri, 
as Head of the Department of Economics at the Center for Strategic and International Studies 
(CSIS) stated that one of the company's efforts to beautify its financial statements is by 
recording receivables as income. According to him, the governance of the three companies 
has fallen apart, so it is necessary to implement Good Corporate Governance (GCG) in every 
company. Improving the governance of BUMN companies can be started by determining the 
main tasks of the company, both the task of seeking profit to contribute to state revenue or 
providing services to the public (Arieza, 2019). Earnings management is an accounting 
characteristic that contains many estimates, judgments and accruals that open up 
opportunities to manage earnings (Harahap, 2011). Profit is a very important financial 
component for internal and external parties. Profit is often used as a basis for decision making 
for interested parties. By looking at the profits of a company, investors can make a decision 
whether to invest or not. Earnings information must describe the actual economic condition 
of the company, but in fact management often manipulates financial statements by increasing 
profits for their own interests. The higher the profit earned, the higher the bonus that will be 
obtained from the company to the management as the party that manages the company 
directly. 

The action of management manipulating financial statements by increasing profits from what 
actually indicates the existence of earnings management practices. according to Wirakusuma 
(2016) earnings management is a deliberate management based on the limits of financial 
accounting standards to regulate earnings at a certain level. Earnings management is done by 
adjusting the accrual component in the financial statements or manipulation, the accrual 
component is the easiest component to be manipulated in accordance with the wishes and 
objectives of the person who records the financial statements (manager). One of the 
motivations that encourage managers to carry out earnings management is for the manager's 
personal gain.  According to research conducted by Dewi Sri Rahayu (2018), earnings 
management in its activities there is management intervention in compiling the company's 
financial statements for external parties to achieve certain profits with the aim of benefiting 
themselves or the company. The most fatal activity in earnings management is manipulating 
the company's profits which can result in the company losing support from stakeholders, 
Stakeholders can give negative responses in the form of pressure from investors, sanctions 
from regulators, and negative mass media coverage. This activity is a form of stakeholder 
dissatisfaction in the company's performance that manipulates earnings management and 
ultimately damages the company's reputation in the capital market.  

One important factor in earnings management is Intellectual Capital. Intellectual capital is a 
measurement of intangible assets and is an integral part of the company in the value creation 
process, and plays an important role in maintaining the company's competitive advantage 
(Bollen et al. In Hapsari, 2015). Bontis et al (2000) in Ulum (2008) stated that in general 
researchers divide intellectual capital into three components, namely: Human Capital (HC), 
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Structural Capital (SC), and Employed Capital (CE). IC disclosure plays an important role in 
disclosing tangible and intangible assets owned by the company so that it will create company 
value. With this disclosure, it is expected to provide real conditions regarding the company. 
On the other hand, if the IC runs well, it is possible for management to provide different 
information in financial reports (earnings management) it will be more difficult to do because 
of the transparency principle that has been carried out. 

Research conducted by Nawang Kalbuana et al (2020) on the Effect of Intellectual Capital, 
Corporate Governance and Audit Quality on Earnings Management. This research was 
conducted on transportation companies and listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange in 2014-
2018. The results of this study indicate that intellectual capital, corporate governance as 
proxied by institutional ownership, and managerial ownership and audit quality 
simultaneously affect earnings management in transportation companies. Intellectual capital 
has a positive effect on earnings management. corporate governance as proxied by 
institutional ownership and managerial ownership has no effect on earnings management. 
Share ownership in a company is important. One of the shareholdings that affect the company 
is public ownership. According to Sairin (2018), public share ownership is the share ownership 
of each shareholder who owns less than 5% of the issuer's shares. The larger the public shares, 
the management behavior can be controlled. The existence of public shares makes it easier to 
monitor and intervene that can affect the actions of managers. 

The theory used in this research is agency theory. Agency theory describes two conflicting 
economic actors, namely the principal and the agent. Scott (2015) in Syahrani (2019) argues 
that agency theory is a contract made by agents (management) with principals (investors) 
where the investor or company owner appoints an agent who manages the company on behalf 
of the company owner. The management is chosen to manage the company that works in the 
interests of investors as shareholders. The management is given the power to make the best 
decisions in managing the company. The management must be responsible for all decisions 
taken to the shareholders. The management has a moral responsibility to the principal to 
maximize profits as a form of reward for having received the appropriate contract. Agency 
theory states that earnings management occurs due to conflicts between agents 
(management) and principals (investors) that arise because each party tries to maintain and 
achieve their respective goals. The policies taken by management create differences in 
interests between management and investors. Agency theory in this study has a role as the 
basis for business practices to increase firm value and provide prosperity to the principal. 

This study aims to see whether Intellectual Capital and Public Ownership have an effect on 
Earnings Management. So that in this research three hypotheses were taken, namely : 

H1 : Intellectual Capital has an effect on earnings management 
H2 : Public Ownership has an effect on earnings management 
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Method 
The data used is secondary data. The data used in this study is in the form of published annual 
financial reports of trading sector companies taken from the Indonesia Stock Exchange for the 
2018-2020 period which has been obtained from the IDX official website www.idx.co.id. The 
population used in this study is the trade, service, and investment sector companies of the 
wholesale trade (wholesale) sector which are listed on the Indonesian stock exchange from 
2018-2020, in the form of financial reports downloaded from www.idx.co.id, which are 39. 

The sample collection technique in this study used the purposive sampling method, namely 
the technique of collecting samples based on non-random information with certain criteria 
(Sugiyono, 2017). The data collection technique in this research is the documentation method. 
The data collected is the annual financial report of trading sub-sector companies listed on the 
Indonesia Stock Exchange for the 2018-2020 period. The data analysis technique in this study 
uses descriptive statistical analysis, classical assumption test (normality test, multicollinearity 
test, heteroscedasticity test, autocorrelation test), multiple linear regression analysis, 
hypothesis testing (R2 test, T test, F test). 

Result 
Descriptive Statistics 

Descriptive statistical analysis displays the minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation 
values. the results of the descriptive statistical analysis are depicted in table 1. 

Tabel 1 Descriptive Statistics 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
Intellectual Capital 96 -169,61 7,10 -1,6691 20,81872 
Kepemilikan Publik 96 ,01 ,72 ,2729 ,17507 
Manajemen Laba 96 -,72 ,37 -,0566 ,16324 
Valid N (Listwise) 96     

Normality Test 

Tabel 2 Normality Test 

 N Mean Skewness Kurtosis 
Statistic Statistic Statistic Std. 

Error 
Statistic Std. 

Error 
Standardized Residual 96 ,0000000 -,941 ,246 3,204 ,488 
Valid N (listwise) 96      �� = � 峪�態6 + (� − 3)態24 崋 

�� = 96 峪−0,941態6 + (3,204 − 3)態24 崋 
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�� = 96 (0,14758 + 0,00173) �� = 14,33376              1 

JB Test results show a value of 14.33376. When compared with C2count, df = (n-k) = 96-2 = 94 
and significance level (α) = 0.05, the value is 117.6317. Because the value of C2count < C2table 
(14.33376 < 117.6314), it can be concluded that the data is normally distributed. 

Multicollinearity Test 
Tabel 3 Multicollinearity Test 

Model Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. Collinearity 
Statistics 

B Std. 
Error 

Beta Tolerance VIF 

1 (Constant) -,041 ,031  -
1,339 

,184   

INTELLECTUAL 
CAPITAL 

,001 ,001 ,133 1,293 ,199 ,997 1,003 

Kepemilikan 
Publik 

-,049 ,096 -,053 -,512 ,610 ,997 1,003 

a. Dependent Variable: Manajemen Laba 

The calculation results show that there is no multicollinearity in this study because there is no 
variable that has a tolerance value ≤ 0,10 and a VIF value ≥ 10. 

Heteroscedasticity Test 

Tabel 4 Heteroscedasticity Test 

Model Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

T Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) ,108 ,022  4,944 ,000 

INTELLECTUAL 
CAPITAL 

,000 ,001 ,081 ,781 ,437 

Kepemilikan Publik ,024 ,068 ,036 ,350 ,727 
A. Dependent Variable: Abs_RES 

Based on table 4 shows that the significance value of each variable has a value of more than 
0.05 so it can be concluded that there is no heteroscedasticity in this regression model. 

Autocorrelation Test 

Tabel 5 Autocorrelation Test 

Model R R Square Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of the 
Estimate 

Durbin-Watson 

1 ,146a ,021 ,000 ,16323 1,816 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Kepemilikan Publik, INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL 
b. Dependent Variable: Manajemen Laba 

Based on table 4.5 above, it can be seen that the Durbin Watson value is 1.816 which is  
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between -2 to +2 so it can be concluded that the regression model in this study does not have 
an auto correlation problem. 

 

Multiple Linear Regression Analysis 

Tabel 6 Multiple Linear Regression Analysis 
Model Unstandardized 

Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) -,041 ,031  -1,339 ,184 

INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL ,001 ,001 ,133 1,293 ,199 
Kepemilikan Publik -,049 ,096 -,053 -,512 ,610 

a. Dependent Variable: Manajemen Laba 

Y =  -0,041 + 0,001IC – 0,049KP  2 

Earnings management constant value is -0.041. If there is no influence from intellectual capital 
(X1), public ownership (X2) and has a value of zero, then earnings management (Y) remains at 
-0.041 The regression coefficient value of the intellectual capital variable is 0.001. If there is 
an increase of 1% of the intellectual capital variable, the value of the intellectual capital 
variable will increase by 0.001. The regression coefficient value of public ownership is -0.049. 
If there is an increase of 1% in the variable of public ownership, the value of the variable of 
public ownership will decrease by -0.049. 

R2 Test 

Tabel 7 R2 Test 
Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the 

Estimate 
1 ,146a ,021 ,000 ,16323 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Kepemilikan Publik, INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL 

Based on table 7, it can be seen that the value of R square is 0.021, which means that the 
influence of the independent variable (X) on the dependent variable (Y) is 2.1% and the 
remaining 97.9% is influenced by other variables outside this study. 

T Test 
Tabel 8 T Test 

Model Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) -,041 ,031  -1,339 ,184 

INTELLECTUAL 
CAPITAL 

,001 ,001 ,133 1,293 ,199 

Kepemilikan Publik -,049 ,096 -,053 -,512 ,610 
a. Dependent Variable: Manajemen Laba 
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To calculate the value of T table using the provisions of = 0.05 and df = n-(k+1) = 96-(2+1) = 93 
so that the value of Ttable will be compared with the value of Tcount in accordance with the 
table above, namely: 

The effect of Intellectual Capital on earnings management based on the data above, the T 
value generated by the Intellectual Capital variable is 1.293 < 1.66140 with a significance value 
of 0.199 > 0.05 so it can be concluded that the Intellectual Capital variable has no effect on 
earnings management. The effect of public ownership on earnings management based on the 
data above, the Tcount value generated by the public ownership variable is -0.512 < 1.66140 
with a significance value of 0.610 > 0.05 so it can be concluded that the public ownership 
variable has no effect on earnings management. 

F Test 
Tabel 9 F Test 

Model Sum of 
Squares 

df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression ,054 2 ,027 1,009 ,369b 
Residual 2,478 93 ,027   
Total 2,531 95    

a. Dependent Variable: Manajemen Laba 
b. Predictors: (Constant), Kepemilikan Publik, INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL 

From the above equation, the Ftable value is obtained using the formula df = n-(k+1) = 96-
(2+1) = 93 so that the resulting Ftable value is 3.09. Based on the table above, it can be seen 
that the value of Fcount < Ftable with a significance value of 0.369. This shows that all the 
independent variables of this study, namely Intellectual Capital and public ownership, do not 
have a simultaneous effect on earnings management. 

Discussion 
1. Influence of Intellectual Capital on Earnings Management 

Based on table the partial test (T test) shows that the Intellectual Capital variable has a 
Tcount value generated by the Intellectual Capital variable of 1.293 < 1.66140 with a 
significance value of 0.199 > 0.05 this indicates that the Intellectual Capital variable has no 
effect on earnings management and The hypothesis (H1) in this study can be concluded 
that it is rejected. 
The results of this study are in line with research conducted by Anggraini et al. (2019), Indra 
and Trisnawati (2020), Hapsari et al. (2022). According to the results of Indra and 
Trisnawati's research (2020) found that the Intellectual Capital variable as measured by 
Human Capital, Structural Capital, Capital Empolyed owned by the company did not have a 
large contribution to the disclosure of earnings in financial statements, even though 
employees who are a source of human capital for the company have High knowledge and 
competence cannot guarantee the quality in reporting earnings in financial statements 
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because the management wants to earn profits so that they carry out earnings 
management. In agency theory it is explained that management and stakeholders have 
different interests so that earnings management is difficult to suppress. Education, 
experience of employees, especially top-level employees, namely management is 
impossible not to do earnings management. although the system in the company has been 
well designed, the management is still trying to report the highest profit. In other words, 
Intellectual Capital is not the only determining factor that can suppress earnings 
management. 
This result is contrary to research conducted by Tendy Wato (2016), Mertha Jaya et al. 
(2021) which states that Intellectual Capital has a positive effect on earnings management. 
According to the results of Tendy Wato's research (2016), it is found that companies that 
have large intellectual capital logically have a competitive advantage in their human 
resources. With this competitive advantage, they can easily manage reported earnings 
which in turn affects the company's future market performance. This condition occurs 
because market participants tend to directly respond to earnings information rather than 
responding to information about intellectual capital.  

2. Effect of Public Ownership on Earnings Management 
Based on table the partial test (T test) shows that the public ownership variable has a 
Tcount value generated by the public ownership variable of -0.512 < 1.66140 with a 
significance value of 0.610 > 0.05 this indicates that the public ownership variable has no 
effect on earnings management and The hypothesis (H2) in this study can be concluded 
that it is rejected. 
The results of this study are in line with research conducted by Azlina (2010), Suhartanto 
(2015), Edastami and Kusumadewi (2022). According to Azlina (2010), he found that public 
ownership has no effect on earnings management because the proportion of public 
ownership tends to be a minority so that it cannot be an intervention tool and monitoring 
tool, or is unable to provide a significant influence on the discipline of the agent in acting 
in accordance with the wishes of the principal. So it can be said that the composition of 
share ownership by the public has not been an effective tool in preventing opportunistic 
management activities to carry out earnings management activities. In agency theory it is 
explained that management and stakeholders have different interests so that earnings 
management is difficult to suppress. With minority public ownership, the management can 
easily carry out earnings management due to the lack of influence from public ownership 
to suppress earnings management. 
This result is contrary to research conducted by Sukirno et al. (2017), Utami et al. (2021) 
which states that public ownership has a negative effect on earnings management. Sukirno 
et al. (2017) found that the greater the percentage of shares offered to the public during 
the IPO, the smaller the earnings management practice. This is due to the increasing 
supervision of public investors on financial reports produced by management. The 
existence of public investors causes management to be obliged to provide financial 
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information on a regular basis as a form of accountability, thereby reducing the possibility 
of earnings management practices. 

Conclusion 

Based on the results of research on the effect of intellectual capital and public ownership on 
earnings management in trading sector companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange in 
2018-2020, the following conclusions are obtained: 

1. Intellectual Capital has no significant effect on earnings management. this is evidenced by 
the results of the partial test (T test) showing that the Intellectual Capital variable has a 
Tcount value generated by the Intellectual Capital variable of 1.293 < 1.66140 with a 
significance value of of 0.199 > 0.05  

2. Public ownership has no significant effect on earnings management. This is evidenced from 
the results of the partial test (T test) showing that the public ownership variable has a 
Tcount value generated by the public ownership variable of -0.512 < 1.66140 with a 
significance value of 0.610 > 0.05.  

Suggestions 
Based on the results of research on the effect of intellectual capital and public ownership on 
earnings management in trading sector companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange in 
2018-2020, suggestions can be given to several parties as follows: 

Company 
Companies are expected to be able to make considerations in determining company policies, 
especially related to earnings management. 

Investors 
This research is expected to be a material for consideration and input for investors who will 
invest. It is hoped that investors will be more careful in making decisions to invest in a 
company 

For Further Research 
Future researchers are expected to be able to examine companies in other sectors other than 
trading sector companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange with a longer period in order 
to obtain better results. For example, research was conducted on property and real estate 
sector companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange with a research period of 5 years. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study aims to determine the influence of media disclosure and financial performance on 
CSR. The research population is a mining company listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX) 
in 2019-2021.The sampling technique used is purposive sampling technique, which is technique 
of determining samples with certain considerations. The samples used were 17 mining 
companies. This type of research is descriptive quantitative.  The use of secondary data from 
IDX publications and official websites of mining companies in the form of time series data, 
namely media disclosure and financial performance. This study used multiple linear regression 
analysis with the EVIEWS 12.0 software program tool.  The results of the study found that, from 
the results of the t-test, it can be concluded that each variable of media disclosure and financial 
performance has a significant effect on CSR in mining companies. The results of the coefficient 
of determination test (�態) showed that the ability of independent variables (media disclosure 
and financial performance) in explaining dependent variables (CSR) was 55.26 percent while 
the remaining 44.74 percent was explained by other variables outside the model �態. 
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Introduction 
The growing demand for social and environmental accountability by external stakeholders is 
putting considerable pressure on companies to achieve desired goals beyond the 
maximization of shareholder value. Some companies respond by participating in socially 
responsible activities to build value-creating relationships with their key stakeholders, while 
others consider corporate social responsibility (CSR) to be a rare misalignment of corporate 
resources. The controversy over whether and how CSR affects the company's performance 
has attracted scientific interest. Various studies have discussed the relationship between CSR 
and a company's financial performance (Campbell, 2007; Manchiraju & Rajgopal, 2017; 
Servaes & Tamayo, 2021) which may be fruitful but not convincing. 

Recently, developments in the world of technology and the economy have accelerated, forcing 
existing companies to follow these changes. This happens because of the fierce business 
competition between companies so they are competing to create innovations that can meet 
the needs of their people in the most effective way. In the beginning, many companies only 
maximized profits by carrying out operational activities regardless of the impact on the 
environment and their communities so there was environmental damage which caused the 
trust of their communities to also decrease. However, currently, companies are required to 
provide a good image by paying attention to the environment or better known as corporate 
social responsibility (CSR). In Indonesia in particular, CSR was largely initiated by large 
companies to support sustainable development, the central government stepped in by 
developing CSR guidelines that obliged some companies to disclose CSR information in their 
annual reports. The government also strongly encourages the voluntary disclosure of socially 
responsible activities by companies. 

CSR activities are carried out by the company's management policy by making the surrounding 
environment the object of its activities. The bad and polluted environment caused by the 
company's operational activities will be a problem for the company because it will affect 
investors' decisions. Investors will consider a high-profit company with a good working 
environment.  One of the corporate sectors that often face this problem is mining companies. 
Mining companies have to deal directly with nature in the production process because they 
have to process natural resources into finished goods that are ready to be used for daily life. 
In addition, this company is the largest contributor in causing pollution, waste, and labor. 

The pollution case that occurred in the Malinau and Sesayap Rivers occurred due to the 
embankment of the sewage pond of the coal company PT. Kayan Putra Utama Coal (KPUC) in 
Malinau, North Kalimantan, broke down. As a result, river water is polluted with sewage and 
the quality of health of local communities decreases as food security and the economy 
gradually decline. Likewise with the PT. Caltex Pacific Indonesia (CPI) conflict causes 
environmental pollution and social problems so that it experiences losses in health and 
economic aspects (Plorensia & Hardiningsih, 2018). 
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The above case is an act of not attaching importance to CSR that will harm the company and 
the surrounding environment, this will have an impact on the decline of the company's image 
to the sanctions that must be borne by the company. In addition, the termination of the 
company's operational activities will occur if the company gets severe sanctions from the 
government or there is no action to solve the problems that occur. 

In such situations, some socially responsible companies integrate CSR criteria into corporate 
governance decisions, and some disclose CSR information along with annual financial 
statements to show their efforts in meeting their CSR commitments (Chang, 2016). However, 
most private companies in China often prioritize economic goals at the expense of 
stakeholders, such as employees, consumers, and the environment. Some companies try to 
avoid compliance with CSR codes due to the absence of effective supervision (Ip, 2009). Some 
companies avoid performing social obligations in the first place and are thus open to public 
criticism related to environmental pollution, unsafe food, low-quality products, and so on. 
However, companies that fulfill more social responsibility offer a positive image to consumers. 
According to the existing literature, stakeholder perceptions of CSR activities are very 
important and help increase consumer confidence and brand loyalty (Stanaland, Lwin, & 
Murphy, 2015). Therefore, most companies tend to publicize their charitable activities to 
improve stakeholder responsiveness, leading to expansion in corporate communication. 

However, the public lost confidence due to frequent CSR scandals. Wu et al.  (2021) also show 
that the increasing number of CSR scandals negatively impacts stakeholders' positive 
perceptions of socially responsible companies, raising concerns about the sincerity and 
trustworthiness of their CSR engagement. As a result, the company's efforts to fulfill social 
responsibility are not entirely clear to relevant stakeholders. 

Nevertheless, in Indonesia, the media is considered a reliable source of information and can 
raise public awareness about the company's charitable activities. Therefore, we explore the 
role of media in the relationship between corporate social responsibility disclosure and 
financial performance, which explains how CSR generates shareholder value. Admittedly, not 
all types of CSR engagement are driven by economic gains. However, as long as CSR actions 
are not purely related to social issues, it will be meaningful to assess and measure the 
instrumental value of CSR. Our study contributes to the existing literature on understanding 
the strategic use of CSR in Indonesian corporate settings and presents the mediation effect of 
media coverage on corporate social responsibility and financial performance. 

Research on CSR has been carried out by many researchers and has mixed results. Based on 
these differences in results, researchers want to conduct a re-study of the factors that affect 
corporate responsibility. Researchers choose mining companies because these companies 
have a great influence on CSR reporting. The study aims to determine and analyze the 
influence of Media Disclosure and Financial Performance on Corporate Social Responsibility in 
mining sector companies.  
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Legitimacy Theory 

The theory of legitimacy is the social contract of entities and society, to achieve the goals of 
the company without any loss from both parties (Sandityas & Trisnawati, 2019). Companies 
are required to be able to manage their reputation and maintain the sustainability of their 
business so that a good impression arises with the increase in positive value in the eyes of the 
public so that the company can increase its profits. Not only from the company side who feel 
the benefits but from the surrounding community will also benefit because of the 
transparency of information about the company's performance through annual reports.  

The Effect of Media Disclosure on Corporate Social Responsibility 

It is widely recognized that the media forms an important media outlet for information (Kim, 
Li, & Li, 2014). Groza et al. (2017)found that different sources of information can lead to 
different public attributions to engaging in CSR. The public has greater confidence in reports 
generated by independent third parties than information from companies. The CSR 
information submitted by the media moderates the attribution effect and is perceived 
positively by consumers. Cahan et al. (2015) also suggest that CSR engagement can improve 
media coverage in general, not just reports specific to CSR initiatives, especially when 
companies have more motivation to develop the company's media image.  Kruger (2015) 
found that the public reacted negatively to distressing and positive CSR actions to events that 
improved stakeholder relations. Hsiang et al., (2015) found that the news media played an 
important role in shaping public opinion. Some of the existing studies explore the relationship 
between media coverage and company performance. Kiousis et al. (2007)examine the 
influence of public relations efforts and media exposure on corporate reputation and financial 
performance based on agenda-setting theory.  Based on the description above, the hypothesis 
is as follows: 

H1 : Media Disclosure affects Corporate Social Responsibility 

The Effect of Financial Performance on Corporate Social Responsibility 

Since Freeman (1984) first emphasized the strategic value of business ethics and proposed 
that creating value for stakeholders is a justifiable managerial investment, stakeholder theory 
has emerged and evolved as a prevailing paradigm in CSR literature (Margolis & Walsh, 2003). 
Despite the strong moral foundation of stakeholder theory, the instrumental value of CSR has 
evolved and attracted substantial interest (Aguinis & Glavas, 2012). The instrumental theory 
considers participation in socially responsible activities as a way to achieve the better 
economic performance of the enterprise and maximize shareholder value (Garriga & Mele, 
2017). To better evaluate instrumental theory and to promote CSRD as a useful strategy, it is 
important to discuss the following questions:  
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Brammer and Millington (2006) show that corporate philanthropy can reduce information 
asymmetry and promote active responses from consumers.  Epstein (2010) surveyed U.S. 
consumer opinion and found that consumers like good corporate citizens and are willing to 
drive 11 minutes further to support them.  Lev et al.  (2010) found that corporate philanthropy 
is significantly linked to future revenue growth.  Dhaliwal et al. (2011)show that voluntary CSR 
disclosures reduce information asymmetry between management and investors and reduce 
the cost of capital.  Servaes and Tamayo (2021) found that CSR commitment increases the 
value of the company by increasing consumer awareness.  Dimson et al.  (2015) studied 
involvement in CSR by U.S. companies from 1999 to 2009, covering a wide range of 
stakeholders, and found that successful CSR activities lead to better accounting performance 
and positive abnormal returns, especially when the company has reputational problems and 
can implement changes.  Naseem et al. (2020)used a sample of 1021 Asia-Pacific companies 
from 2006 to 2016 and showed that CSR was positively related to company performance. 
Based on the description above, the hypothesis is as follows: 

H2 : Financial Performance affects Corporate Social Responsibility 

Method 
This study uses secondary data in the form of an annual report, which is a report that contains 
a summary of the company's activities and finances in the one year of mining sub-sector 
companies listed on the IDX for the 2019-2020 period. The research data is taken from the 
official website of the mining company. The population in the study was 47 companies. The 
sampling technique uses purposive sampling techniques, namely sampling techniques with 
certain considerations (Sugiyono, 2018). The sample criteria used in this study are as follows: 

1. Mining companies listed on the IDX during the period 2019-2021 
2. Companies that present annual reports and financial statements consistently during the 

period 2019-2021 
3. Companies that use dollar currency 
4. Companies that present complete information needed as a research sample for the 2019-

2021 period. 

Based on the criteria above, the number of mining sub-sector companies selected to be a 
research sample is 17 companies, so the total sample data is 17 mining sub-sector companies 
x 3 years, which is 51 sample data.  The data used is the annual report of mining sub-sector 
companies from 2019-2021.  

The measurement of media disclosure is to use dummy variables. If the company discloses 
CSR activities on the company's website, it will get a value of 1, and companies that do not 
disclose CSR activities on the company's website will get a value of 0.  Meanwhile, the financial 
performance uses ROA by comparing its net profit to the company's total assets.  CSR is 
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calculated using the Global Reporting Initiative 4 (GRI 4) standard, which contains 91 
assessment indicators. The disclosure will be based on a CSR disclosure checklist which will be 
given a score of 1 if the item is disclosed and given a score of 0 if the item is not disclosed. 

The data analysis technique used the classical assumption test and to test the hypothesis using 
the T-Test. 

Result 

Testing Classical Assumptions 

1. Residual Normality Testing 
Based on the results of the normality test that has been carried out, a summary is obtained 
as seen in table 1 below: 

Table 1: Normality Test Results –Jarque Bera Approach 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

By the results of jarque Bera's normality testing, it can be seen that the variables in this 
study have a JB value of 4.814640 with a probability of 0.090056 greater than the real level 
of 5 percent, which means that the data is normally distributed. 

2. Multicollinearity Testing 
Based on the results of the tests that have been carried out, a summary of the results can 
be seen in table 2 below. 

Table 2: Multicollinearity Test Results 

Variable Correlation Coefficient Conclusion 
X1 0.714200 Not Happening 
X2 0.101817 Not Happening 

By the results of multicollinearity testing, it can be seen that each research variable used in 
the study has been free from multicollinearity symptoms because each independent 
variable has a correlation coefficient below or equal to 0.80 so it can be concluded that all 
independent variables used in the current research model have been free from 
multicollinearity symptoms, so that further hypothesis testing stages can be done 
immediately. 
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3. Autocorrelation Testing 

The results of the autocorrelation test showed that the Obs*R-squared probability value of 
0.7163 this value was greater than the real level of 5 percent or 0.05. Therefore, it can be 
stated that there is no autocorrelation problem. 

Table 3: Autocorrelation Test Results   

Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test 
F-statistic 0.143505 Prob. F  0.8705 
Obs*R-squared 0.769816 Prob. Chi-Square  0.7163 

4. Heteroscedasticity Testing 
The results of the heteroscedasticity test showed an Obs*R-squared probability value of 0. 
6257 is greater than the real level of 5 percent, therefore it can be stated in this study model 
that there is no Heteroskedasticity. 

Table 4: Heteroscedasticity Test Results 

Heteroskedasticity Test : White 
F-statistic 1.259980 Prob. F  0.5528 
Obs*R-squared 2.317223 Prob. Chi-Square  0.6257 
Scaled explained SS 0.732446 Prob. Chi-Square 0.7681 

Results of Multiple Linear Regression Equation Analysis 

Based on Table 5, Prob Values. The F-statistic is 0. 000123. This value is smaller than the real 
Taraf of 5 percent which means that independent variables (media disclosure and financial 
performance) have no significant effect on the dependent variable (CSR). The prob value of t-
statistics media disclosure is 0. 0086, this value is less alpha rate of 5 percent or 0.05. Thus, it 
can be said that the media disclosure variable significantly affects the CSR variable. The prob 
value of t-statistical financial performance is 0. 0096, this value is smaller than the alpha level 
of 5 percent or 0.05 which means that the financial performance variable has a significant 
effect on the CSR variable.  In addition, the results of the data process showed that the 
Adjusted R-squared (R2) obtained from the estimation results was 0.552636 or 55.26 
percesquared his.  �態This means that the ability of independent variables (media disclosure 
and financial performance) in explaining dependent variables (CSR) is 55.26 percent while the 
remaining 44.74 percent is explained by other variables outside the model.  
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Table 5: Multiple Linear Regression Processed Results 

Cross-section random effects test equation: 
Dependent Variable: Y 
Method: Panel Least Squares 
Date: 08/02/22   Time: 06:27 
Sample: 2019 2021 
Periods included: 3 
Cross-sections included: 17 
Total panel (balanced) observations: 51 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
C 0.356910 0.011538 30.93278 0.0000 
X1 0.011565 0.012954 0.892818 0.0086 
X2 -0.000487 0.000623 -0.782684 0.0096 
Effects Specification 
Cross-section fixed (dummy variables) 
Root MSE 0.024578     R-squared 0.713687 
Mean dependent var 0.361961     Adjusted R-squared 0.552636 
S.D. dependent var 0.046390     S.E. of regression 0.031028 
Akaike info criterion -3.828820     Sum squared resid 0.030808 
Schwarz criterion -3.109120     Log likelihood 116.6349 
Hannan-Quinn criter. -3.553801     F-statistic 4.431440 
Durbin-Watson stat 2.475211     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000123 
     

Discussion 
Media Disclosure on Corporate Social Responsibility 

The results of the analysis show that media disclosure variables affect CSR. This research 
shows that Media Disclosure has a significant positive effect on CSR. This positive relationship 
shows that a company that expresses its social responsibility on a website will greatly affect 
the value of the company's CSRD. In addition, in this case, it can be seen that the 
communication function is a very important point in CSR disclosure management. 
Communicating CSR through media exposure will increase the company's reputation in the 
eyes of the public. 

The influence of media disclosure on the disclosure of Corporate Social Responsibility shows 
that the reporting of a company in the media is very important. Because companies reported 
in the media will get the spotlight from interested parties and also from the public. The 
reporting of a company in the media will put pressure on the company itself to pay more 
attention to environmental problems and also social problems that often occur around the 
company.  

Coverage in the media will also encourage companies to make wider disclosures. The practice 
of CSR disclosure can explain social and environmental conflicts that occur due to activities 
carried out by the company amid society (Chariri, 2008). Although reporting in the media will 
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encourage companies to be broader in making CSR disclosures, it does not mean that the 
company will pour greater funds to carry out its CSR activities. The company will prefer to 
allocate its costs to other activities that will bring greater profits to the company. Because the 
company is a business entity that will continue to seek profit or profit for the survival of the 
company in the future.  The results of this study are in line with research conducted by Darma 
(2019) and Plorensia (2018) which shows a positive influence between media disclosure and 
CSR.  

Financial Performance on Corporate Social Responsibility 

Based on the results of the study, shows that financial performance variables have a significant 
influence on CSR. This shows that profitability can affect the company's Corporate Social 
Responsibility. Therefore, it can be argued that the higher the level of profitability, the 
company has sufficient funds to be allocated to social and environmental activities so that the 
level of disclosure of social responsibility by the company will be higher. 

The which found a positive influence between profitability and CSR. Based on Waddock and 
Graves (1997) slack resources theory as cited in Tsoutsoura (2004), companies with strong 
financial performance have more resources available to invest in the realm of social 
performance, such as employee relationships, and environmental concerns, or community 
relations. Companies with strong financial levels can invest in long-term strategies such as 
providing services to the community and its employees.  

In addition, a possible reason underlying the positive relationship between profitability and 
CSR is the dependence of financial performance on the company's CSR performance. This 
means that the higher the level of profitability of the company, the greater the disclosure of 
social information made by the company. In the results of research Wahyuningsih & Mahdar 
(2018) stated that profitability affects CSR in a positive direction. This is supported by research 
conducted by Utami (2019) and Tovani (2015) which shows that profitability has a positive 
effect on CSR. 

Conclusion 
Based on the results of research and discussion, it can be concluded that Media Disclosure and 
Financial Performance have a positive and significant effect on CSR in mining companies for 
the 2019-2021 period. The limitation of this study is that the financial performance ratio used 
is only ROA and the research period taken is only mining companies in 2019-2021. For further 
research, it is recommended to increase the ratio to better measure financial performance 
and expand the period to increase the validity of the test results.  
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ABSTRACT 

Conventional and sharia-based companies operate on different principles, resulting in 
significant differences through implementation in a variety of areas, including the disclosure 
of corporate social responsibility. Sharia companies evaluate reporting on sharia-based social 
performance or Islamic corporate social responsibility (ICSR) using the AAOIFI sharia index 
(Accounting Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions). This research aims to 
discover the impact of investment account holders, company size, and a sharia supervisory 
board on Islamic corporate social responsibility.Purposive sampling was used to select the 
population of Islamic banking companies registered with the Financial Services Authority for 
the period 2018-2020. The research sample consists of 13 company. The classical assumption 
test, data normality test, multicollinearity test, heteroscedasticity test, coefficient of 
determination test, multiple regression analysis, and hypothesis testing were all encountered 
in this study. The results of hypothesis testing prove that investment account holders affect 
corporate social responsibility, whereas company size and a sharia supervisory board have no 
effect. 

KEYWORDS : Investment Account Holder, Company Size, Sharia Supervisory Board, Islamic 
Corporate Social Responsibility (ICSR) 
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Introduction 
Sharia Supervisory Board Islamic banking companies all over the world have grown rapidly in 
recent years, particularly in Muslim countries. According to data from The Royal Islamic 
Strategic Studies Center (RISSC), Indonesia has the world's largest Muslim population in 2021 
(The Royal Islamic Strategic Studies Center, 2021).  

Since Indonesia has the world's largest Muslim population, it also has the world's largest 
Islamic finance, however, when compared to conventional banks, Islamic banking is still not 
well known and still considered strange by the public. However, many Indonesians want to 
use Islamic banks to save, save funds, and invest, which has resulted in the development of 
Islamic banks in Indonesia. 

This is evidenced by the Financial Services Authority (OJK) records, which prove that over two 
years (2009-2010), the number of Islamic Commercial Banks increased from 5 to 11. The 
Islamic banking industry expanded to 12 Sharia Commercial Banks, 22 Sharia lines of business 
owned by Conventional Commercial Banks, and 162 BPRS as of June 2015, with total assets of 
Rp. 273.494 Trillion and a market share of 4.61%.  

With a market share of 5.95% in June 2019, there were 14 Sharia Commercial Banks and 20 
Sharia Lines of business.This proves that the number of Islamic banks is increasing. In the two 
decades since the development of the Islamic banking system in Indonesia, there have been 
many accomplaccomplishmentsin terms of organizational and supporting infrastructure, 
regulatory and supervisory systems, and public awareness and literacy of Islamic financial 
services (Otoritas Jasa Keuangan, 2022). 

The growth of Islamic banks has an impact on financial statement transparency and 
accountability, where banks as trust institutions are required to account for their financial 
statements in a transparent and accountable manner.  Financial statements should present 
relevant data because they serve as a form of communication between companies and the 
people who read them (Risandias, 2020). 

 Furthermore, to be able to their financial statements, Islamic banks are required to practice 
corporate social responsibility, as well known as Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). In 
recent years, CSR has gained prominence as the core of a company's business ethics. According 
to AAOIFI (Accounting Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions), Corporate 
Social Responsibility (CSR) in an Islamic perspective is all activities carried out by Islamic 
financial institutions to fulfill religious, economic, legal, ethical, and expenditures 
responsibilities (Sawitri et al., 2017). 

Islamic Corporate Social Responsibility (ICSR) refers to corporate social responsibility activities 
based on Islamic values. Banking companies implementing ICSR in their annual reports will 
raise public awareness and users of annual reports about the company's social activities and 
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their impact on society; additionally, it can enhance a good perception and strengthen the 
company's brand in the public's eye and investors because the company is capable of carrying 
out its social responsibilities.This is in line with the legitimacy theory, which is a theory that 
occurs as a result of the interaction between both the company and the community, which 
affirms the company's social commitment to the company environment (Triyanto&Rohmah, 
2022). 

Legitimacy theory, which is closely related to stakeholder theory, is the theory that forms the 
basis of ICSR. The existence of a company that is strongly influenced by groups or individuals 
who have a relationship with the company is referred to as stakeholder theory. According to 
stakeholder theory, companies should not only operate on their own, but also for the proof 
stakeholders such as shareholders, consumers, suppliers, creditors, society, government, and 
other parties outside the company. The company's continued existence is dependent on the 
support of stakeholders, and this support must be proved through corporate social 
responsibility to work properly (Hadyarti&Mahsin, 2019). 

The form of social responsibility of Islamic Corporate Social Responsibility (ICSR) in its 
implementation refers to the form of managing Islamic financial institutions . Many factors, 
including company size, company age, investment account holder, sharia supervisory board, 
Islamic governance, profitability, board of commissioners, and others, can have an impact on 
ICSR (Cahyaningtiyas and Canggih, 2020; Charatunnisa and Muthmainah, 2019; Hendratmoko 
and Muid, 2017; Ilyas, 2021; Mayliza and Yusnelly, 2021). The three following factors will be 
discussed in this study: company size, investment account holder, and sharia supervisory 
board. 

According to studies (Lidyah et al., 2017; Charatunnisa&Muthmainah, 2019), IAH has an effect. 
Meanwhile, following studies (Vionita et al., 2021), IAH has no does not effect as shown by 
study (Hendratmoko&Muid, 2017; Triyanto&Rohmah, 2022), company size has an impact on 
a corporate Social Responsibility, while reseatch (Isman&Aeni, 2021) mentions it has no does 
not effect according to studies. (Jamil et al., 2021), sharia supervisory board has an 
affectswhile, as said by studies (Salsabila et al., 2018) sharia supervisory board does not affect. 
Inconsistencies among previous studies on each variable; this is a gap for researchers to 
occupy by reviewing previous studies on the influence of investment account holders, 
company size, and the sharia supervisory board on Islamic corporate social responsibility. 

The Investment Account Holder (IAH) is the first factor that affects Islamic Corporate Social 
Responsibility (ICSR). According to Vionitaet al.,, (2021) Investment account holders are a type 
of ownership in Islamic banking that is derived from customers.  The greater the company's 
IAH funds, the greater the level of public confidence in the company hence why the greater 
the number of customers who use IAH funds.  
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The more customers the company has, the more supervision and disclosure it will undertake. 
The disclosure of Islamic Corporate Social Responsibility is one of them. Research (Lidyah et 
al., 2017; Charatunnisa & Muthmainah, 2019) states that IAH has an effect on ICSR. Based on 
this description, it can be formulated the first hypothesis that Investment Account Holder 
(IAH) has an effect on Islamic Corporate Social Responsibility (ICSR). 

The size of the company is the second factor affecting Islamic Corporate Social Responsibility 
(ICSR). Company size, according to (Rahayu& Budi S., 2018), is the level of identification of the 
company's size. Companies with a greater frame will carry out more activities and have a larger 
impact on the community, have more shareloshareholdereceive more public attention, trying 
to put companies under more pressure to disclose ICSR.  

This is consistent with previous studies (Hendratmoko&Muid, 2017; Triyanto&Rohmah, 2022) 
that proves that company size affects Social Responsibility (ICSR). Then the second hypothesis 
can be formulated that company size has an effect on Islamic Corporate Social Responsibility 
(ICSR). 
The Sharia Supervisory Board (SSB) is the third factor that affects Islamic Corporate Social 
Responsibility (ICSR). Essentially, the Sharia Supervisory Board is indeed an extension of the 
National Sharia Board. SSB capabilities as a sharia financial institution, supervising most 
operations management in sharia banking, along with sharia banks, sharia insurance, sharia 
capital markets, and others (Ilyas, 2021).  

The operations and disclosure of social responsibilities will become more controlled with the 
existence of an adequate number of members of the sharia supervisory board. As shown by 
research (Jamil et al., 2021), SSB has an effect. Based on this explanation, the following 
hypothesis, that the Sharia supervisory board has an affectson Corporate Social Responsibility, 
can be established. 

Method 
Types Of Research 

This type of research is causal associative research which aims to determine the effect of the 
investment account holder, company size, and sharia supervisory board variables on Islamic 
corporate social responsibility as the dependent variable.  

Population and Sample 

This study's population consists of up to 15 Islamic banking companies registered with the 
Financial Services Authority (OJK). This study used non-probability sampling with purposive 
sampling to obtain samples. Purposive sampling involves taking samples based on particular 
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criteriafor the most possible information (Bahri, 2018). The following are the sample selection 
criteria: 

1. Banking companies registered with OJK for the 2018-2020 fiscal year. 
2. Banks that consistently present annual reports among 2betweennd 2020. 
3. Banking companies that disclose CSR in annual reports and provide all required 

information. 
This study's samples were 13 Islamic banking companies chosen based on sample selection 
criteria and procedures. 

 

Data Types and Sources 

Quantitative data in the form of numbers is the type of research data. The data was obtained 
from the annual report of Islamic banking companies registered with the OJK for the 2018-
2020 fiscal year. This study uses secondary data (cross-sectional) to identify the impact of 
investment account holders, company size, and a sharia supervisory board on Islamic 
corporate social responsibility. 

Operational Definition 

The operational definition of variables is a description of each variable's indicators, which can 
be explained using tables or narratives (Bahri, 2018). 
1. Islamic Corporate Social Responsibility (ICSR) 

The disclosure of ICSR is the dependent variable in this study. In ICSR research, it is 
measured using a dummy variable named the social responsibility disclosure index (Arifin 
&Wardani, 2016). The following is the ICSR calculation equation: ������ =  ∑諜怠珍津珍      1 

Descriptions: 
ICSRD Ij :Islamic Corporate Social Responsibility Disclosure Index perusahaan j. 

Nj   : Number of items for companyj, nj = 41 
Xij  : 1 = if the item is disclosed;0 = if the item is not disclosed, so0 ≤ 1 j ≥ 1. 

This study conducts an assessment based on the Accounting and Auditing Organization for 
Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI) GS 7 - Corporate Social Responsibility, Conduct, and 
Disclosure for Islamic Financial Institutions to determine how far the company applies good 
Islamic principles in ICSR disclosure. Includes a compilation of standards set by the 
Accounting and Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions and consists of 41 
items thatbenchmark the implementation of social performance of Islamic banking 
companies (AAOFI, n.d.). 
Investment Account Holder 
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An investment account holder (IAH) is a form of Islamic banking ownership whose sources 
are customers or generally characterized by temporary syirkah funds (Vionita et al., 2021). 
The following equation is used to determine the Investment account holder: ��� =  ����� ������ �� ��������� ������� ��������� ����貸�� �������      2 

2. Company Size 
The size of a company is calculated by the overall value of assets owned by the company 
(Triyanto&Rohmah, 2022). The following equations can be used to calculate the size of the 
company: 

 ���� = ��. ����� ������     3 

3. Sharia Supervisory Board 
The Sharia Supervisory Board (SSB) is a board tasked with advising directors and supervising 
bank activities to ensure they adhere to Sharia principles (Shabrina et al., 2021). The sharia 
supervisory board is determined using the following equation: ��� ���� =  ∑������ �����     4 

The conceptual framework is as follows, based on the operational definitions of the variables 
mentioned above : 

Figure 1 Conceptual Framework 

 

 

 

 

 
Source : Processed Data, 2022 
 

Data Analysis Techniques and Hypothesis Testing 
The classical assumption trials, including the normality test, multicollinearity test, 
heteroscedasticity test, and correlation test, are used in this study. It employs multiple 
regression analysis techniques, the coefficient of determination test, and hypothesis testing 
using the SPSS 26 program, in addition to the traditional assumption test. 

Data Normality Test 
The One-Sample-Kolmogorov-Smirnov test method was used to determine the normality of 
the data.  
1) The value of sig 0.05 indicates that the distribution is not normal. 
2) With sig 0.05, the distribution is normal. 
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Multicollinearity Test 
The value of the variance inflation factor can be seen in the multicollinearity test to determine 
whether a regression model has symptoms of multicollinearity (VIF). The calculation of the VIF 
value 10 shows that the regression model is good and there are no signs of multicollinearity. 

Heteroscedasticity Test 
The spearman's rho method was used to test heteroscedasticity. The purpose of Spearman's 
rho correlation is to link the independent variable to the residual. A 2-sided test is used with 
a significant level of 0.05. If the correlation between the independent variables and the 
significance level of the ratio is greater than 0.05, there is no heteroscedasticity. 

Autocorrelation Test 
The run test instrument was used to test the autocorrelation. Once significant values are less 
than 0.05, autocorrelation occurs; while significant values are greater than 0.05, there is no 
autocorrelation. 

Multiple Regression Analysis 
The Multiple Linear Regression hypothesis testing is used to determine how independent 
variables influence the dependent variable. Multiple regression models were used to test the 
research hypothesis. Multiple regression statistical test using 
Model : Y = a + 1X1 + 2X2 + 3X3 + e. 

Coefficient of Determination Test 
The coefficient of multiple determination (R2), which ranges from 0 to 1, conveys the level of 
accuracy of the regression. A value close to 1 implies that the independent variable provides 
almost all of the information required to predict the independent variable's variation. 

Hypothesis Test  
The t-test is used to test the hypothesis of the influence of individual independent variables 
on the dependent variable. 

Result 
Table 1 Data Normality Test 

One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test 
 Unstandardized Residual 
N 39 
Normal Parametersa,b Mean .0000000 

Std. Deviation .09669857 

Most Extreme Differences Absolute .138 

Positive .070 
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Negative -.138 

Test Statistic .138 

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .060c 
Source : Processed Data, 2022 

The data were normalized using the one Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. According to table 
one, the Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov/Test statistic is 0.138, with a level of significance of 
0.060. Since the significance value is greater than 0.05, it is reasonable to conclude that the 
residual data is normally distributed and fulfills the normality assumption. 

 

Table 2 Multicollinearity Test 
Coefficientsa 
Model Collinearity Statistics 

Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant)   

IAH .932 1.073 
UP .725 1.379 
DPS .708 1.413 

a. Dependent Variable: ICSR 
Source : Processed Data, 2022 

The VIF value of the Investment Account Holder variable is 1.073, the Firm Size variable is 
1.379, and the Sharia Supervisory Board variable is 1.413, according to the results of the 
multicollinearity test. The three variables have a VIF value of less than 10, implying that there 
is no multicollinearity between the independent variables. 

Table 3 Heteroscedasticity Test 
Correlations 

 IAH UP DPS 
Unstand
ar-dized 
Residual 

Spearma
n's rho 

Unstandardized 
Residual 

Correlation Coefficient -.009 -.140 -.043 1.000 
Sig. (2-tailed) .958 .396 .794 . 
N 39 39 39 39 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
Source : Processed Data, 2022 

The correlation result between Investment Account Holder, firm size, sharia supervisory 
board, and Unstandardized Residual value has a Sig. (2-tailed) Significance of greater than 
0.05, implying that there is no heteroscedasticity. 
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Table 4 Autocorrelation Test 
Runs Test 

 Unstandardized Residual 
Test Valuea .01719 
Cases < Test Value 19 
Cases >= Test Value 20 
Total Cases 39 
Number of Runs 17 
Z -.970 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .332 
a. Median 

Source : Processed Data, 2022 

The run test results show that the test value is 0.01719 and the significance value is 0.332 > 
0.05, implying that there is no autocorrelation. 

Table 5 Coefficient of Determination Test 

Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 
Std. Error of the 

Estimate 
1 .572a .327 .269 .10076 

Source : Processed Data, 2022 

As shown in the table, the R2 value is 0.269, or 26.9%. This proves that investment account 
holders, company size, and a sharia supervisory board have a 26.9% influence on Islamic 
corporate social responsibility, with the remaining 73.1% influenced by variables not included 
in this study. 

Table 6 Multiple Regression Analysis and Hypothesis Testing 

Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

T Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant

) 
.221 .243  .911 .368 

IAH .025 .007 .497 3.458 .001 
UP .023 .016 .232 1.427 .163 
DPS -.012 .046 -.043 -.261 .796 

a. Dependent Variable: ICSR 
Source : Processed Data, 2022 

The multiple linear equation is as follows: Islamic corporate social responsibility = 0.221 + 
0.025 investment account holder + 0.023 company size + (-0.012) sharia supervisory board. 
The results of the t-table are found to be 2,030 and the conclusions of the t-test are as follows: 
1. Variable Investment Account Holder 
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The t-count value is 3,458 > 2,030 t-table with a significance value of 0.001 < 0.05. This 
value impliesthat the Investment Account Holder has a positive effect on Islamic Corporate 
Social Responsibility. 

2. Company Size Variable 
The t-count value is 1,472 <2,030 t-table with a significance value of 0.163 > 0.05. This value 
implies that company size does not affect Islamic Corporate Social Responsibility. 

3. Sharia Supervisory Board Variables 
The t-count value is 0.261 < 2,030 t-table with a significance value of 0.796 > 0.05. This 
value implies that company size does not affect Islamic Corporate Social Responsibility. 

Discussion 

According to the report's results, the first variable investment account holder has an effect on 
ICSR where the calculation results are positive, which means that the higher the investment 
account holder in a company, the greater the funds that will be managed by a sharia company 
for ICSR disclosure. 

 The results of this study support the hypothesis that holders of financial assets affect ICSR. 
Stakeholder theory can help explain the relationship between investment account holders and 
ICSR disclosure.Stakeholder theory describes the relationship between customers and ICSR 
disclosure, in which companies must preserve relationships with stakeholders by facilitating 
their needs and desires, particularly stakeholders who have power over the availability of 
resources used for company operational activities, such as the economy for company 
products, labor, and others. The theoretical logic is supported by the results of research from 
(Lidyah et al., 2017), (Charatunnisa&Muthmainah, 2019) which states that IAH has an effect 
on CSR but has a brain behind research (Vionita et al., 2021) which states that IAH does not 
affect CSR. 

The second variable in this study is company size; data analysis results prove that firm size 
does not affect ICSR, so the second hypothesis is rejected. This is consistent with previous 
research (Isman&Aeni, 2021) that claims company size has no effect on ICSR but contradicts 
research (Hendratmoko&Muid, 2017) that claims company size has an effect on CSR.This study 
cannot support the legitimacy theory, which states that because huge companies have more 
activities, shareholders will pay more attention to social activities, leading to greater 
disclosure of ICSR. Companies should still disclose ICSR because regulations require all 
companies to disclose their CSR activities. CSR regulations are strictly regulated in Article 74 
of Law No. 40 of 2007 concerning Limited Liability Companies (Widyana, 2016). 

The third variable in this study is the sharia supervisory board; data analysis results show that 
the sharia supervisory board (SSB) has no effect on ICSR, so the third hypothesis is rejected. 
This is supported by research (Salsabila et al., 2018) that claims DPS has no effect on ICSR and 
research (Jamil et al., 2021)  
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That claims the sharia supervisory board affects CSR.The main duties and tasks of SSB are 
sharia compliance, including supervising the distribution of infaq, zakat, and charity funds, so 
that the number of sharia supervisory boards with diverse perspectives, experience, and 
competence in both banking and Islamic law will not guarantee better company performance. 
effective and reliable reporting, particularly in terms of Islamic corporate social responsibility 
disclosure. 

Conclusion 
This analysis revealed that the holder of an investment account affects ICSR. In sharia banking 
companies registered with the Financial Services Authority (OJK) for the 2018-2020 period, 
the size of the company and the sharia supervisory board do not affect ICSR. This research also 
has practical implications for several parties, particularly Islamic banking companies, in terms 
of determining which customer funds will be accounted for, monitoring the duties and 
responsibilities of DPS, and serving as a basis for customers to invest in account holders.This 
research can be used by the government to create policy and decision-making on fiscal plans 
and banking conditions in Indonesia. Theoretically, this research can be used as a source for 
further research, as a source of information, and as a means of knowledge for the community. 

This study has certain limitations, such as only using the years 2018-2020, which restricts the 
amount of samples and makes the empirical test less accurate. Furthermore, the study only 
uses three independent variables, as evidenced by the data processing results, which prove 
that the investment account holder, company size, and sharia supervisory board variables only 
have a 26.9% influence, with the remaining 73.1% influenced by other variables not included 
in the study.Suggestions for future research are expected to add and widen the object of study 
as well as extend the period of study so that the empirical conducted is higher and more 
accurate. Furthermore, it can search for additional data sources that are more comprehensive 
in terms of Islamic corporate social responsibility disclosure. 
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ABSTRACT 

This research was conducted to determine how much influence the quality of service, location, 
and word of mouth at the Safier Store in Trenggalek City, with the formulation of the problem 
of how service quality, location, and word of mouth can influence purchasing decisions. at the 
Safier Store in Trenggalek City, and the purpose of this study was to determine the quality of 
service, location, and word of mouth that could influence purchasing decisions at the Safier 
Store in Trenggalek City. The population in this study are all people who meet or are in a place 
that fits the research context and Safier Store consumers, so the population is unknown, then 
the Jacob Cohen formula is used where consumers are 120 respondents with sampling using 
Accidental Example. And the test results show that each variable, namely service quality, 
location, and word of mouth can have a positive and significant effect on purchasing decisions 
at the Safier Store in Trenggalek City 
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Introduction 
Marketing has changed a lot, from traditional marketing which is more product-oriented, now 
it has evolved to be customer oriented, where business people are more concerned with the 
wants and needs of their consumers. Thus, marketing activities must now be more planned in 
accordance with the wishes and needs of consumers. Moreover, the current economic 
development is very influential on the competition between companies engaged in the same 
field, for example the retail business. Retail is a business that involves selling goods to 
consumers in units or retail. Consumers who buy a product in retail are intended for personal 
use and not for resale (Utami, 2010). 

One of the successful retail businesses is the Safier Store located in the small town of 
Trenggalek. This retail store, which is crowded with people from Trenggalek, was established 
in 2019 and is located at Jalan Yos Sudarso No 44A Rt.006 Rw.002, Sosutan, Ngantru, 
Trenggalek District, Trenggalek Regency, East Java. Safier Store itself is widely known by the 
people of Trenggalek because its target market is millennials, by providing a variety of 
fashionable and contemporary clothes, which is the main attraction for this store. Not only 
providing clothes but also providing various kinds of bags, belts, and shoes. The hectic Safier 
Store has made many other new clothing stores appear, this makes business competition quite 
clear that business competition is fierce which does not only occur in big cities. Therefore, 
researchers are interested in choosing Trenggalek City as a place of research. 

According to Kotler and Keller (2012), service quality is defined as the company's ability to 
satisfy the needs and desires of consumers. Based on this definition, service quality is 
determined by the company's ability to meet the needs and desires in accordance with 
consumer expectations. Service quality according to Fandhy Tjiptono (2007) in research 
(Robby Fauji, 2018) with the title of research on the influence of service quality, location and 
word of mouth on purchasing decisions is the level of excellence expected and its control over 
the level of excellence to meet customer desires. Consumers will judge the quality of a 
recommended service based on what they describe in their minds. In addition to services, 
choosing a strategic location in establishing a business is also very important. Swastha states 
that location is a place where a business or business activity is carried out. In running a 
business, choosing a good and strategic location is a very important decision (Arianto and 
Satrio, 2020). Business actors must choose a strategic location in a place that is close to the 
crowds and community activities and is easily accessible by consumers. Research conducted 
by (Heni Gustina, 2018) entitled the effect of price, product completeness and location on 
purchasing decisions proves that the results of his research have a positive effect on 
purchasing decisions. With good service quality, strategic location, it will get a positive 
response to create good information by consumers which leads to word of mouth promotion. 
Word of mouth is personal communication about products between buyers and the people 
around them. If consumers spread good opinions about the service, and the location is called 
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positive word of mouth, but if consumers spread bad opinions about the service, the location 
is called negative word of mouth. According to research conducted by (Maria Yulinta Eka and 
Antonio E.L Nyoko, 2019) companies must build good relationships with consumers to create 
loyalty and ensure that consumers talk about positive things about the service, as well as the 
location of the company, thereby attracting interest. new consumers through word of mouth. 
After consumers get what they want, such as good service, a strategic and easy-to-find store 
location, good information from the store, a purchase decision occurs. The purchase decision 
is the final stage where consumers have determined the choice to be purchased and make 
purchases of the product and consume it (Sunyoto, 2012). 

Based on this information, the researcher directed this study to the effect of location, service 
quality and word of mouth on purchasing decisions at the Safier Store in Trenggalek City. 1) 
To find out whether service quality affects purchasing decisions at the Safier Store in 
Trenggalek City. 2) To find out whether location influences purchasing decisions at the Safier 
Store Store in Trenggalek City. 3) To find out whether word of mouth influences purchasing 
decisions at the Safier Store in Trenggalek City. 4) To find out whether service quality, location, 
and word of mouth have a simultaneous effect on purchasing decisions at the Safier Store in 
Trenggalek City. 

Method 
The type of research that will be used is quantitative research, namely research in which 
details are presented in a systematic, well-planned and clearly structured manner by collecting 
various kinds of information that are needed and then proceeding with processing and 
analyzing to summarize the conditions and problems. The population of this research is Safier 
Store consumers in Trenggalek City whose number is unknown. Determining the sample in this 
study is based on Roscoe's theory (1975) in Sugiyono's research (2014) which states that the 
sample size selected in the study is between thirty to five hundred elements. meet as an 
alternative population that has been studied using accidental sampling technique. Accidental 
sampling is used as a sample based on a sudden meeting with the researcher and can be used 
as a sample if it is deemed appropriate to be a data source, Notoatmodjo (2010). In the 
research conducted, the researchers determined two types of variables, namely the 
independent variable and the dependent variable. Independent Variables: Service Quality, 
Location, and Word-Of-Mouth, while the Dependent Variable, Purchase Decision. 

The data collection used in this research is by distributing questionnaires in the form of google 
forms which have been distributed to respondents with techniques that provide information 
or questions to consumers or respondents. The method used in this study is a description of 
the results of the questionnaire answers that have been distributed to consumers at the Safier 
Store Trenggalek, the results obtained using the descriptive analysis method to summarize the 
data from the respondents. There are various tests in this study, namely: Data quality test, 
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classical assumption test, influence test, t test and f test in data processing for researchers of 
the IBM SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences) version 22 program, with the aim of 
knowing whether there are effects and relationships between variables. 

Based on research from Eva Sudarningsi & Asron Saputra (2020), Maria Yalinta Ena and 
Antonio E.L Nyoko (2019), and Anisa Nur azizah (2022) who raised the influence of service 
quality, location, and word of mouth on purchasing decisions, the researcher said that there 
is an influence between service quality on purchasing decisions at the safier store. In addition 
to service quality, location also influences purchasing decisions in accordance with those made 
by Eva Sudarningsi & Asron Saputra (2020), Maria Yalinta Ena, and Antonio E.L Nyoko (2019). 
Factors that are of concern to researchers in addition to service quality, and location in 
purchasing decisions are word-of-mouth factors. Where the influence of careful word of 
mouth by Robby Fauji (2018) and Heny Herawati (2020) shows that there is an influence on 
purchasing decisions. This is the background for researchers in conducting research on 
purchasing decisions at the Safier Store. 

Result 
Figure 1. Research Model 

   

 

   

  

 

  

Hypothesis 

H1 : It is suspected that the quality of service has a significant and positive effect on purchasing 
decisions at  Safier Trenggalek Store. 
H2 : It is suspected that location has a positive and significant effect on purchasing decisions 
at the Safier Store in Trenggalek. 
H3 : It is suspected that Word of Mouth has a significant effect on purchasing decisions at the 
Safier Store in Trenggalek 
H4 : It is suspected that Quality of Service, Location, and Word Of Mouth simultaneously have 
a significant effect on purchasing decisions at the Safier Store in Trenggalek. 
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Discussion 
Data Quality Test 
Table 1. Validity Test Results 

Item R-Count R-Tabel Sig.(2-tailed) Α Conclusion 
X1.1 0.696 0.1793 0.000 0.05 Valid 
X1.2 0.672 0.1793 0.000 0.05 Valid 
X1.3 0.696 0.1793 0.000 0.05 Valid 
X1.4 0.720 0.1793 0.000 0.05 Valid 
X2.1 0.704 0.1793 0.000 0.05 Valid 
X2.2 0.677 0.1793 0.000 0.05 Valid 
X2.3 0.711 0.1793 0.000 0.05 Valid 
X3.1 0.557 0.1793 0.000 0.05 Valid 
X3.2 0.777 0.1793 0.000 0.05 Valid 
X3.3 0.764 0.1793 0.000 0.05 Valid 
Y.1 0.699 0.1793 0.000 0.05 Valid 
Y.2 0.670 0.1793 0.000 0.05 Valid 
Y.3 0.708 0.1793 0.000 0.05 Valid 

Source: Processed IBM SPSS 22 (2022) 

The research instrument can be said to be valid if the value of sig. (2-tailed) for each total 
variable is less than the research significance level (Sig. (2-tailed) < = 0.05). Based on the results 
of the validity test stating that all items measuring the research variables have an R-count that 
is greater than the R-Table, as well as the value of Sig.2 (0.000 <0.05 (significant level or ), it is 
stated that the research instrument is a questionnaire that used to measure service quality, 
location, word of mouth and purchasing decisions at the Safier Store in Treanggalek City. Valid 
or valid. 

Table 2. Reliability Test 

Item Cronbach’s Alpha if Item 
Deleted 

Provision Conclusion 

X1 .759 > 0.6 Reliabel 
X2 .749 > 0.6 Reliabel 
X3 .747 > 0.6 Reliabel 
Y .754 > 0.6 Reliabel 

Source: Processed IBM SPSS 22 (2022) 

The research instrument can be said to be reliable if the value of Cronbach's Alpha is known 
to be greater than 0.6. Based on the results of the reliability test, it is known that the 
Cronbach's Alpha value of each item that measures the research variables is greater than 0.6. 
This shows that the research instrument is a questionnaire used to measure service quality, 
location, word of mouth and purchasing decisions at the Safier Store in Trenggalek City. 
Reliable or Consistent or Reliable. 
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Table 3. Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test 
 Unstandardized Residual 
N 120 
Normal Parametersa,b Mean .0000000 

Std. Deviation 1.25982908 
Most Extreme Differences Absolute .063 

Positive .063 
Negative -.051 

Test Statistic .063 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .200c,d 

Source: Processed IBM SPSS 22 (2022) 

Based on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, a significant Asymp value of 200 is obtained and it can be 
said that the value is greater than 0.05 (0.200 > 0.05) so that the residual value is normal. 

Table 4. Multikolinearitas Test 

Model Collinearity Statistics 
Tolerance VIF 

(Constant) 
X1 
X2 
X3 

  
.638 1.569 
.627 1.596 
.666 1.502 

a. Dependent Variable: Y 

From the test results above, it is concluded that there is no multicollinearity between the independent 
variables because from all the VIF results the independent variable is more than 10 the tolerance value 
is more than 0.1. 

Table 5. Test Heterokedakstisitas 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients t Sig. Collinearity Statistics 
B Std. Error Beta Tolerance VIF 

(Constant) 
X1 
X2 

 1.084 .640  1.692 .093   
 -.051 .040 -.145 -1.268 .207 .638 1.569 
 -.019 .056 -.040 -.343 .733 .627 1.596 

X3  .083 .050 .186 1.658 .100 .666 1.502 
a. Dependent Variable: Abs_Res 

From the test results above, it shows that the sig value for the variables of Service Quality (X1), 
Location (X2), and Word Of Mouth (X3) > 0.05 so that it is concluded that there is no symptom 
of heteroscedasticity 

Table 6. Multiple Linear Regression Test 

Model Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. Collinearity 
Statistics 

B Std. Error Beta Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant) 3.025 1.111  2.722 .007   

X1 .177 .070 .230 2.515 .013 .638 1.569 
X2 .205 .096 .196 2.124 .036 .627 1.596 
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X3 .311 .086 .322 3.600 .000 .666 1.502 
a. Dependent Variable: Y 

Based on the value of B, a multiple linear regression model can be formed as follows: 

Y = 3.025 + 0,177X1 + 0,205X2 + 0.311X3 + ε 1 

Based on the results of the regression model formed, it can be seen that the regression 
constant is positive, amounting to 3,025 which means that without X1 (quality of service), X2 
(location), X3 (word of mouth) actually consumers who become research respondents already 
have purchasing decisions. The regression coefficient on X1 (quality of service) is positive at 
0.177. This means that the higher the quality of service, the higher the purchase decision. And 
as for every 1 unit increase in service quality, it will increase purchasing decisions by 0.177 
units. The regression coefficient on X2 (location) is positive at 0.205. This means that the 
higher the strategic location, the higher the purchase decision. And for every 1 increase in the 
unit price, it will increase the purchase decision by 0.205 units. The regression coefficient on 
X3 (word of mouth) is positive at 0.311. This means that the higher the word of mouth, the 
higher the purchase decision. And as for every 1 increase in word of mouth units, it will 
increase purchasing decisions by 0.311 units. 

Table 7. Determination Test 

Model R R Square Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of the 
Estimate Durbin-Watson 

1 .619a .383 .367 1.27602 1 
a.Predictors: (Constant), X3, X1, X2 
b.Dependent Variable:Y  

Based on Table 3 shows that the R-Square value is 0.383. It shows that 38.3% of purchasing 
decisions at the Safier Store in Trenggalek City are explained by service quality, location and 
word of mouth. While the remaining 61.7% is explained by other variables considered in this 
study. 
Table 8. Test F 

Model Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 117.052 3 39.017 23.963 .000b 

Residual 188.873 116 1.628   
Total 305.925 119    

Based on data table 4, it can be seen that the calculated F value is 23,963 with a Sig value. of 
0.000. While the value of the F-table for the significance value or a = 0.05; df1 = 3; df2 = 116 
by 2.68. Because the value of F-count > F-table (23.963 > 2.68 ) and Sig. < (0.000 < 0.05). This 
means that the formed regression model meets goodness of fit model or the regression model 
that is formed is feasible and can be used to predict purchasing decisions at the Safier Store in 
Trenggalek City. 

Table 9. Test t 
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Model Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. Collinearity 
Statistics 

B Std. Error Beta Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant) 3.025 1.111  2.722 .007   

X1 .177 .070 .230 2.515 .013 .638 1.569 
X2 .205 .096 .196 2.124 .036 .627 1.596 
X3 .311 .086 .322 3.600 .000 .666 1.502 

a. Dependent Variable: Y 

H1: Service quality variable with t-count result of 2.515 on purchasing decisions (Y) and 
significant of 0.007. Or indicated by t count 2.515 > t table = 1.98063 with a value of 0.05 so 
that Ho is rejected and Ha is accepted or it is concluded that the service quality variable has 
a positive and significant effect on purchasing decisions. 
H2: Variable Location with the results with the results of t count of 2.124 to the purchase 
decision (Y) and a significant of 0.36. Or indicated by t count 2.124 > t table = 1.98063 with a 
value of 0.05 so that Ho is rejected and Ha is accepted or it is concluded that the location 
variable has a positive and significant effect on purchasing decisions. 

H3: Variable Word Of Mouth with a t value of 3,600 on purchasing decisions (Y) and a 
significant value of 0.000 and shown by t count = 3,600 > t table = 198063 with a value of 0.05 
so that Ho is rejected and Ha is accepted or concluded that the variable Word of Mouth has a 
positive and significant effect on purchasing decisions 

Conclusion 
From the results and discussion in this study, it can be concluded that Service Quality as a 
variable (X1), Location as a Variable (X2) and Word Of Mouth as a Variable (X3) are known to 
have a positive and significant effect on Purchase Decisions as a Variable (Y) on Safier Store in 
Trenggalek City. Based on the results of this study, the better the quality of service obtained 
by consumers, the better purchasing decisions, and the more strategic a business is 
established that makes it easier for consumers to find these locations, it will improve 
purchasing decisions, and the better promotions and positive information received by 
consumers means more consumers who make purchasing decisions. And the limitations faced 
by researchers in this study were when collecting data through questionnaires to respondents 
because at this stage sometimes respondents did not fill in the link that had been given. 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this research is to investigate the impact that emotional burnout has on the 
professional growth of students who are enrolled in the Management Study Program at the 
Asian Institute of Technology and Business in Malang. Research of this nature is known as 
quantitative research. The population of this study consisted of all students enrolled in a 
management study program who were also working full-time jobs while pursuing their 
education; the sample size for this study was 34 students. In this study, we make use of a 
method called purposive sampling. A questionnaire was utilized as the means of data collection 
in order to determine levels of emotional tiredness and learning behavior. Analysis of the data 
using simple linear regression. after being examined through the use of a straightforward 
regression analysis method. The findings demonstrated that emotional exhaustion had a 
considerable impact on the progression of one's career. 
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Introduction 
Burnout is a condition of emotional, physical and mental exhaustion caused by excessive and 
ever-increasing stress (Göldağ 2022). This then causes many individuals to begin to experience 
disturbances in communication. If someone is working and studying at the same time, it is not 
impossible that someone has a high level of stress, where each individual has a different stress 
threshold (Bolger et al. 1989; Magnavita, Soave, and Antonelli 2021; Pearlin 1989). This then 
often causes different side effects, such as decreased performance, study failure to work and 
study failure. Of course this should not be allowed because it will create adverse situations 
and conditions not only for this individual, but the place where this individual works and 
studies. 

Fatigue can strike anyone regardless of the type of job, gender or even position (Artz, Kaya, 
and Kaya 2022). No matter the individual already has a high position though, emotional 
exhaustion will not be avoided (Dickinson, Miller, and Beeson 2021; Omotayo, Esther, and 
Ibiyinka 2014; Pearlin 1989; Zhigulina and Kononov 2021). Some argue that men are more 
resistant to stress than women, and vice versa. Then there are also those who say that certain 
types of work have low levels of stress so that emotional exhaustion can be avoided, such as 
jobs such as cashiers, selling children's toys and so on which are considered not to need a lot 
of critical decision making (Kryshtanovych et al. 2022; Liping et al. 2022; Pearlin 1989).  

One way to reduce emotional exhaustion is through sleep (Hu et al. 2020, 2020; Liping et al. 
2022; Rybinska et al. 2022). Rest through sleep is indeed an alternative for individuals to rest 
their bodies after a lot of activities, but considering the many activities carried out by students 
who work at the same time, one of the sacrifices made is to reduce rest hours to complete 
office and college assignments because each has different and equally important interests. 
This then creates stress and emotional exhaustion for students who are also working (Hu et 
al. 2020; Pearlin 1989; Zhigulina and Kononov 2021). 

Most people have experienced emotional exhaustion and things can be healed through self-
healing, namely healing themselves from inner wounds, where this is useful for completing 
unfinished business which results in one's emotional exhaustion. There are several factors that 
make emotional wounds and disturbing emotions. Emotional exhaustion can be caused by 
anxiety, feelings of sadness left by parents, feeling of failure to achieve something, and other 
problems in the past. 

Researchers in the fields of psychology, medicine, human resource management, and 
education, among others, have been studying burnout syndrome for decades  (Bolger et al. 
1989, 1989; Göldağ 2022; Kryshtanovych et al. 2022; Magnavita et al. 2021; Omotayo et al. 
2014; Pearlin 1989; Rybinska et al. 2022; Tukaev, Vasheka, and Dolgova 2013). Those in the 
helping professions were wrongly singled out as the only ones susceptible to burnout at first. 
Workers in helping professions identified emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and 
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decreased personal success as the primary symptoms of burnout. Apathy and lack of 
motivation are signs of emotional exhaustion. Negative interactions with others are fostered 
when one is emotionally distant and apathetic, and when one goes through the motions at 
work without putting one's heart into it. 

If an employee's professional fortunes start to drop, he is less likely to feel satisfied with who 
he is as a person and in his work (Zhigulina and Kononov 2021). Burnout syndrome is 
characterized by "vital instability," which manifests itself through feelings of despondency, 
depression, elation, anxiety, hopelessness, and impatience. Burnout syndrome increases one's 
vulnerability to suicide in addition to its poor effects on health, happiness, and the ability to 
meet one's professional responsibilities. 

It can be seen that education becomes a necessity for a person and can determine human life. 
There are several factors that affect a person's learning, including internal factors are factors 
that exist within a person including physical, namely health and disability, psychological 
include intelligence, attention, interests, talents, motivation, and fatigue factors there are two 
namely physical fatigue seen weakly. lethargic, while spiritual exhaustion is seen with lethargy 
and boredom. The external factors are family circumstances, school conditions, and society. 

For students who work, it is certainly not easy to be able to excel in the academic field well. 
Students must be good at managing their learning behavior well between the dense activities 
carried out during college and at work, so that both can run in balance. The division of this 
time depends on how a person is able to organize himself so that the goal can still be achieved. 
For some students who are involved in work routines, if their achievement scores decrease, 
the student needs to do a self-evaluation because the student's goal is to be successful in 
lectures. Moreover, students who work only have very minimal or even less time to rest 
because their energy is forced by two equally important activities.  

This research itself tries to fill the gaps that occur, including the last research that specifically 
discussed emotional exhaustion was 22 years ago, namely Emotional dissonance in 
organizations: antecedents, consequences, and moderators by Abraham (1998), Antecedent 
and response focused emotion regulation: divergent consequences for experience, 
expression, and physiology by Gross (1998) and Emotional labor as a potential source of job 
stress by Adelmann (1995). No previous research has focused on its relationship with career 
development, which is now important, especially post-pandemic, many people work harder 
to get the same results before the pandemic and emotional exhaustion is experienced by many 
Generation Z and Millennials today. Some sources say this is caused by Generation Z and 
Millennials who are used to something instant. 

Method 
The research used in this study is a quantitative approach. This study aims to determine 
whether there is an effect of emotional exhaustion on career development. In this study, two 
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variables were used, namely Emotional Burnout as the independent variable and Career 
Development as the dependent variable. Emotional Burnout (variable X) is an emotional state 
that occurs continuously which results in psychological (soul) tension due to pressure from 
work. Career development (variable Y) is defined as “an ongoing, formalized effort by an 
organization that focuses on developing and enriching the organization's human resources in 
light of both the employees' and the organization's needs. 

By definition of Boyko, emotional burnout is a psychological defense mechanism in the form 
of full or partial shutdown of emotion in response to stressful influences (Tukaev et al. 2013). 
This stereotype gained emotional, often professional conduct is a manifestation of personality 
professional deformation. Boyko considers emotional burnout as a dynamic process that 
occurs in stages in accordance with the mechanism of stress. There exist 3 phases: anxiety 
stress, exhaustion and Resistance. Emotional exhaustion is measured using several indicators 
including anxiety stress, exhaustion and resistance. Anxiety stress was measured using 2 items, 
namely being angry for no reason and bored with the demands of work. Exhaustion is 
measured by being chased by time and feeling lazy to work when studying and feeling lost. 
Finally, Resistance is measured by not being able to carry out lectures while working and 
feeling low self-esteem. 

Career development is defined as “an ongoing, formalized effort by an organization that 
focuses on developing and enriching the organization's human resources in light of both the 
employees' and the organization's needs” (Ehido et al. 2020). Career development can help 
reduce cost expended on recruiting and training new employees in organizations. In similar 
direction, Byars & Rue (2004) identify the following major objectives of career development: 
“(i) to meet the immediate and future human resource needs of the organization on a timely 
basis; (ii) to better inform the organization and the individual about potential career paths 
within the organization; and (iii) to utilize existing human resource programs to the fullest by 
integrating the activities that select, assign, develop, and manage individual careers with the 
organizations' plans (Osibanjo, Oyewunmi, and Ojo 2014). “The underlying theories of career 
development provide assumptions about factors involved in vocational development. They 
provide platform in which various tasks that will fast track the development of one' career a 
reality. Some of these variables include; skills, experience, promotion, values, recognition and 
reward. Career development is measured using several indicators, namely skills, experience, 
promotion, values, recognition and reward. Skills are measured using career ease and 
potential for achievement, promotion is measured using career opportunities and promotion 
to a higher position, values are measured using a wider network of friends and rewards are 
measured using reduced work saturation.The sampling technique used in this study using non-
probability sampling is a sampling technique that does not provide equal 
opportunities/opportunities for each element or member of the population to be selected as 
samples. Purposive sampling is used, which is a technique to determine the sample with 
certain considerations. Sampling determined by certain considerations are certain 
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characteristics, in order to support the research objectives, including working part-time, 
having a week off work, and still actively studying.In this study, samples were taken of 34 out 
of 970. The population of all active students of the Faculty of Economics and Business 
Management Study Program at the Asian Institute of Technology and Business Malang who 
are working and studying simultaneously since the last 5 years and at least in 2022 are still 
actively working. Data collection techniques used in this study were using questionnaires and 
interviews. This study used an instrument in the form of a questionnaire with a Likert scale of 
1-5. On this scale there are five choices of answers to the existing statements, namely: Strongly 
Agree (SS), Agree (S), Neutral (N), Disagree (TS), and Strongly Disagree (STS). The data analysis 
technique used in this research is a simple linear regression analysis technique. 

Result 
Figure 1 Respondent Gender 

 

There are more women than men enrolled in the Business Management Study Program in the 
Faculty of Economics and Business at the Asian Institute of Technology, which accounts for 
55.9% of the total student body. This is due to the fact that the Management Study Program 
mostly attracts students of the female gender; hence, it is only logical that the working 
students be predominantly composed of women. 

Figure 2 Respondent's Job Category 
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The banking category represented the vast majority of respondents in our study. This 
demonstrates that students who are enrolled in the Faculty of Economics and Business 
Management Study Program at the Institute of Technology and Business Asia Malang are 
employed in the banking industry. This most likely occurred as a result of the fact that, during 
the epidemic, a large number of students looked for work outside of college in order to make 
the most of the time and chances available to find a job, where they could also finance 
continued lectures. 

Figure 3 Respondents Working Period 

 

Less than a year's worth of job experience predominated among the respondents in this study. 
This makes sense given the limited number of professions that can be obtained without a 
college degree. especially for those who are actively employed while also pursuing their 
education. 

Table 1 Respondent's Answer 
 

Item 
% 

1 2 3 4 5 

Emotional Burnout 
Being Angry For No Reason 24% 26% 24% 15% 12% 
Bored With The Demands Of Work 26% 24% 35% 12% 3% 
Being Chased By Time 6% 15% 15% 24% 41% 
Feeling Lazy To Work When Studying 24% 35% 26% 9% 6% 
Feeling Lost 35% 29% 24% 6% 6% 
Not Being Able To Carry Out Lectures While 
Working 35% 29% 26% 3% 6% 

Feeling Low Self-Esteem 41% 12% 38% 9% 0% 
Career Development 

Career Ease 6% 6% 15% 32% 41% 
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Potential For Achievement 6% 9% 21% 29% 35% 
Clear Career Development 3% 15% 12% 29% 41% 
Career Opportunities 0% 21% 26% 35% 18% 
Promotion To A Higher Position 6% 9% 38% 18% 29% 
Wider Network Of Friends 6% 15% 15% 29% 35% 
Reduced Work Saturation 3% 12% 38% 12% 35% 

For the emotional fatigue variable, respondents do not suffer anxiety stress because the item 
being furious for no reason is dominated by opposing replies. Although there are some replies 
that agree. As a result, it is clear that despite the stresses of work and school, responders 
maintain emotional control. Furthermore, for items bored with current job expectations, the 
replies were dominated by disagreeing. This is because the majority of responders seem to 
have no other alternative so that being bored with the demands of work is not something that 
should be given an option because it has become an obligation. In addition, college fees are 
the fundamental reason why work demands become a huge obligation. Although there are 
some people that said agree to this. This conflict most likely arose because some people felt 
stuck in their employment due to a lack of education and were unwilling to compromise in 
order to advance. For tiredness, respondents do feel that they are being chased by time while 
studying while working.  

This is because the variety of tasks means that working hours may be interrupted over the 
academic year. To feel lethargic to work while studying while working, the majority are 
dominated by disagreeing solutions. This demonstrates that, despite having full-time jobs, 
respondents are still dedicated to furthering their education and have a strong desire to learn. 
The last is feeling lost when studying while working is dominated by condemning answers. This 
is because respondents feel that college is truly one of the triggers of enthusiasm because 
higher education opens up more prospects in the job with a higher level of education in the 
future. For resistance, the item feels unable to carry out lectures while working, dominated by 
opposing answers since respondents feel they are able to study while working, while they have 
also committed to strengthening their hard skills. Following that, there are a lot of conflicting 
opinions on the topic of having low self-worth when juggling school and job. This 
demonstrates that students who work while also attending school have a greater sense of 
accomplishment than their counterparts who study in a purely theoretical environment since 
they have already put their theoretical knowledge into practice. 
Competencies, promotions, values, and financial compensation are only few of the metrics 
used to evaluate success in the workplace. To the question about how simple it is to advance 
in one's chosen field, the answer is unquestionably yes. This is due to the fact that respondents 
believe a college degree will help them advance in their current positions. Not only that, but 
a high degree of agreement also seems to predict greater success. This is because better 
education will make it easier for responders to flourish in their particular careers. For 
unambiguous career development topics, the answer is strongly agree. This is due to the 
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increased availability of employment options for those with a greater level of education. 
Career opportunities items are dominated by agree replies. This is because the career 
progression of respondents is obvious if they have higher education. Item advancement to a 
higher position is dominated by neutral answers.  

The respondents' wide range of occupations makes them anticipate a wide range of 
circumstances in which they would be promoted. When polling a larger group of people, the 
answer that tends to win out is "strongly agree." This is because respondents feel that their 
network of friends will be wider when they have a greater degree of education. Responses on 
the lowered work saturation items tended to be neutral. This is because respondents feel that 
work saturation is not mitigated by the existence of a greater degree of education. 

Table 2 Statistical Results 

R Square 0,04 
Adjusted R Square 0,01 

Standard Error 6,33 

Google Sheets computations showed that the variable utilized in this study, emotional fatigue, only 
explained 4% of the variation in professional advancement. But when looking at the Adjusted R Square, 
emotional exhaustion can only explain the career progression problem by 1%. The standard error of 
this particular test result is 6.33. 

Table 3 ANOVA 

 df SS MS F Significance F 
Regression 1 50,97232622 50,97232622 1,271767516 0,2678202801 
Residual 32 1282,557086 40,07990892   
Total 33 1333,529412    

Total n-1 degrees of freedom; in this case, 33 (n=34-1). Since there is only one independent 
variable in this analysis, emotional exhaustion, the degree of freedom of the regression model 
is 1. After subtracting one from 33, the residuals have 32 degrees of freedom. The sum of 
squares (SS) is calculated by subtracting the average value of emotional burnout from the sum 
of squares of the forecasts of the dependent variable, here, professional advancement. Total 
SS = 1333; the corresponding figure for the square of the variance in professional 
advancement is 1333. Then there's the fact that emotional exhaustion is a partial cause of 
career advancement fluctuations, at 50.97, with the remaining 49.03 attributable to other 
variables that affect emotional burnout but aren't accounted for in the model. 

Table 4 Regression 

 Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value 

Intercept 22,28006072 3,571949287 6,237507571 0,000 
X Variable 1 0,2167407568 0,1921926263 1,127726703 0,000 
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This study's findings from a linear regression analysis show that emotional fatigue significantly 
affects professional advancement. Students in the Management Study Program at the Asian 
Institute of Technology and Business in Malang were found to be significantly more likely to 
report experiencing emotional weariness than those in the other programs. Testing the 
hypothesis with a straightforward linear regression analysis method yields an R-value of 0.04, 
with an R-squared value of 0.01. The R value reveals a 0.04 (or 4%) association between 
emotional weariness and learning behavior, while the R Squared value suggests that the 
emotional fatigue variable contributes 0.01 (or 1%) to professional growth. The remaining 0.99 
or 99% is affected by variables the researcher did not account for. 

Discussion 

Researchers in the fields of psychology, medicine, human resource management, and 
education, among others, have been studying burnout syndrome for decades  (Bolger et al. 
1989, 1989; Göldağ 2022; Kryshtanovych et al. 2022; Magnavita et al. 2021; Omotayo et al. 
2014; Pearlin 1989; Rybinska et al. 2022; Tukaev et al. 2013). Those in the helping professions 
were wrongly singled out as the only ones susceptible to burnout at first. Workers in helping 
professions identified emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and decreased personal 
success as the primary symptoms of burnout. Apathy and lack of motivation are signs of 
emotional exhaustion. Negative interactions with others are fostered when one is emotionally 
distant and apathetic, and when one goes through the motions at work without putting one's 
heart into it. In contrast, the results of this study suggest that students who work concurrently 
are better able to manage negative emotions, perhaps because they are more accustomed to 
dealing with situations and settings that demand their whole attention. between two different 
environments, employment and school. 

If an employee's professional fortunes start to drop, he is less likely to feel satisfied with who 
he is as a person and in his work (Zhigulina and Kononov 2021). Burnout syndrome is 
characterized by "vital instability," which manifests itself through feelings of despondency, 
depression, elation, anxiety, hopelessness, and impatience. Burnout syndrome increases one's 
vulnerability to suicide in addition to its poor effects on health, happiness, and the ability to 
meet one's professional responsibilities. Since then, the number of high-stress occupations 
has grown. All occupations that require regular interaction with the general public as part of 
their job description fall under this category. Factors in one's personality, one's role, and one's 
organization can either enhance or lessen one's vulnerability to burnout syndrome, which has 
been the subject of a great deal of research. Overwork syndrome, which can accompany not 
only the performance of (nearly) any professional activity, but also any other work, such as 
homework, is what scientists believe causes burnout syndrome in humans. Academic or 
educational burnout is recognized in the scientific literature as a distinct form of emotional 
exhaustion experienced by students throughout the delivery of educational activities. 
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Student performance suffers and willingness to study is diminished when they experience 
academic burnout. In the context of the Management Study Program, however, students have 
reported a shift in their perspective on this type of exhaustion, reporting instead that they are 
more energized and motivated to achieve success in both their academic and professional 
endeavors when they have to do so simultaneously. We think it's important to learn more 
about burnout among working students, as they often experience role tension due to having 
to balance employment and school. Respondents seldom seem to realize that this is 
something that should be avoided, despite the fact that they are on a tight schedule and often 
have to catch up with the available time to finish work and lecture tasks simultaneously. 
Working students in all disciplines show signs of being overwhelmed by these two stresses. 
Previous research by the authors of this paper established a correlation between the amount 
of time spent juggling work and school and the severity of burnout symptoms. 

Academic performance, study schedule, workload at work, and connections with professors 
were shown to be the most worrisome components of the "work - study" continuum for 
working students. The data suggests that as long as students and professors are able to 
effectively communicate with one another, as has been the case thus far, neither group has 
much to worry about. Stress and exhaustion can take a toll on a student's mental and physical 
health, leading to a decline in performance in school and possibly even an expulsion if it leads 
to a student's inability to function in the workplace. In addition, a working student's 
interpersonal relationship system will be disrupted by emotional burnout, leading to more 
disputes in their professional and academic settings and slower responses to their instructors' 
and employers' needs. 

To us, full-time students are the most vulnerable to burnout syndrome since this form does 
not initially provide, but at the legislative level, there are no restrictions on carrying out 
professional activities while enrolled in school. Work-study imbalance is a major contributor 
to burnout syndrome, which manifests quickly in working students due to increasing physical 
and emotional exhaustion. As such, it is important to devise a model for assisting working 
students, one that incorporates a variety of organizational, educational, and psychological 
strategies for mitigating and avoiding the onset of emotional burnout. 

Students are a group in society that obtains its status because of ties to universities, such as 
those at the Asian Institute of Technology and Business, Malang. Students are also prospective 
intellectuals or young intellectuals in a society. As students who gain a high level of knowledge, 
at this level they are considered to have physical maturity and broad thought development, 
so that with this added value they can have the awareness to determine their own attitude 
and be able to take responsibility for their attitudes and behavior. 

A person's learning achievement is in accordance with the level of success of something in 
learning the subject matter expressed in the form of grades or report cards for each field of 
study after experiencing the teaching and learning process. A person's learning achievement 
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can be known after an evaluation is held. The results of the evaluation can show the high or 
low learning achievement of a person. A learning achievement can be used as a source of pride 
and can even be used as some of the requirements contained in job vacancies, at least having 
taken an undergraduate degree with a fairly good GPA. The higher a person's education level, 
the more proud that person will be with the level of education he has. 

Schaufeli (1998) claims that a number of factors contribute to the development of emotional 
weariness. The first source of stress is doing too much, or one's workload. The second is time 
pressure, which results from the stress an individual has as a result of the urgency with which 
his or her task must be completed (deadline). Third is a circumstance where there is no 
encouragement from friends and family to get things done (Lack of Social Support). Role stress 
(number four) occurs when an individual is bothered by professional ambiguity and 
disagreement on the job. According to Goleman (2020), a person who has high self-control 
can regulate their impulses and repress their emotions, keep their cool when confronted with 
adversity, and concentrate on solving issues without getting distracted. The ability to maintain 
regular learning behavior and self-discipline, as well as the ability to channel emotional energy 
in a more productive direction, are all necessary for working students to continue to excel in 
the world of education. This is why working students with a high level of motivation/desire 
tend to be good at managing time and understanding themselves so that the routine between 
work and college can run in balance. 

Conclusion 

However, it is important to keep in mind that emotional burnout can only explain as much as 
1% of the issues with career development, and that further research is needed to fine-tune 
career development in terms of involvement, type of employment, type of education taken, 
and expectation levels. by participants about matters pertaining to professional growth. 
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Introduction 
The development of the world economy is growing rapidly with increasingly advanced 
technology, giving rise to fierce competition in the business world. This has an impact on a 
company that requires to compete with other companies to maintain the company. The 
company is any form of business where labor, capital, natural resources gather with the aim 
of obtaining the maximum profit (Irawan & Kusuma, 2019). In general, companies have short-
term goals and long-term goals. The short-term goal is to maximize profit each period 
effectively with existing resources, while the long-term goal is to develop market expansion 
so as to increase the value of the company. 

In market expansion, of course, companies need large funds so companies need investors or 
shareholders to invest their capital into the company (Dwiputra & Viriany, 2020). Entering the 
capital market is a solution in attracting investors to get an injection of funds (Oktiwiati & 
Nurhayati, 2020). The welfare of shareholders or investors is described by the value of the 
company because the higher the value of the company has an impact on shareholders or 
investors. According to Dewi & Abundanti (2019), firm value is the result of financial decisions 
regarding investment decisions, funding decisions, and dividend policies. With good company 
performance, of course, the company will earn high profits so that investors will be interested 
in investing their share capital with the aim of getting a return on the profits earned by the 
company. The higher the demand for shares by investors, the higher the stock price will be. 
With stock prices rising, it can increase the value of the company. 

Increasing the value of the company is one way to increase the prosperity of shareholders (L. 
S. Dewi & Abundanti, 2019). Company value is a company's success that is associated with 
stock prices. The higher the stock price, the higher the value of the company. Firm value can 
be measured using price to book value (PBV), price earning ratio (PER) and Tobin's Q. PBV is 
the relationship between stock price and book value per share. The higher the PBV value, the 
better the company value and if the lower the PBV value, it indicates the company is not good 
(M. Sari & Jufrizen, 2019). The better the company in earning profits, the higher the company's 
stock price. 

Profitability is one of the factors that affect firm value. According to Komala et al. (2021), 
profitability is the company's ability to earn a profit. Profit is the level of net profit that can be 
achieved by the company when carrying out its operations. The profitability of a company is a 
picture that measures how able the company is to generate profits from the operational 
processes that have been implemented to ensure the continuity of the company in the future 
(Kalalo et al., 2020). When profits increase, it can describe the company's good performance 
so that it becomes a signal for capital owners to invest in the company concerned and the 
value of the company will increase (Oktiwiati & Nurhayati, 2020). Profitability can be 
measured using return on assets (ROA), return on equity (ROE) and return on investment (ROI) 
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(Muslichah & Bahri, 2021). Several previous studies of Oktaviarni & Murni (2019), Putra & 
Lestari (2016), Suwardi & Mustanda (2017), Yanti & Darmayanti (2019) that profitability has a 
positive effect on firm value, while the research of Farizki et al. (2021), D. K. Sari & 
Wahidahwati (2021) profitability has no effect on firm value. 

Liquidity is the second factor that affects firm value. Liquidity is the company's ability to pay 
the company's short-term obligations (Putra & Lestari, 2016). According to Dwiputra & Viriany 
(2020), liquidity is useful to determine the company's ability to finance and fulfill obligations 
or debts when billed or due. Companies that have high liquidity have good performance so 
that they become a signal and are able to attract investors to invest which will increase the 
demand for shares so that the company's stock price increases. The higher the stock price, the 
higher the value of the company. Liquidity can be measured using the current ratio (CR), cash 
ratio and quick ratio (Muslichah & Bahri, 2021). Several previous studies Octaviarni & Murni 
(2019), Putra & Lestari (2016), Yanti & Darmayanti (2019) that liquidity has a positive effect on 
firm value, while research by Dewi & Abundanti (2019), Indrayani et al. (2022) has no effect 
on firm value. 

Dividend policy is the third factor that affects firm value. According to Putra & Lestari (2016), 
dividend policy is a financial decision made by a company after operating and earning a profit 
whether the profit will be distributed to shareholders or retained as retained earnings. 
Dividend policy has its own influence on a company, because it involves the distribution of 
operating profits on investments invested in the company so that the distribution of high 
dividends and as expected can increase the value of the company (Kurniawan, 2020). Dividend 
policy can be measured by using the dividend payout ratio (DPR) which is the percentage of 
net income paid as cash dividends. Through this DPR, the amount of dividends per share can 
be determined and the amount of retained earnings as a source of company funding can be 
determined. Dividend policy has an effect on stock prices. An increase in the amount of cash 
dividends causes the company to be seen as having good prospects in the future which can 
increase the value of the company (Putra & Lestari, 2016). Several previous studies by 
Hendraliany (2019), Oktaviarni & Murni (2019), Putra & Lestari (2016), Setiawan et al. (2021) 
that dividend policy has a positive effect on firm value, while research by Dwiputra & Viriany 
(2020), Indrayani et al. (2022), Rahayu (2021), Sembiring & Trisnawati (2019), have no effect 
on firm value. 

The next factor that affects the value of the company is the size of the company. Company 
size is a scale owned by the company according to the number of assets owned, the larger the 
size of the company, the greater the number of assets owned (Laksono & Rahayu, 2021). A 
large company size describes the company's good financial condition and has profitable 
prospects in the future (Oktaviarni & Murni, 2019). A large company size can reflect that the 
company has a high commitment to continuously improve its performance so that the market 
will pay more to get its shares because it believes it will get a profitable return from the 
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company. The size of the company in this study will be measured using the natural logarithm 
(LN) of the total assets owned by the company. Previous research Farizki et al. (2021), 
Hendraliany (2019), Yanti & Darmayanti (2019) that firm size has a positive effect on firm 
value, while research by Azizah & Widyawati (2021), Dwiputra & Viriany (2020), Laksono & 
Rahayu (2021), Suwardi & Mustanda (2017) has no effect on firm value. 

Indonesia has abundant natural resources, both renewable and non-renewable natural 
resources. Indonesia is a country that has various kinds of wealth, one of which is gold, coal, 
crude oil, metals and minerals to support income in improving the Indonesian economy. 
Mining companies are considered to have good prospects in increasing revenues in the future. 
This research is a development of previous research on firm value. The high interest of 
investors to invest their share capital in the company cannot be separated from the quality of 
the company's value. The larger the company in earning profits, the stock price will rise. With 
the increase in stock prices, it indicates that the value of the company is also getting higher so 
that there is motivation to conduct research on the effect of profitability, liquidity, dividend 
policy and company size on the value of mining companies listed on the Indonesia Stock 
Exchange. 

The purpose of this study is to examine and analyze the effect of profitability, liquidity, 
dividend policy and firm size on firm value. So that this research is not broad and objective, 
the factors studied in this study are limited to the effect of profitability which will be measured 
by return on assets (ROA) because it is to determine the level of asset use to generate income 
for the company. Liquidity is measured by the current ratio (CR) to determine the company's 
ability to guarantee current liabilities with current assets. Dividend policy is measured by the 
dividend payout ratio (DPR) because to determine the company's income to shareholders and 
company size is measured by the natural logarithm (LN) of total assets because to determine 
the size of the company based on total assets. 

Signal Theory 

Financial statements are the main source of information for investors to find out the 
company's financial condition. A good financial condition is a positive signal for the market, 
while a bad financial condition is a negative signal for the market, so this theory is called the 
signal theory. Signal theory is the action of management to provide clues to investors about 
the prospects of the entity to provide financial statement information to external parties 
(Ross, 1997). Signal theory will give a signal in the form of published financial statements and 
this signal can be a good signal, namely the company's performance has increased from year 
to year or a bad signal is that the company's performance has decreased from year to year. 
According to Raningsih & Artini (2018), signal theory explains that companies can provide 
signals to investors through disclosure of information in the form of financial aspects and non-
financial aspects with the aim of increasing firm value. According to Rahayu (2021), signal 
theory explains how the signals of success or failure from managers in managing the company 
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are informed to shareholders. Signal theory reflects the relationship between firm size and 
firm value, the higher the number of investors who invest in the company, the larger the size 
of the company because it can improve the company's performance in increasing the number 
of assets. According to Bahri (2022b), signal theory is a management action that conveys 
information about its prospects to investors, to suppress or even eliminate asymmetry 
information, namely sending a good signal to external parties, then the information will be 
assessed and analyzed as a good or bad signal. 

Firm Value 

Firm value is an investor's perception of the company's success rate which is often associated 
with stock prices, the higher the company's stock price reflects the better company value 
(Yanti & Darmayanti, 2019). According to Oktiwiati & Nurhayati (2020), shareholder prosperity 
can be achieved by increasing company value. The higher the stock price of a company in the 
capital market, the higher the wealth of the owner of the company which is reflected in the 
higher value of the company and can convince investors to invest (Raningsih & Artini, 2018). 
The high value of the company indicates that the company has a good performance in 
generating income. High profits prove that the company has a fairly good quality in utilizing 
existing resources within the company. The higher the value of the company, the more trusted 
investors are to invest their share capital, because they are believed to be able to return the 
capital that has been given to the company. 

Profitability 

Profitability is a ratio to measure the level of ability to generate profits or profits and provide 
a measure of the level of effectiveness of the company's management. Profitability is a 
financial ratio that can show the company's success in obtaining profits (Susilowati et al., 
2019). Profitability is a measure of the company's success in achieving profit. High profits in 
the financial statements will certainly be a signal that investors will analyze in making decisions 
in depositing share capital. According to Dewi & Abundanti (2019), the better the company's 
profitability, the higher the profit earned by the company. The higher the company in 
generating profits, the company has good performance so that profitability will also be higher. 
The high value of profitability indicates a good signal and is trusted by investors in investing 
their share capital. According to Bahri (2022a), a high ratio indicates good performance due to 
efficiency and effectiveness based on asset management. The high interest of investors makes 
the stock price rise which will affect the value of the company. 

Liquidity 

Liquidity is the company's ability to pay short-term obligations. According to Lubis et al. (2017), 
liquidity is a measure of a company's ability to pay its bills on time when the payment date has 
arrived on time. According to Sudiani and Darmayanti (2016), a high liquidity value reflects the 
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company's high ability to meet its short-term obligations. With a high liquidity value, it is 
believed that the company has a good performance in writing its short-term debt because the 
company is able to use its current assets optimally. The better in fulfilling obligations, it 
becomes a positive signal for investors to invest their share capital in the company because it 
has good funding. The high interest of investors can affect stock prices. The high stock price 
can affect the high value of the company. 

Dividend Policy 

Dividend policy can describe the company's financial condition from an investor's point of 
view. The amount of dividends distributed to shareholders will be an attraction for investors. 
The distribution of dividends by the company is considered a positive signal for investors to 
invest because investors prefer a definite return on their investment so that it can attract 
investors (Kurnia, 2019). Information about dividend policy is very much needed by investors 
to find out the future prospects of the company. The higher the dividend policy, it is believed 
that the company has a good performance in generating profits so that it makes investors 
more confident to invest their share capital. The high stock price can increase the value of the 
company. 

Firm Size 

Firm size is a scale to classify the size of the company which can be seen through the amount 
of equity, sales and total assets of the company (Suwardi & Mustanda, 2017). According to 
Bahri (2022b), a large size is believed by corporate investors to have good performance and 
prospects in increasing future profits. Investors' interest is higher in large companies than in 
small companies, flexibility and high accessibility in funding are influenced by the size of the 
company, which means large companies are easier and have many opportunities to access the 
capital market. The larger the size of the company indicates that the company has good 
funding so that the more trusted investors to invest their share capital. 

Based on theoretical studies and previous research, the research framework can be described 
as follows: 

Figure 1. Research Framework 
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The Effect of Profitability on Firm Value 
The company was founded with several objectives, one of which is to make a profit which is 
the company's short-term goal. The amount of profit obtained can be known from the 
calculation of the profitability ratio (Arvinda & Heru, 2021). The company's ability to generate 
profits is a positive signal to the market. The higher the profitability, the more attractive 
investors are to owning the company's shares because it is considered to be profitable in the 
future, causing the stock price to rise. Rising stock prices will affect the value of the company. 
The higher the profitability value, it is believed that the company has a good performance in 
generating profits. Profitability proxied by ROA has a positive effect on firm value supporting 
the research results of Dewi & Abundanti (2019), Oktaviarni & Murni (2019), Putra & Lestari 
(2016), Yanti & Darmayanti (2019), Susilowati et al. (2019), Arvinda & Heru (2021), Raningsih 
& Artini (2018). 

H1 : Profitability has a positive effect on firm value.  

Effect of Liquidity on Firm Value 
A high level of liquidity is considered a company that has good prospects for investors in 
meeting short-term obligations. In addition, it reflects the availability of company funds to 
carry out company operations and pay dividends. Good liquidity is a positive signal given by 
the company to investors. Companies that have good liquidity will give a signal that the 
company has good finances. Liquid companies have total current assets that are greater than 
total current liabilities. In other words, the company is able to repay its short-term loans and 
long-term loans that have matured (Farizki et al., 2021). This indicates a healthy financial 
condition. A healthy financial condition can attract outside parties, especially investors, to 
invest in the company. Liquidity as proxied by CR has a positive effect on firm value, supporting 
the results of research by Oktaviarni & Murni (2019), Putra & Lestari (2016), Yanti & 
Darmayanti (2019). 

H2 : Liquidity has a positive effect on firm value. 

The Effect of Dividend Policy on Firm Value 
The higher the company's profit, the greater the level of dividends distributed to shareholders. 
The greater the dividends distributed by the company to investors, the more attractive it is 
and a positive signal to investors to invest their share capital. Dividend policy can also be 
considered as one of the company's commitments to distribute a portion of the net profit 
received to shareholders (Sarif & Suprajitno, 2021). This believes that the company has good 
prospects in earning profits so that it is directly proportional to the distribution of high 
dividends. The high interest of investors causes an increase in demand so that stock prices 
rise. The increase in stock prices will affect the value of the company. The higher the stock 
price, the higher the value of the company. Dividend policy proxied by the DPR has a positive 
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effect on firm value, supporting the research results of Hendraliany (2019), Oktaviarni & Murni 
(2019), Putra & Lestari (2016). 

H3 : Dividend policy has a positive effect on firm value. 

The Effect of Firm Size on Firm Value 
Company size reflects the company's finances. A large company size illustrates that the 
company has good performance in the future so that it becomes a positive signal for the 
market to pay more to get company shares. The bigger the size of the company, the higher 
the company's profit will be because it is supported by large funding. The size of the company 
can affect the stock price. The higher the stock price it will affect the value of the company. 
Firm size proxied by the natural logarithm of total assets has a positive effect on firm value, 
supporting the results of Farizki et al. (2021), Hendraliany (2019), Kalalo et al. (2020), Putra & 
Lestari (2016), Yanti & Darmayanti (2019), Sembiring & Trisnawati (2019). 

H4 : Firm size has a positive effect on firm value. 

Method 
This type of research is a type of correlation/associative research which is causal associative. 
Associative research is a type of research that aims to determine the relationship or influence 
between two or more variables (S. Bahri, 2018). This study aims to analyze the existing 
hypotheses based on the theories that have been formulated and the existing data to be 
further calculated using a quantitative approach. The population that will be used in this study 
is the mining sector companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange in the 2017-2021 
period. The sampling technique is a non-probability sampling with a purposive sampling 
technique where this method takes samples using certain criteria with the aim of obtaining an 
appropriate sample. The criteria applied include: 
1. Mining sector companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange for the 2017-2021 period, 

respectively. 
2. Mining sector companies that publish financial reports consistently in the 2017-2021 

period. 
3. Mining sector companies that publish financial reports for the period 2017-2021 in dollar 

exchange rates. 
4. Mining sector companies that experience profits and provide complete information for the 

2017-2021 period. 

Based on data from www.idx.co.id and Sahamok.com, the mining sector companies listed on 
the Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX) for the 2017-2021 period are 47 companies. Companies 
are selected according to the criteria that have been set as follows: 
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Table 1. Sampling Procedure 

Keterangan Jumlah 
Mining sector companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange for the 2017-
2021 period, respectively. 47 

Mining sector companies that issue financial reports inconsistently in the 2017-
2021 period. (16) 

Mining sector companies that publish financial reports consistently in the 2017-
2021 period. 31 

Mining sector companies that publish financial reports for the 2017-2021 period 
are not denominated in dollars. (12) 

Mining sector companies that publish financial reports for the 2017-2021 period 
in dollar exchange rates. 19 

Mining sector companies that do not experience profits and do not present 
complete information for the 2017-2021 period. (11) 

Mining sector companies that experience profits and provide complete 
information for the 2017-2021 period. 8 

This study uses company financial statements published by the Indonesia Stock Exchange so 
that the type of data used is documentary data. The type of documentary data is the type of 
research data in the form of documents (S. Bahri, 2018). This research is included in the 
category of quantitative research because it covers the results of each company's financial 
statements to reveal how much influence or relationship between variables are expressed in 
numbers. 

Sources of research data obtained indirectly and through intermediaries so that it is 
categorized as secondary data. Secondary data in the form of company documentation, both 
published and unpublished and obtained by means of documentation techniques (S. Bahri, 
2018). The variables tested in this study include the ratio of profitability, liquidity, dividend 
policy and firm size as independent variables and firm value as the dependent variable. This 
study aims to determine the effect of the independent variables on the dependent variable in 
mining sector companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX) for the 2017-2021 
period. Here's how to calculate the dependent variable as well as the independent variables: 

1. Company value, proxied by price to book value (PBV), which is the comparison of price 
per share with book value per share. PBV can be formulated: ����� �� ���� ����� = 牒追沈頂勅 椎勅追 聴朕銚追勅喋墜墜賃 蝶銚鎮通勅 椎勅追 聴朕銚追勅     1 

2. Profitability, proxied by return on assets (ROA), which is the ratio of net income to total 
assets. ROA can be formulated: ������ �� ����� = 朝勅痛 牒追墜捗沈痛脹墜痛銚鎮 凋鎚鎚勅痛鎚            2 

3. Liquidity, proxied by the current ratio (CR), which is the ratio of current assets to current 
liabilities. CR can be formulated: ������� ����� = 寵通追追勅津痛 凋鎚鎚勅痛鎚寵通追追勅津痛 挑沈銚長沈鎮沈痛沈勅鎚   3 
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4. Dividend policy, proxied by the dividend payout ratio (DPR), which is the ratio of 

dividends per share to earnings per share. DPR can be formulated: �������� ������ ����� = 帖沈塚沈鳥勅津鳥 椎勅追 聴朕銚帳銚追津沈津直鎚  椎勅追 聴朕銚追勅  4 

5. The size of the company, proxied by the natural logarithm (LN), which is to measure the 
company's assets in a simple way without changing the proportion of the actual total 
assets and can be formulated: ���� = �� (����� ������)  5 

 
Data Analysis Technique 

Descriptive Statistics 
Descriptive statistics or deductive statistics study the procedures for compiling and presenting 
data collected in a research (S. Bahri, 2018). Descriptive statistics aims to describe the data 
under study so that it is clearer and easier to understand as seen from the mean, median, 
maximum and minimum values and standard deviations, but descriptive statistical tests do 
not provide a conclusion (Dwiputra & Viriany, 2020). 

Classic Assumption Test 

Normality Test 
The data normality test is a test of the distribution of the data to be analyzed, whether the 
distribution is under the normal curve or not (S. Bahri, 2018). The statistical test for residual 
normality is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov One-Sample non-parametric statistical test. One-Sample 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to determine whether the data distribution follows a normal, 
Poisson, uniform, or exponential distribution. The residual is normally distributed if the 
significance value is more than 0.05. 

Multicollinearity Test 
The multicollinearity test aims to test whether in the regression model there is a correlation 
between the independent (independent) variables. A good regression model should not have 
a perfect or near perfect correlation between the independent variables (S. Bahri, 2018). If the 
value of VIF < 10, then there is no multicollinearity and if the value of VIF> 10, then there is 
multicollinearity. 

Autocorrelation Test 
Autocorrelation is a correlation between observation members arranged according to time 
and place. The autocorrelation test aims to test whether a linear regression model has a 
correlation between the residual error in period t and an error in period t-1 (Janie, 2012). The 
decision to test the auto correlation is taken if the significance is < 0.05 then there is an 
autocorrelation and if the significance value is > 0.05 then there is no autocorrelation (S. Bahri, 
2018). 
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Multiple Regression Analysis 
Multiple regression analysis is an analysis that connects two or more independent variables 
with the dependent variable. The purpose of multiple regression analysis is to measure the 
intensity of the relationship between two or more variables. The research variables consist of 
dependent variables (Y) and independent variables (X). The dependent variable consists of one 
variable, namely firm value proxied by price to book value (PBV) and independent variables 
consisting of profitability proxied by return on assets (ROA), liquidity proxied by current ratio 
(CR), dividend policy proxied with the dividend payout ratio (DPR) and the size of the company 
proxied by the natural logarithm (LN) of total assets. From these variables, an analysis of the 
influence of the X variable on the Y variable will be examined in the regression analysis. This 
model assumes that there is a straight line or linear relationship between the dependent 
variable and each predictor. 

Coefficient of Determination Test (R2) 
The determinant coefficient (R2) is used to measure the model's ability to explain the variation 
of the independent variable to the dependent variable or it can also be said as the proportion 
of the influence of all independent variables on the dependent variable (S. Bahri, 2018). The 
determinant coefficient is a tool to measure how far the model's ability to explain the variation 
of the dependent variable. The value of the determinant coefficient can be measured by the 
value of R-Square or Adjusted R-Square. R-Square is used when there is only 1 independent 
variable (Simple Linear Regression) while Adjusted R-Square is used when there is more than 
one independent variable (multiple linear regression). The value of the determinant 
coefficient ranges from zero to one. The value of R2 that is close to one means that the 
independent variable provides almost all the information needed to predict the variation of 
the dependent variable and the model is getting faster. 

Hypothesis Test 
To find out whether there is an effect of the independent variable on the dependent variable, 
it is necessary to test the hypothesis consisting of the t test (partial significance test). Partial 
test is used to determine the effect of each independent variable on the dependent variable. 
According to S. Bahri (2018), the t-test test was carried out at a significant level of 0.05 as 
follows: 

a. If the significance level > 0.05 then H1 is rejected, meaning that the independent variables 
individually have no effect on the dependent variable. 

b. If the significance level  ≤ 0.05, then H1 is accepted, meaning that the independent variable 
individually has a significant effect on the dependent variable. 
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Result 

Descriptive Statistics 
Based on table 2, the minimum value of profitability is 0.025, the maximum value is 0.520, 
with an average value of 0.16430 and a standard deviation of 0.126470. the minimum value 
of liquidity is 0.894, the maximum value is 10.074, with an average value of 2.62453 and a 
standard deviation of 2.096119. The minimum value of the dividend policy is 0.036, the 
maximum value is 1.712, with an average value of 0.61793 and a standard deviation of 
0.421972. The minimum value of the company size is 18,551, the maximum value is 22,750, 
with an average value of 20,34797 and a standard deviation of 1,71369. The minimum value 
of the company value is 0.002, the maximum value is 6.016, with an average value of 0.93553 
and a standard deviation of 1.212512. The value of N shows the number of samples during the 
last five years in mining companies as many as 39 samples. 

Table 2. Descriptive Statistics 

 Profitability Liquidity Dividend 
Policy 

Company 
Size 

Value of the 
Company 

N Valid 39 39 39 39 39 
Missing 0 0 0 0 0 

Mean ,16430 2,62453 ,61793 20,34797 ,93553 
Std. Error of Mean ,020251 ,335648 ,067570 ,187569 ,194157 
Median ,12134 1,96008 ,58210 20,09354 ,66420 
Std. Deviation ,126470 2,096119 ,421972 1,171369 1,212512 
Minimum ,025 ,894 ,036 18,551 ,002 
Maximum ,520 10,074 1,712 22,750 6,016 

Source: Data processed, 2022 

Classic Assumption 
Normality Test 
Based on the results of the normality test, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov value is 0.131 with a 
significance level of 0.091 so 0.091 > 0.05, the data is normally distributed. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3. Normality Test 
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Unstandardized 

Residual 
N 39 
Normal Parametersa,b Mean ,0000000 

Std. Deviation 1,14203409 
Most Extreme Differences Absolute ,131 

Positive ,131 
Negative -,118 

Test Statistic ,131 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) ,091c 

Source: Data processed, 2022 
 

Multicollinearity Test 
Based on the results of the multicollinearity test with the value of the variance inflation factor 
(VIF). Based on the results of the multicollinearity test, the profitability VIF value is 1.078, 
liquidity is 1.171, dividend policy is 1.151, and company size is 1.136. The four VIF values < 10 
or no independent variable that has a VIF value > 10 so that there is no multicollinearity. 
Table 4. Multicollinearity Test 

Model 
Collinearity Statistics 

Tolerance VIF 
 Profitability ,928 1,078 

Liquidity ,854 1,171 
Dividend Policy ,869 1,151 
Company Size ,880 1,136 

Autocorrelation Test 
Based on table 5, the results of the run test show a test value of 0.02540 and a sig. 0.250 > 
0.05 so there is no autocorrelation. 

Table 5. Autocorrelation Test 

 Unstandardized Residual 
Test Valuea ,02540 
Cases < Test Value 19 
Cases >= Test Value 19 
Total Cases 38 
Number of Runs 24 
Z 1,151 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) ,250 

Source: Data processed, 2022 

Coefficient of Determination Test (R2) 
The results of the determination coefficient test show that the Adjusted R Square value is 
0.009, meaning that profitability, liquidity, dividend policy and firm size affect the firm value 
by 0.9%, while other variables outside the model are influenced by 99.1%. 

 
Table 6. Coefficient of Determination Test 
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Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 

Square 
Std. Error of the 

Estimate Durbin-Watson 
1 ,336a ,113 ,009 1,207345 2,387 

Source: Data processed, 2022 

Hypothesis Test 
Based on the results of multiple linear regression analysis, the regression equation in this study 
was obtained as follows: 
Firm Value = 0.357 + 2.990 Profitability – 0.030 Liquidity – 0.168 Dividend Policy + 0.013 Firm 
Size. 
Table 7. Multiple Linear Regression Analysis Test 

Model 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. B 
Std. 

Error Beta 
1 (Constant) ,357 3,861  ,093 ,927 

Profitability  2,990 1,608 ,312 1,860 ,072 
Liquidity -,030 ,101 -,051 -,292 ,772 
Dividend Policy -,168 ,498 -,058 -,337 ,738 
Firm Size ,013 ,178 ,013 ,074 ,941 

The significance value = 0.05, the number of observations (n) = 39, and the variables found are 
k = 5 so that the degrees of freedom (df) = n - k means 39 - 5 = 34. The t table value is 2.032. 
The results of the t test for the profitability variable are 1.860, the significance is 0.072, the t 
table value is 2.032 and the coefficient value is 2.990. This value proves that 1.860 < 2.032 and 
sig 0.072 > 0.05 then H1 is rejected, meaning that profitability has no effect on firm value. The 
results of the t test for the liquidity variable are 0.292, the significance is 0.772, the t table 
value is 2.032 and the coefficient value is 0.030. This value proves that 0.292 < 2.032 and sig 
0.772 > 0.05 then H1 is rejected, meaning that liquidity has no effect on firm value. The results 
of the t-test for the dividend policy variable are 0.337, the significance is 0.738, the t-table 
value is 2.032 and the coefficient value is 0.168. This value proves that 0.337 < 2.032 and sig. 
0.738 > 0.05 then H1 is rejected, meaning that dividend policy has no effect on firm value. The 
results of the t test for the firm size variable are 0.074, the significance is 0.941, the t table 
value is 2.032 and the coefficient value is 0.013. This value proves that 0.074 < 2.032 and sig. 
0.941 > 0.05 then H1 is rejected, meaning that the size of the company has no effect on the 
value of the company. 

Discussion 
The Effect of Profitability on Firm Value 
The results of hypothesis testing or t-test, prove that profitability has no effect and is not 
significant on firm value. This shows that the company cannot utilize its assets effectively and 
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efficiently to obtain high profits in increasing the value of a company. The company is 
considered unable to maintain the profits earned from year to year so it cannot be a positive 
signal for investors. The financial statements which are the main signal in knowing the 
company's information to attract investors will be analyzed because the company tends to 
fluctuate in earning profits, thus creating doubts for investors to invest their share capital. 
With this it can be concluded that high profitability does not guarantee high firm value and 
vice versa. The results of the study support the findings of Robiyanto et al. (2020), Sondakh et 
al. (2019), Thaharah & Asyik (2016), Aini & Cholid (2020) that profitability has no effect on firm 
value. 

Effect of Liquidity on Firm Value 
The results of hypothesis testing or t-test, prove that liquidity has no effect and is not 
significant on firm value. This shows that high liquidity indicates that there are idle funds in 
the company, while a low liquidity ratio is also not good because it proves that the company 
lacks funds to pay off current debt. Low liquidity will also affect the company in generating 
profits. Investors are also less interested in the liquidity ratio because it involves the 
company's internal financial condition. With this, it can be proven that the high level of 
liquidity is not directly proportional to the high value of the company and should not be. The 
results of the study support the findings of Dewi & Abundanti (2019), Jayanti (2018), Lusia 
(2017), Zujeny et al. (2020) that liquidity has no effect on firm value. 

The Effect of Dividend Policy on Firm Value 
The results of hypothesis testing or t-test, prove that dividend policy has no effect and is not 
significant on firm value. The size of the dividends distributed to shareholders cannot affect 
the high and low value of the company. The dividend policy of a company is not a good signal 
for investors to illustrate that the company's condition is in good condition. In fact, investors 
prefer capital gains compared to dividends. The high value of the company does not depend 
on the amount of dividends distributed to shareholders and the amount of retained earnings, 
so it can be proven that a high dividend policy does not guarantee that the value of the 
company can increase directly. The results of the study support the findings of Sembiring & 
Trisnawati (2019), Midu et al. (2021), Jenali & Amanah (2019) that dividend policy has no effect 
on firm value. 

The Effect of Firm Size on Firm Value 
The results of hypothesis testing or t-test, prove that firm size has no effect and is not 
significant to firm value. The size of a company size does not affect the high and low value of 
the company. The size of the company is not a guarantee that the company cannot perform 
well in generating profits. The size of the company describes the size of the company that can 
be seen based on the size of the amount of capital the company uses, the total assets the 
company owns, and the total sales the company earns. The results of the study of company 
size do not affect the value of the company so that it does not affect investors to invest their 
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share capital. The results of the study support the findings of Bahriah et al. (2017), L. A. Dewi 
& Praptoyo (2019) that firm size has no effect on firm value. 

Conclusion 

Based on the results of data analysis and discussions conducted on mining sector companies 
listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange in 2017-2021, it can be concluded as follows: 
Profitability, liquidity, dividend policy and company size have no effect on firm value. This 
research can be a reference and add insight for investors who will invest their share capital in 
the company so that they can find out more clearly the problems related to investment. For 
further research, it is better to expand the research population not only to companies in the 
mining sector. Using the latest data and extending the research period will get more accurate 
research results and can expand knowledge for investors. To find out more types of factors 
that can affect firm value, further research should add independent variables such as solvency, 
capital structure, investment decisions, financial performance and other factors. 
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Introduction 
Sustainable development is a concept of the development process with the principle of 
meeting the needs of the present but not compromising the needs of future generations. 
Sustainable development as a priority concept for countries in the world, including national 
development in Indonesia, has targets for the Sustainable Development Goals (TPB). During 
the administration of President Joko Widodo, these targets became the reference for the 
national development agenda in Indonesia, which were listed in NAWACITA. These targets are 
aligned with the 2015-2019 and 2020-2024 medium-term development plans (RPJMN) in the 
form of measurable activities and programs along with cost indications to support these 
programs.  

Sustainable Development has the aim of increasing quality economic, social, environmental 
welfare, inclusive development, and the implementation of a structuring or management 
system that is able to maintain and improve the quality of life between generations of a 
community system (Bappenas, 2020). These objectives are organized into four dimensions, 
namely economic, social, environmental and institutional dimensions. In carrying out these 
objectives, a synergy of planning policies is needed, starting at the district or city level, 
province, to the national level. 

Indonesia as a pluralistic country has become an interesting study country related to its 
sustainable development index where with Indonesia which has a large area, there will be a 
tendency for uneven development to occur due to the tendency to concentrate development 
around the capital city area. Therefore, this study aims to analyze the factors that influence 
sustainable development which includes four dimensions in 34 provinces in Indonesia and to 
evaluate which variables affect sustainable development on each island in Indonesia. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
This research uses four pillars in forming the Sustainable Development Index. The Sustainable 
Development Index is carried out by optimizing the use value of natural resources and human 
resources in the development process. 

The Effect of Population Growth on the Sustainable Development Index 
The first variable used to see the effect is the Total Population. According to the United 
Nations (2022) since the mid-twentieth century, the world's population has more than tripled, 
reaching nearly 8 billion people by 2022. Projections by the United Nations suggest that the 
global population size could grow to nearly 11 billion by around 2100. Rapid population 
increase could exacerbate the challenges of ensuring that future development is sustainable 
and inclusive. According Akhirul et al. (2020) rapid population growth will have serious 
consequences for the balance of natural resources. Some economists consider the complex 
population as an obstacle in the development process. According to Ehrlicch and Holdren 
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(1971) population size and growth is a problem related to the use and depletion of resources 
and environmental degradation collectively and globally. 

R. Becker & Barro (1998) support the theory of Malthus which regards population as a threat 
to development. This assumption is due to the assumption that if it is not fixed and does not 
vary in economic resources, sources of technical progress are not available, population growth 
is too fast so that it becomes pressure for food production to be unfulfilled. As a result, part 
of the investment will be used to meet the increasing needs of the population. Developing 
countries are where most of the growth takes place. According to Mulyadi (2003) the high rate 
of population growth and occurring in developing countries such as Indonesia is an obstacle 
to the process of a development. Therefore, population and development are two entities and 
cannot be separated. Where development is not possible without the population, as well as 
the welfare of the population is impossible to achieve without a development. A productive 
and consumptive population is the trigger of a development, but if the population is 
uncontrolled and the consumptive population is more than the productive population, then it 
can be said that the population is an obstacle to a development. 

Based on the topics that have been described, a hypothesis can be formulated for the 
influence of population on sustainable development as follows: 
H1: There is a negative influence between population on sustainable development in 
Indonesia. 

The Effect of Foreign Investment on the Sustainable Development Index The 
role of capital owned by a country is the emphasis of the development of the Neo-classical 
theory of economic growth. Capital sourced both from within and from abroad will help 
become an economic driver for a country. Investment is considered as a driver of economic 
growth to the creation and enhancement of development in a country. The rapid development 
of economic growth in Indonesia is related to the growth of the main investment factor, 
namely the formation of foreign capital (Yesika, 2015). According to Thomas (2015) 
investment is a key that can contribute well to economic growth. This is because investment 
is able to increase job opportunities so that it leads to the creation of welfare for the 
community. Sarwedi (2002) in his research also states that foreign investment is even more 
important for the sustainability of the development process when compared to the flow of aid 
or portfolio capital. This happens because with the investment, there will be a transfer of 
technology, knowledge, management skills, the risk of a company is relatively small and more 
profitable.  

Shoaib and Limam (2015) also argue about the important role of foreign investment in 
sustainable development because it provides benefits in creating a more prosperous 
economy. Investment is a resource that has the ability to create to increase the capacity of the 
production system so that it can affect future income. Increasing the availability of funds for 
investment recipient countries is a positive impact of foreign investment (Athukorala, 2003). 
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With this position, it can be concluded that foreign capital investment is an opening step in a 
development process. 
Based on the explanations of several experts above, the authors formulate a hypothesis for 
the influence of the human development index on sustainable development as follows: 
H2: There is a positive influence between foreign investment on sustainable development in 
Indonesia. 
 
The Effect of Education on the Sustainable Development Index 
Citra (2014) states that education is the main capital in the implementation of a sustainable 
development concept. According to Priyanto, et al. (2013) education is a means of changing 
human views, attitudes and actions that are achieved through the educational process to 
create sustainable development. The United Nations General Assembly at its 57th session in 
2002 declared the time span for 2005-2014 as the Decade of Education for Sustainable 
Development (DESD). This decade was guided by UNESCO as an effort for UNESCO to be able 
to give its main role in the development of quality standards of education for development 
with a sustainable concept (Kemdiknas, 2010a).  

This discourse received a positive response from Indonesia which was called the Decade of 
Education for Sustainable Development (DESD). Furthermore, the Ministry of National 
Education has placed education as one aspect of sustainable development (Education for 
Sustainable Development) where humans pay attention to intergenerational needs 
(intergenerational sustainability). Education will bring up values, critical understanding, and 
good interventions on environmental sustainability in the development process. The 
education sector also plays a complex role in the formation of a developing country in relation 
to the ability to absorb technological modernization and the development of production 
quantities in order to realize sustainable growth and development (Todaro, 2006). 

Based on the literature review that has been submitted, the hypothesis formulated for the 
effect of education on sustainable development is as follows:  
H3: There is a positive influence between education on sustainable development in 
Indonesia. 
 
The Influence of the Quality of Human Development on the Sustainable Development Index 
The last indicator used in the sustainable development index is the human development index. 
According to Sasmita et al. (2021) a high chance of achieving sustainable development goals 
will be realized if you have high quality human resources and have insight into the 
environment and sustainable development. This will be reflected evenly through the 
sustainable development index. According to Yixin Zhangs and Zhijie Wuc (2022) the Human 
Development Index (HDI) is a widely adopted indicator to measure sustainable development 
in the socio-economic and environmental fields.  
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According to the United Nations Development Program (UNDP), the Human Development 
Index is a benchmark for the level of welfare of a region and even a country. This index is 
measured based on dimensions such as life expectancy, literacy rate, average length of 
schooling, and purchasing power. The dimensions of these indicators affect each other such 
as the number of job opportunities which are influenced and determined by economic growth, 
the availability of infrastructure and the effectiveness of government policies so that the 
human development index will increase. These variables will affect the value of the human 
development index, which indicates the success or failure of the economic development of a 
country. Where the higher the value of the human development index indicates the success 
of development in the country.  

According to Suriadi (2019), the Human Development Index plays an important role because 
good human development will be able to maximize production factors in modern economic 
development. 

Based on the explanations of several experts above, the authors formulate a hypothesis for 
the effect of the human development index on sustainable development as follows: 
H4: There is a positive influence between the human development index on sustainable 
development in Indonesia. 

Method 
The indicator in describing the achievement of public welfare in general is the population index 
(Fauzi and Oktavianus, 2014). The foreign investment index is one of the keys in creating 
economic growth (Wiagustini, et al. (2017). The education index is one of the important 
investments in the development process (Umi Rahayu, 2014). The Development Index is a 
widely adopted indicator to measure the status of development (Umi Rahayu, 2014). Strezov, 
et al., 2017).In the Sustainable Development Index, indicators are more comprehensive both 
from a socio-economic and environmental point of view, and governance is formed in a 
composite.This  

research was conducted with a quantitative approach to test and analyze the influence of the 
Population Index, Plantation Foreign Capital, Education, and Human Development on IPB in 
34 provinces in Indonesia and each island in Indonesia, in order to identify variables that 
require special strengthening of IPB in each island in Indonesia.In 

this study using panel data, data for independent variables includes population growth data , 
realization of foreign investment investment, education allocation funds, human development 
index, while the sustainable development index data uses per capita GRDP growth data based 
on constant 2000 prices, the percentage of households that have access to adequate and 
sustainable drinking water sources, data on the percentage of total population living below 
the national poverty line, and Indonesia's democracy index during the 2015-2020 period. The 
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data was obtained through the publication of the Central Statistics Agency. The analysis phase 
includes the collection of panel data in an aggregated manner in 34 provinces, and the 
selection of a regression method for the panel data. 

The following is the equation used in this study  

IPBit =0 +1 Populationit +2 PMAit +3 Educit +4 IPMit +it      1 

Where 0 is a constant/intercept, is the error value, i represents province, and t is the year, and 
from 1-4 as the coefficient of each independent variable. 

Variables Measurement Scale 
Population Quantitative Ratio 
Foreign Investment Quantitative Ratio 
Education Quantitative Ratio 
Human Development Index Quantitative Ratio 
Sustainable Development Index Quantitative This 

Result 
Study aims to examine the effect of population, foreign investment, education, and HDI on IPB 
on an aggregated basis in 34 provinces in Indonesia and further analysis is carried out per 
island in Indonesia. The results of panel data testing with multiple linear regression analysis 
obtained the estimation results as shown in table 1 below:  

Tabel 1 Uji Pemilihan Model 

Model 
Chow Test Hausman Test LM Test 

Keputusan Cross-section 
Chi-square 

Pro 
Chi-

square 
Cross-section 

random 
Prob 
Chi-

square 
Breusch-

Pagan Stat 
Prob 
Both 

Agregrat 236.256930 0.0000 4.190634 0.3808 213.2696 0.0000 REM 
Sumatera 60.972686 0.0000 4.641394 0.3261 39.44915 0.0000 REM 
Jawa 9.125498 0.1042 3.138258 0.5350 12.93198 0.0003 REM 
Bali-Nusa 
Tenggara 5.774317 0.0557 0.966367 0.9149 0.247936 0.6185 CEM 
Kalimantan 16.322226 0.0026 15.183262 0.0043 5.608449 0.0179 FEM 
Sulawesi 5.738189 0.3325 0.898127 0.9248 8.933277 0.0028 REM 
Maluku-
Papua 26.774001 0.0000 0.000000 1.0000 2.514205 0.1128 REM 

Sumber: Data diolah, 2022 (Excell & Eview’s 9.0) 

Based on the model selection test in table 1, the Chow Test at an early stage for testing both 
aggregated and individual islands in Indonesia. The results of the aggregate processing show 
that the probability value of chi square is 0.0000 where the value is less than 5% alpha, the 
model chosen is the fixed effect model. Furthermore, the Hausman produce a probability value 
of 0.3808 which was greater than 0.05, so the next model that was accepted was the random 
effect model. The last test was conducted to determine which estimate is the best and based 
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on a probability of 0.0000, it can be concluded that the model used is a random effect model 
for testing in an aggregated manner.  

Testing for each island of Indonesia, for Sumatra Island and Maluku Island, Papua, in the first 
stage of testing, the selected model is the fixed effect model with the prob of the chi square 
cross-section of both 0.0000 < 0.05. The next test, the probabilities are 0.3261 and 1.0000 
respectively, which are greater than 5% significance, so that the next model chosen is the 
random effect model. For the island of Sumatra, proceed to the LM test, which produces a 
value of 0.0000 <0.05, meaning that the model to be selected is a random effect model.  

Table 1 shows that in the first test for the island of Kalimantan, the probability of the chi square 
cross-section value was 0.0026 model was selected fixed effect and for further testing the 
probability was 0.0043. So that consistently the best model for Kalimantan Island is the fixed 
effect. 

For model testing in Java and Sulawesi, the probability of the chi-square cross-section is 0.1042 
and 0.3325 > 0.05, so that the first model chosen is the common effect model. Based on this 
decision, the test was continued with the LM test which resulted in the probability-both 
magnitude of the Breusch Pagan-Stat 0.0003 and 0.0028 <0.05, so the model chosen from this 
test was the random effect model. The inconsistent results indicate that the last stage of 
testing is required, namely the Hausman test and the cross-section with values respectively 
0.5350 and 0.9248. Then the last model chosen is the random effect. 

Based on the results of data processing to estimate the Bali-Nusa Tenggara Island model, the 
selected Chow test is the common effect model which is determined based on the probability 
of 0.0557>0.05. Further testing, namely the LM probability test, is 0.0003 <0.05, so 
consistently, the model chosen for the Bali-Nusa Tenggara island model selection test is the 
common effect model. 

Variab
el 

Te
ori 

Aggregat Sumatera Jawa Bali-Nusa 
Tenggara Kalimantan Sulawesi Maluku-

Papua 
(REM) (REM) (REM) (CEM) (FEM) (REM) (REM) 

Beta 

Pro
b Beta 

Pro
b Beta 

Pro
b Beta 

Pro
b Beta 

Pro
b Beta 

Pro
b Beta 

Pro
b 

(2 
Tail) 

(2 
Tail) 

(2 
Tail) 

(2 
Tail) 

(2 
Tail) 

(2 
Tail) 

(2 
Tail) 

Konst
anta   

-
93.2
715 

0.00
02 

-
228.8
543 

0.00
03 

-
137.1
616 

0.00
38 

-
37.2
578 

0.56
91 

-
94.0
249 

0.36
61 

22.8
643 

0.64
31 

-
203.7
555 

0.02
33 

POP - 
-

7.57
38 

0.00
01 

-
7.612

1 

0.02
24 

-
4.688

1 

0.03
65 

-
26.4
760 

0.19
11 

-
1.83
76 

0.72
71 

-
9.74
44 

0.01
85 

-
6.560

5 

0.30
34 

PMA + 3.11
24 

0.02
13 

3.325
8 

0.06
76 

4.001
5 

0.09
83 

7.59
85 

0.22
65 

-
1.96
46 

0.64
24 

4.82
54 

0.01
32 

6.771
1 

0.00
40 

EDUC + 0.11
10 

0.00
80 

0.000
8 

0.99
54 

0.117
8 

0.42
13 

0.03
78 

0.79
72 

0.23
10 

0.01
06 

0.09
20 

0.41
92 

0.086
8 

0.68
76 

IPM + 2.18
09 

0.00
00 

4.060
8 

0.00
00 

2.644
1 

0.00
00 

1.72
14 

0.03
27 

2.31
79 

0.09
35 

0.54
89 

0.40
83 

3.661
0 

0.00
25 

Goodness of Fit 
R2 0.4289 0.4763 0.5500 0.8297 0.6997 0.5440 0.6237 
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Adj R2 0.4174 0.4383 0.4919 0.7773 0.5854 0.4852 0.5445 
Fstatistik 37.3577 12.5078 9.4704 15.8380 6.1176 9.2462 7.8739 
Prob Fstat 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0004 0.0000 0.0006 

Discussion 
According to the United Nation (2022) since the mid-twentieth century, the world's population 
has more than tripled, reaching nearly 8 billion people by 2022. Projections by the United 
Nations suggest that the global population size could grow to nearly 11 billion in about by 
2100. Rapid population increase could exacerbate the challenges of ensuring that future 
development is sustainable and inclusive. This growth will be most influential in low-income 
and lower-middle-income countries.  

In line with previous research conducted by Anto (2012) showed that the number of people 
who have a large productive age interval will be an advantage if the population with 
productive age is of high quality. However, it can be a disaster when the productive age 
population has low education and skills, poor health conditions, and cannot produce 
optimally.  

Foreign investment has a positive effect on the sustainable development index in the 
aggregate test in 34 provinces of Indonesia, while for the test on each island in Indonesia, 
foreign investment has a negative effect on the island of Kalimantan. Based on the theory, 
foreign investment has a positive influence on sustainable development. In accordance with 
the results of data processing which shows that population growth indicators have a negative 
influence on IPB in the aggregate in 34 provinces in Indonesia. However, there are differences 
in the results of data processing based on each island in Indonesia. 

Research conducted by Yonani (2019) shows that there are two effects of foreign investment 
for development. The positive influences include the opening of new opportunities to work 
for the community, technological transitions, an increase in state income from the tax sector, 
the convenience of the community in fulfilling their needs, and encouragement for the 
progress of domestic producers. The negative influence of foreign investment must also be 
carefully considered because it can cause environmental damage as a result of environmental 
pollution such as waste that is not managed properly, reduced productive land because areas 
that should be productive land are transformed into industrial factories, abandoned 
agricultural sector as a result of the sucking of agricultural labor into the industrial sector due 
to income that is considered more promising, the occurrence of excessive exploitation of 
natural resources to damage habitats, and the large amount of business results brought to the 
investors' home countries.  

Based on BPS data, Kalimantan Island has a foreign investment value of US$ 1621.8 of the total 
value of foreign investment in Indonesia, which is 31,093.1. This shows that the value of 
foreign investment in Kalimantan is only about 5.22 percent of the total value of foreign 
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investment in Indonesia. This figure is very small when compared to data on exploitation of 
natural resources, especially massive forest exploitation, the existence of investment points 
for oil palm plantations in riverbanks, to indications of companies entering forest areas that 
should not be used as industrial areas. According to WWF, Kalimantan Island will experience 
a loss of 75 percent of its forest, which is around 10-13 million hectares of forest between 
2015-2020.  

The third indicator that measures sustainable development is education. Based on the results 
of data processing in table 2, education has a positive influence both on an aggregate basis in 
34 provinces in Indonesia and on testing each island in Indonesia. Indonesia which consists of 
Sumatra Island, Java Island, Bali Island-Nusa Tenggara, Kalimantan Island, Sulawesi Island, and 
Maluku-Papua Island. Based on the theory, education has a positive influence on sustainable 
development. This theory is in accordance with the results of data processing which shows 
that education indicators have a positive influence on IPB in the aggregate in 34 provinces of 
Indonesia and each of the islands in Indonesia. 

Umi (2014) states that education is an important investment in development. Education is also 
considered a sector that has a major role in forming the capability of a developing country to 
absorb modern technology and develop production capacity as an effort to create sustainable 
development (Todaro, 2006).  

Education has a big role in the 21st century in changing attitudes, behavior and lifestyles of 
individuals through awareness, capacity building, and other ways so that the need for 
educational reorientation is needed in the face of these pressures (Sarabhai, 2015; UNESCO, 
2021). In countries with relatively high fertility rates today, investment in education can 
significantly increase the positive economic impact of the United Nations. 

Marshall et al. (2017) stated that education can form an internal drive for each individual to 
carry out pro-environmental behavior (pro-environmental behavior). This drive from within the 
individual autonomously forms an environmentally friendly character and character to make 
decisions and act that protects and sustains the environment. Qi (2016), concludes that the 
allocation of higher education funds will encourage an increase in income through the growth 
of human capital. Guo et al. (2018) states that sustainable development is positively related 
to education. 

The last indicator that measures sustainable development is the human development index 
which is measured by the quality of human resources. Based on this research, the quality of 
human resources has a positive effect on sustainable development, both on an aggregate basis 
in 34 provinces in Indonesia and testing each island in Indonesia. Based on the theory, the 
quality of human resources has an influence. This theory is in accordance with the results of 
data processing which shows that indicators of the quality of human resources have a positive 
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influence on IPB on an aggregate basis in 34 provinces of Indonesia and each of the islands in 
Indonesia. 

According to Strezov, et al. (2017) said that the human development index is a widely adopted 
indicator to measure the status of development in the socio-economic field. Human 
Development Index is widely used to measure the level of human well-being of sustainable 
development through the lens of human capacity by the United Nations Development 
Program (UNDP). HDI can be applied to many different research scales, from small, medium 
to large scale, including districts (Singh and Keshari, 2016), provinces (Zuo et al., 2017) and 
countries (UNDP, 2016; Zang et al., 2017).  

Based on BPS data, the human development index in Indonesia has continued to increase from 
2015 to 2020. Although the human development index experienced a slowdown in growth in 
2020, the index value reached 71.94. This value increased by 0.03 percent compared to the 
previous year. The Human Development Index (HDI) broadly defines development, namely 
from the dimensions of the quality of the population and education which are the goals in a 
sustainable development. A country that has a high population, but has a low level of quality 
of human resources will affect the quality of sustainable development in that country. 

Conclusion 
Conclusions 
The results of this test conclude that population growth has a negative effect, while foreign 
investment, education, and the human development index (quality of human resources) have 
a positive influence on the sustainable development index on an aggregated basis in 34 
provinces of Indonesia. In addition, the results of this test conclude that there is a negative 
effect of foreign investment on the sustainable development index on the island of Kalimantan 
which is concluded based on the test results where the beta coefficient of the PMA variable is 
negative. 
  
Suggestions 
From the results of the research that has been carried out, the researchers suggest the need 
for supervision and review by the government regarding foreign investment such as paying 
attention to CSR so that foreign investment can have a positive effect in supporting sustainable 
development running as expected 
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ABSTRACT 

Stakeholders' concern for the environment and social, causes the determination of the value 
of the company is not only seen from financial performance, but environmental performance 
and corporate awareness on tax payments. This study examines the effect of environmental 
performance and tax avoidance on company value. The sample of this research is 
manufacturing industry companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange in 2017-2020, the 
selection of sample data using the purposive sampling method, so that the number of samples 
obtained is 176 data. The study used panel regression analysis to test these allegations. The 
results of this study indicate that environmental performance and tax avoidance have a 
negative effect on firm value, and environmental performance has a positive effect on tax 
avoidance 
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Introduction 
A company aims to earn income through its business activities. In this achievement, the 
company strives to achieve it with various activities carried out together. Business activities 
and the profits it earns will generate capital, in addition to capital obtained from business 
activities, the company can also obtain capital from external parties, namely investors and 
creditors through investments or loans. Investors and creditors will provide capital to the 
company through their assessments. They will determine the value of the company based on 
an assessment of the company's ability to provide welfare to shareholders. The value of this 
company is used as the basis for determining the investment capital.  The value of the 
company can be reflected in the price of the listed shares.  

Stakeholder demands on companies in obtaining capital change along with economic, 
political, social, or environmental conditions. Currently, stakeholders see environmental and 
social conditions are getting worse, the environmental damage that is currently happening 
cannot be separated from the impact of the issuer's operational activities. Besides that, the 
condition of the people who have been heavily affected by the COVID-19 has resulted in a 
decrease in their income. Companies are required to not only pursue profit in their business 
activities, but are also required to pay attention to the environment (planet), as well as pay 
attention to the community environment (social).  

Indonesia is included as a country that has poor air quality because it is one of the top 20 
countries in the world that has the highest pollution level, with the highest PM2.5 
concentration of 34.3 g/m3. Even Indonesia is claimed to be the highest polluted country in 
Southeast Asia. This air pollution causes many diseases, such as asthma, stroke, heart, and 
lung to death every year. (detik.com, Anjani, 2022). Deteriorating environmental conditions 
are also marked by changes in the world's climate. Climate change is one of the negative 
impacts caused by industrial activities, this climate change can threaten food security and 
human health and cause extreme disasters. 

Taxes are public contributions to the government which are directly used for state 
development. Communities and business entities have an obligation to pay taxes in return for 
the results they earn. The government hopes that the compliance of taxpayers to pay taxes, 
one of which is for the development of the environment and public health, is currently not in 
good condition.  The company's commitment in paying attention to the environment in a 
sustainable manner can add value to the company. A company's sustainability reporting 
activities need to be disclosed. For the company, the sustainability activity report is an 
indicator of the company's success and is a positive step for investors and stakeholders related 
to decision making and company value.  

Efforts to increase the value of the company can make maximum use of resources but are 
often not balanced with the contribution of environmental management and ignore social 
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responsibility by not contributing to society through the government, namely using tax 
avoidance. For companies, tax avoidance activity is something that can bring significant 
benefits and advantages. Companies that do tax avoidance are believed to not provide 
participation to the community because it can be reviewed according to the benefits of the 
tax itself, it can be used as support for the government to provide financing to build public 
facilities and infrastructure.  

The practice of tax evasion can be a separate ethical problem for companies that do it. 
Managers are parties who make decisions on tax avoidance practices by the company. By 
implementing environmental performance, the company will have a good image and ethics 
where the tax evasion generated can be used for environmental performance activities and 
these activities will not be considered as things that are detrimental to the welfare of 
stakeholders. Companies that implement good environmental performance tend not to 
practice tax avoidance (Hamid et al., 2019). This is because companies that carry out 
environmental performance indirectly have very good social credibility for stakeholders and 
investors so that they can increase the value of the company. 

The emergence of loopholes in tax laws and regulations makes tax avoidance practices often 
occur and are carried out from time to time by taxpayers. Tax avoidance is carried out to 
reduce tax obligations. In tax avoidance activities can generate high after-tax profits so that it 
becomes interesting information for investors. Firm value is information that provides a level 
of investor confidence in the company, the higher the value of the company, the better the 
welfare of the company can be described, while a low company value can describe poor work 
productivity so that investors are reluctant to invest. Tax avoidance has a long-term effect on 
the value of the company and can affect the value of the company's shares (Mangoting et al., 
2019). Companies that do tax avoidance in order to benefit from tax savings and increase cash 
flow which leads to an increase in company value (Azam & Wang, 2020). 

The environmental performance carried out by the company shows the potential and 
commitment to environmental sustainability, the more information disclosed, the higher 
stakeholder trust in the company (Setiadi & Agustina, 2020). The results of research by Aboud 
& Diab, (2018) and Putri (2021) show that environmental performance has a positive effect on 
firm value. Another study found that the effect of environmental performance did not affect 
the perception of stakeholders in increasing firm value (Muslichah, 2020). 

Companies that carry out environmental performance will tend not to carry out tax avoidance 
activities, because companies that implement good quality environmental performance carry 
out these activities voluntarily and also have abundant resources. According to Hamid et al., 
(2019) companies that implement good environmental performance tend not to practice tax 
avoidance. Another study found that environmental performance carried out by companies 
did not have a relationship with tax avoidance according to (Sulistiana & Istianingsing, 2018). 
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The effect of tax avoidance on firm value is also still being debated. According to (Azam & 
Wang, 2020) tax avoidance by companies to be able to benefit from tax savings and increased 
cash flow so that it can add value to the company. However, research conducted by 
(Anastasya, 2018) and (Noviani et al., 2017) found that tax avoidance by companies will result 
in a decrease in the level of company value. Research conducted by (Handayani, 2020) found 
tax avoidance has no correlation to the rise or fall of a firm's value. This research is a 
combination of several studies with motivation due to the many previous studies showing 
different results and current issues related to increasing tax rates that can boost tax evasion 
measures and current environmental conditions, so the purpose of this study is to analyze the 
effect of environmental performance on value. company, the effect of tax avoidance on firm 
value, and the effect of environmental performance on tax avoidance. In this study there are 
also 3 control variables, namely profitability performance (ROA), leverage performance (DAR), 
and firm size. 

Signaling Theory Signaling 
first presented by Spence (1973) which explains that the sender (the owner of the information) 
gives a signal or information signal that reflects a company condition that can attract investors. 
Information that is considered as information is an important indicator for investors and 
business people in making decisions for investment, this is a management effort in realizing 
the wishes of the owner (Putri, 2020). 

Companies can provide good information about the information they have to the market, but 
the delivery of information in the past year was not good, this has an impact that the market 
will not trust information in the future. According to Jogiyanto (2014:392) information 
published as an announcement will provide a signal for investors to be able to make 
investment decisions. Signal theory was developed in economics and finance in order to reveal 
accounting information such as financial statements that can be used by various parties, both 
internal and external parties. One type of information that a company can issue as a good 
signal is an annual report. The more extensive information disclosed in the annual report will 
increase investor confidence in the company. With a high level of trust, investors can provide 
a positive response to the company. 

Agency Theory (Agency Theory) 

Jensen & Meckling (1976) agency relationship is a contractual relationship between managers 
(agents) and shareholders (principals). Agency theory shows that there is a conflict of interest 
between shareholders (principals) and managers (agents) . However, sometimes it can lead to 
a conflict of interest because the information submitted is not in accordance with the 
company's conditions. (Putu, 2017). 

The relationship between the agent and the principal sometimes causes conflict because the 
agent acts only according to their own wishes and is not in the interests of the principal, 
resulting in different decisions between the agent as the decision maker and the principal as 
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the provider of resources. The difference in the information obtained causes information 
asymmetry between the agent and the principal, which is a situation where the agent has 
access to information on the company's prospects that is not owned by outsiders. 

The difference in interests between the agent and the principal can cause conflict because 
they have different goals. In this study, the government as the principal with the hope of 
obtaining high tax revenues from taxpayers, has different interests from company managers 
who are agents. The company as an agent prioritizes interests in optimizing taxes that must 
be distributed so that tax avoidance practices will arise. 

Legitimacy Theory Legitimacy  
Theory as a commitment from the company to the environment, this theory was presented 
by Gray et al (1996), where the management of the company will be oriented to the 
community, government, individuals and community groups. A company that is inseparable 
from its environment should act in accordance with norms, values, and meanings that are in 
accordance with social rules. This aspect of legitimacy is important for the company as the 
company's resilience to survive in its development in the future.   

A company that has been formed will be sustainable if there is support from the community 
in the form of trust that is commensurate with the values they expect. The community will 
give a positive value to the information developed by the company related to norms, especially 
the company's participation in caring for the environment through the environmental 
performance they have done. 

Stakeholder Theory (Stakeholder Theory) 
The stakeholder theory developed first by Freeman (1984) directs companies to act not only 
in their own interests, but must also work to fulfill the wishes of stakeholders. Trust and 
support from stakeholders can be given if the company is able to fulfill their interests 
Masruroh & Makaryanawati (2020). This theory is related to the condition where companies 
that have obligations to stakeholders, including investors and creditors, must provide a rate 
of return and the low risk they get based on the company's financial performance. Companies 
must be able to demonstrate their financial performance to increase stakeholder trust so as 
to increase company value. 

Thinking Framework 
Based on the theoretical basis and previous research that describes Environmental 
Performance, Tax Avoidance, and Firm Value with control variables ROA, DAR, and firm size, 
the authors describe the framework of this research as follows: 
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Hypothesis Development 

Based on the theoretical basis and conceptual framework that has been described, the 
authors formulate the development of the following hypotheses: 

The Effect of Environmental Performance on Tax Avoidance 

Understanding the magnitude of the impact of company activities on environmental 
conditions is followed up with the company's special attention to the environment. Companies 
that have a concern for the environment will try to participate in protecting the environment, 
the aspect that is expressed as environmental performance is the company's effort to provide 
information from these activities for the sake of the company's sustainability.  

Through environmental protection activities carried out by the company, it can have an impact 
on the welfare of the community, for that a company that has environmental performance 
basically also cares for the community, so that the company will try to participate in various 
programs that prioritize the welfare of the community, including taxes. Taxes paid by 
companies through the government are a form of corporate responsibility to the community. 
One form of the company's attention to stakeholders is to obey paying taxes to the 
government without taking tax avoidance actions (Masruroh & Makaryanawati, 2020). 

Previous research conducted by Hamid et al.,(2019), provides evidence that environmental 
performance has a negative effect on tax avoidance behavior. The higher the company's 
environmental performance, the lower the level of tax avoidance. The hypothesis of this 
research is as follows: 

Kinerja 
Lingkungan (X) 

Penghindaran 
Pajak (Z) 

Nilai Perusahaan 
(Y) 

Variabel Kontrol  

ROA 

DAR 

Ukuran Perusahaan 
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H1: Environmental Performance has a negative effect on Tax Avoidance 

The Effect of Tax Avoidance on Company Value Tax 

avoidance is an action taken in an effort to reduce the tax burden that must be paid to the 
government. This tax avoidance by the company resulted in the profit paid not being the same 
as what happened which would have an impact on the company later. The existence of a 
conflict of interest between the agent and the principal where the agent and principal have 
opposite goals results in the difference in reported earnings.   If the company and the 
government have the same goal, the company will support and implement tax, not tax evasion 
(Ndiwu, 2019). Tax avoidance as part of the inaccuracy of the reported value, this will have an 
impact on decreasing public confidence in the company.  According to Anastasya's research 
(2018), it shows that tax avoidance has a negative effect on firm value. By finding that 
increasing tax avoidance activities will result in a decrease in the level of firm value. This is in 
line with the research of Noviani et al. (2017) who found tax avoidance had a negative effect 
on firm value. Based on the development of the above hypothesis, the hypothesis in this study 
is as follows: 

H2: Tax Avoidance has a negative effect on Firm Value 

Effect of Environmental Performance on Firm Value 

A company that has concern for the environment will carry out various activities related to 
environmental protection. The 3P concept (Planet and People Profile) is a triple bottom line 
concept that is the target of today's companies. Environmental performance as a form of 
corporate responsibility which is currently considered voluntary, but also becomes an 
assessment for stakeholders, this is due to worsening environmental conditions. The existence 
of environmental performance gives a positive image to the company and increases the value 
of the company so that it can attract investors. Signaling Theory that underlies environmental 
performance. According to signal theory, the company's environmental performance will 
signal a positive company value to investors (Putri, 2021). Legitimacy theory states that 
companies will have value if the environment is also an important part of operational 
activities, norms related to environmental protection are also a concern for companies. 

Previous research conducted by (Putri, 2021) shows that environmental performance has a 
significant positive effect on firm value. The results of this study are in line with research 
(Aboud & Diab, 2018) which shows that companies that perform environmental, social, and 
governance performance have higher corporate values. According to (Wulaningrum & 
Kusrihandayani, 2020) environmental performance affects firm value. Based on the 
development of the above hypothesis, the hypothesis in this study is as follows: 

H3: Environmental Performance has a positive effect on Firm Value 
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Method 
Type of Research 

Tpe of research used is quantitative. With a view to testing the hypothesis on the effect of the 
independent variable on the dependent variable. Quantitative research based on available 
numerical data, namely data reported in the company's annual report. The research discussion 
emphasizes testing theories as well as previous research through numerical data on each 
variable in this study.   

Population and Sample 

The population in this study are manufacturing companies listed on the Indonesia Stock 
Exchange during the 2017-2020 period. The sample selection in this study used purposive 
sampling technique. The sample used in this study is a manufacturing company listed on the 
Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX) during 2017-2020. 

Certain criteria applied in the sampling are as follows: 

1. Manufacturing companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange in the 2017-2020 period 
2. Companies that present a complete annual report by including the company's 

environmental performance report or sustainability report during the research period. 
3. Sample companies that have complete data needed in the study. 
4. Companies that do not experience losses during the study period. 
5. Financial statements presented in rupiah currency. 

Tabel 1 Definisi Operasional dan Pengukuran Variabel 

Variabel Dimensi Indikator Skala Sumber 
Dependen (Y) Nilai Perusahaan Tobin's Q=MVE+DTotal Asset Rasio Aboud & Diab 

(2018) 
Independen 
(X) 

Kinerja 
Lingkungan 

ED=Numb of env items disc20 Rasio Muslichah (2020) 

Intervening 
(Z) 

Penghindaran 
Pajak 

ETR=Income tax ExpenseEarning 
Before Tax x (-1)  

Rasio  

Kontrol Ukuran 
Perusahaan 

 
Size=Ln (Total Asset) 

Rasio Priccila & 
Sinabutar (2020) 

Kontrol Profitabilitas ROA=Net IncomeTotal Asset Rasio Handayani (2020) 
Kontrol Leverage DAR=LiabilitiesTotal Asset Rasio  

This study did not use all of the indices above, but only used 20 of the 22 categories by 
removing items numbered 15 (Spills) and 17 (Environmental spending and activities). The 
category of spills or spills can be classified as water effluent because it has similarities in the 
form of liquid waste. The environmental spending and activities category can be combined 
into category number 1 because it is related to the company's environmental policies or plans 
(Juniartha & Dewi, 2019). 
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Table 2 Measurement of Quality and Quality of Environmental Performance 
Performance Quantity 

“How Much” 
Performance Quality 
“How to Measure It” 

Definition of Quality 

1 = Sentence 1 = Monetary Expressed in monetary/currency units. 
2 = Paragraph 2 = Non-Monetary In units of numbers, volumes, measures, 

etc., but not in currency units. 
3 = Part of page A4 3 = Only qualitative Only in the form of descriptive sentences. 
4 = 1 Page A4 4 = Qualitative and 

currency units 
In the form of descriptive sentences and 
currency units. 

5 = > 1 page A4 5 = Qualitative and non-
monetary 

In the form of descriptive sentences and 
numerical units. 

 6 = Monetary and non-
monetary 

A combination of currency units and 
numbers. 

 7 = Qualitative, monetary 
and non-monetary 

In descriptive sentences, currency and 
numbers. 

Source: Research (Raar, 2002) 

Research The company's environmental performance index is then calculated from the 
number of items disclosed by the company to the total number of items that may be disclosed. 

Data Collection Methods The data 

Used in this study is secondary data, namely data obtained from existing documents. The data 
used in this study are in the form of company annual reports and/or sustainability reports 
listed on the indonesia stock exchange (idx), namely www.idx.co.id for the period 2017-2020. 
The method used in data collection is documentation by collecting, recording, calculating the 
data entered into the study. 

Data Analysis Methods 
Hypothesis Testing 
Multiple Linear Regression Analysis 

Testing in this study used multiple linear regression analysis. Multiple linear regression 
analysis is a method for testing that is used to determine whether or not there is a functional 
relationship or a causal relationship between the independent variables and the dependent 
variable. The multiple linear regression method in this study has two models, namely:  

ETR=+1 EnvDisc+βSize+βROA+βDAR+βUP+e     1 
TobinsQ=+β1 EnvDisc+β2ETR+βSize+βROA+βDAR+β UP+ e    2 

Note: 
ETR  = Tax Avoidance 
Env Disc = Environmental Performance 
Tobin's Q = Firm value 
Size  value 
ROA  = Profitability ratio 
DAR  = Leverage ratio 
UP  = Firm Size 
   = Constant 
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e  = Coefficient Error 

In Determining the Estimation 

Model The estimation model on regression uses panel data, namely by determining the best 
model through 3 (three) tests, namely Common Effect or Pooled Least Square (PLS), Fixed 
Effect Model (FEM), and the Random Effect Model (REM). Determination of the best model is 
done by using the Chow test, Hausman test, and Lagrange Multiplier.  The three tests are 
assessed for their probability level so that the best model can be determined whether the 
common effect, or fixed effect model, or random effect model.  The Lagrange multiplier test is 
only used when the Chow test and Hausman test show different results. The Chow test shows 
that the right model to use is the common effect , while the Hausman test shows that the right 
model to use is the random effect. It is necessary to test using a lagrange multiplier to 
determine which of the two models is the most appropriate to use. If the results of the Chow 
test and Hausman test show the same results, then the Lagrange multiplier does not need to 
be carried out. 
Hypothesis Testing The hypothesis 

Testing technique used to determine whether there is a significant effect of the independent 
variables on firm value is the F Statistical Test and T Statistical Test which uses a significance 
level of 0.05 (α = 5%). Testing on the quality of the model in this study uses adj R2 and 
simultaneous statistical test (F test), to see the results of testing the given hypothesis based 
on the results of the Individual Parameter Significant test (t Test Statistics).  Decision making 
on the F statistical test and t statistical test can be done by looking at the significant value at 
the 0.05 confidence level. If the significant value is > 0.05 then the independent variable has 
no significant effect on the dependent variable, whereas if the significant value is < 0.05 then 
the independent variable has a significant effect on the dependent variable.  
Data Description  

The population of this research are companies engaged in manufacturing which are listed on 
the Indonesia Stock Exchange during the period 2018-2020. The sample used in this study is a 
sample that meets predetermined criteria. In this study, the number of companies that met 
the purposive sampling criteria were 64 companies with 192 observations. The following is a 
sample selection table: 

Table 3. Research Sample 

No. Criteria Sample 

1 Companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange in 2020 Companies that 
do not submit complete annual reports in a row during 193 

2 2017-2020 (52) 
3 Companies that do not have data complete data needed during 2017-2020 (35) 
5 Companies experiencing losses during the study period (30) 
6 Number of companies being sampled companies 44 
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7 Number of samples of manufacturing companies during the study period 176 
West Sumatra: data processed 2022 

Descriptive 
Statistics are used to describe or describe data from a statistical point of view in the form of 
the mean, median, mode, standard deviation, maximum and minimum of each variable. Based 
on the descriptive analysis conducted by the researcher, the following results were obtained: 

Tabel 4 Descriptive Statistics 

 TA KL NP DAR ROA UP 
Mean -0.250427 2.286648 2.576981 0.369806 0.129566 29.10020 
Maximum -0.001000 4.250000 23.28580 0.759600 1.487800 33.49500 
Minimum -0.544400 0.400000 25500 0.06000d.500 25500 0.06000d.500 
TableDev. 0.112242 1.072397 3.513239 0.167001 0.178777 1.632476 

Based on table 5 above, it can be seen that the average value of the tax burden paid by the 
company on profit before tax is 0.25, still above the tax rate charged by 25%, meaning that 
the sample companies are still classified as tax compliant, but still there are companies that 
do tax avoidance, it can be seen from the value of TA there is only 1%. Table 5 above also 
shows that the company's environmental quality has an average value of 2.28 when viewed 
from the maximum number that is expected to be 5 and the minimum number is 0, it can be 
concluded that the environmental performance expressed by the indicators mentioned above 
is in fairly good condition. The average value of the company as measured by Tobins Q, as 
shown in table 5 above has an average value of 2.5, however, there are still companies whose 
market value is lower than the book value of equity, it can be seen that the minimum value 
for the company value variable is only 0.066. 

The results of model testing and hypothesis testing for model 1 to discuss hypothesis 1 are in 
table 6, while model 2 testing to discuss hypotheses 2 and 3 can be seen in table 7. 
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Tabel 5 Hasil Uji Pemilihan Model 1 

Variabel REM 

 

Beta Prob 
C -2.496702 0.0000 
KL 0.029344 0.0004 
ROA 0.076884 0.0000 
DAR -0.132993 0.0434 
UP 0.076233 0.0000 
Goodness of Fit Model  
Adj R-squared 0.673695 
Prob F-stat 0.000000 
Uji Pemilihan Model   

Chow Test Prob Keputusan 
0.0000 Model FEM diterima 

Hausman Test 
Prob Keputusan 

0.0021 Model FEM diterima 
(MODEL FIXED) 

Tabel 6 Hasil Uji Pemilihan Model 2 

Variabel FEM  
Beta Probabilita 

 

C 5.264712 0.0915 
TA -0.310789 0.0251 
KL -0.445704 0.0000 

ROA 0.358493 0.0000 
DAR -1.191225 0.0050 
UP -0.046471 0.6821  

Goodness of Fit Model   
Adj R-squared 0.988946 

 Prob F-stat 0.000000 
Uji Pemilihan Model 

Chow Test Prob Keputusan 
0.0000 Model FEM diterima 

Hausman Test 
Prob Keputusan 

0.0002 Model FEM diterima 
(MODEL FIXED) 

Result 
Based on the table above, it can be concluded that: 

The selection of the model for statistical equation 1 is the Fixed model (FEM) because the 
probability value on the Chow Test is smaller than the Hausman Test, as well as for statistical 
equations, the FEM model is selected for goodness fit testing from model 1 with an adj value 
of R2 of 0.988946, and in table 6 for testing on model 1 the value of adj R2 is smaller, which is 
0.673695. Based on this information, it can be concluded that in model 2 as shown in table 7, 
the magnitude of the influence of the independent and control variables on firm value is 
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98.89% and the remaining 1.11% with other variables. In table 6 for testing model 1 the 
independent and control variables affect tax avoidance only by 67.36%, the rest there are 
many other variables that affect tax avoidance by 32.64%.  

The hypothesis will be tested using a significance level (α) of 5% or 0.05. Based on the table 
above regarding the significance test table, it can be seen that the calculated F value for model 
1 and model 2 is equal to a probability (sig) of 0.000. smaller than 0.05, the regression equation 
model Ha is accepted and it can be concluded that there is a simultaneous significant effect 
between the independent variables and the control variables (return on assets, debt to asset 
ratios, and firm size) on tax avoidance and firm value.  

Discussion 
Discussion of Hypothesis Testing Results 

From the three hypothesis testing that has been carried out, there is one hypothesis that is 
accepted, namely the second hypothesis, while the first hypothesis and third hypothesis that 
environmental performance has a negative effect on tax avoidance and environmental 
performance has a positive effect on firm value are rejected in this study. 

The Effect of Environmental Performance on Tax Avoidance (H1) 

The results of Hypothesis 1 test can be seen from table 6 above, the value of sig 1 tailed is 
0.0002 and has a value of = 0.029344. The results of hypothesis testing that have been carried 
out show that environmental performance has a positive effect on tax avoidance so that H1 
rejected.  

Thus, this study shows that companies that have good environmental performance through 
various activities to protect the environment that are disclosed in annual reports or 
sustainability reports actually do tax avoidance. The amount of costs incurred by companies 
that fulfill their responsibilities to the environment can cause the company's reported profits 
to decrease, this can actually result in a decrease in the amount of tax burden submitted. 
Environmental performance certainly requires not small funds, so this will be an opportunity 
for companies to reduce reported profits, however, the impact of this decline in profits will 
gradually decrease over time because of course the costs incurred for environmental 
protection are greater at the beginning of its implementation. The form of the company's 
attention to the environment as an effort to fulfill its obligations that must pay attention to 
the environment, in this case is the planet but can also have an impact on decreasing its 
contribution to its responsibilities to society (people). Legitimacy theory which contains 
stakeholder expectations for companies to contribute to environmental welfare will actually 
have an impact on decreasing the company's contribution to social welfare and even on 
reported profits, especially in short-term conditions. 
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The results of this study do not support the results of research by Hamid et al., (2019) which 
found that environmental performance has a negative effect on tax avoidance. The results of 
this study are in line with the findings of Marsdenia & Martani, 2018 which found a positive 
influence on environmental performance on tax avoidance.  

The Effect of Tax Avoidance on Firm Value (H2) 

Hypothesis 2 test results can be seen from table 7 above which shows tax avoidance has a 
negative effect on firm value because it has a sig value of 0.0125 <0.05 and has a value of = -
0.317. The results of hypothesis testing that have been carried out show that tax avoidance 
has a negative effect on firm value so that H2. accepted 

In this study supporting signaling theory and agency theory, investors receive bad information 
signals through reports submitted by companies and consider this information to have a 
negative impact on stakeholders, so that information on tax avoidance is reacted negatively 
to firm value. Tax avoidance is recognized as an action taken by a company that can increase 
agency costs. The difference in the company's interest in avoiding tax is considered to cause 
agency costs.  

The results of this study provide the same evidence as the findings of Anastasya (2018) which 
shows that tax avoidance has a negative effect on firm value. By finding that increasing tax 
avoidance activities will result in a decrease in the level of firm value. Similarly, research by 
Noviani et al., (2017) and Azam & Wang, (2020) which found tax avoidance had a negative 
effect on firm value. 

The Effect of Environmental Performance on Firm Value (H3) 

The results of Hypothesis 3 test can be seen from table 7 which shows that environmental 
performance has a negative effect on firm value because it has a sig 1 tailed value of 0.0000 
<0.05 and has a value of = -0.4457. The results of hypothesis testing that have been carried 
out show that environmental performance has a negative effect on firm value so that H3 
rejected.  

The results of this study indicate that companies that have good environmental performance 
will reduce the value and trust of stakeholders in the company. This negative response from 
stakeholders is not an expected response, stakeholders still assume that the environmental 
performance disclosed by the company will result in a decrease in reported profits due to the 
magnitude of the burden on environmental protection activities. Although the issue of the 
poor environmental conditions in Indonesia is already very worrying, the stakeholders still 
hope that the profits they can get for the return in the form of dividends are also high. So that 
the environmental performance carried out by the company is actually responded negatively 
by the stakeholders. Information on the company's environmental performance can provide 
a negative signal for investors to make investment decisions. Legitimacy theory which assumes 
that companies must have good environmental performance considering current demands 
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needs to be considered. Stakeholders in Indonesia still want the company's mission outside of 
the planet (environment), such as profit and people 

The results of this study did not succeed in supporting the research of Aboud & Diab (2018), 
Wulaningrum & Kusrihandayani (2020), and Putri (2021) who found that companies that 
environmental performance has a positive effect on firm value. However, the results of this 
study provide the same evidence as the research conducted by Pérez-Calderón et al (2012) 
and Ramadhana & Juniarti (2022), where environmental performance can lead to high costs 
of investment for environmental protection activities, and meet the needs of the 
environment. long term.   

In this study there are control variables, namely ROA, DAR, and firm size on tax avoidance and 
firm value. Based on the results listed in Tables 6 and 7, it can also be proven that Return on 
Assets and firm size have a positive effect on tax avoidance, while leverage as measured by 
the Debt to Asset Ratio has a negative effect on tax avoidance. And Return on Assets has a 
positive effect on firm value and Debt to Asset Ratio has a negative effect on company value 

Conclusion 

Conclusion 
The results of this study support 1 (one) hypothesis and reject 2 (two) hypotheses, with the 
result that environmental performance has an effect on positive effect on tax avoidance, and 
tax avoidance and environmental performance have a negative effect on firm value.  
Implications 

Besides the theoretical implications that can be used for the development of knowledge 
related to the topic of taxation. Managerial implications for investors, this study provides input 
on environmental performance that has a positive effect on tax avoidance. Environmental 
performance can show the ethics of a company where they can also have a negative impact 
on social awareness. For issuers, this research can provide input that the environmental 
performance actions they take reduce the value of the company because it can be considered 
a waste for investors. For policy makers, namely the government, the company's activities on 
environmental protection can be a concern for further observation of the tax obligations that 
they must submit as taxpayers. 

Suggestion Future 
research should substitute measures or proxies of firm value which may yield different results. 
In addition, future research can also replace environmental performance measures that may 
be more appropriate to conditions in Indonesia.   
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Introduction 
Facing the impact of globalization, advances in information technology and market openness 
have caused a tight competition among business owners. The development of business 
activities also affects the environment, especially in the company's operational activities for 
profit. In making a profit, each company is required to follow market demands. In addition, 
the company is also required to be responsible for its social environment in society. As a result 
of these demands, Law number 40 of 2007 concerning Limited Liability Companies was issued 
which regulates social and environmental responsibility where all companies in the natural 
resources sector are obliged to carry out their social responsibility.  

Social responsibility disclosure is often referred to as social disclosure, corporate social 
reporting, social accounting , or corporate social responsibility emphasizes the disclosure of 
company information regarding activities carried out related to social aspects of the impact of 
company operational activities. According to (Ismainingtyas et al., 2020) CSR can be 
interpreted as a company's moral responsibility to stakeholders, especially from the 
community or society around the work area and its operations. From a CSR point of view, the 
measure of a company's success is to prioritize moral and ethical principles, namely getting 
the best results without harming other community groups.  

In the past five years there has been an increase in public awareness regarding the regulations 
and responsibilities of a company in the community. Therefore, many companies are starting 
to carry out disclosure of their social activities. Csr disclosures in Indonesia have been widely 
carried out by several companies because they are considered a form of concern for the 
interests of stakeholders. This can be shown from the analysis conducted by ESG Intelligence 
which explains the number of issuers who have made CSR disclosures to the public in 2019. 
The results of the analysis explained that of the 668 companies listed on the IDX, which had 
published a sustainability report, a total of 94 companies with 20 companies coming from the 
financial sector.  
Figure 1. Number of Issuers By Sector  That Issued Sustainability Report 2019 

Source: ESG Intelligence, 2022. 
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The existence of CSR disclosure not only provides social and environmental benefits but will 
also have a positive impact on the company's image. A well-formed image will give impetus 
for the company to increase the existence of the company's brand. CSR disclosure is seen as a 
means of communication between the company and stakeholders to increase its attention to 
the company. CSR disclosure is one of the efforts made by the company to compensate 
stakeholders and improve the company's image. This is in line with the theory of legitimacy, 
namely companies are required to be able to manage their reputation and be  responsive to 
the environment in which they operate, so as to maintain the sustainability of their business 
and can increase their profits due to increased good impressions in society. 

Legitimacy theory is a theory that underlies the disclosure of CSR in a company and has a close 
relationship with the theory of stakeholders. Stakeholder theory  states that a company is an 
entity that in its operations is not only for its own interests but also obliged to provide benefits 
for its stakeholders such as shareholders, governments, suppliers, creditors, the public, and 
other parties outside the company.  The existence of a company is greatly influenced by the 
support provided by stakeholders so that companies must pay attention to the interests of 
their stakeholders (Rokhlinasari, 2020). 

In its implementation the form of social responsibility of banking companies refers to how 
banking companies manage their finances. According to Mulyanita (2009), the reason financial 
companies disclose social reporting is because of a paradigm shift in accountability , namely 
from management to shareholders to management to all stakeholders (Maknuun, 2020). One 
example of a banking company that carries out CSR is Bank Mandiri which provides assistance 
to communities affected by the corona outbreak in the form of 120 food packages and basic 
necessities with a total value of Rp 6 billion. This activity is not just handing over assistance 
but in its implementation Bank Mandiri also helps drive the microeconomics by involving small 
stalls and food agents to prepare the assistance. The news, which was written on kompas.com 
on June 22, 2020, wrote that the aid was distributed to orphanages and nursing homes as well 
as to communities whose economies were affected by Covid-19.  

There are several factors that influence CSR disclosure such as the implementation of good 
corporate governance in a company, media exposure, number of shareholders, company size, 
leverage, profitability, and the number of supervisory boards. Good corporate governance, 
company size, and profitability were the choices in this study.  

Good corporate governance is the first factor alleged to have had an effect on CSR disclosure.  
GCG aims to supervise the performance of a company and regulate and control the company 
for the improvement of its performance. The principle of GCG that is in line with CSR disclosure 
activities is the principle of transparency. According to (Susanto & Joshua, 2019) (Susanto & 
Joshua, 2019) the implementation of GCG and the relaxation of social responsibility are two 
things that cannot be separated. This has led to quite a lot of research on GCG and CSR 
disclosure. In this study, GCG was measured by the number of members of the Board of 
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Commissioners. The duties of the board of commissioners is to supervise and provide advice 
to the board of directors so that the company implements GCG. The implementation of good 
GCG in a company will facilitate control of company management in the disclosure of 
responsibilities social the company. A good control of the company’s performance will also 
produce a good image in society. The results of the research (Hidayati & Suranta, 2018), 
(Yusran et al., 2018) and (Sihombing et al., 2020) GCG affect CSR disclosure. The better the 
implementation of GCG in the company, the higher the pressure on company management to 
express their social responsibility. On the other hand, if the implementation of GCG is not 
good, the pressure given to company management to disclose corporate social responsibility 
will also be low. Based on this explanation, H1 is Good Corporate Governance affects 
Corporate Social Responsibility Disclosure.  

The size of the company is the second factor alleged to have had an effect on CSR disclosures.  
The size of the company is a scale of determining the size of a company which can be seen 
through the size of total assets, the number of sales and the market value of shares (Putra & 
Hermawan, 2021). Investors will put more interest in large entities rather than small ones. In 
accordance with the theory of stakeholders where a large company will have more share 
ownership, then with a large number of shareholders, greater financial information is needed. 
A large company usually means having large assets, large sales, many types of products, 
sophisticated information systems, and a complete ownership structure, so it requires greater 
disclosure of information. Research (Purwanto, 2019), (Suyatno & Sondakh, 2019) and (Abidin 
& Lestari, 2020) company size affects CSR disclosure. The larger the company will encourage 
potential investors to invest shares in the company, if the stock is higher, csr disclosure will 
also increase. Based on this explanation, H2 it’s Company Size affects corporate social 
responsibility disclosure. 

Profitability is the third factor alleged to have had an effect on CSR disclosure. Profitability is 
the company's ability to profit by proxy return on assets (ROA).  ROA describes the ability of 
company management in using assets for profit (Aji & Hermawan, 2021).  ROA is a ratio that 
describes the ability of a company to make profit from every rupiah of assets used. It is not 
uncommon for companies to cause negative impacts on the environment and society while 
maximizing profit. So the company must provide reciprocity to the community as a form of 
accountability. Companies that have a high level of profitability can allocate their funds for 
corporate social activities, so the level of disclosure of corporate social responsibility will also 
be high. By incurring costs for social responsibility, the company will get a good image in 
society and it will reflect a greater loyalty to consumers. Research (Wulandari & Zulhaimi, 
2019) and (Ismainingtyas et al., 2020) profitability affects CSR disclosure.  The higher the level 
of profitability, the higher the social disclosure. Based on this explanation, H3 it’s Profitability 
affects Corporate Social Responsibility Disclosure. 
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Method 

This type of research is causal associative (Bahri, 2018).  The population in this study was 44 
banking companies listed on the IDX for the 2019-2021 period. Sample selection using 
purposive sampling technique with the provision that banking sector companies listed on the 
IDX during the 2019-2021 period, publish annual reports consistently, obtain profits, and 
present complete information needed as research samples. The final sample number was 17 
enterprises. Types of quantitative data in the form of annual reports and banking financial 
statements on the IDX. Secondary data sources and technique data collection documentation 
from IDX publications and official websites of each bank. Research variables and their 
measurements: 
1. Corporate social responsibility (CSR) disclosures are calculated using the Global Reporting 

standard version 4 (GRI 4) with a total disclosure standard of 91 indicators. The 
measurement technique by scoring is to  give a value of 1 for each item disclosed in the 
annual report and 0 for the item that is not disclosed.  Furthermore, the score of each 
disclosed item is divided by a total of 91 disclosure indicators as per GRI standard 4. 

2. Good Corporate Governance (GCG) is proxied by the number of commissioners. The 
number of boards of commissioners is measured by calculating the total number of 
boards of commissioners in the company. 

3. Company Size is  proxied by Ln Total Assets, which is the total number of assets that the 
company owns in one period. 

4. Profitability is proxied by return on assets (ROA), which is by comparing the balance of 
net profit after tax on the total assets of the company as a whole. 

Result 
Data normality is a data distribution test by looking at the level of spread below the normal 
curve or not through the Kolmogorov-smirnov one-sample approach with a statistical test 
value of 0.094 and a significance of 0.200 > 0.05, then it can be concluded that the residual 
data is normally distributed (Bahri, 2018). 

Table 1. Normality Test 

 Unstandardized Residual 
N 51 

Normal Parametersa,b Mean .0000000 
Std. Deviation .03812752 

Most Extreme Differences 
Absolute .094 
Positive .094 
Negative -.060 

Test Statistic .094 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .200c,d 

Source: Processed data, 2022. 
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Multicollinearity testing using the calculation of the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) value that 
the GCG variable measured using the Number of Board of Commissioners is 1,031, the 
Company Size variable is 1.023, and the Profitability variable is 1.012. The three variables have 
a VIF value of less than 10 so it can be concluded that there is no multicollinearity between 
independent variables (Bahri, 2018). 

Autocorrelation testing using run test. The results of the run test show that the test value of -
0.00769 and the significance value of 0.202 > 0.05, it can be concluded that there is no 
autocorrelation. 

Sperman's rho correlation  was used for the heteroskedasticity assay using a significant value 
of 0.05 with a double-sided assay.  The result of the corelation between the variables GCG, 
Company Size, and Profitability with Unstandardized Residual value  has a Significance of Sig.( 
2-tailed) more than 0.05 and the signification rate of 0.886 > 0.05 so it can be concluded that 
no heteroskedasticity occurred. 

Testing the coefficient of determination of the adjusted value R2 0.108 or 10.8%. This value 
shows the ability of independent variables (GCG, company size, and profitability) in explaining 
dependent variables (CSR) of 10.8% while the remaining 89.2% is influenced by  other variables 
that are not included in this study. 

Table 2. Coefficient of Determination 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 

1 .402a .162 .108 .03933 
Source: Processed data, 2022. 

The magnitude of the determinants of independent and dependent variables is calculated 
through a multiple regression equation with the result: Corporate social responsibility = 0.473 
+ (-0.003) good corporate governance + (-0.003) company size + 0.617 profitability. 

Table 3. Multiple Linear Regression Analysis Test 

Model 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) .473 .035  13.482 .000 

GCG -.003 .003 -.139 -1.025 .311 
SIZE -.003 .001 -.276 -2.041 .047 
ROA .617 .326 .255 1.895 .064 

a. Dependent Variable: CSR 
Source: Processed data, 2022. 

GCG has a coefficient value of -0.003 and a t-count value of -1.025 with a significance value of 
0.311 greater than a = 5% (0.311 > 0.05). This shows that the variable good corporate 
governance has no effect on corporate social responsibility disclosure, so the hypothesis 
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proposed, namely Good Corporate Governance affects Corporate Social Responsibility 
Disclosure, is rejected. The size of the company has a coefficient value of -0.003 and a t-count 
value of -2.041 with a significance value of 0.047 less than  a = 5% (0.047 < 0.05). This shows 
that the variable size of the company affects corporate social responsibility disclosure, so the 
hypothesis proposed, namely Company Size affects Corporate Social Responsibility Disclosure, 
is accepted. Profitability has a coefficient value of 0.617 and a t-count value of 1.895 with a 
significance value of 0.064 greater than a = 5% ( 0.064 > 0.05). This shows that the profitability 
variable has no effect on corporate social responsibility disclosure, so the hypothesis 
proposed, namely Profitability affects Corporate Social Responsibility Disclosure, is rejected. 

Discussion 
The Effect of Good Corporate Governance on Corporate Social Responsibility Disclosure  
The test results showed that the variable good corporate governance did not affect corporate 
social responsibility disclosure.  The condition  of good corporate governance has no effect on 
corporate social responsibility disclosure, because the board of commissioners argues that if 
the company does not disclose its social responsibility, it will not harm the company. The 
board of commissioners also makes policies regarding the use of profits that are prioritized for 
the company's operational activities rather than social activities. The Board of Commissioners 
is more concerned with its supervision of the board of directors in overcoming company 
problems so as not to put too much pressure on management to make CSR disclosures. The 
lack of effectiveness of the performance of the board of commissioners causes any number of 
members of the board of commissioners will not affect the performance of management in 
company operations including the implementation and disclosure of corporate social 
responsibility.  Therefore, it is necessary to implement good corporate governance that is 
better for company management in order to carry out its social responsibility. The results of 
this study support the research (Fahmi, 2019), (Ismainingtyas et al., 2020) and (Khoiriyah & 
Wirawan, 2021) variable good corporate governance has no effect on the disclosure of 
corporate social responsibility and is not in line with research (Hidayati & Suranta, 2018), 
(Yusran et al., 2018) and (Sihombing et al., 2020) which states that good corporate governance  
affect corporate social responsibility disclosure. 

Effect of Company Size on Corporate Social Responsibility Disclosure 
The test results show that the company size variable affects corporate social responsibility 
disclosure.  The condition of the size of the company that affects corporate social responsibility 
disclosure supports the theory of stakeholders who state that large companies will have a 
larger number of shareholders, then with a large share ownership will require greater financial 
information.  The size of the company affects the disclosure of corporate social responsibility 
because every  large company  has a great responsibility to the public and its stakeholders 
regarding company information, so that the disclosure of financial information and social 
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activities  of the company will increase. Large companies usually have more activities and 
complexes, so CSR disclosures are carried out by companies to avoid various risks in the future. 
In addition, large companies show that these issuers are most highlighted by the public, so a 
wider disclosure of financial information is needed. The larger the company, the higher the 
initiative in carrying out and expressing its social responsibility. The results of this study 
support research (Susanto & Joshua, 2019),  (Purwanto, 2019) and (Abidin & Lestari, 2020) 
company size variables affect corporate social responsibility disclosure and are not in line with 
research (Erwanti & Haryanto, 2017) and (Pare et al., 2017) which state that the size of the 
company is not  affect corporate social responsibility disclosure. 

The Effect of Profitability on Corporate Social Responsibility Disclosure 
The test results showed that the profitability variable had no effect on corporate social 
responsibility disclosure. Profitability conditions do not affect corporate social responsibility 
disclosure, because the profit generated by the company is prioritized for its operational 
activities and the use for its social activities is smaller. This shows that companies with a high 
level of profitability do not necessarily allocate their funds to their social and environmental 
activities, so the level of CSR disclosure carried out is still low. The existence of Law No. 40 of 
2007 which regulates social and environmental responsibility, explains that public companies  
are obliged to carry out their social responsibility, so that the level of profitability does not 
affect  the disclosure  of corporate social responsibility in a company. The results of this study 
support the research  conducted (Pare et al., 2017), (Susanto & Joshua, 2019), and (Sya’diyah 
& Dwiridotjahjono, 2021)  profitability variable has no effect on corporate social responsibility 
disclosure and is not in line with the research (Wulandari & Zulhaimi, 2019) and (Ismainingtyas 
et al., 2020)  which states profitability affects corporate social responsibility disclosure. 

Conclusion 
Based on the results of the research and discussions that have been described, it can be 
concluded that good corporate governance and profitability have no effect on corporate social 
responsibility disclosure  while the size of the company has a significant effect  on corporate 
social responsibility in banking companies listed on the IDX for the 2019-2021 period. The 
limitations and suggestions in this study are as follows: 

1. The population is only limited to banking sub-sector companies listed on the IDX so the 
findings cannot be generalized. For researchers can subsequently use sector companies. 

2. The research period taken is only 3 years, namely from 2019 to 2021, so that subsequent 
researchers are expected to increase the period or period to increase the validity of the test 
results. 

3. The independent variable is limited because it is only based on 3 variables, namely good 
corporate governance which is proxied by the number of members of the board of 
commissioners, company size, and profitability. This allows other faktors who actually have 
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a greater influence on corporate social responsibility disclosurse  to be overlooked. It is 
hoped that researchers will then add other variables such as institutional ownership, 
managerial ownership, and media exposure.  
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ABSTRACT 

Companies that sustainability reports discloser are increasing than ever before. This study 
aims to examine the effect of corporate governance, managerial ownership, company 
characteristics on the disclosure of sustainability reports. The research population is 
conventional banking companies listed on the IDX (Indonesian Stock Exchange) in 2019-2021. 
The sample selection in this study used purposive sampling method. Based on the purposive 
sampling method, the number of companies that disclose sustainability reports are 15 
companies. The analytical tool to examine the hypothesis is multiple regression analysis using 
the SPSS 26 program. The results of the study show that corporate governance and managerial 
ownership have no effect on the disclosure of the sustainability report, while the 
characteristics of the company affect the disclosure of the sustainability report. 
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Introduction 
The development of the economic sector that supports the smooth running of economic 
activity, especially the banking sector in Indonesia, is very interesting to observe. Banking 
companies are one of the sectors that are in demand by investors because this sector is one 
of the sectors that survives in the midst of the Indonesian economic conditions. (financial 
Services Authority, 2017). 

The banking sector company was chosen because it plays an important role in meeting the 
needs of the community in terms of transactions. The tendency of the Indonesian people to 
conduct transactions has caused many new companies to appear in Indonesia in the banking 
sector because they consider the banking sector to have profitable prospects both now and in 
the future. The main reason for a company is to increase the prosperity of the shareholders. 
The way to increase it is by measuring the risks or opportunities of the company itself by using 
sustainability disclosures (sustainability report).  The banking sector has become one of the 
investors' choices for investment in the capital market in the last three years, this can be 
proven by the sectoral index which has always increased in the last three years. The banking 
sector companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange are 47 companies. 

Disclosure of the sustainability report is the investor's perception of the level of success of a 
company. Many investors think that the sustainability report is a measure of the company's 
level of success in managing resources at the end of the current year. The practice of 
sustainability reports disclosures is based on stakeholder theory and legitimacy theory 
(Dowling and Pfeffer, 1975) in (Permatasari et al., 2019). Stakeholder theory explains that the 
company will try to disclosures mandatory or voluntary information, so that stakeholders 
continue to put their trust in the company. Disclosures of information that is mandatory is 
financial statements. Meanwhile, voluntary disclosures such as sustainability reports are 
needed by stakeholders who have or do not affect the company's economic activities 
(R.Edward Freeman, 1984) in (Alfaiz & Aryati, 2019). Through the disclosure of sustainability 
reports (social and environmental disclosures) the company can provide more sufficient and 
complete information related to activities and their effects on the social conditions of society 
and the environment. (Ghozali and Chariri,2007) in (accounting et al., 2021). 

Sustainability reports disclosures has other factors, namely managerial ownership, managerial 
ownership is a condition that indicates that the manager has shares in the company or the 
manager is also a shareholder of the company (Rustiarini, 2017). Managerial ownership is a 
condition that indicates that the manager has shares in the company or the manager is also a 
shareholder of the company (Rustiarini, 2017). This is indicated by the large percentage of 
share ownership by the company's management. Managers who own company shares will of 
course align their interests as managers with their interests as shareholders. The greater the 
managerial ownership in the company, the more productive the manager's actions in 
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maximizing the value of the company. (Fama & Jensen, 2005) stated that the higher the level 
of management ownership, the higher the motivation to disclose the company's activities. The 
company's activities are in the form of disclosure of a sustainability report. This is in line with 
(Nurrahman & Sudarno, 2017) which says that larger managerial share ownership has a 
greater potential to disclose sustainability reports compared to research (Samiadji Huda 
Setyawan, Willy Sri Yuliandari, 2018) which says managerial ownership has no effect on the 
sustainability report disclosures. 

Sustainability reports disclosures has other influencing factors, namely company 
characteristics, company characteristics are characteristics or characteristics inherent in a 
business entity that can be seen from several aspects, including type of business or industry, 
ownership structure, level of liquidity, level of profitability, size of the company in the study. 
(Safitri & Saifudin, 2019) revealed that the company's characteristics have a positive effect on 
the disclosure of the sustainability report. The ratio in the characteristics of this company is 
the size of the company. Company size is the size or amount of assets owned by the company. 
The size of the company is considered to be able to increase the disclosure of the sustainability 
report because the larger the company is considered to be able to increase the disclosure of 
the sustainability report, because the larger the company, the more shares are sought after 
by investors and the wider the disclosure of the sustainability report to attract investors as 
well as to make it easier for commissioners to assess the performance of their own company. 
. Company size describes the size of a company as indicated by total assets, total sales, average 
total sales and average total assets. Large companies have large total assets so that the 
company is able to optimize the company's performance with the assets it owns so as to 
increase the sustainability reports disclosures. Company size is a picture of a company that 
shows the company's success which can be reflected in the total assets owned by the 
company. The size of the company can affect the disclosure of the sustainability report 
because the larger the company, the clearer the disclosure of the sustainability report. 
Meanwhile, according to research (Aziz, 2018) says that the characteristics of the company 
have no effect on the sustainability report disclosures. 

Based on the empirical facts that have been described above, the formulation of the problem 
in this study includes: 

1. What is the effect of corporate governance on the disclosure of the sustainability report? 
2. What is the effect of managerial ownership on sustainability report disclosure? 
3. What is the effect of the company's characteristics on the disclosure of the sustainability report?. 

Methods 
Types of research 

The type of research used is causal associative research. This study analyzes the relationship 
between corporate governance, managerial ownership, and company characteristics as 
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independent variables to determine their effect of sustainability reports disclosures as the 
dependent variable. 

Population and Sample 

The population of this study is the conventional banking companies listed on the Indonesia 
Stock Exchange (IDX) as many as 42 companies. In this study, samples were taken using non-
probability sampling with purposive sampling method. Purposive sampling is done by taking 
samples based on certain criteria with the aim of providing maximum information (Bahri, 
2018) The sample selection criteria are conventional banking companies listed on the 
Indonesia Stock Exchange in 2019-2021, conventional banking companies that experience 
losses in 2019-2021, conventional banking companies that claim profits in 2019-2021, 
conventional banking companies that do not consistently disclose sustainability reports and 
Conventional banking companies that consistently disclose sustainability reports. Based on 
the criteria and sample selection procedures, 45 banking companies in 2019-2021 were 
obtained in this study. 

Data Types and Sources 

The type of data in this research is quantitative data in the form of numbers or numbers. These 
data are annual reports and sustainability reports of banking companies listed on the IDX for 
the 2019-2021 period. The data source of this study is secondary data (cross section) which 
aims to determine the effect of corporate governance, managerial ownership and company 
characteristics on the disclosure of sustainability reports. 

Operational definition 

The operational definition of variables is a description of the indicators of each variable and 
can be explained in the form of tables or narratives (Bahri, 2018). The operational definition 
in this study refers to several empiricists which are summarized in table 1.  
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Table 1.  Variable Operational Definition 

Variable Operational definition Reference Source 

Sustainability report 
Disclosures 

The dependent variable (bound) is a 
variable whose existence is 
influenced or becomes a result, 
because of the independent variable. 
Sustainability report disclosure 
formulated with sustainability report 
disclosure index (SRDI). 

   SRDI =徴通陳鎮銚朕 沈痛勅陳 槻銚津直 鳥沈通津直賃銚椎賃銚津徴通陳鎮銚  沈痛勅陳 槻銚津直 鳥沈朕銚追銚椎賃銚津  

 

(Bahri, 2018) 

Coporate Governance 

 

Corporate governance can be seen as 
a set of rules that apply to the 
company which further shows the 
relationships between managers and 
shareholders. Corporate governance 
is formulated using the size of the 
board of commissioners. Size of the 
Board of Commissioners = Number of 
the Board of Commissioners 

   (Hasanah et al., 2017) 

Managerial ownership Managerial ownership is a condition 
that indicates that the manager has 
shares in the company or the 
manager is also a shareholder of the 
company. Managerial ownership is 
measured using managerial 
ownership. MWON = 徴通陳鎮銚朕 懲勅椎勅陳沈鎮沈賃銚津 暢銚津銚珍勅追沈銚鎮 徴通陳鎮銚朕 聴銚朕銚陳 喋勅追勅鳥銚追  X100% 

(Rustiarini, 2017). 

Company characteristics Company characteristics are 
characteristics or characteristics 
inherent in a business entity that can 
be seen from several aspects, 
including type of business or 
industry, ownership structure, level 
of liquidity, level of profitability, 
company size. The characteristics of 
the company using the ratio of the 

(Krisyadi & Elleen, 2020). 
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company size calculation. Company 
size = Size : Ln total assets 

Data Source: Empirical Study 

Conceptual Framework 

The conceptual framework that describes the relationship between variables in this study can 
be described as follows: 

Figure 1 Conceptual Framework 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Based on Figure 1, the hypotheses of the study include: 

H1 : corporate governance has a positive effect sustainability reports disclosure 
H2 : managerial ownership has a positive effect sustainability reports disclosure 
H3 : company characteristics have a positive effect sustainability reports disclosure 
Data Analysis Techniques and Hypothesis Testing 

In this study using the classical assumption test, namely normality test, multicolonoerity test, 
heteroscedasticity test, and correlation test. In addition to using the classical assumption test, 
it also uses multiple analysis techniques, the coefficient of determination test and hypothesis 
testing. 

Data Normality Test 

The approach used to test the normality of the data is the One-Sample-Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
test method. Decision making guidelines: 

1. The value of sig 0.05, the distribution is not normal. 
2. The value of sig 0.05, the distribution is normal. 

Multicollinearity Test 

Multicollinearity Test In the multicollinearity test to find out whether a regression model has 
symptoms of multicollinearity, it can be seen in the value of the variance inflation factor (VIF). 

Corporate 
Governance (X1) 

Managerial 
ownership (X2) 

Pengungkapan 
Sustainability Report (Y) 

Company 
Characteristics 

(X3) 
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The results of the calculation of the VIF value 10, the regression model is said to be good and 
there are no symptoms of multicollinearity. Eritas 

Heteroscedasticity Test 

Heteroscedasticity was tested using the spearman's rho method. Spearman's rho correlation 
is to correlate the independent variable with the residual. The test uses a significant level of 
0.05 with a 2-sided test. If the correlation between the independent variables and the 
significance level of the ratio is more than 0.05, then it is said that there is no 
heteroscedasticity. 

Autocorrelation Test 

The tool used to test the autocorrelation using run test. The test criteria are significant values 
< 0.05, autocorrelation occurs and if significant values are > 0.05, there is no autocorrelation. 

Multiple Regression Analysis 

Multiple Linear Regression hypothesis testing is used to determine how the influence of 
independent variables on the dependent variable. Testing the research hypothesis using 
multiple regression models.  

Coefficient of Determination Test 
The level of accuracy of the regression is expressed in the coefficient of multiple determination 
(R2) whose value is between 0 to 1. A value close to 1 means that the independent variable 
provides almost all the information needed to predict the variation of the independent 
variable. 

Hypothesis testing 

The t-test is used to test the hypothesis of the influence of individual independent variables 
on the dependent variable. 

Result 
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Table 1 Data Normality Test One –Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test 

 

The normality test of the data used the one Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Based on table 
one Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov/Test statistic is 0.120 with a significance level of 0.134. The 
significance value is 0.134 > 0.05, it can be concluded that the residual data is normally 
distributed and can meet the assumption of normality. 

Table 2 Multicollinearity Test

 
The results of the multicollinearity test show that the VIF value of the corporate governance 
variable is 1.996, the managerial ownership variable is 1.143 and the firm characteristic 
variable is 2.109. The three variables have a VIF value of less than 10 so it can be concluded 
that there is no multicollinearity between the independent variables. 
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Table 3 Heteroscedasticity Test

 

The results of the correlation between the variables of corporate governance, managerial 
ownership, company characteristics with Unstandardized Residual values have a Sig. (2-tailed) 
Significance of more than 0.05 so it can be concluded that there is no heteroscedasticity. 

Table 4 Autocorrelation Test 

 

The results of the run test show that the significance value is 0.524 > 0.05, so it can be 
concluded that there is no autocorrelation. 
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Table 5 Coefficient of Determination Test 

 
 

Based on the table, the R2 number is 0.11 or 1.1%. This shows that corporate governance, 
managerial ownership, company characteristics have an influence on the disclosure of 
sustainability reports by 1.1% while the remaining 99.9% is influenced by other variables not 
included in this study. 

Table 6 Multiple Regression Analysis and Hypothesis Testing

 
The multiple linear equation is as follows: disclosure of sustainability report = 0.728 +0.37 
corporate governance + (-0,27) managerial ownership + (-0.127) company characteristics. The 
results of the t table are found to be 1,681 and the conclusions of the t test are as follows: 
a. Corporate governance variables 

The tcount value is 1.070 < 1.681 ttable with a significance value of 0.291 > 0.05. This 
value shows that corporate governance has a negative effect on the disclosure of 
sustainability reports 

b. Managerial Ownership Variables 
The tcount value is 1.225 < 1.681 ttable with a significance value of 0.228 > 0.05. This 
value indicates that managerial ownership has no effect on the disclosure of the 
sustainability report. 

c. Company characteristic variables 
The tcount value is -2.558 > 1.681 ttable with a significance value of 0.015 <0.05. This 
value indicates that the characteristics of the company have a significant negative effect 
on the disclosure of the sustainability report.’ 

Discussion 
The results of the study can be seen that the first hypothesis of corporate governance has no 
effect on the disclosure of sustainability reports so that the first hypothesis is rejected. This is 
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in line with research (Adhipradana & Daljono, 2018) which says that corporate governance has 
no effect on the disclosure of sustainability reports and is contrary to research (Kumaat, 2017) 
which says that corporate governance affects the disclosure of sustainability reports. Banking 
companies definitely want large profits or profits from their operational activities, in other 
words the company does not want losses so that shareholders also take part in improving the 
company, the more shareholders, the more people who supervise the company's operations 
properly. Good corporate governance can encourage organizational management that is more 
democratic (participation of many interests), more accountable (there is accountability for 
every action), and is more transparent and will increase confidence that the company can 
provide long-term benefits. 

The second hypothesis of this research is managerial ownership, the results of data analysis 
state that managerial ownership has no effect on the disclosure of sustainability reports so 
that the second hypothesis is rejected. This is supported by research (Samiadji Huda Setyawan, 
Willy Sri Yuliandari, 2018) which contradicts research (Nurrahman & Sudarno, 2017) which 
says that managerial ownership has a positive effect on sustainability report disclosure. The 
existence of managerial ownership in banking companies shows the alignment of interests 
between managers with shareholders. Managers who act as shareholders will also reduce 
agency costs and try to increase company wealth so that company performance will also 
increase. 

The third hypothesis of this research is company characteristics, the results of data analysis 
state that company characteristics have a significant negative effect on sustainability report 
disclosure. This is because the company's characteristics have a company size ratio, company 
size is measured using the calculation of the logarithmic value of total assets, the greater the 
total assets in the banking sector company. the bigger the size of the company and the bigger 
the size of the company, it turns out that the more unsustainable the banking company is in 
disclosing the sustainability report because the sustainability report is voluntary (voluntary 
disclosure) which is carried out voluntarily by the company without being required by 
applicable regulations or disclosures that exceed those required. 

Conclusion 
This research shows that the results of the company's characteristics have a positive effect on the 
disclosure of sustainability reports, while corporate governance and managerial ownership have no 
effect on the disclosure of sustainability reports in conventional banking companies listed on the IDX 
for the 2019-2021 period. With this research, it is hoped that the government should require 
companies listed on the IDX to publish sustainability reports to enable companies to consider the 
impact on various sustainability issues. The theoretical benefit of this research is that it can be used as 
a source of further research as a source of information and a means of knowledge for the community. 

This study has a limited number of samples so that the empirical test is less accurate. In addition, this 
study only uses three variables of corporate governance, managerial ownership, and company 
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characteristics only have an effect of 1.1% d while the remaining 98.9% is influenced by other variables 
that are not included in this study. Suggestions that can be given for further research are expected to 
be able to add and expand the object of research and add variables as well as add years of research so 
that the empirical carried out is higher and more accurate, besides that it can look for other data 
sources that are more complete regarding  sustainability reports disclosures. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study aims to determine the effect of growth opportunity, investment opportunity set, net 
working capital, and cash conversion cycle on cash holding in wholesale trading companies for 
the period 2020-2021. The sample in this study was obtained by using purposive sampling 
method. Based on the criteria that have been determined there are 36 companies that become 
the research sample. The data used in this study uses secondary data in the form of financial 
statements obtained from the IDX website. The data analysis technique used is hypothesis 
testing and multiple linear regression analysis. The results of the hypothesis test show that the 
growth opportunity variable and the net working capital variable have a significant effect on 
cash holding. Investment opportunity set has no significant effect on cash holding. 

KEYWORDS:  Growth Opportunity, Net Working Capital, Investment Opportunity Set, Cash 
Holding 
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Introduction 
Cash is one of the current assets that is very liquid and the higher the amount of cash, the 
more liquid the cash in the company (Martini, 2012). Cash is used to pay off short-term 
liabilities and is also used to support the smooth operation of the company so that cash plays 
an important role in meeting the company's financial obligations in the short and long term. 

Cash holding is an important asset in every company that gets the main attention of managers, 
investors, and financial analysts (Maya Sari & Ardian, 2019). Determining the maximum level 
of cash holding is very important for a company because cash holding that is too high will 
result in the company losing the opportunity to invest or get a return, while low cash holding 
can result in disruption of the company's operational activities and difficulties in paying off its 
debts. 

In general, a company's financial crisis can occur due to the company's negligence in paying 
attention to its liquidity. Risk from liquidity can be minimized, one of which is by estimating 
the amount of cash holding through precise calculations so that the company can continue to 
meet the company's operational fund needs and can maintain liquidity. Many factors are 
thought to affect the amount of cash in a company, but this study only focuses on factors, 
namely growth opportunity, net working capital (working capital) and investment opportunity 
set (IOS). These factors are thought to determine the amount of funds needed by the company 
to pay its obligations and describe the company's ability to meet needs. 

According to (Saputri & Kuswardono, 2019) growth opportunity has a goal, namely to measure 
the company's ability to maintain its position in economic growth and in the industry. Based 
on the results of research (Maxentia et al., 2022), (Abbas et al., 2020) and that growth 
opportunity affects cash holding. However, in studies (Maghfiroh et al., 2022) and (Alicia et 
al., 2020) that growth opportunity has no effect on cash holding. 

Working capital can be interpreted as an investment invested in current assets or short-term 
assets such as cash, banks, securities, receivables, inventories. Another name for net working 
capital is net working capital or often associated with working capital. In the research of 
(Wulandari & Setiawan, 2019), (Juardi et al., 2021), (Najema & Asma, 2019), (Darmawan & 
Nugroho, 2021) that net working capital has a positive effect on cash holding but in research 
(Saputri & Kuswardono, 2019) net working capital has a negative effect on cash holding. 

Investment opportunity set can affect the cash in the company. The investment opportunity 
set, which is often abbreviated as IOS, describes investment opportunities for a company, but 
it all depends on the company's choice of spending in the future. Research (Gunawan & 
Oktaviani, 2021), (Rosyidah & Santoso, 2018) that the investment opportunity set has an 
influence on cash holding. 

Based on the differences in the results of previous studies, the researcher wants to re-examine 
the factors that affect cash in the company. This study aims to determine and analyze the 
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variables of growth opportunity, net working capital, and investment opportunity set on cash 
holding in wholesale trading companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange in 2020-2021. 

Cash Holding 

Cash Holding can be interpreted as cash held by a company in the form of cash stored in a safe 
place. Cash owned by the company has an important role to meet the company's operational 
needs and short-term savings if at any time the company needs cash. 

According to Keynes in (Horne & Wachowicz, 2012) 3 motives for maintaining cash (cash or 
deposits in banks): 

1. Transaction motive 
Because cash inflows are not the same as cash outflows, it is necessary to have cash for 
business transactions such as: paying labor wages, taxes, dividends, and procurement of 
supplies. 

2. Precautionary motive 
Uncertainty about future cash flows and the company's ability to borrow to increase the 
need for funds. 

3. Speculative motives 
The need for cash to earn profits due to changes in the price of securities. If the interest 
rate falls, cash can be invested in securities, the company will profit by decreasing interest 
rates and increasing the price of securities. 

There are three kinds of formulas used to calculate cash holding. 

1. The formula for calculating the cash holding carried out by (Lin et al., 2021). Cash Holding =  達叩坦竪 袋 達叩坦竪 奪単探辿旦叩狸奪樽担坦 担誰担叩狸 叩坦坦奪担坦   1 

2. The formula for calculating the cash holding carried out by (Maxentia et al., 2022) Cash Holding =   達叩坦竪 袋 達叩坦竪 奪単探辿旦叩狸奪樽担坦 担誰担叩狸 叩坦坦奪担坦  x 100% 2 

3. The formula for calculating the cash holding carried out by (Hengsaputri & Bangun, 2020) Cash Holding =   達叩坦竪 袋 達叩坦竪 奪単探辿旦叩狸奪樽担坦 担誰担叩狸 叩坦坦奪担坦貸 達叩坦竪 叩樽辰 達叩坦竪 奪単探辿旦叩狸奪樽担坦  3 

but in this study to calculate the amount of cash holding a company refers to the formula used 
by (Lin et al., 2021). 
 
Growth Opportunity 
Growth opportunity is a ratio to measure how big the company's ability to maintain its position 
in operations and in global economic development (Alicia et al., 2020). Growth opportunity is 
highly expected by a company because it can provide benefits for many internal and external 
parties of the company. Growth opportunity can be seen from the increase in total assets 
owned by the company. The greater the expected assets, the greater the resulting operational 
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results. An increase in assets followed by an increase in operating results will further increase 
the confidence of outsiders in the company. If the trust from outsiders increases, the 
company's efforts to increase debt become easier, resulting in a larger proportion of debt than 
its own capital. 
The formula used to calculate growth opportunity in this study is based on measurements 
made by (Abbas et al., 2020): ��  Total Assets Year i – Total Assets Year  i – 1Total Assets Year i   4 

Net Working Capital 
Net working capital is part of current assets that can be used to finance the company's 
operational costs without disturbing the company's liquidity. Therefore, working capital must 
be used ideally in order to meet the need for working capital in the sense that it can meet the 
company's operational needs (Sari & Hastuti, 2020). 
Another name for net working capital is net working capital or often referred to as working 
capital. Working capital is the excess of current assets over short-term debt. The components 
of current assets include cash and cash equivalents, receivables, inventories, and other current 
assets. Net working capital is essentially a substitute for cash. As a result, companies with large 
net working capital tend to hold little cash. 
In this study, the formula used to calculate net working capital is based on 
measurements made by (Darmawan & Nugroho, 2021): ���   大探嘆嘆奪樽担 代坦坦奪担坦 – 大探嘆嘆奪樽担 宅辿叩但辿狸辿担湛鐸誰担叩狸 代坦坦奪担坦   5 

Investment Opportunity Set 
Investment opportunity set is an investment decision that combines the assets owned and the 
choice to make investments in the future. A high level of investment opportunity set will 
create demand for a high supply of cash, but companies that have a large investment 
opportunity set will have higher costs if the company goes bankrupt (Monica & Suhendah, 
2020). The greater the investment opportunity of a company, the smaller the level of dividend 
payments. Because increasing the company's growth will require relatively large funds. 
According to Kallapur and Trombley in (Hartono, 2017) investment opportunity sets are 
divided into several types, that is: 
1. Price based proxy 
 This price-based IOS proxy is a profitable proxy for the company and the best for the 

company's performance because it describes the company's past performance and 
prospects in the future. The price proxy is based on differences in assets and the company's 
market value, therefore the price-based proxy on IOS is highly dependent on stock prices. 
IOS based on the price will be in the form of a ratio as a measure of the assets owned and 
on the value of the company. Which are price-based IOS proxies include: 
a. Market to book value of equity 
b. Market to book value of asset 
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c. Tobin’s q   
d. Earning to price   
e. Return on equity   

2. Investment based proxy 
Investment-based IOS proxies are proxies that believe in the idea that a high level of 
Investment activity is positively related to the IOS value of a company. Companies with high 
IOS will also have the same high level of investment. Which is an investment-based IOS, 
that is: 
a. Rasio capital expenditure to book value of asset 
b. Rasio capital expenditure to market value of asset 
c. Investment to net sales ratio   

3. Variant-based IOS proxy 
This variance-based IOS proxy is based on the idea that options will be more valuable as 
the variability of returns is based on asset enhancement. Which is a variant based IOS proxy, 
that is: 
a. Variance of total return 
b. Market model Beta   

In research (Gunawan & Oktaviani, 2021) the investment opportunity set is measured by sales 
growth, which is the ratio used to measure how much the company's ability to maintain its 
position in the industry and economy is. ����� �����ℎ  択奪担 坦叩狸奪坦 担貸樽奪担 坦叩狸奪坦 担貸怠択奪担 坦叩狸奪坦 担貸怠   6 

 
In this study, to measure the value of the investment opportunity set, it refers to the formula 
used by  (Gunawan & Oktaviani, 2021). 

The Effect of Growth Opportunities on Cash Holding 
Companies with high growth opportunities use liquid assets such as cash as insurance policies 
to reduce the possibility of financial distress and to take good investment opportunities first 
when external financing is expensive. Companies with high growth opportunities will save 
large amounts of cash to finance company investments. Research conducted by (Aspasia & 
Arfianto, 2021) shows that growth opportunity has an influence on cash holding. Likewise with 
research (Tanjung et al., 2021) which shows that cash holding has an influence on cash holding. 
H1 : Growth opportunity affects cash holding 

Effect of Net Working Capital on Cash Holding 
The company's working capital must be at a minimum because companies with high net 
working capital will not store large amounts of cash. Companies with sufficient current assets 
should not use the capital market if they need cash and companies with high net working 
capital will have low cash holdings. The results of the study (Setyaningrum & Setiawati, 2021) 
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show that net working capital has a positive effect on cash holding. The results of the study 
(Juardi et al., 2021) also show that net working capital has an effect on cash holding. 
H2 : Net working capital affects cash holding 

Effect of Investment Opportunity Set on Cash Holding 
Companies with a high level of investment opportunity set will store high amounts of cash 
because if the company does not have large amounts of cash, the company will lose profitable 
investment opportunities. The results of the study (Gunawan & Oktaviani, 2021) show that 
the investment opportunity set has an effect on cash holding and the results of the study 
(Abbas et al., 2020) also show that the investment opportunity set has an effect on cash 
holding. 
H3 : Investment opportunity set has an effect on cash holding 

Method 
This study uses quantitative research methods with secondary data sources in the form of 
financial statements of wholesale (wholesale) trading companies for 2 years for the 2020-2021 
period on the Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX). The population in this study was 48 companies. 
The sampling technique used purposive sampling technique. The sample criteria used in this 
study are as follows: 

Purposive Sampling Criteria Number of 
Companies 

Wholesale trading company listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX) 
during 2020-2021. 48 

Companies that do not publish annual financial reports consistently during 
2019-2021. (4) 

Companies that publish annual financial reports consistently during 2019-
2021. 44 

Do not have complete financial data to measure research variables. (4) 
Have complete financial data to measure research variables 40 
Do not use rupiah currency (4) 
Using rupiah currency 36 
Total sample (n x research period) (36 x 2 years) 72 

From the population contained with predetermined criteria, 36 samples were obtained so that 
the number of sample data was 72. 

The research data analysis technique uses the T test to test the hypothesis and multiple 
regression analysis with the formula: 

Y = a + β₁ X₁ + β₂ X₂ + β₃ X₃ e    7 
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Result 
Hypothesis testing shows that the growth opportunity variable has an effect on cash holding 
because the value of t count is 4.393 > t table 1.994 with a significance level of 0.000 <0.05. 
The results of the t-test further indicate that the net working capital variable has an effect on 
cash holding with a t-count value of 4.393 > t-table 1.994 with a significance value of 0.000. 
The next variable is the investment opportunity set, the t value is 1.112 < t table 1.994 and the 
significance value is 0.270 > 0.05, which means that the investment opportunity set variable 
has no effect on cash holding. 

This study shows that growth opportunity has a significant positive effect on cash holding. This 
shows that companies with higher growth opportunities will increase their cash holdings 
because the higher the growth opportunities, the higher the opportunities to get bigger 
profits, thus encouraging companies to hold larger amounts of cash and companies will prefer 
to use internal funds. rather than externally to meet investment needs. The results of this 
study are in line with research conducted by (Alicia et al., 2020) and  (Sari & Hastuti, 2020) 
which showed a positive influence between growth opportunity and cash holding. 

Discussion 

Based on the analysis results show that net working capital has a significant positive effect on 
cash holding. This shows that the company must as much as possible manage its current assets 
productively because the excess of current assets over current liabilities shows the amount of 
net working capital that can be used by the company as cash for precautionary motives or 
transactions. The results of this study support previous research conducted by (Marfuah & 
Zuhilmi, 2015) which states that net working capital has a positive effect on cash holding. The 
results of this study are in accordance with research conducted by (Setyaningrum & Setiawati, 
2021) and (Abbas et al., 2020) which show that net working capital has an effect on cash 
holding. 

Based on the test results show that the investment opportunity set has no effect on cash 
holding. This shows that the company's assets are greater than the company's liabilities. When 
the investment opportunity set is high, companies tend to hold large amounts of cash as a 
precautionary measure to avoid company bankruptcy, and companies with low investment 
opportunity sets tend to hold large amounts of cash to invest in investment projects. This is 
supported by research conducted by (Monica & Suhendah, 2020) and (Maghfiroh et al., 2022) 
which show that the investment opportunity set has no effect on cash holding. 

The results of the multiple regression equation in this study are: 

Cash holding = 0,110 + 0,034 GO + 0,0107 NWC + 0,010 IOS + e    8 
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From the results of the multiple regression equation, there is a constant value that has a 
positive value of 0.110. This shows that if all the independent variables, this is growth 
opportunity, net working capital and investment opportunity set, are 0 percent or unchanged, 
the cash holding value is 0.110. The growth opportunity variable has a positive value of 0.034 
which indicates a positive influence between the growth opportunity and cash holding 
variables. This means that if the growth opportunity variable increases by 1%, the cash holding 
will increase by 0.034 with other variables considered constant. The net working capital 
variable obtained a positive value of 0.0107. This shows that if the net working capital 
increases by 1%, the cash holding will increase by 0.0107. The value of the investment 
opportunity set variable has a positive value of 0.010, which means that if the investment 
opportunity set variable increases by 1%, the cash holding will increase by 0.010. Besides, the 
results of the data processing show that the Adjusted R2 result is 0.234 or 23.4%. This means 
that the ability of the independent variable (cash holding) is explained by 23.4% by the 
variables of growth opportunity, net working capital, and investment opportunity set, while 
the rest is influenced by other variables not included in this model. 

Conclusion 

Based on the analysis and discussion in this study, it can be concluded that the growth 
opportunity variable has a positive and significant effect on cash holding. Companies that have 
a good growth rate will increase their cash holdings because cash funds can increase inventory 
or as a precaution in the future. The net working capital variable has a positive and significant 
effect on cash holding. When cash holding increases, net working capital will also increase 
because cash is part of net working capital, so it is necessary to maintain the continuity of the 
company's operational activities without waiting for sales receipts. The investment 
opportunity set variable has no significant effect on cash holding. For further research, it is 
recommended to add the number of variables, expand the object of research and extend the 
number of periods to expand the research so that the condition of the company's cash holding 
can be described clearly in the long term. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study aims to analyze the influence of financial ratios that are Current Ratio, Return on 
Assets, Total Assets Turnover, dan Debt to Assets Ratio on investment decision making proxyed 
by stock returns simultaneously and partially. Objects  of research are consumer goods 
companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange. Data used to analysis is the financial 
statements on period 2015-2018. Data analysis technique used is multiple linear regression 
analysis. The results showed that the Current Ratio, Return on Assets, Total Assets Turnover, 
and Debt to Assets Ratio simultaneously affect the stock returns. Return on Assets partially has 
a positive and significant influence on stock returns, while Current Ratio, Total Assets Turnover, 
and Debt to Assets Ratio has no effect on stock returns. The high value of CR indicates that 
many assets are poorly managed by companies. The high value of TATO is not necessarily a 
huge net profit. The high value of DAR indicates that more loans are used in assets to make 
profits. 

KEYWORDS:  Current Ratio, Return on Assets, Total Assets Turnover, Debt to Assets Ratio, 
stock return 
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Introduction 
The capital market is a place to transact long-term capital, where demand is represented by 
securities issuing companies and supply is represented by investors. Transactions in the capital 
market are not always carried out in certain permanent locations, but can also be carried out 
in cyberspace through internet trading. The capital market has an important role in economic 
activity. The capital market has become one of the sources of economic progress, especially 
in countries that adhere to a market economy system. This is because the capital market can 
be an alternative source of funds for companies (Widoatmodjo, 2015). The trend of increasing 
economic growth has increasingly made consumer goods stocks to be excellent in the capital 
market. Throughout 2017, the consumer sector index has recorded an increase of 53.81 points 
or an increase of 3.89% to the level of 2,414.71. The increase in the consumer goods industry 
index beat the index for the plantation, mining, property, financial industries as well as trade, 
services and investment. Consumption growth continues to be stable at around 5% and will 
continue to be the main pillar of the Indonesian economy (Simamora, 2017). 

However, economic growth in the first quarter of 2019 slowed due to restrained public 
consumption. This condition also has an impact on the decline in the financial performance of 
several large consumer companies, including Unilever. Indonesia's economy in the first 
quarter of 2019 only grew 5.07% compared to the same period last year or grew negatively 
0.52% compared to the previous quarter. One of the reasons for the slow growth of the 
economy is the slowing growth of household consumption. In the first quarter of 2019, 
consumption growth was 5.01% on an annual basis (Tamara, 2019). Another phenomenon 
related to industrial companies in the consumer goods sector is the case experienced by PT. 
Three Pillars of Prosperous Food (TPS Food). In 2017, TPS Food experienced a crisis. Two TPS 
Food subsidiaries, namely PT Indo Beras Unggul and PT Jatisari Sri Rejeki, are suspected of 
producing premium rice that does not match the label description. The impact of this incident 
was the decline in TPS Food's share price in the market. The existence of this case caused the 
company's sales to almost stop completely and the short-term debt burden was getting bigger, 
while the company's cash flow was insufficient, making TPS Food difficult to settle its debts. 
Thus lowering AISA's credit rating, and of course the market punishes it with AISA's share price 
falling too deep (Parsidi, 2018). Investment is an investment activity carried out by individuals 
and institutions, with the hope of getting a return in the future. Investments are divided into 
investments in the form of securities and real assets. One of the securities traded in 
investment is shares (Aprilia, et al., 2016). The purpose of investing is, among others, investors 
will earn income or income every certain period of time, can enlarge the business or business, 
can aim as business guarantees, and can reduce competition in business. 

Investors must be careful in choosing which company they will use as a place to invest their 
capital in the future. Every investor expects profits from each investment activity. To get the 
right company, investors can assess the performance of a company based on its financial 
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statements. The financial report aims to provide an overview of information about the 
company's financial position and performance that can be used as a guide in making business 
decisions. One thing that can be done is to perform a ratio analysis of financial statements. 
According to Kasmir (2016), financial ratios are activities to compare the numbers in the 
financial statements by dividing the numbers from one another. Comparisons can be made 
between one component and another in one financial report or between components among 
financial statements. Financial ratios are grouped into liquidity ratios, profitability ratios, 
activity ratios, and solvency ratios. The liquidity ratio is a ratio that shows the company's ability 
to meet its short-term obligations (debt). The liquidity ratio is proxied by the current ratio. The 
current ratio is a ratio that shows the number of current liabilities that are guaranteed 
payment by current assets (Hantono, 2018). 

Profitability ratio is a ratio that shows the company's ability to make a profit. Profitability ratio 
is proxied by Return on Assets (ROA). Return on Assets (ROA) is a ratio that shows the level of 
business returns from all investments that have been made (Hantono, 2018). The activity ratio 
is a ratio that shows the effectiveness of the company's management in managing its business. 
The activity ratio is proxied by Total Assets Turnover. Total Assets Turnover is the ratio used 
to calculate the effectiveness of the use of total assets (Hanafi and Halim, 2016). 

The solvency ratio or leverage is the ratio used to calculate the company's leverage. The 
solvency ratio is proxied by the Debt to Assets Ratio (DAR). Hantono (2018) explains that the 
Debt to Assets Ratio is a ratio that measures the portion of assets used to guarantee all 
liabilities. 

Formulation of the problem: 

Based on the above background, the formulation of the problem in this study are: 

1. Does the Current Ratio affect investment decision making in manufacturing companies in 
the consumer goods industry sector listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange for the 2015 - 
2018 period? 

2. Does Return on Assets affect investment decision making in manufacturing companies in 
the consumer goods industry sector listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange for the period 
2015 - 2018? 

3. Does Total Assets Turnover affect investment decision making in manufacturing companies 
in the consumer goods industry sector listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange for the 2015 
- 2018 period? 

4. Does the Debt to Assets Ratio affect investment decision making in manufacturing 
companies in the consumer goods industry sector listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange 
for the 2015 - 2018 period? 

5. Do Current Ratio, Return on Assets, Total Assets Turnover, and Debt to Assets Ratio affect 
investment decision making in manufacturing companies in the consumer goods industry 
sector listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange for the period 2015 – 2018? 
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Literature Review 

Hypotheses Formulation 

The Effect of Current Ratio on Investment Decision Making Current Ratio is a ratio used to 
measure the company's ability to meet its short-term debt by using its current assets (Hanafi 
and Halim, 2016). A low CR is usually considered to indicate a problem in liquidation, on the 
other hand, a current ratio that is too high is also not good, because it shows a large number 
of idle funds which in turn can reduce the company's profitability (Erari, 2014). 

The greater the company's liquidity, the greater the company's ability to pay stock returns. 
With a good company stock return, this will be a consideration for investors to invest in a 
company. Research conducted by Ariyanti (2016) shows that the current ratio has no 
significant effect on stock returns. Likewise with the research conducted by Basalama, et al. 
(2017) and Tumonggor, et al. (2017) that the current ratio does not have a significant effect 
on stock returns. 

The Effect of Return on Assets on Investment Decision Making Return on Assets is a ratio used 
to measure the company's ability to generate net income based on certain asset levels (Hanafi 
and Halim, 2016). Hanafi stated that profitability affects the policy of paying stock returns in 
the form of dividends distributed from the company's net income, so the amount of profit will 
certainly affect the amount of stock returns to be distributed. 

Increasing ROA illustrates the company's performance is getting better and hareholders will 
benefit from the dividends received by increasing prices and stock returns (Erari, 2014). 
Therefore, ROA will be one that investors can consider in making an investment decision. This 
is supported by research conducted by Ariyanti (2016) which shows that ROA has a significant 
effect on stock returns. Likewise with the research conducted by Basalama, et al. (2017) that 
ROA has a significant effect on stock returns. 

The Influence of Total Assets Turn Over on Investment Decision MakingTotal Assets Turn Over 
is a ratio that measures a company's ability to generate sales from its total assets by comparing 
net sales to total assets (Hanafi and Halim, 2016). This ratio shows the extent to which the 
company's effectiveness in using all of its assets. A high ratio usually indicates good 
management, on the other hand a low ratio should make management evaluate its strategy, 
marketing, and capital expenditure (investment). 

A high TATO indicates that the company's management can utilize its assets to bring in 
revenue for the company (Ariyanti, 2016). Thus, a high TATO has the potential to attract 
investors to invest and will increase the value of the company's shares. However, research 
conducted by Ariyanti (2016) shows that TATO has no significant effect on stock returns. 
Likewise with the research conducted by Bisara (2015) and Abdullah, et al. (2016) that TATO 
has no significant effect on stock returns. 
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Effect of Debt to Assets Ratio on Investment Decision Making Debt to Assets Ratio is a ratio 
that measures the portion of assets used to guarantee all liabilities (Hantono, 2018). The 
higher this ratio means the greater the amount of loan capital used for investment in assets in 
order to generate profits for the company (Setiawan et al, 2017). Therefore, investors will 
choose a company that has a low DAR because this indicates that the company has sufficient 
assets to finance its debts. 

Research conducted by Setiawan et al (2017) explains that DAR does not have a significant 
effect on stock returns. Likewise with research conducted by Abdullah, et al. (2016) that DAR 
has no significant effect on stock returns. 

ased on the description above, the following hypothesis is formulated: 

H1 : Current Ratio has no effect on investment decision making in manufacturing companies 
in the consumer goods industry sector listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange for the period 
2015 – 2018. 

H2: Return on Assets has a positive effect on investment decision making in manufacturing 
companies in the consumer goods industry sector listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange for 
the period 2015 – 2018. 

H3 : Total Assets Turn Over has no effect on investment decision making in manufacturing 
companies in the consumer goods industry sector listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange for 
the period 2015 – 2018. 

H4: Debt to Assets Ratio has no effect on investment decision making in manufacturing 
companies in the consumer goods industry sector listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange for 
the period 2015 – 2018. 

H5: Current Ratio, Return on Assets, Total Assets Turn Over, and Debt to Assets Ratio together 
influence investment decision making in manufacturing companies in the consumer goods 
industry sector listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange for the period 2015 – 2018. 

Method 
Data Types and Sources 

This study uses secondary data in the form of company financial reports obtained from the 
Indonesia Stock Exchange through www.idx.co.id. The data taken are financial reports for the 
period 2015 to 2018 for manufacturing companies in the consumer goods industry sub-sector 
listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange. 

Population and Sample 

The population in this study are manufacturing companies in the consumer goods industry 
sector listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange in 2015 – 2018. 
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The number of samples used in this study was determined based on the completeness of the 
financial statement data owned by each company. The determination of the sample was based 
on predetermined criteria and used purposive sampling method. The criteria for determining 
the sample were as follows: 

1. Consumer goods industry sub-sector companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange 

during the 2015-2018 period. 

2. Consumer goods industry sub-sector companies whose annual financial reports cannot be 

accessed from 31 December 2015 to 31 December 2018. 

3. Consumer goods industry sub-sector companies that suffered losses during the 2015-2018 

period. 

4. Consumer goods industry sub-sector companies that experienced a stock split during the 

2015-2018 period. 

Definition of Operational Variables and Their Measurement 

1. Stock returns 
Stock return = (Pt – Pt-1) / Pt-1 1 
Note: 
Pt : Investment price now 
Pt-1 : Investment price last period 

2. Current Ratio 
Current Ratio= (current assets)/(current liabilities) 

3. Return on Assets 
Return on Assets(ROA)= (net income)/(total assets) 

4. Total Assets Turnover 
Total Assets Turnover= sales/(total assets) 

5. Debt to Assets Ratio 
Debt to Assets Ratio (DAR)= (total debt)/(total assets) 

Data analysis method 

Hypothesis testing is done by using multiple linear regression analysis, but before that it is 
necessary to test the classical assumptions. The equation for multiple linear regression 
analysis is as follows: 

Y = a + b1X1 + b2X2 + b3X3 + b4X4 + e 2 

Information : 

Y   = Investment decision 
A   = constant 
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X1 = Current Ratio 
X2 = Return on Assets 
X3 = Total asset turnover ratio 
X4 = Debt to Asset Ratio 
b1,2,3,4 = Variable regression coefficient 
e    = error 

Result 
Classic assumption test 

Normality Test 

 

 
Source: Data processed by researchers 

Based on table 1 above, it is known that the significance value obtained is 0.921 where this 
value is greater than 0.05, so it can be concluded that the tested data is normally distributed. 

Autocorrelation Test 

 
Source: Data processed by researchers 

Table 2 above shows that the Durbin-Watson value in this study is 2.161. Looking at the 
Durbin-Watson table with 4 independent variables and 50 samples, the numbers dU = 1.7214 
and dL = 2.786. Because the Durbin-Watson value is between dU and dL, it can be concluded 
that there is no autocorrelation symptom in this study. 
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Multicollinearity Test 

 
Source: Data processed by researchers 

Table 3 above shows that the tolerance values for the variables CR, ROA, TAT, and DAR are 
0.266, 0.715, 0.699, and 0.261, respectively. The VIF values of the CR, ROA, TATO, and DAR 
variables were 3.757, 1.399, 1.431, and 3.835, respectively. This value indicates that this study 
does not experience symptoms of multicollinearity because it has met a tolerance value of 
more than 0.1 or a VIF of less than 10. 

Heteroscedasticity Test 

Source: Data processed by researchers 

 

The picture above shows that the pattern of data distribution in the form of points on the 
scatterplot spreads above and below and the distribution does not form a certain pattern, so 
it can be concluded that this study does not occur heteroscedasticity. 
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Multiple Linear Regression Analysis 

 

 
Source: Data processed by researchers 

From the table above, multiple linear regression equations can be arranged as follows: 

Y = -0.067 - 0.010 X1 + 0.352 X2 + 0.033 X3 + 0.025 X4 + e    3 

Based on table 4 above, it can be explained that the value of a is -0.067 which indicates that 
stock returns decrease by 0.067 percent if the Current Ratio (X1), Return on Assets (X2), Total 
Assets Turn Over (X3), and Debt to Assets Ratio (X4) is equal to zero. The value of b1 is -0.010 
which indicates that every CR increases by 1 percent, the stock return will decrease by 0.010 
percent. The value of b2 is 0.352 which indicates that each ROA increases by 1 percent, the 
stock return will increase by 0.352 percent. The value of b3 is 0.033 which indicates that every 
TATO increases by 1 percent, the stock return will increase by 0.033 percent. The value of b4 
is 0.025 which indicates that each DAR increases by 1 percent, the stock return will increase 
by 0.025 percent. 

Discussion 
F Test Results 

 
Source: Data processed by researchers 
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Based on table 5 above, the calculated F value is 3.242 with a significance level of 0.020. Since 
the significance level is less than 0.05, it can be concluded that CR, ROA, TATO, and DAR  

simultaneously have a significant effect on stock returns. 

T . Test Results 

 
Source: Data processed by researchers 

1. Effect of Current Ratio on Stock Return 
Based on the calculation results shown in the table above, the value of the CR variable is 
0.477. Because the CR value is greater than the significance level of 0.05, it can be 
concluded that there is no positive effect of CR on Stock Return. 

2. Effect of Return on Assets on Stock Return 
Based on the calculation results shown in the table above, the value of the ROA variable is 
0.035. Because the ROA value is smaller than the significance level of 0.05, it can be 
concluded that ROA has a positive and significant effect on Stock Return. 

3. Effect of Total Assets Turnover on Stock Return 
Based on the calculation results shown in the table above, the value of the TATO variable 
is 0.511. Because the value of TATO is greater than the significance level of 0.05, it can be 
concluded that there is no positive effect of TATO on stock returns. 

4. Effect of Debt to Assets Ratio on Stock Return 
Based on the calculation results shown in the table above, the value of the DAR variable is 
0.885. Because the DAR value is greater than the significance level of 0.05, it can be 
concluded that there is no positive effect of DAR on Stock Return. 

Conclusion 
Based on the results of data analysis that has been done previously regarding the effect of the 
Current Ratio (CR), Return On Assets (ROA), Total Assets Turnover (TATO) and Debt to Assets 
Ratio (DAR) on stock returns, it can be concluded several things as follows: 
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1. Current Ratio (CR) has no significant effect on investment decision making in manufacturing 
companies in the consumer goods industry sector listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange 
for the period 2015 – 2018. 

2. Return on Assets (ROA) has a positive and significant effect on investment decision making 
in manufacturing companies in the consumer goods industry sector listed on the Indonesia 
Stock Exchange for the period 2015 – 2018. 

3. Total Assets Turnover (TATO) has no significant effect on investment decision making in 
manufacturing companies in the consumer goods industry sector listed on the Indonesia 
Stock Exchange for the period 2015 – 2018. 

4. Debt to Assets Ratio (DAR) has no significant effect on investment decision making in 
manufacturing companies in the consumer goods industry sector listed on the Indonesia 
Stock Exchange for the period 2015 – 2018. 

2. Current Ratio (CR), Return on Assets (ROA), Total Assets Turnover (TATO), and Debt to 
Assets Ratio (DAR) simultaneously have a significant effect on investment decision making 
in manufacturing companies in the consumer goods industry sector listed on the Stock 
Exchange. Indonesia for the period 2015 – 2018. 

Based on the conclusions above, the suggestions that can be given by researchers are as 
follows: 

1. It is hoped that further research can add other financial ratios as independent variables to 
give different results and have a strong influence on the dependent variable. 

3. The addition of the research period is recommended for future research in order to 
increase the research sample so that it can provide more optimal results. 

4. The addition of research objects can be used as an alternative in further research, with the 
hope of providing better results because it is not only fixed on one sector. 
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ABSTRACT 

Traditional snacks are still able to compete with high market demand. The Cherry Cake shop 
proves that traditional snacks are no less competitive than imported snacks with its second 
branch on Borobudur Street, Malang. In order to maintain its business in addition to offering 
low prices, product quality control is regularly carried out followed by tagged location that 
supports consumers easily to find the Cherry Cake shop. The purposes of this study are to 
determine the effect of product quality, price, and location on consumer’s purchase decision at 
Cherry Cake shop. This study uses a quantitative approach with non-probability sampling with 
purposive sampling method as a sampling technique. The validity of the questionnaire results 
was processed by using validity, reliability, linearity, heteroscedasticity, and multicollinearity 
tests. The hypothesis was tested by t test, F test, and R2 test. The results showed that there was 
an influence of product quality, price, and location on purchase decision on consumer’s Cherry 
Cake shop in Malang. 

KEYWORDS:  Product Quality, Location, Price, Purchase Decision 
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Introduction 
With a population of up to 844,993 people (BPS Kota Malang, 2021) food holds an important 
control for people’s survival in Malang City. The present competition of food development of 
other local city dish, contemporary and imported snacks makes all the players in food and 
beverage business have to maintain the quality of snacks at very low prices. So, it is still 
affordable to retain existing customers. The competition that occurs also effects on traditional 
snacks sector. In this case, Cherry Cake shop which has to struggle with all competitions make 
some strategies like adding some extra products such as ‘tumpeng rice’, various cooked 
vegetables, various cooked rice, and side dishes without leaving the traditional snacks quality 
as the core of the business.  

The fulfilled need influence consumers in deciding buying and selling activities. Product quality 
and prices which are in accordance with consumer’s needs are proven by more than 100 
consumers every day who decide to buy traditional cakes in Cherry Cake shop. Purchase 
consumer’s decision is the choice of action from two or more alternative choices (Tjiptono, 
2015). There are several indicators of purchase decision (Kotler and Armstrong, 2012) ; those 
are product stability, habit of choosing product, and speed of selecting product. 

The quality of traditional snacks as the main product plays an important role in a business. 
Product quality reflects the product's ability to carry out its duties which includes durability, 
reliability, progress, strength, ease of packaging, and product repair and other features (Kotler 
and Keller, 2012). The expiration checks on every cake are never absent from the clerk in this 
shop and the use of the external supplier system require periodic selection so that not all 
suppliers offer products easily at Cherry Cake shop. To measure the success rate of food 
product, there are several factors that affect the food quality (Gaman & Sherrington, 1996, 
West, Wood, and Harger, 2007); namely colour, appearance, presentation, shape, 
temperature, texture, flavor, degree of doneness, and taste.  

The guaranteed quality of the cake is not always accompanied by a high price. This is proven 
by the Cherry Cake shop. With the lowest price of IDR 1,000, consumers can get a delicious 
traditional cake with the right portion, consumers can also get various side dishes and 
delicious cooked vegetables offered from IDR 5,000 and any kinds of cooked rice that can be 
purchased from the price of Rp IDR 7,000. The price is the amount of money charged for a 
product or service or the sum of the values that customers exchange for benefit from owning 
or using a product or service (Hakim, 2019). There are indicators that can measure the 
suitability of prices for consumers (Kotler and Armstrong, 2012); those are affordability, the 
match of the price and the quality product, the match of the price and the product benefit, 
and price competitiveness. 

Accessible locations help consumers get products with good quality and affordable prices. 
Place or location is the place of various activities of the company to make products affordable 
and available to the target market (Kotler and Keller, 2012). The Cherry Cake shop owner sees 
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the business opportunities that exist in Kendalsari in the absence of similar businesses at a 
distance of 100-200m. The selection of location indicators (Tjiptono, 2015) are as follows 
accessibility, visibility, traffic, parking facility, expansion, neighborhood, rivalry, and 
government regulations. 

There are several previous studies that form the basis for the author to do this research. The 
Effect of Product Quality, Price, and Location on Purchase Decisions (In Martabak Mas Ipung 
UKM in Plamongan Indah Housing, Semarang) by Hidayat and Harsanto (2017) which obtained 
the results of product quality, price, and location of each variable affect on purchase decision 
on Martabak Mas Ipung products in Semarang City. Another research done by Ningrum and 
Suryoko (2018) titled The Influence of Price, Product, and Location on Purchase Decisions at 
Peacockoffie, Semarang which got results even though price, product, and location variables 
can affect purchase decision but consumers did not make Peacockoffie as top priority over 
other coffee shops in Semarang. The differences of previous research results underlies the 
writer do research on the effect of product quality, price, and location on purchase decisions 
at consumer’s Cherry Cake shop in Malang. 

Method 
Quality is a dominant issue in many companies, along with speed, flexibility in meeting 
consumer’s demands, and low selling price is a key and strategic choice. Quality matters 
because it is one of the factors of competitive advantage. Product quality which meet 
consumer’s expectations is able to satisfy customer’s desires. Product is stated as the qualified 
one if the product has a suitability for use. From this description, this study formulates the 
first alternative hypotheses that is product quality is assumed to have an effect on purchase 
decision on consumer’s Cherry Cake Shop in Malang. 

Price is one of the determining factors in consumer’s considerations to choose products to 
satisfy their needs. The price is also the only one of many elements in marketing mix that is 
flexible. Pricing strategy affects consumer’s behaviour in the market. From this description, 
this study formulates the second alternative hypotheses that is price is assumed to have an 
effect on purchase decision on consumer’s Cherry Cake Shop in Malang. 

Location is a combination of the place where the business is carried out, the way to obtain the 
product, and travel time to the destination. The selection of the right location facilitate both 
consumers and producers and makes it easier for consumers to make purchase decision. From 
this description, this study formulates the first alternative hypotheses that is product quality 
is assumed to have an effect on purchase decision on consumer’s Cherry Cake Shop in Malang. 
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Figure 1 Conceptual Framework 

 

Source: Processed by researchers, 2022 

The population of this research is the consumers of Cherry Cake store Kendalsari branch. 
Populations that are not identified with certainty will be directly assigned a sample of 100 
respondents. Non-probability sampling is a sampling technique that does not provide equal 
opportunities for each member of the sample. Purposive sampling is a sampling technique 
that relies on the existence of the subject to be sampled. Anyone who coincidentally fits and 
meet the criteria as respondents will be selected as samples for research. 

Data collection is carried out to obtain the required information to achieve research 
objectives. In this study, the researcher collected primary data through observation and 
questionnaire. Observations were carried out by visiting the Cherry Cake shop to observe the 
atmosphere and consumer’s buying activity. The questionnaire was closed answered and 
respondents were only given the alternative answers to the questions asked. Respondents 
were asked to fill out the questionnaire that described agreement or disagreement with the 
statements given. 

The instrument for measuring all variables in this study used questionnaires that were 
submitted to respondents to provide appropriate statements with what the respondent felt. 
The questionnaire had to meet the valid and reliable requirements. To meet these 
requirements, the measuring instrument had to go through validity and reliability testing and 
meet the classical assumption test. After passing the validity and reliability testing and 
meeting the classical assumption testing, hypotheses test was done using t-test, F-test, 
multiple linear regression analysis, and R2 analysis.  

Result 
Characteristics of the respondent identity is a profile of research object that can provide 
research results. The description of the respondent is a process explain descriptively based on 
the statistics that have been received from the questionnaires that have been distributed. The 
number of questionnaires distributed was determined by a predetermined number of 
samples, 100 people. Of the 100 questionnaires that had been distributed, there was no 
unanswered questionnaires.  
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Table 1 Respondent's Gender 

Gender Sum Percentage 
Male 34 34% 

Female 66 66% 
Total 100 100% 

Table 2 Respondent's Age 

Age Group Sum Percentage 
21 - 30 60 60% 
31 - 40 21 21% 
41 - 50 12 12% 
51 - 60 5 5% 
61 - 70 2 2% 
Total 100 100% 

Table 3 Respondent's Occupation 

Occupations Sum Percentage 
Online ‘ojek’ drivers 3 3% 

Housewives 31 31% 
College students 38 38% 

Employees 25 25% 
Tradesman 1 1% 

Retired men 2 2% 
Total 100 100% 

Validity test is conducted to measure the validity of an instrument. Results of validity test were 
shown below:  

1. The 9 statements in the product quality variable showed the correlations r count was 
bigger than r table (using r table 0,1654) with amount of 100 samples using 0,05 significant 
level that meant all statements were valid to measure the product quality variable.  

2. The 4 statements in the price variable showed the correlations r count was bigger than r 
table (using r table 0,1654) with amount of 100 samples using 0,05 significant level that 
meant all statements were valid to measure the price variable.  

3. The 5 statements in the location variable showed the correlations r count was bigger than 
r table (using r table 0,1654) with amount of 100 samples using 0,05 significant level that 
meant all statements were valid to measure the location variable.  

4. The 3 statements in the purchase decision variable showed the correlations r count was 
bigger than r table (using r table 0,1654) with amount of 100 samples using 0,05 significant 
level that meant all statements were valid to measure the purchase decision variable.  

Validity test was carried out with the formula: � ����� =  津(停掴槻)貸 (停掴)貸 (停槻)紐[津(停掴鉄) 貸 (停掴鉄)] [津(停槻鉄) 貸 (停槻鉄)]     1 

Reliability test is conducted to test whether the measuring instrument can provide 
undifferentiated or relatively consistent results. Results of reliability test were shown below: 
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1. The product quality variable had a Cronbach Alpha value that was greater than what had 
been determined. It explained that every statement contained in the product quality 
variable (X1) was reliable and the questionnaire could be trusted. Consistent answer would 
be obtained if the question was repeated in measuring the product quality variable and 
the resulting data was accurate.  

2. The price variable had a Cronbach Alpha value that was greater than what had been 
determined. It explained that every statement contained in the price variable (X2) was 
reliable and the questionnaire could be trusted. Consistent answer would be obtained if 
the question was repeated in measuring the price variable and the resulting data was 
accurate. 

3. The location variable had a Cronbach Alpha value that was greater than what had been 
determined. It explained that every statement contained in the location variable (X3) was 
reliable and the questionnaire could be trusted. Consistent answer would be obtained if 
the question was repeated in measuring the location variable and the resulting data was 
accurate. 

4. The purchase decision variable has a Cronbach Alpha value that is greater than what has 
been determined its explained that every statement contained in the purchase decision 
variable (Y) is reliable, the questionnaire can be trusted, will get a consistent answer if the 
question is repeated in measuring the purchase decision variable, and the resulting data is 
accurate.  

Reliability test is carried out with the formula: � = 懲追態 袋 懲 貸 態.追 
 2 

The heteroscedasticity test aims to test whether there is an inequality of variance in the 
regression model from the residuals of one observation to another observation. The scatter 
plot must show the points that spread without a pattern above and below the number 0 on 
the Y axis to show that the regression model is heteroscedasticity free. In the picture below, 
it was seen that the distribution of points below the number 0 on the Y axis and the points 
did not form a pattern, indicating that the residual variance and the regression model of the 
research were free of heteroscedasticity. 

Figure 2 Scatterplot Result for Heteroscedasticity Test 
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Source: Processed by researchers, 2022 

A good regression model when there was no correlation between the independent variables. 
The correlation between the independent variables is determined from the value of the 
variance inflation factor (VIF).  From the results of the multicollinearity test below, it was seen 
that each independent variable had a VIF value < 5 so that there was no strong correlation 
between the independent variables. 

Table 4 Multicollinearity Test Result 

 

Linearity test is carried out as a condition to perform linear regression test. Linearity test was 
done partially. All independent variables showed significant level was bigger than what has 
been determined and f count was smaller than what had been determined that meant there 
was a linear between all independent variables and the dependent variable.  

t-test aims to test the significant of the hypothesizes. t-test is done partially. Results of t-test 
were shown below: 

1. Product quality variable showed the correlation that t-score (2,812) was bigger than t-table 
(using t-table 1,98498) and significant level (0,006) showed lower than what had been 
determined (0,05). That meant product quality variable had a significant and positive 
effect on consumer’s purchase decision at Cherry Cake shop partially.  

2. Price variable showed the correlation that t-score (4,539) was bigger than t-table (using t-
table 1,98498) and significant level (0,001) showed lower than what had been determined 
(0,05). That meant price variable had a significant and positive effect on consumer’s 
purchase decision at Cherry Cake shop partially.  

3. Location variable showed the correlation that t-score (3,372) was bigger than t-table (using 
t-table 1,98498) and significant level (0,001) showed lower than what had been 
determined (0,05). That meant location variable had a significant and positive effect on 
consumer’s purchase decision at Cherry Cake shop partially. 

Table 5 t-test Result 
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F-test in this research aims to look for the goodness of fit. F-test is done simultaneously. All 
independent variables showed the correlation that F-score (79,580) was bigger than F-table 
(using F table 3,090) and significant level (0,001) showed lower than what had been 
determined (0,05). That meant all independent variables (product quality, price, and location) 
had significant and positive effect on dependent variable (consumer’s purchase decision) 
simultaneously.  

Table 6 F Test Result 

 

Multiple linear regression analysis was carried out after the research instrument met the 
requirements and criteria for the classical assumption test. Multiple linear regression analysis 
was carried out with the formula: � =  0,309 +  0,091 �1 +  0,33 �2 +  0,161 �3 (3) 

The descriptive of the formula were shown below 

1. Value of 0,309 was a constant or the state of the purchase decision (Y) which had not been 
influenced by product quality (X1), price (X2), and location (X3).  

2. X1 of 0,091 indicated that the product quality variable had a positive influence on purchase 
decision so that every time there was an increase in 1% of the product quality variable it 
affected purchase decision of 0,091.  

3. X2 of 0,33 indicated that the price variable had a positive influence on purchase decision 
so that every time there was an increase in 1% of the price variable it affected purchase 
decision of 0,33.  

4. X3 of 0,161 indicated that the location variable had a positive influence on purchase 
decision so that every time there was an increase in 1% of the location variable it affected 
purchase decision of 0,161. 

Table 7 Multiple Linear Regression Analysis 
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The coefficient of determination measures how far the independent variable explains the 
variation of the dependent variable. The value of the coefficient of determination of 0,713 
meant that the independent variables (X1, X2, and X3) were able to measure the ability of 
71,3% of the dependent variable (Y) and 28.7% were influenced by other factors. 

Table 8 Coefficient Determination Test Result 

 

Discussion 
1. All 9 statements were valid and reliable. There was a linear correlation between product 

quality and purchase decision. The heteroscedasticity test that had been carried out 
showed a heteroscedasticity-free regression model. Multicollinearity test showed that the 
VIF result was less than the specified score which was 2,946 < 5, meant that there was no 
strong correlation between product quality variable (X1) and other independent variables.  

2. All 4 statements were valid and reliable. There was a linear correlation between price and 
purchase decision. The heteroscedasticity test that had been carried out showed a 
heteroscedasticity-free regression model. Multicollinearity test showed that the VIF result 
was less than the specified score which was 2,588 < 5, means that there was no strong 
correlation between price variable (X2) and other independent variables.  

3. All 5 statements were valid and reliable. There was a linear correlation between location 
and purchase decision. The heteroscedasticity test that had been carried out showed a 
heteroscedasticity-free regression model. Multicollinearity test showed that the VIF result 
was less than the specified score which was 2,202 < 5, meant that there was no strong 
correlation between location variable (X3) and other independent variables.  

4. All 3 statements are valid and reliable. The heteroscedasticity test that has been carried 
out showed a heteroscedasticity-free regression model. That means the dependent 
variable’s statements were ready to be tested with other independent variables.  

From testing both independent and dependent variable statements, the results were feasible 
to be continued for hypothesis testing which resulted in:  

1. Product quality variable showed the correlation that t-score (2,812) was bigger than t-table 
(using t-table level 1,98498) and significant level (0,006) showed lower than what had been 
determined (0,05) that meant product quality variable had a significant and positive effect 
on consumer’s purchase decision at Cherry Cake shop partially. F-test showed all 
independent variables had significant and positive effect on consumer’s purchase decision 
simultaneously. Multiple regression analysis indicated that the product quality variable 
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had a positive influence on purchase decision so that every time there was an increase in 
1% of the product quality variable it affected purchase decision of 0,091. From all the 
hypothesis tests result it was concluded that first hypotheses could be proven so that there 
was an influence of product quality on consumer’s purchase decision at the Cherry Cake 
shop. 

2. Price variable showed the correlation that t-score (4,539) was bigger than t-table (using t-
table level 1,98498) and significant level (0,001) showed lower than what had been 
determined (0,05) that meant price variable had a significant and positive effect on 
consumer’s purchase decision at Cherry Cake shop partially. F-test showed all independent 
variables had significant and positive effect on consumer’s purchase decision 
simultaneously. Multiple regression analysis indicated that the price variable had a positive 
influence on purchase decision so that every time there was an increase in 1% of the price 
variable it affected purchase decision of 0,33. From all the hypothesis tests result it was 
concluded that second hypotheses could be proven so that there was an influence of price 
on consumer’s purchase decision at the Cherry Cake shop. 

3. Location variable showed the correlation that t-score (3,372) was bigger than t-table (using 
t-table level 1,98498) and significant level (0,001) showed lower than what had been 
determined (0,05) that meant location variable had a significant and positive effect on 
consumer’s purchase decision at Cherry Cake shop partially. F-test showed all independent 
variables had significant and positive effect on consumer’s purchase decision 
simultaneously. Multiple regression analysis indicated that the location variable had a 
positive influence on purchase decision so that every time there was an increase in 1% of 
the location variable it affected purchase decision of 0,161. From all the hypothesis tests 
result it was concluded that third hypotheses could be proven so that there was an 
influence of location on consumer’s purchase decision at the Cherry Cake shop. 

Conclusion 
Based on the results of research and discussion, several conclusions were obtained, included: 

1. Product quality had a positive and significant effect on purchase decision, with an 
explanation of improving the quality of traditional snacks affected consumer’s purchase 
decision at the Cherry Cake shop, Kendalsari, Malang.  

2. Price had a positive and significant effect on purchase decision, with an explanation of the 
ability of producers to maintain consumer satisfaction with traditional snacks price 
affected consumer’s purchase decision at the Cherry Cake shop, Kendalsari, Malang.  

3. Location had a positive and significant effect on purchase decision, with an explanation of 
the ability of producers to maintain the location and made additional parking facility 
affected consumer’s purchase decision at the Cherry Cake shop, Kendalsari, Malang. 
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ABSTRACT 

The current pandemic reduces microfinance institutions'' financial efficiency. Still, it increases 
its social efficiency, indicating that, while the economic slowdown lowers Microfinance 
financial performance, the role of creating a social impact is seemingly prioritized during 
COVID-19. This study aims to assess a Microfinance Institution's business continuity amid the 
COVID19 pandemic. This study used a quantitative research design. Purposive sampling was 
used and the respondents were the twelve (12) area managers of the selected Microfinance 
Institution. Data collection was done with a 4-point Likert scale questionnaire facilitated online. 
Percentage, frequency distribution, and weighted mean were used to analyze the data. Among 
the twelve areas, all are still operational. The majority of the areas experienced cash flow 
shortages, and a decrease in revenue and loan applications while their workforce was not 
affected by the COVID19 pandemic. The Microfinance institution's portfolio Quality and 
profitability were poor while its financial management and efficiency and productivity were 
good. It is recommended for the MFI to keep on innovating, go digital and continue to 
strengthen the use of their procedures, and embrace additional best practices to make changes 
if necessary. 

KEYWORDS:  Competitive Strategies, Microfinance Institutions, Covid-19 Pandemic, Business 
Continuity Plan 
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Introduction 
In developing and highly informal economies, microfinance institutions (MFI) play an 
important role in providing financial support to poor and low-income households and 
microenterprises which have been excluded from mainstream financial services traditionally. 
Like many major microfinance markets, the Microfinance industry is suffering from the twin 
threats of a public health emergency and the mitigation response which entails economic 
shutdown, both  of which disproportionately impact vulnerable population segments and the 
financial providers that serve them. 

Dąbrowska et.al (2020) stated that while the current crisis has left no microfinance institution 
(MFI) or region of the world indifferent, European MFIs have fared much better in comparison 
with MFIs in others parts of the world. The COVID-19 crisis caused numerous challenges for 
MFIs: difficulties in disbursements, collection of reimbursements and meeting with clients 
face-to-face, and reorganizing internal systems and flow of work. Consequently, portfolio 
performance deteriorated for many MFIs although at different rates in different parts of the 
world. Since the spread of the COVID virus was uneven throughout the world, it is not 
surprising that there are significant differences the crisis has had on MFIs in different regions. 
The impact depends not only on the location of MFIs in relation to the COVID prevalence, but 
also on the types of services that MFIs provide and their internal operational systems. 

Microfinance Clients in general, most if not all clients of MFIs have been impacted by the 
COVID crisis, directly or indirectly. The direct impacts were due to the mandatory or self-
imposed closures of business activities or own decisions to temporarily discontinue their 
businesses for personal reasons such as health risks or family situation. The indirect impacts 
include the consequences of the mandatory closures due to the COVID pandemic which 
caused the disruption of the supply chains and decreased the demand for certain products 
and services offered by the microfinance clients. 

Businesses which could easily pivot to new channels of marketing and sales, for example to 
online selling, suffered fewer closures but they experienced more internal changes to adjust 
to the new ways of doing business. Those businesses which were either unable to move to 
new ways of doing business compatible with social distancing rules or activities which cannot 
be altered, for example personal services like hairdressing or cleaning, suffered more, and the 
percentage of permanent closures among them appear to be higher. 

The study aims to assess the business operations of ASKI Microfinance in the midst of this 
global pandemic.  

Specifically, it aims to answer the following questions: 

1. How may the business operations of the respondents be analyzed in terms of: 
a. Operation Status; 
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b. Cash flow; 
c. Revenues; 
d. Loan Application; and 
e. Workforce? 

2. How may the business operations of selected areas of operations of ASKI Microfinance 
Institutions amidst Covid 19 Pandemic be assessed using the performance indicators of MFI 
in terms of: 
a. Portfolio Quality; 
b. Efficiency and Productivity; 
c. Financial Management; and 
d. Profitability? 

Method 
This study used quantitative research design. Researchers employed a descriptive research 
technique in the quantitative research design, which is a systematic endeavor to describe, 
explain, or validate any form of hypothesis or objective in the context of a specific group of 
people (McNeill, 2018).  

The respondents of this are the Area Managers of the selected Microfinance Institutions, they 
were chosen as the subject on this study because of their first-hand information on this field 
in which they can provide accurate information that can be useful in this study. Those 
challenging experiences by the organization were expecting to provide recommendations to 
improve the business operation during this time of pandemic.  

The data gathering was conducted through an online survey form, with a database can collect 
and store data, it also provides statistical software analysis of the findings. Statistical tools like 
percentage, frequency distribution and weighted mean were used to analyze the data.  

The researchers assess the business operation using the performance indicators in the 
respondents who were managing the operation of microfinance institutions using a 4-point 
Likert scale. The aim of the researcher is to determine the impact of Covid-19 to the business 
operation of Microfinance Industry using performance indicators such as excellent, fair, poor 
and needs improvement.  
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Result 

Table 1 shows the business profile of the respondents in terms of operation status. 

Operation Status Frequency Percentage 
Areas of Operations are still 
operational 

12 100% 

Temporarily Stopped 0 0 
Stopped currently 0 0 
Operational Again 0 0 
Total 12 100 

All of the respondents’ areas of operation of the MFI are still operational which got the 
frequency of seven (12) and a percentage of 100%.This table shows the respondents' areas 
profiles based on their operation status. The company is still operational, according to all 
twelve (12) Area Managers/responders. Despite the pandemic, the Microfinance Institutions 
manage to keep their businesses running in order to make at least break even and survive.  

Table 2 shows the business profile of the respondents in terms of cash flow. 

Cash Flow Frequency Percentage 
Shortage 7 58% 
Surplus 5 42 
No effect 0 0 
Total 12 100% 

The table represents the business profile of the respondents according to their cash flow. It 
shows that most of the respondents’ cash flow are experiencing shortage obtaining a 
frequency of 7 and a percentage of 58%. On the other hand, there 5 respondents have 
experienced Surplus. The data implies that majority of the respondents experienced cash flow 
shortage. 

Table 3 shows the business profile of the 12 Area Managers/respondents in terms of revenues. 

Revenues Frequency Percentage 
No Effect 0 0 
Decreased by 1% to 25% 7 58 
Decreased by 26% to 50% 5 42 
Decreased by 51% to 100% 0 0 
Total 12 100% 

The table above presents that most of the MFI’s areas of operation’ revenues are experiencing 
a decrease of 1% to 25%, with a frequency of 7 and a percentage of 58%. The table above 
shows the respondents' business profiles based on their revenue. According to the results, 
revenue reduced by 1% to 25% implying that the existence of the COVID-19 pandemic  
contributed to a reduction in revenue.  
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Table 4 shows the business profile of the respondents in terms of loan applications. 

Loan Applications Frequency Percentage 
No Effect 0 0 
Decreased by 1% to 25% 8 67 
Decreased by 26% to 50% 0 0 
Decreased by 51% to 100% 0 0 
Increase 4 33 
Total 12 100% 

Table 4 shows that the loan applications of ASKI microfinance institutions decreased by 1% to 
25% in the middle of the pandemic. Majority of the respondents’ loan application decreased 
by 1% to 25% with a frequency of 8 and a percentage of 67%. 

Table 5 shows the business profile of the respondents in terms of the MFI’s workforce. 

Workforce Frequency Percentage 
No Effect 7 58 
Decreased by 1% to 25% 5 42 
Decreased by 26% to 50% 0 0 
Decreased by 51% to 100% 0 0 
Decreased by more than 100% 0 0 
Increase 0 0 
Total 12 100% 

Table 5 shows that majority of the respondent’s workforce were not affected by the pandemic 
garnering a frequency of 7 or 58% percent. This implies that the number of work force of the 
microfinance institutions were not affected amidst the pandemic, it shows that the workforce 
of the microfinance organizations has retain its employees and do some precautionary 
measures amidst this pandemic.  

Table 6 visualizes the business operation of the respondents in terms of portfolio quality. 

Portfolio Quality Weighted 
Mean 

Verbal 
Interpretation 

Qualitative 
Description 

Portfolio at Risks increases. 2.75 Agree Poor 
Portfolio Size increases. 2.58 Agree Poor 
Conducted adjustments of the 
features and eligibility criteria of their 
Loan Services.  

2.50 Agree Poor 

Write-off and Provisions expenses 
increases. 

2.50 Agree Poor 

Could not maintain good repayment 
rate.  

2.42 Disagree Good 

Portfolio Quality 2.55 Agree Poor 

The table above shows the assessment on the business operation of the MFI based on 
Portfolio Quality. The statement, “Portfolio at risk increased” got the highest weight mean of 
2.75 with a qualitative description of “Poor” while the respondents disagree that the MFI could 
not maintain good repayment rate with a weighted mean od 2.42. With an overall weighted 
mean of 2.55, the MFI’s portfolio quality is poor. 
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Table 7 visualizes the business operation of the respondents in terms of portfolio quality. 

Efficiency and Productivity Weighted 
Mean 

Verbal 
Interpretation 

Qualitative 
Description 

Could not maintain lower rates 
compared to other financial 
institutions 

1.51 Strongly Disagree Excellent 

Operating Expenses increase  2.75 Agree Poor 
Personnel Officers (Office staff) 
Productivity have decrease  

2.67 Agree Poor 

Loan Officers Productivity have 
decrease. 

2.08 Disagree Good 

Costs per borrower increases. 2.83 Agree Poor 
Efficiency and Productivity 2.37 Disagree Good 

Table 7 shows the assessment on the business operation of the MFI based on Efficiency and 
Productivity. The respondents strongly disagree that they could not maintain lower rates 
compared to other financial institutions which means that the MFI is excellent in this aspect 
that contributes greatly to their efficiency and productivity. Furthermore, respondents 
disagree that the loan officers’ productivity decrease which is again, good for the MFI. With 
an overall weighted mean of 2.37, the MFI’s efficiency and productivity is good. 

Table 8 visualizes the business operation of the respondents in terms of financial management 

Financial Management Weighted 
Mean 

Verbal 
Interpretation 

Qualitative 
Description 

Requested/ Borrowed   additional   
fund/ capital in other financial 
Institution 

2.75 Agree Poor 

Operational Cost increases 1.58 Strongly Disagree Excellent 
Could not maintain and manage to 
pay the Company’s loan/debt 
amortization 

2.58 Agree Poor 

Uses the company’s contingent fund 
for Emergency 

2.42 Disagree Good 

Increased the amount of effort and 
costs dedicated to non-strategic 
activities. 

2.42 Disagree Good 

Financial Management 2.35 Disagree Good 

Table 8 shows the assessment on the business operation of the MFI’s Financial Management. 
The respondents strongly disagree that the operational cost increases which means that the 
MFI is excellent in reducing operational costs. Furthermore, respondents disagree that the 
amount of effort and costs dedicated to non-strategic activities increased and that it used the 
company’s contingent fund for Emergency which are all good for the MFI.  With an overall 
weighted mean of 2.35, the MFI’s financial management is good. 

Table 9 visualizes the business operation of the respondents in terms of profitability. 

Profitability Weighted 
Mean 

Verbal 
Interpretation 

Qualitative 
Description 
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Decrease in Profit due to Pandemic 2.67 Agree Poor 
Adjusted return on asset due to 
Pandemic 

2.67 Agree Poor 

Decrease in Cash Interests earning 3.33 Strongly Agree Needs Improvement 
ROI slowed down 2.92 Agree Poor 
Overall profitability was affected by 
the      pandemic. 

2.92 Agree Poor 

Profitability 2.90 Agree Poor 

Table 9 shows the assessment on the business operation of the MFI’s Profitability. The 
respondents strongly agree that there is a decrease in Cash Interests earning which means 
that the MFI need to improve on this aspect. Furthermore, respondents agree that the overall 
profitability was affected by the pandemic. With an overall weighted mean of 2.90, the MFI’s 
profitability is poor. 

Discussion 
Despite the pandemic, the Microfinance Institution managed to keep their businesses running 
in order to at least break even and survive. The MFI also recognizes the circumstances of their 
clients' need of financial support during this time of pandemic, that is why they are able to 
keep their operations functioning in order to support its clientele. According to Zamore et al., 
(2019), since MFIs serve hundreds of millions of poor and vulnerable borrowers, they play a 
pivotal role in alleviating poverty in developing countries. Apart from their social mission, the 
MFI has a profit nature. Financial liquidity is a major concern of it; thus, the MFI, a non-profit 
non-government organization, needs to address the primary concern in terms of cash position 
as they cannot continue to operate if they don’t have funds to lend to their valued clientele. 
 
Due to the said pandemic, the demand of the MFI’s clients increases however, as they 
complied on the 60-days mandatory moratorium stipulated in the Bayanihan to Recover as 
One Act, the cash inflows decreases and many of their clients were not able to pay their debt 
on time, this condition caused shortage in cash flow. The pandemic also carried an 
unnecessary impact among the MFI’s employees, some of the clientele lost their business 
which made it difficult to pay their debts on time.  
 
According to Dabrowska et al., (2020), some MFIs which ran into liquidity shortages had 
difficulty to receive funding under already negotiated and signed contracts with the investors 
which were reluctant to disburse cash during the pandemic. At the same time, some 
microfinance investors had developed a special liquidity product for MFIs which provided 
short-term cash relief for the microfinance institutions. 
 
The results also showed that revenue was reduced by 1% to 25% implying that the existence 
of the COVID-19 pandemic contributed to a reduction in revenue. Clients who do not have a 
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source of income these days will most likely find it difficult to pay their debts, which is why 
they have chosen to temporarily stop receiving cash support. Because the pandemic has 
harmed the business's clients, the scenario has resulted in a partial loss in revenue. 
 
The previous literature suggests that a pandemic-induced economic downturn will put 
pressure on banks’ loan portfolios and can lead to a large withdrawal of deposits, particularly 
in poor and developing countries. In line with this view, we expect that the socioeconomic 
damage caused by COVID-19 should deliver a negative effect on MFI financial performance. 
First, MFI may experience a deterioration in performance as small and medium-sized 
businesses (SMEs) and vulnerable households, which are among the most exposed to the 
COVID-19, have been struggling to meet their debt obligations (Beck, 2020; Lagoarde-Segot & 
Leoni, 2013). 
 
In addition, clients who lose their jobs as a result of this covid-19 pandemic, as shown in table 
4, tend to put a stop to their loan applications for fear of not being able to compensate. When 
some the MFI’s clients are unable to pay their debts, their desire to borrow money drops as 
well. However, though the rate of loan applications is decreasing marginally; this does not 
suggest that all people who are unable to pay their obligations are no longer seeking loans.  As 
this pandemic spurs our economy, the MFI also need to adjust and reduce their loan releases 
and prioritize the clients that’s in need to continue their business. 
 
In terms of workforce, the microfinance organization has retained its employees and taken 
some precautionary measures amidst this pandemic. According to the Area 
Managers/respondents, the company's last resort is a retrenchment. The MFI has 
implemented work from home and smaller teams rotating through the office, all of which have 
necessitated considerable modifications in processes and communication channels. 

They also implemented flexible working arrangements and developed a software system to 
ease in doing business. They used remote channels to reach customers despite stay-at-home 
orders and infection fears. Its home-grown IT experts developed a remote program that allows 
business continuity even when employees are not physically present in the office. They also 
utilized e-wallets platforms (ASKI Barya Card and A-Cash), G-Cash and Pay-Maya. 

Because of the dangers linked with the COVID-19, the data reveals that the quality of loans 
they obtained during the pandemic was relatively bad. According to the respondents, loans 
under pandemic relief programs were allowed to be rescheduled, and these rescheduled loans 
were allowed to be incorporated in the regular portfolio, making them performable loans. 
However, because these loans may not be performing, the accessible statistics on portfolio at 
risk offered by ASKI microfinance may not adequately reflect the underlying quality of their 
portfolios, even if they are accurate and created in accordance with regulatory criteria. 
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The findings show that, in order for ASKI microfinance institutions to adjust to the current 
environment in which COVID-19 is present, they must maintain lower rates in order for their 
businesses to remain effective and productive in the face of the pandemic. According to the 
respondents, because of market pressures and environmental conditions created by the 
pandemic, the cost per borrower rises despite their lower rates. Despite the situation, it was 
also demonstrated that Project Officers' productivity increases. This is because they are 
motivated by the business's goal and their desire to work and earn money to meet their daily 
needs during the pandemic. 

The MFI did not change their product offerings although they may have adjusted some of their 
features and eligibility criteria by offering interest free periods for the first three months of 
the loan. The MFI also introduced new products that were specifically designed for and 
motivated by the current crisis. These were mostly short-term liquidity products to help the 
clients overcome short-term cash shortages and short-term business needs. This was the case 
when the national governments and development agencies introduced special emergency 
lending programs for small businesses during the pandemic.  

The majority of respondents claimed that in order to survive the crisis and retain a healthy 
financial position, companies had to minimize their operational costs. They cut costs like 
training and professional development, lowered wage levels, and postponed key investments 
until the pandemic calmed down. However, the newly enforced safety measures have added 
additional expenses at every institution. The MFI supplies personnel and clients with alcohol, 
face masks, and other personal protective equipment when they visit their facility. 

In terms of Profitability, the microfinance reduced their cash interest earnings throughout the 
pandemic as they retain lower rates than other financial institutions. Furthermore, some 
people have lost their business/jobs as a result of the crisis and are having difficulty repaying 
their obligations. As a result of these circumstances, the institutions' cash interest profits have 
decreased. 

Conclusion 
With the data given from the discussions, it can be concluded that the majority of the MFI’s 
branches remained operational though most of them are experiencing a shortage in cash flow 
and decrease in revenues and loan application, while maintaining its workforce. 

With regards to the assessment of the ASKI business operation using performance indicators, 
the majority of the Area Manager/respondents are challenged due to the impact of COVID-19 
to their respective area of operation. The increasing risks in portfolio and the decrease in cash 
interest’s earnings was encountered by most of the Area Managers. Thus, in order to continue 
their business operation, the Microfinance institution continues to lend to their valued clients 
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and maintain lower rates compared to other financial institutions and reduce operational cost 
to minimize expenses. 

The competitive strategies and immediate responses of the microfinance institution to 
address the needs of their clientele. They provided relevant information on the support 
programs offered by the company; the tele-marketers, Project Officers and Branch Managers 
contacted their clients to assess their situation during the crisis. They also launched its new 
software system, Loan Monitoring System (LMS), for online loan applications, telemarketing 
and digital payment platform.  

The MFI also provided job security and a safe working environment for the employees during 
the pandemic. Work from home arrangements, work rotation, skeletal workforce, and 
development of a system that will ease us on doing our business were done. Moreover, the 
Area Managers also agreed that they provide up to date information to their funders/partners 
regarding the company’s performance progress and provide information on the practices of 
the company amidst pandemic thru technical assistance. On the other hand, the respondents 
are providing updated financial and non-financial reports to the Board of Directors regarding 
the business performance and they involve themselves in technical assistance for the clients.  

Regarding creditors, the MFI requested for the new rules for risk management and loan risk 
classification of the company and they provide financial and non-financial reports as the basis 
of the creditors for the loan credit line. The microfinance are also involved in the 
implementation of government memorandum orders and new regulations and provide 
updated reports of the business status as well as the employees’ health status. 

Finally, the respondents agreed that they encountered a decrease in their company’s 
profitability while experiencing a low and inadequate financial resource amidst the COVID-19 
pandemic. 

It is recommended for the MFI to keep on innovating, go digital and continue to strengthen 
the use of their procedures and embrace additional best practices to make changes if 
necessary. In this way, despite this pandemic, the microfinance can attain better productivity; 
strengthen knowledge management, education, and learning to ensure that the  Microfinance 
Institution can learn from the current events and build their capacities based on the best 
practices emerging from the crisis; amend the risk framework for business operations to allow 
the adequate financial management in the post-crisis situation; and engaged in research and 
development to educate the sector, policymakers, and microfinance organizations about the 
needs, challenges and potential opportunities associated with the COVID crisis. 
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ABSTRACT 

The research is primary aims to determine the impact of Instructor Training and Development 
at the Armed Forces of the Philippines Artillery Training School in Fort Magsaysay, Nueva Ecija. 
The study identifies the effectiveness in terms of Trainer Training Program Effectiveness, 
Training Delivery, Impact of Learning and Knowledge, and Impact Behavior. The researchers 
followed the descriptive analytical approach in conducting the research. The researchers 
utilized a survey questionnaire that was facilitated online in collecting data from the 
respondents who are the Instructors in an artillery training School located in Palayan City, 
Nueva Ecija. The results of the study shows that the Instructor Training Program conducted in 
the Artillery Training School is highly effective in terms of the trainer, training delivery, impact 
on learning and knowledge, and impact on behavior. Furthermore, there is no significant 
relationship between age and years in service and the perception of the respondents on the 
effectiveness of the training program in terms of the factors used and there is no significant 
difference between male and female respondents’ perception of the effectiveness of the 
training program while a significant difference exists in the perception of the effectiveness of 
the training program in terms of the trainer, training delivery, impact on learning, and 
knowledge and impact on behavior based on ranks. Based on the results of the study, it is 
recommended that The Instructor Training Program should be done continuously and 
consistently among the instructors in the Artillery Training School as it is deemed to be highly 
effective. However, since a significant difference in the perception of effectiveness exists based 
on rank, separate training programs suited for higher-ranking officers and lower-ranking 
officers may also be considered. Furthermore, exposure to civilian trainers should be done 
continuously so that they will be more exposed to trends in learning delivery. Lastly, future 
researchers may consider using other parameters that were not used in this study to identify 
the effectiveness of the training program. 

KEYWORDS:  Training and Development, Learning, Effectiveness, Training Delivery 
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Introduction 
The research is primary aims to determine the effectiveness of Instructor Training and 
Development at the Armed Forces of the Philippines' Artillery Training School in Fort 
Magsaysay, Nueva Ecija. The study identifies the considerations in terms of Trainer Training 
Program Effectiveness, Training Delivery, Impact of Learning and Knowledge, and Impact 
Behavior. 

Employee performance impacts the bottom line of an organization. For this reason, it is the 
responsibility of organizational leaders to be aware of importance of training and 
development’s impact on the performance and evaluation of employees. Employee training 
and development assists the organization and employees in attaining diverse goals, such as 
improving morale, sense of security, employee engagement, and overall competencies 
necessary to perform a particular job. (Rodrigez & Walters, 2017) Employee development is 
the ongoing effort to improve job performance through methods such as coaching, training 
sessions, and leadership mentoring. Training is a specific event that teaches new information 
or skills, and it is frequently provided to new or recently promoted employees. Both are critical 
functions for human resource personnel, who are typically in charge of planning and 
implementing these efforts. 

Once Douglas Macarthur, 1933 said it is astounding what well – trained and dedicated Soldiers 
can accomplish in the face of death, fear, physical, and an enemy determined to kill them. 
Proper training and development allow those who serve to fight, win, and return to their 
families. The purpose of the study is to determine the effectiveness of Instructor Training and 
Development program at Artillery Training School. Specifically, the study sough to find 
answers for the following questions:  

1. How may the Profile of the respondents be described in terms of: 
a. age 
b. gender 
c. years in service 
d. rank 

2. How may the effectiveness of the the training and development program be described in 
terms of: 
a. Trainer 
b. Training Delivery 
c. Impact on learning and knowledge 
d. Impact on behavior 

3. Is there a significant relationship of age to the effectiveness of Instructors training program? 
4. Is there a significant relationship of years in service to the effectiveness of Instructors 

training program? 
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Method 
This section presents the research methods that were used, the respondents of the study, 
where the study was conducted, materials and instruments that were used, data collection, 
and the procedure of analysis. 

RESEARCH DESIGN 
The researchers followed the descriptive analytical approach in conducting the research. This 
research is categorized under applied research that depends mainly on data collection from 
primary sources through distributing a questionnaire that is designed especially for this 
research. Questionnaires targeted the study sample and the collected data will be analyzed in 
Excel. 

RESPONDENTS OF THE STUDY 
Respondents of the study were the participants of the Instructor Training conducted in an 
Artillery Training School, Army Artillery Regiment, Philippine Army located in Palayan City, 
Nueva Ecija. A total of 79 respondents participated in the study. 

LOCALE OF THE STUDY 
The study is conducted in Palayan City, Nueva Ecija. 

MATERIALS AND INSTRUMENTS 
The researchers utilized a survey questionnaire that was facilitated online in collecting data 
from the respondents. A questionnaire is a research instrument consisting of a series of 
questions for the purpose of gathering information from respondents. (McLeod, 2018) 

The purpose of using a questionnaire in the study is that it is practical; a cost-efficient way to 
quickly collect massive amounts of information from a huge number of people in a relatively 
short period of time. The designed questionnaire was adapted from “Adaptation of 
Kirkpatrick’s Four-Level Model of Training Criteria to Evaluate Training Programmes for Head 
Teachers” by Alsalamah,A.;Callinan,C. conducted in 2021. 

The questionnaire was preceded by an introductory letter that introduces the researcher, 
explains the purpose of the research, and disclaimer about the Data Privacy Act of 2012. After 
the introductory letter follows the two-part questionnaire;  

1. The first part contained general information about the employees' demographic 
information. 

2. The second part consists of statements about the effectiveness of the training program in 
terms of trainer, training delivery, impact on learning and knowledge and impact on 
behavior. 

The types of questionnaires that were utilized in this study were: 
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1. Open-ended, it is a type of questionnaire that requires a specific response. The researchers 
used this on the first part where respondents asked questions about personal information 
such as age, rank, and years in service. 

2. Checklist Format, a type of questionnaire that is considered as a totally structured format 
is used in the first part where respondents asked questions about personal information 
such as gender. 

3. Likert Scale, it is a rating system, used in questionnaires, that is designed to measure 
people’s attitudes, opinions, or perceptions. Subjects choose from a range of possible 
responses to a specific question or statement; responses typically include “strongly agree,” 
“agree,” “neutral,” “disagree,” and “strongly disagree.” Often, the categories of response 
are coded numerically, in which case the numerical values must be defined for that specific 
study, such as 1 = strongly agree, 2 = agree, and so on. The Likert scale is named for 
American social scientist Rensis Likert, who devised the approach in 1932. (Jaimieson,2013) 

 
The weighted mean of the responses to each item in the instruments was computed and interpreted 
using the following scale: 

Table 1. Interpretation For The Weighted Mean 

Data Analysis Parameter Verbal Interpretation Qualitative Description 
3.25-4.00 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 
2.50-3.24 Agree Effective 
1.75-2.49 Disagree Ineffective 
1.00-1.74 Strongly Disagree Irrelevant 

Result 
Table 2 Frequency and Percentage Distribution of Responses in terms of Age 

Age Frequency Percentage (%) 
20-25 years old 54 68.35 
26-30 years old 16 20.25 
30 years old and above 8 10.13 
Prefer not to say 1 1.27 
Total 79 100.00 

Table shows the age of the respondents. 54 or 68.35% are 20-25 years old, 16 or 20.25% are 
26-30 years old, 8 or 10.13% are 30 years old and above while 1 or 1.27% prefers not to say 
his age. The data implies that majority of the respondents are 20-25 years old. 

Table 3 Frequency and Percentage Distribution of Responses in terms of Gender 

Gender Frequency Percentage (%) 
Male 74 93.67 
Female 5 6.33 
Total 79 100 
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Table shows the gender of the respondents. 74 or 93.675% are male while 5 or 6.33% are 
female.The data implies that majority of the respondents are male. 

Table 4 Frequency and Percentage Distribution of Responses in terms of Rank 

Rank Frequency Percentage (%) 
Sergeant 1 1.27 
Technical Sergeant 3 3.80 
Corporal 5 6.33 
Staff Sergeant 2 2.53 
Private First Class 67 84.81 
Total 79 100.00 

Table shows the rank of the respondents. 1 or 1.27% are sergeant, 3 or 3.80% are Technical 
Sergeant, 5 or 6.33% are Corporal, 2 or 2.53% are Staff Sergeant, 67 or 84.81% are Private First 
Class and 1 or 1.27% are Master Sergeant. The data implies that majority of the respondents 
are Private First Class. 

Table 5 Frequency and Percentage Distribution of Responses in terms of Years in Service 

Years in Service Frequency Percentage (%) 
One year and below 54 68.35 
2-10 years 13 16.46 
11 years - 19 years 3 3.80 
20 years and above 9 11.39 
Total 79 100.00 

Table shows the years in service of the respondents. 54 or 68.35% are in service for at least 
one year, 13 or 1646% are in service for 2-10 years, 3 or 3.80% are in service for 11-19 years 
and 9 or 11.39% are in service for 20 years and above. The data implies that majority of the 
respondents are at least one year in service. 
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Table 6 Weighted Mean and Verbal Interpretation of the effectiveness of the training program in 
terms of Trainer  

Statements Weighted 
Mean 

Verbal Interpretation Qualitative 
Description 

The trainer was an effective 
communicator with trainees. 

3.96 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

The trainer prepared the learning 
materials in an appropriate 
manner and in accordance with 
the objectives of the training 
program. 

3.92 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

The trainer prepared training 
activities appropriately and in 
accordance with the objectives of 
the training program. 

3.92 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

The trainer used appropriate 
training methods that were 
compatible with the course 
objectives. 

3.92 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

The trainer achieved the goals of 
the program 

3.91 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

The trainer gave trainees an 
opportunity to discuss and ask 
questions. 

3.95 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

Average Weighted Mean 3.93 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

As indicated in the table, the respondents described the effectiveness of the training program 
in terms of the trainer based on the following statement : 

“The trainer was an effective communicator with trainees.” got a weighted mean of 3.96; 
statements “The trainer prepared the learning materials in an appropriate manner and in 
accordance with the objectives of the training program.”, “The trainer prepared training 
activities appropriately and in accordance with the objectives of the training program.” And 
“The trainer used appropriate training methods that were compatible with the course 
objectives.”  got 3.92; “The trainer achieved the goals of the program” got 3.91; and “The 
trainer gave trainees an opportunity to discuss and ask questions.” got a weighted mean of 
3.95.  With an overall weighted mean of 3.93, the respondents strongly agree that the trainers 
of the training program are highly effective. 
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Table 7 Weighted Mean and Verbal Interpretation of the effectiveness of the training program in 
terms of Training Delivery 

Statements Weighted 
Mean 

Verbal Interpretation Qualitative 
Description 

The training took place at a 
suitable time for me 

3.95 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

The subject content in the 
program was relevant to my job 

3.95 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

The training program combined 
theory and practice. 

3.94 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

The content of the training 
program included up-to-date 
theory and practical information. 

3.94 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

The audio-visual aids were 
effective. 

3.87 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

The length of the training 
program was suitable and 
adequate. 

3.89 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

The handouts provided will help 
me to meet all my training needs 

3.91 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

The training program was linked 
to my training needs and my 
current job tasks. 

3.91 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

I feel that the program will help 
me do my job better in the 
future. 

3.92 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

The organization of the training 
room was appropriate for the 
nature of the training. 

3.92 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

The training techniques were 
appropriate for the training 
situation. 

3.92 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

Average Weighted Mean 3.92 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

As indicated in the table, the respondents described the effectiveness of the training program 
in terms of the training deliver. The statements, “The training took place at a suitable time for 
me” and “The subject content in the program was relevant to my job” got a weighted mean 
of 3.95; “The training program combined theory and practice.” And “The content of the 
training program included up-to-date theory and practical information.” Got a weighted mean 
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of 3.94;” The audio-visual aids were effective.” got 3.87; “ The length of the training program 
was suitable and adequate.” got 3.89”; statements “The handouts provided will help me to 
meet all my training needs” and “The training program was linked to my training needs and 
my current job tasks.” Both got 3.91 while statements “I feel that the program will help me do 
my job better in the future.”, “The organization of the training room was appropriate for the 
nature of the training.” And “The training techniques were appropriate for the training 
situation.” All got a weighted mean of 3.92. With an overall weighted mean of 3.92, the 
respondents strongly agree that the program’s training delivery is highly effective. 

Table 8 Weighted Mean and Verbal Interpretation of the effectiveness of the training 
program in terms of the Impact on learning and knowledge  

Statements Weighted 
Mean 

Verbal Interpretation Qualitative 
Description 

My knowledge and information 
developed as a result of the 
training. 

3.95 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

Through the training program, I 
learned about some laws, 
theories, and practices and 
learned information I did not 
know before. 

3.96 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

The training program provided 
me with practical skills in my field 
that I did not have before. 

3.96 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

The training program provided 
an opportunity for the exchange 
of new information, knowledge, 
and experiences among 
participants. 

3.96 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

The training program helped me 
to succeed in my work in a way 
that I would not have been able 
to before. 

3.96 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

The training program motivated 
me and made me interested in 
learning more. 

3.97 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

The training program has helped 
to change my attitude towards 
the topic and training area. 

3.96 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

Average Weighted Mean 3.96 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 
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The table shows the respondents’ perception on the impact of the training program on their 
learning and knowledge.  

The statement “My knowledge and information developed as a result of the training.” got a 
weighted mean of 3.95; statements “Through the training program, I learned about some 
laws, theories, and practices and learned information I did not know before.”, “The training 
program provided me with practical skills in my field that I did not have before.”, “The training 
program provided an opportunity for the exchange of new information, knowledge, and 
experiences among participants.”, “The training program helped me to succeed in my work in 
a way that I would not have been able to before.”, and “The training program has helped to 
change my attitude towards the topic and training area.” All got 3.96; and “The training 
program motivated me and made me interested in learning more.” Got a weighted mean of 
3.97.  With an overall weighted mean of 3.96, the respondents strongly agree that the training 
program has is a high positive impact on their learning and knowledge making it highly 
effective.  

Table 9 Weighted Mean and Verbal Interpretation of the effectiveness of the training 
program in terms of the Impact on behavior 

Statements Weighted 
Mean Verbal Interpretation Qualitative 

Description 

The training program helped me 
organize my instructor role more 
effectively. 

3.94 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

The training program inspired 
me to improve my achievement. 3.94 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

The training program increased 
my ability to perform well in my 
job role 

3.94 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

The training program helped me 
to develop leadership behavior 3.95 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

The training program helped me 
to prove myself in my work as an 
instructor 

3.94 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

My behavior changed positively 
after completing the training 
program. 

3.96 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

Average Weighted Mean 3.94 Strongly Agree Highly Effective 

The table shows the respondents’ perception on the impact of the training program on their 
beahvior.  
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The statements “The training program helped me organize my instructor role more 
effectively.”, “The training program inspired me to improve my achievement.”, “The training 
program increased my ability to perform well in my job role” and “The training program helped 
me to prove myself in my work as an instructor” got a weighted mean of 3.94; “The training 
program helped me to develop leadership behavior” got 3.95; and “My behavior changed 
positively after completing the training program.” got a mean score of 3.96. 

With an overall weighted mean of 3.94, the respondents strongly agree that the training 
program is highly effective as it has high positive impact on their behavior. 

Table 10 Test of Relationship between Age and Effectiveness of Instructor Training Program 

Factors R-Value Verbal Interpretation 

Trainer 0.11 Negligible Positive Correlation 

Training Delivery 0.02 Negligible Positive Correlation 

Impact on Learning and 
Knowledge 

-0.20 Negligible Negative Correlation 

Impact on Behavior -0.16 Negligible Negative Correlation 

*Legend: 
±1.00 = Perfect Positive (Negative) Correlation 
± 0.91 to ± 0.99 = Very High Positive (Negative) Correlation 
± 0.71 to ± 0.90 = High Positive (Negative) Correlation 
± 0.51 to ± 0.70 = Moderately Positive (Negative) Correlation 
± 0.31 to ± 0.50 = Low Positive (Negative) Correlation 
± 0.01 to ± 0.30 = Negligible Positive (Negative) Correlation 
0 = No Correlation 

The table above shows the significant relationship of age to the effectiveness of training 
program in terms of trainer, training delivery, impact on learning and knowledge and impact 
on behavior, all of which shows negligible correlation. The data implies that age has no 
significant relationship on the effectiveness of training program in terms of trainer, training 
delivery, impact on learning and knowledge and impact on behavior 
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Table 11 Test of Relationship between Years in Service and Effectiveness of Instructor Training 
Program 

 Factors R-Value Verbal Interpretation 

Trainer 0.13 Negligible Positive Correlation 

Training Delivery 0.02 Negligible Positive Correlation 

Impact on Learning and 
Knowledge 

-0.21 Negligible Negative Correlation 

Impact on Behavior -0.12 Negligible Negative Correlation 

*Legend: 

±1.00 = Perfect Positive (Negative) Correlation 
± 0.91 to ± 0.99 = Very High Positive (Negative) Correlation 
± 0.71 to ± 0.90 = High Positive (Negative) Correlation 
± 0.51 to ± 0.70 = Moderately Positive (Negative) Correlation 
± 0.31 to ± 0.50 = Low Positive (Negative) Correlation 
± 0.01 to ± 0.30 = Negligible Positive (Negative) Correlation 

0 = No Correlation 

The table above shows the significant relationship of years in service and the effectiveness of 
training program in terms of trainer, training delivery, impact on learning and knowledge and 
impact on behavior, all of which shows negligible correlation. 

The data implies that the length of time spent in service has no significant relationship on the 
perception of the respondents on effectiveness of training program in terms of trainer, 
training delivery, impact on learning and knowledge and impact on behavior. 

Table 12 Test of the Difference Between Gender and Effectiveness of Instructor Training 

Challenges T-stat T-Critical Verbal Interpretation Measure of 
Difference 

Trainer -76.79 1.65 Accept Null Not Significant 

Training Delivery -76.60 1.65 Accept Null Not Significant 

Impact on Learning 
and Knowledge 

-87.30 1.66 Accept Null Not Significant 

Impact on Behavior -78.26 1.65 Accept Null Not Significant 

*Legend: T-stat > T-critical = Significant T-stat < T-critical = Not Significant 
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The table above shows the test of significant difference on the perception of respondents on 
the effectiveness of training program in terms of trainer, training delivery, impact on learning 
and knowledge and impact on behavior based on their gender. 

 The data implies that regardless of sexes, the respondents’ perception on the effectiveness 
of training program in terms of trainer, training delivery, impact on learning and knowledge 
and impact on behavior is the same. 

Table  Test of the Difference Between Ranks and Effectiveness of Instructor Training 

Challenges F F-Critical Measure of Difference 

Trainer 2.97 1.31 Significant 

Training Delivery 6.12 1.29 Significant 

Impact on Learning and 
Knowledge 

2.20 1.30 Significant 

Impact on Behavior 2.68 1.31 Significant 

*Legend: F < F-critical= Not Significant F > F-critical= Significant 

Discussion 
The table above shows the test of significant difference on the perception of respondents on 
the effectiveness of training program in terms of trainer, training delivery, impact on learning 
and knowledge and impact on behavior based on their ranks. 

The data implies that the perception of the respondents on the effectiveness of training 
program in terms of trainer, training delivery, impact on learning and knowledge and impact 
on behavior differs significantly based on their ranks. 

Conclusion 
1. Majority of the respondents are 20-25 years old, male, Private First Class and is in the 

service for a year. 
2. The Instructor Training Program conducted in the Artillery Training School is the highly 

effective in terms of trainer, training delivery, impact on learning and knowledge and 
impact on behavior. 

3. There is no significant relationship between age and years in service and the perception of 
the respondents on the effectiveness of training program in terms of trainer, training 
delivery, impact on learning and knowledge and impact on behavior. 

There is no significant difference between male and female respondents’ perception on the 
effectiveness of training program while a significant difference exists on the perception on the 
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effectiveness of training program in terms of trainer, training delivery, impact on learning and 
knowledge and impact on behavior based on ranks. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study aims to determine the effect of Return On Assets, Return On Equity, Firm Size and 
Operating Cash Flow on Stock Returns listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX). This 
research was conducted on companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange for the period 
2018-2020.  The sampling technique used in this research is purposive sampling technique.  The 
sample of this study were 29 companies.  The data used is secondary data and the data analysis 
technique used is multiple linear regression analysis with the help of the Statistical Product and 
Service Solution (SPSS) version 25.0 program to test the effect of the independent variables on 
the dependent variable.  Based on the results of the research analysis, it was found that Return 
on Equity, Firm size, and Operating Cash Flow had a positive and significant effect on Stock 
Return, while Return on Assets had no effect on Stock Return. 
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Introduction 
Each company has its own ability in terms of building and continuing its business. The public 
can assess how the company's ability to generate operating cash flow and accounting profit 
can be seen fromthe performance of the company's statements.  

Because this industrial sector plays an important role among the wider community in 
meeting their daily needs, food and beverage sub-sector companies  are one of the industrial 
sector categories that have quite good prospects and tend to be in demand by investors as 
one of their investment targets. (Sudjarni, 2017) 

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics 
 

The Central Statistics Agency (BPS) stated that, gross domestic product (GDP) on the basis of 
constant prices (ADHK) of the food and beverage industry (mamin) amounted to IDR 775.1 
trillion in 2021. This value grew by 2.54% compared to the previous year (year on year / yoy) 
yang amounting to Rp755.91 trillion. Food and beverage sub-sector companies  are still 
surviving even though faced with the Covid-19 pandemic in Indonesia.  Based on data from 
the Ministry of Investment/Investment Coordinating Board (BKPM) The value of investment 
in the beverage industry has also become the fifth largest of all existing sectors, the resilience 
of the food and beverage industry can also be seen from the amount of investment they can 
accommodate throughout the first semester of 2021.  this is what makes the food and 
beverage sub-sector company  become one of the sectors that rises so that it is in demand by 
investors in making investments in the hope of getting a return on shares. 

According to Brigham and Houston (2013), signal theory is an action taken by the management 
of a company to provide clues to investors about how management assesses the prospects of 
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the company. Companies with very bright prospects prefer not to fund through new stock 
offerings, while companies with poor prospects do like funding with outside equities. The 
information in the financial statements is a company signal to stakeholders that can influence 
decision making. The better the kinerja of the company which is reflected in the ratios of the 
financial statements, the more interested the investor is to invest in his shares. By providing 
the company's financial information in the form of financial statements, it will encourage 
investors to a better prospect, this can be seen from the completeness of the financial 
statements issued by the company. In addition, management's decision to estimate profits 
properly in the future and be informed to investors can lead the company in a much better 
direction. 

With the increase in the stock price, the return on shares of the company concerned will also 
increase.  The return on shares itself is the expectation for investors from funds invested 
through stocks, where the result is in the form of yield and capital gains (losses) (Hartono, 
2010). According to Halim (2005) current income and capital gains are elements of stock 
returns.  

Based on previous research, the variables that affect stock returns are return on assets (ROA), 
return on equity (ROE), Firm size, operating cash flow. Return on assets (ROA) is a form of 
profitability ratio intended to measure a company's ability to overall funds invested in 
activities used for the company's operating activities with the aim of making a profit byutilizing 
its assets. Based on research conducted by (Basalama et al., 2015), (Putra & Kindangen, 2016), 
(Gunadi & Kesuma, 2015). (Febrion, 2018) shows that return on assets (ROA) has no significant 
effect on returnsn shares. 

The high return on equity (ROE) reflects that the company managed to make a profit from its 
own capital. The increase in Return on Equity (ROE) will also boost the company's selling value 
which has an impact on the stock price, so this hal is correlated with an increase in  stock 
returns. In the research conducted by (Nurhayani. A & Mandala, 2016), (Carlo, 2014), shows 
that return on equity (ROE) has a positive and significant effect on stock returns. However, 
according to (Oktofia et al., 2016) return on equity (ROE) does not have a significant effect on  
stock returns. According to Devi (2010) securities of small companies may be less marketable 
so they require pricing in such a way that investors obtainhasil that provides higher  returns. 
Based on research (Nurhayani. A & Mandala, 2016) states that the size of the company has a 
positive and significant effect on stock returns.  

Operating cash flow is a statement of cash inflows and outflowsfrom the company for one 
period. Ikhsan and Teddy (2009) stated that the cash flow statement provides useful 
information regarding the company's ability to generate operating cash, maintain and expand 
its operating capacity tomeet its financial obligations and pay dividendsOne of the studies that 
tested the relationship between operating cash flow and  stock returns was conducted by 
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(Nurhayani. A & Mandala, 2016) where they stated that operating cash flow has a significant 
influenceon  stock returns. Based on the background and also the inconsistency of the results 
from previous studies, the researcher will re-examine the factors that affect stock returns 
because there are differences in results in previous studies. The factorsused in this study are 
return on assets (ROA), return on equity (ROE), Firm size, operating cash flow, Based on this, 
this study is entitled "The Effect of Return on Assets, Return on Equity, Firm Size, and 
Operating Cash Flow on Stock Returns in Companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange 
(IDX)".  The purpose of this study is to determine and analyze the effect of return on assets 
(ROA), return on equity (ROE), Firm size, operating cash flow on  stock returns. Based on the 
above background, the conceptual framework can be described as follows: 

Figure 1. Conceptual Framework 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Effect of Return on Assets on  Stock Returns 

ROA is the company's ability to utilize its assets to make a profit.  The greater the value of 
return on assets, the better the company's performance, because the rate of return on 
investment is getting bigger.  Return on Asset measures a company's ability to generate profits 
based on assets owned in a certain period of time. Basedon the results of research by 
Handayati & Zulyanti (2018), Erari (2014), Mayuni & Suarjaya (2018), Ulupui (2010) stated that 
Return on Assets has a significant effect on stock returns.  

H1 : Return on Asset (ROA) affects Stock Return. 

Effect of Return on Equity on Stock Returns 

The greater the return on equity (ROE) the greater the pasar price, because the large return 
on equity (ROE) gives an indication that the return that the investor will receive will be high so 
that investors will be interested in buying the stock, and it causes the stock market price to 
tend to rise. Based on the results of research by Carlo (2014), Atiqoh et al. (2019), Worotikan 
et al. (2021) stated that return on equity (ROE) affects  stock returns. This means that the 

Return on Asset (X1) 
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Stock Return (Y) 
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higher the return on equity (ROE) of a company, the higher the return of shares produced. 
Based on previous studies, the hypothesis of this study is: 

H2 : return on equity (ROE) affects  stock returns. 

The Effect of Firm Size on Stock Returns 

The size of the company is also arepulsion of the u kur for a company to determine the type 
of company capacity it has. Based on the signaling theory, the large size of the company 
reflects that the company has a good performance for the future so that it becomes a positive 
signal for themarket so that it will be willing to pay more to get company shares. The size of 
the company as measured by the Natural Logarithm of the company's total assets affects the 
return on shares. Based on the results of research by Pratiwi & Putra (2015), and Sugiarto 
(2011) stated that firm size affects  stock returns. Therefore, investors are more speculated to 
choose a large company in the hope of obtaining a large profit (return) as well. Based on the 
explanation above, the hypotheses in this study are: 

H3 : The size of the company affects the return on  shares. 

Effect of Operating Cash Flow on Stock Returns 
Operating cash flow which is a measuring instrument that can determine whether the company's 
operating activities can generate sufficient cash flow topay off loans and maintain the company's 
operating capabilities. Information about the cash flow of a company is useful for users of financial 
statements as a basis for assessing the company's capabilities and assessing the company's need to 
use the cash flow. Based on the results of research by rachmawati ria (2016), Nurhayani. A & Mandala 
(2016) stated that operating cash flow affects stock returns.  The more efficient the market, the more 
convincing the information about the increase in cash flow of operating activities will be to increase 
stock returns.  Based on the explanation above, the hypotheses in this study are: 

H4 : Operating cash flow affects  stock returns. 

Method 
This research uses an associative quantitative approach. The population that is the object of 
this study includes all Food and Beverage companies  listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange 
for the 2018-2020 period. The sampling technique was purposive sampling and 13 food and 
beverage companies were obtained based on predetermined criteria. In this study, the 
sample was companies that met certain criteria according to Bahri (2018) with modifications 
from peneliti. The criteria for the research sample are: 

1. Food and Beverage companies  listed on the IDX have issued financial statements 
successively during the 2018-2020 period. 
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2. Food and Beverage companies  that provide financial statements on a continuous basis 
during the 2018-2020 period. 

3. Food and Beverage companies  that earned consecutive profits during the period 2018-
2020. 

4. Food and Beverage companies that distribute dividends during the 2018-2020 period. 
 

Research Variables 
Stock Return (Y) 
Stock return is the profit of the price difference (capital gain) which is the profit received due 
to the difference between the selling price and the purchase price of shares from an 
investment instrument, which means that  the investment instrument must betraded in the 
market.  Annual stock return of Food and Beverage  companies listed on the Indonesia Stock 
Exchange in 2018-2020.  

Return On Assets (X1) 
According to Fahmi (2015) return on assets (ROA) measures the investment that has been 
invested in being able to provide a return on profits as expected. The return on assets (ROA) 
ratio is calculated in the following way: 

 
 
 1 

 
 
 
Return on Equity (X2) 
Return on equity is a profitability ratio that measures a company's ability to generate a profit 
from shareholders' investments in the company. This ratio can be calculated by the following 
formula: 

 
 
 
 2 

 
Operating Cash Flow (X3) 
Operating cash flow is a statement of the company's operating cash flow. In this study 
operating cash flow is calculated as a change in operating cash flow formulated as follows: 

 
 
 3 

Information: 
AKO = Operating cash flow 
AKOi,t = operating cash flow for the current period 

Return on Assets = Net profit after tax x 100% 
Total Assets 

Return on Equity = 
Net profit after tax 

x 100% 
Total Equity 

AKO =  
AKOi,t – AKOi(t-1) x 100 

AKOt,(t-1) 
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AKOi,(t-1) = 
operating cash flow of the previous period 
Firm Size (X4) 
Firm size in a company is basically a grouping of companies into several groups, including 
large, medium and small companies. Company scale is a measure used to reflect the size of 
the company based on the company's total assets (Suwito and Herawaty, 2005). To 
determine the size of the enterprise can be calculated in the following way: 

Company Size = Ln (Total Assets). 

The analysis method in this study aims to test hypotheses with the berga nda regression 
method. Multiple regression analysis is an analysis that connects between two or more 
independent variables with dependent variables. The purpose of multiple regression analysis 
is to measure the intensity of the relationship of two or more variables (Bahri, 2018). 
Through regression analysis, further testing is carried out with the formula: 

Y = a +b₁x₁ + b₂x₂ +b₃x₃ + b₄x₄ + e 4 
Information: 
Y : Dependent Variable (Stock Return) 
a : Constant Value 
b : Regression Coefficient 
x₁ : Return On Assets 
x₂ : Return On Equity 
x₃ : Operating Cash Flow 
x₄ : Firm Size 
e : Error (Residual) 

Hypothesis Test 

Bahri (2018) the value of t is obtained in the output part of the regression coefficient used for 
hypothesis testing the influence of individual independent variables on dependent variables. To test 
the hypothesis, the criteria for taking themessenger's kep are as follows: 
a. If the signification value > 0.05 then H1 is rejected, meaning that the individual independent 

variable has no effect on the dependent variable. 
b. If the signification value ≤ 0.05 then H1 is accepted, meaning that the independent variable 

individually and significantly affects the dependent variable. 

Result 
After statistical testing using SPSS 25.00, descriptive statistics were generated which aimed to 
provide an overview of the characteristics of research variables (Ghozhali, 2006). 
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics 

 Mean Std. Deviation N 
STOCK RETURNS 3239.768974358974400 4032.179928403490500 39 
Roa 24.989254431020807 134.627486927404160 39 
Roe 7.501526894148395 52.955063346654310 39 
FIRM SIZE 24.101323758118546 5.443689098241141 39 
OPERATING CASH FLOW 1866178739308.539 3508116557927.2400 39 

Classical assumption tests are carried out before hypothesis testing, this test needs to be 
applied because a regression model will be able to be analyzed properly if it meets the 
requirements of classical assumptions (Ghozhali, 2006). 

Table 2. Klomogorov-Smirnov Normality Test Results 

 Unstandardized Residual 
N 39 
Normal Parametersa,b Mean .0000000 

Std. Deviation 2429.52474057 
Most Extreme Differences Absolute .126 

Positive .111 
Negative -.126 

Statistical Test .126 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .124c 

Based on the test results of the residual value, it is known that the Asymptotic Significance 
value  is 0.124. Thus the results show that the data is normally distributed because the 
Asymptotic Significance is greater than 0.05. This result is juga reinforced in the image below. 

Table 3. Multicholinearity Test Results 

Type 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

Collinearity 
Statistics 

B 
Std. 

Error Beta Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant) 11985.368 2361.746  5.075 .000   

Roa .734 3.438 .025 .214 .832 .810 1.234 
Roe 22.252 8.948 .292 2.487 .018 .773 1.293 
FIRM SIZE -392.999 89.791 -.531 -

4.377 
.000 .727 1.376 

OPERATING 
CASH FLOW 

2,899E-10 .000 .252 2.191 .035 .806 1.241 

a. Dependent Variable: STOCK RETURN 

The Coefficients  table shows that the VIF value of the ROA variable is 1.234, the ROE 
variable is a VIF value of 1.293 and the firm size variable  is a VIF value of 1.376 and the 
operating cash flow variable  is a VIF value of 1.241. The values of the four variables < 10 or 
no free variabels that have a variance inflation factor (VIF) above 10, so it is concluded that 
there is no multicollinearity between free variables in the regression model used. 
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Table 4. Heterochedasticity Test Results 

 Roa Roe 
FIRM 
SIZE 

OPERATIN
G CASH 
FLOW 

Unstandardize
d Residual 

Spearman'
s Rho 

Roa Correlatio
n 
Coefficien
t 

1.00
0 

.586*

* 
-

.425*

* 

.456** .047 

Sig. (2-
Tailed) 

. .000 .007 .004 .778 

N 39 39 39 39 39 
Roe Correlatio

n 
Coefficien
t 

.586*

* 
1.00

0 
-.316 .460** .220 

Sig. (2-
Tailed) 

.000 . .050 .003 .177 

N 39 39 39 39 39 
FIRM SIZE Correlatio

n 
Coefficien
t 

-
.425*

* 

-.316 1.00
0 

-.294 .051 

Sig. (2-
Tailed) 

.007 .050 . .070 .759 

N 39 39 39 39 39 
OPERATING 
CASH FLOW 

Correlatio
n 
Coefficien
t 

.456*

* 
.460*

* 
-.294 1.000 .199 

Sig. (2-
Tailed) 

.004 .003 .070 . .225 

N 39 39 39 39 39 
Unstandardize
d Residual 

Correlatio
n 
Coefficien
t 

.047 .220 .051 .199 1.000 

Sig. (2-
Tailed) 

.778 .177 .759 .225 . 

N 39 39 39 39 39 
**. Correlation Is Significant At The 0.01 Level (2-Tailed). 

Based on the correlations table, it shows the correlation between the variables ROA, ROE, Firm 
size and operating cash flow with the value of Unstandardized residual having a significance 
value (Sig 2 tailed) of more than 0.05. A significance level of 0.778 > 0.05 means that 
heteroskedasticity does not occur. 
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Table 5. Autocoleration Test Results 

Lag Autocorrelation Std. Errora 
Box-Ljung Statistics 

Value Df Sig.b 
1 .417 .154 7.322 1 .007 
2 .027 .152 7.353 2 .025 
3 -.081 .150 7.641 3 .054 
4 -.071 .148 7.870 4 .096 
5 -.106 .146 8.403 5 .135 
6 -.038 .144 8.473 6 .205 
7 -.055 .141 8.627 7 .281 
8 .130 .139 9.493 8 .302 
9 .137 .137 10.492 9 .312 
10 .051 .135 10.636 10 .387 
11 -.020 .132 10.660 11 .472 
12 -.106 .130 11.325 12 .501 
13 -.229 .128 14.547 13 .336 
14 -.175 .125 16.496 14 .284 
15 -.160 .123 18.198 15 .252 
16 -.092 .120 18.793 16 .280 
a. The underlying process assumed is independence (white noise). 
b. Based on the asymptotic chi-square approximation. 

Table 5 shows that 16 lags are insignificant. The conclusion that tests with the Box-Pierce 
and Ljung Box tests  did not show any autocorrelation. 

Table 6. Multiple regression Test Results 

Type 
Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 11985.368 2361.746  5.075 .000 

Roa .734 3.438 .025 .214 .832 
Roe 22.252 8.948 .292 2.487 .018 
FIRM SIZE -392.999 89.791 -.531 -4.377 .000 
OPERATING CASH FLOW 2,899E-10 .000 .252 2.191 .035 

 
The correlation coefficient (R) describes the strength of the relationship between independent 
variables and dependent variables. The correlation coefficient (R) is said to have a strong 
relationship when R > 0.5. Based on the table above, it can be seen that the correlation 
coefficient (R) between return on assets (X1), Return on equity (X2), Firm size (X3), operating 
cash flow (X4) has a strong relationship because R of 0.798 is greater than 0.5. The magnitude 
of the percentage of the influence of independent variables on dependents can be seen from 
Adjusted R Square of 0.594. Thus, return on assets (X1), Return on equity (X2), Firm size (X3), 
operating cash flow (X4) has an effect of 59.4% on the Return  on Shares (Y) of food and 
beverage companies listed on the IDX for the 2018-2020 period. The sisanya of 40.6% is 
explained by other variables that were not included in this study. 

The statistical test t basically shows how far the independent variable affects the dependent 
variable by assuming that another independent variable is considered constant. Based on the 
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results of the t test in table 6, it shows that only hypotheses of 1 ditolak are seen from the 
significance value of t which > 10% and hypotheses2, 3, and 4 are accepted. This means that 
partially  the variable return on assets does not affect  stock returns while  the variable return 
one quity, firm size and operating cash flow have apositive impact on  stock returns with a 
significance level of 10%. This can be seen from the value of the coefficients of return on equity 
(X2), firm size (X3) and operating cash flow (X4) showing significant values with significance of 
0.018, 0.000, and 0.035 (>10%). 

Discussion 
Return On Asset (ROA) affects Stock Return 
ROA shows the effectiveness of companies utilizing their assets to generate net profit after 
tax. However, in this study, the results were obtained that ROAdid not have a significant effect 
on stock returns. This shows that the effectiveness of using assets owned by the company in 
generating net profit after tax is not a reference for investors in making investment decisions. 
Investor does not solely use ROA as a measure in assessing a company's performance to 
predict the return of a company (Setiyono, 2016). This is consistent with the research of Nur 
et al. (2018), Setiyono & Amanah (2016), Mangantar et al. (2020) which states that ROA has 
no significant effect on stock returns. The company's ability to generate profit by utilizing its 
assets has not been able to become a reference for investors in assessing the company's 
financial management. 

Return On Equity (ROE) affects Stock Returns 
Based on the results of the regression test, hypothesis  2 affects  stock returns. The positive 
relationship of ROE to stock returns shows that if ROE increases, stock returns will also 
increase. Ipay attention to the value of ROE in making decisions to invest. ROE is a profitability 
ratio that reflects the company's ability to generate profits for shareholders on the capital it 
has invested. This will bean attraction for investors to invest in the company (Nurmasari 
(2017). With the increasing demand for shares, it causes the stock price to rise and this causes  
the Stock Return or return rate to be large due to the difference in the current stock price with 
the previous period. This is in accordance with the research of Devi & Artini (2019) which states 
that Return on Equity (ROE) has a significant effect on  Stock Returns. 

Firm Size affects Return Saham  
Based on the results of the regression test that hypothesis 3 affects stock returns, this 
significant influence indicates that the Company Size affects stock returns.  The size of the 
company indicates that the larger and more established a company will have a greater chance 
of going to the capital market, and vice versa. The more efficient the market, the more 
convincing the information about the increase in the size of the company will be able to 
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increase stock returns (Pratiwi & Putra, 2015). This is consistent with research by Sugiarto 
(2011) which states that Company Size has a significant effect on stock returns.  

Operating cash flow affects  Stock Returns 
Based on the results of the regression test, hypothesis  4 affects  stock returns. This shows that 
operating cash flow has a significant effect on stock returns.  Operating cash flow is an 
important element needed by investors in making investment decisions. Investors use 
operating cash flow information  as a measurement of the company's performance andare 
able to describe economic conditions and are able to provide a basis for future cash flow 
projections that tend to be measured through stock prices and stock returns.  Operating cash 
flow is a measuring instrument that can determine whetherthe company's opera activities can 
generate sufficient cash flow to pay off loans, maintain the company's operating capabilities, 
pay dividends and make new investments without relying on outside funding sources 
(Nurhayani. A & Mandala, (2016).  the results ofthis study support research from Nurhayani. 
A & Mandala (2016) which states that operating cash flow affects stock returns. 

Conclusion 
Based on the results of the discussion that has been described in the previous chapter, the 
following conclusions are obtained.  Return On Asset does not affect the Return on  Shares in 
food and beverage companies  listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange. Investors do not solely 
use ROA as a measure in assessing a company's performance to predicta company's return n.  
Return on equity has a significant effect  on stock returns in food and beverage companies  
listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange. This will be an attraction for investors to invest in the 
company. Firm size has a positive and significant effect  on Stock Returns in food and beverage 
companies  listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange.  The more efficient the market, the more 
convincing the information about the increase in the size of the company will be able to 
increase stock returns.  Operating cash flow has a significant effect on stock returns in food 
and beverage companies  listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange.  Operating cash flow is an 
important element needed by investors in making investment decisions.  

Based on the conclusions and analysis that has been carried out, the advice for researchers 
can then use the lai n sub-sectoror all companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange so 
that the results can be generalized, for the Return On Asset variable  can use other variables 
and the research period can use a longer period of time  again, so as to maximize in obtaining 
research results. 
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ABSTRACT 

The COVID-19 pandemic is responsible for a sharp drop in business activities particularly in the 
hospitality and tourism industries. The onset of fear from being ill with Sars-Cov-2 and 
heightened by government restrictions, businesses were forced to seize operations or reduce 
capacity which created a big impact in their performance and stability. The objective of this 
research was to identify the sustainability techniques used by restaurants in Cabanatuan City, 
Philippines, under this pervasive situation. It addressed specific aspects of sustainable 
development, focusing on the economic, environmental, and social components. It employed 
a descriptive research approach with ten randomly selected restaurants, survey 
questionnaires, and observation to collect data. Findings revealed that restaurants adhered to 
certain areas of sustainability particularly in the area of Business Management, indicating the 
right approach in terms of appropriate tools in business activities that foster effective 
administration, compliance, and cash flow management to achieve its sustainability target, 
whereas some elements in the areas of Corporate Social Responsibility require improvement. 
Other notable observations ascribed to shift in the new normal include reliance on digital and 
social media to transact with clients. Furthermore, a lack of implementation of waste 
management and water conservation techniques, as well as challenges to food supply chain 
management sustainability, are imminent, and adoption of renewable energy may be deemed 
important. The overall score on the eight characteristics examined in this study pointed to the 
sustainability strategies to verbal interpretation of "often," which, in order to achieve more 
sustainable development goals, must be changed to "always." 

KEYWORDS:  Sustainability, Sustainable Development, Economic, Environmental, Social, 
Restaurants, COVID-19 
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Introduction 
Restaurants today do not only concentrate on food and beverage service and gaining profits 
but maintaining sustainable operations which has been a struggle due to COVID-19. The 
pandemic had major impacts on the operations of food and beverage service industries. 
Restaurants nowadays, evolved and continue to adjust to the demands of the “new normal”. 
Modifying operations; from kitchen to dining areas, evolving sanitation guidelines, improving 
or enabling delivery services are some changes these businesses are facing. Apart from the 
challenge of sustaining economical, social and environmental growth. 

In 1987, the Brundland Commission defined sustainable development as development that 
meets the demands of the present without jeopardizing future generations' ability to satisfy 
their own needs. Jones and Allen, on the other hand, believe that sustainable development is 
the path to long-term success. The latter must be pursued further and can only be 
accomplished when the three pillars of environmental, economic, and social factors are 
balanced (Purvis, et al., 2019). Understanding sustainability necessitates an understanding of 
sustainable development. These terms may require a deeper understanding and must be 
addressed in order to fully achieve the industry's purpose. Sustainability, as defined by Mayers 
in 1987, is a process in which the natural resource base is not allowed to disintegrate. The 
second alternative description was supplied by environmentalist Paul Hawken, who has 
written about the knowledge that use of the earth's resources by mankind makes them 
degrade faster than they can be restored and regenerated. 

The triple bottom line approach to sustainable development was broken down into three parts 
in this study:  economic sustainable development was measured using two standards; 
marketing and business management. Food and Beverage Management, Water Efficiency, 
Energy Conservation, and Waste Management were among the environmental criteria, while 
communication and corporate social responsibility were among the social standards. 
Cabanatuan, as a dynamic and first-class city, offers numerous business prospects, including 
those in the food and beverage industry. New restaurants and food outlets are constantly 
springing up. Despite the inception of the epidemic, the city maintains an excellent market for 
food outlets, with a population of more than 300,000 (2015 census). There are more than 82 
food outlets registered in the city as of 2017 (Business Permit and License Division, 
Cabanatuan City), despite the expansion of ambulant food vendors and the demand for food 
delivery services. Because the Philippine  population is predicted to expand faster than the 
current year in the coming decades, reliance on more efficient and effective use of farm lands 
will be required to feed the growing population. Such an increase, as well as the ongoing battle 
against the pandemic, necessitate an evaluation of restaurant practices in terms of long-term 
development. 
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Theoretical/ Conceptual Framework 

The research is based on Elkington's Triple Bottom Line (TBL) concept to sustainability, which 
he presented in 1994. This measure encompasses a framework to evaluate performance of 
businesses beyond the traditional measures of profits, return on investment and shareholder 
value. The framework of this study went beyond the traditional outline by presenting in a 
manner deemed appropriate to be able to specifically indicate the relationship of sustainable 
development strategies. 

The sustainable development strategies in order to attain sustainability included Economic, 
Environmental and Social. The relationships of these three pillars are needed to be balanced 
in order to achieve true sustainability. These are then subdivided into sub-variables, which 
comprise the restaurant's economic, marketing, and business management aspects. This 
paper examines the concept of sustainable development in relation to the restaurants' 
internal and external strategies, as well as their ethical practices. 

Food and Beverage Management, Water Efficiency, Energy Conservation, and Waste 
Management were all covered in the environmental category. This aspect delves into the 
benefits and drawbacks of sustainable development as used by restaurants. Water, Energy 
and Waste Management are main concerns of the environment not just in the food and 
beverage sector but throughout the whole society as well. 

Social factors indicated Communication and Corporate Social Responsibility. It illustrates the 
challenges and responsibilities of restaurant operators and business owners in general. 
Observations were made as part of the research procedure conducted by the researchers and 
survey questionnaires accomplished by owners and employees of the selected restaurants. 
Data Analysis and Statistical Treatment were also applied to interpret the data gathered. 
Microsoft Excel Data Analysis Tools were adapted pragmatically in this paper. The output of 
this research study included suggested sustainable development regulations and standards 
for restaurants throughout Cabanatuan City. It also included a proposal to establish a 
restaurant association in the city. 

Method 
The descriptive research design was used in the study. According to Cristobal and Cristobal 
(2013), this research method accurately portrays a population that was chosen based on 
certain characteristics. It is also used to assess the scope or direction of attitudes and behavior. 
The goal of this method is to provide a picture of the situation as it occurs naturally. It can be 
used to develop theories, justify practices, aid in professional judgment, or identify flaws in 
them. The respondents were limited to ten restaurants using purposive sampling based on 
their asset size, which should be more than Php 1 million in capitalization, have been in 
operation for at least five years, and have ten or more employees. It also used observation to 
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validate data when gathering it. A Likert scale was used to determine the extent to which 
restaurant respondents used the strategies. The interpretation of the Likert scale is based on 
the degree of frequency where the options are Always, Often, Seldom, and Never, as shown 
in Table 1. 
Table 1. Point Value, Range and Verbal Interpretation 

Point Range Verbal Interpretation 
4 3.26 - 4.00 Always (administered every time) 
3 2.51-3.25 Often (administered majority of the time) 
2 1.76 -2.50 Seldom (administered rarely) 
1 1.00 -1.75 Never (not ever administered) 

Result 
Tables 2–9 provide a summary of the level of practice or application of restaurant sustainable 
development strategies.. 
 
Table 2. Sustainability Strategies – Economic (Marketing) 

No. Item Statement Weighted  
Mean 

Verbal 
Interpretation 

1 Utilizes social media sharing incentives (Facebook, 
Instagram,  Twitter) 3.40 Always 

2 Print is used as a marketing medium. 2.10  Seldom 

3 Implements loyalty program 3.10 Often 

4 The prices are competitive to those found in other 
restaurants. 3.20 Often 

5 Takes orders through digital media. 3.60 Always 
6 Has own food and beverage delivery service 3.00 Often 

7 Has third party partners for food and beverage delivery 
(Food Panda, Manong Delivery, Toktok, etc.) 3.50 Always 

 Overall Weighted Mean  3.13  Often 

This shows that restaurants that use social media sharing incentives like Facebook, Instagram, 
and Twitter consistently had a mean score of 3.40, which can be interpreted verbally as 
always. Similarly, most establishments today use digital media to take orders, with a mean of 
3.60.  It was also notable that the restaurants in review often have their own food and 
beverage delivery service with weighted mean of 3.00 and always have third party partners 
for food and beverage delivery with a weighted mean score of 3.50. 
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Table 3. Sustainability Strategies – Economic (Business Management) 

No. Item Statement Weighted  
Mean 

Verbal 
Interpretation 

1 Employees are hired in the region of operation. 3.30 Always 
2 Employees are paid on time. 3.50 Always 
3 Uses a Point of Sale system 3.30 Always 
4 Acceptance of electronic payment (GCash, PayMaya, 

Credit Card, Debit Card, etc) 
3.40 Always 

5 Day-to-day financial operations of the company is 
accounted 

3.70 Always 

6 Provides a sufficient budget for long-term sustainability 
measures. 

3.20 Always 

7 Employees receive customer service training on a 
regular basis. 

2.80 Often 

 Overall Weighted Mean 3.31 Always 

The data indicate that item number five has the highest weighted mean of 3.70, which can be 
interpreted verbally as always. The overall weighted mean is 3.31, which can be interpreted 
to mean always. This would imply that the Economic Sustainable Development Strategies in 
Business Management specify a degree of applicability and should thus be regarded as 
manageable and feasible. 

Table 4. Sustainability Strategies – Environmental (Restaurant Management) 

No. Item Statement Weighted 
Mean 

Verbal 
Interpretation 

1 The restaurant's food ingredients are sourced 
locally or regionally. 2.80 Often 

2 The restaurant's beverages are sourced locally. 3.00 Often 
3 Has a certified food and beverage supplier 3.70 Always 
4 Produces all of its own raw materials 2.20 Seldom 
5 The menu is often changed or modified 2.00 Seldom 
 Overall Weighted Mean 2.74 Often 

 
In terms of restaurant management, table 4 shows that the restaurants "always" have certified 
suppliers, with a mean of 3.70. However, item number 5, “Changes or modifies the menu on 
a regular basis,” has a weighted mean of 2.00 with the verbal interpretation of rarely. 
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Table 5.  Sustainability Strategies – Environmental (Water Efficiency) 

No. Item Statement Weighted 
Mean 

Verbal 
Interpretation 

1 Water potability is tested on a regular basis. 3.20 Often 
2 Has a self-service policy for drinking water or only 

gives to guest who ask for it. 2.00 Seldom 

3 Water is served once the guests are seated. 1.90 Seldom 
4 Waterless urinals and water-saving toilets are used 

in the restroom. 
1.70 Seldom 

5 Guidelines for conserving water are being 
implemented 

3.20 Always 

 Overall Weighted Mean 2.40 Seldom 
 
The survey shows that despite the fact that guidelines for conserving water are being 
implemented (mean of 3.20 and interpreted as always), the restaurants lack measures to 
conserve water in  their restrooms which have no waterless urinals or water efficient toilets 
with a mean of 2.12 and viewed as seldom. 

Table 6. Sustainability Strategies – Environmental (Energy Conservation) 

No. Item Statement Weighted 
Mean 

Verbal 
Interpretation 

1 Uses solar panels or similar energy sources. 1.20 Never 
2 Light-emitting diode (LED) are used all lighting 

system 
3.00 Often 

3 Air conditioning units with inverter technology are 
used. 

3.10 Often 

4 Refrigerators with inverter technology are used. 2.50 Seldom 
5 Al fresco or open dining area is present. 3.10 Often 
6 Energy conservation standards are properly 

implemented. 
3.80 Always 

 Overall Weighted Mean 2.78 Often 

The use of solar panels as an alternative energy source was reflected by a mean of 1.20 or 
“never.” In the Philippines, the use of solar panels is in its early stages. Furthermore, the cost 
of installation can be prohibitively expensive. There is an unlikely initiative for most of these 
restaurants to adapt to. 
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Table 7. Sustainability Strategies – Environmental (Waste Management) 

No. Item Statement Weighted 
Mean 

Verbal 
Interpretation 

1 Strictly follows in garbage segregation 3.10 Often 
2 The use of plastic materials is discouraged, and instead, 

reusable or biodegradable food containers are used. 
3.20 Often 

3 Recyclable take-out bags are being used. 3.20 Often 
4 Inventory is conducted to compare purchase and quantity of 

garbage 
2.90 Often 

5 3Rs (Reduce, Reuse and Recycle) are being utilized 3.10 Often 
6 Guidelines of waste management are rigorously enforced 3.20 Often 
 Overall Weighted Mean 3.12 Often 

Number 6 or guidelines of waste management are rigorously enforced and analyzed, 
according to the above-mentioned item assertions. A mean score of 3.20, or "frequently," was 
discovered. 

Table 8. Sustainability Strategies – Social (Communication) 

No. Item Statement Weighted 
Mean 

Verbal 
Interpretation 

1 Water conservation, energy conservation, and trash 
minimization reminders are prominently displayed inside 
the restaurant for employees to observe. 

3.80 Always 

2 Water conservation, energy conservation, and trash 
minimization reminders are prominently displayed inside 
the restaurant for customers to notice. 

2.40 Seldom 

3 The restaurant's social media page features sustainability 
initiatives. 2.00 Seldom 

4 Social distancing markers and signages for customers to 
see 3.60 Always 

5 Social distancing markers and signages for employees to 
see 3.50 Always 

6 Checking of body temperature, health declaration, and 
hand sanitation before entering the establishment 3.80 Always 

7 The menu includes separate descriptions of the food and 
beverage items. 2.10 Seldom 

 Overall Weighted Mean 3.03 Often 

Numbers 1 and 6 received the highest mean score of 3.80 out of all the items in table 8, and 
were verbally interpreted as "always."  
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Table 9. Sustainability Strategies – Social (Corporate Social Responsibility) 

No. Item Statement Weighted 
Mean 

Verbal 
Interpretation 

1 Activities such as gift giving and contribution drives are carried 
out as part of social and community development. 2.70 Often 

2 Supports/participates in CSR activities and projects of 
government and non-government organizations. 2.30 Seldom 

3 Contributes to charitable organizations 2.20 Seldom 

4 Buys from local food providers to support them. 3.20 Often 

5 Employees are provided with health benefits. 3.00 Often 

6 Provides financial assistance to students for their education 1.90 Seldom 

 Overall Weighted Mean 2.55 Often 

Table 9 shows that item number 5, "employees are provided with health benefits," had the 
highest mean score of 3.00 and was interpreted the most frequently.  

Discussion 

In table 2 Economic (Marketing), the findings support the UN Under-Secretary-General and 
Director-General of the UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs' remark, “The post-
COVID-19 era will bring forward a new normal- one that will accelerate digital transformation 
in many areas. These include digital economy, digital finance, digital government, digital 
health, and digital education” (Liu Zhenmin, 2021). Most transactions transpire either virtually 
or through the use of electronic devices which must be adopted towards long-term business 
sustainability.  

In table 3, The data further suggests that restaurants account for effective administration, 
compliance and cash flow management to attain its sustainability targetsIt also builds a 
stronger link among the company's employees, making it a crucial component for the 
company's survival and long-term viability. In table 4, What Cabanatuan City restaurants lack 
is the ability to produce their own materials and ingredients. “Growing your own ingredients” 
has the potential to produce food in an environmentally friendly manner. According to Ben 
Kramer, an executive chef. It eliminates the uncertainty of availability or a break in supply as 
an independent producer (Manitoba, 2013). The issue of supply-chain management emerges 
as a concern here as well, particularly in the areas of value chain and, ultimately, the efficient 
and equitable use of resources. The UN’s 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development calls for 
changes in countries' patterns of production and consumption of goods in order to mitigate 
the effects of economic progress on the environment (Development Asia, 2020). 
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For table 5, An article published by the Manila Times in June 2016 claimed that water 
conservation should be practiced not only in the restaurant industry, but throughout the 
country. At this time of COVID-19 pandemic, clean, safe, potable water is vital. As a result of 
this problem, the country is likely to face greater challenges until improved management and 
conservation initiatives are launched. For Sustainability Strategies – Environmental (Energy 
Conservation). Open dining areas or take-aways are strictly observed during this time of 
COVID-19 pandemic as regulated by the Inter-Agency Task Force for the Management of 
Emerging Infectious Diseases. This posed a challenge for restaurant operators to be able to 
provide outdoor dining spaces or shift to take-out and deliveries to continue their operations.  

In environmental - waste management; guidelines on waste management are rigorously 
enforced. This is in accordance with the law pertaining to the Solid Waste Management Act of 
2000, also known as Republic Act (RA) 9003. The law declares the state's policy of 
implementing a systematic, comprehensive, and ecological solid waste management program 
that protects public health and the environment. Based on IATF regulations to operate on 
take-aways only, recyclable food containers and take-away bags are in demand, however, this 
is not the case with every establishment as it entails additional costs as compared with 
disposable packages. The result of the research contradicts with a study conducted by Quieroz 
de Oliveria on Food Packaging wastes amid COVID-19 pandemic which stated that the crisis 
intensified disposal of food packaging with fears of contamination with SARS-CoV-2 (2021).  

In Social - Communication;  The fact that reminders to conserve water and energy, as well as 
to reduce trash, are prominently displayed for all to see, is a solid indicator of restaurant 
sustainability in communication. SImilarly, the IATF and the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC) laws enforce social separation, body temperature checks, and health 
declarations, all of which are visible in the restaurants studied. Restaurants must already 
comply with a slew of health and safety regulations in order to stay in business. 

The findings in table 9 (Social - Corporate Social Responsibility) coincide with a Nestle 
Philippines study indicating the company's dedication to employee safety and wellbeing by 
providing a package of perks, working conditions, and safeguards (Marzouki, 2020). 
Restaurants appeared to be having difficulty supporting students' education during COVID-19. 

Conclusion 
Based on the findings of the study, the following conclusions were drawn and ranked 
accordingly based on their weighted mean: 

 Rank 1. In terms of economics - business management, This component of sustainable 
development strategies has a linguistic connotation of "always," implying that restaurants use 
suitable instruments in business activities to promote good administration, compliance, and 
cash flow management in order to meet their sustainability goals. 
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 Rank 2. In terms of Economic – Marketing. This component of sustainable development 
methods has been given a verbal interpretation of "often," as having a digital presence is 
critical during the COVID-19 epidemic. 

 Rank 3. In the aspect of Environmental - Waste Management, this sustainable development 
strategy attained an “often” verbal connotation as areas needing improvement encompass 
policies and stricter guidelines on proper waste disposal. 

 Rank 4.  In the aspect of Social - Communication, the sustainable development strategy got a 
verbal interpretation of “Often”.  The health and safety requirements that restaurants are 
required to implement in their operations are conveyed. Communication has a salient role in 
fostering sustainability and the restaurants can be more adept particularly during this time of 
pandemic that information dissemination is key to battle COVID-19. 

 Rank 5. In the aspect of Environmental - Energy Conservation, this sustainable development 
strategy attained a verbal interpretation of “often”. Energy saving guidelines are implemented 
and open dining areas are facilitated in observance of strict measures to avoid spread of Sars-
Cov-2. On the other hand, businesses are hesitant to use a more cordial renewable energy. 

Rank 6. In the aspect of Environment - Food and Beverage Management, this sustainable 
development strategy got a verbal interpretation of “often”. However, the restaurants’ ability 
to produce their own ingredients are imminent . Homegrown goods and responsible 
consumption are key elements to sustainable operations. 

Rank 7. In the aspect of Social - Corporate Social Responsibility, this aspect of sustainable 
development strategy got a verbal interpretation of “often”. Restaurants support local  food 
suppliers, are engaged in gift giving and donation drives especially during this time of 
pandemic.  

CSR activities bolstering government and non-government organizations improve social 
presence and help the community they belong to.  

Rank 8. In the aspect of Environmental - Water Efficiency, this sustainable development 
strategy, got a verbal interpretation of “often”. Some areas still need to be enhanced as not 
all utilize  water efficient toilets and water saving guidelines are stringently facilitated. 

The following suggestions are given in light of the results drawn from the study: 

Restaurants should actively work to be more ecologically conscious; growing their own food 
components, as well as changing the menu to reflect seasonal crop variations, are both steps 
toward sustainability. Restaurants' corporate social responsibility must be strengthened, 
notably in support of government and non-governmental organizations' CSR initiatives, 
particularly during this time of pandemic. 
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Sustainable regulations and standards must be established to give direction to restaurateurs 
and future owners. In Cabanatuan city, an organized association of restaurateurs should 
instigate measures to promote sustainable operations during and post COVID-19 pandemic. 
Lastly, further research studies on sustainable development and sustainability may be 
broadened to include additional factors that contribute to long-term success and provide 
extensive understanding of the restaurant industry. It can also be extended to other 
businesses. 
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ABSTRACT 

The study focused on the acceptability of farmers on using combine harvester in San Miguel, 
Bulacan, Philippines with emphasis on the efficiency of Combine Harvester; the advantages 
and disadvantages; and the problems encountered of using the machine. The respondent of 
the study consists of farmers, seasonal laborers and owners of combine harvester in San 
Miguel, Bulacan, Philippines.  The group of farmers surveyed and interviewed were those who 
had a direct and indirect involvement in the operation of the combine harvester in San Miguel, 
Bulacan, Philippines.  Farming was the main source of income of all of the respondents, except 
the owners of combine harvester who were having their other businesses means of livelihood 
and enterprises.  Combine harvester was a newly introduced technology in San Miguel, 
Bulacan.  Most of the owners own at least a unit of combine harvester in the area.  Though it 
was newly introduced to the community, many farmers accepted it and patronized this product 
of modern technology because they proved that combine harvester was a more effective way 
of harvesting rice compared to manual labor. Consequently, it minimizes cost and expenses 
compared to labor/manual harvesting, endorsed by the government as an alternative way of 
harvesting rice, makes work easier, promised more income/return to the farmers, it saves time 
and therefore increases productivity, and were accepted by many farmers in the municipality 
of San Miguel, Bulacan, Philippines. 

KEYWORDS:  Combine Harvester, farmers, seasonal laborers, productivity, efficiency 
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Introduction 
Rice is the most extensively grown crop in the country, planted about 30% of the total to 
agricultural area harvested. For ninety-seven million families, rice farming is the source of over 
half of the household income. In addition, millions of landless farm workers, and tens of 
thousands of merchants indirectly depend on rice for a living. (Dawe: 2003). In this study, the 
researchers want to know the problems encountered by landless farm workers if they were 
replaced by combine harvester on rice harvesting in the Philippines.  

The combine harvester was invented in the United States by Hiram Moore in 1834, and early 
versions were pulled by horse or mule teams. In 1835, Moore built a full-scale version and by 
1839, over 50 acres of crops were harvested. By 1860, combine harvesters with a cutting width 
of several meters were used on American farms. In 1882, the Australian Hugh Victor 
McKay had a similar idea and developed the first commercial combine harvester in 1885, the 
Sunshine Harvester. (Dawe: 2003) The Philippine Rice Research Institute (PhilRice) research 
team in cooperation with the Briggs and Stratton (B&S), a private company supplying farm 
engines in the Philippines, modified the original design of rice combine harvester from China 
to fit local farm conditions. China’s design has reaping, crop conveying, and threshing 
components only. According to a report submitted to PCARRD, PhilRice and B&S improved the 
machine’s efficiency by incorporating cleaning, bagging, and recycling components. Technical 
evaluation on its performance, which was conducted by the Agricultural Machinery Testing 
and Evaluation Center of the University of the Philippines Los Banos (AMTEC-UPLB), indicates 
that the machine performed well with 0.194 hectare per hour field capacity, 86.6 percent field 
efficiency, 90.3 percent purity of threshed grains, total grain loss of only 1.68 percent, and fuel 
consumption of 3.68 liters per hour. AMTEC-UPLB test results are comparable with the data 
gathered from the endurance tests conducted in Nueva Ecija, Bataan, Tarlac, Pangasinan, and 
Cagayan, involving farmer-cooperators. (AMTEC-UPLB: 2011) 

Economic analysis on the use of machine for custom hiring to service farms of organized 
farmer groups shows that at harvesting cost of P5,442 per hectare, the capital investment of 
P350,000 can be recovered in 1.7 years or from a harvesting area of 87.3 hectares to break-
even. For individual farmer’s use and ownership, economic viability is high at benefit-cost ratio 
of 1.36 with a break-even land area of 48 hectares and a payback period of less than one year. 
Additional income can be realized from the recovered harvesting losses of 5 percent, which is 
better compared with unrecovered manual harvesting losses of more than 6 percent. 
(http://www.pcaarrd.dost.gov.ph) The researchers want to find out the benefits of using 
combine harvester among the selected farmers and stakeholders in San Miguel, Bulacan, 
hence, this study. This study determined the acceptability of combine harvester by a group of 
farmer respondents’ in the Municipality of San Miguel, Bulacan. 

Specifically, the researchers sought to answer the following questions: 
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1. What is the extent of acceptability of farmers on using Combine Harvester? 
2. How efficient is the Combine Harvester compare to manual harvesting? 
3. What are the advantages and disadvantages using combine harvester? 
4. What are the problems encountered in using combine harvester? 

Method 
Research Design 
This study assessed the acceptability of Combine Harvester machine in the Municipality of San 
Miguel, Bulacan.  Descriptive method was use through survey questionnaire and personal 
interviews. The data gathered from the respondents were used as basis to determine the 
acceptability and viability of the Combine Harvester Machine. 

Sampling Procedure and Selection of the Respondents 
A complete enumeration of 10 owners of combine harvester machine; 25 farmers who availed 
the machine; and 25 seasonal laborers who were displaced and affected by the work of 
technology was used as sample population. The list of 10 owner of combine harvester was 
given by Municipal Agricultural Office (MAO) in San Miguel, Bulacan. The lists of 25 farmers 
were obtained from the owner of combine harvester who actually used or availed their 
machine. The list of 25 seasonal laborers was obtained in areas in San Miguel, Bulacan where 
the combine harvesters was used, hired and operated during the last first-crop harvesting 
season of 2021.   

Research Instrument 
The study utilized a survey questionnaire. A Likert type of instrument was developed and 
solely used in gathering the respondents’ perception in this study.  The bases for developing 
the instrument were the objectives and problems mentioned in this study. The instrument 
which was submitted to the adviser and critic for comments, and suggestions was validated to 
test the statistical conformity.  The instrument was immediately floated to the respondents.  
The research instrument was prepared accordingly with clear instruction and direction.  Data 
gathered was used to determine the acceptability of farmers on using combine harvester in 
San Miguel, Bulacan.  Consequently, the primary data was used to compute Average 
Percentage Distribution of Acceptability of Using Combine Harvester. 

Data Processing and Statistical Treatment 
Data gathered were classified and tabulated accordingly.  Descriptive procedure was used for 
analysis and interpretation. 
1. Simple mean and percentage ranking was used to quantify the response of each 

respondents.  For verbal interpretation of the responses of respondents’, the following 
verbal description was used in this study: 
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Weighted Mean   Verbal Description 
4.21 – 5.00   Very much accepted (VMA) 
3.41 – 4.20   Accepted (A) 
2.61 – 3.40   Moderately accepted (MA) 
1.81 – 2.60   Slightly accepted (SA) 
1.00 – 1.80   Not accepted (NA) 

2. F-test was used to determine the differences on three groups of farmers’ respondents in 
San Miguel, Bulacan; 

3. Simple frequency and ranking was used to analyze the acceptability of farmers’ 
respondents in San Miguel, Bulacan. ; 

4. Percentage distribution- was used to determine the presence of each different number to 
express as percent. 

Result 
This chapter of the study presented the analysis and interpretation of gathered data from the 
response of the respondents of the municipality of San Miguel, Bulacan. 

Table 1.  Farmers Acceptability of Using Combine Harvester  

Respondents Average Rank Equivalent Rating 
Farmer 4.5 1 VMA 

C.H. Owner 4.48 2 VMA 
Seasonal Laborer 4.0 3 A 

The farmers acceptability of using Combine Harvester revealed that farmers got the highest 
rank with a mean of 4.5 which means very much accepted (VMA). It reflects that farmers 
indeed accepted the technology of using combine harvester. It was followed by the combine 
harvester owner with a mean of 4.48 which means very much accepted (VMA) and last was 
the response of seasonal laborer with a mean of 4.0 which also means accepted (A). 
Table 3. shows the level of acceptability on using combine harvester. It was highlighted by ten 
benchmark statement. 
In benchmark statement no.1 farmer-respondents’ obtained a mean of 4.88 which suggests 
that they very much accepted (VMA) and using combine harvester is more effective way of 
harvesting rice compared to labor. On the other hand, seasonal laborer respondents obtained 
a mean of 3.96 which means accepted (A). And also, C.H. owner respondents obtained a mean 
of 5.00 which means very much accepted (VMA).  

Table 2 Level of Acceptability of Farmers on Using Combine Harvester 

Benchmark Statement on using 
combine harvester 

Farmers Seasonal laborer C.H. Owner 
Mean VD Mean VD Mean VD 
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1. Combine harvester is more 
effective way of harvesting 
rice compare to laborer. 

4.88 VMA 3.96 A 5.00 VMA 

2. Combine harvester minimizes 
cost and expenses compared 
to labor/manual harvesting. 

4.6 VMA 4.00 A 4.60 V          MA 

3. Combine harvester was 
endorsed by the government 
as an alternative way of 
farming. 

4.36 VMA 3.92 A 4.10 A 

4. The work can easily done by 
using combine harvester. 4.72 VMA 4.28 VMA 4.80 VMA 

5. The use of combine harvester 
promise more 
income/return to the 
farmers. 

4.76 VMA 4.00 A 4.80 VMA 

6. The combine harvester 
eliminates seasonal 
laborers/manual laborers. 

4.76 VMA 4.64 VMA 4.80 VMA 

7. The combine harvester saves 
time and therefore increases 
productivity. 

4.76 VMA 4.44 VMA 4.80 VMA 

8. The combine harvester 
damaged the field heavily. 3.40 MA 3.76 A 2.80 MA 

9. The combine harvester is 
accepted by many farmers. 4.44 VMA 3.60 A 4.30 VMA 

10. Will you recommend the use 
of combine harvester to 
other farmers? 

4.28 VMA 3.24 MA 4.80 VMA 

MEAN 4.50 VMA 4.00 A 4.48 VMA 

In benchmark statement no.2 farmer-respondents’ obtained a mean of 4.60 which suggests 
that they very much accepted (VMA) which means that Combine harvester minimizes cost and 
expenses compared to labor/manual harvesting. On the other hand laborer respondent 
obtained a mean of 4.00 which means accepted (A). Meanwhile, owner respondent obtained 
a mean of 4.60 which means very much accepted (VMA).  

In benchmark statement no.3 farmer-respondents’ obtained a mean of 4.36 which suggests 
that they very much accepted (VMA) the use of Combine harvester. It endorsed by the 
government as an alternative way of farming. On the other hand laborer respondent obtained 
a mean of 3.92 which means accepted (A). The owner respondent obtained a mean of 4.10 
which means accepted (A). 

In benchmark statement no.4 farmer-respondents’ obtained a mean of 4.72 which suggests 
that they very much accepted (VMA). The work can easily done by using combine harvester. 
On the other hand laborer respondent obtained a mean of 4.28 which means very much 
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accepted (VMA).  The owner respondent obtained a mean of 4.80 which means very much 
accepted (VMA). 

In benchmark statement no.5 farmer-respondents’ obtained a mean of 4.76 which suggests 
that they very much accepted (VMA). The use of combine harvester promise more 
income/return to the farmers. On the other hand laborer respondent obtained a mean of 4.00 
which means accepted (A).  Meanwhile,  owner respondent obtained a mean of 4.80 which 
means very much accepted (VMA). 

In benchmark statement no.6 farmer-respondents’ obtained a mean of 4.76 which suggests 
that they very much accepted (VMA). The combine harvester eliminates seasonal 
laborers/manual laborers. On the other hand laborer respondent obtained a mean of 4.64 
which means very much accepted (VMA).  The owner respondent obtained a mean of 4.80 
which means very much accepted (VMA). 

In benchmark statement no.7 farmer-respondents’ obtained a mean of 4.76 which suggests 
that they very much accepted (VMA). The combine harvester saves time and therefore 
increases productivity.  On the other hand laborer respondent obtained a mean of 4.44 which 
means very much accepted (VMA). And also owner respondent obtained a mean of 4.80 which 
means very much accepted (VMA). 

In benchmark statement no.8 farmer-respondents’ obtained a mean of 3.40 which suggests 
that they moderately accepted (MA). The combine harvester damaged the field heavily. On 
the other hand laborer respondent obtained a mean of 3.76 which means accepted (A). The 
owner respondent obtained a mean of 2.80 which means moderately accepted (MA). 

In benchmark statement no.9 farmer-respondents’ obtained a mean of 4.44 which suggests 
that they very much accepted (VMA). The combine harvester is accepted by many farmers. On 
the other hand laborer respondent obtained a mean of 3.60 which means accepted (A). 
Meanwhile, the owner respondent obtained a mean of 4.30 which means very much accepted 
(VMA). 

In benchmark statement no.10 farmer-respondents’ obtained a mean of 4.28 which suggests 
that they very much accepted (VMA). They recommended the use of combine harvester to 
other farmers. On the other hand laborer respondent obtained a mean of 3.24 which means 
moderately accepted (MA).  The owner respondent obtained a mean of 4.80 which means 
very much accepted (VMA).   

Table 3 The Average Numerical Ratings of the Three Groups of Respondents Using Combine 
Harvester 

Questions 
No. 

Farmers X2 
Seasonal 
Laborer 

X2 
C.H. 

Owner 
X2 

1 4.88 23.81 3.96 15.68 5.00 25.00 
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2 4.60 21.16 4.00 16.00 4.60 21.16 
3 4.36 19.01 3.92 15.37 4.10 16.81 
4 4.72 22.28 4.28 18.32 4.80 23.04 
5 4.76 22.66 4.00 16.00 4.80 23.04 
6 4.76 22.66 4.64 21.53 4.80 23.04 
7 4.80 23.04 4.44 19.71 4.80 23.04 
8 3.24 10.50 3.76 14.14 2.80 7.84 
9 4.44 19.71 3.60 12.96 4.30 18.49 

10 4.40 19.36 3.24 10.50 4.80 23.04 
Total 44.96 204.19 39.84 160.20 44.80 204.50 

Grand total 129.60 
 
Table 4 Analysis of Variance as the Source of Variation 

Source of variation Sum of 
Square 

Degree of 
Freedom 

Mean 
Square 

Computed 
F 

Tabular F 
0.05      0.01 

Between groups( b ) 1.69 2 0.85 3.12ns 3.35 5.49 
Within groups  ( w ) 7.33 27 0.27    

Ns = not significant 

Analysis of variance revealed that there was no significant difference between the  
three groups of respondents using combine harvester. The computed  F value of 3.12 was less 
than the tabular F value of 3.35 (0.05 level of significant) and 5.49 (0.01) and therefore not 
significant. 

Discussion 
Efficiency of the Combine Harvester compared to manual harvesting 

Manual harvesting usually utilized 10 laborers/persons per hectare per day, while combine 
harvester has a maximum capacity of 5ha a day and perform not only harvest or cut; it 
threshed at the same time. Unlike in manual harvesting they will spend half of a day to collect 
their harvested crops, at threshing using a thresher for at least another half day, then in every 
post-harvest operation there were always losses and also high labor cost and susceptible to 
grain damage. 

The advantages and disadvantages of combine harvester 
The following are the advantages of the combine harvester based on the level of acceptability 
of the farmers. 
1. It minimizes expenses compared to manual harvesting. 
2. It eliminates the drudgery of manual harvesting. 
3. It gives more income on the part of the farmers. 
4. It saves harvesting time and increases farm productivity. 
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The following are the disadvantages of the combine harvester based on the level of 
acceptability of the farmers. 
1. It displaces human labor that may cause social problem. 
2. It partly damages the field dikes 
Problem encountered 
These are the problems encountered in using combine harvester including: 
1. Being injured by the drive mechanisms or trapped when automatic sensors operate. 
2. Contacting the knife, reel or stripper rotor 
3. Becoming entangled with the leveling or discharge augers in the grain tank. 

Conclusion 
The study showed that most of the respondents accepted the combine harvester. Farmers, 
respondent’s obtained a mean of 4.5 which suggests that they very much accepted (VMA) the 
combine harvester as an alternative to manual reaping;  that using combine harvester is a 
more effective way of harvesting rice compared to labor. On the other hand seasonal laborer 
respondents obtained a mean of 4.00 which means accepted (A). And also combine harvester 
owner respondents obtained a mean of 4.48 which means very much accepted (VMA).  There 
is no significant difference in the response of the group of respondents on the acceptability of 
using combine harvester. 
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ABSTRACT 

This research study aimed to assess the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic in selected 
restaurants in Gapan City, Nueva Ecija, Philippines. Through this study, the researchers would 
be able to compare the impact of the pandemic in their restaurants before and during the 
pandemic. The researchers utilized the descriptive method of research through a survey 
questionnaire administered to three restaurateurs using purposive sampling.  The findings 
from this study led the researcher to draw a number of conclusions pertaining to the effects of 
the pandemic. Based on the findings, the researchers recommend that emphasizing private 
dining rooms or private tables could be a quick solution for the decrease in restaurant 
customers because of the pandemic. Implementing various recovery strategies for the negative 
effect of the pandemic on the sale of restaurants service can be helpful such as using delivery 
services and utilizing online platforms. 

KEYWORDS:  Covid-19, financing, global shock, lockdown, marketing, operations, pandemic, 
supply chain 
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Introduction 
Covid-19 has been shown to have an impact on the entire food supply chain, from the field to 
the consumer, which is one of the most vital areas of the economy. Food 
production, processing, delivery, and demand are all sources of concern in light of recent 
issues in the food sector. Workers' mobility limitations, changes in consumer demand, the 
closure of food production facilities, restricted food trade laws, and financial pressures in the 
food supply chain all resulted from Covid-19. The broadening and severity of the impact 
currently being felt by restaurants as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic and, more 
specifically, the rapidly expanding social distancing requirements and travel restrictions, as 
well as the growing number of governmental stay home orders, has been unprecedented. 

Many restaurants have closed; some permanently, while others are waiting for the end of the 
road to arrive. Restaurants, on the other hand, are fighting back hard. To survive the current 
pervasive, it is vital to keep all workers healthy and safe in the food producing plant and supply 
chain. Considering that restaurant customers are anxious about and concerned with safety 
issues throughout the process of food consumption, they may call for various types of 
contactless restaurant services that are necessary to prevent the spread of infections. Linking 
to this, Gapan City – a 4th class city in the province of Nueva Ecija, Philippines – the city’s 
economic growth is inevitable after the recent conversion into a component city, making the 
major business activities abundant with the emergence of new investors, including restaurant 
owners. With this in mind, the researcher decided to conduct a study regarding the viewpoint 
of restaurants in Gapan City before and during the coronavirus outbreak. This research study 
aims to assess the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic in selected restaurants in Gapan City, 
Nueva Ecija, Philippines. 

Specifically, it aims to answer the following: 
1. How may the profile of the respondents be described in terms of: 

a. positions; 
b. age; and 
c. length of service? 

2. How did the COVID-19 pandemic affect the restaurants in Gapan City in terms of: 
a. operations; 
b. employees; 
c.  facilities; 
d. supply chain; 
e. marketing; and 
f. financing? 

3. What will these restaurants have to do in the future to maintain the business? 
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Method 
The researcher used purposive sampling to focus on particular characteristics of a population 
that are of interest. Choosing purposive sampling for this study is fundamental to the quality 
of data gathered. Hence, the reliability and competence of the participant must be ensured 
(Tongco, 2007). The respondents of this study are three restaurateurs in Gapan City.  

The researchers utilized the descriptive method of research through an online survey 
questionnaire. It should be noted the respondents were willing to participate in the research. 
The collected data was analyzed and conducted. The results of the survey were then processed 
by computing the frequency, percentages, averages and weighted mean.  

Result 
Table 1 Positions 

Position Frequency Percentage 
Restaurant Owner 1 33.3% 
Manager 1 33.3% 
Secretary 1 33.3% 
Total 3 100% 

Table 1 presents the three respondents of the study. The respondents were a restaurant 
owner, a manager, and a secretary. All plays a vital role in the operations and management of 
the establishment. 

Table 2 Age 

Age Frequency Percentage 
26 – 30 years old 0 0 
31- 35 years old 1 33.3% 
36 – 40 years old 1 33.3% 
41 – 45 years old 0 33.3% 
46 and above 1 0 
Total 3 100% 

Table 2 presents the age range of the respondents which are between 31-45 years old. 

Table 3 Length of Service 

Length of Service Frequency Percentage 
1 year below 0 0 
1 - 3 years 0 0 
4 – 6 years 1 33.3% 
7 - 10 years 1 33.3% 
Total 3 100% 
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Table 3 indicates the length of service of the respondents in their working place. 33.3% of the 
respondents have 4-6 years working experience, the other respondent has 7-10 years working 
experience, and the last respondent already had 10 years above length of service.  

Impacts of Covid-19 pandemic in terms of operations 

Table 4 Years of existence 
Years of existence Frequency Percentage 
1-5 years 0 0 
6-10 years 1 33.3% 
11-15 years 1 33.3% 
16 years and above 1 33.3% 
Total 3 100% 

Table 4 presents the establishments’ years of existence in operation. In the table above, it 
shows that the respondents are operating between 6 to 16 years above showing the 
importance of survival strategy for the restaurant sector (Mendes et al., 2020). 

Table 5 Numbers of months closed because of nationwide lockdown 

Numbers of months closed Frequency Percentage 
1-2 months 1 33% 
3-4 months 0 0 
4 months and above 2 67% 
Total 3 100% 

Table 5 shows that one of the restaurants closed for 1-2 months, and the 67% or 2 of the 
restaurants closed for 4 months and above because of the nationwide lockdown. In one of the 
articles by Restaurant Business Staff (2020), it was stated that since its discovery in early 
January, coronavirus has had an impact on every facet of daily life, including restaurants. 

Table 6 Re-opening month 

Re-opening month Frequency Percentage 
April 2020 0 0 
May 2020 1 33.3% 
June 2020 1 33.3% 
July 2020 1 33.3% 
Total 3 100% 

Table 6 illustrates the re-opening month of the restaurants where in 33.3% opened on May 
2020, another 33.3% opened last June, and 33.3% opened in July in the midst of the pandemic. 
Those restaurants that can meet government safety protocols were allowed to reopen at 30% 
of their seating capacity, with strict hygiene and social distancing measures a must. (Martin, 
2020) 
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Table 7 Kinds of services offered 

Table 7 presents the kinds of services offered by the restaurant. It shows that pick-up/take-
out with the percentage of 43% is the service that is usually done by the employees. It is the 
main service offered by the three restaurants. While dine-in got 29%, delivery service got 14%, 
same as the food delivery app. In the study of Auman-Bauer (2020), it states that as social 
distance guidelines took effect in cities and states, dining in restaurants almost came to a halt. 

Table 8 Average customers per day before the pandemic 

Average Customer Frequency Percentage 
less than 25 customers 1 33% 
26-50 customers 0 0 
51-75 customers 0 00 
76 customers and above 2 67% 
Total 3 100% 

Table 8 presents the average customer per day before the pandemic started. There are less 
than 25 customers from one respondent in their restaurant. On the other hand, 67% of the 
respondents indicated that they had 76 customers and above before the pandemic.  

Table 9 Average customers per day amidst the pandemic 

Average Customer Frequency Percentage 
less than 25 customers 2 67% 
26-50 customers 0 0 
51-75 customers 1 33% 
76 customers and above 0 0 
Total 3 100% 

Table 9 states the average customer per day amidst the pandemic. 67% of the respondents 
indicated that they receive less than 25 customers in their restaurant. On the other hand, 33% 
of the respondents stated that they receive 51-75 customers per day after the pandemic.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Kinds of Services Offered 

Frequency  
Percentage Yes No 

Dine-in 2 1 29% 
For Pick up/Take-out 3 0 43% 
Delivery 1 2 14% 
Food Delivery App 1 2 14% 
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Table 10 Impacts of Covid-19 pandemic in terms of employees Employees 

STATEMENT WEIGHTED MEAN VERBAL 
INTERPRETATION 

The pandemic caused the establishment to: 
1. Lay-off / terminate staff/crew due to reduced need for 
staffing. 3 Moderate 

2. Place employees on an unpaid furlough (absence without 
pay) due to lack of financial resources. 4 Major 

3. Hire specialist employees to help get the establishment 
through (such as business continuity analyst, IT Specialist 
etc.) 

2.33 Minor 

4. Hire employees with newer job description such as Food 
App Account Manager/Executive, etc. 1.67 Insignificant 

5. Hire more needed crew such as delivery personnel 1.67 Insignificant 
6. Have all employees to undergo various series of webinars 
related to new policies, health, safety and pandemic 
awareness and prevention 

3 Moderate 

7. Have some employees to work in an alternative working 
mode (such a work from home, etc) 2.33 Minor 

8. Reduce the salaries and wages of the personnel (but not 
below the minimum wage). 4 Major 

Average Weighted mean 2.75 Moderate 

Table 10 shows that the respondents are in major crisis regarding on placing the employees 
on an unpaid furlough (absence without pay) due to lack of financial resources and in reducing 
the salaries and wages of the personnel (but not below the minimum wage) is one of the major 
concerns of employees in this time of pandemic. Most of the respondents are dealing with 
these two more often over the other instances. Overall, the respondent thinks that the issues 
in human resources are moderate with an average weighted mean of 2.75.  

Table 11 Impacts of Covid-19 pandemic in terms of facilities Facilities 

STATEMENT WEIGHTED MEAN VERBAL 
INTERPRETATION 

The pandemic caused the establishment to: 
1. Reduce space of the establishment 3.67 Major 
2. Rent the other unneeded space to others. 1 Insignificant 
3. Invest on more equipment, supplies and materials as 
required by the IATF (such as protective barriers, PPE’s 
for all the employees, alcohol, sanitizers etc.) 

2 Minor 

4. Had to re-arrange the premise to accommodate 
customers to assure health and safety 3.67 Major 

5. Build additional space such as isolation room, clinic 
and others as per requirement of the IATF. 2.33 Minor 

6. Have to purchase vehicles for delivery services. 2.33 Minor 
7. Have to relocate due to less customer traffic 1.33 Insignificant 
8. Have to dispose unusable or unnecessary tools and 
equipment. 1 Insignificant 

Average Weighted mean 2.16 Minor 
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Table 11 presents the facilities of the restaurants and what they had to do because of the 
pandemic.  The respondents agreed with a verbal interpretation of major and a weighted 
mean of 3.67 in reducing the space of the establishment, and re-arranging the premise to 
accommodate customers to assure their health and safety. The respondents are prioritizing 
these two responses to better manage the facilities during this pandemic. The average 
weighted mean in terms of the restaurant’s facilities concern is 2.16 with a verbal 
interpretation of minor. 

Table 12 Impacts of COVID-19 Pandemic in terms of Supply Chain Supply Chain 
STATEMENT WEIGHTED MEAN VERBAL 

INTERPRETATION 
The pandemic caused the establishment to: 
1. Wait additional time/days for the 
supplies/ingredients to be delivered in the 
establishment. 

3.33 Moderate 

2. Had to purchase ingredients elsewhere due to 
unavailability or closure of the regular vendors/supplier 3 Moderate 

3. Had to pay additional charges to the 
suppliers/vendors due to the pandemic. 3.67 Major 

4. 1. Wait additional time/days for the 
supplies/ingredients to be delivered in the 
establishment.  

3 Moderate 

5. Build additional space such as isolation room, clinic 
and others as per requirement of the IATF. 2 Minor 

6. Had to pick up the orders instead of being delivered 
to the establishment. 2.67 Moderate 

7. Had to re-sell some of the ingredients/supplies to 
other establishments / customers to avoid spoilage and 
damage (such as marinated chicken, straws, cups, pasta 
etc.) 

1.67 Insignificant 

Average Weighted mean 2.76 Moderate 

Table 14 shows that the respondents are dealing with paying additional charges to the 
suppliers/vendors due to the pandemic indicated as a major concern with a weighted mean 
of 3.67. Overall, the cause of the pandemic in terms of supply chain management is moderate 
with an average weighted mean of 2.76.  
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Table 13 Impacts of COVID-19 Pandemic in terms of Marketing 

STATEMENT WEIGHTED MEAN VERBAL 
INTERPRETATION 

The pandemic caused the establishment to: 
1. Offer promotional tactics that have been not used 
before the pandemic. 2.33 Minor 

2. Had to advertise more in printed media. 3.67 Major 
3. Had to utilize online platforms to advertise such as 
social media (Facebook, twitter, Instagram etc.) 3 Moderate 

4.  Had to provide more incentives to prospective 
customers to lure into the establishment 2 Minor 

5.  Had to re-brand the establishment due to the change 
in perception of the customers 1.67 Insignificant 

6. Had to re-calibrate the services to better 
accommodate the customers due to changes brought 
upon by the pandemic. 

3.33 Major 

7. Had to focus on newer marketing tactics in retaining 
patrons and luring newer customers. 3.67 Major 

Average Weighted mean 2.81 Moderate 

In table 13 the respondents answered with a weighted mean of 3.67 that they are advertising 
more in printed media, and focusing on newer marketing tactics in retaining patrons and luring 
newer customers. The respondents are also re-calibrating the services to better accommodate 
the customers due to changes brought upon by the pandemic with a weighted mean of 3.33 
with a verbal interpretation of major.  

Table 14 Impacts of COVID-19 Pandemic in terms of Financial/Costs/Expenses 

Restaurant Monthly income before the Pandemic Monthly income amidst the Pandemic 
Restaurant A P 200, 000 P 40, 000 
Restaurant B P 30, 000 P 5, 000 to P 10, 000 
Restaurant C P 1, 000, 000 P 100, 000 to P 150, 000 

Table 14 shows the sales of the restaurants before and amidst the pandemic, the average 
monthly sales per restaurant indicates decreased in sales amid the COVID-19 pandemic. 
According to the National Restaurant Association (2020) in their restaurant industry financial 
statistics, the restaurant industries lose up to $240 billion last 2020.  
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Table 15 Financing 

STATEMENT WEIGHTED MEAN VERBAL 
INTERPRETATION 

The pandemic caused the establishment to: 
1. Had to re-price the products due to increase in costs 
(ingredients, utilities, etc.) 3.33 Moderate 

2. Had to look for available funding (such as loans) to increase 
the working capital to be able to remain operational. 2.67 Moderate 

3. Experience losses due to continuous expenses such as rent, 
electricity, inventory, salaries (most especially during the 
lockdown). 

3.33 Moderate 

4. Had to look for funding to pay for mandatory payments 
(such as real property taxes, local taxes, VAT, Income Tax etc.) 2.33 Minor 

5.  Had to lay off employees to cut off costs/losses. 4 Major 
6. Had to lessen orders / purchases to lessen costs/ expenses 3.33 Moderate 
7. Had to purchase supplies / inventory from suppliers with 
lesser costs to cut off costs / expenses. 2.33 Minor 

8. Had to sell store / establishment equipment and tools to 
gather more resources. 1.67 Insignificant 

Average Weighted mean 2.87 Moderate 

Table 2.6.1 shows that the respondents had to lay off employees to cut off costs/losses with 
an average mean of 4 and a verbal interpretation of major. Overall, these restaurants have 
moderate concerns regarding financing/costs/expenses to remain operational amidst the 
pandemic, with an average weighted mean of 2.87 and a verbal interpretation of moderate.  

Table 16 Actions to take to maintain the business in the future  
STATEMENT WEIGHTED MEAN VERBAL 

INTERPRETATION 
The pandemic caused the establishment to: 
1. Temporary close for several months. 4 Major 
2. Forced to re-calibrate its policies following the safety protocols 
promulgated by the government. 4 Major 

3. Have frequent meetings to try to continue the operations despite 
the pandemic. 3.67 Major 

4. Had to offer additional services provided to patrons to avoid losing 
the customers. 4 Major 

5. Had to re-calibrate the menu to accommodate the demand of the 
customers (such as improving the product, removing the less 
popular products, etc.) 

3.33 Moderate 

7. Had to develop business continuity plan which will be the guide 
for short, medium and long term run of the establishment. 2.33 Minor 

7. Had to partner with mobile food apps (such as food panda, 
manong express) for the wider reach of the customers. 2.67 Moderate 

Average Weighted mean 3.43 Major 

Table 16 illustrates the future actions of the respondents to keep the restaurants operational 
even during the pandemic. The restaurants will take these following actions in the future with 
a verbal interpretation of major: temporary close for several months, forced to re-calibrate its 
policies following the safety protocols promulgated by the government, have frequent 
meetings to try to continue the operations despite the pandemic, and had to offer additional 
services provided to patrons to avoid losing the customers. Overall, the future actions of the 
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restaurants to help maintain the business running has average weighted mean of  3.43 and is 
a major concern towards the respondents. 

Discussion 
Restaurateurs had a hard time adjusting because of the pandemic and the effects it brought 
upon in the industry. According to one article of Job Hero (2021) restaurant owners are in 
charge of the day-to-day operations as well as the overall direction, profitability, and 
reputation of their establishment. On the other hand, restaurant managers are in charge of 
leading and managing their establishments, while the secretary of the restaurant is 
responsible for the daily workload and activities of the restaurant communicating with and 
providing service to the customers. The respondents age varies between 31-45 years old. In 
the study of Gulden (2011) it states that in many Western countries, the mean age of workers 
increases as a result of demographic and social trends. A large proportion of the youngest age 
group (15-30 years old) in the labor force is still in education. Therefore, the number of 
available workers will be between 31 to 45 years old. Consequently, a larger number of 
employees will be of 55 up to 65 years old. In terms of their length of service, it ranged 
between 4-10 years and above. According to the study of Doyle (2020) workers had an average 
of 2.9 jobs when they were 35 to 44 years old and during the most established phase of many 
workers' careers, ages 45 and above, they held only an average of 1.9 jobs. As a result, the 
older the workers are, the more committed they are to their chosen profession.The 
establishments’ years of existence in operation plays an essential role in the economy of a 
country even though many small and medium-sized restaurants fail during their first four years 
of activity, which is an example of the need for strategies to financially sustain their business 
beyond five years. The respondents are operating between 6 to 16 years above showing the 
importance of survival strategy for the restaurant sector (Mendes et al., 2020). In one of the 
articles by Restaurant Business Staff (2020), it was stated that since its discovery in early 
January, coronavirus has had an impact on every facet of daily life, including restaurants. The 
hospitality industry responded with operational changes, event cancellations, and even store 
closures in some hard-hit areas in order to keep guests and employees safe while also 
stabilizing their businesses. But as the situation has grown direr, state and local governments 
have begun ordering widespread restaurant shutdowns. The Philippines is reopening for 
business after one of the world's tightest coronavirus lockdowns, which lasted nearly three 
months. Restaurants were allowed to return for dine-in customers in May 2020 and the 
following months in an effort to keep people employed. Those restaurants that can meet 
government safety protocols were allowed to reopen at 30% of their seating capacity, with 
strict hygiene and social distancing measures a must (Martin, 2020). In the study of Auman-
Bauer (2020), it states that as social distance guidelines took effect in cities and states, dining 
in restaurants almost came to a halt. As a result, restaurants must operate in a highly 
competitive business environment and provide a variety of services to keep their operations 
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running smoothly. The respondents of the study showed a difference in terms of the average 
of customers that they receive before and amidst the pandemic. Restaurants’ major objective 
is to have and to keep customers because it is the customers who will determine the 
development and potentials of a restaurant. Restaurants are essential to every Filipinos. 
Eating in a restaurant helps fulfill sociological needs. According to Gadais (2005), every 
customer is the foundation of any business' success, the reason why these particular 
restaurants survive for a number of years. Moreover, the restaurants had lost a significant 
amount of customers amidst the pandemic. In relation to this, according to the study of James 
Beard Foundation (2020) the biggest challenges restaurant owners believe they are facing in 
reopening is the slow return of customers (41%), it has the largest percentage compared to 
other factors.  The respondents think that the issues in human resources is of moderate 
concern, issues in restaurant facilities is of a minor concern, the cause of the pandemic in 
terms of supply chain management is of moderate concern, and issues in terms of marketing 
is of moderate concern. Experts estimate that over half of restaurants will not survive 
(Severson & Yaffe-Bellany, 2020). Therefore, a strategic move to maintain consumer demand 
in the crisis is critically important (Sigala, 2020). The restaurants included in the study indicated 
a drop in their financial performance amidst the pandemic. According to the National 
Restaurant Association (2020) in their restaurant industry financial statistics, the restaurant 
industries lose up to $240 billion last 2020. The cause of the pandemic in terms of financing is 
of moderate concern. Future actions of the restaurants to help maintain the business running 
is of major concern. Post Covid-19, businesses will undoubtedly alter or restructure their 
business models in light of the losses incurred and anticipated market conditions. It is possible 
to reduce the number of employees, but shrewder organizations can consider using the 
current labor in newer jobs as needed by the company.  

Conclusion 

The findings from this study led the researcher to draw a number of conclusions pertaining to 
the assessment of the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic in selected restaurants in Gapan City, 
Nueva Ecija, Philippines. This paper extends the understanding of facilities management in the 
restaurants involved in the study. The restaurants opened between May to July 2020 but at 
small fractions of capacity, in fact, they reduced the space of the establishment and arranged 
the premise to accommodate customers which dropped to less than 25 customers a 
day. Employees had to experience absence without pay due to lack of financial resources. The 
facilities had to be reduced and they had to pay additional charges to the suppliers due to 
pandemic. In terms of marketing, these restaurants had to recalibrate their services to better 
accommodate customers, and new marketing tactics had to be implemented. The restaurants 
included in the study experienced a significant drop in their monthly earnings. The results of 
this research paper showed that the restaurants in Gapan City need to make sure that they do 
what they can to best position themselves for a successful return to a normal service.Despite 
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of a number of different ways to retain traffic and generate revenues, these restaurants 
indicates a decrease in sales amidst the Covid-19 pandemic. This may lead the restaurants to 
re-calibrate its policies following the safety protocols promulgated by the government, offer 
additional services provided to patrons to avoid losing the customers, or even temporarily 
closing for several months.  

Based on the conclusions drawn, the following recommendations are hereby offered: 

1. Emphasizing private dining rooms or private tables to provide for a quick solution for the 
decrease in restaurant customers because of the pandemic. 

2. Implementing various recovery strategies for the negative effect of the pandemic on the 
sale of restaurants service. They should focus more on delivery service, food delivery app, 
and utilizing online platforms. 

3. Future researchers should further conduct the study in broader areas other than Gapan 
City to know the perspective of different restaurants in different places regarding this 
problem, using a wider scope of factors. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study was intended to identify the positive and negative effects on Micro, Small, Medium 
Enterprise in Cabanatuan City, Nueva Ecija and their coping mechanism to survive during the 
pandemic. The researchers utilized online survey questionnaires as their research design; 
furthermore, the researchers used purposive sampling procedure to choose the 15 Hospitality 
and Tourism MSMEs of Cabanatuan City as their target respondents. From the findings of the 
study the researchers determined that the Covid-19 epidemic has had a significant impact on 
the majority of enterprises, with some seeing a boost in sales and others seeing a fall in sales. 
As a result, utilizing current technologies such as social media, some businesses are able to 
boost the number of productions of their products by expanding their target markets or clients. 
As a suggestion, more research could be done to see what additional tactics might be employed 
to enhance sales and expand the target market. They could also consider a prospective 
company development strategy as they slowly survive and get back on track while thinking 
about the “New Normal” setup. 
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Introduction 
According to the Congressional Policy and Budget Research Department of the House of 
Representatives, written last June 2018, Micro, small, and medium-sized businesses (MSMEs) 
are considered the backbone of many economies worldwide, including the Philippines. MSMEs 
produced 35.7 percent of total value-added or gross domestic product in 2018, according to 
the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), accounting for 99.5 percent of the total number 
of business establishments in the nation. In 2018, MSMEs created 5.7 million jobs, accounting 
for 63.2 percent of overall employment. MSMEs are defined as businesses with less than 200 
employees and less than P100 million in assets. According to the most recent data from the 
Philippine Statistics Office, the country's commercial businesses totaled 957,620. MSMEs 
make up 952,969 (99.51%) of the total, while big business make up 4,651 (0.49%). 
Microbusinesses account for 88.77 percent of all MSME firms (850,127), with small businesses 
accounting for 10.25 percent (98,126) and Medium businesses accounting for 0.49 percent 
(4,716).  

As per the MSMEs distribution geographically within the country, the National Capital Region 
(NCR) has the most MSMEs, with 201,123 (21.10 percent), followed by Region 4-A 
(CALABARZON) with 139,363 (14.62 percent), Region 3 (Central Luzon) with 111,262 (11.68 
percent), Region 7 (Central Visayas) with 65,682 (6.89 percent), and Region 6 (Western 
Visayas) with 57,469 (57.469 percent) (6.03 percent ). The top five (5) locations accounted for 
about 60.33 percent of the country's total number of MSME enterprises. The concentration of 
MSMEs in a given region is mostly determined by economic activity and population size. 

The Covid-19 Pandemic has an impact on a variety of enterprises around the country, 
particularly SMEs. As we all know, they rely only on daily sales, and different quarantine 
categories impose constraints on the sorts of enterprises that may be opened. Only a small 
number of people are allowed to leave their houses during the initial months of the covid-19 
, and only essential merchants are open. These constituted the motivation for MSMEs to 
devise and test various sales techniques, even during the lockdown.  

Method 
The research is a Descriptive-Quantitative type of research; it uses questionnaires to 
determine and assess the effects of covid-19 pandemic to Hospitality and Tourism MSMEs. 
The word descriptive research refers to the research questions, study design, and data analysis 
that were undertaken on that issue. It's called an observational research approach since none 
of the variables in the research study are changed in any way. Descriptive research is a type of 
quantitative study that aims to collect measurable data in order to do statistical analysis on a 
population sample. It is a widely used market research instrument that allows us to gather and 
define the characteristics of a demographic category. Moreover, the study utilizes purposive 
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sampling in which selection of 15 individuals who own a Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises 
establishment for hospitality and tourism industry in Cabanatuan city relies on their 
characteristics and depends on the own judgment of researchers and based on the objective 
of the study. 

Result 
This study primarily sought to determine the effects of Covid-19 during the pandemic for 
hospitality and tourism Micro, Small and Medium Enterprise. 53.33 percent (8) of the 
respondents are males and 46.67 percent (7) of the respondents are females. 60 percent (9) 
of the respondents are single and 40 percent (6) of the respondents are married. 

60 percent (9) of the respondents are from a small enterprise, 33.33 percent (5) are from 
Micro-enterprises and 6.67 percent (1) is part of a medium enterprise. When it comes to the 
years of business 73.33 percent (11) of the respondents are established 5 years and below and 
only 6.67 percent (1) of the total number of respondents was established 11 years and above. 
In terms of the respondent’s income before the pandemic, 66.67 percent (10) of the 
respondents earn Php 100,001 and Above while the lowest mean was 13.33 percent (2) of the 
respondents earn Php 50,001-100,000 per year. On the other hand, the total estimated 
income during pandemic 60 percent (9) of respondents are earning Php 50,001-100,000 per 
year and 40 percent or (6) of the respondents says that they are earning Php 100,001 and 
above. 

Discussion 
There are different effects of CoViD-19 Pandemic in different aspects of the business. For the 
financial aspects of the Business 40 percent (6) of the respondents decrease the number of 
their sales and 26.67 percent (4) respondents say that they retain the same volume of sales. 
In terms of Production 40 percent (6) of the respondents decrease its number of production 
and only 13.33 percent (2) of the respondents say that there is no increase or decrease in the 
number of productions. Lastly, the Marketing Aspect 80 percent (12) of the total respondents 
strengthen their marketing strategies to increase their sales and 20 percent (3) of them say 
that they just retain the marketing strategies used before.  

Lastly the researchers also identify the different strategies used to increase their sales or 
motivate the business to survive. In the marketing aspect 100 percent (15) increases their 
social media presence to promote their business. 

Conclusion 
The researchers concluded that the majority of the businesses are greatly affected by the 
Covid-19 pandemic, some increasing their sales and some decreasing their sales. Hence, this 
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also shows that some of the businesses find opportunities to increase the number of 
productions of their products by the help of increasing their target markets or customers, 
using modern technology such as social media. As a recommendation, further studies can also 
be conducted to determine what are the other strategies that may be used to probably 
increase their sales and increase its target market. The further researches may also look on 
the possible development plan for business as they slowly survive and be back on track while 
thinking of the “New Normal” set up. 
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Introduction 
The financial report is one of the accountability results of management performance which 
contains information on company profits on the management of company resources. 
Stakeholders usually use financial statements as reference information for decision making 
and are useful in viewing current conditions or as a tool to predict the condition of the 
company in the future. In presenting information, companies are required to provide a correct 
and comprehensive disclosure in both quantitative and qualitative forms. Associated with this 
disclosure is the application of a concept called conservatism. This concept arises because of 
the accrual basis in forming and presenting the company's financial statements. According to 
(Savitri, 2016) there is the application of a concept called accounting conservatism in relation 
to the disclosure of true value financial statement information. 

The application of conservatism is caused because accounting uses the accrual basis in forming 
and presenting a company's financial statements. Accrual causes the formation of accounting 
values not only the real value of financial transactions but also includes recording the value of 
transactions that give rise to the possibility of cash inflows and cash outflows in the 
future.(Savitri, 2016)revealed that the accrual concept basically allows the recording of the 
value of transactions that give rise to the possibility of cash inflows and outflows in the future, 
both due to past and present transactions. Therefore, management applies conservatism 
which anticipates the uncertainty of future cash inflows and outflows. 

According to (SK Maharani & Kristanti, 2019) Conservatism is an accounting principle which, if 
applied, will result in low profit and asset figures, and high cost and debt figures. In this case, 
the principle is a modified principle that acts as a limitation on the presentation of relevant 
and reliable accounting data. The principle of conservatism assumes that when choosing 
between two or more generally accepted accounting techniques, a preference is shown for 
the option that has the least favorable impact on shareholder equity. This explains that the 
principle of conservatism implies the lowest value of assets and income and the highest value 
of liabilities and expenses that should be selected for reporting.(Choiriyah, 2016). 

Thoughts and empirical evidence show that there is still controversy regarding the use of the 
principle of conservatism in the presentation of financial statements.(Hotimah, 2018)explain 
that there are opinions that agree and reject the principle of conservatism. The argument that 
supports or agrees with this concept is that the pessimistic condition is necessary to offset the 
excessive optimism of managers and owners so that these conditions can be minimized. In 
addition, overvalued earnings and valuations are dangerous for the company and owners 
because they carry a greater risk than undervalued ones. Arguments that reject the concept 
of conservatism assume that conservatism is not focused on evidence but the fear of 
overstatement of net assets and profits that causes misleading information. According to 
(Alfian & Sabeni, 2021) if the company applies a conservative accounting method, the 
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information conveyed tends to be biased and does not reflect the actual conditions. The 
argument that agrees with this principle is that conservative accounting is considered useful 
for avoiding opportunistic behavior of managers related to contracts that use financial 
statements as a contract medium.(Watts, 2005) 

The phenomenon of accounting conservatism in Indonesia can be seen in PSAK as a basic rule 
that must be applied in conducting financial reporting for all parties. However, in its 
application, accounting conservatism needs to be considered because of the flexibility of 
management in presenting financial statements. In addition, there are several cases that 
present financial statements that tend to be overstated so that they can mislead users of 
financial statements. Cases of conservatism in Indonesia have been carried out by many 
companies, especially those engaged in manufacturing. This is due to an understanding of the 
importance of the role of accounting conservatism for the survival of the company. One of 
them happened to PT Kimia Farma Tbk. Based on the results of the examination by the Capital 
Market Supervisory Agency (Bapepam, 2002) obtained evidence that there were 
misstatements in the financial statements of PT Kimia Farma Tbk in the valuation of finished 
goods inventories and errors in recording sales, the impact of these errors resulted in 
overstated profits in net income for the year ended December 31, 2001 amounting to Rp.32.7 
billion. The same case also happened to PT Indofarma Tbk. Based on the results of the 
examination by the Capital Market Supervisory Agency (Bapepam, 2004) evidence was found 
that the value of work-in-process was valued higher than the value that should have been in 
presenting the value of work-in-process inventory in the 2001 fiscal year of Rp.28.87 billion. 
As a result, the overstated inventory amounted to Rp.28.87 billion. Cost of goods sold is 
understated by Rp.28, 87 billion and net income is overstated with the same value. This case 
indicates the low application of the principle of conservatism by the company in the 
preparation of its financial statements. The application of the principle of conservatism that is 
not good is also seen from managers who have high equity in the company will use a lower 
level of conservatism to avoid falling stock prices.(Choiriyah, 2016) 

The existence of cases like the above supports the application of the principle of accounting 
conservatism in financial statements. This case is due to the lack of application of the principle 
of accounting conservatism in its financial reporting, so that the resulting financial statements 
are optimistic or overstated which can harm users of financial statements. For this reason, it 
is necessary to apply the principle of accounting conservatism in financial reporting in order 
to minimize the optimistic attitude of managers in reporting their financial statements. 

The level of accounting conservatism in each company is different so it is necessary to pay 
attention to the factors related to accounting conservatism. Factors related to accounting 
conservatism have been widely studied. The first factor that affects conservatism is the 
bondholders-shareholder conflict. Bondholders are bondholders and Shareholders are 
shareholders. Bondholders-shareholders conflicts occur because of differences in interests or 
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concerns over the company's dividend payment policy due to debt and investment. According 
to bondholders, the company does not need to pay more dividends so that the available assets 
can meet debt payments.(Ardi et al., 2019). Research result(Ulfa et al., 2018)shows that 
bondholder-shareholder conflict has a positive effect on accounting conservatism. The 
bondholder-shareholder conflict variable has an effect of 67.2% on accounting conservatism. 
However, this result is different from the research(Sudane et al., 2020)that the bondholder-
shareholder conflict has no effect on accounting conservatism. This is because whatever 
happens in the conflict between shareholders and creditors does not affect the prudence of 
management regarding the application of the principle of accounting conservatism. 

The second factor that influences conservatism is firm size. According to(SK Maharani & 
Kristanti, 2019)Company size is a scale that can be classified as large or small in various ways, 
one of which is by looking at the total assets it has. The larger the assets owned by the 
company, it can be said that the size of the company is large. If a company is categorized as a 
large company, the company will apply conservative accounting. This is because the company 
will be faced with high political costs by the government. The government will encourage 
companies to pay high taxes along with high profits generated relatively permanently by these 
companies. In addition, the government will also ask companies to provide public services and 
higher social responsibility to the community. Therefore, large companies tend to apply the 
principle of conservatism to avoid the large political costs imposed on the company. Research 
result(Hotimah, 2018)shows that firm size has a positive effect on accounting conservatism. 
This shows that large companies are considered more politically sensitive and have a relatively 
large wealth transfer burden, so to anticipate the uncertainty of these political costs, 
managers of a large company will take conservative accounting policies to minimize these 
political costs, which means that the larger the size of the the company, the company will be 
more careful in the process of preparing financial statements, so that the resulting financial 
statements will be more conservative; However, this result is different from the 
research(Sinambela & Almilia, 2018)that firm size has no effect on accounting conservatism. 
The average firm size for above-average conservatism values has a higher value than the 
average firm size for below-average conservatism values. The difference between the average 
firm size for accounting conservatism above and below the average is not large enough which 
indicates that firm size does not have a significant effect on the value of accounting 
conservatism. 

The third factor influencing conservatism is capital intensity. Capital intensity is a picture of 
the size of the company's capital in the form of assets. The amount of capital intensity in a 
company means that investors will monitor the performance of managers more intensively, 
to keep their investments safe from risks that may occur in the future so that company 
managers will be more conservatism in presenting financial statements and tend to suppress 
profit engineering. Cash Flow or referred to as cash flow which consists of operating activities, 
investing activities, and financing activities.(Suharni et al., 2019). Research result(Rivandi & 
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Ariska, 2019)shows that capital intensity has an effect on accounting conservatism. These 
results can be interpreted that the higher the firm's capital intensity, the higher the level of 
corporate accounting conservatism. In accordance with political costs, the greater the capital 
intensity of a company, the more capital intensive the company is and the greater the inherent 
political costs, for example, such as employee demands to increase wages and salaries, so the 
company will try to reduce profits on financial statements and make the company more 
conservative. . However, this result is different from the research(Sinambela & Almilia, 
2018)that capital intensity has no effect on accounting conservatism. The average capital 
intensity for the above average conservatism value has a lower value than the capital intensity 
average for the below average conservatism value. This lower value indicates that there is an 
opposite relationship between capital intensity and accounting conservatism. 

The inconsistency of the results of previous studies makes researchers want to re-examine the 
above variables consisting of bondholders-shareholder conflicts, company size, and capital 
intensity in manufacturing companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX). The use of 
basic and chemical industrial sector companies is due to the fact that the company is a group 
of companies with a large population on the IDX, so the number of samples to be studied is 
also large and will have an impact on strengthening the results of the research. In addition, 
research on manufacturing companies in the 2019-2021 period better describes the latest 
conditions. In addition, the measurement method of research conservatism is the amount of 
accruals using a proxy developed by Givoly and Hayn (2000). This proxy is still very rarely used 
by previous researchers, because previous researchers still use the adaptation of Beaver and 
Ryan (2000). 

Based on the empirical facts that have been described above, the formulation of the problem 
in this study includes: 

1. What is the effect of bondholders-shareholders conflict on accounting conservatism?. 
2. What is the effect of firm size on accounting conservatism?. 
3. What is the effect of capital intensity on accounting conservatism?. 

Method 
Types of research 
This type of research is causal associative research which aims to determine the effect of 
bondholders-shareholder conflict variables, firm size and capital intensity on accounting 
conservatism as the dependent variable. 

Population and Sample 
The population of this study is the basic and chemical industrial sector companies listed on the 
Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX) as many as 83 companies. In this study, samples were taken 
using non-probability sampling with purposive sampling method. Purposive sampling is done 
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by taking samples based on certain criteria with the aim of providing maximum 
information(Bahri, 2018). 

The sample selection criteria are basic and chemical industrial sector companies listed on the 
Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX) in 2019-2021, basic and chemical industry sector companies 
that are not consistently listed in 2019-2021, basic and chemical industry sector companies 
that are consistently listed in 2019 -202, basic and chemical industry sector companies that 
experienced losses in 2019-2021, basic and chemical industry sector companies that 
experienced profits in 2019-2021, basic and chemical industry sector companies that did not 
present financial statements in foreign currencies for 2019-2021 , and companies in the basic 
and chemical industry sectors that present financial reports in rupiah currency for 2019-
2021.Based on the criteria and sample selection procedures, 37 companies in the basic and 
chemical industry sectors in 2019-2021 were obtained in this study. 

Data Types and Sources 
The type of data in this research is quantitative data in the form of numbers or numbers. The 
data is an annual report of manufacturing companies in the basic and chemical industry 
sectors listed on the IDX for 2019-2021. The data source of this research is secondary data 
(cross section) which aims to determine the effect of bondholders-shareholders conflict, firm 
size, and capital intensity on accounting conservatism. 

Operational definition 
Variable operational definition is a description of the indicators of each variable and can be 
explained in the form of tables or narratives(Bahri, 2018). The operational definition in this 
study refers to several empiricists which are summarized in table 1. 
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Table 1 Variable Operational Definition 

Variable Operational definition Reference Source 

Accounting Conservatism The dependent variable (bound) is a 
variable whose existence is influenced 
or becomes a result, because of the 
independent variable. Accounting 
conservatism is formulated with 
earning/accrual measures. 

CONACCit = NIit - CFOit 

(Princess et al., 2021) 

Bondholders-Shareholders 
Conflict 

 

Bondholders-shareholders conflict is a 
conflict between creditors and 
investors that occurs when a company 
seeks funding from debt. Bondholders-
shareholders conflict is formulated 
using leverage as proxied by debt to 
equity ratio. 

DAR = Total Debt X 100% 
 Total Assets 

 

 (M. Maharani et al., 2021) 

Company Size Company size is a scale where 
companies are classified, according to 
their size. Company size is measured 
using the natural logarithm of total 
assets (Ln total assets). Company Size = 
Natural logarithm of Total Assets 

(Sinambela & Almilia, 2018) 

Capital Intensity Capital intensity is an illustration of the 
amount of capital needed by the 
company to earn income. Capital 
intensity speaks of how much capital is 
used to earn income in the form of 
assets. Capital intensity is calculated by 
the ratio of total sales and total assets. 

Capital Intensity = 
Total Sales 

Total Assets 
 

(SK Maharani & Kristanti, 
2019) 

Data Source: Empirical Study 

Conceptual Framework 

The conceptual framework that describes the relationship between variables in this study can 
be described as follows: 
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Figure 1 Conceptual Framework 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Based on Figure 1, the hypotheses of the study include: 
H1: bondholders-shareholders conflict has a positive effect on accounting conservatism 
H2: firm size has a positive effect on accounting conservatism 
H3 : capital intensity has a positive effect on accounting conservatism 

Data Analysis Techniques and Hypothesis Testing 

In this study using the classical assumption test, namely normality test, multicollinearity test, 
heteroscedasticity test, and correlation test. In addition to using the classical assumption test, 
it also uses multiple regression analysis techniques, the coefficient of determination test and 
hypothesis testing. 

Data Normality Test 

The approach thatused to test the normality of the data, namely the One-Sample-Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test method. Decision making guidelines: 
1. The value of sig 0.05, the distribution is not normal. 
2. The value of sig 0.05, the distribution is normal. 

Multicollinearity Test 
In the multicollinearity test to determine whether a regression modelexperiencing symptoms 
of multicollinearity can be seen in the value of the variance inflation factor (VIF). The results 
of the calculation of the VIF value 10, the regression model is said to be good and there are no 
symptoms of multicollinearity. 

Heteroscedasticity Test 
Heteroscedasticity was tested usingspearman's rho method. Spearman's rho correlation is to 
correlate the independent variable with the residual. The test uses a significant level of 0.05 
with a 2-sided test. If the correlation between the independent variables and the significance 
level of the ratio is more than 0.05, then it is said that there is no heteroscedasticity. 
 

Bondholders-
Shareolders Conflict 

Accounting 
Conservatism (Y) 

Company Size (X2) 

Capital Intensity (X3) 
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Autocorrelation Test 
The tool used to test the autocorrelation using run test. The test criteria are significant values 
< 0.05, autocorrelation occurs and if significant values are > 0.05, there is no autocorrelation. 

Multiple Regression Analysis 
Multiple Linear Regression hypothesis testing is used toknowing how the influence of 
independent variables on the dependent variable. Testing the research hypothesis using 
multiple regression models. Multiple regression statistical test using the following model: 
Y = a + 1X1 + 2X2 + 3X3 + e. 1 

Coefficient of Determination Test 
The level of accuracy of the regression is expressed incoefficient of multiple determination 
(R2) whose value is between 0 to 1. A value close to 1 means that the independent variable 
provides almost all the information needed to predict the variation of the independent 
variable. 

Hypothesis testing 
The t test is used forhypothesis testing the influence of individual independent variables on 
the dependent variable. 

Result 
Table 1 Data Normality Test 

   Unstandardized 
Residual 

N 46 
Normal Parameters, b mean ,0000000 

Std. Deviation 2.49443125 
Most Extreme Differences Absolute ,148 

Positive ,110 
negative -,148 

Test Statistics ,148 
Monte Carlo Sig. (2-tailed) Sig. ,246d 

99% Confidence Interval Lower Bound ,235 
Upper Bound ,257 

a. Test distribution is Normal. 

The normality test of the data used the one Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Residual data 
is used as a value in the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. One of the criteria in the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov Test to determine the results is to see a significant value for Monte Carlo (2-tailed). If 
the value of Monte Carlo Sig (2-tailed) is greater than 0.05 then the residual is normally 
distributed (sig > 0.05) and vice versa if the value of Monte Carlo Sig (2-tailed) is less than 0.05, 
it can be said residuals are not normally distributed (sig < 0.05). With the IBM SPSS version 25 
program in the test, it has three similarities, according to (Mehta, C. R., & Patel, 2012) can use 
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extract P-values, Monte Carlo P-values, and asymptotic P-values. Most studies use asymptotic 
equations in testing the normality of data, but these equations have several weaknesses that 
make the data results abnormal.  

This weakness was stated by (Mehta, C. R., & Patel, 2012) namely as follows: “This means that 
p values are estimated based on the assumption that the data, given a sufficiently large sample 
size, conform to a particular distribution. However, when the data set is small, sparse, contains 
many ties, is unbalanced, or is poorly distributed, the asymptotic method may fail to produce 
reliable results.” This means that the weakness caused by asymptotics is when the data is 
small, the data is not balanced and the distribution is bad, it will cause inaccurate results. 
Therefore, in addition to using the asymptotic equation, one of them can use Monte Carlo. 
The Monte Carlo equation is an iterative sampling method. To use the Monte Carlo equation, 

There are several studies that may not pass the normality test because there are some data 
that are different from other data. So in this study, it is required to use outlier testing. Outlier 
data is data that has extreme differences or is much different from other observations 
(Ghozali, 2013). According to (Ghozali, 2013) the cause of the research there is an outlier data 
due to four things, firstly there is wrong data in the entry, secondly an error in a computer 
program that is missing value, the third data that becomes an outlier is data that should not 
be used as a sample and lastly the data is a sample but have extreme values and are not 
normally distributed. One of the outlier tests on SPSS version 26 can use the Box-Plot approach 
outliers. In the blox-plot output to see extreme values, that is by looking at the distance of the 
position of the numbers and the star symbol, where the farther the position of the number is 
from the box area and has a star symbol, it can be said that the data has a high extreme level. 
So in this study, for normal testing of data with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, it requires a 
confidence level with the final sample size after the outliers are used. Based on table one 
Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov/Test statistic is 0.148 with a significance level of 0.246. The 
significance value of Monte Carlo 0.246 > 0.05, it can be concluded that the residual data is 
normally distributed and can meet the assumption of normality. 

Table 2 Multicollinearity Test 

Model 
Collinearity Statistics 

Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant)   

X1 ,874 1.144 
X2 ,942 1.061 
X3 ,901 1,110 

a. Dependent Variable: Ln_Y 

The results of the multicollinearity test show that the VIF value of the bondholders-
shareholder conflict variable is 1.144, the firm size variable is 1.061 and the capital intensity 
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variable is 1.110. The three variables have a VIF value of less than 10 so it can be concluded 
that there is no multicollinearity between the independent variables. 

Table 3 Heteroscedasticity Test 

 Ln_Y X1 
SQRT_X

2 
Ln_X

3 
Unstandardiz
ed Residual 

Spearman
's rho 

Unstandardiz
ed Residual 

Correlatio
n 
Coefficien
t 

,303
* 

,283 ,112 0.05
3 

1,000 

Sig. (2-
tailed) 

,250 0.05
6 

,458 ,724 . 

N 46 46 46 46 46 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

The correlation results between bondholders-shareholders conflict variables, firm size, and capital 
intensity with the Unstandardized Residual value has a Sig. (2-tailed) significance of more than 0.05 so 
it can be concluded that there is no heteroscedasticity. 

Table 4 Autocorrelation Test 

 Unstandardized Residual 
Test Value ,20660 
Cases < Test Value 23 
Cases >= Test Value 23 
Total Cases 46 
Number of Runs 26 
Z ,447 
asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) ,655 

The results of the run test show that the significance value is 0.655 > 0.05, so it can be 
concluded that there is no autocorrelation. 
Table 5 Coefficient of Determination Test 

Model Summaryb 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 
Std. Error of the 

Estimate 
1 ,920a ,846 ,835 2,58198 

Based on the table, the R2 number is 0.835 or 83.5%. This shows that bondholders-
shareholders conflict, firm size, and capital intensity have an influence on accounting 
conservatism by 83.5% while the remaining 16.5% is influenced by other variables not included 
in this study. 
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Table 6 Multiple Regression Analysis and Hypothesis Testing 
Coefficientsa 

Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

T Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) -21,228 4,341  -4,890 ,000 

X1 -,080 ,023 -,224 -3,466 .001 
X2 ,941 0.069 ,848 13,593 ,000 
X3 ,630 ,771 0.052 ,818 ,418 

The multiple linear equation is as follows: accounting conservatism = (-21,228) + (-0.080) 
bondholders-shareholders conflict + 0.941 firm size + 0.941 capital intensity. The results of the 
t table are found to be 1,982 and the conclusions of the t test are as follows: 
1. Bondholders-sharehoders conflict variables 

The tcount value is 3,466 > 1,982 ttable with a significance value of 0.01 < 0.05. This value 
shows that bondholders-sharehoder conflicts have a positive effect on accounting 
conservatism 

2. Firm size variable 
The tcount value is 13,593 > 1,982 ttable with a significance value of 0.000 <0.05. This 
value indicates that firm size has a positive effect on accounting conservatism 

3. Capital intensity variable 
The tcount value is 0.818 < 1.982 ttable with a significance value of 0.418 > 0.05. This 
value indicates that capital intensity has no effect on accounting conservatism 

Discussion 
Judging from the results of the study, it can be seen that the first variable of bondholders-
shareholders conflict has a positive effect on accounting conservatism so that the first 
hypothesis is accepted. This is in line with research(Ulfa et al., 2018)which states that 
bondholders-shareholders conflict affects accounting conservatism and is contrary to 
research(Sudane et al., 2020)which states that bondholders-shareholders conflict has no 
effect on accounting conservatism.In this study, leverage is proxied because the higher the 
leverage value of the company, the creditors have a greater right to know and supervise the 
company's operations and accounting in the interests of creditors to secure their funds, so it 
is more likely that companies use procedures that tend to increase reported profits for the 
current period or reports. The financial statements presented tend to be conservative. 

The second variable of this study is firm size, the results of data analysis state that firm size 
has an effect on accounting conservatism so that the second hypothesis is accepted. This is 
supported by research (Hotimah, 2018) which states that firm size has an effect on accounting 
conservatism and is contrary to research (Sinambela & Almilia, 2018) which states that firm size has 
no effect on accounting conservatism. 
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Conclusion 
This study shows the results that bondholders-shareholders conflict and company size have a 
positive effect on accounting conservatism, while capital intensity has no effect on accounting 
conservatism in manufacturing companies in the basic and chemical industry sectors listed on 
the IDX for the 2019-2021 period.This research is expected as a consideration for companies 
to apply the principle of conservatism in order to overcome agency problems. Theoretically, 
this study proves that the application of accounting conservatism can avoid uncertainty and 
related risks in business situations, avoid opportunistic behavior of managers and prevent 
information asymmetry. The theoretical benefit of this research is that it can be used as a 
source of further research as a source of information and a means of knowledge for the 
community.This study has limitations using only a 3-year period in manufacturing companies 
in the basic and chemical industrial sectors so that the number of samples is limited and the 
empirical test is less accurate. In addition, the study only uses three variablesbondholders-
shareholders conflict, firm size, and capital intensityonly has an effect of 83.5% while the 
remaining 16.5% is influenced by other variables that are not included in this study. 
Suggestions can be given for further research which is expected to add and expand the object 
of research and increase the period of research so that the empirical conducted is higher and 
more accurate. In addition, it can look for other data sources that are more complete 
regarding disclosure of accounting conservatism. 
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ABSTRACT 
Mining companies are related to the environment in carrying out their operational activities. 
The sustainability of mining activities causes environmental problems and companies must be 
held accountable for this and accounting begins to play a role in overcoming and preventing 
problems and green accounting is formed. This study aims to determine the implementation 
of green accounting and environmental performance on profitability with the ROA (Return On 
Assets). Profitability is an important instrument for companies and investors in assessing the 
company's development ability to make a profit. Quantitative research samples were selected 
through purposive sampling and 20 samples were obtained. The population of this study is 
mining companies listed on the IDX for the 2019-2021 period and obtained a PROPER rating 
given by the Ministry of Environment and Forestry. The analysis model used is a multiple 
regression analysis using SPSS 26. The results of this study indicate that green accounting has 
a significant effect also with the environmental performance. 
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Introduction 
The existence of industrial companies in Indonesia, whose numbers are increasing day by day, 
cannot be counted on the fingers, especially the mining sector, until now, strengthens the 
assumption that the Indonesian state is really rich in the abundance of its natural resources. 
The mining company contributes as a driver of the Indonesian economy in export and import 
production activities. These companies simultaneously utilize the natural resources of mining, 
processing by applying such a strategy that is nothing but to obtain maximum income and 
improve their financial performance, even this opportunity also opens up jobs for the 
community in general. Fierce competition between companies so that companies are 
demanded to be effective in managing company resources that are useful in supporting the 
company's goals, namely to increase profits (Nuryaningrum & Andhaniwati, 2021). 

A good indicator of the financial performance of an enterprise is profitability. Profitability is 
one of the important pieces of information for investors because investors can analyze the 
development of the company's profit gains. profitability is also an important factor in the 
survival of the company, the goal of every company is to increase the amount of profitability. 
The higher the company's profit, it will give a positive signal for investors that they will benefit 
from their investment (Shofia & Anisah, 2020). The company has the space to carry out 
operations in the midst of society, the greater its activities, the greater the opportunity for the 
company to have an impact along with the consequences on the surroundings. The impacts 
that often have on the surrounding community are environmental impacts such as waste and 
pollution on water, soil and air. To overcome this problem, management is needed where the 
accounting field can take a role in efforts to strive for costs for the environment that can be 
incurred by the company. 

Continuous exploration of natural resources can also cause social and environmental 
problems, therefore mining sector companies are expected to develop sustainable and 
environmentally friendly businesses to minimize the increasingly severe damage to nature 
considering the prediction of The Limits To Grow (1972) about global destruction in 2040 
which is starting to run according to track (Muhammad, 2021). In addition, the presence of 
mining companies in the midst of the community is considered quite often or even arguably 
always has an impact on the environment. From Sumatra, Java, Kalimantan, Sulawesi, Maluku, 
to Papua, there are traces of social conflict and environmental damage in the mining ring area. 
Merah said the environment was "undermined" and people were forcibly "silenced" for the 
sake of implementing priority commodities that are the backbone of the country's income. 
One of the most worrying concerns communities is the construction of sewage dams close to 
their residential land, farms, and water sources. Based on JATAM's 2020-year-end records, 
there were 45 mining conflicts, namely 22 cases of pollution and environmental destruction, 
13 cases of land grabs, eight cases of criminalization of residents who refused to mine (victims 
of criminalization 69 people), and two cases of termination of employment. That number is an 
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increase compared to 2019 with 11 conflicts. Thus, the total mining conflicts that have arisen 
in the era of President Joko Widodo's leadership since 2014 are 116 cases (Lumbanrau, 2021). 

Suka (2016) in (Chasbiandani et al., 2019) has an opinion that the application of environmental 
accounting or what is often called good green accounting by the company, is a positive thing 
that the company has in the eyes of stakeholders, because with the application of good 
environmental accounting, the company has paid attention to the environmental impact of 
the surrounding company and the company is considered not only focused on increasing the 
company's profits. 

Green accounting factors that can affect the level of profitability of a company are 
environmental performance, environmental costs and environmental disclosure. The 
company's environmental performance can be seen from its participation in preserving the 
environment. In Indonesia itself, the Ministry of Environment created the Company 
Performance Rating Assessment Program (PROPER) (Wangi & Lestari, 2020). The government 
through the Ministry of Environment has initiated a program since 2002 to assess the 
company's performance in environmental management, namely PROPER (Company 
Performance Rating Assessment Program in Environmental Management).  

The increase in participants between the company and the community will establish a 
symbiotic relationship of mutualism, meaning that if the company pays attention to the 
company's environment is always good (green) and can overcome environmental impacts that 
occur due to its company's activities, the community will be loyal to the company's products 
and this will have a positive impact on profitability. Therefore, environmental accounting is 
present as one of the solutions to encourage accountability for environmental sustainability 
problems (Sari et al., 2022). 

This research was conducted to test the effect of the implementation of green accounting on 
the profitability of mining companies listed on the IDX. Mining companies are companies 
whose operational activities produce waste and have an impact on the environment of the 
surrounding community which if not considered and immediately followed up will cause 
pollution and damage to the environment. Meanwhile, the purpose of this study is to prove 
whether green accounting and environmental performance have an influence or not on 
profitability. 

The Effect of Green Accounting on Profitability  

The existence of good environmental accounting will have an impact on the disclosure of the 
company's performance and bring a great influence in attracting the attention of investors 
and consumers of the company. The allocation of costs for environmental management 
provides consistency of environmental concerns carried out by the company so that it can 
build public trust in corporate social responsibility. Continuous signal theory suggests that it 
will be a good outcome for the company if the company gives a satisfactory feed (signal) to 
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external parties. The surrounding community also supports the company's operational 
activities, for its concern with environmental processing management in addition to focusing 
on business only. Based on (Asjuwita & Agustin, 2020), the first step that can be taken related 
to environmental costs is to categorize the types of costs related to paying attention to several 
aspects such as the location of the waste site, types of hazardous waste, disposal methods, 
and others. Environment costs contain explicit and implicit costs. Implicit costs such as costs 
incurred as a result of potential liabilities that arise. This will make the company's image 
increase, so that automatically profitability will also increase. Thus, green accounting has an 
influence on profitability supported by research conducted by Putri et al. (2019), Sari et al. 
(2022), Sulistiawati & Dirgantari (2016), Risal et al. (2020) and Nisa et al., (2020). 

H1 : Green Accounting has a significant effect on profitability. 

Effect of Environmental Performance on Profitability  

Based on the theory of legitimacy, the community has a role in assessing the company. The 
Company must disclose environmental information and provide good environmental 
performance to get recognition from outside parties (legitimized) that all company activities 
have run in accordance with existing norms in the environment and society. When the 
company succeeds in minimizing damage and environmental pollution caused by operational 
activities, it will show that the company's environmental performance is good. The following 
with the disclosure of company activities related to the environment to the public gives a 
positive signal so that it can improve financial performance and generate profitability that 
reflects the success of the company so that the company's image is also better in the eyes of 
the public. The assessment of the PROPER level of each company makes comparisons and 
corrections for those companies. The increase in the company's image will affect the level of 
trust of stakeholders to increase sales and profit revenue. Based on research conducted by 
Sari et al. (2022), Putri et al. (2019), and Wangi & Lestari (2020) shows the results of an 
influence between environmental performance and improving company profitability but there 
are different results from research conducted by Sahputra et al., (2020) and Murniati & Sovita 
(2021) which show negative results with financial performance results that have no effect on 
profitability. 

H² : Environmental Performance has a significant effect on profitability. 

Method 
Types and Sources of Research 

Data of this research uses a type of quantitative data, namely data in the form of numbers 
(Bahri, 2018). The data source is in the form of secondary data obtained through the 
intermediary of the official website of the Ministry of Environment (PROPER - Kementerian 
Lingkungan Hidup Dan Perhutanan, 2022), the official website of the Indonesia Stock 
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Exchange (PT Bursa Efek Indonesia, 2022) and the websites of companies included in the 
research sample. 

Population and Sample 

The population in this study is all mining companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange 
(IDX) for a three-year period, 2019-2021. Determination of samples in this study using 
purposive sampling through the following considerations: 

1. Mining companies listed on the IDX for the period 2019-2021 and issue annual financial 
statements 

2. Mining companies that implement green accounting during the period 2019-2021  
3. Mining companies that received the PROPER award for the period 2019-2021  
4. Mining companies that have a profit during the period 2019-2021 

So that a sample of 20 companies that met the criteria was obtained. The dependent variable 
of the study is profitability as measured using ROA with a comparison of net profit after tax and 
total assets. The independent variable is green accounting which is measured by environmental 
performance in the PROPER ranking with five scores, namely gold 5, green 4, blue 3, red 2 and 
black 1. Data analysis techniques used to prove hypotheses formulated by using SPSS version 
26 to determine the degree of correctness and approximate error. The testing of the data is 
carried out by the method of analyzing the normality test, the classical assumption test, and 
the hypothesis test. 

Result 

The results of the descriptive statistical test in this study can be seen in Table 1. 

Table 1. Descriptive Statistical Test Results 

 
Green 

Accounting 
Environmental 
Performance Profitabilitas 

N Valid 60 60 60 
Missing 0 0 0 

Mean 1,000 3,817 8,0122 
Std. Deviation ,0000 ,8334 12,09435 
Minimum 1,0 2,0 -14,71 
Maximum 1,0 5,0 52,02 

The results of the descriptive statistical test in table 1 of mining companies for the 2019-2021 
period show that the number of data (n) as many as 60 data samples with the amount of 
profitability as a dependent variable has a standard deviation value of 12.09435, a means 
value of 8.0122 with a minimum value of -14.71 and a maximum value of 52.02. Furthermore, 
the independent variable green accounting with the number of data (n) as much as 60, has a 
standard deviation value of 0.000, while the means value of 1,000 with a minimum value of 1 
is equal to the maximum value of 1. For the second independent variable, namely 
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environmental performance with a total of data (n) of 60, it has a standar deviation value of 
0.8334, along with a means value of 3.817 greater than the standard deviation value with a 
minimum value of 2 and a maximum value of 5. 

The test results of the classical assumption test have met the results of the normality test using 
the One-Sample kolmogrov- Smirnov Test showed the significance value of Asymp. Sig. (2-
tailed) 0.121. In the table, the significance value of 0.121 is greater than 0.05, so it can be 
concluded that the data tested meet the assumption of normality. Coefficients show that the 
VIF value of the green accounting variable (X1) is 1.036 and the environmental performance 
variable (X2) has a VIP value of 1.036, of which both < 10. Then, the tolerance value of the 
green accounting variable (X1) is 0.966 > 0.10 and is the same as the environmental 
performance variable (X2) of 0.966 > 0.10. This result concluded that there was no occurrence 
of multicollinearity between free variables in the regression mode used. The Durbin-Watson 
value in the autocorrelation test showed a result of 1.903. The number of samples (n = 60), 
the number of variables (k = 2) based on the DW table, then the values of dL = 1.5144 and du 
= 1.6518, then the equation dU<d<4-dU = the value is in the area free from autocorrelation. 
As well as the results of the heteroskedasticity test on both variables showed the value of the 
Significance of the two variables greater than 0.05, green accounting (X1) of 0.248 and 
environmental performance (X2) of 0.507 concluded that the absence of symptoms of 
heteroskedasticity. This makes it possible to use the data. 

The results of hypothesis testing in this study are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Hypothesis Test Results 

Model 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) -4,365 10,504  -,416 ,679 

Green Accounting 9,851 8,439 ,155 1,167 ,248 
Environmental 
Performance 

,873 1,307 ,089 ,668 ,507 

Multiple linear regression tests are used to test the overall data picture to determine the effect 
of green accounting and environmental performance on profitability in this research sample, 
namely mining companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange and are PROPER participants 
for the 2019 – 2021 period. The t test is used to test whether an independent variable exerts 
an influence on the dependent variable (Bahri, 2018). The green accounting variable of the 
calculated t value is 1.167 with a significance level of 0.248 and the environmental 
performance of the calculated t value is 0.668 with a significance level of 0.507. Environmental 
performance variable: t count of 0.668 with a significance value of 0.507 > 0.05, then H₂ 
rejected. Means that environmental performance variables have a significant influence on 
profitability. 
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Discussion 
The Effect of Green Accounting on Company Profitability 

The first hypothesis (H₁) states that green accounting has a significant effect on the profitability 
of Mining Companies that obtain PROPER ratings and Listings on the Indonesia Stock Exchange 
for the period 2019 - 2021. The results of the first hypothesis test which had a calculated t 
value of 1.167 < t count 2.018 with a significance value of 0.248 which means a significant 
value greater than 0.05 (0.248 > 0.05), it can be concluded that the first hypothesis is accepted 
or in other words the green accounting variable has a significant but negative influence on 
profitability. Negative results are expected to increase environmental costs can cause the 
value of profitability to decrease. The notion that environmental costs are additional costs 
resulting in reduced profitability value. The consistent application of green accounting can add 
a positive image value to the company. for a longer period of time, the implementation of 
green accounting will be very beneficial for all parties, both entrepreneurs, consumers and 
other stakeholders (investors, the public) (Sunarmin, 2020). The public and other external 
parties including investors will provide added value because the company also shows its 
concern for environmental aspects, this will help improve the company's financial 
performance in obtaining company profits. Companies that have a budget for activities in the 
implementation of green accounting and are charged as environmental responsibility costs in 
the form of environmental recovery, environmental management, and environmental 
rehabilitation get a value of 1. The implementation of green accounting identifies that 
companies reduce costs to reduce the incidence of environmental damage, so that it will affect 
the increase in company profits because consumers are proven to prefer environmentally 
friendly products and companies that focus on the production process and intensively produce 
environmentally friendly products are proven to have good environmental performance 
(Sunarmin, 2020). This research is in line with research Sulistiawati & Dirgantari (2016), which 
shows the results that the application of green accounting has a positive impact on 
environmental performance. Where the company is willing to comply with policies and 
regulations as well as consumer demand to produce environmentally friendly products. 

The Effect of Environmental Performance on Company Profitability 

Environmental performance variable: t count of 0.668 with a significance value of 0.507 > 0.05, 
then H₂ is accepted. Testing the second hypothesis with environmental performance variables 
showed a significant influence on the profitability of Mining Companies that obtained PROPER 
ratings and Listings on the Indonesia Stock Exchange for the period 2019 - 2021 because the 
significance value was greater than 0.05. Obtaining a PROPER rating is an achievement that 
can make the company superior to other companies so that the company becomes more 
competitive to create innovations in its productivity activities. The award received by mining 
companies from the Ministry of Environment and Forestry can increase profitability, especially 
for mining companies that will always have an impact on the surrounding environment. The 
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better the company's environmental performance, the more it can reduce costs related to 
negative environmental impacts so that with an increase in revenue and a reduction in costs 
that should not be incurred, it can increase company profits (Sari et al., 2022). The decrease 
in environmental pollution and good waste treatment can make the company's operational 
activities more effective and efficient in using resources so that it will support the creation of 
products that have added value for consumers. The higher the level of appreciation obtained 
presented in gold, green and blue, the higher the trust of the public and other external parties 
including investors in the company's operational activities. The results of this study are 
different from the research conducted by Olivia et al. (2022) which states that environmental 
performance variables have no effect on the company's profitability. The discussion suggests 
results interpretation, argument development by linking the results, theories, and opinions, 
including the comparison with previous research results. It is also important to raise the 
possibility of their research results contributing to the development of science. This section 
does not rewrite the data on the research results. 

Conclusion 
Profitability shows the company's ability to make a profit from sales activities and investment 
income which is important because it has an influence on the sustainability of the company. 
This research was conducted to determine whether there is an influence of green accounting 
and environmental performance on the profitability of mining which obtained a PROPER rating 
and listing on the Indonesia Stock Exchange for the period 2019 - 2020. The results of tests 
using multiple linear tests show that the two variables have a significant influence on the 
company's profit generation. Broadly speaking, the company's profitability from 2019 – 2021, 
17 out of 20 companies experienced an increase in profitability by implementing green 
accounting along with the proper award given by the Ministry of Environment and Forestry. 
Some companies experienced a decline in profits but were still able to allocate costs for 
environmental management. There are still many mining companies that have not 
implemented green accounting so they have not been able to get the PROPER award. This 
limitation led to the lack of company samples in this study. For further research, researchers 
can add indicators for green accounting, increase the amount of data and maximize the results 
of data distribution. The conclusion answers the objectives of research or study based on a 
more comprehensive meaning of results and discussion of research. Suggestions are 
addressed for practical action (to the participating institution), for the development of new 
theories, and further research. 
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ABSTRACT 

In companies definitely making tax payments, companies are faced with the consideration of 
paying taxes not too expensive so that the company does tax avoidance.  This study aims to 
determine the effect of sales growth, profit management, and capital intensity on tax 
avoidance.  The population in this study is a manufacturing company listed on the IDX 2021 
using purposive sampling techniques.  Sample selection in the study used purposive sampling 
method. Based on the purposive sampling method, the number of companies is 91 companies. 
The analytical tool for researching hypotheses is multiple regression analysis using the SPSS 26 
program.  Hypothesis testing results show that capital intensity affects tax avoidance while 
profit management, and sales growth has no effect on tax avoidance 
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Introduction 
Taxes are the main source of state income which has an important role that is coercive under 
the law so that the implementation of taxation is highly regulated by the government in order 
to maintain state revenues used for state purposes for the greatest extent for the prosperity 
of the people. Taxes are an important source of funding for a country's economy because the 
most potential source of state revenue and occupy the highest data in the State Budget (APBN) 
is taxes (Kalbuana et al., 2020). 

For the state, taxes are one of the main sources of income. However, this is different from 
companies because for companies taxes are an expense that can reduce the company's net 
profit. In its implementation, there are differences in interests between taxpayers and the 
government. The company strives to pay as little and as minimal taxes as possible because 
paying taxes is one of the things to reduce the economic capabilities of the company. Such 
conditions have caused many companies to look for ways to minimize the tax burden. 
Minimizing tax liabilities that do not violate the law is commonly referred to as tax avoidance. 

With the policies contained in tax avoidance so that the theory used is agency theory that 
provides a theoretical view of the relationship or contact between principals and agents.  The 
principal employs an agent to perform duties for the benefit of  the principal, including 
delegation of decision-making authorization from the principal to the agent. Tax collection is 
not an easy thing to implement. Taxes from the corporate side are one of the factors 
considered because taxes are considered a burden that can affect the survival of the company 
(Masrullah et al., 2018). From the physical side, taxes are one of the sources of income that 
can potentially affect and increase state revenue. These two sides cause a difference in 
interests between the fiscus and the company where the fiscus as the principal wants as much 
tax revenue as possible from the community, while the company as an agent wants a 
minimum tax payment. From the difference in interests between the fiscus and the company 
based on the theory of the agency will give rise to non-compliance by corporate taxpayers 
that will have an impact on the company's efforts to avoid avoidance tax. Tax avoidance 
strategies  is the way the law allows but the strategy implemented by this company is still 
detrimental to state revenue. 

Tax avoidance is an effort to reduce, avoid or ease the tax burden in various ways possible by 
tax legislation by taking into account the presence or absence of a tax result caused. The 
practice of tax avoidance is generally carried out because of differences in tax regulations that 
are carried out in such a way as not to officially violate taxes, but to violate the economic 
substance of an ongoing business activity. Tax avoidance is a unique and complicated problem 
because on the one hand tax avoidance does not violate the law, but on the other hand it is 
not wanted by the government. 
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Thereis a difference in tax avoidance, namely active and passive tax avoidance. Passive tax 
avoidance is in the form of obstacles that make taxes difficult for the government to collect 
and have a close relationship with the economic structure, while active tax avoidance is an 
action that is shown directly to the government / fiscus. Active tax avoidance is tax avoidance 
and tax evasion.  (Ultimate, 2020) states that tax avoidance refers to tax reduction through 
legal means by exploiting loopholes in existing tax regulations, but not evasion refers to illegal 
means such as reporting lower income with high deductions. Although tax avoidance is an 
implementation of efficiency for companies in a legal way due to imperfections in tax laws, 
the government still does not want this. In this case, the directorate general of taxes cannot 
do anything or prosecute legally even though  this practice of tax avoidance will affect state 
revenue from taxes. 

The first factor that is thought to affect tax avoidance is sales growth. Sales growth shows the 
development of sales levels from year to year. Sales growth gives a positive signal to the 
company's growth in the future which will affect investors' interest in investing. The company 
can predict the amount of profit that will be obtained with the amount of sales growth. If 
there is an increase in revenue from sales, it will result in an increase in the level of profit 
received by the company. Thus, the greater the company's taxable income will cause the 
company's effective tax rate to increase (Pratiwi et al., 2020).  Sales growth in the company 
cannot determine how much profit or income will be obtained by the company because the 
income cannot be known. With so many competitors outside the company who have the same 
quality products but at a cheaper price and people always want the necessary supplies / needs 
but at an affordable price. The increasing growth allows the company to be more able to 
increase the company's operating capacity. On the other hand, if its growth declines, the 
company will encounter obstacles in order to increase its operating capacity. The results of 
the study (Pratiwi et al., 2020) that Sales growth has a positive effect on tax avoidance.  These 
results contradict the results of the study (Masrullah et al., 2018) concluded the results of the 
study that Sales growth has a negative effect on tax avoidance. 

The second factor is suspected to affect non-avoidance, namely profit management.  Various 
ways are made by taxpayers to be able to reduce the tax burden or even eliminate these 
obligations. One of the efforts to do tax avoidance is by doing profit management. Profit 
management is one of the ways that managers use and use in managing profits. Profit 
management is not only used to increase profits, but can also be used to manipulate profits 
so that tax liabilities that must be paid can be suspended or even reduced. The results of the 
study (Darma et al., 2018) that profit management has a positive effect on tax avoidance. This 
is contrary to the results of the study (Alfarizi et al., 2021) that profit management negatively 
affects tax avoidance. 

The third factor is thought to affect non-avoidance, namely capital intensity.  Large holdings 
of fixed assets can reduce tax repayment, because fixed assets have a depreciation expense 
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or depreciation expense that can be used as a tax deduction. This shows that companies with 
a high level of fixed assets have a lower tax burden than companies with low fixed assets. 
Companies that place more emphasis on investing in the form of fixed assets will have a low 
effective tax rate (Marlinda et al., 2020).  Capital Intensity is the level of investment of 
company assets in its fixed assets.  Capital intensity is often associated with how much asset 
remains and the inventory the company has. The fixed assets owned by the company allow 
the company to withhold taxes as a result of depreciation of the company's fixed assets 
annually. Almost all fixed assets will experience depreciation which will be the cost of 
depreciation in the financial statements company. While this depreciation fee is a cost that 
can be deducted from income in the calculation of taxes. The greater the depreciation fee, the 
smaller the level of tax that must be paid by the company. This is supported by the results of 
research (Kalbuana et al., 2020) that capital intensity has a positive effect on tax avoidance. 
These results are different from the results of research from (Anasta, 2021) that Capital 
Intensity negatively affects tax avoidance. The results of the study from (Fatimah et al., 2021) 
bahwa capital intensity are insignificant and negatively affect tax avoidance. 

Tax avoidance is an action that can harm the government and the state but is very beneficial 
for companies with the phenomenon of tax avoidance.  With the occurrence that many 
companies do to avoid taxes to the government and the state by shrinking tax payments. 

Method 
Types of Research 

This type of research is causal associative research that aims to determine the influence 
between the variables of sales growth , profit management, and capital intensity on tax 
avoidance as a dependent variable 

Population and Sample 

The population of this study is manufacturing companies listed on the Indonesia Stock 
Exchange (IDX) as many as 195 companies. In this study, samples were taken using non-
probability sampling using the purposive samppling method. Purposive sampling is carried out 
by taking samples based on certain criteria with the aim of providing maximum information 
(Bahri, 2018). The sample selection criteria are as follows: 

1. A manufacturing company listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange in 2021. 
2. Manufacturing companies that present financial statements for the 2021 period. 
3. A manufacturing company that presents financial statements denominated in rupiah. 
4. Manufacturing companies that reported corporate profits in 2021. 
Based on the criteria and sample selection procedures obtained as many as 91 manufacturing 
companies that were the samples of this study. 
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Data Types and Sources 
The type of data in the study is quantitative data in the form of numbers or numbers. The data 
is an annual report of manufacturing companies listed du IDX for the 2021 period. The source 
of this research data is secondary data (cross section) which aims to determine the impact of 
sales growth, profit management, and capital intensity towards tax avoidance. 

Operational Definition 
Defoperational initiation of variables is a description of the indicators of each variable and can 
be described in the form of a table or narrative (Bahri, 2018). 
1. Tax avoidance 

Dependent (bound) variables are variables whose existence is known or becomes a result, 
due to the existence of free variables (Bahri, 2018). The dependent variables of the study 
are tax avoidance formulated with a cash effective tax rate (CETR), namely: ���� = ���������� ��������� ������� �����   1 

2. Sales growth 
Sales growth is the level of growth in sales of a company from year to year so that it can 
reflect the prospects and profitability of a company in the future  (Rahmi et al., 2020). The 
formula used to calculate sales growth is as follows: 

 2 

3. Profit management 
Profit management is accidental or manipulation of profits in financial statements in order 
to get more profit (Fathoni & Indrianto, 2021). Profit management can be calculated using 
the following formula: �� = ������ ����� ��������������   3 

4. Capital Intensity 
The capital intensity ratio is proxied using the ratio of the intensity of fixed assets.  The fixed 
asset intensity ratio is how much a company invests its assets in fixed assets (Widya et al., 
2020).  Capital intensity can be calculated using the following formula: Rasio Intensitas Asset Tetap = ���� ���������� ����  4 
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Figure 1 Conceptual Framework 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Data Analysis Techniques and Hypothesis Testing 
In this study, it used classical assumption tests, namely normality tests, multicollinearity tests, 
heterochedasticity tests, and correlation tests. In addition to using classical assumption tests, 
it also uses multiple regression analysis techniques, coefficient of determination test and 
hypothesis test.  
Data Normality Test 
The approach used to test the normality of the data, namely the One-Sample-Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test method.  Decision-making guidelines: 
1. The value of sig ˂ 0.05, the distribuピon is abnormal. 
2. Sig value ˃ 0.05, the distribuピon is normal. 

Multicollinearity Test 
In the multicollinearity test, youcan find out a regression model whether it experiences 
symptoms of multicollinearity can be seen in the value of the variance inflation factor (VIF). 
The result of calculating the value of VIF ˂ 10, then the regression model is said to be good 
and there are no symptoms of multicollinearity. 

Heteroskedasticity Test 
Heteroskedasticity was tested using spearman's rho method. Spearman's rho correlation is to 
correlate independent variables with their residuals. The test used a significant rate of 0.05 
with a 2-sided test. If the correlation between independent and racial variables has a 
significant level of more than 0.05 then it is said that heteroskedasticity does not occur. 

Autocorrelation Test 
A tool used to test autocorrelations by using a run test.  The test criteria are significant values 
< 0.05 autorelation occurs and when a significant value > 0.05 then no autocorrelation occurs. 

 

 

Sales Growth (X1) 

Profit Management (X2) 

Capital Intensity (X3) 

Tax Avoidance 
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Multiple Regression Analysis 
Multiple Linear Regression hypothesis testing is used to find out how free variables affect 
bound variables.  Hypothesis testing of the study usinga multiple re gresi model. Statistical 
test of multiple regression by using 
Model : Y = a + β1X1 + β2X2 + β3X3 + e.  (5) 

Coefficient of Determination Test 
The degree of regression accuracy is expressed in the coefficient of compound determination 
(R2) whose value is between 0 to 1. A value close to 1 means that the independent variable 
provides almost all the information needed to predict the variation of the independent 
variable  

Hypothesis Test 
Uji t is used for hypothesis testing the influence of individual independent variables on 
dependent variables. 

Result 
Tabel 1. Kolmogorov-Smirnov one Sample test 

 Unstandardized Residual 
N 91 
Normal Parametersa,b Mean .0000000 

Std. Deviation .11979559 
Most Extreme Differences Absolute .067 

Positive .067 
Negative -.046 

Test Statistic .067 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .200c,d 

Test the normality of the data using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov one Sample test. Based on the 
table one Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov/Test statistic of 0.067 with a signification rate of 0.200. 
The significance value of 0.200 > 0.05, it can be concluded that the residual data are normally 
distributed and can meet the assumption of normality. 

Tabel 2 Multicollinearity Test 

Model 
Collinearity Statistics 

Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant)   

SalesGrowth .926 1.079 
ManajemenLaba .921 1.085 
CapitalIntensity .874 1.144 

The results of the multicollinearity test showed the VIF value of the Sales Growth variable  of 
1.079, the Profit Management variable  of 1.085 and  the Capital Intensity  variable of 1.144. 
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The three variables have a VIF value of less than 10 so it can be concluded that there is no 
multicollinearity between independent variables.  

Tabel 3 Heteroskedasticity Test 

 SalesGrowth ManajemenLaba CapitalIntensity 
Unstandardized 

Residual 
Spearman's 
rho 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

1.000 -.117 -.285** -.020 

Sig. (2-
tailed) 

.853 .521 .774 . 

N 91 91 91 91 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
 

The results of the corelation between the variables sales growth, Profit Management, capital 
intensity with unstandardized residual values have a Significance of Sig.(2-tailed) more than 
0.05 so that it can be concluded that heteroskedasticity does not occur 

Tabel 4 Autocorrelation Tests 
 Unstandardized Residual 

Test Valuea -.01693 
Cases < Test Value 45 
Cases >= Test Value 46 
Total Cases 91 
Number of Runs 53 
Z 1.372 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .170 
a. Median 

The results of the run test showed that the significance value of 0.170 > 0.05, it can be 
concluded that there is no autocorrelation. 

Tabel 5 Uji Koefisien Determinasi 

Based on the table obtained the figure R2 0.042 or 4.2%. This shows that sales growth, profit 
management, capital intensity have an influence on tax avoidance by 4.2% while the 
remaining 95.8% is influenced by other variables that are not included in this study.  
  

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 
Std. Error of the 

Estimate 
1 .271a .074 .042 .12184 
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Tabel 6 Multiple Regression Analysis and Hypothesis Test 

Model 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) .305 .041  7.400 .000 

SalesGrowth -.131 .082 -.170 -1.586 .116 
ManajemenLaba -.106 .064 -.178 -1.654 .102 
CapitalIntensity -.125 .058 -.240 -2.179 .032 

 
The multiple linear equation is as follows : Tax Avoidance = 0.305 + (-0.131) sales growth + (-
0.106) profit management  + (-0.125) capital intensity.  Hasil t table found 1,987 and the 
conclusion of the t test is as follows :  

1. Variable Sales Growth 
Thecalculated  t value of 1.586 < 1.987 ttable  with a significance value of 0.116  > 0.05. This value 
shows that Sales Growth has a negative effect  on Tax Avoidance 

2. Variable Profit Management 
Thecalculated  t value of 1.654 < 1.987 ttable  with a significance value of 0.102  > 0.05. This value 
indicates that Profit Management has no effect on Tax Avoidance.  

3. Variable Capital Intensity 
Thecalculated  t value of 2.179 > 1.987 t  table with a significance value  of 0.032 <   0.05. This 
value shows that Capital Intensity affects Tax Avoidance 

Discussion 
Judging from the results of the study, it can be seen that the first variable of sales growth has 
a negative effect on tax avoidance so that the first hypothesis is rejected. This is in line with 
research (Masrullah et al., 2018) which states that sales growth has no effect on tax avoidance 
and is contrary to research (Pratiwi et al., 2020) which states that sales growth affects tax 
avoidance.  In general, every company definitely wants a large profit or profit from its 
operational activities or in other words the company does not want losses so that pricipal 
gives the  task to the agent to manage the profit obtained from the sale.  Good sales growth 
in the company will cause the size of the company to be large, where the larger the size of the 
company will cause the total assets of the company to be larger, so that the company must 
maintain the image and reoutation of the company in the eyes of the public, finally the 
company will comply with taxes the company is growing its sales besert done efficiently it will 
get large profits therefore there is no need to do  tax avoidance.  

The second variable of this study is profit management, the results of data analysis state that 
profit management has no effect on tax avoidance so that the second hypothesis is rejected. 
This is supported by research (Pratiwi et al., 2020) which states that profit management has 
no effect on tax avoidance and is contrary to research (Darma et al., 2018) which states that 
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profit management has a positive effect on tax avoidance. Managers will use their 
considerations in financial reporting and transaction structures to amend financial statements 
with the aim of misleading stakeholders. Management will report profits according to its goal 
of using accounting options to reduce profits or income desreasing as a form of tax avoidance. 

The third variable of this study is capital intensity,  the results of data analysis state that capital 
intensity has a positive effect on tax avoidance, this is because the greater the capital intensity 
owned by the company, the greater the company does tax avoidance, because companies that 
have fixed assets will become a depreciation expense or depreciation expense which can be a 
profit reduction  before taxes. So in such a way the company will take advantage of fixed assets 
to minimize the tax burden by investing fixed assets in the company. The logic of the theory is 
supported by the results of research from (Darma et al., 2018), (Darma et al., 2018) which 
states that capital intensity affects tax avoidance but is contrary to research (Anasta, 2021) 
which states that capital intensity has no effect on tax avoidance. 

Conclusion 
This study shows the results that capital intensity has a positive effect on tax avoidance, while 
sales growth and profit management do not have an impacton tax avoidance in manufacturing 
companies listed on the IDX for the 2021 period.  In this study, it is hoped that the government 
should be able to correct the current tax loopholes so that later the tax target received by the 
government can be achieved. The theoretical benefit of this research is that it can be used as 
a source of research and subsequently become a source of information and a means of science 
for the community. This study has limitations on only using 2021 so the number of samples is 
limited and the empirical test is less accurate. In addition, the study only used three variables 
of sales growth, profit management, capital intensity only had an influence of 4.2% while the 
remaining 95.8% was influenced by other variables that were not included in this study. 
Suggestions can be given for further research, which is expected to add and expand the object 
of research and increase the period of research so that the empirical carried out is higher and 
more accurate. In addition, you can look for other more complete data sources regarding tax 
avoidance disclosures. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study conducted to determine the impact of compensation and work environment on 
employee performance at PT. Bersama Makmur Raharja, with the formulation of the problem 
whether compensation and work environment affect employee performance at PT. Bersama 
Makmur Raharja. This study aimed to determine the effect of compensation and work 
environment on employee performance at PT. Bersama Makmur Raharja. The sample tested 
was 30 respondents and the test results showed that each variable, namely compensation and 
work environment can have a significant effect on employee performance at PT. Bersama 
Makmur Raharja. 
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Introduction  
According to Dwianto and Purnamasari (2019), employee performance is influenced by 
compensation. Compensation is all income in the form of money or goods received directly 
from the company to its employees, for services rendered to the company (Hasibuan, 2019). 
According to Darmadi (2020), employee performance is also influenced by the work 
environment. According to Sedarmayanti (2014), the work environment is the overall tools 
and materials encountered, the environment in which a person works, his work methods, and 
work arrangements both as individuals and as groups. The work environment is considered to 
be able to influence employees in completing their work. A conducive environment can make 
employees feel comfortable, so they can work optimally. 

One of the automotive companies currently working on improving employee performance is 
PT. Bersama Makmur Raharja Malang City branch which located at St. West Candi Mendut 
Block C No 27, Malang City, East Java. Employee performance at PT. Bersama Makmur Raharja 
Malang can be said to be quite optimal. But the performance of employees had experienced 
an increase or decrease in performance. This can be seen from the sales data of PT. Bersama 
Makmur Raharja experienced an increase or decrease in conditions until mid-2022. The 
decline in employee performance could be caused by compensation from the company. Since 
the Covid-19 pandemic, PT. Bersama Makmur Raharja, they do not provide annual salary 
increases to their employees. In addition, the sales bonus given is also reduced. In addition to 
compensation, there are also problems in the work environment, namely the office occupied 
by the work area is relatively narrow with about 8 employees for each division. Plus the 
distance between the desks of each employee is also too close. This condition makes some 
employees feel uncomfortable to work. 

Method 
The type of research is quantitative research, research with details presented in a systematic, 
well-planned, and structured, conducted by collecting various information needed and then 
proceeding with processing and analysis to summarize the situation and problems. The 
population in this study were workers and consumers of PT. Bersama Makmur Raharja 
Malang, the number was unknown. The determination of the sample in this study based on 
the theory of Roscoe (1975) in Sugiyono's research (2014) which states that the sample size 
selected in this study is between thirty to five hundred elements and the alternative 
population that has been studied using an accidental sampling technique. Accidental sampling 
was used as a sample based on a sudden meeting with the researcher and can be used as a 
sample if it is considered feasible to be used as a data source (Notoatmodjo, 2010). In this 
research, the researcher determined two types of variables, namely the independent variable 
and the dependent variable. Independent Variable: Compensation and Work Environment, 
while Dependent Variable: Employee Performance. 
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The data collection conducted by distribute questionnaires in the form of google forms to the 
respondents by providing several information or questions to consumers or respondents. The 
method used in this study was a description of the questionnaire answers that have been 
distributed to consumers at PT. Bersama Makmur Raharja, the results obtained used 
descriptive analysis methods to summarize data from respondents. There are various tests in 
this study, namely: Data Instrument Test, Classical Assumption Test, Model Feasibility Test, 
and Hypothesis Test. In data processing, researchers used the IBM SPSS (Statistical Package 
for Social Sciences) program, aimed to know the influence and relationship between variables. 

Result 
Table 1. Validity Test Results 

Item R-Count R-table Sig.(2-tailed A Conclusion 
X1.1 0,057 0.361 0,000 0.05 Valid 
X1.2 0.658 0.361 0,000 0.05 Valid 
X1.3 0.545 0.361 0,000 0.05 Valid 
X1.4 0.495 0.361 0,000 0.05 Valid 
X2.1 0.733 0.361 0,000 0.05 Valid 
X2.2 0.364 0.361 0,000 0.05 Valid 
X2.3 0.643 0.361 0,000 0.05 Valid 
Y.1 0.840 0.361 0,000 0.05 Valid 
Y.2 0.373 0.361 0,000 0.05 Valid 
Y.3 0.442 0.361 0,000 0.05 Valid 
Y.4 0.624 0.361 0,000 0.05 Valid 
Y.5 0.542 0.361 0,000 0.05 Valid 

Source: Processed IBM SPSS 22 (2022) 

The research instrument can be said to be valid if the value of sig. (2-tailed) for each total 
variable is smaller than the research significance level (Sig. (2-tailed) < = 0.05). Based on the 
results of the validity test which states that all items measuring the research variables have an 
R-count that was greater than the R-Table, and the value of Sig.2 (0.000 <0.05), it can be seen 
that the research instrument is a questionnaire used to measure compensation and work 
environment on employee performance is valid. 

Table 2. Reliability Test 

Item Cronbach's Alpha R-Table Conclusion 
X1 0.743 0.361 Reliabel 
X2 0.743 0.361 Reliabel 
Y 0.743 0.361 Reliabel 

Source: Processed IBM SPSS 22 (2022) 

The research instrument can be said to be reliable if the Cronbach's Alpha value was greater 
than 0.361. Based on the results of the reliability test, stated that the Cronbach's Alpha value 
of each item that measures the research variable was greater than 0.361. The result showed 
that the research instrument is a questionnaire used to measure compensation and work 
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environment on employee performance at PT. Bersama Makmur Raharja and the results is 
reliable. 

Table 3. Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test 

One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test 

 
Unstandardized Predicted 

Value 
N 30 
Normal Parametersa,b Mean 19,9000000 

Std. Deviation 1,23133965 
 
 
Most Extreme Differences 

 
 
Absolute 

0,132 

Positive 0,132 
Negative -0,099 

Test Statistic 0,132 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) 0.191c 

Source: Processed IBM SPSS 22 (2022) 

Based on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, a significant Asymp value was 0.191 and concluded 
that the value was greater than 0.05 (0.191 > 0.05) so that the residual value is normal. 

Table 4. Multikoliniearitas Test 

Coefficientsa 

Model 
Unstandardized 

Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients t Sig. 

Collinearity 
Statistics 

B Std. Error Beta Tolerance VIF 

1 
(Constant) 2,041 2,551   0,800 0,431     

X1 0,383 0,165 0,291 2,318 0,028 0,756 1,323 
X2 0,972 0,190 0,641 5,116 0,000 0,756 1,323 

Source: Processed IBM SPSS 22 (2022) 

The test results above concluded that there is no multicollinearity between the independent 
variables because from all the VIF results the independent variable was more than 10, and 
the tolerance value was more than 0.1. 

Table 5. Heteroskedastisitas Test 

Coefficientsa 

Model 
Unstandardized 

Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 
(Constant) 0,654 1,759   0,372 0,713 

X1 0,028 0,114 0,055 0,250 0,804 
X2 -0,044 0,131 -0,075 -0,339 0,737 

Source: Processed IBM SPSS 22 (2022) 

From the test results above, it showed that the sig value for the variable Compensation (X1), 
Work Environment (X2) > 0.05 so it can be concluded that there are no symptoms of 
heteroscedasticity. 
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Model Feasibility Test 

Table 6. Determination Test 
Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 
1 0.824a 0.680 0.656 0.87624 

Source: Processed IBM SPSS 22 (2022) 

Obtained an R Square value of 0.680 which indicated that there is an influence between the 
coefficient of the variable X on Y which equal to 68%. 

Table 7. F Test 
ANOVAa 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 
Regression 43,970 2 21,985 28,634 0.000b 
Residual 20,730 27 0,768   
Total 64,700 29       

Source: Processed IBM SPSS 22 (2022) 

Based on the data in table 4, it can be seen that the calculated F value was 28,634 with a Sig 
value. 0.000. While the F-table value for the significance value or a = 0.05 was 3.340. 
Because the value of F-count > F-table (28,634 > 3,340) and Sig. < (0.000 < 0.05), this means 
that the formed regression model meets the goodness of fit model or the regression model 
that formed is feasible and can be used to predict purchasing decisions at PT. Bersama 
Makmur Raharja. 

Table 8. Regression Model Formation 

Coefficientsa 

Model 
Unstandardized 

Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 
(Constant) 2,041 2,551   0,800 0,431 

X1 0,383 0,165 0,291 2,318 0,028 
X2 0,972 0,190 0,641 5,116 0,000 

Source: Processed IBM SPSS 22 (2022) 

Based on the B value, a multiple linear regression model can be formed as follows: 

Y = 2,041 + 0,383X1 + 0,972X2 1  

Based on the results of the regression model formed, it can be seen that the regression 
constant has a positive value of 2.041, which means that without X1 (compensation), X2 (work 
environment), consumers who become research respondents already have purchasing 
decisions. The regression coefficient on X1 (compensation) was positive at 0.383. This means 
that the higher the compensation, the higher the performance. And for every 1 increase in 
compensation, it will increase employee performance by 0.383 units. The regression 
coefficient on X2 (work environment) was positive at 0.972. This means that the better the 
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work environment, the higher the employee's performance. And for every 1 increase in the 
work environment will increase employee performance by 0.972 units.  

Table 9. T Test 

Coefficientsa 

Model 
Unstandardized 

Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 
(Constant) 2,041 2,551   ,800 ,431 

X1 ,383 ,165 ,291 2,318 ,028 
X2 ,972 ,190 ,641 5,116 ,000 

Source: Processed IBM SPSS 22 (2022) 

X1,X2 affect Y 

H1 : The compensation variable with the t-count was 2.318 on employee performance (Y) 
and was significant at 0.028. As indicated by t-count 2.318 > t-table 0.683 with a value of 
0.05, so Ho rejected and Ha accepted or it concluded that the compensation variable has a 
positive and significant effect on employee performance. 

H2 : The work environment variable with the t-count was 5.116 on employee performance 
(Y) and was significant at 0.000. Or indicated by t-count 5.116 > t-table 0.683 with a value of 
0.05. so Ho rejected and Ha accepted or it concluded that the work environment variable has 
a positive and significant effect on employee performance. 

Discussion 
The Effect of Compensation on Employee Performance at PT. Bersama Makmur Raharja 

Based on the results of the research above, the effect of compensation on employee 
performance was obtained t-count 2.318 > t-table 0.683, it can be said that compensation has 
a positive and significant effect on employee performance. This showed that what has been 
given by PT. Bersama Makmur Raharja to the employees were sufficient and accordance with 
their expectations, if the compensation provided by the company is good, the employee's 
performance will increase and lead to increased services. According to the results of previous 
research conducted by Fery Setiawan & Kartika Dewi (2014) with research on the Effect of 
Compensation and Work Environment on Employee Performance at CV. Berkat Anugrah 
where compensation and work environment has a positive and significant impact on employee 
performance.  

The Effect of Work Environment on Employee Performance at PT. Bersama Makmur Raharja 

Based on the results of the research above, the effect of the work environment on employee  
performance was obtained t-count 5.116 > t-table 0.683, it can be said that the work 
environment has a positive and significant effect on employee performance. This showed that 
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what has been given by PT. Bersama Makmur Raharja to the employees were sufficient and 
accordance with their expectations, if the compensation provided by the company is good, 
the employee's performance will increase and lead to increased services. According to the 
results of previous research conducted by Fery Setiawan & Kartika Dewi (2014) with research 
on the Effect of Compensation and Work Environment on Employee Performance at CV. 
Berkat Anugrah where compensation and work environment has a positive and significant 
impact on employee performance.   

Conclusion 
From the results and discussion in this study, it can be concluded that Compensation as a 
Variable (X1), and Work Environment as a Variable (X2) are known to have a positive and 
significant effect on Employee Performance as a Variable (Y) at PT. Bersama Makmur Raharja. 
Based on the results of this study, the more compensation given to employees, the better the 
employee's performance, and the more comfortable the work environment, the easier it will 
be for employees to do their work which results in improved service. And the limitations faced 
by researchers in this study were when collecting data through questionnaires to respondents 
because at this stage sometimes respondents did not fill out the link that had been given. 
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ABSTRACT 

The development of entrepreneurship in Malaysia has received the government's support over 
the past two decades by taking long-term measures to promote it, including world-class 
infrastructure and various financial incentives. Today, digitalization in entrepreneurship has 
helped improve economic development and change the Malaysian economic scenario based 
on digital. Adopting innovation during this transition to a new economy will equip 
entrepreneurs for digital transformation. Based on this scenario, strengthening the 
digitalization of the economy is essential for Small and Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs). A 
Digital Entrepreneurship plan is one of the most dynamic methods to change and develop 
society. It closely relates to private sector development, SME policy, job creation, innovation, 
and competitiveness. Malaysia needs to see entrepreneurship as an essential component in 
the viability and competitiveness of the country's economy. Government support has 
implemented various initiatives and programs to address the unique needs of SMEs and 
entrepreneurs by providing financial assistance, human capital development, and market 
access assistance. A study on the use of digital entrepreneurship among SMEs needs to be 
conducted and, based on the geopolitical impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, may create a new 
economic model today. In today's SME business, sustainable entrepreneurship is led by an 
entrepreneur who practices sustainable management through innovation and value creation. 
The summary of these findings will show that this study is relevant for future studies and can 
be used as a literature reference in future research 

KEYWORDS:  Digital Entrepreneurship, Entrepreneurship, Digital Economy, Small Medium 
Enterprise, and Government Support 
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Introduction 
Malaysia's digital economy or MyDigital development aligns with the Wawasan Kemakmuran 
Bersama 2030 (WKB 2030) and Twelfth Malaysia Plan (RMKe-12), aiming to provide fair and 
equitable economic growth among all walks of life by 2030. Therefore, the Malaysian Digital 
Economy Blueprint has been tabled, fully exploiting the economic potential. For inclusive, 
responsible, and sustainable socio-economic development. The digital economy is one of the 
Key Economic Growth Activities in WKB 2030, and Malaysia aims to drive its growth (Economic 
Planning Unit, 2021). The Malaysia Digital Economy Blueprint 2021 was introduced to benefit 
the community, businesses, and government. Many ministries and organizations have 
attempted to integrate digitalization into their strategic plans. More must be done to keep the 
country abreast of change, especially regarding technical advances, labor market needs, 
business model innovation, and changing public expectations.  

The government's long-standing commitment to utilizing the potential of technology for 
national transformation began in 1996, emphasizing a knowledge-based society and the 
effective use of information and communication technology (ICT). The Multimedia Super 
Corridor's (MSC) establishment is the first step in this transformation journey. The MSC 
established high-tech business zones and special economic zones to transform Malaysia into 
a developed country by 2020. Since then, the government has implemented various policies 
and measures to accelerate Malaysia's technological and digital transformation. Based on 
these scenarios, it is clear that an entrepreneur needs to be prepared to face the changing 
economic landscape that requires skills and knowledge in this digital technology. This has led 
to new business settings, new thinking, new techniques, new rules, new concepts, and 
sweeping changes in so many ways that it has become difficult for managers, politicians, and 
academics to keep up with these new "global businesses" (Murthy et al., 2021).  

Method 
Digital Entrepreneurship Adoption 

Over the last two decades, digital entrepreneurship has expanded entrepreneurial 
opportunities and transformed the inherent uncertainty of the business world into 
entrepreneurial processes and outcomes (Nambisan, 2017). Digital entrepreneurship, 
described as seeking "new business prospects given by new media and internet technology," 
is gaining international attention (Davidson and Vaast, 2010; Ngoasong, 2018).   Digital 
entrepreneurship identifies and pursues entrepreneurial opportunities by developing digital 
artifacts, platforms, and infrastructures that enable services via technology (Giones and Brem, 
2017; Samara and Terzian, 2021).   According to Sahut et al. (2021a), it is the process by which 
entrepreneurs create digital value by applying various socio-technical digital enablers that 
facilitate the effective acquisition, processing, distribution, and use of digital information. 
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Endres et al. (2022) and Varotsis (2022) argue that transforming new ideas, inventions, and 
business processes into market value is a defining characteristic of digital entrepreneurship. 
Digital entrepreneurship also encompasses all activities related to establishing businesses that 
generate income through digital means and technology, and electronic networks (Varotsis, 
2022).  

European Commission (2015), in a report on the Strategic Policy Forum on Digital 
Entrepreneurship, concluded that digital entrepreneurship encompasses new business 
startups and the transformation of existing businesses. This situation will drive economic and 
social value by creating and using new digital technologies. New digital technologies, including 
mobile applications, social media, cloud computing, big data analytics, and the internet of 
things, are being utilized to improve digital business operations. It also aims to create new 
business models, strengthen business intelligence and engage with customers and 
stakeholders. Next, create jobs and future growth. 

The Digital Entrepreneurship plan is one of the most dynamic methods to transform and 
develop society. It is closely linked to private sector development, Small and Medium Sized 
Enterprise (SME) policy, job creation, innovation, and competitiveness. Malaysia needs to see 
entrepreneurship as an essential component of the country's economic viability and 
competitiveness. Based on the above discussion, reviewing the Digital Entrepreneurship 
policies and programs is critical to understanding the barriers to SMEs in Malaysia. In the 
RMKe-12 in 2021-2025, the government still places digitalization as the primary strategy to 
intensify the digital economy. The RMKe-12 is also a medium and long-term economic 
recovery plan to address the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. COVID-19 has become like a 
storm in 2020 and 2021, causing technology advances to scale up and boosting digital 
entrepreneurship in many parts of the world to meet various challenges (Iivari et al., 2020; 
Secundo et al., 2021; Modgil et al., 2022). Thus, the study of digital entrepreneurship adoption 
is significant and needs to be given attention nowadays. The impetus of this study will also 
contribute to a more profound knowledge of digital entrepreneurship as a diversity of 
transdisciplinary and systems science approaches in the management field (Satalkina and 
Steiner, 2020). Much of the literature on digitalization and its impact is related to management 
and marketing information systems but not the business, especially digital entrepreneurship 
(Sussan and Acs, 2017). Based on this discussion, it is clear that "digital entrepreneurship" is 
an essential foundation of this study, adding to the literature and appropriateness of its first 
emergence in the 2000s (Ben Saad and Choura, 2022). 

Small and Medium Sized Enterprise in Malaysia 

Malaysian enterprises contributed RM167.4 billion towards export value in 2017 (17.3% of 
total export value). Most of these export values came from three main sectors: services 
(50.4%), manufacturing (47.2%), and agriculture (2.4%). This number is increasing every year, 
and SMEs in Malaysia have contributed 98.5% of total business growth in the country (MEDEC, 
2020). According to the statistics, SMEs account for 38.9% of GDP and 48.4% of the 
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employment year 2019 (National Entrepreneur and SME Development Council, 2020).    Based 
on the findings of Productivity and Investment Climate Surveys by the World Bank (SME Corp. 
Malaysia, 2012), the factors of the adoption of innovation and technology are among those 
that influence the performance of Malaysian SMEs. At the firm level, the growing digital 
economy in developing countries does not automatically lead to expanding opportunities for 
local digital firms (Foster et al., 2018). However, the government's support and 
encouragement are essential in helping SMEs in Malaysia continue to grow. 

The 14th National SME Development Council (NSDC) meeting in July 2013 defined Small and 
Medium Sized Enterprises and came into use on 1 January 2014 due to the review's feedback. 
The endorsement has been adopted across ministries and agencies, financial institutions, and 
regulators involved in SME development programs. The concept covers all industries, including 
services, manufacturing, agriculture, construction, mining & quarrying, and agriculture. This 
situation is due to many economic developments since 2005, such as price inflation, structural 
changes, and changes in business trends (SME Corp. Malaysia, 2022).   According to SME Corp. 
Malaysia (2020), there are three (3) conditions to determine the classification of SME eligibility 
criteria: Qualifying Criteria, Type of Establishment, and Shareholding Structure. 

Result 
The conclusion is clear that understanding the definition of SMEs in Malaysia is very important 
based on three main conditions: Qualifying Criteria, Types of Establishment, and Shareholding 
Structure determined by SME Corporation Malaysia. The detailed definition according to the 
categories of micro, small, and medium can be illustrated in Figure 1 as follows: 

Figure 1  Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) by Size in Malaysia 
 

 
 
Sources: SME Corp. Malaysia, 2022 

SMEs are an evolving and dynamic population. Their composition varies significantly across 
countries and industries, which affects their capacity to thrive and contribute to an open and 
digitalized economy. Based on the latest data in the Malaysian Statistical Business Register 
(MSBR) released by the Department of Statistics Malaysia (DOSM), the total number of small 
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and medium enterprises in Malaysia in June 2022 was 1,253,272 of the total SME business 
establishments. This is shown in Table 1, statistics of the number of establishments by SMEs 
since 2018.   This indicates that the number of SMEs has increased yearly in the last five years. 
Until June 2022, micro businesses will contribute the most to the number of companies at 
77.31%, followed by small, medium, and large companies. 
 
Table 1 Statistics of the Number of SMEs by Category in 2018 – June 2022 

Category 2018 2019 2020 2021 June 2022 
Large 31,009 32,237 32,669 32,269 31,783 
Medium 17,539 18,593 18,289 19,459 19,397 
Small 232,083 237,321 229,876 242,540 233,149 
Micro 900,213 925,717 903,174 964,495 968,943 
Total 1,180,844 1,213,868 1,184,008 1,258,763 1,253,272 

Sources: Malaysia Statistical Business Register, Department of Statistic Malaysia (DOSM), 2022 

Table 2 also summarizes the statistics of the number of SMEs by sector/subsector within five 
years, finding that the service sector is the highest contributor with 45.17%, followed by the 
Wholesale & Retail Trade sector with 38.68%.    Next, the construction sector contributed 
7.97% of businesses, the manufacturing sector 6.25% of companies, the agriculture sector 
1.53%, and the mining and quarrying sector 3.76% in June 2022. 

Table 2 Statistics of the Number of SMEs by Sector/Subsector in 2018 – June 2022 

Sector/Subsector 2018 2019 2020 2021 June 2022 
Services 519,119 559,214 539,478 596,286 566,110 
Wholesale & Retail 
Trade 

498,790 480,582 471,703 458,270 484,827 

Construction 81,061 87.643 87,284 99,911 99,902 
Manufacturing 59,665 61,044 61,217 74,390 78,440 
Agriculture 18,940 21,381 20,644 25,134 19,271 
Mining & Quarrying 3,269 4,004 3,682 4,772 4,722 
Total 1,180,844 1,213,868 1,184,008 1,258,763 1,253,272 

Sources: Malaysia Statistical Business Register, Department of Statistic Malaysia (DOSM), 2022 

According to SME Insights 2019/20, the new branding of the SME Annual Report was released 
in March 2021 by SME Corp. Malaysia, Secretariat to the National Entrepreneur and SME 
Development Council (NESDC) states that SMEs in Malaysia have contributed to the national 
economy by 98.5% of all business establishments in 2015 and 38.3% of the Gross National 
Product (GDP) (National Entrepreneur and SME Development Council, 2020). With the high 
number of SME establishments in the country, the economic downturn will affect various 
sectors and the country's economic development. The COVID-19 pandemic has indeed 
threatened the financial well-being of citizens and businesses. That is why SMEs will continue 
to be competitive in the post-epidemic period by leveraging technology. In addition, this 
internet-based technology has enabled SMEs to grow their enterprises. Through ICT, such as 
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e-commerce, the internet has helped SMEs compete with larger enterprises (Jere and Ngidi, 
2020) 

Discussion 
Issues and Challenges 

Entrepreneurs generate business ideas that harness technology's potential in a world 
undergoing a continuous and radical transformation. Entrepreneurs can contact users through 
social media platforms and use artificial intelligence to track their impact and reach. A digital 
platform is a collection of standard and shared digital artifact sets that allow entrepreneurs to 
process production, marketing, and distribution (Samara and Terzian, 2021). Based on this 
situation, several issues and challenges exist in adopting digital entrepreneurship among 
SMEs. According to Gupta et al. (2021), digital technology is not always successful due to the 
severance of the link between strategy formulation and implementation. When digital 
technology is misused, it can result in disruptive changes that increase risk and uncertainty 
during the transformation process. Big data has become a critical domain of business 
technology that is gaining interest from various industries because of its potential to 
accelerate the transition to Sustainable Development (Gupta et al., 2021). Firms must adapt 
their organizational structures, client relationships, and business strategies to keep up with 
the data revolution. 

The centralized digital platform ecosystem is operated by a sole proprietor, such as Facebook, 
Apple iOS, the SAP Cloud Platform, etc. Only the platform owner determines, establishes, and 
maintains the digital platform governance mechanism. This situation has changed, as Google 
2019 has excluded compliments from their platform or limited collaboration with hardware 
partners (Hein et al., 2020). Google ranks first as a search engine with 270 million visitors from 
mobile and desktop. This shows that digital entrepreneurs must be more positive and 
prepared for evolving technological developments.  

According to Soltanifar et al. (2021), digital platform business models present various 
challenges for entrepreneurs in developing and validating their platform business models. 
Most digital startup companies use a lean approach in the early stages, subsequently 
struggling to determine the minimum viable product through testing and design (Ghezzi and 
Cavallo, 2020). Small businesses' lack of resources is a challenge. The use of ICT to overcome 
some of these in seeking new market opportunities, such as diversification or 
internationalization. Findings show that digital potential can enhance these opportunities 
(Bowen and Morris, 2019). 

By providing technical elements such as hardware or software devices, the capabilities of 
which can be extended through complementary modules and a set of rules, standards, and 
organizational processes to coordinate third parties and adapters, digital platforms are posing 
a challenge to traditional business propositions (McIntyre and Srinivasan, 2017; De Reuver et 
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al., 2018; Cenamor et al., 2019).   For example, financial or non-financial incentives for 
employees engaged in meaningful creative data-based experimental and exploratory activities 
and internal collaboration of innovative data-based projects that require high risk and 
responsibility assumptions  (Ciampi et al., 2021). Financial resources are also needed to ensure 
advertising activities on digital platforms, especially in digital marketing, to effectively obtain 
customer data in decision-making.  

In the digital economy, the challenge of consolidating resources in business is paramount. 
Consolidation of organizational resources is by providing the interoperability and capability of 
two or more information systems or components to exchange information and also use 
information (Zatsarinnyy and Shabanov, 2019). This requirement requires an organizational 
commitment to effective planning. In particular, firms have struggled with digital technology 
for more than a decade, forcing changes in the industry and organizational operations, core 
procedures, competencies, and intellectual capital strategies (D'Ippolito et al., 2019) 

Conclusion 
The summary of these findings indicates that this study is highly relevant for future studies 
and can be used as a literature reference in future research. In current SME businesses, 
sustainable entrepreneurship is led by an entrepreneur who practices sustainable 
management through innovation and value creation (Gast et al., 2017; Kraus et al., 2018). 
While most entrepreneurial theories focus on identifying and exploiting economic 
possibilities, sustainable entrepreneurship transforms society to achieve environmental, 
social, and economic balance through a more outstanding sustainable entrepreneurial 
orientation (Cohen and Winn, 2007; Croitoru, 2012; Kraus et al., 2018). Resource and 
capability factors are identified as a firm's investment towards sustainability and a competitive 
advantage in improving business performance using digital entrepreneurship. 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this paper is to explain the importance of travellers revisit to tourism 
destination especially by reviewing more than 60 leading tourism and hospitality journals and 
conferences.  The literature review focusing on the three main areas of repeat travelers, revisit 
intention and tourist satisfaction.  However, empirical studies on tourists’ intention to revisit 
have emerged as a significant problem in the strategic marketing of destination over the past 
few decades. Destination management organizations have long recognized of the urgency to 
create holiday experience that keep tourists to revisit and recommend to others. Different 
satisfaction conceptualization studies have been made based on existing theoretical and 
empirical research in the fields of marketing and tourism to seek the primary determinant of 
revisit intention. In contrast, findings in many studies show it as a continuous issue. This 
conceptual paper attempts at evaluating recent empirical studies on satisfaction and revisit 
intention. 
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Introduction 
In the decade, the tourism industry is widely accepted as one of the major sources of economic 
growth.  More and more destination countries are switching to activities of agriculture, mining 
and manufacturing and gearing them forward to become tourism attraction as a new 
economic generator benefiting from the multiplier effect provided by tourism industry (Cernat 
& Gourdon, 2012; Şafakli & Kutlay, 2016; Zaei & Zaei, 2013). This expansion has resulted in 
increasing competitive tourism destinations. On the other hand, Existing literature have 
proven that many tourist destinations rely on repeat visitors because they represent a cost-
effective and retaining valuable market segment (Choo et al., 2016; Jang & Feng, 2007; Kozak, 
2001; Li, Cai, Lehto, & Huang, 2010; Stylos, Vassiliadis, Bellou, & Andronikidis, 2016). Further, 
repeat visitors signify a stable source of tourism revenue, they also act as information channels 
linking the networks of friends, relatives and other potential travellers to a destination (Huang, 
2006). Retaining the tourists will benefit tourism business in term of less promotional cost and 
marketing expenditure could be saved in attracting repeat visitors compared with the first 
time visitors (Guat, 2010; Mahadzirah et al., 2012). As such, the increasing number of revisit 
tourist will significantly increase revenue to the particular countries.  

Meanwhile, empirical studies on tourist satisfaction has long been a focus among scholars in 
predicting tourist behavior. Literature in general agreed that satisfied tourists are loyal to the 
destinations visited and will return (Ahmad Puad, Badarneh, et al., 2011; Dmitrović et al., 
2009; Lee, 2007; Wang et al., 2017) This greatly helps in sustaining the local tourism 
development as tourist destinations often rely on repeat tourist to save the ever-increasing 
marketing costs (Baker & Crompton, 2000; Ko and Chiu, 2008; Yuksel, Yuksel, & Bilim, 2010; 
Prayag, Hosany, & Odeh, 2013). In addition, information related to tourist satisfaction also 
represents the destination’s ability to meet the tourists’ needs (Battour et al., 2012; Choo et 
al., 2015; Ramseook et al., 2014). This assessment can help destination marketers to improve 
the quality of products and services that in turn guarantee tourists’ satisfaction. 

Method 
The Importance of Revisit 
Many tourism destinations tend to encourage repeat visitation as it is seen to benefit the 
countries from the economic perspective. For example, Oppermann (1999) highlighted the 
advantages of revisit to destination in the context of four marketing advantages: (a) less 
marketing costs to attract repeat tourists as compared to the first timers, (b) numbers of revisit 
is an indicator of tourist satisfaction, (c) the repeaters assumption as the most favourable of a 
particular destination, and (d) this group have the tendency to suggest the destination to 
others. For cost effectiveness, many tourism destinations tend to rely on repeaters as they 
spend less in retaining previous visitors compared to the first timers (Um et al., 2006). 
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Less spending refers to the cost of promotional activities in attracting repeat visitors is less 
than new customers (Chang, 2013).  As claimed by Ahmad Puad et al. (2011) that there would 
be 10% cut in cost and 2% increase in customer retention.  Meanwhile, in business, Reichheld 
and Sasser (1990) emphasised that with the 5% customer retention, the companies will boost 
profits up to 100%.  In other words, even a small decrease in percentage of customer retention 
cost, it is likely to increase profit earning. This situation will contribute to the cost effective 
(Jang & Feng, 2007) and significantly increase tourism destination revenue (Ahmad Puad et 
al., 2012). Furthermore, the repeaters will stay longer (Wong, King, & Wan, 2015) and are likely 
to give positive words by way of mouth by recommending to others (Phillips et al., 2013). The 
above view is supported by Jayaraman et al. (2010) who stated that repeat visitors are vital 
for increasing revenue of Malaysian tourism industry. 

Given the importance of revisit in the tourism industry, scholars have acknowledged that this 
area needs to give great attention in tourism literature. For example, few studies concluded 
that revisit is an important factor of destination loyalty (Alegre & Cladera, 2013; Kim, 2010; 
Mohamad, Abdullah, Ali, & Yacob, 2013; Rahman, 2014). In addition, maintaining loyal 
customers is an essential contributor to the business success and continually benefits 
development of the countries (Gursoy et al., 2014). 

Repeat Travellers 
As the above discussion has revealed the importance of revisit to the tourism industry, this 
section will further discuss on repeat travellers.  A number of studies have examined the 
differences between first-time and repeat travellers. For example, a study by Um et al. (2006) 
revealed the difference between first timers and repeaters in visiting a destination. First-
timers’ revisit intentions may have been influenced mainly by destination performance as a 
whole because of their initial stay. Meanwhile, the repeaters’ actions of revisit are the result 
of the improvement made by the destination management. For instance, special events and 
acquisition of new attractions, and other marketing promotion strategies function as to recall 
their positive memory and disseminated information on new attractions. These efforts also 
contribute to the factors influencing their future behavioral specifically on the revisit intention 
(Um et al., 2006).  

Meanwhile, Gitelson and Crompton (1984) found that repeat travellers are more likely to be 
seeking relaxation. This study also revealed that visitors return to a familiar destination at least 
for one of this five reasons: 1) reduced risk/are satisfied with a particular destination; 2) 
reduced risk/find the same kind of people; 3) have an emotional attachment to a particular 
destination; 4) further explore a destination, and 5) to show the destination to other people. 
Study by Fakeye and Crompton (1991) found that the repeat travellers to a particular 
destination will develop a more multifaceted and distinguished image of a destination as the 
destination image could have changed after the first visit or once they have spent time there. 
Repeat travellers are also likely to reconfirm previously formed images and familiarity with a 
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destination. Familiarity may contribute to the reason for travellers not to look for information 
on other destinations for their next trip (Kozak, 2001; Li et al., 2010; Um et al., 2006). 

Revisit Intention 
The understanding of tourist travel behavior and the prediction of their revisit intention is one 
of the focus in tourism studies (Campo-Martinez et al., 2010; Jang & Feng, 2007; Kozak, 2001; 
Li et al., 2010; Stylos et al., 2016; Um et al., 2006; Yuksel, 2000). These studies indicate that 
explaining and predicting human behavior form the primary purpose of tourist behavior 
studies. However, the tourist’s needs and wants are varied and continuously change in 
different aspects making the task difficult and complex (Chang, 2013). Meanwhile, the clear 
view of relationship between future behavioral and its factors will help tourism players to 
develop an appropriate image and marketing strategies to make the best use of their existing 
resources (Chang, 2013; Chen & Chen, 2010; Kozak, 2001; Um et al., 2006). In this sense, 
previous researchers have examined factors influencing tourist behavior towards a repeat 
visitation by examining major factors of revisit intention. 

Currently, exploring tourist behavioral intention is one of the main focus in engaging various 
types of tourism (Assaker & Hallak, 2012; Chang, 2013; Hosany & Witham, 2009; Kim et al., 
2015; Shen, 2014; White, 2014). Behavioral intention is defined as the possibility for the 
individual to act (Ajzen, 1991), to involve in a particular behavior (Feldman & Lynch, 1988), the 
projection of a brand, consumers will buy (Chang, 2013) and considered to be the best 
predictor of human behavior (Ajzen, 1991; Conner & Armitage, 1998; Hong et al., 2009). In 
other words, having a better predictive technique and explanation of tourists’ intention could 
help in understanding their travel behavior (Ajzen, 2006). The revisit intention concept has 
been viewed as the main factor highly associated with actual revisit travel behavior or can be 
seen as an expectation of individual’s future revisit travel behavior. Generally, studies on 
revisit intention involve empirically explored variables that influence tourists’ intention to 
revisit and tourist satisfaction is found one of the most significant variables of tourist intention 
to revisit particular tourism destination. 

Tourist Satisfaction 
Since more than a decade, tourist satisfaction has been established as a key term in tourism 
research, as it results in positive behaviours and a better understanding of tourist behaviour, 
thus providing assistance to managers in the tourism industry (Lee, 2007; Dmitrović et al., 
2009; Ahmad Puad et al., 2011; Wang, Yang, Han, & Shi, 2017). Specifically, tourist satisfaction 
could critically ensure the success of a marketed destination (Baker & Crompton, 2000; Ko and 
Chiu, 2008; Yuksel, Yuksel, & Bilim, 2010; Prayag et al., 2013) because it is linked directly to 
destination choice, product/service consumption, and repeat visits (Chou, 2013; Lee, 2007). In 
addition, information related to tourist satisfaction is crucial for interpreting whether a 
destination fulfils the tourists’ needs, which may help destination marketers improve the 
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quality of products and services that interest particular tourist segments (Battour et al., 2012; 
Choo et al., 2015; Ramseook et al., 2014). 

From the tourism business perspective, the main aim of tourism players is to put their efforts 
in measuring and upgrading tourist satisfaction level to ensure increased visitation rates and 
returns on investment (Flambard-Ruaud, 2005; Oppermann, 1999). Tourism managers are 
encouraged to further examine factors contributing to tourist satisfaction and future 
revisitation, as these factors are a requirement for maintaining competitiveness (Hosany & 
Witham, 2009; Kim et al., 2015). Undoubtedly, satisfaction and revisitation have constantly 
been associated with business success. Given the importance of tourist satisfaction 
theoretically in revisit studies and practically in determining the success of a tourism 
destination, it is crucial to attain all information about tourist satisfaction. Hence, the present 
study is expected to not only provide such information regarding the factors of IMT 
satisfaction but also presents the mediating role of tourist satisfaction on revisit intention, 
which will assist tourism players to become more competitive globally.  

Satisfaction refers to the degree to which an individual believes that experience results in a 
positive emotional state (Rust & Oliver, 1994). Later, Kozak (2001) argued that tourist 
satisfaction or dissatisfaction could be considered as a form of performance measurement and 
as a useful source to assess a destination’s competitive advantage. Others defined satisfaction 
as the customer’s judgment of whether or not a certain product or service has fulfilled their 
needs (Neal et al., 1999; Oliver, 1997). Satisfaction is also an outcome of the subjective 
assessment of whether or not the selected alternative reaches or goes above expectations 
(Jang & Feng, 2007; Um et al., 2006). Satisfaction occurs when customers obtain more value 
than the value that they really spent in terms of price, time, and effort (Assaker & Hallak, 
2012). Besides, scholars tend to relate satisfaction with cognitive and affective responses 
related to consumption experiences (Dolnicar et al., 2013; Velazquez et al., 2011). For 
example, people tend to compare the service given by hoteliers via star ratings and they will 
only be satisfied when the performance of a service provider achieves that stated standard 
(Velazquez et al., 2011).  

In connection to peoples’ behavioural intention, some works associate the consequences of 
satisfaction to positive behavioural intention; however, in certain circumstances, a tourist’s 
intention to return to a particular destination is not always determined by satisfaction 
(Dolnicar et al., 2013). This situation happens when tourists intend to seek novelty and gain 
new experiences (Oppermann, 1999; Rittichainuwat et al., 2003). They could choose to visit 
another place and decide not to return to the same destination even if they had obtained a 
favourable experience previously (Assaker & Hallak, 2012; Phillips et al., 2013). In other words, 
satisfaction will not always lead to tourists returning to the same travel destination. Tourist 
satisfaction in previous empirical studies is further highlighted in the next section.  
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Tourist Satisfaction in Revisit Intention Studies 
In destination marketing literature, empirical studies have demonstrated that satisfaction has 
a positive influence as one of the main factors that explain revisit intention to a particular 
destination (Ahmad Puad et al., 2011; Alegre & Cladera, 2013; Campo-Martinez et al., 2010; 
Chen & Chen, 2010; Karim & Chua, 2009; Kim et al., 2015; Kim, 2010; Kozak, 2001; Lee, 2009; 
Ling et al.,2010; Mohammad, 2014; Yuksel, 2000). These studies tested and operationalised 
satisfaction differently according to the context and objective of study. Satisfaction has been 
operationalised as tourist satisfaction with destination (Kim, 2010), tourism activities 
(Mohammad, 2014), travel experience (Kim, 2010; Munir et al., 2013; Um et al., 2006), 
destination attributes (Lee, 2009; Yuksel, 2000), events (Osti et al., 2012), destination image 
(Ahmad et al., 2011), food (Karim & Chua, 2009; Ling et al., 2010), services (Chen & Chen, 
2010), as well as satisfaction with the stay at a particular destination (Alegre & Cladera , 2013).  

This variety of satisfaction-derived intentions and the multi-conceptualisation of measuring 
satisfaction indicate differences in the selection of items to be measured.However, the revisit 
intention literature has also demonstrated that tourist satisfaction does not always have a 
significant relationship with revisit intention (Assaker & Hallak, 2012; Lin, 2012; Phillips et al., 
2013; Rittichainuwat et al., 2003; Um et al., 2006). For example, Rittichainuwat et al. (2003) 
studied international tourists in Thailand and found that travel satisfaction had no impact on 
the tourists’ return intention. Similarly, Um et al. (2006) found that satisfaction was not 
significant in predicting tourists’ intention to revisit Hong Kong for the years 2001, 2002, and 
2003. Meanwhile, Lin (2012) conceptualised satisfaction as tourist psychological wellbeing and 
obtained negative results regarding their intention to revisit a hot springs area. Recently, 
Assaker and Hallak (2012) claimed that even satisfied tourists might not return to the same 
destination based on their survey conducted among tourists at sun and sea attractions in 
Australia.On a similar note, Dolnicar et al. (2013) claimed that satisfaction does not always 
lead to tourists revisiting the same destination. Their judgment was based on a meta-analysis 
of published papers in tourism journals between 2002 and 2011. The availability of various 
destination attributes offered at particular tourism attractions may encourage travellers to 
visit the destination once only (Dolnicar et al., 2013; Oppermann, 1999; Rittichainuwat et al., 
2003). Therefore, the relationship between satisfaction and behavioural intention is 
multifaceted, and indicates several possible reasons for why high levels of satisfaction do not 
always lead to an expected positive behavioural intention.  

Result 

The above argument highlights a gap in the significant role of tourist satisfaction on tourists’ 
revisiting a tourism destination. Previous studies found inconsistent findings (positive or 
negative) on the relationship between tourist satisfaction and revisit intention. Further 
research according to different contexts of study could give a better explanation and provide 
more valuable information to retain or to encourage more tourist arrival to particular tourist 
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destinations (Campo-Martinez et al., 2010; Kozak, 2001; Mohammad, 2014; Osti et al., 2012). 
Table 2.7 indicates the various concepts and findings of tourist satisfaction in previous 
research on tourist revisit intention.  

Table 1 Tourist Satisfaction in Revisit Intention Studies 
Author/year Satisfaction conceptualisation Relationship between satisfaction 

and revisit intention 
(Positive/Negative) 

Kim et al. (2015) Tourist satisfaction with the destination Positive 

Mohammad (2014) Satisfaction with tourism activities Positive 

Munir et al. (2013) Travel satisfaction Positive 

Phillips et al. (2013) Satisfaction with destination attributes (product 
and services such as transportation, 
accommodation, food, services, and others) 

Negative 

Alegre & Cladera (2013) Satisfaction with stay  Positive 

Assaker & Hallak (2012) Satisfaction with destination attributes (the 
climate, beaches, accommodation, and setting) 

Negative 

Lin (2012) Psychological wellbeing  Negative 

Osti et al. (2012) Satisfaction with the event Positive 

Ahmad, Seyedeh, Azizan and 
Jamil (2011) 

Satisfaction with destination image (Penang) Positive 

Ling, Muhd Shahrim, and 
Mohhidin (2010) 

Satisfaction with Malaysian food Positive 

Campo-Martinez et al. (2010) Overall satisfaction/global tourist satisfaction Positive 

Chen and Chen (2010) Satisfaction with the services Positive 

Kim (2010) Satisfaction with overall travel experience Positive 

Karim and Chua (2009) Satisfaction with food attributes Positive 

Lee (2009) Satisfaction with destination attributes (Taiwan 
wetland tourism) 

Positive 

Um et al. (2006) Satisfaction in terms of quality of experience Negative 

Rittichainuwat et al. (2003) Travel satisfaction Negative 

Kozak (2001) Satisfaction with the holiday experience Positive 

Yuksel (2000) Satisfaction with destination attributes (Turkey) Positive 

The above studies produced mixed results on the relationship between tourist satisfaction and 
revisit intentions. Since there are inconsistent findings (positive and negative relationship), it 
is crucial to further investigate the influence of tourist satisfaction in the context of revisit 
intention (Dolnicar et al., 2013; Velazquez et al., 2011). Hopefully, the findings of this present 
study will provide more explanations about the consequences of satisfaction on behavioural 
models of tourism destination revisitation. 
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Discussion 
Other related variables which are also vital as main factors of tourists’ revisit intention is 
satisfaction (Alegre & Cladera, 2013; Arasl & Baradarani, 2014; Chen & Chen, 2010; Hosany & 
Witham, 2009; Jang & Feng, 2007; Mohammad, 2014; Munir, Khatijah, & Azizul Yadi, 2013; 
Neal, Sirgy, & Uysal, 1999; Bosque & Martin, 2008; Yoon & Uysal, 2005; Yuksel, 2000). For 
example, Mohammad (2014) found that tourist satisfaction is an important factor for tourist 
repeat visitation to Jordan. Likewise, Chen & Chen (2010) have examined the visitor’s 
experience of heritage tourism in Tainan, Taiwan. This study found that satisfaction has a 
significant and direct positive effect on behavioral intention of revisit. Meanwhile, some of the 
researchers concurred that satisfaction has indirect effect on revisit intention or has important 
role as mediator in revisit intention studies (Baker & Crompton, 2000; Choo et al., 2015; Chou, 
2013; Lee, 2009, 2007, 2006; Liu et al., 2017; Prayag, Hosany & Odeh, 2013; Su & Hsu, 2013).   

Conclusion 
The clear view of relationship between future behavioral and its factors will help tourism 
players to develop an appropriate image and marketing strategies to make the best use of 
their existing resources (Chang, 2013; Chen & Chen, 2010; Kozak, 2001; Um et al., 2006). In 
this sense, previous researchers have examined factors influencing tourist behavior towards a 
repeat visitation by examining major factors of revisit intention. The understanding of tourist 
behavioral intention is critical in predicting future behavior. In the same manner, revisit 
intention can serve as a beneficial instrument in predicting future revisit behavior (Campo-
Martinez et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2015; Lin, 2013). Therefore, a critical analysis and empirical 
study on the factors of revisit intention may answer factors influencing repeat visitors and 
provide the ground to improve the Malaysian tourism market by encouraging repeat 
travellers. 

Recently, the number of studies on tourists’ revisit intention shows the growing attention from 
many researchers to predict and clarify tourists’ intentions to revisit (Campo-Martinez et al., 
2010; Chang, 2013; Chen & Chen, 2010; Chen & Gursoy, 2012; Darnell & Johnson, 2001; Hong 
et al., 2009; Huang, 2007; Huang, 2009; Jang & Feng, 2007; Kim, 2010; Kozak, 2001; Lee, 2009; 
Mohammad, 2014; Um et al., 2006; Yuksel, 2015).  An overview of these studies demonstrates 
that the tourist revisit intention is considered a valuable concept in predicting future revisit 
behavior. Previous studies also revealed that the relationship between tourist satisfaction and 
revisit intentions have produced mixed results. There are positive and negative relationships. 
This paper gives insight into the impact of tourist satisfaction towards revisit intention. Thus, 
the finding tends to justify that better understanding of tourists’ revisit intention should be 
one of the main concerns for tourism marketeers in serving their target market successfully. 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to analyze and determine the application of the accounting 
information system for expedition services at Multi Intim Expressindo Inc.  The research 
method used is qualitative research because this study aims to compare with existing theories.  
The types of data used are primary data and secondary data. Preliminary data in question is 
from interviews, while secondary data is information about company profiles and shipping 
service systems.  The data analysis method used is the descriptive qualitative analysis method 
to examine the role of information systems systematically.  From the results of this study, it 
can be concluded that the expedition service system has been running quite well.  However, 
there are several weaknesses. Namely, Multi Intim Expressindo Inc. has not used a system that 
can minimize scattered goods and incorrect deliveries. In addition, the financial administration 
only makes daily financial reports from expedition reports. This can result in less accurate data 
received in creating financial statements. 
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Introduction 
The service sector has become critical from year to year and has experienced a significant 
increase compared to previous years.  This sector provides a good contribution and business 
opportunity to the Indonesian economy.  This contribution can be seen in various aspects 
ranging from profit and the ability to absorb labor.  One of the service industries is the freight 
forwarding (expedition) service industry—the goods delivery service for the community, 
especially those from remote areas. 

Freight forwarding services are responsible for serving consumers to the maximum in terms 
of speed and timeliness and guaranteed package security (integrity and security during 
delivery as well as with insurance).  Companies are no longer limited to products but also 
aspects of processes, human resources, and the environment (Arbayah, 2013).  Thus, shipping 
companies greatly depend on sound and accurate information systems.  

Information is essential for every company, especially shipping companies, in facilitating daily 
activities because it can help decision-making.  The information system implemented in the 
company aims to provide information to support decision-making, provide information to 
support day-to-day operations, and present information related to management. The way that 
companies can do to provide quality services to consumers is to carry out all control functions 
in their operational activities, especially in receiving and shipping goods which are the main 
activities of shipping companies. 

Multi Intim Expressindo Inc., which was founded in 1997, is one of the companies engaged in 
the business of freight forwarding services that accept small to large-scale shipments of goods.  
Multi Intim Expressindo Inc. is based in Surabaya and has branches in several areas, one of 
which is in Ambon.  This company has an essential role in supplying goods ranging from 
individual orders and goods ordered from small businesses to large-scale retail companies.  
Therefore, researchers are interested in analyzing the part of the expedition service 
accounting information system at Multi Intim Expressindo Inc. Thus; this research is entitled: 
Analysis of the Application of Accounting Information Systems for Expeditionary Services at 
Multi Intim Expressindo Inc. 

Method 
The research method is a step to be carried out in data collection with specific objectives and 
uses, for example, to solve problems and test research hypotheses. 

1. Research Approach 
This study uses a qualitative approach with the aim of researchers being able to describe 
clearly and in detail and obtain in-depth data from research on the role of accounting 
information systems on the performance of Multi Intim Expressindo Inc. 
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2. Research Objects and Subjects 

The object of this research is the Multi Intim Expressindo Ambon Inc. branch.  This company 
is essential in supplying goods ranging from individual orders and goods ordered from 
small-scale businesses to large-scale retail companies.  Therefore, researchers are 
interested in analyzing the role of the expedition service accounting information system at 
Multi Intim Expressindo Inc.  The object of the research or research unit is an accounting 
information system, while the subject is Multi Intim Expressindo Inc. 

3. Selection of Key Informants 
The informant in this study was Mrs. Win, who is in the general administration section of 
the Multi Intim Expressindo Ambon Inc. branch. 

4. Data Type 
The data used in this study are primary in the form of direct interviews with sources and 
secondary data in the form of company profiles. 

5. Data Collection Techniques 
The data collection technique used is: 
a. Interview, which is conducting direct questions and answers to the general 

administration section with questions that have been prepared. 
b. Documentation, namely making direct observations of company activities related to 

research objects at PT Multi Intim Expressindo. 
6. Data analysis technique 

The data analysis method used in this study is a qualitative descriptive analysis method 
used for a systematic review of the role of accounting information systems in shipping 
companies. 

Result 
PT Multi Intim Expressindo has several interrelated functions with expedition services, 
including administrative functions, financial functions, and operational functions. There are 
several procedures in expedition service activities at PT Multi Intim Expressindo, including the 
following: 

1. Procedure for Using Expedition Services at PT Multi Intim Expressindo 
a. The client sends goods using the services of PT Multi Intim Expressindo by including the 

name and delivery address. 
b. Clients can pick up the ordered goods directly at the company or use the delivery service 

provided by the company for an additional fee. 
c. The client chooses the method of payment for the goods, namely before the goods are 

received or after the client receives the goods. 
d. When the client chooses to pay before the goods are received, the client will be given a 

payment note. 
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e. If the client chooses to pay after the goods are received, then payment will be made 
when the goods are in hand or through billing with a maximum repayment period of 3 
months. 

2. Shipping Procedure 
a. PT Multi Intim Expressindo sends client-ordered goods using container services from 

several container companies, for example, Meratus, Tanto, and Temas. 
b. The number of containers PT Multi Intim Expressindo is adjusted to the volume and 

number of goods shipped. 
c. Sending goods according to delivery order. 
d. Goods arriving at the port will be transported by the supervisor and delivered to the 

client's address according to the delivery order or transported to the company's 
warehouse. 

3. Final Procedure of Expedition Activities 
a. Supervisor checking data from delivery order. 
b. The supervisor delivers the goods and checks the proof of payment. 
c. Supervisors deposit funds to the treasurer if the client pays immediately after receiving 

the goods. 
d. The treasurer reports the company's daily activities to the head office and makes a billing 

schedule for clients who have not paid. 
4. Treasury's Activities 

a. Receive deposit funds from supervisors. 
b. Receiving a deposit from the billing department. 
c. Create a billing schedule. 
d. Calculate the salary received by employees, supervisors, and helpers. 
e. Make daily cash reports and year-end reports. 

The documents used by Multi Intim Expressindo Inc. in carrying out expedition activities are 
as follows: 
1. Proof of service order 
2. Proof of receipt of goods from the container  
3. Receipt of delivery materials 
4. Service payment billing 
5. Service billing notes 

The parts involved in the expedition service procedure at Multi Intim Expressindo Inc. are: 
1. Financial department 
2. Administration department 
3. Shipping department 
4. Warehouse Department 
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The use of the Accounting Information System at Multi Intim Expressindo Inc. is as follows: 
1. Making financial reporting 
2. Supports Routine Activities 
3. Support Decision Making 
4. Implementing Internal Planning and Control 

Discussion 
1. Analysis of the Functions in Multi Intim Expressindo Inc. 

The functions contained in Multi Intim Expressindo Inc. have been running quite well.  
Delivery of goods to clients is carried out as soon as the goods arrive at the Port.  Clients 
have various options in getting the ordered goods, including through delivery services 
provided by the company or picking up their own at the port and warehouse. However, 
there are several obstacles in delivering goods, including scattered goods in warehouses or 
ports, complaints due to incomplete goods, and incorrect delivery of goods.  This is due to 
the lack of careful supervision of the supervisors in the field.  If this happens, the 
administration will trace the location of the error and make decisions according to the 
obstacles in the area. 

2. Expedition Service Accounting Information System Analysis 
In the expedition service accounting information system that has been running at Multi 
Intim Expressindo Inc., there are several shortcomings, such as late payments by clients, 
scattered goods, and incorrect deliveries.  Regarding bookkeeping, the treasurer only 
makes a daily cash report containing information on the incoming money on that day. In 
the bookkeeping section, the financial administration should not only make financial 
reports from the expedition report because, according to Kristianto (2007), information is 
a collection of data that is processed into a form that is more useful and meaningful for the 
recipient, so it is better for the accountant administration also to make financial reports 
based on the information. From delivery orders, delivery order reports, and work order 
confirmations. 

3. Document Analysis Used in Expedition Service Activities 
The documents used by Multi Intim Expressindo Inc. in carrying out expeditionary service 
activities are pretty good. Still, some papers have shortcomings, such as the delivery order 
not having the driver's signature in charge of delivery, which can result in the absence of a 
written agreement between the parties.  ritase with the driver.  We recommend adding the 
driver's initials to add written evidence for the understanding of all parties. In the 
submission of confirmations made by the financial administration, there is no purpose for 
an information system that supports the company's operations. It is better to make a 
written document given to the vehicle administration and the accountant administration 
so that there is written evidence, not only confirmation by phone or WhatsApp message. 
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4. Analysis of Relevant Parts in Expedition Service Activities 
Sections related to expedition service activities at PT Multi Intim Expressindo have been 
running quite well. Still, there is no sub-system in the accounting information system, 
namely the Management Reporting System (MRS).  According to Hall (2007), it is better to 
add an audit party who can check the results of reports made by all parties so that it does 
not result in losses in running existing businesses and can help provide input for internal 
decision-making. 

5. Analysis of the Use of Expeditionary Service Accounting Information Systems 
The use of the expedition service accounting information system at Multi Intim Expressindo 
Inc. based on the author's analysis is as follows: 

1. Making financial reporting 
The financial reports prepared by the treasurer include daily cash inflow reports, client 
billing reports, due client lists, and year-end reports (closed books).  In making reports 
for tax purposes, PT Multi Intim Expressindo uses the services of a tax consultant so 
that the company only needs to prepare the data required by the tax consultant. 

2. Supports Routine Activities 
Supporting routine activities at the company has been running quite well, such as 
placing several supervisors and helpers in loading and unloading activities.  However, 
PT Multi Intim Expressindo has not used a system that can minimize scattered goods 
and delivery errors. 

3. Support Decision Making 
The administration and finance department also supports the company's internal 
decision-making by making reports on the company's daily activities. 

4. Implementing Internal Planning and Control 
PT Multi Intim Expressindo already has a budget plan in the form of a budget plan for 
one year.  It is better if the company makes a budget plan within one month to make 
more precise and well-run controls and increase the success of annual budget planning.  
Budget planning can be used as a benchmark for making future budgets. 

5. Implementing Internal Control 
Internal control aims to protect company assets from loss and corruption.  Therefore, 
the company should install CCTV cameras in critical places that cannot be guarded for 
24 hours, such as vehicle parking lots and areas to store valuable documents belonging 
to the company.  Installing CCTV can reduce the possibility of theft. 
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Conclusion 
Based on the research results that have been obtained, the authors conclude that the 
application of the expedition service accounting information system at Multi Intim 
Expressindo Inc. has been going quite well but still has several weaknesses, including: 

1. Multi Intim Expressindo Inc. makes a budget plan within one year, so the budget planning 
is not yet detailed. 

2. Multi Intim Expressindo Inc. has not used a system to minimize scattered goods and errors. 
3. No audit party can help check the completeness of data and documents related to 

expedition service activities. 
4. The financial administration (treasurer) only makes daily financial reports from the 

expedition report; this can result in less accurate data in creating financial statements. 

Based on the results of the study, the suggestions that can be given are:  

1. Multi Intim Expressindo Inc. should make a budget plan within one to three months, so the 
budget planning is more detailed according to the company's needs. 

2. Make a work confirmation letter that can help provide written confirmation to the financial 
administration and vehicle administration so that there are no more mistakes in carrying 
out expedition activities. 

3. Companies should use audit services to help check financial reports and documents related 
to expedition service activities. 

4. Financial parties should make financial reports from work order documents, delivery 
orders, and delivery order reports to make financial statements more accurate. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study aims to determine the effect of profitability, solvency, and firm size on audit report 
lag. The research population is transportation and logistics companies listed on the Indonesia 
Stock Exchange for the 2019-2021 period. The sample in this study was obtained using 
purposive sampling method. The criteria that have been determined are that there are 20 
companies that are the research sample. The data analysis technique used is multiple 
regression analysis. The results showed that profitability, solvency, and firm size had no effect 
on the delay in audit reports. 
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Introduction 
Financial reports are released periodically, whether monthly, quarterly, or annually, 
depending on your needs and policies. Financial statements to measure performance and 
analyze the health of the company, as well as communication tools for stakeholders who need 
to make decisions related to the company. Non-management parties interested in financial 
statements, such as shareholders, creditors, the government, and the general public. Financial 
statements are prepared in accordance with applicable regulations and allow all parties to 
meet the requirements of financial statements. 

OJK Regulation Number. 13/ POJK. 03/ 2017 requires that financial statements reported by 
the public industry are required to be audited before being informed to the IDX. The time span 
for the completion of this audit is called audit report lag. For Kaaroud, Meter. A., Mohd 
Ariffin,N. and Ahmad, Meter. ( 2020) and Afify( 2009) audit report lag is the length of time for 
completion of the audit from coinciding with the closing of the industrial novel to the date of 
the issuance of the audit report. It continues to be a short time span for its audit report lag 
until the time it takes to deliver its audited financial statements so that it continues to be 
lightning so that the publication of the industry's annual financial statements will continue to 
be lightning as well. 

OJK Regulation Number. 13/ POJK. 03/ 2017 requires that financial statements reported by 
the public industry are required to be audited before being informed to the IDX. The time span 
for the completion of this audit is called audit report lag. For Kaaroud, Meter. A., Mohd 
Ariffin,N. and Ahmad, Meter. ( 2020) and Afify( 2009) audit report lag is the length of time for 
completion of the audit from coinciding with the closing of the industrial novel to the date of 
the issuance of the audit report. It continues to be a short time span for its audit report lag 
until the time it takes to deliver its audited financial statements so that it continues to be 
lightning so that the publication of the industry's annual financial statements will continue to 
be lightning as well. 

Audit Report Lag can be a problem if the audit period is very long because it will affect the 
timely publication of financial reports (Hashim and Rahman, 2011). Thus, the length of the 
audit process will ensure the time of publication. The speed with which financial statements 
are issued is significantly determined not only by industry management but also by the audit 
process attempted by independent auditors (Ahmed & Hossain, 2010). So it continues to take 
a long time for the auditor to complete the audit, so that the audit opinion continues to 
become a mandatory instrument in the disclosure of financial statements to the public. Thus, 
an audit report lag that is too late can endanger the quality of financial reports, because it 
does not share data on time to investors and has implications for reducing investor confidence 
in the market (Hashim and Rahman, 2011). This is due to the fact that audited financial 
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statements which contain profit data generated by the industry concerned are used as a basis 
for making decisions to buy or sell ownership owned by investors. 

In accordance with the Financial Services Authority Regulation No. 29/POJK.04/2016 all issuers 
and all stock companies listed on the Indonesian stock exchange are required to submit annual 
financial reports to OJK within 4 months after the end of the fiscal year. Results All 
stakeholders have up-to-date information on the Company's situation. Companies that do not 
submit timely financial reports are subject to administrative sanctions, including written 
warnings and fines. 

The case of PT Garuda Indonesia Tbk (GIAA) which experienced delays in the presentation of 
its financial statements for 2020 which was given a disclaimer opinion or did not express an 
opinion by its auditors and a loss of USD 2.44 billion or equivalent to RP 35.38 trillion in 2020 
(exchange rate of USD 1 = Rp. 14,500). The Financial Services Authority (OJK) and the Indonesia 
Stock Exchange (IDX) imposed sanctions on PT Garuda Indonesia Tbk (GIAA) regarding the 
company's financial statements which were considered problematic. As a result, the company 
must pay a fine of Rp. 1.25 billion to the two institutions. 

The formulation of the research problem is whether profitability, solvency, and company size 
affect audit report lag in transportation and logistics companies listed on the Indonesia Stock 
Exchange. The purpose of the study was to determine and analyze the effect of profitability, 
solvency, and firm size on audit report lag in transportation and logistics companies listed on 
the Indonesia Stock Exchange. 

Methode 
Agency Theory 

According to (Jensen, 1976) Agency theory is a contract between the manager (agent) and the 
owner (principal). In order for this contractual relationship to run smoothly, the owner will 
delegate the creation authority to the manager. Agency theory is a theory that explains the 
relationship between the principal and the agent. In a corporation, the principal refers to the 
owner while the agent refers to the manager. The owner is the party that mandates the agent 
to act on behalf of the owner while the agent is the party who is mandated by the owner to 
run the company. 

Signalling Theory 

According to (Deasy, 2020) Signal theory is the action of a company in providing signals or 
actions taken by management where management knows information that is complete and 
accurate on the company's internal and company prospects in the future from investors. If the 
company gets an unqualified opinion from the audit report, the company will not delay issuing 
the audited financial statements because the company's management knows that the signal 
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captured by investors is a positive signal (good news). Thus, in addition to reducing the audit 
delay period, it can also increase the value of the company in the eyes of investors. 

Audit Delay 

According to (Naftali, 2022) The time difference between the end of the financial reporting 
year and the date of issuance of the audit report is referred to as audit report lag or audit 
delay in some studies. The length of time it takes to complete the audit can impact the 
timeliness of the information to be disclosed, affect the market reaction to information delays 
and the level of uncertainty in judgments based on published data. 

Profitability 

According to (Bahri, 2017) profitability ratio is the entity's ability to earn profits in relation to 
sales, total assets, and own capital. Long-term investors are very interested in profitability 
information. This ratio also provides a measure of the level of management effectiveness. This 
is indicated by the profit generated from sales and investment income. The point is that the 
use of this ratio shows the efficiency of the entity. 

Solvability 

According to (Muslichah & Bahri, 2021) Solvency is the ability of an entity to pay all of its 
obligations. Entities that have sufficient assets to pay their debts are called solvable, while 
those that cannot are called unsolvable. The ability to pay off its obligations shows good 
performance. 

Company Size 

Variable scale or size can be used to describe size company as measured by total 
assets,measure of market value, shares, total sales,total income, total capital, and factor 
other. Company size is  a scale that can be determined with use total assets and can represent 
the state of a company, with the size the advantages of the source of funds available to finance 
the investment in making a profit (Naftali, 2022). 
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Hypothesis 

Effects of Profitability on Audit Delay 

Profitability is a company’s ability to make profits in relation to sales, total asset, and equity. 
Companies with high profitability level tends to speed up the publication of their financial 
statements because it can increase the company value. The research results by Nuryanti 
(2018); Prameswari & Yustrianthe (2015) show that profitability affects audit delay. 
Companies that suffer losses tend to require an auditor to start the slower auditing process 
than usual (Subekti & Widiyanti, 2004). This shows that the higher the company profitability, 
the shorter the audit delay is, and vice versa. Companies with low profitability tend to 
experience longer audit report issuance (Ashton et al., 1987). Based on this thought, then the 
second hypothesis is formulated as follows: 

H1 : Profitability level affects audit delay. 

Effects of Solvability on Audit Delay  

Solvability is the company ability to fulfill all financial obligations when the company is 
liquidated. The results of Hakiki (2018) research show that company solvability has a 
significant effect on audit delay. A high solvability ratio results in the length of time required 
for completing the audit. High amount of debt will lead to a relatively longer audit process. In 
such auditing process condition, auditors need to be more careful and thorough because this 
concerns the company survival. This shows that the higher the company solvability, the longer 
the audit delay and vice versa. Based on this thought, the third hypothesis is formulated as 
follows: 

H2 : Solvability level affects audit delay. 

Effects of Company Size on Audit Delay  

Research results of Apriliane (2015); Hakiki (2018); Nuryanti (2018) state that audit delay is 
affected by the company size, which means the audit delay will be longer if the audited 
company is large. This relates to the increasing number of samples that must be taken and the 
audit process of larger companies takes more time than smaller companies. Management of 
a large-scale company tends to be given an incentive to reduce audit delay as large companies 
are supervised very closely by investor, government, and capital supervisory agencies. 
Therefore, there is higher external pressure to announce the audited financial statements 
earlier (Subekti & Widiyanti, 2004). The larger the company size, the shorter the audit delay 
is. Based on this thought, then the first hypothesis is formulated as follows: 

H3 : Company Size affects audit delay.  
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Method 
The population is the entire object of research and meets certain characteristics (Bahri, 2018). 
The research population is transportation and logistics companies listed on the Indonesia 
Stock Exchange for the 2019-2020 period. Sampling based on criteria: 

1. Transportation and logistics company listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange and consistent 
during the 2019-2020 period. 

2. Reporting on companies that publish audited financial statements. 

3. Expressed in rupiah currency. 

Table 1 Sample Selection Procedure 
Kriteria Jumlah  

Perusahaan transportasi dan logistik yang terdaftar di BEI tahun 2022 30 
Perusahaan yang konsisten dalam menyajikan laporan keuangan pada 
periode 2019-2021  

(4) 

Perusahaan yang tidak menggunakan mata uang rupiah dalam menyajikan 
laporan keuangannya 

(3) 

Perusahaan yang tidak menerbitkan laporan keuangan yang telah diaudit & 
laporan audit independen 

(3) 

Laporan keuangan yang dinyatakan dengan mata uang rupiah dan sebagai 
sampel penelitian  

20 

After the criteria are determined and the sample selection process is carried out, the number 
of samples obtained is as many as 20 transportation and logistics companies. The research 
period is 3 years, the number of data is n = 60. 

Operational Definition of Variabels 

1. Profitability is proxied by return on assets (ROA). ROA is a measurement of the efficiency 
of assets in obtaining profits by comparing net income after tax with total assets 
(Muslichah & Bahri, 2021) ROA formula: ROA = 宅叩但叩 但奪嘆坦辿竪徴通陳鎮銚朕 凋鎚勅痛  (1) 

2. Solvency is proxied by debt to equity ratio (DER). DER shows the amount of debt borne by 
the entity in the capital structure. Menurut (Muslichah & Bahri, 2021) DER formula:  DER = 懲勅栂銚珍沈長銚津帳賃通沈痛銚鎚   (2) 

3. Company size is proxied based on the number of assets owned (Fitriana & Bahri, 2022). 
Formula Company Size:  

Ukuran Perusahaan = LNTotal Aset (3) 
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Result 
Normality Test 
Data normality is a test of data distribution by taking into account the level of spread under 
the normal curve or not with a one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov approach with a statistical 
test value of 0.156 and a significance of 0.026 with the conclusion that the residual data is 
normally distributed. 

Coefficient of Determination 
The multiple R value in the table is 0.840 which is far from 1, meaning that the relationship 
between ROA, DER, Ln, and ARL is weak. The R Square value of 0.007 explains the ARL value 
of 0.007. So ARL is only explained by 0.007 by the variables ROA, DER, Ln. The Adjusted R 
Square value of -0.046 is the value of the ability of the ROA, DER, Ln variables to explain the 
ARL variable. 

Autocorrelation  
The autocorrelation test value with Durbin-Watson (DW) with a significance of 5% in the table 
shows the number 1.672. The number of samples n = 61, and the number of variables k = 3. 
The value of dL = 1.4797 and the value of dU = 1.6889. The DW value to the dL value is 1.672 
< 2.5203 and the DW value to the dU value is 1.941 < 2.3111. The DW value is in the area 
where there is no autocorrelation so there are no symptoms of autocorrelation. 

Multicollinearity  
Value of Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) variable ROA = 1.060, DER = 1.007, Ln = 1.053. The VIF 
value of the three independent variables is < 10 or not above 10 so that there is no 
multicollinearity between each independent variable in the regression model. 

Multiple Linear Regression 
The constant 92.594 shows the ARL value if there are no ROA, DER, and Ln variables. The 
positive constant value is assumed that the ARL value will increase by 92.594 when the 
independent variable is constant. The ROA value of –7.276 is negative indicating an inverse 
relationship to ARL. If ROA increases by one unit, ARL will decrease by 7.276 and vice versa. A 
DER value of 0.095 is positive indicating a unidirectional relationship with ARL. If DER increases 
by one unit, ARL will increase by 0.095 and vice versa. The Ln value of 0.958 is positive 
indicating a unidirectional relationship with ARL. If Ln increases by one unit, ARL will increase 
by 0.958 and vice versa. 

Hypothesis 
The ROA variable with a significance of 0.771 < 0.050 means that ROA has no effect on ARL so 
that the first hypothesis is rejected. DER variable significance 0.876 > 0.050 then DER has no 
effect on ARL so that the second hypothesis is rejected. Variable Ln significance 0.644 > 0.050 
then Ln has no effect on ARL so that the third hypothesis is rejected. 
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Discussion 
Effects of Profitability on Audit Delay 
The effect of profitability on audit delay shows a significance value of 0.771 > 0.05. These 
results indicate that profitability has no significant effect on audit report lag, so the first 
hypothesis is rejected. The greater the company's profit, the faster the audit process is carried 
out, but changes in the level of profit have no significant effect on audit report lag. Companies 
that experience losses tend to require auditors to start the audit process longer than usual. 
The results of the study support Hakiki's (2018) findings that profitability has no effect on audit 
delay. Audit delay is not significantly affected by the level of company profits because the 
audit process for companies with small profits is no different from the audit process for 
companies with large profits. Companies that experience both small and large profits tend to 
speed up the audit process. However, the results of this study are different from the findings 
of Nuryanti (2018); Subekti & Widiyanti (2004) that profitability has an effect on audit delay. 

Effects of Solvability on Audit Delay 
The effect of solvency on audit report lag shows a significant value of 0.876 <0.05. The results 
showed that solvency had no significant effect on audit report lag, so the second hypothesis 
was rejected. The high solvency ratio results in the length of time required to complete the 
audit. The results of the study support the findings of Sari (2017) that solvency has no effect 
on audit report lag. A higher amount of debt owned by the company will lead to a relatively 
longer audit process. This is because the audit is processed, the auditor needs to be careful 
and thorough because it relates to the survival of the company. This shows that the higher the 
company's solvency, the longer the audit delay and vice versa. 

Effects of Company Size on Audit Delay 
The effect of firm size does not affect theaudit report lag shows a significance value of 0.644 
> 0.05. The results showed that firm size had no significant effect on audit report lag and the 
third hypothesis was rejected. The value of company size in this study does not affect audit 
report lag because the sample used is a company listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange 
supervised by investors, capital supervisory agencies, and the government. This study's results 
support the findings of Sari (2017); Wijaya (2019) that firm size has no effect on audit delays. 
However, this study does not support Apriliane's (2015) findings; Hakiki (2018); Nuryanti 
(2018); Subekti & Widiyanti (2004) that the size of the company has a negative and significant 
effect on audit delay, meaning that the audit delay will be longer if the size of the company to 
be audited is larger. 

Conclusion 
The results show that profitability has no effect on audit report lag because the audit process 
of companies with high levels of profitability is different from companies with low levels of 
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profitability. Solvency has no effect on audit report lag. The size of the company does not 
affect the audit report lag because the size of the company does not determine the length of 
the audit process. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper aims to examine the implementation of e-commerce in Indonesia, especially on the 
obstacles faced in the midst of the Covid-19 pandemic. The study used a qualitative approach, 
with data collection techniques in the form of literature studies from journals, news, books, 
and other related research reports. The results of the study show that the obstacles to the 
implementation of e-commerce in Indonesia mainly include two things, namely technical 
constraints and non-technological constraints. Technical constraints such as the absence of 
standard standards regulating the quality of e-commerce , security and reliability of the system 
being built, bandwidth issues , and web server specifications, especially in dealing with 
network problems. Constraints in terms of non-technology among absence of government 
regulations that regulate the commercial transactions through e-commerce in the middle of 
the virus Covid19, the perception that e-commerce is unsafe and expensive, and the attitude 
of businesses are waiting for the condition of e-commerce become stable before participating 
participate. To anticipate these obstacles, the Indonesian government can take the experience 
of organizing e-commerce in the United States, which sees e-commerce activities as universal 
activities, which in its development planning include e-commerce business actors and make 
regulations and incentives for SME companies so that they can grow into large companies . 
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Introduction 
The rapid development of information technology has resulted in the transformation of 
human life activities in various fields during the Covid-19 pandemic. The presence of 
technology is becoming increasingly important and forces us to always act quickly, practically, 
effectively and efficiently, especially in carrying out transaction processes. Companies and 
service providers respond to the need for a fast, practical, effective and efficient transaction 
process by providing easy access to information and connecting goods and services providers 
with their consumers through the application of modern information technology applications, 
such as e-commerce technology . 

The facts show that the level of internet users in Indonesia from year to year has increased 
quite rapidly. From data released by an e-marketer survey institute in 2017, internet users in 
Indonesia are in sixth position in the world out of 25 countries surveyed by this institution 
(eMarketer, 2014). The predictive data for internet users in Indonesia in 2018 released by e-
marketers is not much different from the data released by the Indonesian Internet Service 
Providers Association (APJII) which states that data on internet users in Indonesia in 2015 
reached 88.1 million users, or an increase of 34.9% compared to 2013. With the increasing 
number of internet users in Indonesia, this could become a market opportunity for businesses 
to take advantage of cyberspace as a land to develop their business. 

Don Tapscott sees that this revolutionary internet development phenomenon can change 
future business processes into an economic activity that is different in format from the 
traditional economy, or create a phenomenon known as the digital economy . Along with the 
increasing number of users the internet which indicates the greater the benefits that are felt 
by the presence of the internet, it is very possible that the development of the business world 
in the future will be increasingly colored by various digital economic activities. (Myilswamy, 
K., 2016: 14). 

The traditional economy with conventional methods, where customers come to the store to 
make purchase transactions is felt less efficient during the Covid-19 pandemic, which 
requires us to do a lot of activities at home. In the future it will turn into a digital economy 
where customers do not have to bother to come to the store and queue when making a 
purchase transaction, simply by using a computer or mobile phone that is connected to the 
internet in any location so that buyers can easily and quickly make purchase transactions. 

This is what then becomes the advantage of digital economic activity and becomes a big 
attraction for consumers to make e-commerce buying and selling transactions . Data 
released by The Wall Street Journal magazine in StartUpBisnis.com (2014) states that the 
development trend of Indonesian e-commerce from year to year will continue to 
increase. The number of e-commerce transactions in Indonesia with the type of Business to 
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Customer (B2C) transaction in 2013 was US $ 1.79 million and continued to increase in the 
following years to US $ 2.60 million in 2014, 3.56 million US $ in 2015 and in 2016 it is 
estimated to reach 4.89 million US $. This sales transaction value can be said to be relatively 
small compared to China, Japan, South Korea and India. However, it still shows that the 
development of e-commerce transactions in Indonesia is quite significant from year to 
year. This is what can be an attraction for the business world to look at the e-commerce 
business . E-commerce business activities in Indonesia can be said to be relatively new. So 
that there are still many shortcomings found in its implementation. These deficiencies range 
from infrastructure and information technology as well as inadequate internet networks, 
regulations / regulations that are still not comprehensive enough, to the problem of tax 
collection on e-commerce transactions . On this basis, the authors are interested in 
conducting studies on the constraints of implementing e-commerce in Indonesia. This paper 
will also present a comparative study of the implementation of e-commerce in several 
countries which can be said to already have a good basis for the implementation of an e-
commerce business . 

Method 
The method used in this study is a qualitative approach. A qualitative approach in scientific 
terms will go through various stages of thinking, starting with thinking inductively (by 
capturing various facts or social phenomena). The next stage is to collect data to be analyzed 
and to theorize the data collection that has been done (Bungin, 2007: 6). The qualitative 
research style seeks to construct reality and understand its meaning. Thus, qualitative 
research is usually very concerned about processes, events and authenticity (Somantri, 2005: 
58) The data collection technique in this review uses literature studies, meaning that it uses 
secondary data obtained from various scientific articles in the form of news articles, journals, 
and related research reports to be further processed and analyzed in relation to the problem 
being studied. 

Result 
The term 'digital economy ' was first coined by Don Tapscott in 1995 in a best-selling book 
entitled The Digital Economy: Promise and Peril in the Age of Networked Intelligence . When 
he wrote the book 20 years ago, he declared that the internet would completely change the 
nature of business and government. Digital technology is rapidly changing business practices, 
economies and society. 

The digital economy, sometimes also called "digital business" has become a philosophy for 
many teams of top executives as they seek a competitive advantage in a world that is moving 
rapidly with changing technology. When we talk about digital technology, we are not only 
talking about the internet, or just ICT (information and communication technology), but other 
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concepts such as cellular telephony, telecommunications or content (Mochón, F. & 
Gonzalvez, JC, 2015). A very big revolution in the field of business is how there is a significant 
change in the concept of the market. The big and fundamental changes offered by e-
commerce make it a very potential economic activity for countries around the world. With its 
global reach, in the sense that traders or buyers can come from all over the world, universality 
aspects will be the basic foundation for the formation of this e-commerce activity . All 
countries around the world still have the same opportunity to become major players in this e-
commerce business , it remains how these countries provide facilities with infrastructure 
devices and regulations that support the creation of conditions that are conducive to the 
development of activities and actors. e-commerce to get involved in it. The next question is 
what about the conditions of e-commerce activities in Indonesia. 

E-Commerce Implementation Constraints in Indonesia 

Julisar and Eka Miranda (2013) explain that e-commerce activities in Indonesia still have 
limitations. These limitations include limitations in terms of technology, including the absence 
of a standard standard regarding the quality, security and reliability of systems used in e-
commerce, bandwidth issues , and requiring a web, server , especially for dealing with 
network problems. Other limitations are in terms of non-technology, including the absence of 
government regulations regarding trade transactions through e-commerce , the perception 
that e-commerce is unsafe and expensive, and many buyers and sellers are waiting for the e-
commerce ecosystem to become stable for them to be able to. participate. 

The role and concern of the government are essential to support the success of these e-
commerce activities. Tit for tat, under the administration of Joko Widodo, he really cares 
about the development of the creative economy and sees this field as having great potential 
for future economic growth in Indonesia. Concern current administration has been shown to 
begin to catch up related to the problem of bandwidth by deploying broadband 
infrastructure ( broadband ), both fixed broadband and mobile broadband , including the 
implementation of a four-generation technology (4G). The target is quite ambitious, 
according to the RPI (Indonesia's Broadband Plan), as many as 135 cities and districts will be 
connected by 2019. (Hidranto, 2015) For now, the implementation of e-
commerce activities in Indonesia refers to Law No. 11 of 2008 concerning Information and 
Electronics (UU ITE). One of the goals of the issuance of the ITE Law is to provide legal 
certainty and protection for players in the e-commerce sector . However, it seems that this 
law has not been able to achieve this goal. 

This inability can be seen from the absence of a specific definition for e-commerce in the ITE 
Law, because electronic trading activities mentioned in the ITE Law are "electronic 
transactions". In fact, the definition of "electronic transactions" as stated in Article 1 
paragraph (2) of the ITE Law is very broad, namely legal actions that are carried out using 
computers, computer networks, and / or electronic media other. In comparison, the Trade 
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Law understands e-commerce as "trade through an electronic system", namely trade whose 
transaction process is carried out through a series of electronic devices and procedures 
(Article 1 Number 24 of Law no.7 of 2014 concerning Trade). (klikkonsul, 2016) 

In addition, many provisions in the ITE Law are still “empty” and therefore require 
implementing regulations. Some of them are closely related to the development of e-
commerce activities , such as provisions regarding the implementation of electronic 
transactions. Apart from other provisions regarding electronic transactions in Chapter V, the 
ITE Law still mandates the issuance of a Government Regulation to regulate the 
implementation of electronic transactions in the public or private sphere. However, the ITE 
Law does not explain the scope of the operational provisions that can be regulated in this 
Government Regulation (Article 17 and the explanation in the ITE Law). (klikkonsul, 2016) 

The next thing is the provisions regarding reliability certification bodies and electronic 
certification providers. The ITE Law regulates that every business actor conducting electronic 
transactions can be certified by a reliability certification body. The institution is an 
independent institution formed by professionals to audit and issue reliability certificates in 
electronic transactions, whose activities must be legalized and supervised by the government 
(Article 10 of the ITE Law). (klikkonsul, 2016) Reliability certificate is evidence that a business 
actor trading electronically is fit to do business, after going through an assessment and audit 
from an authorized body (explanation of Article 10 of the ITE Law). The existence of a 
reliability certificate institution is clearly important to provide a measure of the feasibility of 
business actors in the e-commerce sector and ultimately increase trust 
the public in transacting through electronic systems. (klikkonsul, 2016)  

In line with the above provisions, the ITE Law also mandates the issuance of Government 
Regulations regarding electronic certification providers, namely legal entities that provide and 
audit electronic certificates. This certificate contains an electronic signature and identity that 
shows the legal subject status of the parties in electronic transactions. Same as with the 
certificate of reliability, the electronic certificate is also important to improve certainty in the 
transaction e-commerce and prevent the misuse of data from participants in electronic 
commerce activities. (klikkonsul, 2016). Meanwhile, a derivative Government Regulation that 
specifically talks about electronic transactions, namely Government Regulation (PP) Number 
82 of 2012 concerning the Implementation of Electronic Systems and Transactions is also felt 
to be still not conducive to the growth and development of e-commerce businesses in 
Indonesia. PP Number 82 of 2012 is considered to be less convenient for small and medium 
enterprises (UKM) in organizing e-commerce . In addition, this regulation is also considered to 
make the adoption of online trading transactions difficult . The first problem with the drafting 
of this PP regulation is related to the balance between regulation and incentives. The 
government is expected to provide incentives to increase revenue for internet-based 
companies that are still pioneering. Regarding this, Indonesia can see the implementation in 
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Singapore which is very focused on building a digital business ecosystem, through providing 
financial assistance to newly established digital-based companies ( startups ) in order to 
develop products. (Kompastekno, 2013). The second issue in the context of Government 
Regulation Number 82 Year 2012 and its relationship with e-commerce is the clarity of the 
definition of electronic transactions and public services in the PP. In the e-commerce 
business , there are several activities and business models related to electronic transactions, 
such as classifieds / forums, marketplaces , online retail , daily deals , and price comparisons / 
aggregators . So that the actors ask for clarity on which stages in e-commerce are considered 
electronic transactions. To respond to this issue, the Directorate General of Taxes (DGT) has 
prepared a formulation through the Director General of Taxes Circular No. 62 / PJ / 2013 which 
maps four e-commerce transaction models , namely: online marketplaces , classified ads, 
daily deals , and online retail. 

The online marketplace model is an activity to provide a place for business activities in the 
form of an internet shop for merchants to sell goods / services. In this transaction model, 
there is a fee in the form of rent fees or registration fees, for providing a place and / or time 
to display advertisements for goods / services, as well as making sales at internet shops via 
internet malls. In addition, there is an amount of money paid 
by merchants to marketplace organizers as a commission for intermediary services for 
payments on sales of goods / services. Classified ads transaction model is the activity of 
providing a place and / or time to display advertisements of goods / services carried out by 
advertisers through sites provided by the distribution of classified ads. Advertisers will pay a 
sum of money as a transaction fee to the organizer which is the object of PPh and VAT. The 
third transaction model is daily deals, similar to a marketplace but the payment instrument 
used is in the form of vouchers . Meanwhile, the fourth transaction model, namely online 
retail, is an activity to sell goods / services directly by online retail operators to buyers on the 
organizers website. In the four models of e-commerce transactions , there is payment of 
rewards or income for buying and selling of goods / services which are the objects of Income 
Tax (PPh) and Value Added Tax (VAT) which will be taxed according to the applicable 
tax regulations. 

The third issue that arises in the context of Government Regulation No. 82/2012 and its 
relationship with e-commerce is related to the use of data centers in Indonesia. Business 
people online say that taking a data center in Indonesia cost can be twice as expensive than 
the data center outside the country. The last issue to be highlighted is the obligation to use 
the Indonesian country code domain or .id (dot id). This is done to minimize cybercrime and 
reduce the number of fraud by fake e-commerce . However, not all e-
commerce entrepreneurs agree with this plan. Tokopedia founder and CEO, William 
Tanuwijaya, argues that the use of local domains will make it difficult for e-commerce sites to 
compete at the global level. 
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Discussion 
Comparison of e-commerce implementation in several countries 
Regarding the problem with the absence of government regulations regarding trade 
transactions through e-commerce , the government can learn this from the United States or 
China which already have e-commerce rules. Reflecting on the United States of America, the 
government takes a fundamental policy which is the reference in designing and building e-
commerce activities in that country. On July 1, 1997, the Clinton Administration submitted a 
proposal entitled " A Framework for Global Electronic Commerce " which outlines 5 (five) 
basic principles which are expected to become the main guidelines ( core principles ) for 
establishing e-commerce policies in America. In general, the five policy principles are as 
follows (Thierer, 2012). 

The first principle is " the private sector should lead " (Thierer, 2012). This principle is built 
on the assumption that it is the private sector (the community) who must stand at the front 
and lead various things related to e-commerce business). The government is not a business 
entity because its main objective is to maximize welfare, so that the role of government is 
only as a driving force for the growth and development of e-commerce activities . 

The second principle is “ governments should avoid undue restrictions on electronic 
commerce ”. (Thierer, 2012) This principle is built by looking at the similarity between the 
objectives of free trade (market globalization) and the characteristics of the internet, namely 
its tendency to form the most optimum and efficient trading mechanism. The limitation of 
the e-commerce mechanism with too many regulations by the government will actually 
backfire in the form of not achieving the effectiveness and efficiency offered by e-commerce . 

The third principle is " where governmental involvement is needed , its aim should be to 
support and enforce a predictable, minimalist, consistent and simple legal environment for 
commerce ." (Thierer, 2012). This third principle would like to say that when one day the 
private sector feels the need to get "assistance" from the government because of the 
fundamental losses due to various new phenomena that arise at a later date, the government 
will get involved by adhering to the principle of establishing an electronic business 
environment. which is conducive; so that principles such as consistency and simplicity of 
regulations are put forward. The fourth principle is " governments should recognize the unique 
qualities of the Internet and appreciate its decentralized nature and tradition of bottom-up 
governance ." (Thierer, 2012). The understanding of this fourth principle is that once again 
the government must be able to better understand the characteristics of the internet and 
cyberspace. The government must design and build rules that are bottom up planning that 
involves the private sector (entrepreneurs) therein to build e-commerce regulatory designs . 
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The fifth principle is " electronic commerce on the Internet should be facilitated on a global 
basis because the Internet is a global marketplace and the legal framework supporting 
commercial transactions should be consistent and predictable regardless of the jurisdiction 
in which a particular buyer and seller reside ". (Thierer, 2012). The understanding of this fifth 
principle is that the internet is a global and virtual trade arena, so it is a fatal mistake to try 
to facilitate an e-commerce business using a local or regional approach. 

Related to the basic principles that underpin the main grip for setting policy e-
commerc e in America and given the conditions of the activities of e-commerce the main grip 
is still relevant today. This is because many large companies that were originally start-
up companies can grow and develop after engaging in e-commerce activities . An e-
commerce company from China, Alibaba Group, for example, can be an example of how this 
company was originally an e-commerce start-up company that later grew into a giant 
company supported by a conducive business climate. The same thing also happens in 
Indonesia, many start-up companies , especially SMEs, are taking advantage of e-
commerce activities as a forum to market their products so as to gain benefits, namely a wide 
marketing reach In addition, China implements that internet content materials are controlled 
by local players. However, local authorities do not require websites to use local domains, 
with the intention that they can compete with global players using the .com 
domain. (Kompastekno, 2013). 

Conclusion 
The potential for the development of e-commerce in Indonesia is enormous. This can be seen 
from the development of buying and selling transactions through e-commerce which has 
increased from year to year. With the increasing volume of transactions in e-commerce, it will 
affect the Indonesian economy, both directly and indirectly. Judging from the large potential 
contribution of the e-commerce sector to the country's economy, the government should pay 
more attention to building and developing its ecosystem. 

Several obstacles related to the implementation of e-commerce which are still relatively new 
in Indonesia include technical and non-technological problems. Technical problems such as 
the absence of a standard regulating the quality of e-commerce , security and reliability of the 
system being built, bandwidth issues , and web server specification criteria . Limitations in 
terms of non-technology include the absence of government regulations regarding the 
mechanism of trade transactions through e-commerce , the perception that e-commerce is 
unsafe and expensive, and many business people waiting for e-commerce to stabilize before 
participating. These constraints are the duty and responsibility of the Indonesian government 
to be addressed if it wants to advance the e-commerce sector and increase its contribution to 
the country's economy . 
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ABSTRACT 

This research aims to determine the effect of leadership style and work culture on employee 
performance. The method used in this research is quantitative research. The data analysis 
technique used in this study is multiple linear regression analysis which is intended to describe 
the influence between the variables involved in quantitative research. The population in this 
study were all employees at PT Japfa Comfeed Indonesia TBK Dampit Malang unit. The sample 
in this study was 60 respondents using the saturated sampling method. The instrument in this 
study used SPSS version 23 software. The results of this study indicate that there is a 
simultaneous influence between leadership style and work culture on employee performance. 
While partially leadership style and work culture affect employee performance. leadership 
style is the same perspective between leaders and employees, so leaders can control and direct 
employees to one vision and one mission in order to improve their performance results. While 
the work culture, employees who have the awareness and willingness to obey all the rules and 
social norms that apply in the company without any coercion will provide motivation and 
enthusiasm so that it will further support employee performance in a better direction. 
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Introduction 
In the current era of globalization, economic growth in Indonesia is increasing rapidly, this 
directly has an impact on increasingly fierce competition among companies. A company is very 
dependent on the ability to utilize existing resources within the company to carry out work 
tasks within a directed framework for organizational development. The success of all work 
tasks of a company is largely determined by the availability of quality human resources, two 
of the factors that support the company's progress are leadership style and work culture. To 
achieve common goals, companies are expected to be able to meet the demands of operating 
as effectively and efficiently as possible in order to survive in the face of competition. In an 
effort to carry out effective leadership, in addition to having the ability and skills in leadership, 
a leader must apply a leadership role to manage the performance of his employees, because 
a leader will greatly affect success in the company. A leader must be wise in dealing with all 
the problems that are happening within the company. If an attitude arises in the spirit of work 
and the company's employees, then this is a starting point for a good enthusiastic attitude 
towards employee performance for the next level 

According to Triguno (2003), work culture is a philosophy based on a view of life as values that 
become traits, habits and driving forces, entrenched in the life of a community group or 
organization, then reflected from attitudes into behaviors, beliefs, ideals. , opinions and 
actions that manifest as work or temporary work according to Nawawi (2003), work culture is 
a habit that is carried out repeatedly by employees in an organization. that the habit is a habit 
that must be adhered to in the context of carrying out work to achieve goals. By establishing 
good relationships within a company, either by superiors to subordinates or vice versa, it will 
make a very important capital and even affect the continuation of working conditions within 
the company. A good work culture in a good company will improve the progress of the 
company, therefore as a leader must have the ability to create a good work culture within the 
company. Employees are required to be able to complete their duties and responsibilities 
effectively and efficiently. Employee success can be measured through customer satisfaction, 
reduced number of complaints and achievement of the specified target. 

THEORITICAL REVIEW 

Leadership is the backbone of organizational development because without good leadership 
it will be difficult to achieve organizational goals. If a leader is trying to influence the behavior 
of others, then that person needs to think about his leadership style. According to Robert in 
Galih (2015) Leadership Style is how a leader carries out his leadership function and how he is 
seen by those he is trying to lead or those who may be observing from the outside. James et. 
al. (1996) said that leadership styles are various patterns of behavior favored by leaders in the 
process of directing and influencing workers. According to Tampubolon (2007) leadership style 
is behavior and strategy, as a result of a combination of philosophies, skills, traits, attitudes, 
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which are often applied by a leader when he tries to influence the performance of his 
subordinates. According to Triguno (2003), work culture is a philosophy based on a view of life 
as values that become traits, habits and driving forces, entrenched in the life of a community 
group or organization, then reflected from attitudes into behaviors, beliefs, ideals. , opinions 
and actions that manifest as work or work. Performance is the result of work in quality and 
quantity that can be achieved by an employee in carrying out tasks in accordance with the 
responsibilities given to him. According to T. Hani Handoko (2001: 235), performance appraisal 
is a process through which organizations evaluate or assess employee performance. This 
activity can improve personnel decisions and provide feedback to employees on their work 
performance. Meanwhile, according to Rivai and Basri (2005) performance is the willingness 
of a person or group of people to carry out an activity and perfect it according to 
responsibilities with the expected results. Based on the opinions of these experts, it can be 
concluded that the assessment of work performance (performance) is an assessment that is 
carried out systematically to determine the results of employee work and organizational 
performance. Besides that, it is also to determine appropriate job training, provide a better 
response in the future and as a basis for determining policies in terms of promotion and 
determination of rewards. The purpose of research on work performance (performance) is to 
improve or improve the organizational performance of the organization's human resources 

Method 
The place of research and data collection in the context of compiling this research was carried 
out at PT Japfa Comfeed Indonesia Unit Dampit, having its address at Pamotan, Dampit, 
Malang Regency. The type of research used in this research is quantitative research, namely 
the type of research that uses a research design based on statistical procedures or by other 
means of quantification to measure the research variables. The data used in this study the 
authors use two sources of data including primary data and secondary data. The population in 
this study were all employees of PT. JapfaComfeed Indonesia Dampit unit. This study is a 
population study, so in this study the sample used was 60 employees of PT. Japfa Comfeed 
Indonesia Dampit unit. In this study, research techniques and instruments in the data 
collection process were carried out by several techniques, namely documentation, interviews 
and questionnaires. Y.W Best (2010) states that the so-called research variables are conditions 
or serenteristics that researchers manipulate, control or observe in a study. Each answer to 
the question given by the respondent is measured using a Likert scale, which is a scale used to 
measure attitudes, opinions and perceptions of a person or group of people about social 
phenomena. 

Hypothesis 

H1 : How does the influence of leadership style on employee performance at PT. Japfa 
Comfeed Indonesia Tbk? 
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H2 : How does work culture influence employee performance at PT. Japfa Comfeed Indonesia 
Tbk? 

H3 : How does the influence of leadership style and work culture on employee performance 
at PT. Japfa Comfeed Indonesia Tbk? 

Result 
Table 1. Validity Test Results 

Item R-Count R-Tabel Sig.(2-tailed) Α Conclusion 
X1.1 0,887 0.254 0.000 0.05 Valid 
X1.2 0,948 0.254 0.000 0.05 Valid 
X1.3 0,927 0.254 0.000 0.05 Valid 
X1.4 0,959 0.254 0.000 0.05 Valid 
X2.1 0,896 0.254 0.000 0.05 Valid 
X2.2 0,911 0.254 0.000 0.05 Valid 
X2.3 0,936 0.254 0.000 0.05 Valid 
X2.4 0,796 0.254 0.000 0.05 Valid 
Y.1 0,809 0.254 0.000 0.05 Valid 
Y.2 0,772 0.254 0.000 0.05 Valid 
Y.3 0,655 0.254 0.000 0.05 Valid 
Y.4 0,873 0.254 0.000 0.05 Valid 
Y.5 0,391 0.254 0.000 0.05 Valid 
Y.6 0,569 0.254 0.000 0.05 Valid 

Source: Processed IBM SPSS 22 (2022) 

All question items on the leadership style variable (X1) have an rcount value greater than 
rtable and also have a probability value (sig) less than 0.05 so that it can be said that all 
question items on the leadership variable (X1) in this study are valid. All question items on the 
work culture variable (X2) have an rcount value greater than rtable and also have a probability 
value (sig) less than 0.05 so that it can be said that all question items on the work culture 
variable (X2) are valid. All question items on the employee performance variable (Y) have an 
rcount value greater than rtable and also have a probability value (sig) less than 0.05 so it can 
be said that all questions on the employee performance variable (Y) are valid. 

Table 2. Reliability Test 

Item Cronbach’s Alpha if Item Deleted Provision Conclusion 
X1 .748 > 0.6 Reliabel 
X2 .707 > 0.6 Reliabel 
Y .763 > 0.6 Reliabel 

Source: Processed IBM SPSS 22 (2022) 

Based on the results of the reliability test above, it is known that the Cronbach's Alpha value 
of each item of the three variables in this study is greater than 0.6. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that all variable items in the questionnaire can be said to be reliable or consistent. 
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Tabel 3. Test Shapiro Wilk 

 
Kolmogorov-Smirnova Shapiro-Wilk 

Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig. 
Kinerja Karyawan ,160 60 ,122* ,771 60 ,375 
Gaya Kepemimpinan ,141 60 ,118* ,738 60 ,360 
Budaya Kerja ,138 60 ,109* ,725 60 ,354 

From the results of the Shapiro Wilk normality test above, it is known that the significance 
value of the employee performance variable is 0.375, the leadership style variable is 0.360 
while the work culture variable is 0.354. The sig value of the three variables is greater than 
0.05. So it can be concluded that the data in this study are normally distributed. Thus, the 
assumptions or requirements for normality in the regression model in this study have been 
met. 

Tabel 4. Multikolinearitas Test 

Variabel Bebas Toleransi VIF Keterangan 
Gaya Kepemimpinan 0,732 1,862 Bebas Multikol 
Budaya Kerja 0,732 1,862 Bebas Multikol 

The results of the multicollinearity test were obtained using the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) 
on the independent variables of training and skills. The value of VIF on the leadership style 
variable and work culture variable is 1.862, which is smaller than 10, so it can be concluded 
that there is no linear relationship between the independent variables. 

Tabel 5. Test Heterokedakstisitas 

Model 
Unstandardized 

Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) ,329 1,264  ,260 ,796 

Gaya kepemimpinan ,018 ,455 ,038 ,067 ,832 
Budaya Kerja ,015 ,375 ,035 ,062 ,833 

Based on the results of the Glejser test above, it can be seen that the X1 variable, namely 
leadership style, has a sig value of 0.832 and the X2 variable, namely work culture, has a sig 
value of 0.8333, in other words, the sig value of the two independent variables has a sig value 
greater than 0.05. work culture does not occur heteroscedasticity. 
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Tabel 6. Multiple Linear Regression Test 

Model 
Unstandardized 

Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients T Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 1,583 1,245  1,289 ,205 

Gaya Kepemimpinan ,767 ,260 ,827 3,556 ,000 
Ketrampilan ,775 ,272 ,854 3,435 ,000 

The regression equation obtained based on the table above is 

Y=1.583+0.767+0.775      1 

From this equation, it can be interpreted that the constant a of 1.583 indicates that if there is 
no influence between the independent variables X1 (Leadership Style) and X2 (Work Culture) 
then the Y variable (Employee Performance) will have a positive constant value of 1.583. If the 
X1 variable (Leadership Style) increases by one unit, then the Y variable (Employee 
Performance) will increase by 0.767 and if the X2 (Work Culture) variable increases by one unit 
then the Y variable (Employee Performance) will increase by 0.775. 

Tabel 7. Determination Test 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 
Std. Error of the 

Estimate 
1 ,798a ,636 ,624 1,58737 

Based on the table above, the regression model has a coefficient of determination (Adjusted 
R²) of 0.624 or 62.4%. This means that the variable Y (Employee Performance) is explained by 
62.4% by the leadership style variable (X1) and work culture (X2) while the rest is explained by 
other variables not examined in this study. 

Tabel 8. Test F 

Model 
Sum of 
Squares Df 

Mean 
Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 251,307 2 125,654 49,867 ,000b 
Residual 143,626 57 2,520   
Total 394,933 59    

By using SPSS 23 software, the F test statistic is 49.867 with a significance of 0.00. The 
statistical value of the Fcount test is greater than Ftable (49.867 > 2.77) and the significance is 
smaller than = 0.05, which is a significant value of 0.00. This test shows that H0 is rejected and 
H1 is accepted so it can be concluded that the variable X (Leadership Style and Work Culture) 
has a simultaneous influence on the Y variable (Employee Performance). 
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Tabel 9. Test t 

Model 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

T Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 1,583 1,245  1,289 ,205 

Gaya 
Kepemimpinan ,767 ,260 ,827 3,556 ,000 

Budaya Kerja ,775 ,272 ,854 3,435 ,000 

By using SPSS 23 software, the t-test statistic for leadership style variable is 3.556 with a 
significance of 0.00. The statistical value of the tcount test is greater than ttable (3.556 > 2.002) 
and the significance is smaller than = 0.00, which is 0.015. In this case the test for leadership 
style (X1) on Employee Performance (Y) shows that H1 is accepted so that it can be concluded 
that leadership style affects employee performance. variable X2 (Work Culture) the statistical 
value of the t-test was 3.435 with a significance of 0.00. The statistical value of the tcount test 
is greater than ttable (3.425 > 2.002) and the significance is smaller than = 0.05, which is 0.00. 
In this case the test for Work Culture (X2) on Employee Performance (Y) shows that H1 is 
accepted so that it can be concluded that Work Culture has an effect on employee 
performance 

Discussion 
From the results of data analysis of training and skills variables on employee performance at 
PT Japfa Comfeed Indonesia Dampit unit, it can be described as follows: 

Leadership Style on employee performance 
 Of all the characteristics of the respondents, the respondents' responses to the statement 
items of the leadership style variable presented on the questionnaire, on average, the 
respondents answered strongly agree, agree, and are neutral. From the results of filling out 
the questionnaire which was filled out by 60 respondents, it can be seen that the leadership 
at PT. Japfa Comfeed Indonesia Dampit unit always provides work instructions that must be 
completed by employees and task directions from the leadership in accordance with SOPs. In 
addition, the leadership always provides concrete examples of job descriptions to 
subordinates and always involves subordinates to discuss during the work process. From the 
results of respondents' answers and tests conducted by researchers, it can be concluded that 
leadership style affects the performance of employees of PT. Japfa Comfeed Indonesia Dampit 
unit. The results in this study support the two previous studies conducted by Wati (2017), 
Aziansyah (2019) which showed that training had an effect on employee performance. 

Work Culture on employee performance 
Of all the characteristics of the respondents, the respondents' responses to the statement 
items of the Work Culture variable presented in the questionnaire, on average, the 
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respondents answered strongly agree, agree, and quite agree. From the results of filling out 
questionnaires filled out by 60 respondents, it can be seen that the work culture at PT. Japfa 
Comfeed is quite good, as evidenced by employees who are always present on time, 
employees give and receive correct information from and among partners for the benefit of 
the company, employees communicate politely in the work environment and employees can 
interact and cooperate well with other employees. From the results of respondents' answers 
and tests conducted by researchers, it can be concluded that work culture has an effect on the 
performance of employees of PT. Japfa Comfeed Indonesia Dampit Unit. The results in this 
study support the two previous studies conducted by Ariyani (2018) and Sumarni (2011) which 
show that skills affect employee performance. 

Leadership Style and Work Culture on Employee Performance 
Of all the characteristics of the respondents, the respondents' responses to the statement 
items of the Leadership Style and Work Culture variables presented on the questionnaire 
averaged respondents answered strongly agree, agree, and quite agree. From the results of 
filling out questionnaires filled out by 60 respondents, it can be seen that the leadership style 
of work culture at PT. Japfa Comfeed makes employee performance good as evidenced by 
employees always trying to carry out all work responsibly, employees trying to meet the 
company targets given, employees not never come late to the office, employees can complete 
work on time, employees complete their own responsibilities well, employees feel proud and 
view the company positively in any situation. From the results of respondents' answers and 
tests conducted by researchers, it can be concluded that leadership style and work culture 
affects the performance of employees of PT. Japfa Comfeed Indonesia Dampit unit. The results 
in this study support the two previous studies conducted by Latief (2016), Hakiki (2019) and 
Saputra (2017) which show that skills affect employee performance. 

Conclusion 
Based on the results of data analysis and discussion that has been described in previous 
chapters, with reference to the formulated hypothesis, it can be concluded several things as 
follows: 

1. Leadership style affects the performance of employees of PT. Japfa Comfeed Indonesia Tbk. 
2. Work culture affects the performance of employees of PT. Japfa Comfeed Indonesia Tbk. 
3. Whether leadership style and work culture affect the performance of employees of PT. 

Japfa Comfeed Indonesia Tbk 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of leadership, reward, and punishment 
on employee performance at Mitra10 Kebonsari Malang. The sampling method used 
nonprobability sampling method, with the sample used as many as 69 employees of Mitra10 
Kebonsari Malang. The analytical method used is multiple linear regression analysis. The 
results of the partially tested research show that Leadership, Reward and Punishment have a 
significant effect on employee performance. Simultaneous test shows that Leadership, Reward 
and Punishment have a significant effect on employee performance. 

KEYWORDS:  Leadership, Reward, Punishment, Employee Performance. 
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Introduction 
Human resource management is a company effort to manage the human resources owned, in 
order to achieve the company goals that have been set. Target company, so the main goal of 
all the work done by employee. However, modern HR management is no longer just focuses 
on meeting company targets only, but also think about how the development of each talent 
that is owned company. Human resources HR is an important aspect that should not be 
underestimated in running a company or business. Even though a company is supported by 
sophisticated and adequate equipment, if managed by competent human resources If it is not 
of high quality, then everything that has been done will be in vain. Actually, the purpose of 
human resource management or HRM itself varies and differs in each company. However, In 
general, the goal of HRM itself can be to make various policies relating to human resources 
and ensuring employees have high performance. Besides that, the purpose of having HRM is 
to ensure the company is able to achieve its business goals where it involves all employees 
skilled and have the will to progress.  

According  to Hasibuan (2003, h 244), he expressed his opinion if this Human Resources has 
the meaning of integrated expertise which comes from the power of thought and physical 
power possessed by each person person. Those who do and what are done still have close 
relationship such as heredity and environment. As for his work performance, he is motivated 
by a desire in fulfilling his wishes. Performance has a broad meaning, one of which is the result 
quality and quantity of work that can be achieved by a employees in carrying out their main 
duties and functions as employees in accordance with assigned responsibilities or given to 
him. According to Anwar Prabu Mangkunegara (2006:67), the notion of performance is the 
result of work in quality and the quantity achieved by an employee in carrying out duties in 
accordance with the responsibilities assigned to him. The implementation process of an 
organization must monitor, assessment and review of the performance of human resources 
in a company the organization. Through these three things, it can be known whether the 
performance of employees is in line with the achievement of company targets or not achieving 
company targets. If the target is not achieved then the company must evaluate the 
performance of the employee. Companies in evaluating employee performance will usually 
use an assessment indicator.  

According to Robbins (2006), employee performance measurement is individual there are five 
indicators, namely: quality, quantity, timeliness, effectiveness and independence. According 
to Sondang P. Siagian Leadership can be defined as a person's ability to holding a position as 
the head of an organization or company in influencing others, especially subordinates or other 
work teams to achieve goals easily. Leadership is one of the functions of management to 
influencing, directing, motivating, and controlling others in order to carry out the planned 
tasks. so as to achieve the goals and objectives of the organization. Award or reward means 
any form of remuneration or rewards to employees and arise because of their 
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employment.Can be in the form of direct cash payments (wages, salaries, incentives, bonus) 
and can also be in the form of indirect payments (insurance, vacation at company expense) 
and can also be in the form of non-pecuniary rewards (flexible hours, prestigious office, more 
challenging jobs (Dessler, 2005). Sardiman (2011), punishment is one form of negative 
reinforcement that becomes a motivational tool if given appropriately and wisely in 
accordance with the principles of giving punishment so as to be able to improve employee 
performance so that more maximum in doing their job. 

Basically reward and punishment are two things that opposite but have a very close 
attachment encourage employees to encourage and motivate employees to become better in 
carrying out their duties and obligations towards the work done. The purpose of the reward 
system and this punishment is to be able to continue to stimulate employees achievers. This 
system is very much needed by companies that are demanded to hire employees who are 
knowledge workers. Mitra10 is a building materials supermarket located on Jl. Sudanco 
Supriadi, Ex, Kebonsari; district. Breadfruit, Malang City which was just established 2 years ago 
which of course still counts as a new store branch and still has many problems One of them is 
about decreased employee productivity, and of course the company must immediately 
analyze and also take action to deal with ongoing problems so that does not disturb the 
stability of the company. Therefore the author raised the title “Leadership Influence, Reward 
and Punishment on Employee Performance at Mitra10 Kebonsari Malang” on Thesis made by 
the author. 

Method 
The population used in this study were all commercial employees of Mitra10 Kebonsari 
Malang. By using saturated sampling technique. Because based on this research, the 
population is not more than 100 respondents. Thus, it is hoped that all respondents can help 
carry out the research conducted by the author. There are 2 (two) types of data used in this 
study, namely primary data and secondary data. Primary data was obtained by distributing 
questionnaires to all commercial employees of Mitra10 Malang, while secondary data was 
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obtained through previous research journals, websites, and also information related to 
research conducted by the current author. Therefore, the following hypothesis is made : 

 

H1 : Leadership, Reward, and Punishment significantly influence employee performance. 
H2 : Leadership has a significant influence on performance employee.  
H3 : Reward has a significant effect on performance employee. 
H4 : Punishment has a significant effect on performance employee. 

Result 
Classic Assumption Test 
The classical assumption test is carried out with the aim of ensuring that the data used does 
not have deviations and is valid for use. 

 

Interpretation: 

The results in the normality test produce a mountain curve, it can be said that the pattern is normally 
distributed. 

Normality Test 

Interpretation: 
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The results in the P-Plot normality test produce a diagonal line, it can be said that the pattern 
is normally distributed. 

Multicollinearity Test 

Aims to test whether the regression model found a correlation between the independent 
variables (independent). 

Conditions : 

1. If the Tolerance value is greater than 0.10, then there is no multicollinearity. 
2. If the VIF value is less than 10.00, it means that there is no multicollinearity. 
 

Interpretation: 

The results of the Multicollinearity Test for the tolerance value of 0.999 and the VIF value of 
1.001, which means that both show multicollinearity. 

Heteroscedasticity Test 

Aims to test whether in the regression model there is an inequality of variance 

from the residuals of one observation to another observation. 

 

Interpretation: 

The results of the heteroscedasticity test of the scatterplot graph show that the points spread 
randomly and are spread both above and below the number 0 on the y-axis. This means that 
there is no heteroscedasticity in the regression model so that the regression model is feasible 
to use. 
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Multiple Linear Regression Test 

Aims to determine whether or not the influence of two or more independent variables (X) on 
the dependent variable (Y). 
 

Based on the table of multiple linear regression test results above, it can be obtained a 
multiple linear regression model based on the B value as follows: 

Y = a + b1X1 + b2X2  + b3X3 + e 1 

Y = 12.213 + 0,108 (X1) + 0,717 (X2) +2.617 (X3) +e 2 

The a value of 12.213 is a constant or condition when the dependent variable of employee 
performance (Y) has a positive effect on the independent variable, namely leadership (X1), 
reward (X2), and punishment (X3). 

b1 (regression coefficient value X1) of 0.108 indicates that the leadership variable has a 
positive influence on employee performance which is quite strong. If leadership is optimized 
then employee performance will increase. 

b2 (regression coefficient value X2) of 0.717 indicates that the reward variable has a positive 
influence on employee performance which is quite strong. If work discipline is optimized, 
employee performance will increase. 

b3 (regression coefficient value X3) of 2.617 indicates that the punishment variable has a 
positive influence on employee performance which is quite strong. If work discipline is 
optimized, employee performance will increase. 

T – Test 

Condition : 
If the value of Sig. <0.05, or t arithmetic > t table then there is an effect of variable X on 
variable Y. 
if the value of Sig. >0.05, or t arithmetic < t table then there is no effect of variable X on 
variable Y. 

t tabel = t(ɑ / 2 ; n – k – 1) = t (0,5 / 2 ; 69 – 3 - 1) = 0,025 ; 65 = 3,126 3 
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Interpretation : 

The Effect of X1 on Y 
Given the value of Sig. 0.486 > 0.05, and t count 0.701 < 3.126, it can be concluded that H1 is 
accepted, which means that there is no effect between X1 on Y. 

The Effect of X2 on Y 
Given the value of Sig. 0,20 > 0,05 and t count 2,387 < 3,126, it can be concluded that H2 is 
accepted, which means that there is no effect between X2 on Y. 

The Effect of X3 on Y 
Given the value of Sig. 0,00 < 0,05, and t count 9,176 > 3.126, it can be concluded that H3 is 
accepted because it has the effect of X3 on Y. 

F – Test 

Condition : 

If the value of Sig. <0.05 or calculated F value > F table, then there is an effect of variable X 
on variable Y, 

If the value of Sig. >0,05 or calculated F value < F table, then there is no effect of variable X 
on variable Y. 

F tabel = F(k ; n – k ) = F (3 ; 69 – 3) = 3 ; 66 = 3,136 4 

  

 

Interpretation : 
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Interpretation : 

Given the value of Sig. 0.000 < 0.05, and F count 30.480 > 3.136, it can be concluded that H4 
is accepted, which means that there is an influence of the variables X1, X2, and X3 on Y.The 
Effect of X2 on Y 

Coefficient of Determination 

 
Interpretation : 
It is known that the R Square value is 0.585 or 58.5% which indicates that there is a 
simultaneous influence between the variables X1, X2, and X3 on the Y variable by 58.5%, while 
the remaining 41.5% is influenced by other variables. 

Discussion 
The Effect of Leadership on Employee Performance 
Based on the results of the study above, the influence of leadership on employee performance 
obtained a t-count value of 0.486> 0.05 and t-count 0.701 <3.126, it can be concluded that H1 
is accepted because the Leadership variable (X1) has a positive influence on Y. Leadership on 
employee at Mitra10 Kebonsari Malang is a pretty good point in playing its function as an 
organizational leader. Theoretically leadership is the process of influencing the activities 
organized in groups in their efforts to achieve the goals set. (William G. Scott, 1962). 

The results of this study are supported by previous research conducted by Made Suprapta, 
Desak Ketut Sintaasi, and I Gusti Riana (2015), with the title The Effect of Job Leadership and 
Job Satisfaction on Employee Performance, where the results of the study show that there is 
a positive and significant influence between leadership on job satisfaction, positive and 
significant between leadership on performance. Likewise, there is a positive and significant 
influence between job satisfaction on employee performance. 

The Effect of Reward on Employee Performance 
Based on the results of the study above, the influence of Reward on employee performance 
obtained a t-count value of the value of Sig. 0,20 > 0,05 and t count 2,387 < 3,126, it can be 
concluded that H1 is accepted, which means that there is no effect between X2 on Y. 

Recompense which are given by company to the labor, because of energy the work has give 
donation energy and mind for progress use company achieving goals which has set. 
(Sastrohadiwiryo, 2009). 
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The results of this study are supported by previous research conducted by Winda Sri Astuti, 
Herman Sjahrudin, and Susenohadi Purnomo (2018), with the title The Effect of Reward and 
Punishment on Employee Performance, where the result of study explaining the reward has a 
significant negative effect on employee performance. in addition to the punisment to be 
significant and positive. 

The Effect of Punishment on Employee Performance 
Based on the results of the study above, the influence of punishment on employee 
performance obtained at the value of Sig. 0,00 < 0,05, and t count 9,176 > 3.126, it can be 
concluded that H3 is accepted because it has the effect of X3 on Y. Punishment is procedure 
which is conducted for repair behavior that unwanted during short and performed with wise. 
(Abu and Supriyono, 2013). 

The results of this study are supported by previous research conducted by Raymond Suak, 
Adolfina Adolfina, Yantje Uhing (2017), with title The Effect of Reward and Punishment on 
Employee Performance at Sutanraja Hotel Amurang, and the result The results of the analysis 
show that the correlation between reward and punishment on employee performance is very 
weak. Simultaneous hypothesis testing states that reward and punishment have no significant 
effect on employee performance. Hypothesis testing partially shows that reward and 
punishment also have no significant effect on employee performance. 

The Effect of Leadership, Reward, and Punishment on Employee Performance 
Based on the results of the study above, the influence of punishment on employee 
performance obtained at the R Square value is 0.585 or 58.5% which indicates that there is a 
simultaneous influence between the variables X1, X2, and X3 on the Y variable by 58.5%, while 
the remaining 41.5% is influenced by other variables. 

Conclusion 
From the results of the discussion in this study, it can be concluded that leadership as a 
variable (X1), reward as a variable (X2), punishment as a variable (X3), has a significant positive 
effect on employee performance (Y). From the results of this study, it is possible that Mitra10  
Kebonsari Malang needs to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of employee 
performance by providing training to improve employee skills and also increase the desire to 
learn from their employees. 
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ABSTRACT 

The problems in this study are first, how is the financial performance of the district and city 
areas in Jambi Province. Second, what are the factors that influence the level of investment in 
the perspective of regional financial performance in districts and cities in Jambi Province. To 
analyze the first research problem, the analysis model of the Weighted Average Regional 
Financial Performance Index is used, which consists of the Fiscal Dependency Index, the 
Capacity Index for Income Creation,the Capital Expenditure Proportion  Index and the 
Government Sector Contribution Index. To analyze the second problem used Panel 
Data Regression Analysis Model. as well as secondary data analysis research methods, which 
are equipped with observation methods. This study concludes that first, the financial 
performance of the district and city districts in Jambi Province is in moderate condition. Second, 
the factors of economic growth, the provincial minimum wage and the exchange rate affect 
the level of investment in the perspective of regional finance.  
KEYWORDS:  Investment, Regional Financial Performance 
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Introduction 
Regional autonomy and fiscal decentralization that began in the early 2000s were 
a manifestation of the central government's authority to grant rights to local 
governments.  Fiscal decentralization will provide optimal benefits if followed by the ability of 
regions to increase their financial capacity.  

According to Law Number 33 of 2004 concerning sources of regional revenue in the  context 
of implementing fiscal decentralization, it consists of Regional Original Revenue,  balancing 
funds and other legitimate income. The law provides opportunities for regions  to improve 
financial performance in the context of realizing regional independence and  reducing fiscal 
dependence on the center. For Jambi Province, the government's budget continues to 
increase in line with the  growing need for development financing. In 2015 the amount of the 
expenditure budget  was 3.5 trillion rupiah and increased to 4.8 trillion in 2019 or experienced 
a growth of  around 9% per year. If we look closely at the proportion between direct spending 
and indirect spending, it can be seen that the proportion of direct spending is still far 
from ideal. This can be seen from the still small proportion of direct spending from 2015 
to 2019 which is only 48% on average. Although in terms of capital expenditure, it is relatively 
sufficient to meet the criteria, which has reached 49%. This means that the proportion of 
indirect spending is still dominant in the Jambi Province budget, which is an average of 52%.  

By observing the increasing development of the revenue and expenditure budget in 
Jambi Province, it should have a positive impact on the regional macro economy. 
Conceptually, government spending is one of the variables that determine the improvement 
of the regional macro economy.  In this perspective, the amount of government spending 
provides support for increasing  investment in Jambi Province. This increase in investment is 
expected to have an  influence on regional economic development so that in the end it will 
increase regional  financial capacity through increasing Regional Original Income 

Observing such conditions, it is necessary to analyze the factors that influence the increase in 
investment in Jambi Province. In the context of the hypothesis, investment is influenced by 
economic conditions as reflected in economic growth, wage levels and  exchange rates. The 
problems in this study are first, how is the financial performance of  the district and city areas 
in Jambi Province. Second, what are the factors that influence  the level of investment in the 
perspective of regional financial performance in districts  and cities in Jambi Province.  

Method 
In this study, secondary data analysis methods will be used. To further maximize the  results, 
it is also equipped with an observation method. What is meant by secondary data  analysis is 
data that has been reported by an agency where the agency itself does not  directly collect 
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data, but is obtained from other parties who have first collected and  published it (Singarimbun 
1989). The observation method in question is research that observes the object under study 
and uses a questionnaire as the main tool. This method is used to complement the secondary 
data analysis conducted. To answer the purpose of the first research, namely to analyze the 
factors that influence the level of investment in the City District in Jambi Province, the 
Simultaneous Data  Panel Equation is used, with the following equation:  

INV = d0 + d1PE+ d2UPM+ d3KURS + u  1 
INV = Invesment Rate  
PE = Economic growth  
UMP = Minimum Wage  
KURS = Exchange   
e = error term  
α0 = intercept  
αi1- αi4 = regression coefficient 

Result 
The following analysis will be carried out on the structural equation of the Investment  Level. 
The structural equation model of Investment Level (INV) is formed from the  variables of 
Economic Growth (PE), Provincial Minimum Wage (UMP) and Exchange  Rate variables. Based 
on the estimation results of the Investment Level (INV) parameter,  the coefficient of 
determination (Adjusted R2) is 0.8786, which means that the model has  been able to explain 
the diversity of the problem by 87.86% and the rest is explained by  other variables outside 
the model. The endogenous variables in the Investment Level  equation (INV) are significantly 
affected by the explanatory variables together, which are  indicated by the value of Prob = 
0.000. This means that together the independent  variables that affect the Investment Level 
(INV), have a significant effect on the level of  = 0.05.  
The results of the estimation of the equation show that the Investment Level is 
partially  influenced by the variable factors of Economic Growth (PE), Provincial Minimum 
Wage  (UMP) and Exchange Rate, the significance level of which is 5%. The following 
table  provides more complete information on the results of parameter estimation for 
the  Investment Level structural equation.  
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Table 1. Estimation Results of Structural Equation Parameters Investment Level  

Variabel  Koefisien Probabilitas 

Intersep 12,23321 
 

Eco Growth (PE) 0,25236  0,135 

Minimum Wage (UMP) 6,39845  0,022 

Kurs -0,16166  0,132 

*Signifikan l5% Prob = 0,000  Adjusted R2= 0,8786 

Discussion 
It is necessary to improve the financial performance of districts and cities in Jambi  Province 
through increasing sources of regional income and increasing expenditures  related to 
improving the regional economy. efforts to increase investment need to be carried out 
through increasing regional economic  growth, increasing the UMP and stability of the 
exchange rate.  

Conclusion 
Based on the analysis that has been done in the previous section, it can be concluded 
that  the level of investment is influenced by economic growth, the provincial minimum 
wage. Policies that can be carried out in order to increase regional investment are 
through  increasing capital expenditures in order to provide support for the availability 
of  infrastructure 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this research is to reveal the strategic development innovation of pineapple’s 
agroindustry, to identify the strength, weakness, threath, and opportunity on peniepale’s 
agroindustry development based on local farmers at Tangkit Baru Village, Muaro Jambi 
District. The data were collected by purposive sampling and used SWOT analysis. 
Thisresultshowed that there are seven farmer group, as a part of Mina Sukses cooperative. The 
respondens research were 35 members of and 22 were members agroindustry’s 
entrepreneurs.The strength menawhile the weakness comes from a less creative syroup action 
and lack of facilities and infrastructures. The opportunity is the ability to let a group help each 
others in need, for instance, when one member doesn’t has enough assests whilethe threats 
are concerned with dynamic maret demands and tastw and lack of communication among 
farmer groups as member of Mina Sukses cooperative. Designing a sub products strategy 
would be able to develop agroindustry based on farmer grouos in Tangkit Baru village. In 
addition it would increase the member of various and innovative pineapple products. However 
the government should play their significant role to help develop the farm and agroindustry. 
The strenght of the community comes from the land materials arround them in this case, the 
pineapple as the resources of their livelihood. 

KEYWORDS:  Development Innovation Strategy, Pineaple’s, Anas Comosus, Fram Groups And 
Mina Sukses Cooperative. 
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Introduction 

Wetlands provide important natural resources, for 19.3 million ha or more than 10% of the 
total land area. In Indonesia peatland existed mostly in Sumatera 6.4 million ha (43%), 4.8 
million ha (32%), in Kalimantan , and 3.7 million ha (25%) in Papua Island. The largest peatland 
is located in Riau region reach out Sumatera Province (4 million ha).  

In Indonesia, wetlands provide a wide range of tangible and intangible benefits to various 
communities. The tangible benefits include water for locals use and watering of livestock, 
support to pineapple agriculture, and food resources such as fish, vegetables, medicine and 
etc. The non-tangible benefits include, carbon stock, purification of water, maintenance of the 
water table, and storm protection. Wetlands also serve as habitats, ecosystem, flora and 
fauna, heritage values, and biodiversity of potentially high pharmaceutical value. All these 
benefits have a bearing on food security. Livelihoods of Indonesian smallholders in peatland 
areas are diverse. They are mainly based on natural resources including forestry, fisheries, 
agriculture and mining; with a share of these activities varying widely across regions (Noor et 
al. 2005). Local communities commonly extract timber and non-timber forest products, such 
as wild honey, resins and rattan (Anshari and Armiyarsih 2005).  

They provide many substantial benefits not only to local society, but also to the people who 
live far away from them. They are recognised globally for their vital role in sustaining a wide 
array of biodiversity and providing goods and services and also as important sources of natural 
resources, upon which the rural economies depends. Jambi Province has a peatland area ± 
900,000 ha, spread over 3 districts, namely Tanjung Jabung Timur, Tanjung Jabung Barat, and 
Muaro Jambi which require management priority. Muaro Jambi is a district has the widest 
peatland area, over 258 thousand Ha (35,9%). As one of the largest peatland, Muaro Jambi 
also developing pineapple agriculture. Tangkit Baru as one of the villages became the largest 
pineapple produce in Jambi and Indonesia. 

Tabel 1. Pineapples Producvity in Indonesia 
No  Province  Productivity  Percentage (%) 
1  Lampung  453.812 ton  32,50 % 
2  Jawa Barat  209.348 ton  14,99 % 
3  Sumatera Utara  165.304 ton  11,71 % 
4  Jawa Tengah  102.426 ton  7, 43% 
5  Riau  94.129 ton  6,74 % 
6  Nusa Tenggara Barat  75.640 ton  5,42 % 
7  Jambi  66.094 ton  4,73% 
8  Provinsi Lain  231.200 ton  16,57% 

Source: BPS, 2016  

Pineapple peatland cultivation in Jambi province can only be found inTangkit Baru village, 
Muaro Jambi district. Tangkit baru has a of 1,800 ha peatland area, with a depth of 1.25 meters 
(Patolai, 2017). Patolai, is one of the pioneers in pineapple’s plantation development. He 
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chose 'pineapple' as a staple plant to maintain peat ecology in addition to its economic value. 
Peatland is a soil that has more than 65% organic material (dry weight) and peat thickness of 
more than 0.5 m (Driessen, 1978).  

The unique nature of peatland can be seen from its chemical and physical properties. The 
chemical nature of peatland refers to its various fertility conditions, but generally it has low 
fertility. It is specified by acid soils (low pH), availability of a number of macro nutrients (K, Ca, 
Mg, P) and low micro (Cu, Zn, Mn, and Bo), toxic organic acids, and High Cation Exchange (CEC). 
The physical properties of peat that need to be understood include maturity, color, specific 
gravity, porosity, dryness, subsidence, and flammability. Peat material is either fibric, hemic, 
or sapric. Fibric peats are the least decomposed and consist of intact fibre. Hemic peats are 
partially decomposed and sapric are the most decomposed, because its formed from different 
materials, environmental conditions, and times. Sapric type will tend to be smoother and more 
fertile. Fibric type, contains a lot of crude fiber and less fertile (Najiyati, et.al., 2005). More 
over 80% of villagers were living in peatland area and depend on pineaple farm as livelihoods 
and food security needs.  

The pineapple production in Tangkit is still meets major problems in Tangkit Baru, particularly 
in, in marketing system which rapid changes both in customer needs as well as in the nature 
of the markets. So, the local farmers must be competitiveness and improves their 
performance, to develop new products and new strategies to attract a customers and satisfies 
existing ones. That’s why the product innovation of pineaple is important, which moves a 
community forward. Innovation can generally be characterized as creating something new, 
not yet existent, which potentially, ability to attract a customer’s attention (Pitra, 1997).  

Pineapple now transformed become to be a prime commodity of the village and even a 
promising province, with a pineapple population between 11-13 million clumps. All of 
households in Tangkit Baru has pineapple farm average 600-800 hectares and can produce of 
20,000 fruits per day (Daeng Pallalo, 2017). Raw pineapple is sold directly to wholesaler, at an 
average price Rp. 500-Rp.1,000/piece, althought the pineapple’s price at Angso Duo Jambi 
retailer market range from Rp.2000-Rp. 4,000/piece.  

Pineapple agro-industry is still only for pinapple jam production and traditionally marketing 
which has weaknesses in quality and distribution. Lack of knowledge farmers or producers 
about product innovation, quality improvement, distribution techniques, and marketing leads 
to a high price gap, between the prices of farmers, production prices and market prices by 
wholesaler. The most disadvantaged are pineapple local farmers as producers. Therefore, the 
concept of product innovation is needed in pineapple agribusiness management to be 
pineapple syrup, as well as consumption drinks on going and building sustainability of peatland 
commodities.This study aims to examine and determine innovation strategies in of 
agribusiness and marketing of pineapple as a natural resource for the developing of local 
farmers, so in the future they are be able to drive sustainability. This study highlight relating 
to sustainability, economy, empowerment and management of sustainable peatlands, which 
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are used for farmers, managers, and policy makers in the management of peatland, as a basis 
for guiding decision making on peatland agriculture conservation.  

Method 

The aims of research is to identify the strategy for devloping agribusiness dan marketing 
innovation for local farmers. The first step was to carry out a pilot survey as a necessary means 
for basic orientation in the examined issues and for obtaining elementary statistical 
characteristics, enabling the subsequent selection of suitable methods and procedures for 
data processing. The pilot survey was conceived as an intentional selection of 35 local farmers 
that, according to available information, use marketing innovation in their practice and 
present themselves through the introduction of innovation in their agribusiness and 
marketing.  

This research was conducted too using quantitative (survey) and qualitative methods, namely 
direct observation in the field by interviewing respondents. Sampling is carried out purposive 
sampling. Sampling criteria for each farmer group that has also joined the pineapple syrup 
making business at the Mina Sukses cooperative in Tangkit Baru Village, Muaro Jambi district, 
namely the management of the farmer group (chairman, treasurer, secretary) and two 
members farmer groups taken randomly. Of the 35 respondents taken for each farmer group 
in it, it included members of the farmer group who tried pineapple agroindustry in Tangkit 
Baru Village, so the total number of respondents who were sampled were 35 people from 
seven farmer groups in Tangkit Baru Village. The data used analyzed by path analyses of IBM 
SPSS 24.  

Result 

Profile of the Mina Sukses Farmers and Farmers Group  

The farmer groups in Tangkit Baru village are 7 groups who are also part of the Mina Sukses 
members.  
Figure 1. Profile of Mina Sukses farmer groups  
 
Parit Makmur 2 23%  
Cahaya Sulawesi 14%  
Usaha Mandiri 18%  
Parit  Makmur 1 14% 
Bangkit Lestari 4% 
Sepakat Tani14%  
Maju Jaya 13 %  
Source: Primary data (2018)  
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Farmers who were sampled in this study, who tried to cultivate pineapple and became 
members of the Mina Sukses cooperative. But within the group there are also members who 
are pineapple agroindustry entrepreneurs. The reason for this group was formed because of 
the same interests to develop members in the group both in cultivation activities and 
pineapple agroindustry. As an example of the existence of interests among members in the 
group in the supply of raw materials for the agro-industry activities. Where usually if there is 
a shortage of raw materials members of farmer groups who become agro-industrial 
entrepreneurs take the shortage of raw materials from members of other farmer groups, so 
there is a dependency between members who have agro-industrial businesses and members 
who do not have agro-industry businesses in terms of procurement of raw materials. So that 
there is an element of mutual benefit between the farmer group members.  

With the existence of this farmer group, will be provide benefits to Mina Sukses cooperative 
members in the marketing for fresh pineapple, harvesting, and can sell pineapple to the agro-
industry entrepreneurs in their groups to be processed into pineapple juice. One of the 
elements of the farmer group is the motivation of local community leaders to support the 
program that has been determined. But the pineapple farmer group in Tangkit Baru village is 
still having trouble dealing with packing problems that are worth selling with the on the go 
model. In addition innovation in the marketing process is also a problem.  

Profile of Pineapple Agroindustry in Tangkit Baru Village  
In Tangkit Baru village, there are 22 entrepreneurs who try to process pineapple products into 
fruit juice with traditional packaging for glass bottles and plastic bottles which are currently 
limited to local marketing and availability in the fasting month and Eid. Income distribution is 
also very varied from 5 million/month to 10-15 million /month. The year of establishment 
began in 2002 and began to be fostered by Disperindagkop Jambi province until 2013. Cahaya 
Sulawesi and Parit Makmur are owners who have the highest income of 13-15 million / month 
or around 85-100% as the highest income compared to other groups. 
Figure 2. Profile of percentage income of pineapple agroindustry business owners  

  
Pemilik  Tahun Penghasilan Juta/Bulan  
 

Usaha Mandiri Maju Jaya Sepakat Tani Tangkit Lestari Parit Makmur 1 Parit Makmur 2 Cahaya Sulawesi 

Source: Primary data processed (2018)  
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Productivity  
Pineapple fruit is the main raw material for making fruit juice. Although still using a small-
capacity blender, this group on average is able to produce 150-300 cartons to meet the needs 
in the fasting month and Eidul-Fitr.  
Packaging  
Pineapple juice is packaged using glass bottles or plastic bottles that have been branded, with 
varying weights ranging from 100 ml, 250 ml, 600 ml to 1000 ml by weighing. Then the bottles 
are closed using a press. The stage in the process of making pineapple juice until packaging 
takes ± 4 hours.  
Marketing  
Marketing is still done in personal selling by entrusting various products in grocery stores or 
small retail outlets in Jambi starting from Mandala to Trona Mini Market. Distribution channels 
still use agents. In addition, the exhibition is also used as a marketing channel to promote 
products. 

Developing Strategy of Pineapple Agribusiness Innovation  

Table 1. SWOT analysis in the development of pineapple fruit ‘juice’ agribusiness  

Strengh Weakness 
Raw material is the potential of Tangkit Baru 
Village. 
The quality of raw materials for the manufacture 
of pineapple juice is good (without preservatives 
and original fruit-based ingredients). 
The role of members of the farmer group, if there 
is a shortage of raw materials and the same 
interests among members of the farmer group. 
The role of farmer groups to facilitate assistance. 
The location of the strategic Tangkit Baru Village, 
close to the City of Jambi (15 KM with a 
distance of 42 Minutes) and there is route to 
Palembang city 

Lacke of facilities and infrastructure 2. Limited in 
marketing reach 
No taste different innovations such as milk, 
chocolate, are still limited to the original taste 
There are members of the farmer group who are 
less active and do not trust each other among 
the members of the farmer group 

Opportunity Threats 
Making pineapple derivative products aside from 
pineapple syrup, pineapple chips, pineapple jam, 
such as pineapple brownies and pineapple cake. 
Prices affordable by consumers. 
The opening of a modern market for pineapple 
juice products and the marketing range of 
pineapple juice can be expanded again. 
The role of the government in the development of 
pineapple farming and agro-industry. 
Limited group members of capital form group 
businesses 

Market demand and consumer tastes that are 
always changing and fluctuating. 
No good communication between farmer groups 
and other farmer groups in the village. 
Fruit import circulation in Jambi market 
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Table 2. Assessment of SWOT components 
Strength  Weakness  Opportunity  Threats 
component  Score  Component  Score  Component  Score  Component  Score 
S1  3  W1  3  O1  3  T1  3 
S2  2  W2  3  O2  2  T2  2 
S3  3  W3  3  O3  3   
S4  3    O4  2   
S5  3    O5  3   

Description: grade 3 = important, 2 = quite important, 1 = not important. 

Table 3. SWOT components Marketing Innovation Strategy of developing pineapple agroindustry in 
Tangkit Baru Village 

Strategi  Linkage of 
SWOT Components 

Strategi  Weight  Rank 

SO1  S1, S5, O1, O3  SO1  12  1 
SO2  S2, O2  SO2  4  6 
SO3  S3, O3, O4  SO3  8  3 
SO4  S4, O4  SO4  5  5 
SO5  S5, S3, O5  SO5  9  2 
ST1  S2, T1  ST1  5  3 
ST2  S3, T2  ST2  5  5 
WO1  W1, W2, O4  WO1  8  3 
WO2  W2, O2  WO2  4  6 
WO3  W2, O3  WO3  5  5 
WO4  W3, O5  WO4  6  4 
WT1  W1, W2, T1  WT1  8  3 
WT2  W2, T1  WT2  5  5 

Source: Primary Data Processed (2018)  

Based on the weighting value of the existing alternative strategies, the priority of the 
innovation strategy for the development of pineapple agro-industry can be determined: the 
peatlands of Tangkit Baru village are :  

1. Great potential in pineapple agroindustry development and it will be even better if the 
derivative products, such as pineapple chips, pineapple juice so more product diverse.  

2. Strategic location, if there is a shortage of raw materials, one of group members can be 
stockist to another groups in business circulation.  

3. Increase capital to optimizing production, and expand toreach of marketing and establish 
cooperative relationships with agro-industry entrepreneurs in Tangkit Baru Village.  

4. The government’s role in developing of pineapple agroindustry, especially in the provision 
of facilities and infrastructure.  

5. Added for capital and expand marketing reach  
6. Establish good relationships between farmer groups and cooperative for developing of 

farming and agro-industry. 
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Figure 3. Matriks SWOT 

Internal  Strength Weakness 

Eksternal 

Raw material is the potential of 
Tangkit Baru Village  
The role of farmer members, if 
there is a lack of raw  
materials and the same  
interests among members of the 
farmer groups.  
The role of farmer groups to get 
help  
 

Facilities and infrastructure are 
still lacking  
Unlimited marketing reach 
The function of farmer groups is 
less active and does not trust each 
other among members of farmer 
groups 

 

Opportunity  SO WO  
Making derivative products and 
innovations of pineapple syrup or 
pineapple chips that already 
existed before  
Affordable prices for  
consumers and taste like The 
opening of a modern market for 
pineapple chips The role of the 
government in developing 
Innovation of pineapple 
agroindustry Limited group 
members of capital form group 
businesses 

Raw material is a potential area so 
that it is easy to obtain, and will 
have an opportunity if the 
product is made  
The quality of raw materials is 
good, and the original taste is 
preferred by consumers and 
affordable prices.  
The role of farmer groups if there 
is a shortage of raw materials  
The role of farmer groups to 
facilitate obtaining assistance for 
developing of pineapple agro-
industry businesses.  
 

The role of government in the 
development of pineapple 
agroindustry, especially in the 
provision of facilities 
and infrastructure.  
Affordable prices and taste that 
people like, so that the marketing 
range of pineapple juice can 
be expanded to the city of Jambi.  
Expand the reach of marketing to 
modern retail.  
The function of the farmer group 
is carried out, so the limited group 
members can form a group effort 

 

Threath   ST  WT  

Market demand that is  
always changing and 
volatile follows 
consumer tastes The 
absence of good  
communication 
between farmer groups 
in Tangkit Baru Village 

Maintain quality  
Establish a good relationship between 
farmer groups so that there is 
collaboration between groups for 
the development of agro industry 
business innovation 

Increase capital and expand marketing 
reach, so as to maintain 
market stability.  
Establish good communication 
between farmer groups so 
that cooperation can be 
done together 

Result of Hypotesis Testing  
The result of hypothesis model is :  
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Table 4. Path analyses of three variables  
Exogen Variable  Endogen Variable  Beta  t-value  Probablity  Sig 

Product Innovation : Agribusiness Marketing  
Innovation 

0,484  6,162  0,000  Sig 

Marketing  
Innovation 

Farm  
Competitiveness 

0,317  4,727  0,000  Sig 

Product Innovation : Agribusiness Farm  
Competitiveness 

0,472  4,720  0,000  Sig 

The results shows that all hypothesis is accepted. Variable one with variables others have a 
linear relationship and have significant influence both directly or indirectly.  

Business Drivers of Sustainability Innovation For Pineaple’s Local Farmers in Tangkit Baru 
Village  

Creating value for customers as major food brands establish their own sustainability 
frameworks, they present agri-businesses with the opportunity to create long-term client 
relationships by looking after sustainability priorities in their supply chains. For 
example,straghtening relationship to company and shared commitment to improving local 
farmers. Responding to consumer needs Agri business clients are responding to the growing 
consumer focus on health and nutrition. Increasing the nutritious value of food commodities 
is opening new business opportunities for manufacturers, in both developed and developing 
countries. These demands are also pulling agribusinesses to systematise and improve 
information about production processes, impacts, and supply chains. In Tangkit Baru village, 
pineapple must be increasing to different product on food commodities, like pineaple syrup 
‘on the go’ in different pacakging to allow midle consumers. Increasing productivity addressing 
the social aspects of agribusiness sustainability, such as the productivity and incomes of 
farmers, is important to achieve greater supply chain resilience. Technology advances are 
helping agri businesses increase productivity while having positive social and development 
impacts. So, the organization of Mina Sukses cooprative can endorse a young influencers to 
promot their petaland product on social media, so become competitiveness and creative in 
marketing innovation. 

Discussion 

The results of this study raise that : a) The number of members of the seven farmer groups is 
35 people, with a land area of 16 Ha-67Ha. (b) The binding element of the agro industry 
business group is the same interest among members, especially in obtaining government 
institutions, and the relationship of interdependence between pineapple farmers and agro-
industry entrepreneurs in the supply of pineapple chips, in addition there is a shared 
responsibility in the group for jointly developing sustainable peat commodities (c) The function 
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of the farmer group as well as membership in the Mina Sukses cooperative as a forum for the 
learning process in the presence of groups, each member exchanges information. The vehicle 
for cooperation if there is a shortage of raw materials for the agro industry of pineapple, the 
entrepreneur takes the power of the group members. Strengths are: 1) raw materials as the 
potential product Tangkit Baru Village. 2) The quality of raw materials for making pineapple 
chips is good. 3) The role of farmer group members if there is a shortage of raw materials. 
Weaknesses are: 1) Lacke of facilities and infrastructure 2) Less extensive marketing range. 3) 
The function of farmer groups as members of Mina Sukses cooperative is less active. 
Opportunities are: 1) making innovative products from pineapple ranging from fruit juice to 
pineapple chips that previously existed. 2) affordable prices by consumers. Tthreats are: 1) 
Market demand is volatile and always changing because it follows consumer tastes. 2) The 
absence of good communication between farmer groups as members of the Mina Sukses 
cooperative. The strategy of developing farmer group-based agroindustry in Tangkit Baru 
village is fruit juice agroindustry as one of the derivative products of local peat commodity, it 
will be better if it is developed again, by makes derivative products from pineapple are more 
diverse.  

Conclusion 

There needs to be government attention to help farmers or pineapple agro-industry 
entrepreneurs for capital assistance in developing their businesses. 2. Establishment of a 
group effort for pineapple agro-industry activities for members who are members of the Mina 
Sukses cooperative who lack capital to make pineapple agroindustry individually, through 
cooperative management. Corporate partnerships with NGOs and Universities to tackle food 
and livelihood securities also focus on holistic development strategies, to increase farmers’ 
productivity, market access and livelihoods, improve nutrition security, community 
governance and education resources. 
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ABSTRACT 

Profitability is a ratio to assess the company's ability, seeking management benefits 
themselves are businessmen efforts that are engaged in an activity and include decision-
making, the purpose this researchThat is know how the management cash turnover, turnover, 
imprisonment of financial rowing work capital to profitability at the company PT Semen 
Tonasa (Persero). Which variables: Cash Turnar (X1), Rotation of Receivables (X2), Inventory 
turnover variables (x3). Which methodusedtechniquesData analysis interpretation form of 
quantitative, statistic data measurement through scientific calculation. The data were 
analyzed, multiple regression models must meet classical assumptions, hypothesis tests, 
hypothesis testing criteria. The cash turnover variable (X1) with the calculation value of 0.189 
with a significance level of 0.857, means there is a positive yet unrelentful relationship 
betweenreturn on assets with cash turnover. Variable Records of Receivables (X2) with a 
calculation value of 0.443 with a significance level of 0.675, means there is a positive 
relationship between significantly with return on assets of corruption debt. The inventory 
turnover variable (X3) with a calculation of 2,000 to a significance level of 0.102 (Sig> 0.05) 
means there is a positive relationship between significantly with the return on asset turnover 
inventory. The working capital variable of the (104) of the total t-calculated value of the 0261, 
the 0.061 significance level  means there is a negative and insignificant relationshipbetween 
returnonassets with working capital turnover. This means that simultaneously turnover, 
turnover turnove, inventory turnoveworking capital turnover affect the return on assets 2016 
to 2020 by 0.911 or 91% while theremaining 9% isinfluenced by other factors. 

KEYWORDS: Cash turnover, turnoverturnover,inventoryturnover, working capital turnoverand 
return on assets. 
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Introduction 
Basically every company will perform various activities to achieve the established goal. Any 
activity implemented by the Company always requires funds, whether to finance daily 
operational activities and to finance their long-term investment. Funds used to carryout 
dailyactivities of operationalis called working capital Management responsibility of working 
capital is of each manager or company leader. Managers must hold supervision of working 
capital to work capital resources can be used effectively in the future. Managers also need to 
know the level of working capitalturnoverin order to prepare a better plan for the future 
period. In addition to managers, short-term creditors also need to know the level of working 
capital of a company. That way, short-term creditors willobtain certaintywhen thecompany's 
debtwillbe paid soon. Workingcapital is one of the factors that may affect other parts of a 
company. Working capital can be obtained either from within (earnings and detailed capital), 
as well as from outside (loan). Capital is a major source in running an effort. The failure or 
success of the company's management in processing working capital is very influential on the 
company's profitability. Working capital in the company needs to be halted due to important 
working capital for each company. This is because some reasons are: 

1. Without working capital companies can not perform daily operating activities. 
2. Most of the time from the manager is poured to manage the working capital of the 

company. 
3. Current assets of manufacturing companies and services companies have a large amount 

of totalCompany Assets. 

Working management working in a company is needed to know theamount of optimal working 
capital that the company needs. Working Capital Management (Working Capital 
Management) is theManagement of current assets elements and current debt elements. 
Working Capital Policy (Working Capital Policy) Show basic decisions on the target of each 
element of elements and smooth actions and how the current assets and how the current 
assets are well published. The goal of working capital management is to manage current and 
asset securities so that it is obtained by the working capital netTo decent and ensure the 
company's liquidity level. As for the goals you want to achieve fromCapital ManagementWork 
is to maximize the value of the company managing current assetssothat the level of marginal 
management investmentis the same or larger than the cost of capital used to finance these 
assets, minimize in the long term capital of capital used to finance assets supervision of the 
flow of fundscurrent assets. One of the companies that is still operating well and smoothly PT. 
Cement Tonasa. The cement plant was established since 1968 until now still maintains its 
business. Good working capital management may be one of the success factors of the 
company. If the company continues to continue continuously and maintains its profits, it may 
be profitability every year increases without the addition of working capital or even every year 
there is an additional capital of the working capital. 
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As for product specifications generated by PT. Cement tonasa is 

a. Portable Cement Type 1, is a type of hydraulic cement made by grinding clinker, cement, 
and gypsum. This type of cement is produced by PT. Cement Tonasa In accordance with 
National Standard Indonesia (SNI). 

b. Cement Portland Pozzolan, is a hydraulic cement consisting of a homogeneous mixture of 
Portland and Pozzolan cement. 

c. Cement of Portland composite, is a mourning of the port of Portland and Gypsum with 
one or more inorganic materials. 

To produce products above the necessary working capital here is data on the total working 
capital of OL owned by oLeh PT. Cement Tonasa Period 2016 - 2020. And cement products 
marketed by PT. Cement Tonasa has covered all over Indonesia to foreign countries. Here's 
the Cement Pall Data. Cement Tonasa Sea-Indonesia from 2016 to 2020 

Table 1 Total working capital PT Temanasa Tonasa 2016 - 2020 

Year Total working capital net (In thousands of rupiah) 
2016 778.695.398 
2017 786.193.028 
2018 430.555.677 
2019 575.787.754 
2020 538.331.496 

Source: Balance of PT. Cement Tonasa 2020 

Based on sales data on the sale of cement PT. Temasa cement in general increased. With sales 
that have increased of course the income obtained also increased and the company's policy 
of each year is also different. Here's the initial picture of their financial condition of PT. Cement 
Tonasa Period 2016 - 2020. 

Table 2 The condition of keuHangan PT. Cement Tonasa Year 2016-2020 (In thousands of rupiah) 

Year Current assets Total assets Obligations Smoothly Net profit 

2016 1.189.918.183 1.858.066.211 411.222.785 294.441.495 

2017 1.319.980.746 2.401.347.403 533.787.718 429.722.632 

2018 1.017.517.644 3.510.477.336 586.961.967 543.587.122 

2019 1.237.682.866 5.374.843.616 661.895.112 544.293.789 

2020 1.594.864.239 7.331.627.206 1.056.532.734 642.152.214 
Source:PT. Cement Tonasa Persero 2020 

Based on the table above the expenses in the profit occurring in the company PT. Cement 
tonasa Understanding, function and purpose of financial management1.Understanding 
Financial Management Financial management discusses financial management, which is 
basically undertaken either individuals, companies and government. Financial theory applied 
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to the context of the company is known as the company's financial (Corporation Finance). 
Financial decisions taken by "Financial Managers" (ie investment decisions, funding decisions, 
and dividend policy) are intended to improve the prosperity of the company owner. This is 
indicated by the increasing value of the company, or stock price (for the companyGo public). 
Financial management (Financial Management), or in other literature is called spending, is all 
corporate activities related to how to obtain funds, use funds, and manage assets according 
to the company's goal thoroughly. Financial management (Financial Management), or in other 
literature is called spending, is all corporate activities related to how to obtain funds, use 
funds, and manage assets according to the company's goal thoroughly. In other words the 
financial management is a management (management) on how to obtain assets, fund assets 
and manage assets to achieve the company's goal. Based on the expert opinion of the experts 
that have been reached above can be concluded that financial   management is the company's 
activity to obtain funds and use the funds efficiently. 

"Obernal people, do not take each other's treasure with a vary path, except with the 
applicable panel of the prevailing by the same as you are among you. And do not killyou; 
the realGod is the Majesty to you ".7This verse discusses or guiding on how to obtain 
treasures, in this verse is discussed to gain treasures through their respective efforts. 
Because the property has a position under the life, even life may be to risk or obtain 
Hatra, then the next verse message "... and do not kill yourself ..." or other people not 
right, and if we kill others then we are threatened to be killed because "... Allah Allah 
against youloving ..". 

Method 
A. Place and research time 

This research was conducted on the company PT. CementTonasa,While thethe period of 
implementing this research to its mileage for approximately three monthsStarting April 
until June 2020. 

B. Data collection method 
Methods of data collection is done in this writingis: 
1. Library research (Library Research) Is the data collection method by studying the 

literature associated with the title as well as college materials from various books 
related to the issues discussed to be used as the foundation of theory. 

2. The field of research is the method of data collection is done in location(Research 
Object) directly. 

C. Sources of Data and Type 
1. Type Data  
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a. Quantitative data, namely data can be calculated or in the form of numbers data. 
This data can be obtained from financial statements such as balance sheet, income 
statement, or from cash flow statements on pT. Tonasa Cement period 2016-2020. 

b. Qualitative data, namely data obtained is not  form of numbers but in the form of 
company's imperative, a brief history of the company, or oral information 
concerning policies issued by the Company. 

2. Data source 
a. Primary data, namely data obtained directly by holding direct observation on PT 

Semen Tonasa company as a research object. 
b. Secondary data, namely data obtained outside the company is through the books or 

literature that is closely related to the problem to be discussed. 

D. Operational definition 
Calculate the cash turnover 
Cash is the most liquid rotation or one of the highest element of working capital of liquidity. 
Means that the larger the amount of cash dimiliated by a company will also higher also the 
level of liquidity can be formulated the UN:  Cash turnover =  聴銚鎮勅鎚凋塚勅追銚直勅 寵銚  1 

Calculate the turnover of the receivable  
Accounts receivables a company has a close relationship with the volume of credit sales, 
the accounting of receivables and the estimated time of the collection can be assessed by 
calculating the rate of turnover turnouts means working capital planted in the receivables 
will be lower. Conversely if the ratio is lower means there is an overinvestment in 
receivables, the level of receivables of the receivable can be formulated as follows: 

Turnarish Receivable =   ������������ ����������� 2 

 Average accounts receivant =  Initial Receivables+ Final Receivables態  3 

Calculate the turnout of the inventory  
Inventory turnover is the ratio of the amount of price sold with the average value of the 
preparation owned by the company. Inventory turnover shows how many working capital 
embedded in the form of inventory spin in the form of a production period 

Inventory turnover =  滝丹丹������� ���������  � 1 ����� 4 

Calculate the working capital turnover 
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Working capital turnover reflects the ability to spin in a certain period by dividing sales 
volume with average working capital. Working capital turnoons show how many overall 
working capital can spin in one production period.     

Calculate profitability 
This method is used to know the ability of the company's capital to produce profit and 
assess how much the rate of return of the asset that the company is dedicated. By using 
the analytical tool is the analysis of the profitability ratio. The formula used is: 

E. Method 
The method of data analysis used in this discussion is the quantitative method, which is the 
method of data requires processing analysis  techniques, interpretations in the form of 
quantitative and statistical, through measurement scientific calculations.32Before the 
datais analyzed, multiple regression models should be Meet the assumptions classical, 
testsh ypothesis,  hypothesis testingcriteria include: 
a. Classic assumption test 

Used regression models in testing the hypothesis should avoid the possibility of the 
abuse of classical assumption. Classical Assumption Regression includes: 

b. Multicolinearity test 
The problems that may arise on the use of multiple regression equations 
aremulticollinearity, that is a state that the independent variable correlates with other 
frequent variables or a free variable is a linear function of other frequent variables. 
TheMulticollinearitycan be seen fromTolerance Valueor the valueVariance Inflation 
Factor(Vif). Nugroho (2005) in Sujianto (2009) states if the valueVariance Inflation 
Factor (VIF)Not more than 10 then the model is free from multicolinearity. 

c. Autocorrelation Test 
Autocorrelation can be acorrelation interpreted as that occurs among members of a 
series of observations that dragged on time (if the data time series) or correlation 
between adjacent places (if cross sectional). That can be The test used to detect the 
absentee of this classical assumption is the Durbin Watson test (D-W Stat) with the 
following conditions: 
1. 1.65 <dw <2,35 thennoautocorrelation. 
2. 1.21<dw<1.65or2.35<dw<2.79 then it can not concluded. 
3. DW<1,21orDW>2.79 then the auto correlation occurs. 

d. Heteroskedasticity test 
Heteroscedasticity test aims to test whether in the regression model occurred 
innocence of variance from residuants one observation to other observations. Good 
regression model is that there is no heteroscased content. Methods that can be used to 
detect heteroked patience symptoms include: Graph method, Park Glejser, Rank 
Spearman, and Barlett. In this study the method used to detect helicoscasedity 
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symptoms by seeing the plot graph between the predicted value of the bound variables 
(ZPred) with the residual (SRESID). Detection There is no heteroscasedity can be done 
by seeing any of the particular pattern on the scatterplot graph between ZPRED and 
SRESID where the y axis is predicted y, and the x axis is a residual (y prediction - y 
actually) located in Studentized. 

1. If there are dots  form a regular pattern then identify has been heterookedasity. 
2. If there isnoclear pattern, as well as the points spread above and below thenumber 

0on the y axis, then there is noheteroscased content. 
e. Normality test 

Test normality aims to test whether the regression model, the dependent variable and 
the independent variable both have a normal distribution or not. A good regression 
model is to have a normal data or distore is normal. Methodscan be used for include 
normality: analysis Graphicalstatistical analysis. Test normality in this research is done 
by means of graphical analysis. Normality can be detected by seeing the data spread 
(point) on the diagonal axis of the graph or by looking at the histogram of its residual: 

1. If the data spreads around the diagonal line and follows the diagonal line or 
histogram graph shows the normal distribution pattern (resembled bells), regression 
meets normality assumption. 

2. If the data spreads away from the diagonal line and or not follow the directional 
direction of the diagonal line or the histogram graph does not show a normal 
distribution pattern, the regression model does not meet the assumption normality. 

Result 
This study aims to see the effect of the relationship between independent variables against 
dependenc variable by using multiple regression linear analysis. But the variables analyzed by 
the regression model can be a quantitative variable can also be a qualitative variable. 
Qualitative variables in the regression model are often referred to by the dummy variable. 

01234542365623757238582     2 

In this case, 
Y = Return on Asset (ROA) 
A = Constant of regression equation 
b1, b2 = Regression coefficient 
x1 = Cash Turnar 
x2 = Recommended Reconcription 
x3 = Inventory turner 
x4 =Working Rounds of Working 
Hey = Standard error 
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Test hypothesis testing criteria 
Test f 
Test F is done to see the effect of free variables together with the independent variable: 
H0:bed1= B2= 0, there is no effect of working capital changes to ROA. 
H1:bed1≥ B2≥ 0, there is at least one effect on changes in the proportion of working capital 
against Return on Asset 

Test T 
T test is done to knowinfluenceeach of-Masing independent variables consisting 
ofCapitalWork onReturn on Asset(ROA). The steps to do in this test are as follows formulating 
the hypothesis: 
H0:bed1= B2= 0, there is no effect of change of proportion of working capital againstReturn on 
Asset(ROA). 
H1:bed1≥ B2≥ 0, there is at least one effect on changes in the proportion of working capital 
againstReturn on Asset(ROA). 

The results of the depiction of the results obtained in the study consisting of independent 
variables and dependent variables. The data obtained is the data of financial condition of PT. 
Tonasa cement published from 2003 to 2012. This data is obtained from the financial 
statements and annual reports of PT. Temanas cement in the balance sheet, income 
statements, and other data supported in this study. 

Discussion 
Based on the results of research and discussion that has been done in Company PT Semen 
toNASA (Persero) Period 2016-2020, then the conclusion of the conclusionManagement of 
working capital as a means to improve profitabilityAt PT SemenTonasa. Variable Cash 
Turnover There is a positive but not significant influence with return on assets, this means the 
turnaven cash variable provides positive but not significant to return on assets, in other words 
if cash turnover rose, then the return on the asset will be generated in a one-year forest 
predicted to remain up despite its insignificant effect. 

Conclusion 
The Receivable Turnover variable there ispositive and insignificant relationship between 
return on assets with TurnoverReceivable . This means the RT variable gives positive but not 
significant to return onAsset, in other words if Receivable Turnover rose, then the return on 
assets to be generated in a one-year forest predicted to remain up and even its influence is 
not significant. Variable Inventory TurnoverThere is a positive  insignificant effect between 
return on assets with inventory turnover. This means the inventory turnover variables provide 
positive but not significant to return on assets, in other words if the Inventory turnover rose, 
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then the return on the asset will be generated in a one-year forest predicted to remain up and 
even its influence is not significant. Variable Working Capital Turnover has a negative and 
significant effect between Return on Asset with Working CapitalTurnover. This means  the 
working capital turnover variables gives a negotene and significant to return on assets, in 
other words if the working turnover rises, then the return on the asset will be generated in a 
one-year forest predicted to remain down despite its significant effect. 
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ABSTRACT 

Digitization is the use of digital technology to change an export model in decision making 
through research results related to the development and value of the contribution of 
Indonesia's petroleum exports according to the three main destination countries (Japan, South 
Korea and China) for the period 2002-2020 where for Japan the average destination country is 
Japan. the average fluctuating trend fell by 13% with an average export value of 575 (billion 
US$) for South Korea an average development of 0.4% with an export value of 229.6 (billion 
US$) and for destination countries China an average the average development has increased 
by 25.7% with an export value of 203.5 (billion US$). Meanwhile, the contribution of each 
destination country (Japan, South Korea and China) to the total value of Indonesia's oil exports 
for the period 2002-2020 where the average contribution of Japan was 22.9% for South Korea, 
11.6% for destination countries. China's 8.6% of research results can be used as a form of 
transparency through digital information so that it can encourage the government to make 
appropriate decisions for the stability of the nation's economy 
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Introduction 
Indonesia is one of the countries that has abundant natural resources from various countries 
in the world, one of which is in the industrial sector, namely oil commodities which are 
managed domestically to be used in various useful things such as fuel, power generation. 
According to research (Hodijah, 2016) in the development of oil producers in Indonesia itself 
is very large which has an existence abroad, in the development of petroleum in Indonesia has 
long been tied to the search for natural resources is very closely related, from this 
development one of the the commodity sector which has great potential for the development 
of the state as well as as state revenue is exports in the industrial mining sector which need 
to be utilized in such a way. 

The developing relationship in the destination of Indonesia's petroleum exports is divided into 
several countries that have become the destination countries with the most production levels 
over the last 10 years, including Japan, South Korea, and China. It can be calculated how large 
the value of the volume of petroleum produced during a certain period and calculate the 
exchange rate of production from eight export destinations for Indonesian petroleum and 
analyze the gross domestic product produced during a certain time interval. According to the 
data generated and from several sources of data obtained, we can find out the concrete 
results that occur in the development of Indonesian exports to other countries which already 
have a relationship with one another (Archibald, 2011). 

The development of petroleum exports in Indonesia often changes with the costs generated in 
accordance with the relationship between the rupiah exchange rate against the dollar at 
different times so that in this case we can calculate how much the rupiah exchange rate is 
generated by the Indonesian state with oil export activities. Indonesia to seven countries that 
carry out oil export transactions with the Indonesian state and calculate the total income from 
oil exports for 10 years from the eight countries concerned, in other words calculate the gross 
domestic product for each of the last one year so that we can find out how much oil production 
earth produced by the Indonesian state for export activities in an annual period. International 
trade is important for the economy of every country in order to prosper its people. 
International trade has an important role because a country cannot meet all the needs within 
the country (Setiawan, 2016). 

The ability of a country to produce goods and services per unit using fewer resources when 
compared to other countries is an absolute advantage. The absolute advantage of a country 
will not always export all the goods it produces (Boediono, 2000). Oil and natural gas today 
have become goods that are needed by humans. Because almost all facilities that can be 
enjoyed by humans now have to use oil and natural gas Such as cars, motorcycles and 
airplanes as means of transportation, both private and public, while electricity and stoves 
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are household necessities. So it can be said that oil and gas are the main sources of world 
energy. International trade plays an important role in meeting the   needs   of countries 
in the world. The occurrence of international trade, foreign exchange is needed. International 
trade is defined as trade between or across countries, which includes exports and imports 
(Tambunan, 2001). International trade is important for the economy of every country in 
order to prosper its people. Meanwhile, according to research (Setiawan, 2016) states that 
international trade has an important role because a country cannot meet all domestic needs, 
so based on the description above, the authors are interested in conducting research with 
the title digitizing transparency of information on exports of Indonesian petroleum products 
according to the three main destination countries. (Japan, South Korea and China) for the 
period 2002-2020 where the objective to be achieved is to analyze the development and 
contribution of Indonesia's petroleum exports according to the three main destination 
countries (Japan, South Korea and China) during the period 2002-2020 

THEORITICAL REVIEW 

1. Digitization 
The digital age is not the digitization of media content to bits, but the dynamic life of “new 
media” content and interactive relationships with media consumers themselves as 
described by Lev Monovich. So lies in accessing it in real time (anytime easily). So new 
media is a term intended to cover the emergence of digital, computer, or networked 
information and communication technologies in the late 20th century. The definition of 
new media here can be limited as ideas, feelings, and experiences that a person gains 
through his involvement in new, different and more challenging mediums and ways of 
communicating (Wicaksono, 2017). 

2. International Trade 
In many countries, international trade is one of the main factors to increase gross domestic 
product (GDP). For this reason, the history of the development of international trade has 
gone through time to time, including Preclassic, Classical and Modern. Economics as an 
organized science can be said to have been born since the publication of Adam Smith's book 
"The Wealth Of Nation" in 1776, although writings on international trade have appeared 
before in several countries such as England, Spain, France, Portugal and the Netherlands 
when these countries become modern nation states (Salvatore, 1997). 
This view then gave rise to an economic philosophy called Mercantilism. They argue that 
the only way for a country to become rich and powerful is to export as much as possible 
and import as little as possible (exports > imports). The export surplus generated will then 
be in the form of gold bullion flows, or precious metals, especially gold and silver. The 
mercantilists measure the wealth of a country by the stock or reserves of precious metals 
they have, thus encouraging many wars among European countries and starting the era of 
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European imperialism to other parts of the world. In classical theory, international trade 
was put forward by 2 economists, namely Adam Smith and David Ricardo. According to 
Salvatore in his book entitled "International Economics" states that international trade is 
based on absolute advantage and on comparative advantage. 

3. Export 
According to (Mankiw, 2006), exports are goods and services produced domestically that 
are widely sold abroad. That way, exports include trade between islands or between regions 
within the country with as much as possible to be able to reach consumers as wide as 
possible. Meanwhile, according to (Sukirno, 2016), physically export is defined as the 
delivery and sale of domestically made goods to other countries. These shipments will 
cause a flow of expenditure into the corporate sector, thus aggregate expenditure will 
increase as a result of exporting goods and services and in the end this situation will lead 
to an increase in national income. 
Many factors will determine and basically the interests of exports in one country are 
different from other countries. A country can export its production goods to other countries 
if the goods are needed by other countries and they cannot produce these goods or their 
production cannot meet domestic needs. According to (Mankiw, 2006), the factors that 
affect net exports (net exports) include, 1 Consumer tastes for goods produced at home 
and abroad; 2. Prices of goods abroad and within the country; 3The exchange rate 
(exchange rate) which determines the amount of domestic currency needed to buy foreign 
currency; 4. Consumer income at home and abroad; 5 The cost of bringing goods from one 
country to another; 6 Government policy on international trade. An even more important 
factor is the ability of the country to issue goods that can compete in foreign markets. What 
is meant is that the quality and price of the goods exported must be at least as good as 
those traded in foreign markets (Sukirno, 2016). Export-import is an activity that is quite 
important in every country. There is no country in this world that does not conduct foreign 
trade. In some countries, exports are very important, covering a fairly large part of national 
income, but in other countries, their role is relatively small. 

Method 
The research method is a scientific method and is used to obtain data with the aim of being 
able to describe, prove, develop and find knowledge, theories, to understand, solve, and 
anticipate problems in human life (Sugiyono, 2012). The analytical tool of this research is an 
analysis of the development of Indonesia's petroleum exports by main destination countries 
(Japan, South Korea, and China for the period 2002-2020, using the growth model) and to 
analyze the contribution of each of the three destination countries (Japan, South Korea and 
China) to the total value of Indonesia's oil exports for the period 2002-2020, using the formula �����i���i�� 
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Result 
The results of the calculation of the development of Indonesia's petroleum exports by main 
destination countries (Japan, South Korea and China) for the period 2002-2020 are shown in 
the table below: 
Table 1. Development of Indonesia's Petroleum Exports by Three Main Destination 
Countries (Japan, South Korea and China) for the Period 2002-2020 

Source: BPS data processed 2022 

Research findings on the development of Indonesia's petroleum exports according to the 
three main destination countries (Japan, South Korea and China) during the 2002-2020 period, 
where the average destination country for Japan experienced a fluctuating decline of 13% with 
an average export value of 575 (billion) US$) for the destination country, South Korea, the 
average development is 0.4% with an export value of 229.6 (billion US$) and for the 
destination country China, the average trend is increasing by 25.7% or with an export value of 
203 ,5 (billion US$). The increase in exports is basically to increase state income through 
foreign exchange and will ultimately improve the welfare of the Indonesian people. 
Furthermore, to see fluctuations in the development of Indonesia's petroleum exports by 
main destination countries (Japan, South Korea, and China) during the 2002-2020 period, see 
the picture below: 
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Picture 1. Development of Indonesia's Petroleum Exports by Three Main Destination 
Countries (Japan, South Korea and China) for the Period 2002-2020 

Jepang Korea Selatan Tiongkok 

The results of the calculation of the contribution of each destination country (Japan, South 
Korea, and China) to the total value of Indonesia's oil exports for the period 2002-2020 are 
shown in the table below: 
Table 2 Contribution of three Destination Countries (Japan, South Korea and China) to the 

Total Export Value of Indonesian Petroleum Products for the period 2002-2020 

Source: BPS data processed 2022 

The results of research findings on the contribution of three destination countries (Japan, 
South Korea and China) to the total value of Indonesia's oil exports for the period 2002-2020 
where the average contribution of Japan is 22.9% for South Korea of 11.6% and 8.6% for 
destination countries, so from the findings of this study, Japan is the dominant country for 
Indonesia's oil exports, followed by South Korea and China. Basically, this contribution value 
describes the strength of relations between countries in a mutually beneficial economic 
situation, especially Indonesia and to see the fluctuations in the contribution of each 
destination country (Japan, South Korea and China) 
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Discussion 
The conclusion of this study is that the development of Indonesia's oil exports according to 
the three main destination countries (Japan, South Korea and China) during the period 2002-
2020 where for Japan the average fluctuated decreased by 13% with an average export value 
of 575 (billion US$) for the destination country, South Korea, the average development is 0.4% 
with an export value of 229.6 (billion US$) and for the destination country China, the average 
development is 25.7% or with an export value of 203.5 (US$). billion US$). Meanwhile, the 
contribution of the three destination countries (Japan, South Korea and China) to the total 
value of Indonesia's oil exports during the period 2002-2020 where the contribution of Japan's 
destination countries was on average 22.9% for South Korea of 11.6% and for China's 
destination countries by 8.6%. 

Conclusion 
The two findings of this study can become a medium of information through digitizing the 
transparency of Indonesia's export position and can be a continuity in determining economic 
policies as a whole and quickly according to the needs of the community. So that the results 
of this study provide the first suggestion for oil export actors, in this case, producers under 
Pertamina's control can increase oil production and increase production added value so that 
the value of petroleum exports becomes more competitive in the eyes of the international 
community and increases state revenues from export taxes. Both export policies, in this case 
the government, are able to enforce existing regulations so that parties involved in oil export 
activities are protected from oil and gas maps. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study aims to determine and analyze the effect of profitability, leverage, liquidity and 
capital intensity on tax avoidance. The population of this study is property and real estate 
companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX) in 2018 to 2020 with a population of 
80 companies. Determination of this sample using nonprobability sampling method and 
purposive sampling technique with the results obtained by 16 companies that meet the criteria, 
with a total of 48 observations. The results of the study prove that profitability, leverage, 
liquidity, and capital intensity have no effect on tax avoidance. 
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Introduction 
Taxes are an important source of funding for the Indonesian economy. Tax is a public 
obligation to the state and as a form of community participation in the development of the 
homeland and the state. Taxes according to Law Number 16 of 2009 concerning General 
Provisions and Tax Procedures in Article 1 paragraph 1 are mandatory contributions to the 
state owed by individuals or entities that are coercion based on the law by not getting a direct 
reward and being used for the needs of the state for the greatest prosperity of the people 
(Dewinta and Setiawan, 2016). Through taxes, the government can carry out its programs with 
the aim of increasing economic growth through the development of infrastructure, public 
assets, and other public facilities. 

Tax is one of the largest sources of state revenue and aims to meet the needs of a country. 
Dharma and Noviari, 2017 stated that every taxpayer is required to participate so that the rate 
of growth and implementation of national development can run well for the welfare of the 
country. However, the government and taxpayers have different interests in the 
implementation of tax collection. The government wants to continue to increase or optimize 
state revenues through taxes to finance state administration. However, most taxpayers 
consider tax is a burden because it reduces their income, taxpayers try to pay taxes to a 
minimum so that the income or profit that has been set can be achieved. This difference in 
interests causes taxpayers to tend to reduce the amount of tax payments, both legally and 
illegally. Efforts to reduce tax payments legally are called tax avoidance, while efforts to reduce 
tax payments illegally are called tax evasion. 

Tax Avoidance are obstacles that occur in tax collection, resulting in reduced state treasury 
revenues. The problem of avoiding the tax burden is a complex and unique problem. On the 
one hand, tax avoidance is allowed, but on the other hand it is undesirable. Tax avoidance that 
is carried out does not conflict with tax laws, because it is considered that practices related to 
tax avoidance take advantage of loopholes in the tax law which will affect state cash receipts 
from the tax sector (Mahdiana and Amin, 2020). 

In Indonesia, tax avoidance occurs among property and real estate companies. The Director 
General of Taxes suspected that there was an evasion of a property tax worth Rp. 30 trillion 
which should have gone into the state treasury. The mode that is often used by property 
companies to avoid taxes is by property developers reporting property taxes using the basis 
of the Selling Value of the Tax Object. The developer claims to have used a higher market price. 
Meanwhile, the transaction value includes elements of developer profits and emotional 
prices. This element of emotional price boosts property prices beyond the value of the land 
and buildings. This is what causes property companies to be accused of being an obstacle to 
the tax revenue target that has been set by the tax revenue ceiling in the 2013 Revised State 
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Budget. This is because the Directorate General of Taxes (DGT) noted that there was a dispute 
in property company tax reporting (Kartana and Wulandari, 2018). 

There are several factors that influence a company to avoid taxation, including profitability, 
leverage, company size, audit committee, corporate governance, liquidity, capital intensity 
and institutional ownership, etc. However, this research only covers several factors, that is 
profitability, leverage, liquidity and capital intensity. 

Profitability is one indicator that reflects the company's financial health. With a high 
profitability value indicates that the company's ability to earn good profits and can also utilize 
its assets effectively and efficiently, so that the company is able to pay the company's expenses 
including the company's tax burden. Profitability is a measurement for the performance of a 
company's profitability which consists of several ratios, one of which is Return On Assets 
(ROA). Return on Assets (ROA) is an indicator that reflects the company's financial 
performance, the higher the ROA value, the company's financial performance can be 
categorized as good (Maharani and Suardana, 2014). Several studies have been conducted on 
the effect of profitability on tax avoidance but the results are still varied, research from Ayem 
and Setyadi (2019) and Handayani (2018) shows that profitability has an effect on tax 
avoidance. The results of Mahdiana and Amin's (2020) research show that profitability has a 
positive effect on tax avoidane, the results of this study are in line with the research of Dewinta 
and Setiawan (2019) and Sulaeman (2021). While the results of research conducted by Saputra 
and Asyik (2017), and Cahyono, et al (2016) show that profitability has no effect on tax 
avoidance. 

Another financial ratio that is a factor in a company to carry out its tax obligations is leverage. 
Leverage is the ability of a company to rely on assets/funds. These assets/funds have a burden 
in realizing the company's goals, so that they can maximize the wealth of the company owners 
or shareholders (Sembiling and Hutabalian, 2022). Leverage is a ratio that shows the amount 
of debt owned by the company to finance its fixed assets. The addition of the amount of debt 
will result in the emergence of interest expenses that must be paid by the company, so that 
the tax burden to be paid will reduce the company's pre-tax profit, so that the tax burden paid 
by the company will be reduced (Adelina, 2012. In Widagdo, et al 2020). Leverage ratio or 
solvency is a ratio used to measure how much debt the company must bear in order to fulfill 
assets. The most common proxies used to calculate leverage are the Debt to Total Assets ratio 
(DAR) and the Debt to Equity Ratio (DER). 

Debt to Equity Ratio (DER) is a ratio that compares the amount of debt to equity. This ratio is 
often used by researchers and investors to see how much the company's debt is compared to 
the equity owned by the company or shareholders. The higher the DER, it is assumed that the 
company has a higher risk of its liquidity (Saputa and Asyik, 2017). Several studies have been 
conducted on the effect of leverage on tax avoidance but the results are still varied, research 
from (Saputa and Asyik, 2017) and Widagdo, et al. (2020), Sa shows that leverage has a 
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significant effect on tax avoidance. However, the results are different from the research 
conducted by Handayani (2018), Cahyono, et al (2016) and Gultom (2021) which shows that 
leverage does not have a significant effect on tax avoidance. 

Liquidity is the ability of a company to meet its short-term obligations when they fall due. With 
good cash flow management, the company will be able to pay short-term obligations including 
paying taxes in accordance with applicable regulations. If the company's liquidity is low, it can 
reflect that the company will have difficulty in meeting short-term obligations. The 
measurement used in liquidity is the current ratio (Nur, 2020). Several studies have been 
conducted on the effect of liquidity on tax avoidance but the results are still varied, research 
from Sembiring and Hutabalian (2022) shows that liquidity has a positive effect, and research 
from Nur (2020) shows that liquidity results have a negative effect on tax avoidance, while 
research conducted by Gultom (2021) shows that liquidity results have no effect on tax 
avoidance. 

Capital Intensity is defined by how the company sacrifices to spend funds for operating 
activities and asset funding in order to gain company profits. Capital Intensity is defined as the 
intensity of capital is one form of financial decisions. The decision was determined by the 
company's management to increase the company's profitability (Dessy et al., 2018). Capital 
Intensity describes how big the proportion of the company's fixed assets from its total assets. 
Capital Intensity can be calculated using the proxy of total fixed assets divided by total assets 
owned by the company. Several studies have been conducted on the effect of liquidity on tax 
avoidance but the results are still varied, research from Widagdo et al. (2020) and Dwiyanti 
and Jati (2019) show that the results of Capital Intensity have an effect on tax avoidance. 
However, the research conducted by Dessy et al. (2018) Capital Intensity has no effect on tax 
avoidance. 

Method 
According to Bahri (2018; 49) the population is the entire object and fulfills certain 
characteristics. The scope of the research is property and real estate companies listed on the 
IDX for the 2019-2021 period. Determination of this sample using nonprobability sampling 
method and purposive sampling technique with sample selection: (1) Property and real estate 
companies listed on the IDX for the period 2019-2021. (2) Property and real estate companies 
that are consistently listed on the IDX during the 2019-2021 period. (3) companies that provide 
complete information needed by research. (4) Property and real estate companies that do not 
suffer losses during 2019-2021. 

The operational definition of research variables is: 

1. Tax avoidance is measured using the Cash Effective Tax Rate (CETR), namely the payment 
of taxes in cash on company profits before income tax. CETR was chosen as a proxy for 
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tax avoidance because it identifies the aggressiveness of corporate tax planning that is 
carried out using fixed and temporary differences (Chen et al., 2010).  

2. The profitability used by the author is return on assets (ROA) because ROA is most closely 
related to the company's efficiency in generating profits. The greater the ROA value, the 
greater the level of profit achieved by the company and the better the company's position 
in the use of investment.  

3. Leverage is the company's ability to use debt to finance investment. Leverage is measured 
by dividing all total liabilities by equity. 

4. Liquidity measurement of the company's ability to meet short-term financial obligations 
can be known by comparing the amount of current assets (current assets) with current 
liabilities, the comparison between current assets and current liabilities is usually called 
the current ratio (current ratio).  

5. Capital Intensity can be defined as a company whose assets are fixed assets and 
inventories (Rifka, 2016). Rodigue Arias (2012) (Dwi Cahyadi, 2016) states that the fixed 
assets owned by the company support the company for tax taxes due to depreciation of 
fixed assets every year. This shows that companies that decide to invest are still allowed 
to calculate depreciation which can be used as a deduction from taxable income and as a 
tax management effort.  

Result 
Descriptive statistical analysis is a procedure for compiling and presenting data collected in a 
study with the aim of getting a picture or describing a set of observational data so that it is 
easy to understand, read, and use as information. Descriptive statistics in this study can be 
seen in the following table: 

Table 1. Descriptive Analysis 
 

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

ROA 48 .000 18.618 .43200 2.681131 

DER 48 .007 3.668 .60838 .712459 

CR 48 .936 84.526 7.41727 17.017862 

CAP 48 .004 .650 .10392 .152562 

CETR 48 -2.810 .684 -.24863 .481235 

Valid N (listwise) 48 
    

Data source processed, 2022 

From the table above, it is known that the number of observations studied were 48 
observations, based on the last 3 periods of the Annual Financial Statements (2019-2022) from 
property and real estate companies listed on the IDX. In descriptive statistics, it can be seen 
the mean value, as well as the level of spread (standard deviation) of each table studied. The 
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mean value is a value that indicates the magnitude of the influence of an independent variable 
on the dependent variable. 

It can be seen from the descriptive analysis table that the ROA value has a mean of 0.43200 
with a standard deviation of 2.681131, and a minimum and maximum value of 0.000 and 
18.618. It can be seen from the descriptive analysis table that the DER value has a mean of 
0.60838 with a standard deviation of 0.712459, and a minimum and maximum value of 0.007 
and 3.668. It can be seen from the descriptive analysis table that the CR value has a mean of 
7.41727 with a standard deviation of 17.017862, and a minimum and maximum value of 0.936 
and 84.526. It can be seen from the descriptive analysis table that the CAP value has a mean 
of 0.10392 with a standard deviation of 0.152562, and a minimum and maximum value of 0.04 
and 0.650. It can be seen from the descriptive analysis table that the CETR value has a mean of 
-0.24863 with a standard deviation of 0.481235, and a minimum and maximum value of -2.810 
and 0.684. 

Table 2. Data Normality Test 
 Unstandardized Residual 
N 48
Normal Parametersa,b Mean .0000000

Std. Deviation .47085947
Most Extreme Differences Absolute .267

Positive .267
Negative -.267

Test Statistic .267
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .000c

Data source processed, 2022 

Based on table 2 the significant value is 0.000. The results of the normality data test have a 
significance value of <0.05, meaning that the data is not normally distributed. In this study, to 
normalize the data, transform the data on the dependent variable and the independent 
variable. After transforming the data, then removing the data that are considered extreme 
(outliers) and testing again. The following are the results of the data normality test: 

Table 3 Multicollinearity Test 
 
Model 

Collinearity Statistics 
Tolerance VIF 

1 (Constant)   
ROA .722 1.386 
DER .754 1.326 
CR .723 1.384 
CAP .969 1.032 

Data source processed, 2022 

Based on table 4, the results of the tolerance value and the VIF value of each variable are obtained. ROA 
obtained a tolerance value of 0.722 and a VIF value of 1.386. DER obtained a tolerance value of 0.754 
and a VIF value of 1.326. CR obtained a tolerance value of 0.723 and a VIF value of 1.384. The CAP 
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tolerance value is 0.969 and the VIF value is 1.032. From the four variables, the tolerance value is > 
0.1 and the VIF value is < 10, so it can be concluded that there is no multicollinearity. 

Table 4. Autocorrelation test 
 Unstandardized Residual 
N 48
Normal Parametersa,b Mean .0000000

Std. Deviation .47085947
Most Extreme Differences Absolute .267

Positive .267
Negative -.267

Test Statistic .267
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .024c

Data source processed, 2022 

Based on table 5 the test results show a test value of 0.00276 and a significance value of 0.204. The 
test results show that the significance value is > 0.05, it can be concluded that the data does not have 
autocorrelation. 

Table 5 Heteroscedasticity test 
  

ROA 
 
DER 

 
CR 

 
CAP 

Unstan dardiz ed 
Residual 

Spear 
man's rho 

ROA Correlation Coefficient 1.000 -.191 -.133 -.379* .063 
Sig. (2-tailed) . .231 .406 .014 .694 
N 41 41 41 41 41 

DER Correlation Coefficient -.191 1.000 - 
.432** 

.236 -.251 

Sig. (2-tailed) .231 . .005 .137 .113 
N 41 41 41 41 41 

CR Correlation Coefficient -.133 -.432** 1.000 -.327* .150 
Sig. (2-tailed) .406 .005 . .037 .349 
N 41 41 41 41 41 

CAP Correlation Coefficient -.379* .236 -.327* 1.000 -.094 
Sig. (2-tailed) .014 .137 .037 . .561 
N 41 41 41 41 41 

Unstandardi 
zed Residual 

Correlation Coefficient .063 -.251 .150 -.094 1.000 
Sig. (2-tailed) .694 .113 .349 .561 . 
N 41 41 41 41 41 

Data source processed, 2022 

Based on table 6 shows the correlation between the variables ROA, DER, CR, CAP with the 
unstandardized residual value. The result of ROA correlation with unstandardized residual value 
is 0.694. DER with an unstandardized residual value of 0.113. CR with an unstandardized 
residual value of 0.349. CAP with an unstandardized residual value of 0.561. The correlation 
of these variables has a significance value (sig 2 tiled) > 0.05, so it can be concluded that there 
is no heteroscedasticity in the data. 

Tabel 6 Analisis regresi berganda 

Model 
Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients T Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) .139 .030  4.585 .000 
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ROA -.757 .381 -.363 -1.990 .054 

DER -.013 .021 -.112 -.628 .534 

CR .000 .001 -.060 -.331 .743 
 

CAP -.088 .065 -.211 -1.343 .188 

Multiple regression equation can be explained as follows: 

Y= a + 1X1 + 2X2+ 3X3 + 4X4 + e (1) 

Tax Avoidance= 0.139 + -0.757 ROA + -0.013 DER + 0.000 CR + -0.088 CAP + 0.030    (2) 
From the results of the above equation can be interpreted as follows: 

a. Constant value of 0.139. The value of the ROA, DER, CR, and CAP variables shows a value 
of 0 then the tax avoidance value obtained is 0.139 

b. The ROA regression coefficient value is -0.757 with a negative direction which means that 
every 1 unit increase in profitability will make a decrease in the value of tax avoidance by 
0.757 

c. The DER regression coefficient value is -0.013 with a negative direction which means that 
every 1 unit increase in leverage will make a decrease in the value of tax avoidance by 
0.013 

d. The value of the CR regression coefficient is 0.000 with a positive direction which means 
that every 1 unit increase in liquidity will decrease the value of tax avoidance by 0.00 

e. The CAP regression coefficient value is -0.088 with a negative direction which means that 
every 1 unit increase in capital intensity will make a decrease in the value of tax avoidance 
by 0.088 

Tabel 8. Uji Koefisien Determinasi (R2) 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the 
Estimate 

1 .369a .137 .041 .06631 
Data source processed, 2022 

Based on table 8, the value of the coefficient of determination in this study was measured by the 
adjusted R square value. The results of the coefficient of determination (R2) show the adjusted R 
square value of 0.041 or 4.1%, meaning that the tax avoidance variable (Y) can be explained by the 
four independent variables of profitability, leverage, liquidity and capital intensity of 4.1% while the 
rest (100 %-4.1 = 95.9%) can be explained by other variables outside the model. 

Discussion 
Effect of Profitability on Tax Avoidance 
The profitability variable (ROA) has a significance value of 0.054 > 0.05 and the value of tcount = 
-1.990 < ttable = 2.02269. These results show that profitability has no effect on tax avoidance, 
so it can be concluded that the hypothesis is rejected. Profitability which is proxied using Return 
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On Asset (ROA) does not have a significant effect. A high ROA indicates that the company has 
utilized its assets effectively and efficiently. Companies that have good tax planning will get 
optimal taxes so that companies do not need to do tax evasion. The results of this study are in 
line with research by Cahyono (2018) and Saputra (2017) which state that profitability has no 
effect on tax avoidance, this result is not in line with research conducted by Handayani (2018) 
and Ariawan and Setiawan (2017) which states that profitability has an effect on tax avoidance. 

Effect of Leverage on Tax Avoidance 
The leverage variable (DER) has a significance value of 0.534 > 0.05 and the value of tcount = 
-0.628 < ttable = 2.02269. These results show that leverage has no effect on tax avoidance, so 
it can be concluded that the hypothesis is rejected. The results of the study show that leverage 
with the DER proxy has no effect on tax avoidance. The higher or lower leverage will not affect 
tax avoidance activities in the company, the company does not use debt to reduce the tax 
burden but is actually used for the company's operational costs. The higher the debt level of 
a company, the management will be more conservative in conducting financial reporting on 
operations. The results of this study are in line with Handayani (2018) and Gultom (2021) which 
state that leverage has no effect on tax avoidance, this result is not in line with research 
conducted by Oktamawati (2017) and Mahdiana and Amin (2020) which states that leverage has 
an effect on tax avoidance. 

Effect of Liquidity on Tax Avoidance 
The liquidity variable (CR) has a significance value of 0.743 > 0.05 and tcount = -0.331 < 
ttable = 2.02269. These results show that liquidity has no effect on tax avoidance, so it can be 
concluded that the hypothesis is rejected. The results showed that liquidity with CR proxy had 
no effect on tax avoidance. It is very important to maintain liquidity in a company, this shows 
that the company's finances do not have problems regarding cash flow and are able to bear the 
costs that arise such as taxes, and show healthy company finances. In this case, the company 
does not need to do tax avoidance. The results of this study are in line with Gultom (2021) which 
states that liquidity has no effect on tax avoidance, this result is not in line with research 
conducted by Sembiring and Hutabalian (2022) and Abdullah (2020) which states that liquidity 
has an effect on tax avoidance. 

Effect of Capital Intensity on Tax Avoidance 
The variable capital intensity (CAP) has a significance value of 0.188 > 0.05 and the value of 
tcount = -1.343 < ttable = 2.02269. These results show no effect on tax avoidance, so it can be 
concluded that the hypothesis is rejected. The results showed that capital intensity with CAP 
proxy had no effect on tax avoidance. The company uses its fixed assets for company 
operations, not to be used as depreciation expense for fixed assets. Although the company 
has a fairly high capital intensity, it is not able to minimize tax avoidance actions, which means 
that management by utilizing the depreciation costs of fixed assets as tax deductions is not able 
to minimize tax avoidance actions. The results of this study are in line with Dessy et al (2018) 
which states that capital intensity has no effect on tax avoidance, this result is not in line with 
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research conducted by Muzakki and Darsono (2015) and Wdagdo et al. (2020) which states 
that capital intensity affects tax avoidance 

Conclusion 
Based on the results of the analysis and discussion that has been carried out in this study, it 
can be concluded that the profitability proxied using the Return On Asset (ROA) measurement 
tool does not have a significant effect on Tax Avoidance. A company with a high ROA is able 
to pay the entire burden of the company including the tax burden, so that a high ROA value 
does not affect the existence of Tax Avoidance actions. Leverage has no effect on Tax 
Avoidance. The higher the leverage will not affect the Tax Avoidance activity in the company, 
because the higher the debt level of a company, the management will be more conservative 
in conducting financial reporting on the company's operations. Liquidity has no effect on Tax 
Avoidance. This shows that if the liquidity in the company is high, it will not affect the Tax 
Avoidance action. Capital Intensity has no effect on Tax Avoidance. The amount of assets 
owned by a company does not affect the Tax Avoidance action. 

Based on the results of the analysis and the conclusions above, several suggestions can be 
made for further researchers, namely for further researchers to develop research with other 
variables that have not been used, which have an influence on Tax Avoidance activities in 
companies. And can add the year period so that the results are more accurate. 
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ABSTRACT 

The hegemony of digital platforms currently presents a formidable challenge for the Pelanusa 
group that runs a social entrepreneurship-based business that attracts marginalized women 
and women with disabilities. The purpose of this study is to find out how the role of knowledge 
empowerment and digital marketing platforms in achieving innovation performance which 
ultimately has an impact on market performance. A total of 180 Pelanusa entrepreneurs have 
been researched through a questionnaire and the data were analyzed using PLS. The results of 
the study prove that the knowledge empowerment is needed to increase the digital marketing 
platforms. The success of innovation performance does not depend on high knowledge 
empowerment, but rather depends on the level of digital marketing platforms used, and 
market performance will be strongly shaped by innovation performance. It is also evident that 
digital marketing platforms mediate the effect of empowering knowledge on innovation 
performance in its entirety. 

KEYWORDS:  Knowledge Empowerment, Digital Marketing Platform, Innovation 
Performance, Market Performance 
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Introduction 
After the worsening of the country's economy due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Creative 
Economy sector was able to become the frontline in the momentum of national economic 
revival (Kemenparekraf, 2021). As the information in Figure 1. shows, there is a relatively large 
increase in total creative economy exports in 2021 which reflects the success of Indonesia's 
Creative Economy market performance in the post-pandemic era.  

Figure 1. Graph of Total Creative Economy Exports 

 
Source: (Salahudin Uno, 2021) 

However, there are still many challenges to be faced. The intensive application of advanced 
technology leads to a digital transition (Kostić, 2018) making every creative industry in this 
digital economy era must operate in an environment that is easy to change quickly with 
increasingly fierce competition pressures (Anjaningrum, 2021). The main form of competition 
faced by the Creative Economy sector according to research results Anjaningrum & Rudamaga 
(2019) is innovation competition. Seeing these conditions, Minister of Tourism and Creative 
Economy of Indonesia encourages creative-entrepreneurs to innovate by utilizing digital 
platforms (Rukendi, 2021). As research results Bartczak (2021) explain that digital platforms 
can be an effective factor in implementing innovative business models. The same thing was 
also expressed by Jun et al. (2021) who explained that the existence of a digital platform made 
the innovation performance of SMEs higher. However, the hegemony of digital platforms also 
presents its own challenges for creative-entrepreneurs, that is the need for high-quality 
resources. This is a relatively formidable challenge for the “Pelanusa” Group that runs a social-
entrepreneurship-based business. 

The Pelanusa group is a group of patchwork craftswomen who attract marginalized women 
and people with disabilities. Marginalized women here are housewives who are young, 
unproductive or not working, and have low education, elementary and junior high school 
education. Through the guidance of the Pelangi Nusantara Singhasari Foundation (Pelanusa 
Foundation) which is headquartered in Malang Regency, East Java Province. These 
marginalized people are given training on making various kinds of products made from 
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patchwork, such as bags, wallets, bed covers, unique clothes, and others. They also get 
guidance on how to become creative-entrepreneurs, how to run a business, and how to 
manage a business. They also receive assistance from the production process to marketing 
and selling and financial records (Wien, 2016). In the practice of social-entrepreneurship, the 
Pelanusa Foundation also attracts people with disabilities by being given the same training, 
mentoring and assistance as the marginalized women, but with a different approach due to 
physical limitations, both physically disabled and deaf.  

When the Covid-19 pandemic struck which had a fatal impact on the economy, the market 
performance of the Pelanusa Group also declined drastically as indicated by sales results which 
decreased by 70% despite having made many innovations. So, to restore market performance 
in the current, post-pandemic, era of economic revival, it is important and urgent to conduct 
research that can find out what factors have an essential role in significantly improving the 
performance of the Pelanusa Group market. 

Hypothesis Development 
Currently, creative products that can compete in the global market are those with high 
innovation, so the ability to innovate is very important in a creative-entrepreneur as a creative 
economy actor and every creative industry (Anjaningrum et al., 2021). In the era of the digital 
economy, achieving performance is very important for SMEs and it has been revealed that the 
existence of a digital platform makes innovation performance even higher (Jun et al., 2021).  

Information and communication technology at this time can foster a culture of innovation for 
empowerment, especially for youth. Innovation is not only about creating something new, but 
also about taking what already exists, be it a product, process, service, or concept and then 
perfecting it (Mourtada, 2010). Innovation and information systems scientists have studied 
extensively the process of implementing individual innovations that have an impact on 
innovation outcomes (Pak et al., 2019). A significant relationship between innovation 
performance and market performance has been proven (Rajapathirana & Hui, 2018). 
Innovative behavior is very important to maintain and improve organizational competitiveness 
and it was found that psychological empowerment influences innovative behavior (Tanoto & 
Sutarhanji, 2019). A company must develop its innovation potential seriously if it wants the 
innovation process to be carried out properly and produce the expected innovation results. 
When good innovation results are not supported by sufficient potential and well-executed 
processes, the sustainability of these results is questioned. Psychological empowerment has a 
direct impact on innovation that allows the early development of SME performance (Rababah, 
2017). Entrepreneurship is effective for holistic empowerment (Khan et al., 2022). The 
relationship between empowerment and entrepreneurship in collective societies has proven 
to be strong (Wood et al., 2021). Empowerment in the perspective of open innovation is 
empowerment towards conscious and active joint participation in the process of creating, 
acquiring, and disseminating knowledge, resulting in increased involvement, responsibility, 
self-control, and self-discipline. Often, this also leads to the search for new mechanisms of 
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knowledge management (Aneta, 2016). So that the important empowerment built to be able 
to optimize the use of digital marketing platforms is knowledge empowerment. Without a high 
level of knowledge empowerment, it will be difficult to take advantage of digital platforms. 

Based on these empirical studies, there are close relationships between knowledge 
empowerment, digital marketing platform, innovation performance, and market performance 
which ultimately forms the following research hypotheses: 

H1: It is hypothesized that knowledge empowerment is needed to increase the use of digital 
marketing platforms. 
H2: It is hypothesized that the success of innovation performance is highly depend on the high 
level of knowledge empowerment and digital marketing platform used. 
H3: It is hypothesized that market performance will be strongly shaped by innovation 
performance. 
H4: Digital marketing platform mediates the effect of knowledge empowerment on innovation 
performance. 

Method 

This research was conducted on 180 Pelanusa patchwork craftswomen who were selected 
through accidental-purposive sampling technique. Pelanusa members who become 
respondents must be independent entrepreneurs and have run a business for at least 3 years 
under the guidance and assistance of the Pelangi Nusantara Singhasari Foundation (Planusa 
Foundation), and are classified as marginalized women or women with disabilities. The data 
collected through the research instrument in the form of a 5-point Likert scale questionnaire 
was processed and analyzed using Partial Least Square (PLS) analysis with SmartPLS 4.0.7.9. 
After the data passed the outer and inner model tests, finally the hypothesis was tested by t-
test (Hair et al., 2014; Hair et al., 2017; and Garson, 2016). 

Knowledge Empowerment (X) is measured by the formula of Aneta (2016): willing to learn to 
improve qualifications (X1), willing to improve skills and continue to add experience (X2), 
willing to increase creativity and entrepreneurship (X23), pro of innovation (X24), dare to take 
decisions and responsibilities (X25), and run flexibly (X26). Digital Marketing platform (Y1) is 
measured and developed through several formula of Khattak (2022): Feeling easy to access 
data through digital platforms (Y11), able to connect between digital platforms used, for 
example Instagram and Facebook (Y12), Can exchange information via digital the platform 
used (Z13), is able to collect relevant information from the database of the digital platform 
used (Z14), and is able to adapt the digital platform used to new things. Innovation 
Performance (Y2) was developed from the formula of Rajapathirana & Hui (2018): being able 
to add or create new products (Y21), using competitive technology (Y22), fast in introducing 
new products (Y23), and products created having novelty properties ( Z33). Market 
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Performance (Y3) was developed from the formula of (Rajapathirana & Hui, 2018): expanding 
market share (Y31), increasing customer satisfaction (Y32), and increasing total sales (Y33). 

Result 
A total of 180 respondents, they are patchwork craftsmen of the “Pelanusa” group, have been 
studied. A total of 150 people are normal marginalized women and 30 people are women with 
disabilities with an average age of about 30 years, elementary and junior high school 
education. 

The result of SEM-PLS Analysis using SmartPLS 4.0.7.9  

The Outer Model 

The outer model was tested to determine the validity and reliability of the research 
instrument. Valid instruments can be identified through the loading factor value greater than 
0.70. Based on Figure 1. Structural Model, it is known that each manifest construct that 
reflects Knowledge Empowerment, Digital Marketing Platform, Innovation Performance, and 
Market Performance has a loading factor value > 0.7, so the research instrument is valid. 
Validity can also be seen from the value of Average Variance Extracted (AVE) which is greater 
than 5. Meanwhile, the reliability of the instrument can be checked from Cronbach's alpha 
value which is greater than 0.6 and composite which is greater than 0.8. As shown in Table 1. 
The AVE value of all latent constructs is greater than 0.5 and Cronbach's alpha value is greater 
than 0.6, and the composite reliability value is greater than 0.8 which indicates that the 
research instrument is valid and reliable. 

Figure 1. Structural Model 

 
Source: SmartPLS 4.0.7.9 Output (2022) 

Table 1. Construct reliability and validity 

 
Cronbach'
s alpha 

Composite 
reliability (rho_a) 

Composite 
reliability (rho_c) 

Average variance 
extracted (AVE) 
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Digital 
Marketing 
Platform 0.927 0.928 0.946 0.777 
Innovation 
Performance 0.962 0.962 0.972 0.898 
Knowledge 
Empowerment 0.959 0.959 0.967 0.830 
Market 
Performance 0.888 0.894 0.930 0.816 

Source: SmartPLS 4.0.7.9 Output (2022) 

The Inner Model  

Inner model in this study tested by the value of R-Square (R2) and GoF. R-Square is the 
coefficient of determination on the endogenous latent construct. According to Chin (1998) in 
Hair et al. (2014), an impact is said to be strong if the R-square value is at least 0.67. Based on 
Figure 1., it is known that the R-Square value in Digital Marketing Platform is 0.782. About 
78.2% of Digital Marketing Platform is explained powerfully by Knowledge Empowerment. 
Meanwhile, the R-square value in the Innovation Performance is 0.725. The 72.5% of 
Innovative Performance is explained powerfully by knowledge empowerment and digital 
marketing platform. And last, the R-Square value in the Market Performance is 0.685. About 
68.5% of Market Performance is explained powerfully by Innovation Performance.  

The Goodness of Fit (GoF) value calculated manually using the formula:  

GoF = √��� × �態. (1) 

GoF Digital Marketing Platform = √0.777 × 0.782 = 0.780 (2) 

GoF Innovation Performance = √0.898 × 0.725 = 0.838  (3) 

GoF Market Performance = √0.816 × 0.685 = 0.745 (4) 

According to Tenenhaus in Hair et al. (2014), the impact of exogenous latent constructs is 
categorized as large if the minimum GoF value is 0.38. Based on the calculation results, it 
shows that the GoF value for the constructs of Digital Marketing Performance, Innovation 
Performance, and Market Performance is greater than 0.38, which it means that the structural 
model formed is good and can be used to predict the endogenous latent construct. 

The Hypothesis Test 

Hypothesis testing is done by estimating the path coefficient (original sample O) which shows 
the positive or negative effect of exogenous latent constructs on endogenous latent 
constructs and t-statistics or p-values that indicate whether or not the impact of endogenous 
latent constructs is significant or not through Bootstrapping technique.  

Based on the Original Sample O values in Table 3. and conceptual framework as in the 
structural model Figure 1. The main structural equations formed are: 
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Path1: Y1 = 0.884X + e1 (1) 

Path2: Y2 = 0.196X + 0.673Y1+ e2 (2) 

Path3: Y3 = 0.828Y2 + e3 (3) 

which X is Knowledge Empowerment, Y1 is Digital Marketing Platform, Y2 is Innovation 
Performance, Y3 is Market Performance, and e1, e2, e3 are error standards.  

Table 3. Path Coefficient and T-Statistics 

 Original 
Sample (O) 

T Statistics 
(|O/STDEV|) 

P 
Valu
es 

Infere
nce 

Path Coefficients 
Digital Marketing Platform -> Innovation 
Performance 0.673 5.406 0.00

0 
Signifi
cant 

Innovation Performance -> Market Performance 0.828 32.263 0.00
0 

Signifi
cant 

Knowledge Empowerment -> Digital Marketing 
Platform 0.884 27.481 0.00

0 
Signifi
cant 

Knowledge Empowerment -> Innovation 
Performance 0.196 1.556 0.12

0 

Not 
Signifi
cant 

Specific Indirect Effects 
Knowledge Empowerment -> Digital Marketing 
Platform -> Innovation Performance 0.595 5.927 0.00

0 
Signifi
cant 

Source: SmartPLS 4.0.7.9 Output (2022) 

Based on the structural model Path1, it is known that the Knowledge Empowerment has a 
positive and significant impact on Digital Marketing Platform. So that the first research 
hypothesis (H1), which states that "Knowledge empowerment is needed to increase the use 
of digital marketing platforms," is accepted.  

Meanwhile, based on the structural model Path2, it is known that Knowledge Empowerment 
has a positive, but not significant impact on Innovation Performance, while digital marketing 
platform has a positive and significant impact on Innovation Performance. So, the second 
research hypothesis (H2), which states that "The success of innovation performance is highly 
depend on the high level of knowledge empowerment and digital marketing platform used," 
is rejected because innovation performance is more depend on the digital marketing platform 
used than knowledge empowerment.  

Finally, based on the structural model Path3, it is known that Innovation Performance has a 
positive and significant impact on Market Performance. So that the third research hypothesis 
(H3), which states that "Market performance will be strongly shaped by innovation 
performance," is accepted. 

Regarding the mediating role of Digital marketing Platform, based on the data in Table 3. in 
Specific Indirect Effect section, it is known that the indirect impact of knowledge 
empowerment on Innovation Performance through Digital Marketing Platform is significant. 
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So that the fourth research hypothesis (H4) states that "Digital marketing platform mediates 
the effect of knowledge empowerment on innovation performance," is accepted. The nature 
of this mediator is complete mediation because the indirect impact of knowledge 
empowerment on innovation performance through digital marketing platforms is much 
stronger than the direct impact. 

Discussion 

Knowledge Empowerment and Digital Marketing Platform 

The results of this study have proven the suspicion of the need for knowledge empowerment 
in improving the digital marketing platform used by the Pelanusa group, especially members 
who are marginalized women and women with disabilities. Although full of limitations, low 
education, minimal knowledge, even physically disabled, these Pelanusa members have a very 
strong will to learn and to have better qualifications, hence the ease of accessing and using 
digital platforms (Khattak, 2022), for the process of marketing and selling their creative 
products, they will be achieved even though they have to go through training and mentoring 
first from the Pelangi Nusantara Singhasari Foundation. As the research of Jun et al. (2021)  
explains that the hegemony of digital platforms is a tough challenge for creative-
entrepreneurs, that is the need for high-quality resources, where the knowledge 
empowerment of every creative individual must be strong. 

Knowledge Empowerment, Digital Marketing Platform, and Innovation Performance 

The results of the study prove that there is a relationship between Knowledge Empowerment, 
Digital Marketing Platform, and Innovation Performance, where it is proven that high 
innovation performance is more dependent on the level of use of digital marketing platforms 
than knowledge empowerment of Pelanusa members. However, high knowledge 
empowerment plays an important role in increasing the use of marketing platforms which 
have an impact on high innovation performance. So, the higher the knowledge empowerment, 
the easier it will be for Pelanusa members to use the digital marketing platform, and the easier 
it will be to use the digital marketing platform, the more innovative performance will be 
achieved. 

This can happen because in this digital era, all information will be easier to obtain from the 
internet, especially during a pandemic like the past which requires everyone to use online 
media more in exchanging information and transacting. So, even though the knowledge 
empowerment is high, where Pelanusa members have a high willingness to improve their 
qualifications as patchwork craftsmen, want to improve skills and continue to add experience, 
want to increase creativity and entrepreneurship, are pro to innovation, dare to take decisions 
and take responsibility, and In carrying out activities flexibly, achieving high innovation 
performance will be difficult to obtain without the use of digital platforms, both for learning 
and media marketing (Aneta, 2016). Through digital platforms, especially in terms of 
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marketing, entrepreneurs will get a lot of information and many valuable lessons, especially 
how to get the right strategy to sell through digital platforms. 

This finding is in line with the results of Mourtada (2010) research which reveals that current 
information and communication technology can foster empowerment-based innovation. This 
finding is also in line with the research of Pak et al. (2019) which explains that innovation and 
information systems have studied extensively the process of implementing individual 
innovations that have an impact on innovation outcomes. In addition, Bartczak (2021) also 
explains that digital platforms can be an effective factor in implementing innovative business 
models. 

Innovation Performance and Market Performance 

The results of this study prove that market performance in this era is largely determined by 
innovation performance. A significant relationship between innovation performance and 
market performance has also been proven previously through findings of Rajapathirana & Hui 
(2018). High innovation performance shown by the ability of Pelanusa members to add or 
create new products, use competitive technology, be fast in introducing new products, and 
the products created have novel properties as described by Rajapathirana & Hui (2018) then 
the products their creative products will be able to penetrate the global market, as explained 
by Anjaningrum & Rudamaga (2019) that the factor that must be owned by every business to 
be able to compete in the digital era is innovation. Innovative behavior is very important to 
maintain and improve organizational competitiveness and it was found that psychological 
empowerment influences innovative behavior (Tanoto & Sutarhanji, 2019). A company must 
develop its innovation potential seriously if it wants the innovation process to be carried out 
properly and produce the expected innovation results. So far, the Pelanusa group has made 
many innovations in patchwork, which they call "Creative Sewing". Their unique products have 
been able to penetrate the global market, exported to Japan, Malaysia, and several other 
neighboring countries. The wider market share and the total number of sales indicate the 
success of the Pelanusa group in the market, and so far there have been no complaints from 
consumers or customers who also show relatively high customer satisfaction, this includes 
market performance as well (Rajapathirana & Hui, 2018). 

Conclusion 
Empowerment of knowledge is indeed needed to improve digital marketing platforms. 
However, this does not really guarantee the success of innovation performance directly, but 
the use of a high and appropriate digital marketing platform has a very important role in 
determining innovation performance which ultimately has an impact on market performance. 
The implications for the strategic management of SMEs based on creative economy and social 
entrepreneurship are clearly evident in the proven position of complete mediation of digital 
marketing performance on the influence of knowledge empowerment on innovation 
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performance. Further research is expected to find other empowerments that have a 
significant effect on innovation performance and determine what digital marketing platform 
is most suitable for women with disabilities. 
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ABSTRACT 

The proliferation of outlets for processed food products and foreign food at this time has made 
special food products in the form of traditional cakes less desirable. For example, there are 
fewer outlets selling traditional Jambi cakes. This study tries to answer how the impact of 
digital marketing on purchase intention on traditional Jambi cakes with digital marketing as 
the independent variable and purchase intention as the dependent variable. This study uses a 
quantitative approach with a total of 100 processed questionnaires. The results show that 
digital marketing does not have a positive effect on Purchase Intention on traditional Jambi 
cakes, so it can be concluded that consumers buy traditional cakes more because of the values 
and habits implied in the traditional cakes 

KEYWORDS:  Digital Marketing, Purchase Intention and Traditional Food 
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Introduction 
Advances in technology are currently having a very strong impact on the entire industry, 
especially coupled with the COVID-19 pandemic that occurred at the beginning of 2020 
resulting in increased use of technology, especially the internet. At the time of the covid 
pandemic, it was also felt how an effort to cook products using digital technology became a 
solution and has been used until now. 

The current cake phenomenon developed by Selegram using the Intagram application makes 
something new and trendy during the covid 19 pandemic. In one easy step, consumers can 
have an impact on the current cake that is consumed, both in the form of taste and also the 
quality of the cake. According to Rafif (2021) and Putri (2021), this is a phenomenon in forming 
interactions between consumers and owners in other words, namely Purchasing intention in 
the Covid-19 condition. 

Seeing this phenomenon, there is a traditional food or cake typical of an area such as Jambi 
that is not marketed through digital marketing using the Instagram application so that at the 
end of 2020 there will be several intragram accounts that do marketing through digital 
marketing of traditional Jambi cakes. Seeing this phenomenon, researchers are interested in 
conducting further research on digital marketing and purchase intention on traditional Jambi 
cakes by involving service quality indicators in digital marketing variables. 

Study of literature 
Digital Marketing 
According to Saifuddin, M. (2021) Digital marketing is the use of the internet and the use of 
other interactive technologies to create and link information between companies and 
identified consumers, similar things are also said by (Hisam sam, 2018) and Saputro, A. (2018) 
Furthermore, the definition of digital marketing can also be said that internet or digital 
marketing can be in the form of web sites, search engine marketing, web banners, social 
networking, viral marketing, e-mail marketing and affiliate marketing (Salya, 2010: 4 in Ulil 
Azmi, 2016). 

Purchase Intention 
Purchase intention is used to evaluate the possibility of buying a product. Higher purchase 
intentions indicate increased willingness in product buyers. Purchase intention directly affects 
the company's revenue and profitability. Therefore, the significance of purchase intention as 
an outcome variable of interest in this paper is clear. Thus, customer purchase intention is 
included as the main dependent variable in the research model (Chang, Hsu, Chen, & Kuo, 
2019). According to Spears and Singhs (Liu, 2001), purchase intention is an individual's 
planning as a desire to buy a product. Furthermore, Howard and Sheth (Aw, Xi, Teoh, & Cheng, 
2017), define purchase intention as the possibility that individual consumers have plans to 
purchase certain products. 
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Method 
The research method used in this study is a quantitative descriptive method. Quantitative 
research is a research method based on positivism, which is used to examine certain 
populations or samples, collecting data using research instruments and statistical data with 
the aim of testing the established hypothesis. The research method explains the relationship 
between influencing and being influenced by the variables to be studied. Using a quantitative 
approach because the data that will be used to analyze the relationship between variables is 
expressed by numbers or a numerical scale, with digital marketing as the independent variable 
and purchase intention as the dependent variable. 

Result 
Based on the results of respondents' answers, then further analysis is carried out to answer 
the formulation of the problem in this study. As for the results of data processing carried out 
with SPSS to examine the extent of the influence of the independent variables on the 
dependent variable, multiple linear regression analysis was carried out with the following 
results: 

Table 1 Results of Multiple Regression Analysis 

Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients 

t Sig. 
B Std. Error Beta 

1 

(Constant) 16,879 1,656  10,194 ,000 
X1 ,454 ,246 ,230 1,845 ,068 
X2 -,152 ,184 -,096 -,828 ,410 
X3 -,361 ,191 -,237 -1,894 ,061 
X4 ,590 ,295 ,281 1,998 0.049 
X5 -,309 ,212 -,172 -1,459 ,148 

a. Dependent Variable: Y 

From the table above, it can be obtained the value of the constant parameter and the value 
of the estimator parameter to complete the regression model that has been formulated 
previously. The multiple linear regression equations formed from the results of the 
calculations in the table above are as follows: 
Based on the linear regression equation above, it can be interpreted as follows: 

Y = 16,879 + 0,454 X1 - 0,152X2 – 0,361X3 + 0,590X4 – 0,309 X5 + e (1) 

1. The magnitude of the constant in the equation is 16.879, which means that if there is no 
influence of the independent variable, namely from digital marketing which consists of 
tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy that affect purchase 
intention, it will be worth 16.879. This means that consumers will continue to consume 
traditional Jambi cakes. 
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2. The X1 regression coefficient (tangible) is 0.454. This means that every time there is an 
increase in the tangent variable by one unit, the purchase Intetion will increase by 0.454. 

3. The regression coefficient of X2 (Reliability) is negative 0.152. This means that every time 
there is an increase in the Realibility variable by one unit, the purchase intention will 
decrease by 0.152. 

4. The X3 regression coefficient (Responsiveness) is negative 0.361. This means that every 
time there is an increase in the Responsiveness variable by one unit, the purchase 
intention will decrease by 0.361. 

5. The X4 regression coefficient (Assurance) is 0.590. This means that every time there is an 
increase in the Realibility variable by one unit, the purchase intention will increase by 
0.590. 

6. The X5 regression coefficient (Empathy) is negative 0.309. This means that every time 
there is an increase in the Empathy variable by one unit, the purchase intention will 
decrease by 0.309. 

Furthermore, the F statistical test was carried out. This test was conducted to determine 
whether all the independent variables in this study had a joint effect on the dependent 
variable. The test results can be seen in the following table: 

Table 2 F Test Results 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 34,129 5 6,826 2.038 .001 b 

Residual 301,496 90 3,350   

Total 335,625 95    

Based on the table above, it can be seen that the calculated F value in this research model is 
2.038 with an F significance value of 0.001 meaning that the P value < . With a significant level 
of = 5%, the p-value (0.001) is smaller. So it can be concluded that there is a statistically 
significant effect between digital marketing variables, namely tangble, reliability, 
responsiveness, assurance and empathy on the purchase intention of Jambi traditional cakes. 
To measure how far the regression model's ability to explain the variation of the dependent 
variable is, the t statistic test is carried out. The test results are as follows: 

Table 3 Statistical Test Results t 
Model t Sig. 

1 

(Constant) 10,194 ,000 
X1 1,845 ,068 
X2 -,828 ,410 
X3 -1,894 ,061 
X4 1,998 0.049 
X5 -1,459 ,148 

Source: SPSS output 
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Discussion 
Based on the table above, it can be explained that the tangible variable (X1) has no significant 
effect on consumer satisfaction. From the results of the tests carried out, the X1 value 
obtained is 0.068 which is greater than the value of = 5%. Reliability independent variable (X2) 
also has no significant effect on consumer satisfaction. From the results of the tests carried 
out, the X2 value obtained is 0.410 which is greater than the value of = 5%. Responsiveness 
variable (X3) has no significant effect on purchase intention. From the results of the tests 
carried out, the X3 value obtained is 0.061 which is greater than the value of = 5%. Assurance 
variable (X4) has a significant effect on consumer satisfaction. From the results of the tests 
carried out, the X4 value obtained is 0.049 which is less than the value of = 5%. The X5 variable, 
namely Empathy, has no significant effect on consumer satisfaction. From the results of the 
tests carried out, the X5 value obtained is 0.148 which is greater than the value of = 5%. 

Conclusion 
Based on the problem formulation and research results, it is concluded that digital marketing 
does not have a positive effect on Purchage Intention on traditional Jambi cakes, with a 
significance level of 5%. In addition, it can also be concluded that consumers buy traditional 
cakes more because of the values and habits implied in these traditional cakes. 
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